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PREFACE

This book, as its title indicates, deals primarily with, the eco-

nomic aspects of labor problems. Designed as a textbook for college

courses in labor, it is analytic rather than encyclopedic. The em-

phasis throughout the book is upon economic principles rather

than upon particular events or ephemeral facts. Facts, as such,

mean little until they are examined and interpreted. With labor

issues on the front pages of newspapers, the public and the student

may acquire many miscellaneous scraps of information about labor,

but they generally lack an understanding of the underlying forces

that explain the surface facts. Furthermore, the student often for-

gets undigested facts and detailed statistics shortly after the final

examination in a course. If, however, a firm theoretical foundation

is developed to which various factual material may be attached in

a meaningful manner, not only is the student less likely to forget

the facts but he has a basis for interpreting new data and current

affairs. He then is in a position to relate new facts to old ones and

to evaluate existing labor policies.

Throughout the book, including the sections dealing with his-

torical material, emphasis is placed upon the nature of the market.

In so far as possible, the new market analysis of monopolistic or im-

perfect competition is here applied to labor and labor problems.

Knowledge of the significance of monopolistic elements in markets

is absolutely essential for an understanding of the theory of wages

and collective bargaining. Such a market approach is also valuable

for the study of labor relations in various branches of industry.

Without some understanding of market situations, students can-

not fully appreciate the need for minimum-wage legislation or why
some labor unions, like the stove molders, or the building trades

and the truck drivers in certain localities, are strong while other

labor unions, in industries having a different competitive situation.
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are weak. As explained with examples in Part Four, the nature of

employers' markets tends to condition the attitude of employers and

employers' associations toward labor unions.

In the theoretical sections on the economics of wages, hours,

and employment, sharp distinction is drawn between conclusions

that apply to the individual firm or industry and those that apply

to the economy as a whole. Many of the errors in reasoning on la-

bor problems result from a failure to analyze the effects both upon

particular employers and upon the economy in general. Failure to

draw a distinction between private and social costs is another source

of erroneous conclusions on labor issues and the proper governmen-

tal policy with respect to various labor problems.

In the chapters dealing with unemployment, I have drawn ex-

tensively from recent developments in the theory of employment

and business cycles, associated with such names as J. M. Keynes,

Joan Robinson, Alvin Hansen, and Bertil Ohlin. In the past there

has been a tendency to draw too sharp a line between the subject

matter discussed in college courses covering labor on the one hand

and courses dealing with business cycles, monetary theory, public

finance, international trade, industrial price policies, and economic

theory on the other hand. In this volume use has been made,

whenever fitting, of economic principles that the student may have

learned in other courses in economics.

Some of the problems in labor are so complex and complicated

that simple answers are not possible. In such cases, the issues have

been faced and explained. It is better for students to appreciate the

weaknesses in any particular theory than for the author to side-step

the issue or to offer his readers dogmatic conclusions that must be ac-

cepted on faith. Students seeking solutions to problems should be

taught not only the means by which they can work out answers for

themselves but also the limitations to their own conclusions. For some

readers, the book may even seem to raise more issues than it settles.

At various points in the discussion, the reader may disagree with

the author's point of view or his analysis of the problem. That is

to be expected in a textbook that attempts to apply to labor prob-

lems the new developments in other branches of economics. Such

disagreement may, however, be most desirable, for students should

not be led to believe that a live subject like labor is as cut and dried

as geometry, so that all the student has to do is to learn the "propo-
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sitions" and their "corollaries." Indeed, I shall feel well rewarded

for the effort spent in writing this volume if it can so challenge old

notions and stimulate new thoughts that its readers gain a better

understanding of some current labor issues and a clearer insight

into the economics of labor problems.

Part Four, which deals with collective bargaining in certain in-

dustries, permits some flexibility in the use of the book. The in-

structor can omit some of the chapters in this Part, as well as

Chapters 15 and 26, and still give a well-rounded, complete course

in the subject. As explained in Chapter 27, experience indicates

that the industry provides the best unit or basis for the study of

labor relations. The material in Part Four illustrates how the eco-

nomics of an industry may aff'ect labor relations within that branch

of business, and it permits an intensive study of a few sample indus-

tries having very diff'erent economic and market conditions.

In the preparation of this treatise on the economics of labor, I

have drawn upon the writings and teachings of a large number of

economists. The footnotes indicate, somewhat inadequately to be

sure, how great is my debt to other authors. They fail, however,

to indicate how much I have been helped by the advice and criti-

cism of many economists who have spent long hours in reading the

manuscript, a number of them at the publisher's request and ex-

pense. The suggestions of these friendly critics were very helpful

in revising the manuscript, after it had been tried in mimeographed

form in the author's classes at the University of Washington in

1940. In a few cases, certain suggestions were not adopted, either

because they would have involved more emphasis on the legal,

political, administrative, or sociological aspects of labor issues than

I thought desirable in a book concerned primarily with the eco-

nomics of labor or because I disagreed with the analysis or view-

point of the critic. In one section in particular, the chapter dealing

with the historical background in England, two critics thought

that not enough emphasis was given to a volume published by

J. H. Clapham in 1926. Personally, I am inclined to question the

adequacy of his treatment of labor on the basis of selected bits of

statistical material, but suffice it to say that better data are now
available on real wages in England during the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries than the wage indices used by Clapham, which

had been published in 1899 and 1900.
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of my teachers and former colleagues at Princeton University,
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INTRODUCTION





CHAPTER ONE

LABOR PROBLEMS

L^bgr problem? center around the purchase, sale^ and perform-

ance of labor services. Labor, in the broad sense of that term, may
be defined as any hand or brain work, but there are no "labor"

problems when persons work for themselves and sell the articles

that they produce. Labor problems arise when persons sell their

services for a wage and work, as directed, on the premises of an

employer. Therefore the term "
labor," as used in this book, refers

either to those persons who live byjelling their services directly^Jo

employers or to the_^rvic.es _that_t_hey__selL It should be clear from

the context whether the discussion refers to the services or to the

persons selling them.

Labor issues are of primary importance in modern America be-

cause so much of the population is either selling or buying labor,

or is dependent upon such sales and purchases for a livelihood.

The self-employed worker is fast disappearing from American in-

dustry. Today more than three out of every four persons who work

for a living do so by selling their labor to some employer. Annual

payrolls for labor services represent two thirds of the nation's

money income, and normally account for at least 90 per cent of

the total incomes of the wage- and salary-earners in America.

Most workers who live by selling their services have few earning

assets except their heads, their hands, and their jobs. Consequently,

payrolls afford practically the entire support for over three quarters

of the families in this country during prosperous times.

ELEMENTS IN LABOR PROBLEMS

When people sell their services and spend their working lives on

the premises of the purchaser of those services, a varying amount
of dissatisfaction, discontent, and industrial unrest are likely to

occur. Employees are especially interested in higher wages, healthy

3
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working conditions, opportunity to advance, satisfying work, some

voice in industrial affairs, and protection against loss of wages,

overwork, and arbitrary treatment. From these issues arise such

particular problems as unemployment, hours of work, minimum
wages, work accidents, promotion, the settlement of grievances,

and labor organization. Each of these particular problems grows

out of the wage system, under which workers support themselves

and their families by selling their labor to employers.

The specific labor issues that arise in a locality change from time

to time with changes in industrial methods and in the community's

attitude toward decent living standards and decent working condi-

tions. Each shift in social aims and objectives causes some altera-

tion in the particular problems that are currently prominent.

More emphasis upon citizenship, education, and workers' welfare

brings forth the demand for a shorter working day and more leisure.

As workers become better educated and their work is less satisfying

in a creative sense, they tend to demand a larger voice in the govern-

ment of industry. As living standards rise or workers strive to raise

their social status, there is pressure for higher wages. Professor

Sumner Slichter has said: "The sales manager, whose job is to

make us dissatisfied with our lot, is a more formidable fomenter of

industrial unrest than the 'walking delegate' " of labor unions.^

Such issues as work satisfaction, workers' social status, and

their voice in the government of industry indicate that labor prob-

lems have psychological^ social, and political, a^_well_as economic,

aspects. Although labor problems arise out of the conflicting eco-

nomic interests of various groups in a competitive economy, these

other phases of labor issues are part of the complete picture and

have an influence upon the economics of labor that cannot be

overlooked. Some indication of the role that various factors play

in labor problems is indicated in the following discussion. The
treatment under each heading is illustrative rather than all-inclu-

sive. Whole books have been written on such subjects as industrial

psychology, human nature in industry, the social aspects of industry,

and industrial democracy.

Clash of economic interests. Labor troubles in a capitalistic

economy generally grow out of the conflict of interests between the

1 Sumner H, Slichter, "What Is the Labor Problem?" in American Labor Dynamics

in the Light of Post-War Developments^ edited by J. B. S. Hardman, 1928, p. 291.
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buyers and sellers of labor. Sellers of labor, like all sellers, want to

secure the highest possible price for their wares. The standard of

living of each seller depends in large measure upon the price or

wage that he receives in return for his services. No one or no group

will be criticized for attempting to improve its economic lot, for in

a business civilization such as ours a person's standing in the com-

munity and his economic importance hinge largely upon the size

of his income. In a competitive society, each group seeks to en-

hance its income and to enjoy a "more abundant" life by increasing

its share of the product of industry, its slice of the industrial pie.

The focal point of labor problems is the labor mark^^ where

such issues as wage rates, hours of \vork, conditions of work, and

job tenure are supposed to be solved. The sellers of labor, of course,

are interested not only in hourly wage rates but also in weekly and

yearly earnings, which depend upon the hours of labor sold multi-

plied by the wage rate. They, therefore, are interested in steady

sales. Furthermore, the sellers of labor are interested in the con-

ditions of work, such as the speed at which the machinery is run,

the attractiveness of the workshop, and health conditions there, as

well as the personality of the "boss," the possibilities of advance-

ment, and similar matters connected with wage work. The seller

of labor may not sell himself, but he must deliver himself and spend

his working time on the property and under the supervision of the

buyer of his labor. Though the seller of a commodity normally

cares not where and how it is used by the buyer, the seller of labor

cares a great deal where he works and how he is worked. However,

the conditions surrounding a job are not readily determined by

market forces. When a sale of labor services is made, there is

usually no agreement about conditions in the workshop. The
nature of the work may change, the speed of operations may vary,

the foreman may change, or the possibilities for advancement may
alter. Most of the hundred and one conditions surrounding the

job, which are of interest to the seller of labor as well as the buyer,

cannot be settled once and for all when industrial methods are

forever changing.

At the time most sales are made, the quantity sold is not left in

doubt. But in the sale of an hour of labor, no one knows exactly

what is sold. An hour of what sort of work, and at what speed?

The worker, of course, is interested in the speed of the work, for
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the industrial wear and tear on his body affects the length of his

working life. The buyer, too, is interested in the output of the labor

he buys. How much output did he buy when he hired the labor?

And when workers are paid by the piece, how should the piece

rates be determined? With any change in the technical processes

or conditions of work, how should the new piece rates be set? The
vague and indefinite conditions surrounding the sale of labor leave

considerable room for misunderstanding, disagreement, and con-

flict.

1 . Division of the product of industry. In struggling to improve their

standard^f living, wage-earners find that their interests cqm^ into

conflict with the interests of the stockholders, the management, the

firm's creditors, and otTier groups^ RavvTmaterials, land, labor,

capital equipment, and organizing effort all play a part in the

production of most articles. Where an article is the joint product

of a number of productive factors, how should the dollars received

from the sale of that article be divided? Who is to say how much
of the total product labor produced or what part of the output

capital equipment was responsible for, especially when part of it

was idle?

There is no formula by which the responsibility for the produc-

tion of a joint product can be allocated among the different factors

of production or among the various grades of labor. In capitalistic

economies, the division of the product of industry is supposed to

be determined by the market. That might be a just way to settle

the division of the national income between persons and functional

groups, such as workers and bondholders, if all markets always

operated perfectly and impartially. But many markets are partially

or wholly controlled by monopolies or monopolistic elements.

Market prices frequently are fixed by the producer or groups of

producers rather than by the free play of demand and supply.

The prices of some products, like nickel, sulphur, sulphuric acid,

steel rails, Electrolux vacuum cleaners, candies, and cigarettes,

have remained fixed for 10, 15, or 20 years at a time so that they

could, like prices in ancient Greece, have been cut in the stone of

the market place. According to Senator Carter Glass, the rates

charged by bankers in this country have also been so unchanging

that they could be chiseled in the marble of our Greek-temple bank

buildings. In May 1933 he told the Senate that the banks, in charg-
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ing "standard" rates for loans in the community, "utterly disre-

gard the law of supply and demand." ^ Service and other charges

to bank customers are determined by local bankers' associations,

and every member of the association must charge the agreed-upon

price.

^

All this has a direct bearing on the conflict between the buyers

and sellers of labor. The share of the total national income that

sellers of labor receive depends in part upon what their money
wages will buy (the prices of commodities and services, including

bank services) and in part upon the share of the national income

that bondholders and other capitalists obtain.

Some of the income that property-owning groups (^-ffj bond-
holders and landlords ) receive is fixed by the provisions of long-

term contracts, whereas wagejrates, like railway timetables, are

often subject to change without advance notice. In the struggle for

income that arises between creditor and wage-earner groups, there

is a tendency, therefore, to protect the investment of the creditors,

even though the investment may have been unwarranted or un-

wise, and to pinch the wage-earners rather than to put pressure

upon the creditors and stockholders by squeezing the "water" out

of inflated capital values. The situation would be very different if

wage rates were subject to long-term contracts, as interest charges

are, and if failure to live up to the wage contract would enable

wage-earners to take over the business, as bondholders can in case

of default on interest payments. Furthermore, there is a tendency^^

as has already been indicated, forjnterest rates to be fixed by. the—

monopolistic practices of banks andlendingJnstiJjxtiQns^ather than

by uncontrolled demand-and-supply forces, so that there is no way
of telling what the "normal" rate of interest should be in general

or in a particular case. What rate of interest is necessary to induce

people to save and invest part of their income rather than spend

it all for immediate enjoyment? We used to think that from four

to six per cent was necessary, but during much of the last decade

two and three per cent seem to have been more than sufficient.^

In the case of stockholders, who receive a fluctuating and residual

1 Congressional Record, vol. 77, Part 4, p. 3729, May 19, 1933.
2 CJ. Lester V. Chandler, "Monopolistic Elements in Commercial Banking," Journal

of Political Economy, vol. 46 (February 1938), pp. 1-22.

3 In this connection Professor H. A. Millis has said: "Perhaps about the usual supply
of enterprise and capital might be forthcoming were their [employers'] returns sub-
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income (what remains after the payment of expenses and charges),

there is pressure to keep wage rates down so that profits may be

maintained or increased. It is to the interest of the stockholders

that every dollar of the company's payroll purchase as much in

labor services as possible. That does not always mean the pay-

ment of very low wages, for low-wage labor may be so inefficient

and ill-suited for the job that it is actually very costly. But obviously,

with payrolls often amounting to eight or ten times the size of divi-

dend payments, any increase or decrease in wage rates will have a

marked effect on profits; a one-per-cent increase in wages may
mean an eight- or tcn-per-cent decrease in profits.

Although the population as a whole may have a common interest

in the largest possible national product, the division of that product

is a bone of contention, especially when the population is so split

into definite opposing groups—the buyers of labor on the one side

and the sellers of labor on the other, with the sellers striving , to

increase the price on which practically their entire income hinges,

and thc_buy;ers_^tjTvang_JoJkeep it low so that profits~will not de-

clin^_ordisappear. Though the discussion of wage theory is re-

served for lateTThapters, it may be stated here that the conflict

between employers and employees is often difficult to settle because

there is no absolute test or criterion by which to determine the

share of the common national product that rightfully belongs to a

particular person or productive factor.^

2. Imperfect markets intensify the conflict . Some persons say that the

market and competition alone should decide the share that each

stantially reduced; for the return required depends largely upon what can be had.

It is certainly no fixed and irreducible thing." American Economic Review, vol. 25

(March 1935) supplement, p. 11.

Neoclassical economists have even admitted that, within certain limits, a lower rate of

interest might induce a larger volume of saving. CJ. Alvin H. Hansen, Full Recovery

or Stagnation? 1938, pp. 19-20. Cf. also the discussion of saving in Chapter 9 infra.

1 On this issue William M. Leiserson, when Chairman of the National Mediation
Board for the railroads, said: "There is no standard of right and wrong by which
wages and earnings may be determined. What income working people ought to receive

in return for their labor is a question that cannot be answered by any ethical judg-

ment." Cf. Leiserson, Right and Wrong in Labor Relations, 1938, pp. 67-68. In the same
vein, Joseph B. Eastman, former Federal Coordinator of Transportation and member
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has written: "At one time in my history I

represented labor unions in three successive and rather important wage arbitrations

in the electric railway industry. Apart from the minimum wage which should be paid

for any useful work, I could discover no precise abstract standard which could be ap-

plied in determining what is a just and reasonable wage." Cf. Barron''s Financial Weekly,

vol. 18 (October 3, 1938), p. 9. The question is discussed at length in Chapters 7 and 8.
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group shall receive. The trouble is that markets do not work satis-

factorily in settling most labor issues; that many groups, including

bankers and steel producers, do not want to permit their prices to

be established by the free action of demand and supply; and that

in some lines of business, such as public utilities and trade-marked

goods where there is but a single seller, someone must set the price,

for full competition is lacking on the supply side. The following

chapter contains a discussion of the limitations of the market in

settling many economic problems, especially labor issues, and

Chapter 5 explains in detail the peculiarities of the labor market

and how it differs from the perfect market that is postulated by

those who hail the market as the final arbiter of all economic con-

flict. Here it is sufficient to point out that, in the words of Professor

C. Canby Balderston, "nearly everyone who gets a pay envelope

receives for his services a price that someone else has set," and, in

setting wage rates, some industrial firms "tend to pull their base

rates out of the air with little or no study and investigation." ^

Furthermore, as personnel executives point out, many jobs in a

firm are peculiar to its line of business and the company's type of

organization, in which case there is no "market" rate for that pe-

culiar type of labor service gccept the rate that the company itself

jets. 2 The very fact that the employer sets the^jwage indicat£S..that

the market is imperfect and may be subject to employer control.

With many local labor markets so imperfect and dominated by-

the^buyers^ the sellers of labor frequently organize to protect and

promote their own interests either by economic^ action, such as

threats to strike and picket^ or, like employers, by political pressure

upon legislatures to secure the passage of laws in their interest.

Like their employers, employees recognize that in union there is

strength. Through producers' and employers' organizations, em-

ployers attempt to control the market, including the prices for their

products and for the labor that they buy. In typical American

fashion, workers also join organizations to raise their living stand-

ards and to improve their economic lot. Instead of joining the

National Association of Manufacturers or the Iron and Steel Insti-

tute, the workingman may join the Order of Sleeping Gar Conduc-
^ G. Canby Balderston, "Wage-setting Research," Personnel Journal, vol. 15 (Decem-

ber 1936), pp. 220 and 222.
2 W. F. Cook, "Determination of Prevailing Wage Scales," Personnel, vol. 14 (August

1937), p. 26.
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tors; the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, ChaufTeurs,

Stablemen, and Helpers of America; the United Automobile

Workers of America; or some other labor union, as a means of

securing higher wages, better working conditions, and some meas-

ure of control over the labor market.

Psychological factors. Labor unions usually mean more to

their members than simply a device for securing higher wages,

shorter hours, job tenure, and better working conditions. Men,
yes, workmen, do not live by bread alone. There are human or

psychological causes of labor conflict as well as material or market

causes. A worker's satisfaction with his job is based only partly

on his wages, hours of work, or other conditions of employment.

It is also based uponjhe extent_to_which he_enjoys his_vvork and

feels that it is worth while. Workers need some pride, self-satisfac-

tion, and sense of importance. Their work should normally afford

outlet for such needs. Especially is that true in a political democ-

racy, based on the notion that all men are political equals and should

have equal access to economic opportunities as well as an equal

voice in their government.

Psychological problems in industry have increased with the

growth of large-scale production, giant corporations, and extreme

job specialization. In the modern factory, division of labor has

turned many jobs into monotonous, routine tasks that are uninter-

esting and require little thought. The symbol of extreme specializa-

tion is the automobile worker on the assembly line who screws one

nut on unfinished autos as they pass by on the conveyor belt, but

much of the machine-tending work in other factories is just as dull

and monotonous. The machinery sets the pace and dominates the

worker, who is a mere cog in the huge organization of industry.

Under such circumstances, workers may have little interest or pride

in their work, for it is devoid of importance or significance and

offers no opportunity for expression of the worker's personality.

The routine of repetitious operations affords little emotional outlet

or satisfaction for the creative impulse of workmen. Variety is still

part of the spice of life, but industry seems to be furnishing less

and less of that spice for many of its workers.

At the same time that the life of most workers seems to have be-

come more monotonous and less thought-provoking, their educa-

tion has been increased. The number of high-school graduates has
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increased twenty-five times in the last half century. Whereas in

1890 less than six per cent of the persons from 14 to 17 years of

age were attending high school, in 1936 about 60 per cent of them

were doing so. In fact, there were well over three times as many
persons attending colleges and universities in 1936 as there were

in high school in 1890.

No longer does a large portion of the American labor supply

consist of immigrants who are illiterate or have had practically no

schooling. There has been comparatively little increase in our

population from immigration during the last 20 or 25 years, so a

larger and larger percentage of American labor consists of native-

born workers who have graduated from our high schools, and even

our colleges. Indeed, a number of the top officials in the newer

unions are college-trained men. The revolt against employer

paternalism and the movement for industrial democracy are tied

up with the fact that many workers are well educated and resent

employer domination of their working and nonworking hours.

Various studies of the factors underlying industrial unrest have

pointed to labor strikes as an emotional outlet and a means of

compensating for an inferior eccThoihic status, much as riots by

college students serve a^ a sort of temporary revolt against monotony

and authority in undergraduate existence. Both types of activity

permit the participants to "let off steam" and also, perhaps, to

"show" the authorities that the underdog will rebel against mis-

treatment. Professor Carleton Parker once said: "Students, disap-

pointed and balked by the impersonal and perfunctory instruction

given in American universities, compensate by an enthusiasm over

athletics and student activities. . . . College athletics is a sort of

psychic cure for the illness of experiencing a university education." ^

Trade-unionism and the strike may afford those who do the na-

tion's "dirty work" some relief from the dull minutiae of industry

and may help to overcome a feeling of inferiority in the lower

strata of an industrial caste system.

Government of industry. The selling of labor_diflfc£S-irQni--the-

selling of commodities. Sales of labor are more continuous and

more persohatr^They are not made in an anonymous cash market,

such as the organized markets for securities or agricultural and

other staple products. The personality and social or political views

^ Carleton H. Parker, The Casual Laborer and Other Essays, 1920, p. 51.
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of the producer of a standardized product, such as wheat or cotton,

do not affect his sales. However, they may affect a worker's abihty

to sell his services to an employer. Consequently, farmers selling

in a general market can be much more independent than wage-

earners selling their services to one employer.

The^employer may influence thejviews and atjitudesof employees

through advancement and salary increases. Employees may decide

that it is to their self-interest to play along with the employer and

be subservient to the foreman, for the employee generally depends

for his entire income upon a single buyer, his employer. The em-

ployee may hesitate to talk or act independently for fear that cer-

tain activities, even outside of working hours, may affect his em-

ployment or his prospects for advancement. One reason why some

employers have resisted independent organization of their employees

is that labor unions tend to increase the independence of the workers

and the readiness of workers to oppose the economic and political

control of employers in the community.^

Under the capitalistic system, employers or corporation officials

are normally in a dominant economic position, and they frequently

use that position to their own advantage. To a large extent, Amer-

ican industry is run and controlled by the owners of the means of

production (or their agents, the management). They buy the raw

materials and machines; they own the plants, hire the workers and

the company police, and sell the finished products. They tell the

workers where to work, when to work, and how to work. In some

cases, the workers are subjected to many arbitrary decisions con-

cerning their work. Often there is little free play for individualism

and private initiative on the part of wage-earners at the bottom.

Orders come down from the top in dictatorial fashion. The workers

do not have the same opportunity to participate in the determina-

tion of their working conditions that they enjoy as citizens in the

determination of their government in our political democracy.

Frequently, freedom of speech and thought have been practically

suppressed in industry by the worker's fear that he would lose his

job if he expressed certain views.

Through labor organizations, workers attempt to restrain the

1 Union officials, unlike union members, are not dependent upon an employer for

a job. Consequently, such officials are free to talk sharply to an employer, which helps

to explain why many employers believe that labor leaders are more extreme in their

views than the workers whom the leaders are supposed to represent.
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arbitrary and autocratic rule of industry by foremen or officials.

Workers look upon their organizations as a step toward what is

vaguely referred to as "industrial democracy" or "representative

government in industry." To them, labor organizations^ are a

means of obtaining some "voice" in industry and some "vQte^_oii-

industrial policies that vitally affect their lives, such as the methods

of production, the speed of operations, and the rules or circum-

stances which govern hiring, firing, lay-off, and promotion. By
means of working rules negotiated between labor and employers,

the workers hope to establish a common law for industry that will

curb arbitrary actions of management and decrease the truckling

and favoritism that have been so prevalent in certain areas of in-

dustry. Employees want to win some measure of self-government

over questions that vitally concern their working lives, and, there-

fore, they may resent the "welfare programs" of paternalistic em-

ployers who seek to suppress independent labor organization among
their employees. Such employers recognize that labor unionism

acts as a curb upon dictatorial power in industry and that collec-

tive bargaining is, as Professor Hoxie explained, "a step in the

process of control" of industry by workers, "an entering wedge

toward industrial democracy." ^

Labor legislation for the_settlement of labor disputes, and the

fixing of minimum wages by joint committees of workers and em-

ployers also tend to democratize industry. Such laws provide for

the democratic determination of wages or of workers' grievances,

and curb the autocratic control of industry by employers. The
annual negotiation of an agreement of the West Coast paper-and-

pulp industry by workers and employers has been hailed as a

"parliament of industry." Such common discussion and negotia-

tion serves also as an economic education in the problems and

points of view of management and labor. Indeed, collective bar-

gaining seems as fundamental for economic democracy as parlia-

mentary government is for political democracy.^

Limitation of employer authority in industry, either through

labor unions or by law, may mean a revolutionary transformation

of American capitalism from autocracy, however benevolent,

^ Robert F. Hoxie, Trade Unionism in the United States, 1917, p. 274.

2 Cf. Dorothy Sells, British Wage Boards, A Study in Industrial Democracy, 1939, Chap-
ter 12, especially p. 335.
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toward government in industry by consultation and agreements

with the workers. European democracies, especially England and

the Scandinavian countries, had already moved a considerable

distance in that direction before the second World War. But in

this drive toward some measure of industrial democracy, toward

some representation for labor in American industry, there has

been, and there will be at times, labor unrest and strife in certain

sections of industry. Any attempt to deprive a powerful group of

some of its vested rights, of some of the absolute authority it has

exercised, is likely to cause conflict. In cases where employers have

had to submit to the authority of other employers (especially through

employers' associations) in the management of their business, a

shift of some of the control from an "outside" employers' group to

the union may not reduce the authority and control of the individ-

ual employer, and the union rules may prove to be no more irk-

some to him than the stipulations of other employers have been.

Of course, it is possible that unionism in certain cases may mean
only the substitution of one type of dictatorship for another, that a

labor boss simply takes over the power wrung from an autocratic

employer. Men love to exercise power, and labor unions may,

like a big business, be dominated and controlled by the top execu-

tives. That is especially true of trade-unions that concentrate

authority in the hands of a business agent or a top official. The
clash of economic interests between the buyers and sellers of labor

will continue, however, despite the nature of the labor organization.

Some social considerations. The growth of large-scale^usjness

and of corporations has tended to widen the gap between employers

and_^mpToyed^y_increasing the number of sellers of labor^ de-

creasing the number of buyers, and by eliminating, in large part,

the ionner personal relationship between the T)uyer~and his em-

ployees. Approaching problems from dissimilar backgrounds and

experiences, employing and employed groups often lack any under-

standing of each other's viewpoint and problems. Wealth alone

has been an important factor in segregating the employing from

the employed groups.

As industry has been marching forward on bigger and bigger

corporate feet, the chance to achieve business independence, to

become a businessman selling a product or service to a number of

customers, has narrowed. Small independent enterprise is passing.
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Small manufacturers and small shopkeepers are being crowded out

by large corporations, chain stores, and national advertising. No
longer can one start out on his own in many lines of business, often

because the amount of capital required to set up an enterprise is

so great. The relative expansion in the employed groups since

1880 is indicated by percentages in Table 1. The figures in this

table and in Table 2 indicate that, in the 1930's, employees out-

numbered the employers and self-employed persons by three-and-

a-half or four to one.

TABLE 1. INDUSTRIAL CLASS ALIGNMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1880-1939 ^

{percentage of all gainful workers)

1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1939

All employees 63.1 66.2 69.2 73.7 76.5 79.7 81.2

Wage-earners 52.7 54.4 56.5 57.1 55.0 54.3 54.3

Clerical and sales employees 6.5 7.5 8.0 11.1 14.7 17.3 18.3

Professional employees 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.2 5.2 5.6

Managerial employees 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.8 2.6 2.9 3.0

All enterprisers (self-employed

or employers) 36.9 33.8 30.8 26.3 23.5 20.3 18.8

Farmers 27.8 24.6 21.4 17.6 16.0 12.7 11.8

Business enterprisers 8.0 8.0 8.2 7.7 6.5 6.6 6.1

Professional practitioners 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9

All gainful workers 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

If one were to include a class called "the impartial public" in

Table 1 , it would presumably consist primarily of the self-employed

persons in the "enterpriser" group who have no employees working

for them. However, even such self-employed persons tend to be

drawn by economic interests toward either the employing or em-

ployed groups. A self-employed merchant or producer may own
corporate securities, or stand to lose business by a strike, or stand

to gain business by an increase in wage rates in the industry or

the locality.

The attitudes of various groups in the community play an im-

portant part in labor matters, and social prejudices may even in-

fluence economic forces. Much of the pressure for changed labor

conditions operates through legislation, the attitude of public

officials, and public opinion. Corporation labor policies are influ-

enced by community attitudes, which in some cases may even affect

^ Estimates based on census data and taken from Spurgeon Bell, Productivity, Wages,

and National Income^ 1940, p. 10.
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company sales. Corporation executives usually desire social esteem,

so their decisions are not governed solely by profit considerations.

It is necessary in discussing the economics of labor to bear in

mind those pressures that may not operate directly through the

market. Even some economic pressure is indirect or concealed.

The particular wage rates paid by a corporation, for example, may
be the result of pressure exerted not only through demand and

supply in the labor and product markets but also by a labor union,

members of the chamber of commerce, important creditors, and

other persons and groups who have some influence on the policies

of the corporation. In labor problems, power and pressure play a

significant role.

International character of labor problems. The problems

that will be discussed in this book are not peculiar to any one country

or locality. They are characteristic of capitalistic countries in

which much of the population works for a money wage. The struggle

of wage-earners to better their living standards and working con-

ditions is occurring in every country. In nations under a political

dictatorship, strikes may be outlawed so that the clash of economic

interests between the buyers and sellers of labor seldom breaks

forth in the forms that are to be found in other countries. Although

restricted in form, the conflict nevertheless continues to exist.

Since labor problems are common to many areas and countries,

they can hardly be the product of particular persons or local con-

ditions. Indeed, their causes, as already indicated, are much deeper

and more lasting than personalities or political changes. Because

they are associated with the capitalistic economy and the wage

system, they may follow similar patterns in various countries.

Recent experience in the railroad industry in England and America

aff'ords a striking example of such similarity.

In 1932 the British railroads were demanding a general reduc-

tion of 10 per cent in the wages of all railroad employees as the

only way to solve the economic diflftculties of those railroads. The
labor unions countered with the claim that the British railroads

were overcapitalized and that their capital values should be written

down so that they would not be "carrying an excessive burden of

capital which represented, to a large extent, ancient expenditure

that had become unremunerative." ^ During the previous year,

^ A. G. Pool, Wage Policy in Relation to Industrial Fluctuations, 1938, p. 12.
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British railroad stockholders had received dividends of 3.2 per cent

on the capital value of their stock and 6.1 per cent of its Stock

Exchange valuation.^

In the middle of 1938 the American railroads were demanding

a 15-per-cent reduction in wage rates. The railroad unions replied

that the troubles of the railroads were due to a top-heavy capital

structure growing out of financial mismanagement.^ A 1934 report

of the Federal Coordinator of Transportation had stated that

"many railroads are over-capitalized, whatever test be applied,"

and the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission showed

that the face value of the bonds and stocks of many railroads in

1938 exceeded by 50 per cent or more the current cost of reproducing

those railroads, with allowance for depreciation. In the opinion of

railroad labor, the proposed wage cut was simply a means of pro-

tecting railroad security holders at the expense of more than 1,000,-

000 railroad employees, whose average yearly earnings in 1937

were $1,115.^

In the middle of 1938 the railroad employees were receiving an

average wage rate of about 72 cents an hour, whereas the average

wage rate in many branches of manufacturing, such as automobiles,

petroleum, rubber tires, iron and steel, coal mining, shipbuilding,

or telephone and telegraph service, was 85 cents an hour or more.

Furthermore, the increase in freight rates in March 1938 was partly

justified by the Interstate Commerce Commission on the basis of

"increased labor costs" resulting from a five-per-cent increase in

railroad wage rates in the Fall of 1937. The prices of some of the

materials that the railroads buy are controlled by monopolistic

elements. For instance, the price of steel rails remained absolutely

fixed from 1901 to 1916 and from 1922 to 1932. In 1933 the Federal

Coordinator of Transportation wrung a price cut of over nine

per cent in steel rails from the four producing steel companies by

threatening them with Federal investigation.^ As for the bondhold-

ers, the average interest charge on the railroads' $12,500,000,000

of funded debt was about 4.5 per cent in 1937. Dividends amounted
1 The Economist, vol. 115, Part 2 (December 10, 1932), p. 1078.
2 The Wages of Railroad Labor, 7938, published by the Railway Labor Executives

Association, p. 26.

^ The argument for a w^age reduction is contained in Brief on Behalf of the Carriers,

1938 National Railway Wage Reduction Controversy, Washington, October 17, 1938.
4 Cf. New York Times, September 9, 1933, p. 19; September 26, p. 1; October 5, p. 31;

October 16, p. 30; October 29, pp. 1, 29; and October 31, p. 1.
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to 2.3 per cent on the par value of all stock outstanding and almost

6 per cent on all railroad stocks that were paying dividends.

The question arises, When the railroad industry is pinched,

what group should be squeezed? Should an attempt be made to

foTce^down the price of matermls^and services that_the_raiiroads

purchase? Or should creditors take a cut in the form ofjower

interest charges or a scaling down of inflated capital values and

fixed charges through bankruptcy, receivership, reorganization, or

sale? In view of the fact that profits are supposed to be a reward

for assuming the risks of the business, should the stockholders take

a cut in the form of smaller dividends; or should wage rates be cut,

and would a wage reduction provide a lasting solution for the diflS-

culties of our railroads? If truck competition is part of the trouble,

should railroad freight and passenger rates be readjusted?

As the above examples from recent experience in the British and

American railroad industries indicate, the conflict largely concerns

the share of the product that capital-owning and laboring groups

should receive. This conflict between jobholders and bondholders

or stockholders is common to all capitalistic countries. The market,

through demand and supply, may not settle such issues satisfactorily.

The demand for railroad labor does not fluctuate widely over short

periods of time, for many trains have to run on schedule and carry

crews of a certain size. Consequently, a wage cut would not soon

lead to a substantial increase in the demand for railroad labor, nor

a wage rise to a substantial decrease in railroad employment. A
market solution of the problem would require a very long period

of time.

THE SELLERS AND BUYERS OF LABOR

With sales of labor playing such a significant role in our whole

economy, it is important to know something about the buyers and

sellers of labor—their numbers and their characteristics. It is the

buyers and sellers of labor—the employers and employees—who
are directly involved in labor problems.

Who are the workers? Detailed statistics of the working pop-

ulation are obtained by the decennial census. The census data

show the number of persons working in diff'erent occupations and

industries. The census does not, however, sharply distinguish em-

ployees from self-employed and employers in certain occupations.
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Consequently, it is necessary to adjust the census figures by means
of estimates in order to obtain a picture of the supply of labor

normally offered for sale to employers. Such an estimate for 1930,

a fairly normal year, is contained in Table 2, which shows how the

persons working outside their own homes were distributed in April

of that year.

TABLE 2. GAINFULLY EMPLOYED PERSONS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1930 ^

Employers and self-employed 10,646,294

Salaried employees

Professional persons 2,247,276

Managers 869,796

Clerks and kindred workers 5,421,408

Salespersons 1,988,050

Skilled workers

Foremen 547,735

Others 5,955,327

Semiskilled workers

Apprentices 87,404

Others 6,852,920

Unskilled workers 8,286,962

Service workers 4,266,956

Total employees 36,523,834

Unpaid family workers 1,659,792

Total gainfully employed 48,829,920

The statistics of the working population in Table 2 have an

appearance of precision, but often it is difficult to determine whether

a worker is self-employed or is an employee. For example, insurance

agents and sharecroppers are "borderline" cases that are difficult

to classify. Furthermore, a worker may at various times during

the year be an employer, a self-employed person, and an employee.

Skilled craftsmen and farmers may, for instance, fluctuate among
those three classes, hiring others at peak seasons and working for

wages in slack periods. The author of the estimates in Table 2

believes that "the total number of persons who intermittently or

simultaneously are employers and employees is probably as high as

seven or eight million." - These estimates of the working popula-

tion, therefore, simply present a cross-sectional picture of the situa-

tion at a certain time in 1930.

Table 2 indicates that employees outnumbered the employers

^ W. S. Woytinsky, The Labor Supply in the United States, Social Science Research
Council, 1938, pp. 18-25.

^ Ibid., p. 4.
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and self-employed by three-and-a-half to one in 1930, and the

figure for 1940 was probably about four to one (see Table 1). If

the 1930 figures were adjusted by deducting all persons engaged

in farming, which means over 6,000,000 farmers who work for

themselves, along with 2,700,000 farm laborers, there would re-

main only 4,600,000 in the employer and self-employed group,

compared with 33,800,000 employees. Outside of agriculture,

therefore, employees outnumbered the employers and self-employed

by over seven to one in 1930.

The statistics do not permit an exact division between those per-

sons who hire one or more workers and those who simply employ

themselves, such as authors, shopkeepers who hire no clerks, keep-

ers of boarding houses and restaurants with no employees, and

professional men and women in private practice. It seems safe to

say, however, that at least one half of the employer and self-

employed group normally do not employ others for any length of

time.^ If that is the case, then outside of agriculture those who
regularly sell their labor outnumber those who regularly buy labor

by about fifteen to one.

These statistics of the number of persons selling labor (the labor

supply) are of significance. They indicate not only the political

importance of those who normally hire out for pay but also the

extent to which the American people are dependent upon pay

envelopes for their living. In earlier times, when most workers were

self-employed on the farm or in small shops, the eff'ect of a wide-

spread breakdown in the exchange or sale of goods and services was

less drastic than it is today, when three fourths of the population

in our exchange economy are dependent upon the sale of their

services to someone who can use them at a profit.

Table 2 indicates that the largest single ^oup in the American

labor ^uftphjL consists of unskilled or commoajaborers, who consti-

tuted 23 per cent of the labor force in 1930. Next_m numbers were

the semiskihed machine tenders or operators with 19 per cent of

the total, followecf by the skilled manual__workers or artisans, who

accounted for 16 per cent of the nation's labor force. The skilled

group seems to have been declining, and the semiskilled group in-

creasing, in importance during the last few decades as American

1 Cf. the 1937 employer-employee data in Third Annual Report oj the Social Security

Board, 1938, p. 172.
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industry has become more and more highly mechanized. The clerks

and kindred workers, together with the salespersons, make up
what has been termed the white-collar class—another group that

has increased in importance in the last thirty years. A majority

of the service workers are domestic servants, and the rest are con-

nected with personal-service establishments.

Women and girls constituted 22 per cent, and children under

1 5 years of age about 2 per cent, of the gainfully employed popu-

lation in 1930. On the basis of race and nativity, the working

population was then divided as follows: 72 per cent native whites,

15 per cent foreign-born whites, 11 per cent Negroes, and 2 per

cent Mexicans, Indians, Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos, etc.

Who is the employer? The other party directly involved in

labor problems is the employer. We are accustomed to think of

the typical employer as some local businessman who hires a few

workmen in his plant or store. Actually, the typical employer is_

no person at all but a corporation, which Chief Justice Marshall

defined as "an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing

only in contemplation of law."

It is true that in certain lines of business, like building, retail

selling, or farming, most employees work for an individual who
owns and manages the business. But in large-scale business, like

manufacturing, mining, banking, railroading, insurance, and pub-

lic utilities, practically all employees work for a corporation.^ The
man who hires or fires them does not own the company, or the

governmental unit in the case of public employment. Even the

president of a corporation is only an employee.

Though there are many more individual employers who own
and run their businesses than there are corporations, probably

two out of every three employees in this country work for a corpora-

tion.2 This is because most corporations employ large numbers of

men; the five largest American corporations employ over 1,000,000

persons. The tendency has been for corporations to take over more

* Dr. Willard Thorp estimates that in 1937 corporations accounted for the following

percentages of all business in each industry: Electric light and power, 100 per cent;

communication, 100 per cent; mining, 96 per cent; manufacturing, 92 per cent; trans-

portation, 89 per cent; finance, 84 per cent; government, 58 per cent; trade, 58 per

cent; contract construction, 36 per cent; miscellaneous, 33 per cent; service, 30 per

cent; agriculture, 7 per cent. CJ. Verbatim Record of the Proceedings of the Temporary

National Economic Committee^ vol. 1, December 1, 1938 to January 20, 1939, p. 56.
2 Ibid., p. 55,
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and more of American business. Between 1904 and 1929, the

number of corporations in manufacturing doubled, while the num-
ber of manufacturing establishments owned by individuals, part-

ners, or unincorporated groups decreased 34 per cent. In 1904

about 70 per cent of all employees in American manufacturing

worked for a corporation; by 1929 corporations employed 90 per

cent of all employees in manufacturing and 95 per cent of all wage-

earners in mining.^

As more and more American business has become incorporated,

the size of business concerns has increased. Employer returns to

the Social Security Board under the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

Insurance Benefits program show that the 37,000,000 covered em-

ployees who were reported working during the last half of 1937 were

distributed as follows by size of firm: ^

TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES BY SIZE OF FIRM, 1937

Number of employees Percentage of all covered

in firm employees

1—9 11.0

10—99 26.5

100—999 30.5

1,000—9,999 19.7

10,000 and over 12.3

The figures in Table 3 indicate that about one third of the employees

were connected with concerns employing at least 1,000 workers,

and half of them were in firms hiring at least 250 employees.

There is often a great deal of difference between working for a

large corporation and working for an individual entrepreneur who
owns and manages his own little business. In a large corporation

employing tens and hundreds of thousands of workers, routine and

regimentation often leave little room for private initiative in the

plant or in the office. Not only is the corporation usually more

impersonal and bureaucratic, but not infrequently the top officials

(the hired management) treat the corporation as their personal

province. There have been many instances in which corporate

management or some controlling group has used the corporation

for personal gain and personal profit at the expense of profits for

1 Alfred L. Bernheim et al., Big Business, Its Growth and Its Place, Twentieth Century

Fund, 1937, p. 15.

^ Third Annual Report of the Social Security Board, 1938, p. 172.
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its stockholders.^ As Berle and Means have so effectively indicated,

business incorporation and corporate devices have tended to shift

control from the owners of the business (the stockholders) to the

managers, who may own little, if any, stock.^ There is often a sep-

aration or cleavage between the interests of the managers, the in-

terests of the owners, the interests of the public, and the interests

of the employees.

Numerous examples could be cited to indicate how some corpo-

rate managements have disregarded the interests of the owners,

labor, or the public in order to perpetuate their own power and

control. Labor organization^ of course, represents_an^Jinporto

threj.tJojhe^autb'^T'ity nf rnrpor^^te management. Such a challenge

the officials of the corporation may meet with the expenditure of

thousands and even millions of dollars of the corporation's funds.

In this way, labor's attempts to obtain sorn£Jndustrial democracy^

within the corporation may be defeated at the expense of the stock-_

holders or owners who have reafly supplied the means that the

management uses to maintain its position and power. The fol-

lowing two recent cases will serve to illustrate this point.

In 1937 the managements of certain steel companies, including

the Republic Steel Corporation, refused to sign written agreements

with the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (a CIO union).

This refusal led to the "Little Steel" strike of that year. Such

agreements, involving no immediate increase in wages, had already

been signed by the United States Steel Corporation and 50 other

steel companies employing about half of the workers in the industry.

This strike cost the stockholders of Republic Steel millions of dollars.

In addition to $1,950,000 spent directly on the strike, the company
was faced with some 100 damage suits totalling over $2,000,000 as

a result of riots at the company's plants, in which 16 persons were

killed and 323 were injured.^ The Chairman of the Board admitted

that the company lost millions of dollars of business during the

strike, which he characterized as "a tremendous waste of every-

thing." 4

1 Cf., for example, John T. Flynn, Graft in Business, 1931 ; and Exhibits 5207 and 5209
in Hearings on S. Res. 266, 75th Congress, third session, Part 34, 1939, pp. 13896-902.

2 Cf. A. A. Berle and Gardner Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property, 1933.

3 Cf. Hearings on S. Res. 266, 75th Congress, third session. Exhibits 4670 and 4671 in

Part 28, 1939, pp. 11605-10; and Exhibit 5250 in Part 34, 1939, pp. 13968-69.
^ Ibid., p. 13888.
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Accused by the National Labor Relations Board of discriminating

against union members and engaging in other unfair labor prac-

tices during the strike, the management of the Republic Steel

Corporation carried the case to the United States Supreme Court

and lost the decision in April 1940, which made the company
legally liable for an estimated $5,000,000 of back pay to 5,000 dis-

charged union members. A stockholder's suit was later filed against

Republic executives, demanding that they reimburse the Corpora-

tion for an alleged $12,850,000 loss resulting from "illegal, wasteful,

and improper actions" during and after the strike.^

During 1938 and 1939 the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany carried on an extensive and ineffective legal campaign in the

courts against the New York State Labor Relations Act and Board.

This court campaign, for which expensive legal talent was hired,

followed an employee election, held by the Board, in which a

majority of the Metropolitan's industrial insurance agents in the

New York area voted for the United Office and Professional

Workers (CIO) as their "exclusive" representative. The Metro-

politan's management refused to recognize the union or obey the

orders of the Board, insisting that the State Act could be violated

because it was unconstitutional. A series of court tests upheld the

constitutionality of the Act, as was to be expected in view of the

U. S. Supreme Court's decision in 1937 sustaining the National

Labor Relations Act. Following victory in the courts, the State

Labor Relations Board found that the Metropolitan had committed

a number of new "unfair labor practices," including discrimination

against employees for refusing to join the company union fostered

and dominated by the Metropolitan.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is legally owned by

some 29,000,000 persons, who hold more than 40,000,000 Metro-

politan insurance policies. Over four fifths of these policies are

"industrial insurance" policies, bought on the weekly installment

plan by people apparently too poor to buy "ordinary" insurance

policies. This wage-earners' "industrial" insurance is much more

costly than ordinary life insurance. The expenditure of the policy-

holders' money on test cases and antiunion campaigns tends to

increase the costliness of "industrial" insurance to policyholders

1 CJ. New York Times, April 9, 1940, p. 20, and April 10, 1940, p. 36; and The CIO
News, April 15, 1940, p. 6.
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and to reduce the dividends to those poHcyholders. With over 80

per cent of the poHcyholders poor working-class people and with

each policyholder entitled to one vote regardless of the amount of

insurance or the number of policies he holds, the management's

campaign against organized labor undoubtedly did not represent

the will of a majority of the Metropolitan's policyholders and own-

ers. It was, however, supported by the company's board of 24

directors, who were connected with 137 other corporations.^

In both of these cases, the management was ready to sacrifice

profits or dividends so that the representatives of labor could not

"tell them how to run their business."

It may be true, of course, that the program of the management
of a labor union may no more correspond to the will of a majority

of that union's membership than the labor programs of certain cor-

porate managements seem to have reflected the attitudes and in-

terests of a majority of the stockholders. Whether it is easier for

displeased voters (owners or members) to oust the management of

a corporation or of a labor union is a debatable question, with the

answer depending upon the particular circumstances in each case.

The carpenters' union has experienced eight straight years with-

out any election of new officers, and the presidents of other unions,

including the United Mine Workers, have had elections and votes

conducted through the mails and counted by their friends at the

union headquarters. The party in power in a union or a corpora-

tion can generally control the election machinery.'^

It must be recognized, however, that aTabor union is neither janu

employee nor an employer of_iabor_^cxcept for its officials. Its

* It should be pointed out that some of the Metropolitan's directors have not at-

tended a directors' meeting for four or five years at a time, that the persons nominated
for directorships have always been elected as no opposition candidate has ever been
nominated, and that less than two per cent of the policyholders eligible to vote cast

ballots in the election of directors, which is only a formality without an opposition

ticket. Cf. Hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee, 66th Congress,

first session, Part 4, Life Insurance, 1939, pp. 1252-53, 1274, 1279, 1286.
^ Customarily the officials of unions are elected by vote at annual or biennial con-

ventions of delegates, each delegate representing a certain number of members. More
than one candidate is frequently nominated for an office. At annual meetings of

corporations, on the other hand, few stockholders appear in person to vote; each share

of stock entitles the owner to one vote; and normally there are no candidates nominated
to oppose those selected by the corporation officials in power. The officers of the corpo-

ration, using company funds, send out proxy forms soliciting the vote of each stock-

holder, and it would require hundreds of thousands of dollars to challenge the smooth-
running proxy machinery of a large corporation.
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counterpart is the employers' association, which is Ukewise designed

to control, or exert pressure upon, the market for labor. A labor

union is an employee_agencv for securing certain economic ^ains

foiMts menibership, including high wages, but it does not buy or

sell the services of those employees in the labor market. Slavery is

the only arrangement under which one person can sell the services

of another.

\



CHAPTER TWO

REASONING ON LABOR PROBLEMS

Factual basis for reasoning. It is very difficult to be unbiased

in a discussion of any particular labor problem or of labor prob-

lems in general. One reason for this is that labor issues (such as

wage rates, hours of work, or employment) are so vital to the

standard of living of both capitalist and laboring groups. As

stated in the previous chapter, over three fourths of all families in

this country obtain practically all their living from payrolls. The
standard of living of the remaining families in large part depends

upon those pay envelopes, either because the family head is an

employer or a large stockholder and, therefore, helps to supply the

funds that go into pay envelopes, or because the family's bread-

winner is an independent enterpriser whose market depends largely

upon the size of payrolls. It is difficult to avoid having a class

bias on labor issues if one's father has consistently been an em-

ployer, or a wage-earner dependent on pay envelopes for a living.

Furthermore, on labor issues people are likely to form their

opinions primarily on the basis of their own personal experience or

that of their parents or friends. In other words, the experience

that forms the basis for a person's reasoning on labor issues is

likely to be confined to a particular locality or to a certain period

of time—usually some earlier date because opinions on vital, every-

day issues are often formed in one's youth, after which the mind
tends to crystallize and to accept only evidence that supports the

conclusions made in an earlier period. True, people may try to

broaden their experience or to bring it up to date by reading

books and magazines, but not infrequently they judge the writings

of an author on such a popular subject as labor problems by
how closely the author's experience and conclusions conform to

their own.

Students' attitudes on labor issues may be colored not only by
27
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personal experience or the experience of parents and friends but

also by their own expectations—by the position in society that the

student expects to occupy after he or she leaves the campus and

the classroom. Those who look forward to a high position in

industry are likely to take a different view of labor problems from

that taken by a student who fears that he may spend the rest of

his life as a wage-earning employee. Age itself may affect one's

attitude toward the programs and practices of organized labor.

Students are likely to criticize union practices, like seniority and

the closed shop, that increase the job security of present jobholders

and, therefore, tend to make it more difficult for college students

to find employment during vacations or after graduation.

Because labor relations are human relations, one can support

any position or opinion by citing particular cases. Human beings

are of all sorts and sizes. Certain employers may be cruel, dicta-

torial, and antisocial in their outlook. Some workers may be

lazy loafers, troublemakers, or communists who are trying to "bore

from within." Consequently, any generalization can be sup-

ported by citing some particular or unusual instances, and ex-

ceptions can be found to almost every generalization in the field

of labor. The student must, therefore, strive to understand the

general situation—the whole picture—and not concentrate his at-

tention on exceptional cases or the peculiar circumstances in his

locality. By living in various sections of the country—in steel or

coal-mining towns, in sweatshop or open-shop areas, in cities

where labor-union officials have engaged in racketeering or, in

league with employers, have exploited the public by eliminating all

competition and boosting prices—one soon learns to what a large

extent a person's opinions on labor problems are conditioned by

his immediate surroundings and how difficult it is for him to

expand his vision beyond the personalities and particular circum-

stances of the local labor situation so that he can, figuratively

speaking, distinguish the forest from the near-by trees.

A further difficulty confronts the student of labor problems. Not

only must he guard against drawing generalizations from excep-

tional local conditions, but he must also examine all factual data

with a sceptical eye, for in no field of study are truth, propaganda,

and rationalization more mixed together than in the field of labor.

One must bear in mind that newspaper, magazine, and book
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publishers are employers, and that a number of them have, in the

recent past, hired private detective agencies to spy on their

employees.^ Not only are publishers employers, but about two

thirds of all newspaper income and almost 60 per cent of all the

income of magazines is derived from advertising.^ Recent history

is full of cases where employing advertisers have attempted to in-

fluence or dictate the attitude that a newspaper or magazine

should take on certain labor issues.^ There can be no doubt that

many of our newspapers have been prejudiced against organized

labor and that labor news in the daily press has not infrequently

been class-angled from the employer's point of view.^ Unlike

England, France, Australia, or the Scandinavian countries, this

country has not had any important daily newspapers owned or

supported by organized labor or a labor party. Furthermore,

much of the news broadcasting over the radio is sponsored and

paid for by employers of labor who use that means of advertising.

Because there is so much propaganda and prejudice in the field

of labor, the student must study the facts, draw his own conclu-

sions from them, and take nothing on faith. He should trust no

one, not even his father, his instructor, or the author of his text-

book. Though he may come from Oshkosh, Wisconsin, the stu-

dent should take the objective attitude that he is from Missouri

and has to be shown either by unadulterated facts or by sound

economic reasoning.

UNSOUND REASONING IN ECONOMICS

Everyone believes that his own brand of economics is the only

sound variety, and each person, in discussing economic questions,

seems inclined to subscribe to the notion, "What's good for me is

good for the country." Recently the National Association of Manu-
facturers and chambers of commerce covered billboard signs with

* C/., for example, a report on Industrial Espionage, by the Senate Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor, 75th Congress, second session, Senate Report No. 46, Part 3,

November 16, 1937, p. 110.
' Cf. Biennial Census of Manufactures.
3 Cf R. S. and H. M. Lynd, Middletown in Transition, 1937, pp. 27, 274-84; and

Hearings on S. Res. 266 before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor, U. S.

Senate, 75th Congress, third session, Part 24, 1939, pp. 10165-72, 10293-97.
* Cf. George Seldes, Freedom of the Press, 1935, especially Chapter 16; and William

Allen White, "How Free Is Our Press?" The Nation, vol. 142 (June 18, 1938), pp. 693-

95. The manner in which newspapers were so generally opposed to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in the 1936 and 1940 campaigns is one indication of their bias.
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the slogan, "What helps business helps you." The Congress of

Industrial Organizations (the CIO) replied by decorating the win-

dows of members' autos with the slogan, "What helps labor helps

everybody." ^

Both of these slogans are of doubtful economic validity. The
truth is that frequently economic benefits to one group in society

may be won at the expense of other groups. A tariff restricting

imports aids some domestic producers at the expense of American
consumers, who have to pay prices higher than they otherwise

would be, and of American exporters, whose sales eventually are

correspondingly reduced by the import restrictions of the tariff.

Employers in control of the labor market may acquire large

profits by exploiting their labor, and labor unions in control of

the labor market may raise labor costs so high as to ruin some of

the employers in that line of business. Indeed, individuals or

economic groups, in pursuing their own selfish interests in our

capitalistic economy, are very liable to commit antisocial acts.^

Because there is often a conflict between individual and social

advantage, it is a questionable practice in economics to generalize

about the social good on the basis of one's own selfish interest, or

to make generalizations for the whole country from the experience

of some person or private group.

Reasoning from the particular to the general. Perhaps the

most prevalent cause of false conclusions in economics is the tend-

ency for persons to apply to society as a whole conclusions that

are valid only for a particular person, product, or industry. Francis

Rawle, alleged to be the first writer on political economy in

America, pointed to this common source of economic error as early

as 1726 when he wrote: "It is false Reasoning to make general

Conclusions from particular Cases." ^ Despite Rawle's warning,

American writers have frequently fallen into this questionable prac-

tice, as though policies that were "sound" and appropriate for a

1 Cf. The CIO News, September 17, 1938, p. 2.

2 "The course which is best for each individual to pursye in his own interests is

rarely the same as the course best calculated to promote the interests of society as a

whole." Joan Robinson, Introduction to the Theory of Employment, 1938, p. 2,

3 A Just Rebuke to a Dialogue Betwixt Simon and Timothy, Shewing What^s therein to be

found, 1726, p. 15.

Much of the discussion in this section on "unsound reasoning in economics" is

based upon R. A. Lester, "Political Economy versus Individualistic Economics,"

American Economic Review^ vol. 28 (March 1938), pp. 55-64.
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part of the economy were the most fitting ones for the nation as a

whole to pursue. And it is especially difficult to convince the lay-

man that conclusions based on such reasoning are frequently un-

sound, because they seem to correspond so well with the lessons

of everyday experience and seem to him to be simple common
sense.

It has been said that economics is only common sense dressed

up in technical language. But common sense, reasoning from an

individual situation or particular cases, is very likely to lead one

to the wrong answer for the general situation. In the words of

M. S. Eccles, chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System, "the economics of the system as a whole differs

profoundly from the economics of the individual; what is econom-

ically wise behavior on the part of a single individual may on
occasion be suicidal if engaged in by all individuals collectively." ^

A number of examples will indicate the sort of errors that arise

from applying to the whole economy conclusions derived from per-

sonal or business experience. The examples have been selected

from a number of fields to show how widespread is the tendency

to draw incorrect conclusions from particular cases. Readers who
find some of these illustrations rather involved are assured that

only a general understanding of this pitfall is necessary for subse-

quent discussions.

Illustrations. (1) The mercantilist school of economists in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries provides the classical exam-

ple of the way in which generalizing from individual experience

may lead to false theories. The mercantilists believed that a

nation becomes wealthy in the same way that an individual mer-

chant does, by accumulating large sums of money or "treasure,"

as the mercantilists called gold and silver coins. They proposed

that the country accumulate money, as a merchant does, by having

total sales exceed total purchases, giving rise to a "favorable"

balance of trade and an inflow of gold and silver to pay for the

excess of exports over imports. Economists now recognize that it

is futile for a country to pursue such mercantilistic policies, even

though they may be the correct policies for its individual mer-

chants. A large inflow of gold into a gold-standard country, by

1 "Controlling Booms and Depressions," in The Lessons of Monetary Experience, edited by
A. D. Gayer, 1937, p. 6.
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increasing the money supply, tends to push up the country's price

level, which acts to reduce exports and increase imports. With
higher prices in a country, foreigners buy less and the citizens

tend to purchase from abroad, both of which actions tend to cause

the gold to flow out again. If the gold does not increase the money
supply, but is simply kept idle in vaults under the ground, then it

serves no useful purpose and becomes a burden, as our government

has recently discovered. With over three fourths of the world's

monetary gold stock, we had to build Fort Knox and bury the

gold that the South Africans and others worked so hard to dig out

of the ground.

(2) The individual who is hard up knows that his own eco-

nomic difficulties would be solved if he had more money. Reason-

ing from his own situation, he naturally assumes that, in the same

way, the nation as a whole would be better off" if it had more money
or currency. The nation's economic difficulties seem to him to be

simply the aggregate of the difficulties of all of its citizens; and

the answer to his problem seems to him to be the answer to the

same difficulties suffered by others—namely, that they should all

have more money. What is more natural, therefore, than to as-

sume that, if the government or the banks would increase the

country's money supply, the financial troubles of its citizens would

disappear? Actually, a large increase in the money supply, such

as in Germany after 1919 or in the Confederate States during the

Civil War, may only increase everyone's financial troubles by

causing prices to skyrocket. An individual becomes more wealthy

when his money income increases faster than the money income

of others.

(3) An individual gains when his product or service becomes

relatively scarce. It is generally recognized that producers or

sellers in a single line of business may, if the demand for their

product is inelastic, gain in wealth and raise their own standard

of living by restricting production and limiting supply. That is

true because, as the supply of such a product is reduced, the price

rises by a larger percentage, increasing the total income from sales.

This so-called paradox of value was the basis of the Agricultural

Adjustment Administration's crop-reduction program from 1933 to

1935. No one, however, would argue that a country with diver-

sified industry could raise its standard of living by a general appli-
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cation of a policy of reducing production. Particular restrictions

may help particular groups at the expense of others, but general

all-around restriction would harm everyone. On the other hand,

everyone tends to gain by a greater total national output, but

producers or workers in one branch of industry may lose if the

output in that line increases while output in other branches of

business does not.

Certain labor unions follow policies based on the notion that

members' incomes will be increased if entrance to that trade and

the output of that union's members are both restricted. Such

practices will tend to increase members' incomes if the demand for

that type of labor is inelastic, which generally is the case where

the labor costs paid to that union's members are a very small pro-

portion of the total costs of producing the finished product and

where there are no good substitutes for that type of labor. One
of the building crafts, the plumbers, for example, would be a good

case in point. As is indicated in the discussion of restrictive prac-

tices of labor unions in Part Three, such practices are most charac-

teristic of "sheltered," local-market lines, like the building and

teaming trades, which are not producing products for a national

market in competition with firms in other localities.

(4) If one producer lowers the price of his product, he is likely

to sell more, but if all producers lower their prices by the same

percentage (if the whole price level falls), then there may be no

increase in the amount sold . In fact, a smaller total quantity may
be sold because buyers expect the price to fall further and withhold

their purchases in anticipation of still lower prices. Individual price

movements help to adjust supply to demand, but that is not true

of some movements in the general price level. Demand in general

may decline as the price level falls; more goods are likely to be

boughton a rising price level than on a falling one, partly because

a declineirTtEe whole level ot prices^ is likely to lead to a decrease

in money incomes. The repercussions of price changes on money
incomes and total expenditures cannot be overlooked.

(5) U an individual employer raises his wage_rates- while- other

employers do not, he is likely to find that the supply of labor^if-

fered to him will increase. If all employers should raise their wage
rates by an equal percentage, however, no employer would find an

increase in the supply of labor offered to him. Indeed, there would
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probably be a decrease in the supply of labor offered to employers,

for, as real wages rise and workers' standards of living increase,

they tend to demand shorter hours, their wives are more prone to

give up jobs in industry, and their children remain longer in school.^

In short, ifone_ernployer pays higher real wages, the supply of labor

offered to hirnjw'ill increase; if all employers should pay higher real

wageSj the total supply of labor for sale would undoubtedly de-

crease. The result for a single employer is just the opposite from

that for all employers.

(6) Each employer believes that a reduction in thejwage rates

he pays would help his business to prosper. That would be true

if he could reduce his labor costs by lowering wage rates without

reducing the efficiency of his labor supply, while other employers

in his line of business did not reduce their labor costs. He would

then, like a country which makes its products comparatively cheap

to foreign purchasers by depreciating the exchange value of its

currency, be in a relatively better position than he was before. But

if all employers reduce their labor costs by the same percentage,

no producer wins a special advantage by the wage reduction, just

as no country gains a relative advantage if all countries depreciate

the exchange value of their currencies by an equal percentage. All

are left in the same relative position as they were before the wage

reduction or exchange depreciation occurred. An all-around wage

reduction is not likely to benefit any producer unless it results in

a general increase in the demand for products; yet a reduction in

the wage level is no more likely to increase either demand in general

or the sale of labor than a reduction in the price level is likely to

increase total sales or demand in general. Indeed, the chief way that

reductions in the wage level are supposed to stimulate demand in

general, and therefore sales, is through reductions in the price level.

^

(7) When business in general is declining, common sense would

seem to indicate that the appropriate policy for individual business-

men to pursue is one of retrenchment and curtailed expenditures.

Those producers who expanded most during the preceding boom,

and those enterprisers who are carrying the largest inventories, are

^ For a more detailed discussion of the characteristics of the supply of labor, cj. Chap-
ter 5 infra.

^ This whole question of the relation between wages and unemployment is discussed

more fully in Chapter 1 1 . There the possibility of wage reductions increasing employ-

ment by restoring profit margins is also considered.
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most likely to suffer to the greatest degree during the downswing

of the curves of general business and prices. Likewise, those banks

that expanded their credit to the largest degree during the boom
are in the most precarious position when depression sets in. The
safest policy for any individual banker or businessman during the

downswing is to become as liquid as possible. This the businessman

does by curtailing expenditures and investment and reducing in-

ventories; the banker by calling loans, selling securities in his port-

folio, and curtailing new grants of credit so that he will not suffer

a drain of cash or reserves at the clearinghouse for checks. The
more liquid an enterpriser becomes just before and during a busi-

ness recession, the more he will gain by the decline in prices, espe-

cially if he spends his liquid or cash holdings when prices have

reached the low point. To the individual during a depression it

seems sound policy to balance his budget by curtailing expenditures

as sales fall off, for during a business downswing any indebtedness

incurred because of an unbalanced budget becomes a greater and

greater real burden as prices fall and sales decline.

If demand in general is falling off, a particular producer may
be certain that any increase in his own outlays or expenditures will

not cause a corresponding increase in the market demand for his

particular product or products, though it may have a favorable

effect on demand in general. The same is true of expansion by a

particular bank during a period of general credit contraction. The
individual producer or banker, because he represents such a minute

section of the total economy, is powerless to change general busi-

ness conditions merely by his own policies, or even to cause a sig-

nificant increase in the demand for his own products or services.

Only a very small proportion of any increase in his payroll will

return directly to him in the form of increased sales. From the

individual's point of view, the appropriate policy seems to be to

contract rather than to expand, to swim in the same direction with

the general stream of business rather than against it. And if business-

men in general pursue a policy of retrenchment, that very fact tends

to cause general business to decline further and makes their policies

seem to have been the appropriate ones. Costs to one man are income

to others, so that the income of the whole nation is but the counter-

part of all expenditures in the nation. Restriction of expenditures,

therefore, means restricting our incomes, which, in a vicious spiral.
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may lead to further restriction of expenditures and so on. Business-

men, by their own policies of curtailment of expenditures, help to

deepen the depression and to intensify their own difficulties. Econ-

omy, by causing economic resources to be idle, may lead to social

waste. ^

Though, in the face of shrinking money incomes and expendi-

tures, further curtailment of expenditures may be individually

"sound" business, judged by its effect on society in general and

the national economy it seems essentially "unsound." Policies

that seem so sound to individuals—to reduce expenditures, to in-

crease one's cash position, and to save although the savings lie

idle—are suicidal when followed by everyone. Though it may be

"sound" for an individual bank to contract its credit when the

banking system as a whole is contracting credit, such contraction

by banks tends to destroy part of the nation's supply of money
(checking accounts), to depress the price level, to reduce asset

values, to increase business insolvency, and to spread destruction

throughout the banking system. Not infrequently, "sound"

finance causes widespread bankruptcy.

Especially in the field of labor is reasoning by analogy from the

case of the private individual to that of the nation in general likely

to lead one to questionable conclusions. Wage rates are prices;

wage costs are a large part of the nation's income; and the rela-

tion between the demand for products and payroll expenditures is

very direct. Consequently, the whole demand-and-supply analysis,

which applies only to a single product and assumes that other

things (demand in general and all other prices) remain the same,

is well-nigh useless in reasoning on broad national policies such as

the proper wage level, the proper program to stimulate employ-

ment, or the proper expenditure program for the whole economy,

and especially the national government, to pursue.

The student should, therefore, be chary of simple, common-sense

answers to labor problems, for frequently the economics of labor

differs from the economics of some commodity such as Listerine or

linseed oil. In labor economics, the answer for the whole problem

may not be simply the sum of the separate parts, so attempts to

apply the individual approach and viewpoint in labor are likely

to prove rather fruitless and to lead to false notions.

* CJ. Joan Robinson, op. cit., pp. 43-49.
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MARKET ANALYSIS IN LABOR ^

Economists and the market. Economics is the study of market

processes. The economist analyzes such market phenomena as

demand, supply, profit, cost of production, sales, and price, which

really is the heart of the market. He formulates hypotheses or eco-

nomic "laws," which attempt to explain how the market operates

under certain assumed conditions; and he makes realistic studies

of business institutions and methods which influence market opera-

tions, in order to see how closely his assumptions correspond to

present-day facts. It is from such studies of the function of markets

today that the economist attempts to explain wage rates, foreign-

exchange rates, the incidence and eff'ects of taxation, internal and

international trade, employment, the distribution of income, bank

credit, the business cycle, savings, investment, and other economic

matters. Because most things in this world have their price and

enter into money transactions, market processes largely govern our

economic behavior and mold our lives. Markets determine what

people will work at, what plants will be idle, what will be pro-

duced, and what will not be produced. Markets set the Japanese

to work making toys, the Brazilians to growing coff'ee, and show

girls to performing on the stage; they determine whether son can

go to college, whether crops will be harvested, and how much
employment the man next door will have next week.

Economic analysis is built around the assumption that markets

are impersonal, that all buying and selling, hiring and firing, pro-

duction and employment, promotion and demotion are based on

objective, economic considerations. It presupposes that demand,

supply, and price are determined by impersonal market forces and

are not subject to the control of any person or particular group of

persons acting together in a united front, for, if the market were

subject to purely personal decision, the economist could formulate

no "laws" or generalizations concerning market processes. In so

far as price is determined by personal fiat, or is subject to someone's

arbitrary caprice, the market is not objective, and personal dic-

tatorship rather than an impersonal market rules in economic

affairs.

Economists are especially interested in the intricate relationships

* Part of the discussion in this section is based on Barbara Wootton, Lament jor EcO'

nomics, 1938.
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between various markets. They attempt to explain how a rise in

the price of one commodity or factor of production will affect the

demand for other commodities or factors of production. It is,

however, in this broader realm of analysis of the interrelations

between markets that economic reasoning is so tenuous and so

subject to some of the errors indicated in the previous section of

this chapter. With an increase in the number of markets and,

therefore, in the factors under consideration, any concrete problem

is likely to be very complex.

Limitations to market analysis in labor. (1) Generalization

is especially difficult when each problem that arises may be unique

because it presents a slightly different combination of factors or a

new set of circumstances. Labor problems usually involve_not_only

a whole network of markets but also a large number of hunxan
beings, who may act or react in different patterns under varying

circumstances. Consequently, there are few "pat" answers to labor

issues. Indeed, sometimes the repercussions of a particular labor

policy on distant markets (the secondary effects) may be more

significant than the primary effects in the labor market first af-

fected. For instance, a 15-per-cent cut in wage rates on the rail-

roads would not only have different effects at one stage in the

business cycle than at another, but such a reduction might affect

the sales in various branches of industry throughout the nation.

The effect of such a wage cut on purchases of commodities might

be more important than its effect on the railroad industry. Con-

sequently, broad and sweeping generalizations in the field of labor

are likely to be of little practical value; most labor problems must

be considered on their particular merits and on the basis of the

existing circumstances.

Market analysis in the field of labor faces other limitations. Econ-

omists and laymen, either consciously or unconsciously, are in-

clined to assume that the market distributes economic rewards in

an impartial manner and that the answer given by the action of

market forces is correct. They are likely to view the market as a

place in which, through competition and individual choice, the

best products and most efficient producers win out. In this view,

the market represents a sort of consumers' plebiscite, wdth each

person's purchases representing a vote for products according to

their merits as he sees them.
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(2) In considering limitations to the market as a fair and satis-

factory instrument for determining economic affairs, it is important

to note that persons do^ not have an _equal vote in the market, so

that market recordings are perverted by inequaHties in the dis-

tribution of wealth and income. Some people enjoy great power

in the market by virtue ot accumulated or inherited wealth. Con^

sequently, the man who cares for the Pekinese puppies of an

American heiress may receive in the market three times as much
per week for his services as does a farm hand, but one might hesi-

tate to say that the services of the puppy caretaker were three times

as valuable to society as those of the farm hand. A plebiscite in

which some enjoy plural voting may seem unfair. Though the rich

frequently talk of democracy, equal opportunity, and the blessings

of beginning at the bottom, they customarily see to it that their

offspring have a head start in the form of a large inheritance.

(3) There are many things for which one simply cannot cast

dollar votes in the market. For instance, it_is almostjmpossible

through ijidi^yidu^l.^urchases in the market to bring about a more

equal distribution of the wealth, a stable price level, sho£tgrworking

"hours, rnore economic security, more social equality, or a systeni^£

100-^r-cent reserves behind our money, and to prevent adver-

tising^lT the radio, the pollution of streams, the^business^ cycle^aiKJ-

uigmploymeht,' or ligliness in the form of billboards, junk heaps,

unsightly buildings, and other eyesores. Such dissatisfactions can-

not find ready expression through the market. Many of the broad

social and economic desires of mankind, such as the desire for a

larger measure of economic security, simply cannot be chopped up
into small particles—the only form in which the market can handle

problems. Though as individuals we may ardently wish for more
security, there is no way by which we can, so to speak, bid up the

value of security in the market place, so that the economic system

will produce steady incomes for the working population.

(4) To many problems the market mechanism fails to supply

satisfactory answers, so that reliance on the market in such cases

might seem to hold up "progress." For instance, we cannot rely

entirely upon the marketto furnish a satisfactory educational

system or sufficieiU jjhrary^ park, and museum facilities , or the"

proper^niQunJLQfLscientific^esearch. Our whole educational sys-

tem has been, and is, subsidized from tax money and by private
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philanthropy because reUance upon market forces of demand and

supply would fail to furnish a well-educated and intelligent popu-

lation. Children are forced to go to school, students in college are

forced to take certain subjects, and the grades that they receive are

determined, not by the market but by the professor. A university

run on market principles would presumably support itself solely

from tuition fees. The students could take whatever courses they

wished and the professors could teach what they wished, with each

professor's income consisting simply of so much for each student

selecting his courses, or "whatever the traffic would bear." There

would be no quizzes, for the market process does not require

written examinations. The results of a professor's research would

not be published unless there would be enough sales to make
it pay.

From a purely market point of view, most economists are un-

economic and most economic research represents an uneconomic

use of some of the nation's productive resources. Economists and

economic studies usually have to be subsidized, at least in part,

from tax money or private gifts. They could not pay their own
way in a purely market economy. The market is relatively

indifferent to the services of academic or learned men.

All governmental activities represent a refusal to rely upon the

market. The government establishes courts, highways, a police

force, credit institutions, tariff restrictions, an army, relief agencies,

social services and institutions, social insurance, public works,

public health services, conservation bureaus, public utility com-

missions, etc., because there are so many problems that market

forces cannot solve or that the market does not seem to solve in a

satisfactory manner. Because governmental activities are not

governed by the market, the businessman, whose activities are

guided by market forces, distrusts government and demands,

sometimes foolishly, that governmental activities conform to busi-

ness (market) rules and standards. There are, however, many
business issues that are not decided by market forces, and bureauc-

racy is found in business as well as in the government. Advance-

ment, demotion, and discharge in business may be determined by

favoritism, personal prejudice, or office politics, and not according

to economic merit. Someone at the top, not the market, must

decide what the hours of work and speed of machine operations
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shall be. Indeed, management in business may represent personal

dictatorship to the same extent as does management in the army,

which is not controlled by market forces.

Many matters that are important to the worker, as W. H. Hutt

states, "are not adequately determined by the market process

—

hours of work and conditions of work are things that intimately

concern workmen and are best decided collectively." ^ Employers

may not be interested in the long-run effects of hours and working

conditions, because they ordinarily can recruit a new working

force at any time and because employers usually lack accurate

knowledge of the relationship between poor working conditions and

labor turnover, or between long working hours and output. In

many cases a reduction of working hours, forced by law or labor

unions, has resulted in a larger output.^ In other words, employers

had been getting less for their payroll than they would have re-

ceived by shortening the hours of work from 12 to 10 or from 10

to 8 a day. The market failed to lead to the most efficient work

period because normally the workers in a plant must all work the

same number of hours. Each worker is not free to bargain with

the employer about the number of hours a day he will work, nor

is the employer likely to experiment by trying working days of

varying lengths, because it usually takes some time for a reduction

in the working hours to improve the health, morale, and efficiency

of the workers.

(5) The market is a poor provider for future generations because

it fails to jprevent wastefu^^ orTiurnan"and natural

resources . In the case of natural resources, the governmenrniust

step in to conserve our forests, our oil reserves, and our soil from

wasteful practices in the cutting of timber, in the drilling of oil

wells, or in the use of land. The government must prevent actions

and methods of production which are most appropriate according

to the market, but which cause soil erosion, dust bowls, or similar

social evils.

Market forces may also result in wasteful use of human resources.

1 W. H. Hutt, The Theory of Collective Bargaining, 1930, p. 107.

2 Cf. Chapter 13 infra. J. R. Hicks writes of England: "The long hours worked in

the early days of the Industrial Revolution are notorious; they were reduced, it is

well known, mainly by State regulation and Trade Union action. It was found, after

they had been reduced that 'the output of eleven hours' work might be greater than

that of twelve.' Employers had been working at more than the output optimum,
without realising it." The Theory of Wages, 1935, pp. 106-107.
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In general, the market does not allow for human costs or human
depreciation, except in a slave economy where the employer owns
the worker as well as the capital equipment and must buy a new
worker when the old one wears out. In a market economy only

money costs count; human costs, such as unemployment through

displacement by labor-saving machinery, or deformed bodies

and stunted minds resulting from child labor, work injuries, and

occupational diseases, do not affect economic action and policies

unless they somehow enter money costs. For example, in deciding

whether to install a new machine, the employer normally makes

little or no allowance for the effects of that machine upon his

workers—whether the machine may injure their health or separate

some of them from their jobs. Prior to the passage of unemploy-

ment-insurance laws, unemployment resulting from the introduc-

tion of labor-saving machinery was not a money cost to the em-

ployer, though it represented a cost to society and to the workers

displaced. With the rise of the factory system in early nineteenth-

century England, market forces resulted in widespread employ-

ment of young children in factories for 12 to 16 hours a day. As is

indicated in the next chapter, the government had to pass restric-

tive factory legislation because free markets were tending to make
some of the English workers into a deformed and uneducated

group. From a national or social point of view, child labor

and sweatshops, by stunting the development of body and in-

tellect, may mean an uneconomic use of the nation's human
resources.

The state is even more interested in the proper development and

use of human resources than it is in natural resources. It is inter-

ested in improving its man power and in developing good citizens.

The labor union, through educational activities and by encouraging

an independent spirit amongst wage-earners, may help to produce

more independent and self-respecting citizens.^

^ Alfred Marshall, the noted English economist, wrote: "... the Unions have an
effective answer to the argument, recently given, that any check to the growth of cap-

ital caused by a rise of wages at the expense of profits is likely to be cumulative. If

they do what they can to make labour honest and hearty, they can reply that an addi-

tion to the wages of their trade is as likely to be invested in the Personal Capital of

themselves and their children, as an increase in profits is to be invested in Material

Capital: that from the national point of view persons are at least as remunerative a

field of investment as things: and that investments in persons are cumulative in their

effects from year to year and from generation to generation." Elements of Economics oj

Industry, vol. 1 (second edition), 1898, p. 419.
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(6) Often markets are not obiective bu t ^re nnHer the control of

some person or ^roup of persons. Only where the market is perfec t

can it be objective and impartiaL_A-p£rfert market is one in which

a homogenemis or standardized product is bought and sijld_hY_sn^

many buyers and sellers acting independently^thatthe actions of

any buyer or seller have only a negligible effect upon the market

or the market price. Such perfect markets are rare. Practically the

only markets closely approaching a perfect market are our or-

ganized commodity exchanges, like the Chicago Board of Trade,

and the security exchanges, like the New York Stock Exchange.

In the case of all trade-marked commodities there is but one

seller of the product. In villages and rural areas there may be

but one retailer of a product or but one seller of banking services.

In company towns there may be but one buyer of labor services

—

the company. In most localities there is but one seller of telephone,

gas, electric, and water services. Frequently there is but one seller

of transportation services (train or bus) between two towns. Often

the seller of labor services (say a locomotive engineer, machinist,

or printer) can find but one or two buyers of that particular service

in his vicinity. Where there are few buyers or sellers, the market

is imperfect; and the more imperfect the market, the more it is

likely to be subject to personal domination and control. In

short, imperfect markets contain monopolistic elements, which

can make the market or market price perform more or less as

they wish.

Some of our most imperfect markets are labor markets. The
imperfections and monopolistic elements in such markets are

discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Here it is sufficient to repeat that

there are probably 15 times as many sellers as regular buyers of

labor and to point out that often there is but one buyer of a cer-

tain kind of labor service in a given locality—a buyer's monopoly
or monopsony. Not only are local buyers of labor frequently few

in number but, as Adam Smith pointed out long ago, they may
not engage in competition with one another for workers by bidding

up wage rates. The employer quotes the price he will pay for

labor, and the wage rate he sets is usually what he considers to be

"the prevailing rate" in the locality for that type of work, or it

may be a rate somewhat below "the prevailing rate." As wage
investigations indicate, there are often wide and illogical variations
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in the payment for identical work in the same locaHty and some-

times in the same plant. ^

Such widespread variations in price would not occur in an

organized commodity market. There is often a great deal of dif-

ference between selling a product one makes and selling one's

labor, even though Justice Sutherland in Adkins v. Children's

Hospital'^ maintained that "in principle there can be no dif-

ference between the case of selling labor and the case of selling

goods." The sale of goods in the open market leaves the seller a

relatively free and independent individual, but the sale by a wage-

earner of his whole working time to one employer leaves him
dependent upon one buyer who "bosses" him at work.

Though, as Alfred Marshall pointed out, it matters not to the

seller of bricks whether they are used in a palace or in an odorous

sewer, it matters a great deal to a seller of labor, such as a brick-

layer, where and how his services are used, for labor services are

inseparable from the laborer's person. Conditions affecting the

use of his labor also affect him as an individual; his future fortune

partly depends upon the use or abuse of his person by the buyer.

This is one of the reasons that labor leaders deny that "the labor

of a human being is a commodity or article of commerce." ^ State

statutes providing that labor be paid for in cash or negotiable

checks have been upheld as constitutional by the U. S. Supreme

Court, including Justice Sutherland, but it is inconceivable that

he or the Court would uphold a law forbidding the purchase of

plows with store orders, merchandise, or other substitutes for cash.

The reasoning that applies to a commodity may not always apply

so effectively and without modification to labor. Labor markets

are often more imperfect than commodity markets. Generally, it

is easier for buyers to dominate the labor market and control the

price of labor than it is for them to control the markets and prices

^ CJ., for instance, Variations in Wage Rates under Corresponding Conditions, U. S. Depart-

ment of Labor, Women's Bureau, Bulletin 122, 1935, p. 2, and p. 4 where it is stated:

"Even when allowance for all factors that might cause the variations had been made,
comparisons made in plants under conditions as nearly identical as obtainable showed
differences in payment so marked as to be attributable only to lack of wage standards."

Cf. also Chapter 5 injra.

2(1923), 261 U. S. 525.

3 The Clayton Act, passed by Congress in 1914, states: "The labor of a human being

is not a commodity or article of commerce" and the covenant of the League of Nations

affirms the proposition that "labour is not merely a commodity."
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of standard commodities. Control of labor markets is, indeed, the

normal thing, whether workers are unorganized or organized.

It is because of these limitations and imperfections of the market

that the state legislatures and the Congress pass labor legislation.

It is because the market either does not settle many vital issues or

is dominated by employers that workers organize for collective

bargaining. The failure of the market to function satisfactorily has

led to legislation on social security, minimum wages, maximum
hours, industrial accidents, occupational diseases, and labor re-

lations, as well as to agreements between labor unions and em-

ployers limiting the employer's right to hire, fire, and work his men
as he pleases.

The very fact that we have widespread unemployment for long

periods of time indicates that the market is not functioning per-

fectly. If people do not buy commodities and services with their

dollars, or if they cast their dollar votes only slowly, the whole ex-

change mechanism breaks down, for in a market economy each

person is dependent for a livelihood upon the purchases of others.

When buying stops, selling stops also, for every purchase is a sale.

In countries where the market no longer dictates to industry, like

Russia and, to some extent, Germany, and in those spheres of ac-

tivity not governed by the market, such as housework or the army,

there is no involuntary unemployment. One of the advantages of

personal dictatorship and control of all industry is that it does

not involve reliance upon the money votes of many persons in the

market place in order to keep the wheels of industry whirling. Of
course, dictatorship is generally accompanied by many social and

personal disadvantages, including limitations on personal freedom.

SHORT- AND LONG-RUN ANALYSIS IN LABOR

In reasoning about labor problems it is necessary to state_clearly

whether one's conclusions applv to the immedmte_Juture__Qr -ace-

valid onlyafter a period, sufficient for complete adjustment to the

economic change, has elapsed. Frequently, the conclusion for the

immediate future (the short run) may be quite different from the

conclusion for the long run, when the employer and the employees

have had time to make full adjustments to such a change as a decline

in price. In the long run, adjustments can he m^de throngh rjigin^nps^

in the investment or productive cpjparity of the industry, whereas
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short-run adjustments involve changes in production at existing

capacit]^. Costs that are fixed in the short run may be varied in

the long run, and circumstances that would bankrupt an employer

over a long period of time might not do so in the short run.

Because labor represents a cost to employers, it is important that

the student of labor understand the nature of costs. In general,

costs may be classified as either fixed costs, which are a constant

total sum regardless of the rate of output up to full capacity of the

plant, and variable costs, the total amount of which varies directly

with the number of units being produced. Fixed or overhead costs

are such charges as interest on bonds and debts, depreciation, prop-

erty taxes, property insurance, and the salaries of night watchmen
and certain executives—charges that would have to be met even

if the plant were closed up. Variable costs, on the other hand,

are such charges as the cost of raw materials, of power, light, and

heat, and of labor engaged directly in producing or selling the

product—costs that a company could eliminate by shutting up the

plant. The importance of this distinction in costs will be indicated

presently.

Under our profit-and-loss system, each producer, whether a

monopolist or an independent businessman with many competitors,

normally strives to obtain the largest net return or maximum profit

from the business, or he strives to minimize his losses when profits

disappear. A producer will increase his output up to the point

where the addition to total cost involved in producing the last

unit (his marginal cost) is as great as the increment to his total

income caused by producing that unit (his marginal receipts). He
will strive to increase his output as long as marginal receipts exceed

marginal cost, but he will not knowingly expand output to a point

where marginal cost exceeds marginal receipts.

In the short run, of course, only variable costs alter with output

changes; fixed costs cannot be avoided but must be met whether

the company is operating or not. Consequently, in determining

how much to produce in the short run, the employer will consider

only variable costs and will strive to increase his rate of output as

long as the addition to variable costs from producing another unit

(his marginal variable cost) is less than the amount that another

unit of product will add to his total income (his marginal receipts).

Normally, the doors of no plant will be closed as long as total re-
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ceipts exceed total variable costs, so that something is left over to

pay on the fixed or overhead costs. Indeed, plants may be operated

at full capacity for considerable periods of time even though they

are being run at a loss in the sense that the returns are not large

enough to pay all the overhead costs. ^

Over a long period of time, of course, fixed costs may alter as

changes are made in the amount of investment in plant and equip-

ment. As the equipment wears out, it may not be replaced, or new
purchases of equipment may exceed the rate of depreciation of the

old equipment. Even in the short run, fixed costs may be changed.

Whenever a company defaults on its indebtedness because of failure

to earn its overhead costs, the company's financial structure is

overhauled, and overhead costs are usually reduced in the process.

Bondholders may become stockholders, wiping out the fixed interest

charge represented by their bonds. Such a writing down of fixed-

cost liabilities and asset values usually occurs whenever over a period

the price of the company's product has been so low or demand so

slack that overhead costs could not be met. But bankruptcy, re-

ceivership, and reorganization of the capital structure are financial

matters and do not, in themselves, change the character of the

physical plant or equipment. Like a sale, they simply change the

ownership of the physical assets of the company.

In time, costs get into line with selling prices. This occurs through

changes in the demand and supply of the product in case variable

costs are out of adjustment with selling prices, or by the writing

up and down of asset values where the valuation of the physical

equipment of the company is out of line with present market values

as determined by the prospective income of the company and the

rate of interest. Indeed, costs are only prices and are determined

in the same way as are other prices. Eventually cost prices become

adjusted to selling prices because the action of demand and supply

either causes cost prices to change, or selling prices to change, or

both.

Because the rate of operations of employers is governed by mar-

ginal variable costs, it may be possible for selling prices to fall, or

^ For a more detailed treatment of marginal costs, receipts, and output, the reader

may consult one of the following: A. M. Mclsaac and J. G. Smith, Introduction to

Economic Analysis, 1937; A. L. Meyers, Elements oj Modern Economics, 1937; E. Chamber-
lain, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (third edition), 1938; Joan Robinson, The

Economics oj Imperfect Competition, 1933.
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for employees to force a rise in wage costs, without reducing the

employer's rate of operations at all. Normally, employers are meet-

ing overhead costs and making some profit. If the employer cannot

substitute land or machinery for men without completely revising

his plant or his business policies, it is possible for wage rates to be

increased in the short run until his total variable costs are nearly

as large as his total receipts, wiping out his profits and leaving but

a small sum toward his fixed costs. Even so, he would try to operate

at full capacity as long as his marginal variable costs did not exceed

his marginal receipts. Indeed, there are cases where an employer

would try to continue operations for a time even though his marginal

receipts were less than his marginal variable costs. That would be

true of producers who expected a rise in the price of their product

in the near future, or whose business assets (especially going-concern

and good-will items) would drop in value if customers were not

served and advertising ceased, or whose physical property (such

as farm land, a coal mine, or certain types of machinery) would

depreciate more rapidly if it were not operated than if it were in

use. An employer must take all such factors into account in de-

ciding whether to lock out his employees or to permit them to go

on strike. In such cases, the employer's loss may be much greater

than simply the loss of profits and the total sum of overhead costs

during the period of the strike.

In the long run, of course, employers can, within limits, substitute

land or machinery for men, and the productive facilities in the

industry may be altered. No new money would be invested in a

business that has not been earning profits or has poor prospects of

earning profits in the future; and, without new investment, produc-

tive capacity in the industry would decline as existing equipment

wore out. But one must bear in mind that profits may appear

through the writing down of fixed debts or a reduction in the in-

terest rate on debts as well as by a cut in variable costs. Bankruptcy

or refunding of debt at a lower interest rate frequently makes prof-

its possible. Though before 1930 a return of around six per cent

was considered necessary to attract new money for investment in

bonds and mortgages, plenty of money has recently been seeking

investment in fixed-interest securities at figures as low as a three-

per-cent yield. The same is true of profits, which seem to have

no particular "normal" rate. In short, sufficient new investment
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might occur throughout American industry, even though interest

and profit rates should be considerably below the figures which

seemed "normal" to our fathers. With interest and profit, "normal"

may simply be the rate to which we become accustomed.^

HISTORICAL APPROACH TO LABOR PROBLEMS

It is easier to understand and to judge the present after a study

of the past. From history one learns how the economic system has

developed from a simple economy of local markets to a complex,

class-divided economy of nationwide and international markets.

Not only is the student's understanding aided by such a study of

the evolution of economic society from simple to complex forms,

but he learns the relations between the development of economic

organization and institutions on the one hand and economic doc-

trines on the other. False theories can only be understood in their

historical setting.

From past experience the student learns the "lessons" of history;

he discovers the mistakes and mistaken notions of our forefathers.

Such an historical background is especially advantageous in the

study of labor problems because many practical men, who distrust

what they call "theory," often subscribe unconsciously to the an-

cient, disproved doctrines of former days. Knowledge of past

periods, when the economic structure was entirely difi'erent, also

gives the student a basis for viewing modern economic matters with

some degree of detachment, if not with a critical eye. Finally, an

understanding of past trends and experience, both here and abroad,

places him in a better position to foretell what the future has in

store.

It is with such purposes in mind that the next two chapters,

dealing with labor history in Europe and America, were written.

Other chapters will, to be sure, contain historical material, but

these two introductory chapters, covering the period up to the

middle of the last century, are designed to give a broad historical

background for the study of American labor problems and labor

relations.

1 For further discussion of this point, see J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Em-
ployment, Interest and Money, 1936, especially pp. 202-204 and 375-76; and Chapter 12

irifra.



CHAPTER THREE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
ENGLAND

That free markets alone will not bring about the economic mil-

lennium is evident from the experience of England and France

during the first half of the nineteenth century, when the doctrine

of laissez faire was tried and found wanting. The period from 1810

to 1840 stands out in European history as the epoch during which

there was the least amount of governmental intervention in eco-

nomic affairs. The leading men of the time argued that market

forces of demand and supply should have free reign to work their

magic. They thoroughly believed that complete freedom for indi-

vidual initiative and self-interest would result in the greatest social

good, and they were convinced that any government interference

or labor legislation would be both vicious and futile, because it

would run counter to "natural law." So firmly were the people

of England convinced of these economic superstitions that they

repealed all laws safeguarding the workers, restricting the spread

of factories, and limiting the rise of capitalism.

From bitter experience, however, the English soon learned the

limitations of markets as final arbitrators of economic matters.

Before long Parliament wasjbrced to pass a new set of labor laws

called FactOixActsJiLorder to eliminate the rnost_glaring^yils^ and

abuses that developed under this "natural order" of laissez faire.

An understanding of this epoch in economic history is so important

for a student of labor, as well as for advocates of the individualistic

ideal who oppose labor organization and legislation, that this chapter

is devoted to a discussion of labor in England during the early nine-

teenth century and the failure of laissez faire as an economic policy.

EARLY GOVERNMENT REGULATION

Trade practices, prices, and wages in English industry were

subject to a high degree of government regulation from the eleventh

^
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to the nineteenth century, first by the medieval guilds and, after

the fifteenth century, by^_an^all-powerful naldjGL^^

the hands Qllhe^j^odors. Much the same was true in France where,

following regulation by the guilds, Colbert instituted, in the middle

of the seventeenth century, a series of national acts regulating prac-

tically every detail of economic life.

Guilds. The merchant and craft g:uilds in jhe Middle Ages

made regulations to control all sales and production within the

town oFjcity. Markets from the eleventh to the sixteenth century

in England were mostly local. These guild rules or fair trade prac-

tices forbade usury, speculation, cornering of the market, or profit-

ing by resale at a higher price. The guild in each line of business

established a fixed "just" price for the product, and journeymen

workers had to be paid a set "just" wage. The quality of the product

was maintained by regulations governing the materials to be used,

the hours of work, and working conditions in the master's shop,

together with the requirement that the worker serve a certain period

of apprenticeship in order to qualify as a master or member of a

particular guild. These municipal rules of the guilds—mostly the

common law of that time—were enforced upon all business estab-

lishments by the guild wardens.

Under the guild system there was a fair degree of economic and

political equality. Every master craftsman was a worker who
possessed his own productive equipment; none was permitted to

become merely a middleman or a capitalistic employer. Each

master had to produce his own wares—from raw material to finished

product—and the products were sold directly to the consumer from

the master's own home, which served as a store, workshop, and

dwelling. Under these circumstances, no one producer could ob-

tain a major share of the local market. Each businessman had to

make his product himself and to sell it at the established "just"

price; he could not introduce a change in the technique of produc-

tion without the permission of the guild. With such restriction on

competition and avarice, each guildsman was practically assured

of some work, and there was no unemployment problem.

Along with a large measure of economic security, the medieval

craftsman had personal pride in his product—though it was a long

time before cobblers discovered that there is a diff'erence between

the left and the right foot. The craftsmen got personal satisfaction
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in creating and selling a praiseworthy product. The guilds also

played an important part in the social life of the town, and guild

funds were used to assist widows, orphans, and the poor.

As trade and the use of money increased, local markets expanded

into nationwide markets, so that the regulating function gradually

was transferred from the local guilds to the national government.

In the sixteenth century under the Tudors, a series of national acts

were passed in England similar to the former guild regulations.

These acts were directed against the new and expanding capitalism

that was destroying the old guild system.

The guilds declined because they could not meet the competition

of a new class of middlemen, known as merchant capitalists. The
old spirit of religion, which had served to enforce "just" prices and

"just" wages, gave way before the pursuit of profit by these first

capitalists. So characteristic was the merchant capitalist of this

time that, when in 1712 a pamphleteer depicted an English clothier

talking cloth prices and termed him "John Bull," the name and

character were adopted as symbolic.

Domestic system. These merchant capitalists first hired crafts-

men to make products at home (hence the term, domestic system);

such products the merchant capitalist then sold to consumers. In

this way the worker craftsman was separated from the consumer

market for his product. Before long, the merchant capitalist was

furnishing the worker with raw materials and machinery and split-

ting up the old crafts into their component processes, with workers

concentrating upon only one operation. With such a division of

old crafts, unskilled workers and their families began to take over

work formerly done only by master craftsmen. After the merchant

capitalist had acquired control of the raw materials, the tools of

production, and the market for the product, the craftsman became

merely a "hired hand" dependent upon an employer for most of

his livelihood. Whenever the capitalist found it unprofitable to

hire him, the specialized worker had to fall back upon his small

plot of land, for he was now out of touch with the market, owned

no capital equipment, and was trained in but one stage in the pro-

duction of a single commodity. With specialization and production

by a wage-earning class, periodic depressions commenced to occur,

and unemployment for the first time became a troublesome national

problem. The worker was dependent upon the capitalist for work
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and wages, and the operations of the capitaHst fluctuated with a

wayward market for the product.

National regulation of industry. The new capitahsm was

strenuously opposed by EngUsh authorities when it first appeared.

To prevent the concentration of industry in the hands of capitaHsts

and the rise of a destitute proletariat, Parliament passed laws regu-

lating industry and industrial relations. These laws prohibited the

pursuit of certain occupations in areas outside the jurisdiction of

the guilds, restricted the movement of workers away from the towns,

and limited both the number of weavers a clothier might hire and

the number of looms per weaver. The Statute of Artificers (1563)

forbade_any person to practice-^ recognized craft or occupation

within the realm of England who had. not served a seven-yeaxs.'

apprenticeship, and also provided_that alLjA??^ges should be fixed

yearly by the justices of the_peace in every shire and by mayors

or others in each city . In 1773 Parliament likewise passed the

Spitalfields Weavers Act under which the mayor and justices were,

"tosettle_and regulate_the_wages of persons-employed in Silk Man-
ufacture" in London.

During the seventeenth century, wages were regularly fixed each

year under the Statute of Artificers, designed to assure the payment

not merely of a living wage but of real wages as high as those earned

before the rise in prices. These governmentally decreed wage rates

were apparently accepted by employers, but during the eighteenth

century the fixing of wages by the justices and mayors became less

regular. By the time that Adam Smith published The Wealth of

Nations (1776), such wage-fixing by government agencies was of

little significance. Upon petition of the clothiers, an act was passed

in 1757 exempting the woolen trade, England's greatest industry,

from the Statute of Artificers, and in 1813 the wage-fixing clauses

of the Statute were entirely repealed.

During this same period of national regulation of industry, Eng-

land pursued the trade policy called mercantilism. Laws were

passed to regulate imports, exports, and shipping, so that England

would have a "favorable" balance of trade (commodity exports

exceeding commodity imports) with imports of precious metals

making up the trade deficit. This English policy of mercantilism

was one of the important factors that gave rise to the American

Revolutionary War.
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THE TRIUMPH OF LAISSEZ FAIRE

Contemporary authorities from Daniel Defoe to Adam Smith

refer, with some exaggeration, to the period from 1700 to 1775 as

a veritable golden age for industrial labor in England. Yet during

the next half-century from 1775 to 1 825^ when methods of produc-

tion were so changed and improved that the period is known as

the Industrial Revolution^ the lot of a part of the English laboring

class apparently failed to improve.

Industrial Revolution. Studies of modern labor problems

usually begin with this period of rapid industrial change in England

that ushered in the factory system. Between 1775 and 1785 the

steam engine and spinning and weaving machines were invented

and firmly established in English manufacturing. Consequently,

the cost of making yarn fell more than 85 per cent between 1779

and 1812.^ By 1813 as many as 2,400 power looms were

in use in England, and in 1833 there were 85,000. ^ The in-

creased use of machinery after 1770 is also indicated by the

following figures showing the annual production of pig iron in

Great Britain: ^

1720 25,000 tons

1770 32,000

1800 156,000

1830 653,400

1860 3,826,700

By 1800 the steam engine was in use in 84 cotton mills, 30 coal

mines, 22 copper mines, 28 foundries, and 17 breweries.^ Yet this

new machinery, designed to free men's bodies and to increase their

living standards, tended in some cases to injure their bodies, to de-

press their wages, and to force entire families to work in factories

from 12 to 17 hours a day. Of course, the adverse eflfects of the

Industrial Revolution were felt directly by only a part of the work-

ing population, because a majority of the working people even in

1830 were still domestic or workshop workers. However, working

and living conditions for most workers seem to have been little

1 A. P. Usher, An Introduction to the Industrial History of England, 1920, p. 310.

2 Ibid., p. 302.

3 W. Bowden, M. Karpovich, and A. P. Usher, An Economic History of Europe Since

1750, 1937, pp. 119, 385.

4L. Huberman, Man's Worldly Goods, 1936, p. 179.
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better in the early decades of the nineteenth century than they were

half a century earlier under the domestic system.^

Repeal of statutory safeguards. The suffering of certain work-

ing groups was intensified during the Industrial Revolution in

England because the old statutes, which afforded some protection

to the workers, were repealed. Until well past the middle of the

eighteenth century, it was generally believed desirable for the gov-

ernment to regulate economic behavior for the purpose of promot-

ing the general welfare of the nation. In the latter part of the

century, however, a new social theory and philosophy of govern-

ment swept over the western world. According to this new phi-

losophy, the^general welfarej^as best served when the government

kept its hands off economic matters and permitted each individual

to pursue his own selfish interests, subject only to the forces of com-

petition in a tree market. Men became convinced that govern-

ment action m the economic realm was both futile and vicious in

that it would be contrary to "natural" law and "natural" forces.

This new social philosophy first arose in France as an extreme

reaction against the excessive state regulation of industry begun by

Colbert. In France during most of the eighteen t|xi;^njnn2iyx_igdii<^try

was minutely regulated by codes, which dictated the_kind^_quahty,

and price of each commodity produced and were enforced by an

army of state nispectoi^." The abolition of such hampering restric-

tions and the freeing of trade was advocated by the first "school"

of economists, the French Physiocrats, under the leadership of

Francis Quesnay, who died two years before Adam Smith published

his Wealth of Nations. The eighteenth century worshiped nature,

and physiocracy means "the rule of nature." The Physiocrats be-

lieved that natural laws governed human societies as well as the

physical world and that, in the "natural order," there was a har-

mony of interests between men, whereas government interference

was artificial and caused conflict. Consequently, they adopted the

motto of "laissez faire"—let alone.

This theorY^f l^ssez faire—let the market, not the_gOY£rnment,

control

—

along with the doctrine of economic harmonies, was

adopted by Adam Smith directly from the Physiocrats, some of

^Cf. J. L. Hammond, "Industrial Revolution and Discontent," Economic History

Review, vol. 2 (January 1930), pp. 215-28. For a conflicting view, cf. J. H. Clapham,
An Economic History oj Modern Britain, The Early Railway Age 1820-1850, 1926, Chap-
ter 14, especially pp. 561, 602.
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whom he had known personally. Smith believed that when "all

systems either of preference or of restraint" are completely abolished,

"the obvious and simple system of natural liberty establishes itself

of its own accord," and he thought that each man pursuing his

own self-interest is "led by an invisible hand to promote an end
which was no part of his intention"—the general welfare of the

nation. It is easy to understand why parts of the Wealth of Nations

soon became the businessman's bible, though not the part in which

Smith pointed out that high wages increased the efficiency of labor

so that "where wages are high, we shall always find the workmen
more active, diligent, and expeditious than where they are low."

With the spread of this doctrine of the supernaturalism of the

"natural" order and "natural" forces, the government began to

cease interfering with the relations between masters and men, and

statutes regulating industry were abolished. In 1814 the famous

Statute of Artificers was repealed; in 1815 the Assize of Bread in

London, regulating baking and retail trade, was withdrawn; and

in 1816 the income tax was abolished as an unwarranted interference

with the natural liberty of individuals, at a time when about half

of the laborer's wages went for taxes. ^ In 1799 and 1800 laws were

passed prohibiting any labor organization or union of workers to

protect themselves, for such organizations were considered to be a

violation of natural liberty and contrary to the "laws" of economics.

When the economist David Ricardo, as a member of Parliament,

demanded the repeal of the Spitalfields Act regulating the wages

of silk weavers, he said: "The principles of true political economy

never changed, and those who did not understand that science had

better say nothing about it." The Act was repealed in 1824.

This was an age in which economic "laws" were considered im-

mutable and were supposed to work with mechanical precision.

Probably in no other period of history were economists and their

doctrines so popular, and with good reason, for their theories were

so comforting to the conscience of the wealthy. Malthus, in theoriz-

ing about population, subtly suggested that the poor themselves

were responsible for their poverty and that misery was the medicine

of nature for eliminating surplus people. In fact, Darwin drew

important elements of his theory of natural selection from Malthus,

1 A. Toynbee, Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the Eighteenth Century in England,

new impression, 1928, p. 107.
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who used the very phrase "struggle for existence" in his Essay on

Population. Both Malthus and Ricardo explained that wages tended

always to remain close to the level of subsistence. "The natural

price of labor," wrote Ricardo, "is that price which is necessary to

enable the labourers to subsist, and to perpetuate their race without

either increase or diminution." The pay for labor was supposed to

be fixed by such "natural laws"—Ricardo compared his economic

laws to the law of gravity. Any attempt to increase the share of

the national income going to laborers, it was argued, would inflict

injury upon the workers themselves. No wonder this dogma of

despair earned for such political economy the title of "the dismal

science."

This economic doctrine of complacent pessimism was well re-

ceived. The names of Malthus and Adam Smith were as familiar

in Parliamentary discussion as the names of Cicero and Virgil.

The best of English society extended a warm welcome to the apostles

of this economic fatalism. Ladies of distinction popularized the

doctrines of Ricardo and Malthus in newspaper articles, popular

stories, and in conversations with a certain "young Caroline,"

which had a wide vogue. In fact, a contemporary of Ricardo wrote

that distinguished ladies, before engaging a governess for their

children, would inquire about her competence to teach political

economy.^

A number of contemporary economists sharply criticized the

edifice of dreary doctrine erected by Malthus and Ricardo and

embellished by McCulloch and Mill. In the two decades following

the publication of Ricardo' s Principles of Political Economy and Tax-

ation (1817), a number of writers severely attacked his teachings

and put forth theories of their own which contained much of the

modern doctrines of marginal cost, marginal utility, and marginal

productivity. But these more modern doctrines, put forth by such

writers as John Craig (1821), Samuel Bailey (1825), Professor M.
Longfield (1833), and Sir George Ramsay (1836), were branded

as unorthodox; and their writings were disregarded and neglected

until unearthed almost a century later by Professor E. R. A. Selig-

man.^ Such critics were ignored in their day because they wrote

* C. Gide and C. Rist, A History of Economic Doctrines, translated by R. Richards from
the 1913 revised edition, undated, p. 119.

2 "On Some Neglected British Economists," Economic Journal, vol. 13 (1903), pp. 335-

63 and 511-35.
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that high wages and high profits were in fact frequently coexistent,

because they questioned the existence of any "natural or necessary

price of labour" or of any fixed wage fund which would not permit

an increase in total wages, and because they pointed out that the

real cause of variations in wages and profits was the productivity

of labor and industry. As Professor Seligman says, they had virtually

"the modern theory of the economy of high wages," but such doc-

trine was unpopular at a time when people believed in "a strange

system which would give as little as possible to by far the most

numerous body of all, the labourers." ^

There is a struggle for existence and survival in the realm of ideas

as well as in the physical world, and the most fitting doctrines gen-

erally win out—those which fit best into the prejudices of the ruling

groups in society. Employers found no difficulty in believing econ-

omists when they said that "the capitalist, who consults his own
interest, always works for that of the nation." ^

Class bias of classical economics. The eff'ects of environment

upon economic doctrines are perhaps best illustrated by Malthus

and Ricardo. Ricardo's father was a stockbroker, and, following

in his father's footsteps, Ricardo made a fortune on the London
Stock Exchange. Malthus was a churchman whose heart and home
were in the country. His education and environment gave him

both a familiarity with agricultural needs and a keen interest in

the prosperity of landowners and land cultivators. Both believed

in the same "law" of land rent, which they independently discov-

ered and which is known as the Ricardian theory of rent. Reason-

ing on the basis of this rent doctrine, Ricardo (the city man) con-

cluded that
"
the interest of the landlord is always opposed to that

of the consumer and the manufacturer" (all other groups in the

state); whereas Malthus (the country preacher and professor),

protesting against Ricardo's conclusion, asserted "that the interest

of norther class in the s tat_e,i^ ^n npp>r1y and neces<;ari1y rnnnerted

vvith its wealth and power, as the interest of the landlord"

—

"the

prosperity or adversity of the one [the landlord] involves the pros-

perity or adversity of the other [the state]." ^

1 Ibid., pp. 355 and 523.

^ S. de Sismondi, De la Richesse Commerciale, vol. 2, 1803, p. 152.

3T. R. Malthus, Principles of Political Economy, 1821, pp. 160, 176. For a discussion

of this point see "Malthus and Ricardo" in Simon N. Patten, Essays in Economic Theory^

edited by R. G. Tugwell, 1923, pp. 19-32.
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Neither Ricardo nor Malthus had any vital connections with

the laboring groups, so they could also agree in their general no-

tions about wages. Both were convinced that labor unions were a

foolish, if not a wicked, resistance to the natural and inexorable

laws of the economists. Both believed that wages depend upon the

ratio between population and capital. Ricardo, on the basis of

Malthus' generalizations concerning population, thought that the

condition of the laboring classes was certain to become worse in

the future with population increasing faster than capital. Ricardo

presumably was led to this erroneous conclusion by the fact that

the real wages of some working groups had been falling in England.

For example, the real wages of artisans in London fell more than

15 per cent between the decades 1780-1790 and 1810-1820.1

Malthus, on the basis of this same ratio between population and

capital, proposed the famous wage-fund doctrine, the superstition

which was used by economists, manufacturers, and politicians from

Malthus' time until 1 870 to prove the folly of trade-unionism and

the viciousness of any agitation for higher pay or shorter hours.

There are also traces of the wage-fund doctrine in Ricardo's writ-

ings. According to tbjsjdoctrine, wages are paid only from a fund

created by past accumulations of capital ,
whirh prp<;nm;^h1y mpart

food, clothes, and other consumers' goods. At any particular time,

tlTis_^rnonn t of^jwerT-ujrcaptfa^ fesi iTtrng from savings and destined

only forthe employment of labor, was assumed to be fixed by causes

beyond Jhe^ontrpl of either the employer or the workers. As J7S.
Miir put it: "More than that amount it is assumed that the wage-

receiving class cannot possibly divide among them; that amount
and no less, they cannot possibly fail to obtain. So that the sum
to be divided being fixed, the wages of each depend solely on the

divisor, the number of participants." ^ The workingman was looked

upon as a divisor and not as a multiplier or producer. The only

hope that the leading English economists held out to the workers

for over 50 years was that, since the workingman could not increase

the dividend, he should strive to reduce the divisor—the working

population.

This wage-fund myth, the stock reply to all demands of workers,

iRufus S. Tucker, "Real Wages of Artisans in London, 1729-1935," Journal of the

American Statistical Association, vol. 31 (March 1936), pp. ld>-19.

2 Mill, "Thornton on Labour and Its Claims," Fortnightly Review, vol. 11 (May 1869),

p. 515. The various theories of wages are discussed more fully in Chapter 7 infra.
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was attacked as early as 1825. In that year Thomas Hodgskin

wrote: "As far as food, drink, and clothing are concerned, it is quite

plain that no species of labourer depends on any previously pre-

pared stock, for, in fact, no such stock exists; but every species of

labourer does constantly, and at all times, depend for his supplies

on the co-existing labour of some other labourers." He also ques-

tioned the validity of any rigid law of wages under capitalism where,

with division of labor, the output is the joint product of a number
of factors so that "there is no longer anything which we can call

the natural reward of individual labour." ^ But Hodgskin's attack

was disregarded, as was that of John F. Bray, who in 1839 also

criticized the wage-fund theory.

The falsity of the wage-fund theory was first generally recognized

after J. S. Mill, its most distinguished advocate, confessed in 1869

that the theory was erroneous. Mill wrote: "The doctrine hitherto

taught by all or most economists (including myself) which denied

it to be possible that trade combinations can raise wages, or which

limited their operations in that respect to the somewhat earlier at-

tainment of a rise which the competition of the market would have

produced without them—this doctrine is deprived of its scientific

foundation, and must be thrown aside." ^

In view of the theories of the classical economists from Adam
Smith to J. S. Mill and the use to which they were put by dominant

social groups in England, it is no wonder that the working popula-

tion became wary of economic doctrines and came to consider polit-

ical economy a weapon of the wealthy against the workingman.

In 1873 the economist J. E. Cairnes pointed out that economics

had been a tool of the vested interests, when he wrote:

Political Economy too often makes its appearance, especially in its ap-

proaches to the working classes, in the guise of a dogmatic code of cut-

and-dried rules, a system promulgating decrees, "sanctioning" one social

arrangement, "condemning" another, requiring from men not considera-

tion, but obedience. Now when we take into account the sort of decrees

which are ordinarily given to the world in the name of Political Econ-

omy—decrees which I think I may say in the main amount to a handsome
ratification of the existing form of society as approximately perfect—

I

think we shall be able to understand the repugnance, and even violent

^H. S. Foxwell, "Introduction" to Anton Menger's The Right to the Whole Produce

of Labor, 1899, pp. Iviii, Ix.

2 Mill, op. cit.y p. 517.
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opposition, manifested toward it by people who have their own reasons

for not cherishing that unbounded admiration for our present industrial

arrangements which is felt by some popular expounders of so-called

economic laws. When a workingman is told that Political Economy
"condemns" strikes, . . . looks askance at proposals for limiting the

hours of labour, but "approves" the accumulation of capital, and "sanc-

tions" the market rate of wages, it seems not an unnatural response that

"since Political Economy is against the workingman, it behoves the work-

ingman to be against Political Economy." ^

Adam Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and Mill are among the great

names in economics. Their economic teachings probably exerted

more influence upon contemporary opinion and practices in Eng-

land and elsew^here than have the writings of other economists in

later periods. Knowledge of their theories is necessary in order to

understand how statesmen and economists who considered them-

selves friends of the people could view so serenely the bad working

and living conditions of many factory workers during the early

years of the Industrial Revolution in England. One must study

the intellectual currents of the period when the western world em-

braced the doctrine of laissez faire in order to appreciate the pre-

vailing fatalism and opposition to corrective measures. Such a

study indicates the influence that environment has on economic

doctrines and the forces that determine the predominant economic

theology of a period. It also helps to explain why workers are in-

clined to be wary of economic doctrines, and even consider much
economics to be mere apologetics. Finally, with such an historical

background, one is better able to evaluate the arguments of those

who advocate government inaction and noninterference with busi-

ness or labor relations. Their arguments are often refined or

watered-down versions of the natural philosophy and economic

dogmas which had their heyday 100 years ago in England and

France.

THE CONDITION OF THE WORKERS

The skilled craftsmen. Thousands and thousands of skilled

journeymen and masters petitioned Parliament, complaining that

they were robbed of property rights and investment in their trades

by repeal of protective legislation like the Statute of Artificers,

which required a seven-years' period of apprenticeship for most
^Essays in Political Economy, 1873, pp. 260, 261.
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industrial occupations. The craftsmen considered it "clearly un-

just to take [away] the whole of the ancient established property

and rights of any class of the community, unless, at the same time,

the rights and property of the whole commonwealth should be dis-

solved, and parcelled out anew for the public good." ^ Skilled

workers questioned the constitutionality of Parliament's one-sided

action in repealing the ancient statutes. The watchmakers passed

a resolution in 1817 stating "That the pretensions to the allowance

of universal uncontrolled freedom of action to every individual,

founded upon the same delusive theoretical principles which fos-

tered the French Revolution, are wholly inapplicable to the insular

situation of this Kingdom, and if allowed to prevail, will hasten

the destruction of the social system so happily arranged in the

existing form and substance of the British constitution, established

by law." 2

The new machinery and minute division of labor did away with

the demand for the old craft skills of many artisans. With machines,

the work became so light that women and children could be em-

ployed on a large scale in the factories. Children had worked long

hours in unhealthy workshops under the domestic system, but now
their employment was systematized, concentrated, and made more

visible. Under the early factory system in England, the employment

of women and children was the foundation of certain branches of

industry. Three independent estimates for the years 1833, 1835,

and 1839 indicate that almost half of the factory workers in England

were children under 18 years of age—one quarter of the workers

in the cotton mills were under 14 years of age.^ About 55 per cent

of all factory employees in the 1830's were women, and nearly one

half of the female employees were under 18 years of age. In woolen,

silk, and flax mills, 70 per cent of all "operatives" in 1839 were

women. A census of 1841 showed that 27 per cent of the workers

in British mines (coal, iron, tin, etc.) were under 20 years of age,

although only 3 or 4 per cent were females.'* One of the most im-

portant arguments against this widespread use of the labor of

^ A. E. Bland, P. A. Brown, and R. H. Tawney, English Economic History: Select

Documents, 1914, p. 589.

2 Ibid., p. 590.

^Supplementary Report of the Factory Commission, 1834, Part I, p. 138; Andrew Ure,

Philosophy of Manufactures, 1835, p. 481; and Frederick Engels, The Condition oj the

Working-Class in England in 7844, 1892, p. 142.

* Engels, op. cit.^ p. 241.
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women and children was that it disturbed "the order of nature,"

ejecting males from the workshop to fill their places with women
and children, who should be in the home.

Hours and child labor. The new machinery had a number of

other effects. Factory owners wanted to operate their costly equip-

ment as continuously as possible in order to keep down the overhead

cost per unit of output and to get as much as possible out of the

machinery before a new invention made it obsolete. The normal

working day for women and children as well as men was from 12

to 14 hours for six davs a week, and at rush seasons factories sorne-

tim£S ran day and night on one shift. Children, who in rush seasons

worked 1 8 hours a day with only four hours for sleeping, often fell

asleep at meals "with the victuals in their mouths." ^ A West Indian

slave master, upon hearing of the hours children worked in English

factories, remarked: "I have always thought myself disgraced by

being the owner of slaves, but we never in the West Indies thought

it possible for any human being to be so cruel as to require a child

of nine years old to work twelve and a half hours a day, and that,

you acknowledge, is your regular practice." ^

Working weeks from 72 to 108 hours for children tended to

deform their bodies and legs and made workers old at 40. To force

child laborers to perform their stint, foremen sometimes strapped

them. Children of six, seven, and eight years of age worked in

coal mines where, for 12 or 14 hours a day, girls in their teens,

crawling on all fours, would drag a car or tub of 300 or 400 pounds

of coal by a chain attached to a leather band around their waists.^

Economists, in estimating the gain from the new factory system,

generally failed to allow for the suffering and the wear and tear on

human bodies that such toil at tender ages involved. It was the

literary writers like Dickens, Carlyle, Coleridge, Charles Kingsley,

Charlotte Bronte, Byron, Thomas Hood ("Song of the Shirt"), and

Elizabeth Barrett Browning ("Bitter Cry of the Children") who
pointed to the human and inhumane aspects of the early factory

system. Almost without exception, the authors in the period from

1760 to 1850 who are remembered today were opposed to the capi-

talism of the time.

^ Bland, Brown, and Tawney, op. cif., pp. 510-13.
2
J. L. and B. Hammond, The Town Labourer, 7760-7832, 1920, p. 160.

3 Bland, Brown, and Tawney, op. cit., pp. 516-17; and E. P. Cheyney, An Introduction

to the Industrial and Social History oj England (revised edition), 1920, pp. 243-44.
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In France, where laissez faire was also the ruUng philosophy, the

general working day averaged 15 hours, and in 1828 it was believed

that French children and youths were gradually becoming ener-

vated by exhaustive toil for such long periods. There too the thong

for the punishment of working children appears as an instrument

of production.^

Wages. In many cases, children were forced to toil long hours

in factories because their fathers could not obtain employment, or

because the men's earnings were too meager to support their fam-

ilies.2 The well-known French economist, J. B. Say, from his travels

in England in 1815, declared that a worker with a family, despite

efforts often of a heroic character, could earn no more than three

quarters, and sometimes only one half, the sum needed to support

his family.^ According to a writer in 1820, real wages (wages

reckoned in commodities) had fallen 33 per cent from 1760 to

1820.'* A recent study of the real wages of artisans in London from

1729 to 1935 indicates a decline of 30 per cent between the decades

1760 to 1769 and 1810 to 1819.^ According to this study, it was

only after 1850 that the real wages of London artisans in the nine-

teenth century began to surpass those paid 100 years before—and

that despite the rapid advances in English industry. Other studies

indicate that real wages differed widely in various regions and that

they tended to rise in the north and fall in the west during the latter

part of the eighteenth century.^

From contemporary writings and available statistical evidence,

one must conclude that the wage-earners failed to receive a large

share of the increased production during the period of the Indus-

trial Revolution from 1775 to 1825. In fact, during that half-

century, production and the real wages of some groups seem to have

gone in exactly opposite directions. Apparently, most of the in-

creased productivity was used to increase capital equipment in Eng-

* Gide and Rist, op. cit., pp. 171-72.
2
J. L. and B. Hammond, op. cit., p. 157.

3 "De I'Angleterre et des Anglais," in Oeuvres, vol. 4, p. 213.

*J. Barton, Inquiry into the Depreciation of Agricultural Labour, 1820, p. 11. Cf. also

A. Toynbee, op. cit., p. 106.

5 R. Tucker, op. cit., pp. 78-79.
^ Cf. E. W. Gilboy, Wages in Eighteenth Century England, 1934. Some of the evidence

regarding real wages during the early decades of the nineteenth century is contradic-

tory. Certain fragmentary statistics even indicate that the level of real wages, espe-

cially for unskilled workers, rose during that period. Cf. Clapham, op. cit., pp. 561, 602.
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land a];id to expand capital investment abroad. It was from 1795

to 1835 that the problem of pauperism reached its most extreme

and acute form, and that the term "labouring poor" became such

a common expression.^ In a book published in 1836, P. Gaskell

said: "Upwards of a million of human beings are literally starving

and the number is constantly on the increase. . . . It is a new era

in the history of commerce that an active and increasing trade

should be the index, not to the improvement of the condition of

the working classes, but to their poverty and degradation." ^ Under
such circumstances it is easy to understand why Ricardo had a

subsistence theory of wages rather than a productivity theory—the

real wages of many workers were falling with increased productiv-

ity—and why he thought that the condition of the laboring classes

would continue to decline.

It was during this very same period that a new class of large

employers made sizeable fortunes. Indeed, the cotton industry,

in which fortunes seem to have been acquired most readily, was

the industry in which wages and working conditions were the least

satisfactory.^ The factory system and the cost of machinery tended

to create a wide social cleavage between workers and their em-

ployers. As employing units increased in size, employers could take

little or no part in the actual work in their factories, and the "cash

nexus" took the place of the old human ties between master and

workmen. Factory workers tended to dwell in separate areas or

sections of a city, frequently inhabiting company houses and having

to buy at the company store. England had become, to quote

Disraeli,
"Two nations: between whom there is no intercourse and

no sympathy; who are as ignorant of each other's habits, thoughts,

and feelings, as if they were dwellers in different zones, or inhabit-

ants of different planets; . . . the rich and the poor." ^

Industrial depressions. A part of the laboring population

also suffered from a series of business crises and depressions, which

involved a large number of bank and business failures as well as

periodic unemployment. Along with large-scale production and

expanded markets, the Industrial Revolution seems to have inten-

sified business cycles. In 1814 a crisis, accompanied by an ava-

^ Toynbee, op. cit., p. 74.

2 Artisans and Machinery, 1836, Preface.

2
J. L. and B. Hammond, op. cit., p. 141.

* Sybil or the Two Nations, 1845, pp. 68-69.
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lanche of commercial failures, shook the English market. There-

after there were depressions in 1819-1820, 1825-1826, 1836-1837,

and the early 1840's, and in 1847-1848 there was a great crash.

^

That period_ became known as the ^'hungry forties." Norman J.

Siberling finds that in these yeaFs there were fluctuations in business

and "recurrent conditions of overproduction and underproduction,

liquidation, and overborrowing, pessimism and optimism, and fall-

ing and rising markets, which make up the business cycle." ^ Laissez

faire proved to be no cure for business cycles and depressions.

Suppression of trade-unions. Large-scale operations in the new
factories, by massing workers together, made common or organized

action by workers much easier. But any combined action by workers

in defense of their own interests was outlawed by^theXIonabiaation

Acts of 1799 and 1800. Combinations of workmen to better their

conditions were declared illegal as early as the fourteenth century,

and there were reported to be as many as 40 special laws against

combination on the Statute Book in 1800. But these earlier laws

against labor combinations were justified on the grounds that it was

the business of the state itself to regulate industry and working

conditions, and that combinations of workers to influence wages

and working conditions would be encroaching upon the province

of Parliament. The triumph of laissez faire, by removing the pro-

tection of the state, should have removed the objection to labor

combinations. Instead, combinations were condemned as a viola-

tion of natural liberty, an interference with the freedom of employ-

ers and employees to make whatever bargains they pleased. In

France, under the Napoleonic Code, not only were trade-unions

and strikes outlawed, but employers' organizations were permitted,

and common action by employers to lock out their workers was

subject merely to a slight fine or punishment. There was a wide-

spread notion that the employer could do no harm and that, if

the state should look after the capitalist, the capitalist would look

after the workers.^

Although the English Combination Acts on paper forbade com-

binations of employers, the employers combined freely, even ar-

1 Gide and Rist, op. cit., pp. 171-72; and N. J. Siberling, "British Prices and Business

Cycles, 1779-1850," The Review of Economic Statistics, vol. 5 (October 1923), supple-

ment 2, pp. 237-38.
2 Siberling, op. cit., pp. 246-47.

3
J. L. and B. Hammond, op. cit., p. 220.
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ranging for large concerted reductions in wages; yet they were not

punished.^ Apparently the bias of the judges, a number of whom
were large employers, partly accounts for the one-sided administra-

tion of these Acts. Workers who refused to work, either because

low-wage employers would not raise wages to the general level or

because their employers reduced wages as much as 50 per cent,

were imprisoned for combination when numbers of them quit.^ The
Combination Acts proved a great aid to employers in reducing

wages. For persons who believe that trade-unions are largely

responsible for unemployment and industrial difficulties, the ex-

perience in England during this period should be especially in-

structive.

In 1824 the English Combination Acts were repealed—even

Malthus and Ricardo favored their abolition—but their repeal was

recommended on the expectation that "if left alone combinations

would soon cease to exist." Instead, labor organizations increased,

even though Parliament in 1825 restricted lawful combinations to

those for the purpose of affecting wages and hours of work. For a

long time, labor unions were opposed by the leading economists as

futile according to the orthodox doctrine of wages and, therefore,

"in the long run as injurious to the working man as to the employer."

Leading economists (including Ricardo, Lauerdale, and Nassau

Senior) also supported the opposition of manufacturers to legisla-

tion limiting the hours and conditions of work for children and

women—the so-called Factory Acts. To these economists such

hours laws were "contrary to all principles of sound legislation"

and to "that great principle of political economy, that labour ought

to be left free." ^

RETURN TO GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF INDUSTRY

Factory legislation. A few years after the last Tudor statutes

on wages and apprenticeship were swept away in 1813 and 1814,

England began to rebuild piecemeal a new industrial code, which

soon controlled the free play of individual action even more effec-

tively than had the former code of the Tudors. This new factory

1 Ibid., p. 65.

"^Ibid., pp. 130, 256.

3
J. L. and B. Hammond, op. cit., p. 167; and W. J. Ashley, The Economic Organization

of England, 1922, p. 166.
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code was designed to remedy some of the evils that had developed

under laissez faire.

The first Factory Act, passed in 1802 , applied only to poorhouse

children, who were bound out by the state to cotton manufacturers.

The sad life of these poor or pauper apprentices, supposed to be

cared for by the employer, was called to the attention of Parlia-

ment by Sir Robert Peel, himself an employer of nearly 1,000 of

them. The Act did not apply to most child labor, which consisted

of "free" children, living with their parents. This "Health and

Morals of Apprentices Act" prohibited the binding out of children

under nine years of age, liinitedjhe working time of children above

nine years to 12 hours during the da)mrne^_and required that the

employer provide his pauper apprentiĉ S3yith_same s'^h'^oling,

In_1 819, the Cottonj^actories Regulation Act applied to "free"

children the hours provisions^f the 1802 Act,Torbidding the em-

ployment of children under nine, and limfting to 12 the hours of

children of nine to sixteen. Opposition to this Act was led by the

economist Lauerdale, who maintained that "the employer was the

person most likely to be acquainted with the different degrees of

strength possessed by his workmen, and most likely to avoid over-

working them with a view to his own advantage." ^ It is significant,

however, that a number of employers were willing to support even

more drastic provisions for limiting the working hours of children

in cotton factories. In 183 3 , .an Agt extended the prohibitions of

the 1819 Act to all textile trades, and_also limited to eight a day the

hours of^hildren_between nine and thirteen years of age. For the

first time, a staff of inspectors was created to see that these Acts

were enforced.

In 1842, the state proceeded to interfere with the free market for

the labor of adult women by excluding them from work in under-

ground mines. An Act passed in X844 (\) provided for the proper

fencing of machinery for workers' safety; (2) restricted the labor of

children to a half day, requiring their attendance at school during

the other half day; and (3) limited the hours of adult women to

12 a day, also prohibiting night work for them. It was in opposition

to such limitation of the working day by legislation that Nassau

Senior, Professor of Political Economy at Oxford, attempted to

"prove" that hours could not be reduced further because in a mill

*
J. L. and B, Hammond, op. cit., pp. 200-201.
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employing persons under 18, which by law could operate only 113^

hours a day, "the whole net profit is derived from the last hour,"

so that a reduction of the working day by one hour would destroy

the entire net profit, whereas an increase to 1 3 hours would double

the net profit.^ Hundreds of millowners supported this hours legis-

lation for women, 300 of them signing a petition for limiting female

labor to 10 hours a day. That step was taken in 1847, when the
"Ten Hour Act" restricted the working day of young persons and

women to 1 hours^ This Act, it is estimated, applied to over 360,000

workers, or at least three fourths of all persons employed in textile

industries.^ With its passage, the chief outlines of the factory code

in England were formed.

Credit for passage of the Factory Acts is partly due to the land-

owning aristocracy, the Tories, who took this means of revenge

against the capitalists and millowners for aiding in the repeal of

the hi^h tariffs on agricultural products (the Corn Laws). But

many businessmen themselves revolted against the doctrine of

laissez faire when they saw its effects in the deformed bodies of

children, the impairment of health and life, and the poverty of

hard-working families. As time passed, opposition to the Factory

Acts gradually withered away. The evil effects on British industry,

predicted by those who opposed the passage of the Acts, failed to

materialize, and many of the strongest opponents of the factory

legislation eventually acknowledged its benefits.

Actually the Factory Acts proved advantageous from an eco-

nomic point of view. Evidence from studies by factory inspectors

after 1844 proved that "the output of eleven hours' work might be

greater than that of twelve" and that long hours, far from being

productive, resulted in spoiled work, inefl&ciency, and breakdowns.^

By 1860 public opinion had completely changed; the belief that

shorter hours necessarily meant lessened production "had long

been exploded"; and the Ten Hour Bill of 1847 was hailed as

"something of which all parties might well be proud." '* When in

1867 the proposal was made to extend the operation of the Factory

^ N. W. Senior, Letters on the Factory Act as It Affects the Cotton Manufacture, 1837;

quoted also in Bland, Brown, and Tawney, op. cit., pp. 606-607.
2 E. P. Cheyney, op. cit., p. 237.

^ B. L. Hutchins and A. Harrison, A History of Factory Legislation (third edition),

1926, pp. 122-26.
^ Idem.
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Acts from textile factories to all factories and workshops, it "was re-

ceived with general favour" and an act to that effect was passed

in 1867 without opposition.^

The question arises: If shorter hours were economical, why didn't

English employers discover it instead of being forced to take such

economic action by law? As early as 1820 a few enlightened em-
ployers, like Robert Owen, did begin to experiment by reducing

hours from 14 to 12 to 10a day with favorable results. Why didn't

competition by enlightened employers force a reduction in the

hours of work? In the first place, the enlightened employers were

so few in number that competition was ineffective; practically all

employers simply followed the prevailing practice. But most of all,

competition is likely to be a poor method for accomplishing long-

run results. It takes time for the beneficial effects of an hours'

reduction upon the productivity of workers to appear in a company's

profit account. The same is true of action to eliminate unhealthy

and hazardous conditions in workshops. As English experience in

the early nineteenth century indicates, absolute individualism in

the labor market is frequently uneconomic.

Summary. The different stages in the regulation of industry

were adjusted to the size of the market for products. It is the size

of the market that determines the appropriate type of economic

organization, including the size and structure of business units.

The guild regulations afforded protection to worker-enterprisers

producing for a local market. The Tudor or national regulations

attempted to extend guildlike controls to a market that had ex-

panded with improved transportation facilities, so that it no longer

was confined to the boundaries of the town or city. Further ex-

pansion of the market, and accumulation of capital through trad-

ing ventures and commercial dealings, permitted additional special-

ization of production in the form of the factory system. The Factory

Actl were designed to regulate production in factories in order to

prevent abuses that seemed detrimental to society in general.

With the changes in the structure of industry that arose as the

markets for products expanded, the worker-enterpriser of the guild

system gradually was separated from the product market, from the

market for raw materials, from ownership of the means of produc-

tion, and from all but one of the various stages of production. From
^ Ibid., -p. 123.
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an independent entrepreneur, the worker was reduced to a de-

pendent wage-earner, who, if not employed by a merchant capitaHst

or in a factory, was in no position to engage in production on his

own, for he had no customers, no equipment, and no knowledge of

the sources of raw materials or the various stages in the production

of the article on which he had been working.

Having been reduced to economic dependency through loss of

control over markets and production, workers sought later to

achieve some degree of economic control through labor organiza-

tion. Labor organizations have attempted to exert control mainly

in the labor market rather than in product markets. Essentially,

they have represented an attempt by workers to increase the eco-

nomic power and control of the wage-earning groups. To that

extent, they presented a challenge to the authority and control of

employing groups, whose economic power tended to expand as the

dependency of the workers increased.



CHAPTER FOUR

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
AMERICA

Colonial regulation of industry. In many respects, the story

of industrial and labor development in this country parallels that of

England, the mother country. Most of the colonists emigrated from

Great Britain at a time when the domestic system was emerging

there and national regulation was replacing the old guild regulation

of industry. There was some lag of industrial development in this

country behind that in England, however, because in the mother

country transportation facilities were better and markets were

larger. Except for staple agricultural exports, markets in the col-

onies were mainly local. Consequently, colonial industry was in the

handicraft stage, with master craftsmen and their apprentices. The
master owned his own tools and shop, combining in one person the

functions of capitalist, worker, and merchant. Indeed, in 1648 the

Massachusetts legislature granted charters to the Boston shoemakers

and coopers (barrelmakers) giving them privileges similar to those

held by craft guilds in England. Officers of these American guilds

were given the authority to regulate trade practices and craft mem-
bership and to enforce craft rules by levying penalties.^

Colonial legislatures passed laws that regulated industry to an

extreme degree. Following English precedent, our colonial ances-

tors regulated the weight, size, and price of a loaf of bread, the qual-

ity of woolen cloth, the processes in the manufacture of leather, the

size and quality of containers and building bricks, as well as the

price of beer, leather, iron, sugar, and shoes. ^ It was against the

assize of bread, so common in the colonies, that the New York

bakers, who were entrepreneurs and not wage-earners, struck in

1741.^ These laws were designed to protect the consumer and to

^
J, R, Commons et al., History of Labour in the United States, 1918, vol. 1, p. 46.

2 V. S. Clark, History of Alanujactures in the United States, 1929, vol. 1, pp. 64-66.

3 Commohs et al., op. cit., p. 53.
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promote sales abroad by upholding the quality of workmanship.

They were administered by "viewers" or inspectors, who were

either appointed by public authorities or chosen by the craftsmen

themselves.

There were also colonial statutes regulating the fees charged by

tanners, blacksmiths, grain- and sawmill owners, cartsmen, and

others. It was against a municipal ordinance fixing the price for re-

moving a cartload of dirt from the streets that the New York team-

sters (also entrepreneurs) struck in 1677.^ Because prices for serv-

ices seemed "excessive" in the colonies, some of these early statutes

fixed maximum fees as a means of keeping down wage rates. From
1630 to 1635, the Massachusetts legislature attempted to fix maxi-

mum wage rates for "Carpenters, Joyners, Brickelayers, Sawers,

Thatchers, Wheelewrights, Tylers, Mowers, Master and inferior

taylors, and labourers," stipulating a fine for all off'ending em-

ployers.^ In 1638 the towns of Massachusetts were given authority

to fix "the prices & rates of all workmen, laborers, & ser-

vants wages." Records show that in 1651 a worker was hailed into

court for "taking excessive wages." ^ Such legislative action was

taken in Massachusetts because the "excessive rates" charged by

workmen had become "a general complaint."

"High American wages" date from the founding of Jamestown
and Plymouth. In 1625, a colonial treasurer in Virginia declared

that the wages paid were "much in excess of the sum paid to the

same class of persons in England." In 1630 the Governor of Massa-

chusetts complained that the "scarcity of workers caused them to

raise their wages to an excessive rate." "^ In all the colonies at vari-

ous dates, from 1633 to 1776, there were complaints that "Labour is

dear," and, according to statements in 1651 and 1698, wages in the

northern colonies were from two to three times as high as in Eng-

land.^ A committee of the Pennsylvania legislature stated in 1752

that immigrating workers soon set up for themselves, which "keeps

up the Price of Labour, and makes it more difficult for the old Set-

tler to procure working Hands." This committee concluded: "For

1 Ibid., p. 25.

2 Ibid., pp. 51-52; and U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, History of Wages in the United

States from Colonial Times to 1928, 1929, Bulletin No. 499, p. 9.

^ U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, op. cit., pp. 9-10; and Commons et al., op. cit., p. 50.

* U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, op. cit., pp. 7-8.

5 Clark, op, cit., p. 156.
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so long as Land can be easily procured for Settlements between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, so long will Labour be dear in Amer-
ica." 1

Though apprenticeship was almost as familiar in the colonies as

in England and was regulated by numerous colonial statutes, the

scarcity of labor caused the term to be reduced below the seven-

year requirement in the mother country. For example, the City of

New York adopted an ordinance in 1680 providing that "coopers,

carpenters and smiths &c., serve five years before being allowed to

set up business" for themselves.^ A French writer noted that just

before the American Revolution all American mechanics served a

regular apprenticeship.^

There is plenty of evidence that our colonial forefathers, like their

English and French contemporaries, believed in government regu-

lation of industry and labor to promote the welfare of the com-

munity.

Rise of the merchant capitalist. By the time of the American

Revolution, cities had grown, and markets had expanded so in size

that master craftsmen were employing numbers of journeymen in

central workrooms or in the worker's home, where the whole prod-

uct was made. Consequently, the number of wage-earners was in-

creasing, and the worker gradually lost control over the customer

market and the raw material. As competition displaced custom in

economic affairs, price became more important than the reputation

of the craftsman, especially in "shop" work for a general or distant

market. With the widening of markets toward the end of the eight-

eenthcentury, a classof wholesale merchants arose-A^^bo,bought the

products of different workshops and sold them to retailers in the

same or distantj^alities.

Th^f^Sf" whnlpgqlp rr>^^Y-h;»rLt^ <;nnn became merchant capitalists,

who_did ,not engage m jDroduction but were marketing specialists

whobargainedjvvith shop employers for theix^products, or furnished

raw materials jto h.Qme workers doing piecework. The master em-

ployers gradually became dependent upon this merchant capitalist

for the sale of their products. By playing one craftsman-employer

against another, either in the same city or in different cities, the

^ Pennsylvania Archives, eighth series, vol. 4, p. 3520.

^ Commons et al., op. cit., p. 46.

3M. St. J. de Crevecoeur, Lettres d'un Cultivateur American, III, 1784, pp. 487-88.
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merchant wholesalers put considerable pressure upon master em-

ployers to reduce their costs of production.

Such competition between employers and communities led to

attempts to reduce the wages of skilled workers and caused master

employers to subdivide the work of their shops in order both to

speed up the output and to use cheaper unskilled workers—even

women and children—on some phases of the work. The appren-

ticeship system began to disintegrate in the first two decades of the

nineteenth century as one former trade became half a dozen sepa-

rate tasks. In this way, many "green hands" could be hired, who
had not served an apprenticeship. In some lines of manufacture,

such as textiles, merchant capitalists supplied farmers' wives and

daughters with the raw materials and tools for making cloth and

garments. In shoemaking, not only was there a tendency for a

craftsman to specialize on one operation, such as heeling or stitch-

ing soles, but he frequently worked at home, with the aid of his fam-

ily, on raw material furnished by the merchant capitalist. This

merchant-capitalist stage began in some industries in the first dec-

ades of the nineteenth century. By then there was a distinct wage-

earning class, which frequently did not own the hand tools it

worked with. As David Saposs puts it: "From an independent pro-

ducer the Lynn shoemaker was reduced to a dependent wage-

worker." ^

It was this resort to wage-cutting and the use of "green hands,"

under the bargaining pressure of the merchant capitalist, that led

to the first real conflicts in this country between employers and em-

ployed. The first strike of wage-earners seems to have been that of

the journeymen printers in Philadelphia in 1786 against a reduc-

tion of wages below six dollars a week.^ To combat such competi-

tion, the skilled craftsmen tried to establish a wage below which no

one could work, irrespective of the quality of his product. They
also demanded strict observance of apprenticeship rules, which

would automatically eliminate the competition of unskilled workers

as well as women and children.^ But, unlike the situation in Eng-

land prior to 1814, there were no statutes of apprenticeship to be

enforced by law after the Revolution. Apprenticeship in the United

States was only a custom, its enforcement depending upon the

strength of the craftsmen's organizations. All that the skilled crafts-

* Commons et a/., op. cit., p. 102. ^ /^^-^^ pp^ 25, 123. ' Ibid., p. 164.
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men could do was to refuse to work in the same shop with a man
who had not served an apprenticeship, and complain that their

skill, acquired by apprenticeship, was "a thing of property" which

must be protected if they were to support their families.^

Early trade-unions. This competition and conflict, accompany-

ing the rise of the merchant capitalist, led to the first formation of

trade-unions by skilled workers, such as printers, shoemakers, tail-

ors, carpenters, etc. It was this same kind of competition that led to

the formation of the first labor unions in other countries, which were

also organizations of skilled, and not unskilled, workers. The first

continuous organization of wage-earners for the purpose of main-

taining or advancing wages was that of the shoemakers in Philadel-

phia, organized in 1792.- These first unions were formed to protect

the standard of living and jobs of the skilled craftsmen from the

competition of lower grade and lower paid workers. As the New
York printers complained in 1811, skilled craftsmen were being

"turned out of their places by miserable botches because they will

work for what they can get." ^ The result was that the wages of the

unskilled tended to rise, and the standard of living of the skilled

craftsmen to fall. Such, for example, was the case from 1800 to

1810.'* At this time the lot of the unskilled was improving, so it was

only the skilled who formed unions to protect their interests and liv-

ing standards.

Around the turn of the century, a number of craft organizations

or companies were organized and incorporated in the large cities

along the Atlantic seaboard. These protective organizations

adopted a scale of minimum wages (a "book of prices") below

which they would not work, and attempted to force employers to

hire only members of the organization, who had served an appren-

ticeship. Members of the shoemakers' organizations around 1800

pledged one another "not to work for any employer who did not

give the wages, nor beside any journeyman who did not get the

wages." ^ Most of these craft protective organizations included em-

ploying, as well as employed, master craftsmen and, like the Euro-

pean guilds, had benefit features such as accident, sick, and death

benefits to protect members and to aid widows and orphans. Prior

1 Ibid., p. 449. 2 ji,i^^ pp, 108-109. » j^id,^ p. 114.

^Ibid., p. 105; and J. B. McMaster, A History oj the People of the United States, 1895,

vol. 3, pp. 510-13.
^ Commons et al., op. cit., p. 121.
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to 1827, however, they were all local craft organizations and many
of them were short-lived. Employers' organizations in opposition

to labor unions, "to break them up altogether, root and branch,"

were formed as early as 1798 amongst employer-shoemakers in

Philadelphia. ^

As in England, the employers in this country soon used the law

and the courts against these workers' organizations. From 1806 to

1815, shoemakers' organizations were prosecuted in six cases under

the English common-law doctrine of conspiracy, which the courts

ruled was also the law in this country. In four of these first six cases

of conspiracy, the journeymen shoemakers were found guilty and

were given slight fines, but not imprisoned as in England. In the

first decision of 1806, the defendant shoemakers were held to be

"guilty of a combination to raise wages." This decision called forth

a vigorous protest, the Jeff'ersonian democrats attacking both the

Federalist judges and the English common law, while the workers

complained that other groups, including employers and mer-

chants, had their associations and meetings to affect wages and the

prices of goods. In the succeeding conspiracy cases, the judges

changed the emphasis in the law, declaring that combinations to

raise wages were illegal only when unlawful means, such as coercion

or intimidation, were used or when the workers conspired to injure

a third person, such as a nonmember, by trying to secure a closed

shop. Two of these early conspiracy cases were closed-shop cases.

From 1821 to 1827 there were four more conspiracy cases. In

1821 the shoemakers tried unsuccessfully to prosecute employers

for conspiring to reduce wages. The court held that it was lawful

for masters, who were forced by employees to raise wages, to com-

bine in order to restore them to their "natural level," but that "it

would have been criminal" if the employers had combined to de-

press the wages of journeymen below what they would be if there

were no resort to artificial means by either side.^ In the other cases,

two against tailors and one against hatters, the workers were found

guilty. From 1828 to 1842, there were eight additional prosecu-

tions for conspiracy, but only two convictions. The workers again

claimed that they were forced to combine in self defense, "by com-

binations of Bankers, of Merchants, and dealers in all exchangeable

commodities." ^ In the famous case oi Commonwealth v. Hunt in 1842,

1 Ibid., p. 133. 2 Ihid., p. 163. 3 ibid.^ p. 373.
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Judge Shaw of the Massachusetts Supreme Court stated that strikes

for the closed shop were legal, if conducted in a peaceful manner.^

The factory system. The first successful factory operated by

water power was the cotton mill established by Samuel Slater in

Rhode Island in 1790. Slater transplanted English labor prece-

dents in America by hiring seven boys and two girls between the

ages of 7 and 12 to operate this first mill. In 1801 Josiah Quincy

reported that Slater's mill was run by one superintendent and over

100 children from 4 to 10 years old, earning 12 to 25 cents a day.^

The factory system began to make rapid strides in textiles after

the installation of the first power loom in 1814, which reduced labor

costs per unit of output by over 50 per cent in a few years. The ex-

pansion of factories in cotton manufacture is indicated by the fol-

lowing figures for the number of spindles in cotton factories:^

1810 87,000 spindles

1815 130,000

1820 about 300,000

1830 1,246,503

1840 2,284,631

The years from 1814 to 1840 also witnessed a rapid expansion in

iron production, another indication of the increasing mechaniza-

tion of American industry. The estimated production of pig iron

was as follows:''

1810 55,000 tons

1830 190,000

1840 300,000

1850 600,000

In 1810 only two per cent of the cloth made in America was pro-

duced in factories, but by 1820 textile manufacture had moved from

the fireside to the factory. As V. S. Clark puts it: "Hitherto sailors

had been about the only people who left their homes to maintain

them; now women were withdrawn from the domestic circle to re-

cruit the mobile forces of manufacturing labor." ^ With the intro-

duction of steam engines in 1830, the "transition from mother-and-

daughter power to water-and-steam power" was completed.

^Ibid., p. 412.

2 "Account of Journey of Josiah Quincy, 1801" in Proceedings of the Massachusetts

Historical Society, second series, vol. 4, p. 124.

3 Clark, op. cit., p. 544; and E. L. Bogart, Economic History of the American People^

1930, pp. 408, 412.

* Estimates based on the data in Clark, op. cit., p. 500.

6 Clark, op. cit., p. 529.
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Power-driven machinery soon reduced the labor costs of weaving

by as much as 80 or 90 per cent, permitting the use of the cheaper

labor of women and children. As the man who first applied power

to the weaving of woolen cloth later explained: "We got rid of

60 weavers, the most of them men who in those bygone days were

intemperate and exceedingly troublesome, and substituted for them

30 girls, who were easily managed and did more and better work." ^

Indeed, in cotton factories in America, as the economist Henry

Carey pointed out in 1835, a much larger proportion of the workers

were women than was the case in England. A report of a Congres-

sional committee in 1816 gives the following estimates for persons

employed in cotton mills in that year: ^

Males from seventeen up 10,000

Women and female children 66,000

Boys under seventeen 24,000

Total 100,000

In general, only about one tenth of the workers in cotton factories

during the first half of the nineteenth century were able-bodied

men. In some cotton mills as many as 90 or 95 per cent of all

workers were girls and women. For the country as a whole, women
employees represented 68 per cent in 1831, and 64 per cent in 1850,

of all workers in the American cotton industry.^ In Massachusetts,

where the cotton mills employed mostly farmers' daughters be-

tween 17 and 24 years of age, these figures for women workers were

80 per cent in 1831 and 70 per cent in 1845.

Working conditions in the Massachusetts and New Hampshire

mills, using the so-called Waltham system of factory organization,

were considerably better than in the mills in Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, which followed

the English precedent of employing whole families including very

young children. Millowners in these latter states would, for exam-

ple, advertise in the newspapers as follows: "Ten or twelve good

respectable families consisting of 4 to 5 children each, from 9 to

16 years of age, are wanted to work in a cotton mill in the vicinity

of Providence." "* It was also the custom to pay these families, not in

1 U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, op. cit., pp. 85-86.
2 E. Abbott, Women in Industry; a Study in American Economic History, 1915, p. 89.

^Ibid., pp. 90, 102.

*J. K. Towles, Factory Legislation of Rhode Island, Publications of the American
Economic Association, third series, 1908, vol. 9, p. 10.
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cash, but with provisions and other articles from the company store.

Under the Waltham system, the companies hired mostly young
women from the country, who lived at rather respectable boarding

houses provided by the company. Before 1850, these girls usually

came from high-class homes, and some of them were well educated.

In 1840 the "mill girls" in Lowell, Massachusetts, began the publi-

cation of the first magazine in the world written exclusively by
women or by factory girls. The lives of these girls were, however,

controlled by a vigorous company paternalism, which dictated the

time of going to bed and the rules of social intercourse. The girls

not only lived in company boarding houses, but attended company
churches and usually spent their earnings at company stores, many
of them being paid in orders on a company store rather than in

cash. Payment in orders led to abuses such as overcharging and

falsification of accounts. Payment in cash was instituted at the Fall

River mills only after a young lady, the company's best weaver and

the daughter of a stockholder, demanded that she be shown the ac-

count books and found that articles like suspenders and rum were

charged against her.^

Child labor. The early protectionists, in arguing for tariffs to

protect our "infant" industries, stated that factory work did not de-

mand able-bodied men but was better "done by little girls from six

to twelve years old." ^ America's "infant" industries were, in many
cases, operated by infants. Some states followed the English prac-

tice of binding poorhouse children to factories as pauper apprentices,

although this was never done on such a large scale as in England.

It was estimated in 1830 that two fifths of all workers in factories

were children between 7 and 16 years of age, and in 1831,

over one eighth of all employees in cotton mills in New England

were children under 12.^ A Senatorial investigating committee

found in 1838 that one fifth of all hands employed in cotton mills in

Pennsylvania were under 12 years of age, and that, of the employees

under 18 in cotton mills, no more than one third could either read

or write.'* Even as late as 1900, almost one seventh of all workers

in the cotton industry were children under 16.^

1 Abbott, op. cit., p. 273. 2 Ibid., p. 51.

^Towles, op. cit., pp. 10-11. Cf. also Commons et al., op. cit., p. 173.

*J. L. Barnard, factory Legislation in Pennsylvania: Its History and Administration,

Publications of the University of Pennsylvania, Series in Political Economy and Public

Law, 1907, pp. 11, 14. ^Abbott, op. cit., p. 357.
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These young children worked from 12 to 15 hours a day—from

dawn till dark—in the factories. Testimony before the Senatorial

committee in Pennsylvania in 1838 brought out that the youngest

children were often too exhausted to eat after work and would fall

asleep the minute they reached home at night. ^ Children sometimes

fell asleep standing up at their work, to be awakened by a dash of

water or a box on the ear. There are reports in Rhode Island and

Pennsylvania of the use of leather straps for whipping factory chil-

dren, but strapping apparently was much less frequent here than

in England.^ In some cases, parents who had a number of children

in a mill and wanted to send some of them to school were not "al-

lowed to withdraw one or more, without withdrawing the whole." ^

In 1853 a member told the Rhode Island House of Representatives:

"The most superficial observer cannot have failed to notice the

palid countenances, apparently diseased forms, and heavy steps of

those children, who through the cupidity of their parents or their

employers, are doomed to such unremitting and long-continued

toil as is detailed in the report on your table. I am credibly in-

formed that there are mills wherein, owing to the present active

sale of their goods, the operatives work from two, three, and four

o'clock in the morning until nine in the evening." ^ An experi-

enced doctor told the Pennsylvania Senatorial committee in 1838

that the health of children was most seriously impaired by such la-

bor, especially in cotton factories.^

Hours and wages. The working hours in early factories in

America were the same as those on the farm—from sunrise to sun-

set, and sometimes even after sundown. Since the presence of sun-

light, rather than the condition of the workers, generally deter-

mined the hours of factory labor, the working day varied with the

seasons. In 1832 the yearly average for New England mills was

stated to be 13 hours a day.^ A writer in 1839 estimated the aver-

age hours throughout a year at 73i a week for New England fac-

tories and 75i a week for the mills in the Middle and Southern

^Barnard, op. cit., p. 11.

2 Barnard, op. cit., p. 13; and Abbott, op. cit., pp. 346-47.
3 Commons et al., op. cit., p. 184.
^ Towles, op. cit., p. 24.

^ Barnard, op. cit., p. 12.

^ S. M. Kingsbury, Labor Laws and Their Enforcement with Special Reference to Massa-

chusetts, 1911, p. 13.
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States.^ At that time, English factories, Hmited by the Act of 1833,

were working only 69 hours a week. One worker said in 1833: "The
blacks of the South enjoy more leisure, time, and liberty, and fare

quite as well as the operatives in the northern and eastern manu-
factories." ^

For these long hours, workers got what seems to us now to be very

low wages, yet there were many complaints about "the high price

of wages." Informed persons stated around 1790 that the money
wage rate for common labor was much higher here than in England,

though that was not true of the wages of skilled craftsmen.^ A num-
ber of wage comparisons around 1825 indicate that the average pay
for unskilled laboring men in America was about SI.00 a day, or

35 per cent above comparable rates in England calculated at the

current exchange rate, and that the wages of women and children

factory "hands" at times were as much as 20 per cent abovx the

English level for such workers. However, in some cases factory pay

in America was lower than in Great Britain. The weekly wages of

women and girls in the VValtham spinning rooms averaged S3.23,

while those in Manchester, England, were from S2.50 to S3. 75."* In

many American mills, wages were lower than at Waltham. Around
1825 there are statements that the wages in Massachusetts woolen

mills and some American cotton mills were no higher than in Eng-

land. "" It was about this time that President Monroe, in an annual

message, congratulated the manufacturers on the "fall in the price

of labor, apparently so favorable to the success of domestic manu-

factures."

According to a study of wages by the United States Bureau of

Labor Statistics, there is sufficient consistent evidence to justify the

conclusion that by 1810 "wage standards had become fairly fixed

for the respective crafts, and [the data] suggest about the same dif-

ferences in wages between geographic localities and trades that we

find today." ^ The highest wages were in New England, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, and the lowest were in the

South, with the territory west of Ohio holding the middle ground.

In these belts, wages were higher inland than near the seaboard,

which appears to support the statement of the committee of the

1 Ibid., pp. 23-24. 2 Commons et al, op. at., p. 358. ^ Clark, op. cit., p. 389.

^ Ibid., p. 395. Calculations based simply on the current exchange rate between

English and American money.
5 CJ. Ibid., pp. 392-97. ^ u. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, op. cit., p. 56.
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Pennsylvania legislature in 1752, that free land kept up the price of

labor.

Statistical evidence seems to indicate that the real wages of com-

mon laborers and skilled craftsmen did not increase from 1800 to

1820, and probably even declined somewhat during that period.-^

The wages of skilled workers, of course, tended to decline relative

to those for unskilled workers. An index of real wages for this coun-

try since 1820, constructed on a 1913 base by Professor Alvin Han-
sen, is summarized by decades in the following table: ^

1820-29 46.1

1830-39 47.6

1840-49 55.8

1850-59 52.0

1860-69 52.9

1870-79 76.5

1880-89 85.3

1890-99 102.5

1900-09 103.0

1910-19 102.4

Such data seem to indicate that the workers failed to receive a major

share of the increased production from 1800 to 1870.

During decades when real wages remained fairly stable in the

nineteenth century, many industrialists made large profits. Accord-

ing to V. S. Clark, early cotton manufacturers acquired comfort-

able fortunes, and individual manufacturers, in spite of temporary

reverses, accumulated fortunes of half a million dollars.^ For ex-

ample, the fortune of Samuel Slater, who arrived in America with-

out funds and hired nine children from 7 to 1 2 years old to operate

his first mill in Rhode Island, was inventoried in the midst of the

1829 crisis at over §690,000.^ Rates of profit from 20 to 50 per cent

a year were not uncommon, and, judging from numerous but scat-

tered profit figures, the return on funds invested in factories prob-

ably averaged 12 per cent before 1850. Twenty-four New England

corporations with a nominal capital of $20,000,000 averaged 10

per cent for the decade ending 1849, and the cotton mills controlled

by Boston capitalists averaged 14-per-cent profits during the five

years up to 1850.^ These years included the long depression from

1839 to 1843 and the mild depressions of 1846 and 1848.

1 Ibid., p. 58; McMaster, op. cit., pp. 510-13; and H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgom-
ery, Labor's Progress and Some Basic Labor Problems, 1938, p. 80.

2 "Factors Affecting the Trend of Real Earnings," American Economic Review, vol. 25

(March 1925), p. 32.

3 Clark, op. cit., pp. 374-78. * 1^^^^. 6 Jbid,^ p. 375,
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Depressions. Even in this early period, business depressions

tended to occur at about the same time in various countries. There

were depression conditions in this country during the years 1816-20,

1829, 1834, the early 1840's, and 1848.^ In most of these years,

England also suffered from depressed business conditions, indicat-

ing that depressions then were often international phenomena,
perhaps transmitted by means of an international monetary stand-

ard. The effect of business fluctuations on the workers is illustrated

by statements in the New York newspapers in 1829, telling of

"thousands of industrious mechanics," who, "with tears on their

manly cheeks, confessed their inability to provide food or clothing

for their families," and of "hundreds and thousands of shivering ap-

plicants for charity, who thronged" the almshouses.^

Labor organizations. By the early 1820's, the workers in

factories began to organize, and were the first to use the word
"union" in the title of their organizations. In 1825 the first strike

conducted solely by women occurred. In 1827, a strike by Phila-

delphia building trades workers for a 10-hour day led to the forma-

tion of the first effective city-central organization of local unions in

separate trades known in the world—the Philadelphia Mechanics'

Union of Trade Associations. This coordinated organization of

wage-earners in separate trades represented action by workingmen

as a class for a common purpose and seems to have antedated simi-

lar organizations in England by three years. ^ In that same city in

1828, there began the publication of the first trade-union journal in

the world, the Mechanics Free Press. Trade-unionism in this country

apparently was a purely American-made product rather than a for-

eign importation.

The world's first city-central organization in Philadelphia in 1827

led to what is claimed to be the first labor party in the world. This

was the "Working Men's Party," which began in Philadelphia in

1828 and flourished in New York, New England, and Ohio from

1829 to 1832. During these years there were city and state conven-

tions, and a number of the Party's candidates were elected to state

and local offices. The Party, of course, included independent

craftsmen and farmers as well as wage-earners. By August 1830 no

1 Cy., W. L. Thorp, Business Annals, 1926, pp. 94, 116-25.

2 Commons et al., op. cit., pp. 170-71.

^ Ibid., p. 169; and J. R. Commons (Ed.), Documentary History of American Industrial

Society, 1910, vol. 5, pp. 21-22.
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less than 20 newspapers are said to have "come out fearlessly in the

advocacy of the principles of the Working Men's Party," and at one

time or another as many as 50 newspapers in 15 states expressed

approval of the movement. ^ Among the chief principles of the party

were: (1) free public education for all, (2) the 10-hour day, (3) abo-

lition of monopolies and restrictions on banks as "privileged monied

institutions," (4) more equal and just taxation, and (5) opposition

to protective tariffs, for, as the Mechanics Free Press put it, "of all

others, tariflf protected manufacturers are most prone to reduce the

wages of their workmen." In some cases, as in New York, the Work-

ing Men's Party declared itself in favor of the equal division of all

property, including land and capital. Even in Vermont, Working

Men's Societies pointed out that the producers of the wealth in the

country were becoming poorer, while the nonproducers were grow-

ing richer, and they demanded a more equitable distribution of the

nation's production for the producers of wealth.^ But the first and

foremost demand of the Party was for a free and universal system of

tax-supported schools to educate and elevate the children of the

workers—the capitalless, wage-earning class. The need for such an

educational system is indicated by an estimate in 1833 that over

1,000,000 (or one out of every three) children in the United States

between the ages of 5 and 15 were not in school.^ This period of

political activity and reform proposals has been called the "hot air"

epoch in American labor history.

Gradually the strength of the unions increased. In 1829 the 10-

hour day was adopted for skilled trades in New York City, and by

the end of 1835 labor had made the 10-hour day the standard for

skilled craftsmen in most of the large cities. At that time, the mem-
bership of trade-unions in this country was estimated at 300,000.^

The first national federation of trade-unions existed from 1834 to

1837, and in the same period the first five national organizations of

local unions in one trade were formed. The National Typographi-

cal Association in printing, for example, was organized in 1834 to

combat the introduction of "green hands" in printing. It levied

dues on, and issued union cards to, local member unions.

Although labor organizations suff'ered a setback during the de-

pression following the panic of 1837, the movement was fully re-

^ Commons et al., op. cit., p. 286. ^ Bogart, op. cit., p. 432.
2 Ibid., pp. 236-37, 292, 522. * Commons et al., op. cit., p. 424.
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Stored by the early 1850's. Employers were also organized at that

time. By 1853

a tacit understanding in some trades amounted in effect to an employers'

association as far as the payment of wages was concerned. Hence the

journeymen found that, while they were ostensibly dealing with indi-

vidual employers, they were in reality dealing with employers' associa-

tions, and this for the most part in an arbitrary way, i.e., before any
employer would give his reply to a demand for increased wages, he would
confer with his fellow employers and would reach some agreement with

them.^

This situation caused the unions to give up the method of dealing

with individual employers separately, and led to the introduction

of the trade agreement, accepted by a number of employers and

local unions in an industry and in an area. By 1854 most of the

strong unions in the eastern cities had made such collective agree-

ments with employers or employers' associations.

^

Factory legislation. The establishment of a factory code in

this country to protect weaker members of the wage-earning class

from exploitation was aided considerably by the example of, and

experience under, the Factory Acts in England. The first child-

labor laws, such as the Connecticut law of 1813 and the New Jersey

law of 1816, like the first Factory Acts in England, stipulated that

the factory officials provide employed children, especially pauper

apprentices, with instruction in the three R's. The next batch of

child-labor laws, enacted by various states from 1842 to 1853, either

forbade the employment of children under 10 or 12 years of age in

factories, or limited the working hours of children to 10 a day, along

with a requirement that child employees must have had some previ-

ous schooling. In the debates on these laws, the example of Eng-

land was frequently cited.

These early child-labor laws, however, made no provision for

factory inspectors to enforce them, as did the English Factory Act

of 1833. Though they represented public recognition of the evils of

child labor and the right of the government to regulate the rela-

tions between employer and employee, these laws were, for the

most part, "unenforceable threats," which employers did not obey.

For example, a Connecticut law passed in 1857 forbade the em-

1 Ibid., p. 605.
^ Ibid., p. 606. The history of labor organization after the 1850's is contained in

various chapters of Part Three infra, especially Chapter 20.
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ployment of children under 10, yet hundreds of children from 8 to

10 years of age were employed in Connecticut from 1870 to 1887,

and a Connecticut official reported in 1866: "If I were to attempt to

execute the present [child-labor] law, this village would be too hot to

hold me." ^ About one fourth of the employees in Connecticut cot-

ton factories in 1870 were children under 16. Though New Jersey

passed a law in 1851 forbidding employment of children under 10

in "any factory," the hiring of "mere infants in shops" continued,

for a factory inspector found in 1884 that the "average age" at

which child employees had begun work was 9 years.^

It was only in the 1880's that states like Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania

really began strict enforcement of their Factory Acts, usually by

means of a staff of factory inspectors. By that time, the hours of

factory labor for minors had been limited to 10 a day in many states

and the minimum age for factory labor had been raised to 12 or 13

years of age. In this country, enactment of legislation limiting the

hours of work for women and regulating factory conditions (heat,

light, ventilation, sanitation, etc.) occurred much later than in

England. Though the 10-hour day on Federal public works was

adopted in 1840, and some states around 1850 passed laws making

10 hours the legal working day unless otherwise stated by contract,

it was only in the 1870's and 1880's that states began to limit by

law the working hours for women to 10 a day or to pass legislation

regulating working conditions in factories.

One reason why this country was much later than England in

enacting an effective Factory Code was that the factory system

was not established here on a large scale as early as it was in Eng-

land. As late as 1850 there were two-and-a-half times as many
farmers and agricultural workers as there were wage-earners in

factories and handicraft industries in this country. Another reason

was the hesitancy of one state to take action for fear that its indus-

tries would be handicapped in interstate competition. However,

the greatest obstacle to effective factory legislation in this country

was the doctrine of laissez faire, which colored all discussions and

arguments on the subject.

1 A. M. Edwards, The Labor Legislation of Connecticut, Publications of the American
Economic Association, 1907, third series, vol, 7, No. 3, pp. 9, 14, 30, 34.

2 A. S. Field, The Child Labor Policy of New Jersey, Publications of the American
Economic Association, 1910, third series, vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 14, 35.
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The national and state governments and their constitutions were
estabhshed at a time when the doctrine of natural rights and the

philosophy of laissez faire were in vogue, both here and in Europe.

In addition, there still existed in industrial centers the spirit of

frontier individualism. Therefore, it is not surprising to find state

legislators arguing that hours legislation for women and children

would be "foreign to the spirit of our government," or that it was

"the established policy of the State from its foundation" to allow

"every adult person to govern his own conduct and his own con-

tracts." ^ It was also argued that "competition is the best guarantee

the laboring man can have that he will be properly dealt" with;

that hours legislation would be an "infringement of the natural rights

of the laborer"; that, if a shorter working day was a good thing, it

would be adopted by natural means without legislation; and that

such restrictions would injure business within the state and, therefore,

would cause the laborers to suff^er.^ A bill to raise the age limit for

children in factories to 14 years was even considered "socialistic."^

Employers as a unit were opposed to legislation lowering the hours

of labor. They even thought that legislation to shorten the working

hours of children in factories to 10 a day would have an "unhappy
influence," for, by fostering idleness, it would provide the Devil with

little workshops. Dr. Towles believes that the millowners in Rhode
Island were sincere in their conviction that a 10-hour day by legis-

lation "would do great harm to the laboring class," and he adds:

There seems to be much logic in the contention of the pragmatists that

our opinions are based upon our interests; that a man's ideas of what
is true and worth while are relative concepts and vary with his position

in society. It is interesting to note in this connection that some of the

men most active in opposing the ten-hour day for women and children

were among the founders of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children. 4

American economists did not enjoy the reputation nor exert the

influence on legislators that Malthus, Ricardo, and Mill did in

their day in England. Their doctrines were not cited by opponents

of state factory legislation. Though many college professors, out of

touch with economic conditions at home, taught the classical doc-

trines of Malthus and Ricardo, most American economists, influ-

1 Barnard, op. cit., p. 4; and Towles, op. cit., p. 68.

2 Kingsbury, op. cit., pp. 51, 79; and Towles, op. cit., p. 68.

3 Edwards, op. cit., p. 36. ^ Towles, op. cit., p. 69.
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enced by this favorable environment, vigorously attacked the

gloomy theories of these English economists, which one American

charged strove "to apply, as a universal condition of human being,

the miserable results of local misrule." ^ While some academic

economists preached "Great is the laissez faire of the Ricardians,"

other economists in this country opposed laissez faire, many advo-

cating government intervention to encourage industry, especially

in the form of protective tariff legislation. Some American econo-

mists recognized that there frequently is a conflict between indi-

vidual and social interests, and thought that poverty was due, not

to the niggardliness of nature, but to a faulty distribution of wealth

and income, which one of them proposed to remedy by having all

property divided equally among the people at least once in every

generation. Though the most widely used college textbook prior

to the Civil War preached the wage-fund doctrine, in 1876 that doc-

trine was fully exploded by Professor Francis Walker, who held that

production furnishes the true measure of wages.^ It is easy to under-

stand why these doctrines of the American economists, which failed

to fit the predilections of contemporary capitalists, were not used as

ammunition against factory legislation.

It is true that Professor W. G. Sumner of Yale in the early 1880's

argued against labor organizations as a bootstrap device, which

could have absolutely no effect on wage rates because wages are

determined solely by demand and supply, but Professor Sumner as

an ardent free trader was hardly an advocate for the industrialists.

When the employers claimed that factory legislation would ruin

the state's business to the benefit of industry in other states, the pro-

ponents of child-labor and hours legislation pointed out that the

same objection had been strenuously urged in England against the

Ten Hour Act of 1 847 and other English Factory Acts, yet there the

result had been just the opposite. England's experience with fac-

tory legislation, they pointed out, had been a success; neither pro-

duction nor wages had been lessened by such laws, and English

manufacturers admitted the good effects of England's hours legisla-

tion.^ It was claimed that a reduction in hours would even increase

1 A. Walker, The Science oj Wealth (fourth edition), 1866, p. 452.
2 For a discussion of the doctrines of early American economists, cf. J. R. Turner,

The Ricardian Rent Theory in Early American Economics, 1921, especially pp. Ixiii, 22-26,

31, 40, 48-52, 61-64, 67-69, 77, 84, 113, 115, 146-49, 155, and 170-73.
3 Barnard, op. cit., p. 8; and Kingsbury, op. cit., pp. 81-84.
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the profit of employers, for workers "would be more vigorous and
better able to work, from having had suitable time to rest." ^ In

the first half of the nineteenth century, a number of doctors had
stated that the long hours of labor for women and children were
seriously impairing their health. ^ Finally, a legislative committee
in Massachusetts pointed out in 1850 that the legislature had "de-

stroyed the natural relations" between employer and employee by
passing incorporation acts, which "created immense artificial per-

sons, with far larger powers than are possessed by individuals."

These large corporations, in the words of the committee, "all act

substantially in concert in dealing with laborers and avoid all com-
petition in overbidding for labor," which enables them "to fix in-

exorably, without consultation with the laboring class, all the terms

and conditions of labor." The committee, believing fully in the

doctrine of laissez faire under normal circumstances, maintained

that artificial strengthening of the power of capital by state inter-

ference in the form of incorporation laws made necessary action to

"protect the interest and welfare of the laborers." ^

Such arguments, along with the evident evils resulting from fail-

ure of state legislatures to protect women and child workers, finally

led to the enactment of factory codes in the various states. As in

England, experience in American factories proved laissez faire im-

practical and costly to the community through wasteful exploita-

tion of human resources. Dire predictions of ruin to American

manufacturers from factory legislation were disproved by successful

experience.

More recent labor legislation is discussed in subsequent chapters

dealing with minimum wages, hours of work, social insurance, and

labor relations. Chapter 20 discusses the history of labor organiza-

tion from the middle of the nineteenth century to the present time.

This chapter was designed to give the broad sweep of labor history,

to explain the background of labor legislation, to indicate how
public policy has fluctuated between laissez faire and government

regulation of the labor market, and to explain the competitive con-

ditions that gave rise to the first labor unions.^

* Commons et al., op. cit.^ p. 541; and Barnard, op. cit., p. 15.

2 Kingsbury, op. cit., p. 52; and Barnard, op. cit., p. 12.

3 Kingsbury, op. cit., pp. 79-80.

^ An excellent little history of labor in America is Mary R. Beard's The American

Labor Movement, A Short History, 1935.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE LABOR MARKET

People generally believe that wage rates, like other prices, are

determined in the market by demand and supply. But they usually

are at a loss to explain the nature of the demand schedule and the

supply schedule for labor in various markets. For this they can

hardly be blamed, because economists have given too little atten-

tion to the characteristics of labor markets, especially the imperfec-

tions in such markets. In this chapter the characteristics of labor

markets will be discussed, and the nature of the demand and sup-

ply schedules for labor will be examined. Often buyers of labor are

in a dominant position in the market and, therefore, it is possible

for them to "exploit" the sellers of labor unless the sellers organize

or the government intervenes by some such action as the passage of

minimum-wage laws. Chapter 6 discusses the possible effects of

employer organizations and labor unions upon the labor market.

The economic aspects of minimum-wage laws are treated in Chap-

ter 12.

General remarks. Before discussing the imperfections in the

labor market, a few general observations should be made on the

nature of the market. The labor market is essentially a local mar-

ket. The market place is customarily at the buyer's place of busi-

ness, so that there may be as many market places as there are

buyers. Sometimes public and private employment exchanges or

trade associations or trade-unions aid in the selection and place-

ment of workers, but in the end the sale normally occurs on the

buyer's premises. Therefore, when the sale takes place, there is

only one buyer in the market place, though there are usually many
sellers of labor offering their services for sale.

Not only must the sellers sell at the buyers' places of business, but

they normally can sell to only one buyer and in only one market

place at any one time, and they have only their own labor to sell.

93
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Because the worker sells his own services, which require his pres-

ence on the buyer's premises during working hours, the worker may
be unable to shop around in other markets during the working day.

Furthermore, hours of labor cannot, like certain commodities, be

stored up and accumulated until a later date when the price is

higher.

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE LABOR MARKET

The nature of the labor market can best be explained by contrast-

ing that market with what has come to be called a "perfect mar-

ket," which organized commodity and security markets, such as the

Chicago Board of Trade and the New York Stock Exchange,

closely approximate. In this way the imperfect elements in the la-

bor market may be clearly discerned.

Six characteristics of a perfect market will serve as the basis for

this contrast. Parts of the following discussion may seem to empha-

size obvious facts, but in theoretical writings on wages the obvious

has frequently been overlooked or disregarded.

1

.

The first requisite of a perfect or purely competitive market is

that the commodity or service be homogeneous or standardized, so

that no buyer will prefer any particular seller and no seller will pre-

fer any particular buyer. It is immaterial to the buyer, for exam-

ple, from what person he purchases a certain share of stock or grade

of wheat or rubber. An hour of labor, however, is not a standarized

or homogeneous unit; it varies with the hour of the day, the working

facilities, the management, the worker's experience, and many
other circumstances. Buyers prefer certain sellers for personal as

well as economic reasons. Also, a seller of labor services will nor-

mally prefer certain buyers, perhaps because of their reputation for

fair dealing, the steadiness of their employment, the possibility of

advancement, the human quality of the supervision, the location of

their plants, the physical conditions in their factories, the effect of

employment in these firms upon the social status of the employee,

or for some other reason.

2. With pure or perfect competition, such as is found in organized

stock and commodity exchanges, there is but one price for a given

article in the market at any one time. Sellers are not able to sell

their services or commodities above that price, nor are buyers able

to purchase below that price. Whether one applies the term labor
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market to a buyer's place of business or to a local area which in-

cludes several buyers, he finds that there is not a single wage rate

for each class and grade of labor that clears the market and leaves

no qualified sellers unable to sell at that rate. Instead of one price

for each occupation and grade of labor, there is a whole range of

prices. The same buyer may pay unequal rates for the same work

by workers of the same efficiency for such reasons as diff'erences in

length of service, sex, race, or personality of workers. It is possible

for a buyer to discriminate and pay diflferent rates for the same serv-

ice by persons of the same status because of the secrecy that fre-

quently surrounds the terms of employment of various workers, es-

pecially where the workers are unorganized. Such discrimination

is, however, more characteristic of firms employing few workmen
than of large enterprises, which normally have standard or set rates

for each class of labor just as they have fixed prices for their prod-

ucts. When higher than standard rates are secretly paid to some

workers in a certain classification, the employer may receive addi-

tional service, such as spy work or pace setting, or he may make
the additional payment in order to keep the natural leaders in

his labor force friendly toward the firm.

Wage studies indicate that in the same locality rates of pay for

one grade of labor in a well-defined occupation vary considerably

among employers.^ Such variations cannot be fully explained or

justified by differences in eff'ort or quality of service, but must be

explained on such grounds as imperfect competition or a desire on

the part of the employer to be considered favorably by the laboring

groups in the community. Executives of 60 important firms stated

at a recent conference that some of these differences in wage rates

between firms could be explained "only on grounds of one employ-

er's ability and willingness to pay more than other employers for

apparently comparable services" and by the "inability or unwill-

ingness of some employers to pay more than absolutely necessary

* Cy., for example, R. Larue Frain, "Two Errors in Interpreting Wage Data,"
American Economic Review, vol. 19 (September 1929), pp. 378-92; and by the same author,

"Wage Levels between Firms," ibid., vol. 21 (December 1931), pp. 620-35. CJ. also.

Variations in Wage Rates under Corresponding Conditions, U. S. Department of Labor,
Women's Bureau, Bulletin 122, 1935, p. 4, where it is pointed out that there are

marked variations in wage rates in the same occupation in a given locality and in the

same plant, and "even when allowance for all factors that might cause the variations

had been made, comparisons made in plants under conditions as nearly identical as

obtainable showed differences in payment so marked as to be attributable only to

lack of wage standards."
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to hold crews together." ^ In other words, it is possible in the labor

market for a given buyer to lower his offer, while other buyers con-

tinue to pay the same rates, without being eliminated from the

market by the disappearance of his entire labor supply. Sellers do

not shift in mass with every change in the relative rates of wages

offered by different employers, and buyers will not hire all quali-

fied labor offered at their wage rates.

3. In a perfect market the number of buyers and sellers is so

large that any one seller or buyer will have a negligible effect upon
the total supply or demand and, therefore, no seller or buyer can

influence the market price by his own actions. To each seller the

demand curve for his product or services appears to be a horizon-

tal line at the prevailing price (no matter how much he sells in the

market, his sales will be too insignificant to affect the market price),

and to each buyer the supply curve in the perfect market seems to

be a horizontal line so that he can buy as much or as little as he

wishes without affecting the price in the market.

On the sellers' side of the labor market there may be such atom-

istic competition because each seller can sell no more than his own
services. For all practical purposes, the amount of labor he does,

and can, offer for sale is relatively fixed. Where a special skill or

training is necessary for the job, it is possible, of course, that there

may be only a few qualified sellers in the locality, in which case the

sellers' side of the market contains elements of imperfection. Often

sellers are, after a period of employment with a particular firm, bet-

ter qualified for certain types of work in that firm than they would

be for work in any other firm, in which case there would be a

seller's monopoly or oligopoly (a few qualified sellers) bargaining

with a buyer's monopoly. This situation is treated more fully later

in this chapter.

Though there are usually large numbers on the sellers' side of the

market, normally there is but a restricted number on the buyers'

side. As was indicated in Chapter 1, half of the 37,000,000 em-

ployees covered by the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance

^John W. Riegel, Wage Determination, Bureau of Industrial Relations, University

of Michigan, 1937, pp. 8-9. Professor Balderston has also explained that the wage
level within a labor market is not a single line but a "broad band," because some

companies "consciously adopt the policy of paying more than the market average,

whereas others pay below it" and because of a lack of knowledge of what the market

rates really are. Cf. C. Canby Balderston, Wage Differentials, A Study of Wage Rates in

Philadelphia Metal Plants, 1939, p. 13.
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Benefits program are in firms with 250 or more employees, and in

American industry as a whole the sellers of labor probably outnum-

ber the regular buyers of labor by at least fifteen to one.

The situation on the buyers' side of the labor market (in the sense

of a local area and not the market place) may range all the way
from monopsony (a buyer's monopoly), to oligopsony (a few buy-

ers), to, in very rare cases, a sufficient number of small buyers to

constitute pure or perfect competition. In many localities, such as

company towns or one-industry areas, there is practically a monop-

oly on the buying side of the market. In such coal, steel, lumber, or

textile towns, the buyer may realize, of course, that his short-run

supply curve of labor is more vertical than horizontal. ^ Even where

there are a number of buyers in a local market area, some of them

may be so large that they exert considerable influence on the market

situation. In industrial cities from 25,000 to 100,000 in population,

it is not at all infrequent to find that one fifth of all wage and salary

workers in the city are working for a single firm, and often three or

four firms in such cities employ about one half of the employees in

the city. The influence that a single firm may exert in the local

market area for labor is noticeable when a company closes its fac-

tory or threatens to move out of the locality. Where a firm accounts

for a considerable part of total employment in a locality, the man-
agement of that firm, instead of taking the price of labor as given

and adjusting to it after the fashion of buyers in purely competitive

markets, is liable to consider the effect of its actions upon the price

of labor services and to have what is called a wage policy.

To a buyer of labor, the supply curve will be tipped (not horizon-

tal) whenever that buyer realizes that he cannot purchase more
labor without bidding up the price of labor; that is, he is such an

important element on the buying side of the market that changes in

the amount that he purchases do affect the market price. The dif-

ference between the demand curve as seen by a seller in a perfect

market and a seller in an imperfect market is illustrated by Fig-

ures 1 and 2. The seller in a perfect market assumes that he can

increase the quantity that he sells from 10 to 50 without affecting

the price in the market, whereas the seller in an imperfect market

realizes, as indicated in Figure 2, that he can sell larger quantities

only at decreasing market prices. On the supply side, the same con-

^ The nature of the supply of labor is discussed later on in this chapter.
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trast between conditions in perfect and imperfect markets is illus-

trated in Figures 3 and 4. The buyer in a perfect market assumes that

the supply is perfectly elastic to him at the market price, that his sup-

ply curve is a horizontal line permitting him to increase his pur-

50020 30 40 60 100 200 300 400
Quantity Quantity

Fig. 1. Horizontal Demand Curve for Fig. 2, Tipped Demand Curve for a

a Seller in a Perfect Market. Seller in an Imperfect Market.

20 30 40
Quantity

Fig. 3. Horizontal Supply Curve for a

Buyer in a Perfect Market.

200 300 400

Quantity

Fig. 4. Tipped Supply Curve for

Buyer in an Imperfect Market.

500

chases from 10 to 50 without affecting the market price. The buyer

in an imperfect market, on the other hand, faces a tipped supply

curve, because his purchases are so significant in the market that

they do affect the market price. The quantity he purchases can be

increased only by bidding up the market price.

4. In a perfect market both buyers and sellers must possess full

knowledge of market conditions and opportunities in other mar-

kets. The buyers of labor services usually do have rather full

knowledge of the market, especially the larger buyers. It is a com-

mon practice for companies, trade associations, local employers'
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associations, or chambers of commerce to make periodic surveys

of the wage rates paid by employers within a locality or industry

for workers of various classes or occupations and to make that in-

formation available to the employers. Companies sometimes offer

their figures in exchange for wage figures of other firms; or one firm,

such as the telephone company, may act as a clearinghouse for

wage data; or companies may be members of trade associations

which give their members wage information for that trade in many
different localities. Such wage surveys are customarily used in de-

termining the company's wage policy.

Companies are not accustomed to make known to their employees

or the public the inform.ation obtained from their surveys of the la-

bor market. Such surveys are usually kept confidential, and it has

been found that, if a company's workers are engaged in making

such a wage survey, "other employers decline to furnish wage in-

formation for fear that the sources of such information may become

known to unauthorized persons." ^ Employees, therefore, usually

know relatively little about the labor market even in their locality,

to say nothing of other localities, for, as J. W. Riegel points out,

"employees of different companies cannot furnish comprehensive

wage statistics to each other, as can employers." ^ Such data are

all the more necessary for a seller of labor because an intelligent

choice of a job involves so many factors, including such items as

working conditions in the plant, the supervision, the cost of living

in the locality, the speed of operation in the plant, and the possibil-

ity of future employment and advancement. Ignorance of market

conditions and outside opportunities on the part of labor tends to

make an employer's supply curve of labor relatively inelastic to

wage-rate reductions by causing a "pool" of labor to be more or

less attached to him.

5. Above all there must, in a perfect market, be no cooperation

nor collusion among sellers or among buyers. It is obvious that a

labor union represents an attempt at cooperation on the sellers'

part, but it is less widely recognized that cooperation and collusion

on the buyers' side is frequent and often more effective. Adam
Smith wrote in his Wealth of Nations:

^

The masters, being fewer in number, can combine much more easily;

and the law, besides, authorizes, or at least does not prohibit their com-
1 Riegel, op. at., p. 11. ^ /^^-^^^ p^ 9, 3 Everyman's Edition, 1924, p. 59.
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binations, while it prohibits those of the workmen. We have no acts of

parliament against combining to lower the price of work; but many against

combining to raise it . . .

We rarely hear, it has been said, of the combinations of masters, though
frequently of those of workmen. But whoever imagines, upon this account,

that masters rarely combine, is as ignorant of the world as of the subject.

Masters are always and everywhere in a sort of tacit, but constant and
uniform combination, not to raise the wages of labour above their actual

rate. To violate this combination is everywhere a most unpopular action,

and a sort of reproach to a master among his neighbours and equals.

We seldom, indeed, hear of this combination, because it is the usual,

and one may say, the natural state of things, which nobody ever hears of.

Masters, too, sometimes enter into particular combinations to sink the

wages of labour even below this rate.

What Adam Smith wrote in 1776 is still true. In the purchase of

labor all enterprisers have a common interest as buyers, whereas

in the market for most commodities and services some firms are

buyers and some are sellers. The products of one firm may be the

raw materials, merchandise, or equipment of another firm; and

most firms buy transportation, communication, power, and other

services from outside companies. Therefore, the labor market is

practically the only market in which business firms and business-

men are all on one side of the market. On probably no other price

would enterprisers be so united by self-interest.

It is not surprising then to find, as Adam Smith found in his day,

that employers tacitly cooperate to keep wage rates down in the lo-

calities where their plants are established. For example, there is

considerable pressure upon the telephone company not to pay more

than "the prevailing rate" in any locality where the telephone com-

pany hires workers. When Henry Ford adopted the five-dollar day

with a 48-hour week in 1914 he discovered that, to use his own
words, "Many employers . . . condemned us because we were up-

setting standards—violating the custom of paying a man the small-

est amount he would take." ^ Without any concerted action by em-

ployers' associations or formal agreements by firms with regard to

wages, there may be considerable pressure upon employers to keep

their wage rates down, even outside of those localities where at-

tempts are made to attract industry by off'ering employers low-price

1 Henry Ford in collaboration with Samuel Crowther, My Life and Work, 1926,

pp. 126-27.
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labor. ^ Because of the pressure brought to bear upon employers to

keep wage rates down, most large firms follow the practice of pay-

ing "the average of prevailing rates in the community" and attract-

ing the better workers by means other than price competition, such

as recreation and welfare programs, group insurance, etc. The
wage policies of large firms are more fully discussed in a later sec-

tion of this chapter.

Apparently labor markets have been subject to practically all of

the collusive practices that have been condemned by economists

and the law when they have been used in the commodity and se-

curity markets. Not only has there been concerted action on wages

by members of trade associations or employers' associations, but

there have been gentlemen's agreements not to spoil the market by

bidding or competing with one another for labor, and in some in-

dustries there seems to have been what might be called a practice of

following the leader. That, for example, was the case during the

early years of the depression in the steel industry, and a similar

situation has existed at various times in the oil industry and in ship-

ping on the Pacific Coast. Other firms in the industry have tended

to change their wage rates as the U. S. Steel, or the Standard Oil of

New Jersey, or the San Francisco shipowners altered their wage
scales.^ In his 1934 presidential address to the American Economic
Association, Professor H. A. Millis made the following statements

about collusion in, and control of, local labor markets by employers:

. . . Furthermore, the economic theorist assumes in much or in all of

his analysis that there is no element of monopoly or concerted control in

the demand for labor or in fixing wages. This is by no means true. An
employer, or a group of employers acting in concert or just individually

fearing to create problems, may dominate the employment situation in a

community. So it was in the mining of anthracite coal between the middle

seventies and the turn of the century. Wages were pegged; payment for

^ In 1926, when the Canadian National Railway Company proposed to pay a
two-cents-per-hour supplementary wage to shopmen in certain regions for the whole-
hearted manner in which they had accepted and operated the union-management
cooperative plan, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company objected and, in conse-

quence, the Canadian National dropped any attempt to share the gains of cooperation

with the workers by additional wage payments and instead adopted in 1 928 the method
of one week's vacation with pay. Cf. Louis A. Wood, Union-Management Cooperation on

the Railroads, 1931, pp. 238-41 and 248-50.

2C/. Iron Age, vol. 128 (October 1, 1931), p. 894; vol. 129 (May 12, 1932), p. 1082;
and vol. 132 (July 20, 1933), p. 34; and Proceedings before Federal Mediation Board of the

United States Government, 1934 (unpublished, original in Library of Congress), vol. 3,

pp. 271, 281, 285, 296-97, and 303.
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timbering and "dead work" was reduced or eliminated altogether;

coerced purchases at company stores charging high prices, and powder
sold at a profit of 200 per cent, took the larger part of the earnings of the

miners. Even in a city like Chicago, an industry may dominate a large

community and the firms engaged in it may control the situation within

rather wide limits. Going beyond this, I could cite a number of instances

where associations of manufacturers or merchants have fixed scales or,

indeed, maximum wages to be paid and have enforced them more suc-

cessfully than any American state has enforced its minimum wage stand-

ards. ^

6. Finally, in a perfect market both the buyers and the sellers

must have free entry and access to the market. A closed-shop agree-

ment, of course, restricts such freedom of any person to enter the

market, as does the black-listing of union leaders or workers who
have certain political views.

Free access to the labor market is also restricted where the

worker fears he may be discharged if his present employer learns

that he is shopping around in the market. Such fear may prevent

the worker from canvasing the market situation in an intelligent

manner, and it is strengthened by the practice among employers of

asking former and present employers for their opinions of the work-

er's ability and industry. The worker's freedom of access to the

market is also restricted when an employer hesitates or refuses to

hire any workers employed by certain other firms because the em-

ployer (or oflficials of that company) does not wish to antagonize

those other firms. It may be that these other firms are customers

of that employer, or they may cooperate with his company in cer-

tain ways, or the owners and management of these other firms may
be in a position to injure that employer in a financial or personal

manner. Even without any possibility of injury to an employer who
may bid away the employees of other firms, there is, as Joan Robin-

son indicates, a strong convention "that it is a dastardly act for one

employer to lure away labour from another by the ofifer of higher

wages," 2 and that convention acts to restrict competition in the

market. Any such influence or pressure restraining a trader from

acting for his own best interests in that market is, of course, inter-

ference with the freedom of the market.

^ "The Union in Industry: Theory of Collective Bargaining," American Economic

Review, vol. 25 (March 1935), pp. 6-7. The question of the influence of employers*

associations on the labor market is treated in detail in the next chapter.

^Essays in the Theory oj Employment^ 1937, p. 14.
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In commodity or stock exchanges, persons trading in the market

frequently switch from the buying to the selKng side and vice versa

as the price changes. They are not consistently and continually

sellers regardless of the price. In the labor market, however, the

sellers seldom, if ever, change over to the buying side, nor do the

buyers frequently switch to the selling side of the market. It is, of

course, practically impossible for most employees to start in busi-

ness as enterprisers in those lines of business in which they have

worked. The present-day capital requirements for establishing

most businesses act as a complete barrier to any attempt by a seller

of labor to become a buyer whenever the market value of labor

services falls appreciably. That is especially true in such lines as

banking, insurance, metals, the public utilities, government serv-

ice, oil, tobacco, rubber, and other branches of business that re-

quire a considerable amount of capital.

That the market for labor is imperfect is indicated by the be-

havior of wage rates. Customarily they do not move by very small

fractions (such as one eighth of a cent), as do prices on commodity

or stock exchanges, but change by five-cents-per-hour intervals.

Wage rates are not the constantly fluctuating prices that have tra-

ditionally been associated with free and perfect markets. Further-

more, wage rates may lag far behind movements in the general

level of prices, or fail to follow price-level movements at all. Both

of these phenomena are evident in the period during and directly

following both the Civil War and the first World War. ^ Indeed, it

is not at all infrequent to find that hourly wage rates in various

classifications have remained the same in localities for years at a

time, though other prices and the general price level have fluctu-

ated widely or moved to a considerable degree either upward or

downward.

Such facts seem to indicate not only that there are elements of

imperfection and monopoly in the labor market, but that custom

and other noneconomic factors, some of which were mentioned in

the foregoing discussion, play an important role in the determina-

tion of wage rates. It would seem that often, in the past, hourly

wage rates might have been somewhat difl^erent from what they

^ "Some firms went through the entire war and post-war periods of inflation without

raising more than a few scattered rates." Sumner Slichter, Modern Economic Society^

1931, p. 618.
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were without any noticeable effect on the demand for, or supply

of, labor. Such an implication is involved in the conclusions of

Marshall and Edgeworth "that there is a degree of indeterminate-

ness, or arbitrariness, about the fixing of wages—even when com-
bination is absent" from both sides of the labor market.^

NATURE OF DEMAND AND SUPPLY

Many people who assert that wages should be determined by

demand and supply fail to appreciate the complicated nature of

the demand for, and supply of, labor services. Such an assertion

may be rather meaningless where, as in the case of labor, it is possi-

ble that the demand curve crosses the supply curve at two or more
prices, or corresponds exactly with the supply curve over a whole

range of prices, or fails to intersect the supply curve at any price.

The difficulties involved in even attempting to construct de-

mand and supply curves for labor are formidable. Perhaps, strictly

speaking, it is invalid to draw up composite supply and demand
curves for labor, because no two workers are exactly alike, and the

same worker varies in effectiveness from hour to hour and with each

particular set of circumstances. How is one to establish a uniform

or homogeneous unit for labor when labor varies so in effectiveness

and when the price itself may react upon the efficiency of the

worker? Should money units or real units be used for the price

scale? Such difficulties can, however, only be suggested here and

must of necessity be largely disregarded in the discussion that

follows.

Supply. There seems to be rather general agreement that at

least a part of the nation's supply curve of labor has a pronounced

negative slope, which means that the higher the price paid for labor

the less labor will be supplied.- In this respect, the supply curve for

labor as a whole is unlike other supply curves, for they are posi-

tively sloped throughout; that is, the amount supplied increases as

the price rises. From statistical studies. Professor Paul Douglas con-

cludes that the short-run supply curve of labor in this country has

1 Cf. J. R. Hicks, "Edgeworth, Marshall, and the Indeterminateness of Wages,"

Economic Journal, vol. 40 (June 1930), p. 215.

2C/". Paul Douglas, The Theory of Wages, 1934, pp. 269-314; Erika H. Schoenberg

and Paul Douglas, "Studies in the Supply Curve of Labor: The Relation in 1929 be-

tween Average Earnings in American Cities and the Proportions Seeking Employment,"

Journal of Political Economy, vol. 45 (February 1937), pp. 45-79; Joan Robinson, op. cit.,

pp. 162-68; and Slichter, op. cit., pp. 620-27.
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an elasticity of —0.24 to —0.33, which signifies that an increase in

real hourly wages of one per cent would normally cause a decrease

of from a quarter to a third of one per cent in the number of man-
hours offered for sale.^ The short-run supply curve of labor in gen-

eral has this peculiar negative slope because, as the family's real

income rises, workers press for a shorter work week and more lei-

sure; women become less eager to secure wage-paying employment;

and the working life of the average employee is shortened at both

ends—by a longer period of education and earlier retirement from

gainful employment.^

The majority of English mercantilists in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries believed that the short-run supply curve of

labor was negatively inclined, for they thought that with higher

wages workers would be less willing to work and would, therefore,

waste more time in idle pursuits, while lower wages would cause

workers to work more hours during a week in order to eke out an

existence. For extremely short periods of time, the negative slope

of the supply curve of labor is probably not pronounced, because

it may take a little time for a new wage level to affect the labor

supply. Over a long period of years, the supply of labor in gen-

eral is, of course, governed largely by changes in the total adult

population within the area.

Though for the nation as a whole more units of labor would be

supplied at a lower price, provided it is above bare subsistence,

than at a higher price, the same would only be true for any par-

ticular area or occupation, if there were absolute immobility of

labor or if the price of labor in various areas should move always

by the same percentage and in the same direction. Fundamen-
tally, therefore, the slope of the supply curve of labor in any area

or for any employer depends upon the mobility of labor, because

a supply schedule for one employer or area assumes that wage

rates elsewhere do not change. It is not necessary, of course, that

all labor be mobile in order that adjustments can be made to

market changes. Such market adjustments may readily occur if

1 Cf. previous footnote.

^ Though the total supply curve may have a negative slope, certain factors making
the slope of the total curve negative would affect some occupations more than others

because of the existence of noncompeting groups. An increased supply of women's
and children's labor, with a general decline in real earnings, would have little effect

on the labor supply in the highly skilled trades.
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a sufficient portion of the labor supply in each classification and
area is highly mobile. Where a sufficient section of the labor

supply is very mobile, the supply curve of labor for the whole

country might have a negative slope, yet the supply curve of labor

for any particular area, industry, occupation, or employer might

have a positive slope, as do supply curves for commodities. On
the other hand, the short-run supply curve of labor in a relatively

isolated area, such as a company town, might be similar to the

short-run supply curve for the country as a whole. The same might

be true for occupations that are difficult to learn, so that the labor

supply consists of some noncompeting groups.

It has been said that absolute immobility of labor would lead to

a negative supply curve of labor for every area and employer, be-

cause at lower real wages workers attempt to work longer hours

and more members of the family seek wage-paying employment.

If the supply curve of labor for an employer or an area should be

positively sloped, the factors increasing labor's immobility, along

with the fact that labor is perishable and cannot be stored by the

supplier, would tend to make any such positive supply curves rela-

tively inelastic.^ For a number of reasons, labor is relatively im-

mobile and docs not readily move from employer to employer,

from occupation to occupation, or from area to area, even where

the differences in hourly wage rates are considerable.

In the first place, it is usually costly and inconvenient for workers

to move from one locality to another, and they may lose working

time in making any change of jobs. Therefore, an employer in a

locality may enjoy what has been called a "spatial monopoly."

This would be especially the case in an isolated company town.

The recent trend toward decentralization in such industries as

hosiery, rubber, autos, and auto accessories tends, of course, to

increase the spatial monopoly of such employers in the purchase

of labor.

Secondly, workers are frequently ignorant of their opportunities

in other markets, and a job is such a complex of factors that it may
be difficult for the worker to determine whether he would really

^ Absolute inelasticity exists when changes in price have no effect upon the amount
supplied—at a higher or lower price the same amount would be offered for sale.

Perfect elasticity exists when changes in quantity supplied can occur without any
change in price. The former would be represented by a vertical line, and the latter

by a horizontal line, on an ordinary price-quantity graph.
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be better off if he were working for another firm in another area.

He has to consider noneconomic as well as economic factors and

to consider the long-run as well as the immediate prospect.

Thirdly, there are many restrictions on shopping around in

other labor markets. The worker sells his services, which require

his presence on one buyer's premises during working hours when
the process of hiring normally occurs. Therefore, a worker may be

unable to look elsewhere for work without quitting his present job.

Furthermore, he is usually unable to acquaint other buyers with

the real quality of his wares (services), for the present buyer is the

only one who knows the present quality of the worker's services,

and the present buyer only knows what their quality is under his

particular working conditions. Any other buyer may not be able

to judge accurately the value of such services until he has begun to

purchase them.

Fourthly, unemployment may be an obstacle to mobility. If

there is any unemployment in another market, a worker will hesi-

tate to move to that other market to seek work as an "outsider,"

even though real wages there may be higher. As Joan Robinson

has pointed out, it is probable "that workers are influenced almost

entirely by the chance of finding a job, and that relative real wages

exercise only a slight pull upon movements of labour." ^

Fifthly, the worker knows that by moving from one employer to

another he will lose any seniority rights or privileges as well as any

good will or other elements of value connected with his present job

that he cannot transfer to a new job. As a new employee in another

firm he may be the first one to be laid off. Especially would a worker

not change employers if he had acquired considerable skill and

knowledge that is peculiar to and valuable to the firm for which he

works, such as knowledge of company policy and procedures, but

which would be of little or no value to other employers. This might

be true of supervisors, management, some white-collar employees,

and some highly skilled workers.

Sixthly, recent practices and attitudes of employers reduce the

mobility of labor. Where employers have the practice of hiring

workers early in their working lives with the notion that they will

remain for the rest of their working days, the mobility of labor is re-

duced. The practice in industry of having a hiring deadline under

* Joan Robinson, op. cit.y p. 54.
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40 or 50 years of age has the same effect of preventing older workers

from changing their employers. Pension programs, group insur-

ance, and other employer devices for attaching employees to one

particular firm likewise contribute to reducing labor mobility and

turnover. Mobility and labor turnover also tend to be reduced by

any feeling on the part of employers that a worker who has changed

employers frequently is likely to be an undesirable employee, by

money debts that the employee owes to his employer, by employ-

ment contracts entered into by workers for an entire season, by the

practice of not paying workers in full upon demand, or by other

means of control of the worker by the employer. Finally, there are

all the difficulties already discussed that confront any worker at-

tempting to set up in business for himself. Such limitations to

mobility vary in importance from locality to locality and from

occupation to occupation, being perhaps most significant in a

company town and the highly skilled trades.

All of -these factors limiting the mobility of workers tend to make
the labor-supply curve for any market area or any employer con-

form rather closely to the supply curve for the country as a whole.

Indeed, it is not at all unlikely that a section of the labor-supply

curve for some market areas has a negative slope. It is also prob-

able that the supply curve of labor for many employers is abso-

lutely inelastic within narrow ranges of wage rates and that, with

a slight lowering of rates, an employer would experience no re-

duction in his labor supply. It is also true, of course, that employers

can increase the supply of labor services offered to them without

any change in wage rates by such devices as advertising for workers,

importing labor from other localities, and engaging in welfare

programs.

Various hypothetical supply curves of labor for the whole nation

and for employers in different market situations are illustrated in

Figures 5, 6, and 7. Figure 5 shows a negatively sloping supply

curve for the total labor supply in a nation or other territorial

unit. Figure 6 indicates a possible supply curve for an employer

who, for a number of reasons including his rather isolated location,

is unable readily to attract new, qualified workers to his plant.

The opposite situation is shown in Figure 7, which represents the

labor-supply conditions for an employer who is able to attract many
new, qualified workers by slight increases in the wage rates he offers.
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Demand. Although there have been attempts to determine

"the probable elasticity of demand for labor as a whole" in terms

of real-wage rates and money-wage rates, the results are of very

questionable validity.-^ The difficulty is that real and money wages

make up a large portion of the nation's real and money income, so

that changes in wage rates are likely to change the total demand
for all employers' products.^ There seems to be just as much sup-

port for the argument that a general reduction in money wages

will reduce the demand for labor in the short run as there is for

§
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Units of Labor

Fig. 5. Supply Curve

of Labor for the Whole
Nation.

Units of Labor

Fig. 6. Supply Curve
of Labor for an Employer
in an Isolated Area.

Units of Labor

Fig. 7. Supply Curve
of Labor for an Employer
in a Metropolitan Area.

the contention that a reduction in the level of money wages will

increase the demand for labor. ^ The same conclusion would seem

to hold in the case of a reduction in real wages. Therefore, in a

closed system,^ the demand curve for labor as a whole might have

a positive or a negative slope depending upon the particular

circumstances, especially those determining the rate of spending

in the community.

In attempting to derive the demand for all labor one cannot

simply use the demand-and-supply analysis that is applied to single

firms or products, which assumes that all other things (other prices

and wage rates as well as incomes and the rate of spending) remain

the same or constant. Here is another illustration of the error

iC/. Paul H. Douglas, The Theory of Wages, 1934, pp. xviii, 151-52, 488-89; and
A. C. Pigou, The Theory of Unemployment, 1933, pp. 88-106. Cf. also, S. E. Harris,

"Professor Pigou's Theory of Unemployment," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 49

(February 1935), pp. 301-23.
^ Cf. R. A. Lester, "Political Economy versus Individualistic Economics," American

Economic Review, vol. 28 (March 1938), pp. 55-64.

^ Idem; and Report of the Director, International Labour Office, 1937, pp. 29-34.

This point is discussed in later chapters, especially Chapter 1 1

.

^ A closed system or an isolated economy is assumed in order to avoid consideration,

at this point, of the effects of wage changes upon international trade.
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involved in applying to a general situation the conclusions and

methods of analysis that are appropriate only for particular parts

or small segments of the economy. As J. M. Keynes has pointed

out,

. . . the demand schedules for particular industries can only be con-

structed on some fixed assumption as to the nature of the demand and

supply schedules of other industries and as to the amount of the [total]

aggregate demand. It is invalid, therefore, to transfer the argument to

industry as a w hole unless we also transfer our assumption that the aggre-

gate effective demand is fixed. Yet this assumption reduces the argument

to an ignoratio elenchi. For, whilst no one would wish to deny the proposi-

tion that a reduction in money-wages accompanied by the same aggregate

effective demand as before will be associated with an increase in employment,

the precise question at issue is whether the reduction in money-wages
will or will not be accomj:)anied by the same aggregate effective demand
as before measured in money, or, at any rate, by an aggregate effective

demand which is not reduced in full proportion to the reduction in

money-waives. . . . But if the classical theory is not allowed to extend

by analoG^y its conclusions in respect to a particular industry to industry

as a whole, it is wholly unable to answer the question what effect on

employment a reduction in money-wages will have. For it has no method
of analysis to tackle the problem.^

Professor Z. C. Dickinson makes the same point when he explains

that "the demand for labor as a whole is not external to labor,

since fundamentally most of each man's labor constitutes a demand
for labors of other persons" and, therefore, "the notion of elasticity

of demand, which is so often applied without qualification to labor

in general, does not make sense as it would when applied to a

particular kind of labor in a given market." -

In the following discussion of the demand for labor by particular

employers, it should be clear that the efTects upon the general situa-

tion of the changes made by a particular employer in his demand
for labor are disregarded. The employer's demand for labor serv-

ices will be considered as of any given moment of time, and no

allowances will be made for changes or shifts in employers' demand
schedules caused by alterations in consumer demand ov^er a period

of time. ^ Shifts in demand schedules or curves with changes in

*J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, 1936, pp. 259-60.
^ Z. C. Dickinson, "Recent Literature on Wage Theory," Qjiarlerly Journal of Eco-

nomics, vol. 49 (November 1934), p. 140.

^ ".
. . and some are ready to discuss the shape of the demand curve for labour in

general. There is, however, no such thing as a demand for labour in general. More-

^
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Incomes and wage levels are discussed in Chapter 11 on Wage
Rates, Employment, and the Business Cycle. In this chapter we
are examining not the general situation but particular markets

from the individualistic viewpoint of single buyers.

An individual employer's demand for labor is not solely a function

of the real- or money-wage rate. According to what might be called

the standard or orthodox explanation, an employer's demand for

labor depends primarily upon (1) the elasticity of his marginal-

receipts curve, ^ (2) the marginal-cost curve of labor to him, (3) tech-

nical conditions in that line of production, and (4) the supply

curves of the other factors of production.^ Each of these four factors

will be explained.

(1) According to the traditional explanation, an employer will

hire additional labor as long as the additional labor adds more to

his receipts than to his costs. The amount that an additional la-

borer adds to his employer's receipts depends upon the resulting

increase in the employer's output and upon the elasticity of the

employer's marginal-receipts curve. ^ The employer's marginal-

receipts curve in turn depends upon the demand curve for his

product (his average-receipts curve). In a perfect market an em-

ployer's average-receipts and marginal-receipts curves are the

same horizontal line at the prevailing price, but the average-re-

ceipts curve of an employer is tipped where the market for his

product is imperfect, as it would be if he were one of a few large

producers of a standard product or were producing a trade-marked

over if there be demand curves for particular types of labour, during a business cycle

the shifts in the curves are at least as important as their shapes. Indeed, the essential

point of the purchasing power argument may be formulated as the affirmation that a

wage reduction itself provokes a shift in the demand curves for particular types of

labour." E. Ronald Walker, "Wages Policy and Business Cycles," International Labour

Review, vol. 38 (December 1938), p. 764.
^ Elasticity is the rate of change in quantity demanded or sold with slight changes in

price. If, with a slight change in price, there is a more than proportionate increase or

decrease in the quantity demanded, the demand is elastic. Elasticity, on the demand
side, is measured from unity, which is the condition when price times quantity de-

manded always equals a constant dollar sum. Inelasticity of demand occurs when the

dollar sum increases with a slight rise in price, and a demand curve is elastic when the

total dollar sum decreases with a slight rise in price.

2 C/". Joan Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Competition, 1933, pp. 235, 245, and 257.

2 Marginal receipts is the increase in total receipts from the sale of an additional

unit of output.

A reader who has difficulty with this terminology and these concepts might consult

an elementary textbook in economics such as A. L. Meyers, Elements of Modern Eco-

nomics^ 1937, or A. M. Mclsaac and J. G. Smith, Introduction to Economic Analysis^ 1937.
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product. If an employer's average-receipts curve is a straight line

(other than a horizontal or vertical one), the rate of fall of the

marginal-receipts curve is twice the rate of fall of the demand
curve for his product.^ The reason for this is that a lowering of the

price of his product in order to sell one more unit will lower the

price of all the units of the product that the employer sells. The
sale of one more unit will increase his marginal receipts by the

price of the extra unit sold minus the price reduction in all the

other units that occurs because that extra unit is sold. Marginal

receipts will be less than the price. Consequently, the employer,

by hiring another unit of labor, will add to his receipts a sum
somewhat less than the price at which the employer's additional

output is sold, and the employer will hire additional workers, not

according to the price received for the added product they pro-

duce, but according to his marginal-receipts curve. ^ Since, with a

tipped straight-line demand curv^e for his product, an employer's

marginal-receipts curve will have a slope twice as steep as the

demand curve for his product, the demand curve for labor will

* This statement may be illustrated by the following hypothetical example:

rice at Units bought Total Marginal receipts

at that price receipts {addition to total receipts)

2.00

1.90 1 S 1.90 SI. 90

1.80 2 3.60 1.70

1.70 3 5.10 1.50

1.60 4 6.40 1.30

1.50 5 7.50 1.10

1.40 6 8.40 .90

1.30 7 9.10 .70

1.20 8 9.60 .50

1.10 9 9.90 .30

1.00 10 10.00 .10

.90 11 9.90 -.10

.80 12 9.60 -.30

Average receipts (total receipts divided by the number of units bought) corresponds

to the price, and the average-receipts curve represents the demand curve for the

product of the individual firm. The reader will notice that, whenever the average

receipts (see price) decline by 10 cents, marginal receipts decline by 20 cents.

For further discussion of the relationship between demand curves and curves mar-
ginal to them, cj. Joan Robinson, op. cit., Chapter 2, especially pp. 30-35.

2 Whenever an employer's demand curve is inelastic (has an elasticity of less than

unity) his marginal receipts will be minus, for the total sum of price times quantity

demanded decreases with the reduction in price necessary to sell the additional output.

Increases in price where the demand is inelastic will, of course, increase the employer's

total receipts from sales and his net profit, so a rational monopolist would always

raise his price at least to the point where his demand curve became elastic.
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tend to be more inelastic than the demand curve for his product

under such circumstances, and labor will be paid a wage less than

the additional product that it produces valued at the market

price.

In so far as an employer's own costs affect the sale of his

own product, the elasticity of his marginal-receipts curve at

any point will be tied up with the purchasing power of his own
payroll. A company town or construction camp run by an em-

ployer, where an employee must buy practically everything from

the company, are extreme examples of this relationship.

(2) Another factor affecting the demand for labor is the nature

of the labor market. Where the labor market is imperfect for any

of the reasons discussed above (especially where the number of

buyers is small or there is not sufficient mobility of labor between

purchasers), an efnployer may have to raise the price of his labor

(wage rate) in order to buy more, or he may be able to reduce the

price of his labor by buying less. Under such circumstances, his

demand curve for labor may not vary in direct relation to his

marginal-receipts curve. This is so because, if the employer must

offer a higher wage rate in order to obtain more labor, any addi-

tional unit of labor will add to the employer's cost an amount

considerably more than simply the wage of that unit. The em-

ployer, in demanding more labor, is bidding up the price he has

to pay for it. An additional unit of labor would increase the em-

ployer's costs by the wages of that new unit of labor plus the rise

in the wage rate for all the labor that the employer is already

hiring to do the same work. In such cases, an employer's marginal

cost of labor far exceeds the wage of an additional worker. Even

though the market for the employer's product may be a perfect

market, so that the demand curve for his product is a horizontal

line, if he has to raise his present rate of wages to his workers in

order to obtain more labor, the employer is liable to refrain from

employing an additional unit of labor, despite the fact that its

price (wage) may be somewhat below the employer's marginal

receipts from the product of that additional unit of labor. As

Sumner Slichter puts it, "the present level of wages is quite as

real a determinant of the demand for labor as the value of

additional men." ^

* Modern Economic Society, 1931, p. 620.
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(3) The technical conditions of production help to determine

the amount of labor relative to other factors of production that an

employer uses to manufacture his product. W'here the plant is

already constructed and the equipment is installed, this ratio may
be relatively fixed in the short run. If it is not possible to vary the

ratio of the factors used, then the employers demand for labor

is bound to be less elastic than the demand for his product, because

a reduction in wage rates will only reduce total costs by the fraction

that wage costs are of total costs. In the mass-production industries,

wage costs are generally less than one fifth of the total costs of pro-

duction of a single employer.^ With an employers wage costs at

20 per cent of his total costs, a reduction of five per cent in wage
rates would mean a reduction of but one per cent in his total costs.

In this case, the smaller the percentage that labor costs are of total

variable costs in the short run or of total costs in the long run, the

more inelastic an employer's demand curve for labor would be.

D. H. Robertson believes that, as the result of the installation of

elaborate, expensive, and durable plants, there is no possibility for

the employer to vary or "dose" his labor force until the point is

reached where the net value to the employer of the efTorts of the

last worker hired just equal that worker's wages. In highly mech-

anized industries, where there is a close and intimate coordina-

tion between the plant and the size of the labor force required to

operate it, the demand curve for labor is, according to Robertson,

... a kind of bastard compound between a long-period and a short-

period curve, which may well, so far as it can be conceived of as having

any real existence, be of a his^hly disquieting shape,—nearly flat for part

of its length, and then suddenly dropping almost vertically. A completely

rationalized world mio^ht turn out to be one in which, if organized so as

to obtain their de facto economic worth, a certain proportion of work-

people could find employment at very high wages, while the remainder

could hardly find it on any terms at all.^

(4) The elasticity of the supply of other factors of production, as

well as their prices, affects an employer's demand for labor whether

the proportion of factors can or cannot be altered. If the propor-

tion of each factor used by the employer cannot be altered, a de-

crease in wage rates will not cause much increase in employment

^ Wages and salaries were 21 per cent of the total value of the product in manufactur-

ing in 1937, CJ. Biennial Census of Alanujactures, 1937, 1940, p. 20.

2 D. H. Robertson, Economic Fragments, 1931, pp. 50-51.
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because, without substitution, total costs might not be reduced

much by a wage reduction. With a rigid proportion of factors,

the more inelastic is the supply of other factors of production,

the less will an employer's demand for labor change with changes

in wage rates. ^ If the proportions are not fixed and, for example,

capital equipment can be substituted for labor, then an employer's

demand for labor depends, in part, upon the extent to which he

can substitute capital equipment for labor with any increase in

wage rates or will substitute labor for capital equipment with a

decrease in wage rates. The greater the ease of substitution, the

more elastic will be an employer's demand curve for labor. Such
substitution, however, normally takes time and is, in general, a

long-run rather than a short-run factor affecting an employer's

demand curve for labor.

Furthermore, a general rise in wage rates would, by raising the

variable costs of equipment producers, raise the price of capital

equipment, so the effect of wage-rate changes upon the price of

substitute capital equipment must be considered in any discussion

of the effect of substitution upon an employer's demand schedule

for labor. An increased demand for capital equipment, of course,

means an increased demand for labor to construct it, so that the

effect of this demand for labor to construct machinery upon the

supply curve of labor for the employer buying the machines may
depend upon whether the plant of the producer making the

machines is located in the vicinity of the plant of the buyer of

machines or at some distance away.

The foregoing discussion has been concerned with the question.

What effect would changes in an employer's labor costs have upon

his demand for workers? To sum up, it has been found that an

employer's demand for labor would generally be more inelastic,

(1) the more inelastic is his marginal-receipts curve, (2) the smaller

is the ratio of his labor costs to his total costs, and (3) the more
difficult it is for him to substitute capital equipment or land for

labor and, in such circumstances, the more inelastic is the supply

of the other factors of production. As a result of any of these fac-

tors, increases or decreases in an employer's labor costs would tend

to cause but minor, or comparatively small, changes in his total

employment.

*Joaii Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect Competition, pp. 258-62.
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Possible market situations. The above discussion indicates

that the short-run demand of an employer for labor may be ex-

tremely inelastic, at least in certain sections of the employer's de-

mand curve for labor. The short-run supply curve of labor may
be absolutely inelastic or even have a negative slope. With abso-

lute inelasticity of demand and supply, an employer's demand 2ind

supply schedules might be identical or equal over a whole range

of prices, so that there is no one price that alone clears the market.
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Fig. 8. Demand and Supply Coin-

ciding over a Range of Wage Rates.
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Fig. 9. Demand and Supply Inter-

secting at Three Wage Rates.

When the supply curve is negatively inclined, it is possible that

the demand curve might cut the supply curve at three or more

points. Such possibilities are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, in

which DD represents the demand curve and SS the supply curve.

It may be in some cases that there is no price that will clear the

market. Failure of the demand and supply curves to intersect might

occur for a number of reasons. Employers will not hire all quali-

fied labor offered at the firm's present wage rates, nor will they

always reduce wage rates because it is possible to hire other quali-

fied workers at a cheaper rate, nor are they likely to dismiss their

working force and to hire a new staff of workers simply because a

new staff could be purchased at a lower wage rate.

Some modifications. The above discussion of the demand for

labor and possible market situations is based on the traditional

orthodox explanation, which assumes that employers know their

marginal-receipts and their marginal-cost curves and that they

always pursue a policy of expanding operations to the point where
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marginal receipts equal marginal variable costs. How unreal such

assumptions are is indicated in the discussion of the marginal-

productivity theory of wages in Chapter 7. The fact is that the

appropriate marginal-receipts curve would be the one that the em-

ployer thinks will exist in the future when the products of the

added labor are finally sold. Furthermore, unless he experimented

with a whole series of selling prices every little while during a

business cycle, an employer selling a trade-marked product would

not know the present nature of his marginal-receipts curve. Many
employers, such as gasoline companies, assume that the demand
for their products is inelastic to price reductions, because com-

petitors would cut prices too and it takes some time for general

price reductions to stimulate demand, and that the demand for

their products is very elastic for price increases, partly because all

competitors may not raise prices. When an employer assumes that

the demand curve for his product has such a "corner" at the pre-

vailing price, his marginal-receipts curve would have a gap at the

prevailing price, falling from a positive to a negative figure.^ If

marginal-revenue and marginal-cost curves are discontinuous, as

is likely to be the case under imperfect and monopolistic compe-

tition, there may be many points of equilibrium between demand
and supply, with bargaining power often the deciding factor.^

One may also question whether the management of business

corporations is guided solely or even primarily by the principle of

maximizing profits, at least in the short run. Other considerations,

such as maintaining customers, preserving the firm's trade posi-

tion, or raising the management's prestige, may play an important

part in production policies. And even though an employer were

attempting to maximize profits, it is long-run considerations rather

than immediate profits that would generally guide his decisions on

operations.

* Cf. Paul M. Sweezy's discussion in "Wage Policies," American Economic Review^

vol. 28 (March 1938) supplement, p. 156. Cf. also, Paul M. Sweezy, "Demand under
Conditions of Oligopoly," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 47 (August 1939), pp. 568-73;

and M. Bronfenbrenner, "Applications of the Discontinuous Oligopoly Demand
Curve," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 48 (June 1940), pp. 420-27. Marginal re-

ceipts are negative wherever the demand is inelastic (less elastic than unity) so that

total receipts decrease as price decreases.

^Cf. Benjamin Higgins, "Indeterminacy in Non-Perfect Competition," American

Economic Review, vol. 29 (September 1939), pp. 468-79; and Raymond F. Mikesell,

"Oligopoly and the Short-Run Demand for Labor," Quarterly Journal of Economics

^

vol. 55 (November 1940), p. 166.
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There are a number of circumstances under which an employer

might continue to employ workers for a while even though mar-

ginal receipts were below marginal costs. That might be true

whenever his property would depreciate at a more rapid rate if

unused than it would if in use. Coal mines, farm lands, and cer-

tain kinds of machinery, for instance, tend to depreciate rapidly

in value if left continually idle for any length of time. Also, an

employer might continue to employ men for a short period of

time even though his marginal costs exceeded his marginal re-

ceipts if continued operation were necessary to prevent the loss

of the company's good will or its value as a going concern. Rather

than have a strike and lose part of his market to competitors, an

employer might temporarily pay employees a wage rate that caused

his marginal costs to exceed his marginal receipts. The same policy

might be pursued by an employer who wanted to keep his labor

force intact.

Generally, however, the situation is reversed. Especially during

depressions, an employer's marginal receipts are likely to be above

his marginal costs, yet he will not employ more workers. That,

for example, might be the case if the employer wished to conserve

cash in order to meet future commitments, if he expected prices

to decline in the near future, or if an increase in output would

involve additional investment in capital equipment and it did not

seem desirable to make such an investment at that time.

Importance of price policies and pricing systems. Employers

with price policies are not likely to lower prices to stimulate de-

mand for their products even though it might be immediately

profitable for them to do so. Producers who maintain their selling

prices at a certain figure from year to year, permitting production

and employment to fluctuate with changes in consumer demand,

simply are not operating according to the principle of expanding

production until marginal variable costs equal marginal receipts.^

In such cases, changes in the elasticity of an employer's marginal-

receipts curve may have little or no effect upon his demand for

labor. Especially would this be true in industries where employers

do not feel free to change their prices but are forced to follow the

^ There are cases where marginal receipts cannot equal marginal costs because

there is a gap in the marginal-receipts curve. There would be such a gap in a marginal-

receipts curve whenever the demand or average-receipts curve over a range of prices

was absolutely inelastic.
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prices established by trade-association policies or by concerted

action. For a number of reasons an employer might be reluctant

to reduce his selling price and increase his output even if marginal

receipts exceeded marginal costs. He might fear that a price re-

duction would lead to a price war, to smaller marginal receipts

than he had estimated, to customer ill will from losses on inven-

tory, or to resentment by consumers later on, if it seemed desirable

to restore the price to the former level. Larger short-run profits

might be at the expense of smaller profits in the long run.

In cases where local retail outlets of large firms are selling the

firm's nationally advertised products, the price is likely to be the

same all over the country, although costs and profits may vary

from locality to locality. The firm, however, is not likely to lower

prices in a particular locality in order to expand operations up to

the point where marginal variable costs equal marginal receipts.

Officials of the Teamsters' union in the West have repeatedly

pointed out that, despite the high wages for truck drivers, delivery

men, and other union employees in, say, the city of Seattle, Wash-

ington, the prices of nationally advertised products delivered at

one's home in Seattle are no higher than they are in other localities,

such as the deep South, where wage rates are much lower.

Large firms are accustomed to pay uniform or fixed prices for

their raw materials. Repeatedly, purchasing agents of such firms

receive identical bids from would-be suppliers of material*. Such

price uniformity occurs whether the firm is buying lead for the

manufacture of paint, malt for the manufacture of beer, fiber

tubes for use in making radios, cement for various kinds of con-

struction, newsprint for the publication of newspapers, or steel for

the production of automobiles. Various pricing methods or systems

have been used so that producers of standardized products may
quote identical prices to all buyers. These arrangements for se-

curing unity of action with respect to price include the basing-

point system, the "freight-allowed" method of price quotation, the

establishment of price zones, and the exchange of prices through

some organization such as a trade association.^ Exchange of in-

1 The widespread use of these different pricing methods in various branches of Amer-
ican industry is indicated in an analysis by the Temporary National Economic Commit-
tee, which explains the geographic price structure for hundreds of commodities. This

analysis is contained in Price Behavior and Business Policy, Monograph No. 1, Temporary
National Economic Committee, 1940, pp. 286-345.
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formation to secure price uniformity may occur even in retail

selling. In some cities of the Far West, for example, retail auto-

mobile and lumber dealers have followed the practice of reporting

to a central exchange all bids made on used cars or on lumber in

house construction, giving the name and automobile license num-
ber of the prospective customer. The buyer then is confronted at

every retail outlet in the area with the same price for his used car

or for lumber to build his house.

Under the basing-point system, price uniformity is achieved by

having all producers of the product quote their prices to buyers at

a single point or at a few points throughout the country, despite

the fact that the producing mills are located at varying distances

from the basing point or points. In this way, a buyer may be

unable to take advantage of his location near a mill, and the "pre-

vailing price" is the same for all purchasers in the area covered

by the same basing point. In the case of the "freight-allowed"

method, all sellers may quote the same list prices to all buyers

wherever the buyers are located, for the seller pays the full cost

of transporting the product to the buyer's place of business.^ This

arrangement is designed to permit uniform delivered prices so

that no buyer can, as in the case of purchases of labor, take advantage

of his location to obtain cheaper prices than his competitors.

During depression periods, it is probably normal for marginal

receipts to exceed marginal variable costs in those firms that follow

rather rigid price policies. In some cases, marginal variable costs per

unit of output might decline if the factory or factories were operated

at a larger percentage of capacity. A recent study by the Brookings

Institution indicates that, for a large firm in heavy manufacturing

and with no bonded indebtedness, total cost per unit of output

would decline about 25 per cent with an increase of operations

from 40 per cent of capacity to full capacity, and would decline

16 per cent by increasing operations from 60 to 100 per cent of

capacity.^ Of course, a part of this decline in unit costs is accounted

for by the distribution of the firm's fixed costs over a larger number

of units of output. Some economists believe, however, that the

variable costs per unit of output may not increase, and may even

1 Cf. Vernon A. Mund, "The 'Freight Allowed' Method of Price Quotation,"

Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 54 (February 1940), pp. 232-45.

^Income and Economic Progress, 1935, p. 151. This assumes, of course, that there is

no change in wage rates or the prices of other elements in the cost of operation.
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decrease, with an expansion of production toward full capacity in

certain industries operating on a part-time basis. ^

Under various pricing systems such as delivered prices with

"freight allowed," the basing-point method, or price zones, the

net receipts of the seller vary with the distance of the buyer's prop-

erty from the seller's mill, for the seller pays or "absorbs" the freight

charges. Under such circumstances, producers would presum-

ably govern their operations by average, and not marginal, re-

ceipts. It would simply be impossible for the seller to draw up a

marginal-receipts curve or schedule, since marginal receipts vary

with the location of each buyer.

Employers' demands for labor and other factors of production

may also be governed by average, rather than marginal, costs.

That presumably would be true where, as just explained, the costs

per unit of production in a firm would not increase as operations

are expanded from 40 or 60 per cent of capacity to full capacity.

Where employers pay overtime rates of time-and-a-half for one

seventh to one half of all employee hours, their purchases of labor

are also apparently governed by average, and not marginal, costs.

^

A number of economists have recently emphasized the importance

of average costs in employers' calculations and employment poli-

cies.^ Where employers follow rather rigid price policies, each

employer's rate of operations and demand for labor will be largely

determined by the general state of trade, and his total employment

may have no close and direct relationship to changes in wage rates.

Consequently, the employer's demand for labor would appear to

be inelastic under such circumstances, for it would not vary

much with marked changes in wage rates.

With the widespread use of certain price policies and special

* For further evidence and opinion on this point, cf. H. M. Oliver, Jr., "Does Wage
Reduction Aid Employment by Lowering Prices?" Southern Economic Journal, vol. 6

(January 1940), pp. 335-36; Jacob Viner, "Mr. Keynes on the Causes of Unemploy-
ment, A Review," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 51 (November 1936), pp. 149-50;

and John P. Miller, "The Pricing of Bituminous Coal: Some International Compari-
sons," in Public Policy, edited by C. J. Friedrich and Edward S. Mason, 1940, p. 150.

2 On the Pacific Coast in the first half of 1940 between one third and one half of

the hours in longshoring and one seventh of the hours in pulp mills were paid for at

overtime rates of time-and-a-half. Cf. Chapter 8 infra.

* Cf., for example, Viner, loc, cit.; Paul H. Douglas, "Wage Theory and Wage
Policy," International Labour Review, vol. 39 (March 1939), p. 356; Theodore J. Kreps,

"Business-Controlled Prices," Chapter 13 in Economic Problems in a Changing World,

1939, edited by Willard Thorp, p. 282; and Norman S. Buchanan, The Economics of

Corporate Enterprise, 1940. p. 290-
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methods or systems of price quotation, the factors stressed by the

standard or traditional analysis, such as marginal-receipts and

marginal-cost curves, may be of minor significance in the determi-

nation of an employer's demand for labor, especially in the short

run. Through widespread application of schemes for maintaining

price uniformity over large areas, employers have tended to

make invalid the simple marginal-costs-equal-to-marginal-receipts

explanation of an employer's demand for the factors of pro-

duction.

RESTRAINT OF COMPETITION BY BUYERS

Concerted action by employers of labor to keep down wage rates

has already been discussed under (5) in the section on imperfections

in the labor market, and that discussion need not be repeated. It

indicated that concerted action on wage rates by the buyers of

labor has not been infrequent in the recent or distant past. Indeed,

the buyers' side of the labor market normally contains many monop-
olistic elements. The same thing may be true on the sellers' side

of the market under union organization and control.

Even without any concerted action or definite agreement by the

buyers of labor, there exists a convention that it is not cricket for

employers to bid or compete against one another for labor services.

This convention may well be based on the experience that, by bid-

ding up the price of labor, employers are only tending to reduce

the supply of labor available to them, whereas, in general, reduc-

tions in wage rates tend to increase the supply.

The very fact that the buyers quote the price in labor markets

which are not affected by labor organization is an important factor

in strengthening the market position of the buyer, partly because

labor is so immobile and the labor market so imperfect. With

buyers quoting the price, there will be no price rise without specific

action on price by the buyers. The prevalent practice is for buyers

to pay "the average of the prevailing prices" for that class of labor

in the locality.^ Such an average of "prevailing rates" is discovered

by the wage surveys, already mentioned, and becomes the basis for

^ On public work it is also the practice for government units to pay the prevailing

wage (the weighted average of all the rates being paid for the same occupation, or

the rate which is paid to the largest number of workers in that classification) in the

locality. Governments may also pay less than "the prevailing rate." They, therefore,

tend to lend support to any existing "exploitation" by private employers.
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a company's entire wage scale. The representatives of 60 large

companies recently "reported that their firms adjust wage rates

with reference primarily to local conditions" so that "firms with

scattered plants have several wage scales." ^ In other words, large

firms tend to adjust their wage policies so that any existing inequities

resulting from imperfect labor markets will be perpetuated and so

that, as large buyers of labor, they will not disturb or "spoil" the

local labor market. It becomes a nice question whether, if all firms

in a locality always pay the average "prevailing wage," the same

average prevailing wage would not always prevail. That would

certainly be the case unless the supply situation changed consider-

ably, which is not so likely to occur in view of the nature of the

supply of labor, its immobility, and other imperfect elements in the

labor market.

Instead of engaging in price competition for labor, large firms

have attempted to attract and hold the high-grade employees by

means of such inducements as steadier employment, good working

conditions in the plant, group insurance, pension plans, and other

welfare programs. The fact that the employee has built up seniority

rights by working for the firm over a period, or the fact that he

has certain knowledge or skills that are valuable only to that par-

ticular company, tends to attach him to that firm. With increasing

specialization and diversification, much of the knowledge and

training learned on one job with a certain firm may not be trans-

ferable, so it would not be of the same value to any other concern.

In such cases, the buyer is in a much stronger market position than

the seller, for he may suffer very little loss if he must dispense with

any one of 10 to 100 similar employees, whereas he is the only

buyer to whom such employees can sell exactly those services. Of
course, if the employee is unique in certain respects, as might be

the case with some of the officers of a company, then the situation

is one of "bilateral m.onopoly" (only one seller and one buyer), for

which there is no single solution. In such a case, the wage rate is

indeterminate, just as it tends to be indeterminate where labor

services are so peculiar to a firm that only that one firm buys exactly

that type of labor services.

Indeed, as personnel directors freely admit, "Many jobs are pe-

culiar to a given plant, and no comparable rates can be found in

1 Riegel, op. cit., p. 22. Cf. also pp. 2 and 14.
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Other companies." ^ In 1937 W. F. Cook of Kimberly-Clark Cor-

poration said: "In any given company, and ours is no exception,

there are many jobs which are peculiar to our business and type

of organization. There are no 'market' rates for such kinds of

service in our communities." ^ Under such circumstances there is

a buyer's monopoly (monopsony) for that particular type of work,

and also a seller's monopoly to the extent that workers have a

special training that sets them off as a special group for whom there

is no readily available substitute.

POSSIBILITIES OF EXPLOITATION

"Exploitation" is a word that is widely used in labor discussions

but is seldom defined. Two definitions of labor exploitation have

been proposed recently. According to one definition, labor is ex-

ploited whenever it is being paid less than the wage rate that would

prevail if the labor market were a perfect market. In other words,

exploitation occurs whenever labor is paid less than the full money
value of an additional unit of labor to the employer, disregarding

the effect that the hiring of an additional unit will have upon wage

rates in the market or upon the rate of wages paid to some or all

of the employees already working for the employer. As indicated

under (2) in the discussion of demand, where the employer's cost

curve for labor is not horizontal but is tipped upward because he

is important enough in the labor market to influence the market

rate by his own purchases of labor, he is not likely to bid up the

price of labor to a point where the value of the services of the last

laborer is equal to the price of that laborer's services.

A second definition of labor exploitation includes the nature of

the market for the employer's product.^ According to this defini-

tion, if the market for the employer's product is imperfect and con-

sequently his selling price is higher than it would be were his product

market a perfect market, the consumers of the product may be ex-

ploited. In so far as such exploitation of consumers reduces real

wages (the purchasing power of workers' cash income), it might

1 V. S. Karabasz, "Certain Difficulties in Determining the 'Market Rate' of Wages,"

Personnel, vol. 13 (May 1937), p. 148.

2 "Determination of Prevailing Wage Scales," Personnel, vol. 14 (August 1937), p. 26.

3 C/. Joan Robinson, The Economics oj Imperfect Competition, pp. 281-304. For a

criticism of Mrs. Robinson's definition, cf. Edward Chamberlain, The Theory oj Monopo-

listic Competition (third edition), 1938, pp. 182-83.
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be said that the wage-earners are subject to exploitation when com-

modity markets are imperfect. However, it seems preferable to

refer to this latter condition as consumer exploitation and to define

labor exploitation only in terms of the labor market.

The difficulties involved in attempting to apply this labor-market

test of labor exploitation in concrete instances are evident from

the discussion of imperfections in the labor market in this chapter.

Labor markets simply are not perfect markets and probably could

not be made into perfect markets under any circumstances. How-
ever, a rather impractical test or concept of exploitation is better

than none at all. Applying the test of the perfect labor market

does help to give definite meaning to the term, and also aids one

in understanding the various ways in which the exploitation of

labor may occur.

On the basis of such a definition, it is evident that there is con-

siderable possibility of labor exploitation in view of the imperfec-

tions in the labor market and the character of the general supply

curve for labor as well as the supply curve for individual employers.

With the general supply curve of labor negatively inclined and the

supply curve of labor for most employers highly inelastic at various

points, there is little pressure from the supply side to force up the

price of labor, unless the sellers of labor take concerted action or

the government passes maximum-hours or minimum-wage laws.

The very fact that employers frequently employ men overtime at

one-and-a-half or two times the regular wage rate to do normal

(not emergency) work also indicates the possibility of exploitation.^

It is possible for some employers to pay wage rates well below

the average of "the prevailing rates" for that grade of labor in the

locality because employers paying the average prevailing rate do

not stand ready to take all qualified labor off^ered to them at their

wage rates. Therefore, some employers may exploit the market

situation, even though other employers do not follow suit. Exploi-

tation is likely to occur in the lower grades of labor, especially in

the case of the labor of women and children. As real wage rates

fall, it is the supply of low-grade labor, including women and chil-

dren workers, that expands most rapidly, and it is the women and

children that presumably are most immobile. Indeed, once the

price of labor, especially in the lower grades, begins to fall, there is

* For a further discussion of overtime wage rates, cj. Chapter 8 injra.
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a tendency, because the general supply curve for most classes of

labor is negatively inclined, for that price fall to become cumulative

instead of self-limiting or corrective. Given the supply situation

in most labor markets, the employers have an opportunity to ex-

ploit that situation by concerted action or even by individual action.

Workers are, of course, likely to be exploited when employers

act in concert to restrain competition and to keep wage rates down.

The same result is likely to occur when buyers follow certain con-

ventions and practices, such as payment of the average of the pre-

vailing wages in the locality. The numerous imperfections in the

labor market are also conducive to exploitation, and, though ex-

pansion of the activities of public employment exchanges or a law

to prevent concerted action by buyers to restrain competition could

help to make the labor market more perfect, the imperfections

cannot be entirely eliminated. There might still be market situa-

tions such that any one of a number of possible wage rates would

clear the market, or perhaps three or four rates in the same market

for the same grade of labor at the same time would also clear the

market. Under such circumstances, the possibilities for exploita-

tion would continue to exist.

The existence of such possibilities for exploitation is the primary

justification for labor unions. It is also the chief justification for

minimum-wage laws. Because of the imperfections and peculiari-

ties of the labor market, it may often be the case that a rise of wage

rates, as the result of trade-union action or enforcement of mini-

mum-wage laws, may not reduce the volume of employment at all,

even assuming no increase in effective demand for the product as

a result of the wage increase. Indeed, if labor is being exploited

(the last worker taken on is being paid a wage less than his full

value to the employer measured by the amount he alone adds to

the employer's receipts), the employment of labor might be in-

creased by an appropriate increase of wage rates through action

by a trade-union or a minimum-wage board.

^

^ To illustrate this point, assume that an employer is hiring 30 workers at $5.00 a

day. Suppose that the hiring of five additional workers would increase the employer's

total receipts by S5.50 per worker or S27.50 a day but that the employer would have

to offer wages of S5.20 a day in order to attract additional workers with the proper

qualifications from other areas or other pursuits. He cannot pay new employees

S5.20 a day without also paying his regular employees S5.20 a day, which would in-

crease his total costs by $6.00 a day (20 cents X 30 workers). Therefore, the five addi-

tional workers would add each day to his total receipts $27.50 ($5.50 X 5) and to
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The reader may ask how exploitation of labor can occur when
the company's creditors are only receiving a "normal" interest

rate and the stockholders are only enjoying a "normal" dividend

rate on their stock. The opportunity for exploitation of labor would,

of course, tend to be capitalized; that is, it would, by permitting

large profits, tend to increase the capital or asset value of the en-

terprise. With sufficient writing up of capital values, the rate of

return on total capital value would not be above the average.

Furthermore, if the capital values had been inflated in one way or

another (through stock-watering, extravagant and unwise invest-

ment, wasteful construction of facilities, or a drop in the price

level), a "normal" rate of return on such capital investment might

be possible only because labor is exploited. One must bear in mind
that capital values frequently should be written down, if for no

other reason than that the price level has declined or the investment

was unwise. Under such circumstances, a company might be

earning a very low rate of return on inflated asset values, yet re-

capitalization to an appropriate figure would show that the return

to the owners actually was above the national average, partly be-

cause the laboring force was being exploited. And, as indicated

in Chapter 2, it is very difficult to say what the "normal" rate of

return on capital investment should be.

his total costs S32.00 (S5.20 X 5 + S6.00 a day additional to the regular force).

Consequently, the employer would not hire additional workers if he had to pay S5.20

a day to attract them. If, however, a trade-union or the government forced wage
rates to rise to S5.20 a day for all workers in that class, then the employer would hire

the additional five workers because they would add S27.50 a day to his total receipts

and only S26.00 a day to his total cost (S5.20 X 5). In such cases, a forced increase

in wage rates leads to the employment of more workers by an employer, other things

remaining the same. In this connection, cj. Joan Robinson, The Economics of Imperfect

Competition, p. 295. The whole issue is discussed more fully in Chapter 12 infra.



CHAPTER SIX

ORGANIZATIONS AND THE LABOR MARKET

The discussion in the previous chapter indicated that the buyers

of labor are hkely to dominate, if not control, the labor market

wherever the sellers do not resort to concerted action. This chapter

deals with attempts by both buyers and sellers to gain a greater

measure of control over the labor market through cooperation and

organization. Many of the practices and policies of employers' or-

ganizations and labor unions are for the purpose of affecting de-

mand, supply, or price in the labor market.

employers' organizations

There are few industries in this country which do not have at

least one organization formed or fostered to promote the employer's

interests in labor matters. The Department of Commerce in 1938

listed more than 7,000 associations of employers. Some of these

organizations are local, such as the Associated Employers of Indi-

anapolis or the Employers Association of Detroit; some are state-

wide, like the Illinois Manufacturers Association or the Associated

Industries of Vermont; and some extend throughout the nation on

a craft or industry-wide basis, like the National Founders' Associa-

tion or the National Cotton Manufacturers' Association.^

To a certain extent, the organizations of employers parallel the

organizations of labor. Not only are employers' associations local,

regional, and national, but the National Association of Manufac-

turers has, through the "National Industrial Council," created a

permanent federation of the local, state, and national employers'

associations located in all parts of the country. In 1938 the Na-

tional Industrial Council, which in some respects resembles the

AFL and the CIO, consisted of 185 industrial associations and,

^ For an extensive list of such employers' associations, cj. Hearings before a Subcom-

mittee of the Committee on Education and Labor of the U. S. Senate on S. Res. 266, 75th Congress,

third session, Part 17, Employer Associations and "Citizens' Committees," pp. 7522-28.
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together with the National Association of Manufacturers, repre*

sented 40,000 different employing concerns with between 6,000,000

and 7,000,000 employees, producing about 75 per cent of the man-
ufactured goods of the country.^ The Industrial Council and its

affiliated organizations enable employers to secure ''industrial

unity" and "a united front in presenting the case of industry." ^

The operations of employers' associations generally are not known
by the public, partly because economists have been more prone to

study labor organizations than employers' organizations and partly

because some of the activities of employers' associations, such as

industrial espionage, have been kept under cover to prevent ad-

verse publicity. Unlike European associations of employers, indus-

trial associations in this country have operated to a large degree in

secret. Furthermore, many of the activities of employers' organiza-

tions do not directly aifect the labor market, and it is such activities

for the general benefit of the locality that receive the most publicity.

That is true, for example, of the various chambers of commerce

—

local, state, and national. Yet the chambers of commerce in such

cities as Los Angeles, Cleveland, Rochester, and San Francisco

attempted during the 1920's to control labor relations and to affect

the labor market in those cities by promoting "the American Plan"

of the open shop. Not infrequently the local chamber of commerce
has been interested in keeping wage rates low and eliminating

labor unions as a means of attracting industry to the locality.

In some industries there may, of course, be little need for em-

ployer combinations because one company itself is large enough to

constitute an "employer trust." As Alfred Marshall pointed out,

"each large employer is in his own person a perfectly firm combi-

nation of employing power," so that "a combination of a thousand

workers has a very weak and uncertain force in comparison with

that of a single resolute employer of a thousand men." ^ The Amer-
ican Telephone and Telegraph Company or the Western Union

Telegraph Company alone control a very large portion of the pos-

sible demand for the services of telephone or telegraph operators.

^ Albion G. Taylor, Labor Problems and Labor Law, 1938, p. 607. Cf. also, National

Labor Relations Board, Governmental Protection of Labors Right to Organize, Bulletin

No. 1, August 1936, p. 53. The activities of the National Association of Manufacturers
and the National Industrial Council are fully discussed in Parts 17 and 18 of the

Hearings on S. Res. 266.

2 Hearings on S. Res. 266, Part 18, pp. 8059, 8061.
3 Elements of Economics oj Industry (second edition), 1898, vol. 1, pp. 398-99.
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Furthermore, they may exert some measure of control over other

employers of telephone or telegraph operators. In the past, Western

Union has forced large companies leasing its wires to cease dealing

with the Telegraphers' union and to stop employing union members,

through a clause in its wire leases stating that operators hired by

the wire lessees "shall be subject to the approval of and satisfactory

to the company leasing the wires." ^ The greater the proportion

of the total industry controlled by one company, the less, obviously,

is the need for an employers' association or combination in that

industry.

Employers' associations are formed primarily to provide collec-

tive action on the part of employers in handling labor problems.

The National Metal Trades Association, an employers' organiza-

tion representing some 950 plants of machinery, iron, and automo-

bile concerns, has established 26 district branches "for the purpose

of providing concerted local action."- Such concerted action may
be political or economic. Activities of employers' associations which

do not directly influence the labor market, such as lobbying, pub-

licity campaigns, and labor spying to destroy unions, are discussed

in Part Three, especially Chapter 23. Here we are interested in the

collective actions of employers that are designed to affect demand,

supply, or wage rates in the local labor market.

1. Policies affecting demand. Employers' associations may control

or change the demand for certain kinds of labor in a locality by

various devices. One method is to shift the production to another

locality, having an employer's orders filled by other members who
may return the profit to him. For example, the constitution of the

National Founders' Association, an employers' association in the

machinery branch of the foundry industry, provides relief for a

member in case of a labor dispute by, among other things, "having

the work done for him elsewhere to the extent of 70 per cent of the

amount [he] produced at the time of the last quarterly report." ^

In the face of labor trouble or a threatened strike, an employers'

association may arrange for an industry-wide lockout or the closing

* Cf. Investigation of Western Union and Postal Telegraph Cable Companies, Senate Docu-
ment No. 725, 60th Congress, second session, pp. 40-42.

2 Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor pursuant to S.

Res. 266, 75th Congress, first session, Part 3, p. 1004.

'Clarence E. Bonnett, Employers' Associations in the United States, 1922, p. 39. This

device was once used by the Stove Founders' National Defense Association.
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of plants in a locality, which obviously reduces the demand for

certain kinds of labor in that area.^

The activities of the Industrial Association of San Francisco from

1921 to 1935 illustrate how absolute the control of an employers'

organization over the demand for labor in an industry may become.

The Industrial Association was formed by the San Francisco Cham-
ber of Commerce in July 1921 after the labor unions, through the

Building Trades Council, refused to accept an arbitration award

reducing wage rates in 17 building crafts by 7.5 per cent for a

period of six months beginning May 9, 1921, and after the building

employers' organization, the Builders' Exchange, with a member-
ship of more than 1,000 building contractors and dealers, had en-

forced a lockout from May 9 to June 13, 1921.^ The program of

the Industrial Association was to force all building workers, not

just the 17 crafts, to accept a 7.5 per cent reduction in wage rates;

to enforce the open shop by preventing any union-shop agreements

or any agreements between employers and labor organizations;

and, finally, to make certain that no changes in wages, hours, or

working conditions occurred in San Francisco except such changes

as the Association itself or its "Impartial" Wage Board decreed.^

To this program the employing interests (merchants, bankers, con-

tractors, and building-materials producers) pledged not only their

support but a sum of $1,250,000, every bank in the city except one

contributing from S5,000 to $25,000.^ The rules and regulations

formulated by the Industrial Association were enforced throughout

the San Francisco market for building labor by means of a permit

system, an employment bureau, a training school for building

workers, a series of agreements with various local employers' asso-

ciations, and a plan to reimburse contractors or owners for losses

incurred because they followed the instructions of the Industrial

Association.

Of interest from the demand side is the permit system, which

^ Cf., for example, Frederick L. Ryan, Industrial Relations in the San Francisco Building

Trades, 1935, pp. 154-55.

^Ibid., pp. 152, 154, 155, 167, 168.

^Ibid., pp. 169-70.
4 William Haber, Industrial Relations in the Building Industry, 1930, pp. 418, 432. Al-

most SI,800,000 is said to have been collected by the Industrial Association from 1921

to September 1925 (Ryan, op.cit., p. 174, note 18). Early in 1926 the Association

again asked for funds, and it is estimated that SI,000,000 was contributed by mer-
chants, bankers, and industrial leaders {ibid.^ p. 189).
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required every building employer to abide by the rules and regu-

lations of the Industrial Association before the important building

materials would be furnished to him. These rules included the

open shop, the payment of the Association's wage scale, and the

use of the materials only on the job to which the permit applied.

Violation of the rules, detected by the Association's inspection

service and its system of daily reports, meant withdrawal of the

permit and stoppage of the flow of materials to that job; members

of employers' organizations who violated the rules were subject to

fine or expulsion from the organization. From 1921 to 1925 some

28,000 permits were issued, without which it was practically im-

possible for persons in San Francisco to buy most building materials

from dealers or manufacturers, because the wholesalers and manu-
facturers were supporting the Industrial Association. A few build-

ing employers maintained the union shop and attempted to obtain

building materials from Los Angeles or from Salt Lake City or

other out-of-state cities, but the Industrial Association frequently

prevailed "upon building material dealers in other cities to cancel

orders destined to 'independent' employers in San Francisco, with

the understanding that the Association would reimburse such

dealers for the losses sustained." ^ Where union-shop contractors

paying higher wages were the low bidders on a job, the Industrial

Association also induced owners to accept the higher bids of non-

union contractors, reimbursing such owners for the difference be-

tween the bids.^

Despite the fact that the employers' combination forced a uni-

form wage reduction of 7.5 per cent in 1921 and kept building

wage rates in San Francisco much below the prevailing rates in

other American cities of comparable size from 1923 to 1932, it kept

up the prices of building materials. One method by which em-

ployers' organizations can influence the demand for labor is by con-

trolling the prices of the other elements of production or the prices

of finished products. Many employers' combinations, by fixing

the prices of their products, really tend to determine the volume of

sales and, therefore, the demand of the combination's members for

labor. The Industrial Association claimed to have eliminated

"monopolistic combinations" of building labor in San Francisco,

but it did so by establishing a monopolistic combination of em-

1 Ibid., p. 175. 2 Haber, op. at., p. 419.
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ployers on the demand side of the market for building labor in that

city.

In 1923 the U. S. Department of Justice brought suit against the

Industrial Association, the Builders' Exchange, various employers'

associations, and others for using the permit system and combining

in violation of the Federal antitrust laws. "Aside from the general

operation of the permit system, the attorneys for the government

asserted that the material dealers' combination had been guilty of

collusively bidding and refraining from bidding against each other

in the sale of building material and in the erection of buildings, for

the purpose of raising prices; of arbitrarily determining the persons

who should furnish material and erect buildings; of circulating

blacklists against contractors who were not in the combination,

and of agreeing with banks, trust companies, and other moneyed
corporations to refuse loans and to call in loans made to individuals

who were not- in the combination." ^ In April 1925 the U. S. Su-

preme Court, reversing the U. S. District Court, upheld the use of

the permit system, even though it might interfere with the free

flow of building materials between states, on the grounds that the

design or "motive for conspiracy" was monopolistic control of the

local market, the restraint of interstate commerce being "purely

incidental" to accomplishing that local purpose, and that "im-

ported" building materials, warehoused and mingled with the

general goods of a state, ceased to be articles of interstate commerce
and subject to Federal jurisdiction. ^ Following a carpenters' strike

late in 1926, the Industrial Association agreed to suspend the opera-

tion of the permit system after February 7, 1927 as long as the open

shop in the building trades continued and the wage rates decreed

by the Association's "Impartial" Wage Board were fully enforced

by other means.

^

2. Policies affecting supply. Employers' organizations may influence

the local supply of certain kinds of labor in various ways. The As-

sociated Employers of Indianapolis, for example, has attempted to

prevent a reduction of the labor supply in that city by preventing

employers in other cities, especially automobile manufacturers,

from "stealing" laborers away from Indianapolis. This the Asso-

^ Ibid., p. 177.

2 Industrial Association of San Francisco v. United States (1925), 268 U. S. 64.

3 Ryan, op. cit., pp. 193-96.
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ciated Employers has done by bringing pressure upon local news-

papers so that they would refuse to accept "help wanted" advertise-

ments from out-of-town concerns.^ It also has induced a national

advertising agency to withdraw street-car advertisements calling

for 4,000 men to fill jobs in another city.^ On the other hand, the

Associated Employers has attempted to affect the labor supply

offered to any employer in Indianapolis by having several hundred

employers sign pledges stating that they will strive to reduce "labor

turnover" or the mobility of labor within the city.

Not only may employers' organizations prevent the "exportation"

of labor from the locality, but they may subsidize the "importation"

of labor into an area. The Industrial Association of San Francisco

operated an employment bureau, advertised in newspapers in other

cities for nonunion building craftsmen, brought them to San Fran-

cisco under an agreement which bound them to work under the

conditions established by the Association, and rented a hotel in

which to house them. By 1928 the Industrial Association had

brought "approximately 5,000 nonunion men" to San Francisco,

which led to the charge that it had flooded the labor market in

that city with a large number of building workers in order to keep

wage rates down in building.^

From 1922 to April 1925, the so-called Citizens' Committee to

Enforce the Landis Award upon the Chicago building unions

brought more than 25,000 nonunion building workers to Chicago

by advertisements, by the maintenance of employment offices in

other cities, by the sending of printed material to workers else-

where, and by other means. This Citizens' Committee was organ-

ized by the Chicago Chamber of Commerce, the Illinois Manu-
facturers' Association, and other employer groups; was directed by

eight employers not in the building industry; and was supported

by many merchants, bankers, and architects. It proceeded to put

economic pressure upon building contractors, forcing them to con-

form to the rules it established. The Committee's expenditures of

$2,000,000 during the first three years of its existence were financed

by a one-per-cent levy on all construction work done in Chicago.^

The constitution of the National Metal Trades Association, whose

1 Bonnett, op. cit., p. 505. ' Idem. » Ryan, op. cit., pp. 172 and 190.

* C/. Royal E. Montgomery, Industrial Relations in the Chicago Building Trades, X^ll^

pp. 279-81, 293.
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members are manufacturers using the products of steel mills, pro-

vides that every local branch maintain "an Employment Depart-

ment," in order to aid in supplying workmen to employer members
of the Association. In case of a strike, the Association advertises

for workers and supplies them to its members, paying the cost of

"recruiting strike-breakers," the expense of their transportation to

the member's plant, and, if necessary, the cost of housing and

feeding them. Such recruits are given a certificate of recommenda-

tion guaranteeing them preference in employment by members of

the Association.^ The Association also pays the "extra compensa-

tion" above the member's normal wage rates necessary to obtain

workers "for service of this character." ^ In pointing out the ad-

vantage of membership in the Association, the Secretary of the

Cleveland branch stated in 1934: "In times of strike it would seem

to me that the national aspect of our organization enabling us to

secure men from all points in case of need and also the influence

which we can bring about through national contacts to help a

member keep its business in case of a strike, should carry a great

deal of weight." ^

According to its constitution, the National Founders' Association

will, as one method of relief to a member in case of a strike, procure

"workmen for him to the extent of 70 per cent of the average number
he employed" prior to the strike. This Association also maintains

in its employ under yearly contract a body of high-grade "contract

molders," who normally work in the shops of some members of

the Association and who, in case of a strike, can be sent wherever

the Association directs, to work and to instruct green hands in the

arts of high-grade molding of cast-iron products/

The establishment of training schools for skilled craftsmen is

another method of increasing the local supply of workmen in cer-

tain skilled trades. The Industrial Association of San Francisco

established a system of trade schools for bricklayers, plasterers,

plumbers, paperhangers, etc., and by 1928 had trained more than

1 William O. Weyforth, The Organizability of Labor, 1917, p. 213.
^ CJ. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor

^
pursu-

ant to S. Res. 266, 75th Congress, first session. Part 3, pp. 848, 1005, and Part 15-A,

p. 5496. In 1937, following these hearings, parts of the constitution of the National

Metal Trades Association were so changed that its activities in the labor market may
follow a different pattern in the future.

^Ibid., Part 15-A, p. 5470.
* Bonnett, op. cit., p. 74; and Weyforth, op. cit.j p. 213.
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1,700 boys in these various crafts.^ The Citizens' Committee to

Enforce the Landis Award in Chicago also estabUshed a training

school to teach youngsters the building trades.^

3. Control oj wage rates. In a number of ways, employers' organ-

izations may control wage rates. During the period from 1921 to

1932, the Industrial Association of San Francisco and the Builders'

Exchange, by exerting the power of economic life or death over

builders through the permit system and financial control, forced

building employers to pay the wage rates set by the Association's

"Impartial" Wage Board. The Board's announced rates became

not only the minimum rates but usually the maximum rates as

well.^ In this way, building wage rates in San Francisco were pre-

vented from rising during the period from 1922 to 1926, although

such wage rates rose all ov^er the country and there was a building

boom in San Francisco. In 1927 building wage rates in San Fran-

cisco were almost 10 per cent below the average for 23 cities and

were among the lowest rates in the United States for cities of com-

parable size.^

A similar situation occurred in the construction industry in

Chicago after the arbitration award of Judge Kenesaw Landis in

1921, which reduced wage rates 20 per cent or more in many build-

ing trades, so that the real wage rates in Chicago after the award

apparently were 25 per cent below the 1914 level. ^ The Citizens'

Committee to Enforce the Landis Award, by various kinds of eco-

nomic pressure including the expenditure of S2,000,000 and the

hiring of a corps of private detectives and inspectors, forced this

severe wage reduction upon the Chicago building workers from

1921 to 1924, and in some trades to 1926, despite the fact that there

was an unprecedented building boom in Chicago during that

period.^ Through extensive advertising and the circulation of lists

of employers adhering to the Landis "maximum" wage rates, re-

quests were made that no building jobs be given to contractors

paying more than the Landis wages.'

Early in 1921 the American Shipowners' Association decided to

force a reduction of at least 15 per cent in the base wage rates of

1 Ryan, op. ciL, pp. 172-73, 188. ^ Montgomery, op. cit., pp. 282, 294.

3 Ryan, op. cit., pp. 183, 189. « Ibid., pp. 182, 189, 195-97.

^ Montgomery, op. cit., p. 259; and Haber, op. cit., p. 388.

« Montgomery, pp. 281, 284; and Haber, p. 393.

7 Haber, op. cit., pp. 388 and 393.
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seamen and to abolish all pay for overtime, which together would

effect a reduction of 30 to 35 per cent in the wages of sailors. The
U. S. Shipping Board immediately gave its full support to the wage-

reduction proposals of the owners. Indeed, the chairman of the

U. S. Shipping Board ruled that no ship operator using any of the

Board's 1,400 vessels could make an agreement with any union to

pay wages above the rates that the Shipowners' Association had

decided upon, and threatened to withdraw all government vessels

from companies signing men on at higher wages. ^ In regard to

this action by a Federal agency in support of the American Ship-

owners' Association, Senator Robert M. La Follette told the United

States Senate in July 1921: "Even where shipowners were willing

to pay these men the then-existing [higher] wages and continue

them, the power of the Shipping Board was exerted everywhere

with the shipowners who desired to secure the allocation of Ameri-

can [Government] ships to prevent their paying the men according

to their own idea of what was fair." ^ As an indication of the pres-

sure that the Shipowners' Association was exerting to force the

wage reduction, Senator La Follette read the following excerpt from

a telegram from the executive officers of the Seamen's Union in

San Francisco:

Seafarers' union interviewed Frey of steamers Tale and Harvard. Is paying

[union wage] scale and overtime as of 1920 and in some instances more.

Not member of American Shipowners' Association. Stands alone in that

respect on Pacific Coast. Is desirous of meeting all demands of [our]

organization but fears to sign 12 months' agreement on account of Cham-
ber of Commerce in Los Angeles and San Francisco who would bring

influence to have his fuel supply stopped. Immense pressure is being

brought to bear on Vice President and General Manager Frey from

American Shipowners' Association and other sources as shown us by
telegrams.^

The National Metal Trades Association states in its Declaration

of Principles that "this association will not countenance any con-

ditions or any rates of compensation which are not reasonable or

just." Where an employer member "is not paying proper wages"

or "is not paying wages that are comparable to the going rate of

the community," the Association calls the member's attention to

^ Proceedings of 25th Annual Convention oj International Seamen's Union of America, 1 922,

p. 17.

2 Congressional Record^ vol. 61, Part 5, p. 4241. ' Idem,
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that fact, stating that the condition should be corrected or, in case

of labor trouble, the Association will refuse to assist that member.^

It is for such assistance that the member has been paying his dues

into the Association's S200,000-to-S300,000 Defense Fund, and any

company is naturally reluctant to forfeit its stake or investment in

the Association by failing to follow the Association's dictates.^

An employers' association has various means of attracting mem-
bers and keeping the membership in line with its dictates. Should

a member fail to follow orders, the association may fine him or

collect the cash where members bond themselves for amounts

ranging from S2,500 to S25,000 or more as a guarantee that they

will comply with the association's principles and rules. ^ An employ-

ers' organization may, through its membership, help to maintain

the market for a member's product. Members may also hesitate

to disobey the association's orders for fear of losing the advantages

of the association's plan for "strike insurance," by which mem-
bers are reimbursed for losses sustained in strikes. An employer

might very well hesitate to go it alone for fear that he would have

to meet singlehanded the full power of a labor union, while his

competitors were busy capturing his market.

Nonmembers may also become convinced, by threats of loss of

sales to members or, as in California, by threats to cut off the supply

of building materials or of fuel for ships, that it is to their advantage

to obey the association's dictates. Wage rates in the various ports

on the Pacific Coast were kept in line with the San Francisco rates

during the 1920's by threats of shipowners to boycott any ports

failing to follow the suit of San Francisco, the center of employer-

controlled wage changes. In the hearings before the Federal

Mediation Boards in the Pacific Coast dispute of 1934, various em-

ployer and employee witnesses explained that the Shipowners' and

Waterfront Employers' Associations in San Francisco determined

wage rates for the whole Coast. ^ One witness explained how, after

1 Hearings on S. Res. 266, Part 3, pp. 826, 843.

2C/. ibid., p. 951.

3 Cf. Weyforth, op. cit., p. 216; and Haber, op. cit., p. 351.

* Proceedings before Federal Mediation Board of the United States Government, March 28

through March 31, 1934, vol. 3, pp. 271, 281, 285, 296-97, 303; and Proceedings before

the National Longshoremen's Board, Sitting as a Board of Arbitration to Arbitrate Controversies

between Marine Service Bureau and International Longshoremen' s Association, Local 38, of the

Pacific Coast District, 1934, vol. 21, p. 1755, and vol. 22, p. 1793. (Originals in the

Library of Congress, Washington, D. G.)
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complaint by the workers in the port of Tacoma, Washington,

against a cut of 10 cents an hour in wages, the Tacoma waterfront

employers stated that, though in their opinion only a cut of 5

cents an hour was justified and they regretted that the San Francisco

shipowners had decided upon a more drastic cut, nevertheless they

were powerless to oppose the 1 0-cent cut and were forced to follow

the orders from San Francisco.^

employees' ORGANIZATIONS

Employee organizations or labor unions, like their employer

counterparts, usually attempt to influence or control the labor

market for the services of their members. Indeed, organized groups

generally strive to improve the living standards of the members
and to protect them from so-called "unfair" or "cutthroat" com-

petition. This frequently means the exercise of some control over

the actions of members by the association, for the purpose of re-

stricting supply or of achieving some price stability through restraint

of price-cutting. For much the same reasons that steel companies

prefer steady, uniform prices for their products, most workers and

some employers (like building contractors) want stability and uni-

formity in the wage structure. Through trade associations or other

organizations, employers in an industry may develop a set of

working rules, sometimes called "codes of business" or "practices

in the industry," which tend to limit the nature and methods of

competition in that branch of business. In much the same manner,

employees, through trade-unions, frequently develop "working

rules" and devices that tend to restrict the scope of competition in

the labor market and to restrain wage-cutting.

In 1940 there were about 170 national labor unions in the United

States, with a combined membership of around 8,700,000 workers,

or less than one fourth of the total labor supply. In some industries,

however, like coal mining, railroading, printing, clothing, and

building, a large percentage of all workers were union members.

1. Policies affecting supply. Labor organizations try, by various

means, to restrict the supply of labor available in a particular oc-

cupation and in a particular area. The supply of labor includes,

of course, not only the total hours of work off'ered in the market

but the output or work done during the period of employment.

1 Proceedings bejore Federal Mediation Boards vol. 3, p. 28

L
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The employer really buys labor output, and limitation of labor

output may occur either by a reduction in the number of sellers of

a certain type of labor, or by a reduction in the number of hours

each seller offers for sale, or by restrictions upon the daily output

of each seller.

There is some merit to Professor Solomon Blum's claim that labor

unions cannot, like large industrial corporations and combinations,

limit "the absolute total supply in order to stimulate higher prices."^

True, the total supply of labor is fairly fixed in the short run; it

cannot be withheld from the market and stored, a customary

monopolistic practice, nor can trade-unions have "superfluous"

workers dumped into the ocean like "superfluous" vegetables, nor

plowed under like "superfluous" cotton, nor killed off like "super-

fluous" pigs. But, though they are unable to control the total labor

supply of a country, they sometimes have been able to exert a

measure of control over the local supply of labor in certain occupa-

tions or over the output of labor in certain trades. Even in the

restriction of output, George Soule claims that "capitalistic monop-

olies are far more effective than are labor organizations." ^

The services of skilled craftsmen command a high wage because

such services are relatively scarce. One method by which a union

may attempt to maintain or stimulate such scarcity is through the

enforcement of apprenticeship rules, which may discourage youths

from entering the trade by requiring that all learners serve an ap-

prenticeship of, say, three years in a union shop, and which may
limit the number of apprentices permitted in any shop. Nowadays,

however, it is very diflficult for a union to control entrance to a

trade because most trades can be learned in a nonunion shop, at a

vocational school, in prisons, and elsewhere. Usually, once a

worker has learned the trade every effort is made to induce him

to join the union, unless practically all the work is controlled by

the union in union shops. Where the employers in a locality em-

ploy only union workers, the union may restrict the available labor

supply by union initiation fees in the hundreds of dollars and by

very high monthly dues, or, as sometimes occurs in the building

trades, by a system of temporary permits in boom times, which

1 S. Blum, Labor Economics, 1925, pp. 341-42, 360, 363.

2 Annals oj the American Academy oj Political and Social Science, vol. 184 (March 1936),

p. 5.
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force the holder out of the union as soon as his last permit expires. ^

Especially during slack periods, certain local unions have been

closed, for a time, to new members. Of course, restrictions on en-

trance to the union are effective only when the union has some

measure of control over the jobs in a locality either because em-

ployers agree to hire only union workers or because they find it

profitable to hire their workers through the union.

The strike really represents an attempt to withhold all, or a

certain portion, of the labor supply from the market. Supply is

simply the amount offered at a certain price or prices. If the strike

concerns wage rates, it simply represents an attempt to withdraw

the supply of labor represented by the strikers from that particular

labor market until the wage rate demanded by the strikers is estab-

lished. Through picketing, the striking employees hope to prevent

the employer from having free access to the labor supply on the

market, and, by means of the boycott, they hope to restrict his

access to the commodity markets.

Labor unions, if they are able to establish a shorter work day or

work week, really reduce the amount of labor that is offered by each

seller at a certain price. The employer, in order to buy a larger

number of hours from any seller, is forced to pay punitive overtime

rates of one-and-a-half or two times the wage rate for normal work-

ing hours. ^ A shorter work week for all workers reduces the total

number of hours of labor offered for sale at various wage rates.

It is among the building-trades locals in certain cities that one

finds probably the greatest degree of monopoly control over supply

by labor unions. The building-trades unions are in an especially

good position to exercise such monopoly control because their mem-
bers are highly skilled and the market is local, so that building costs

and wages in one locality may be very high with little threat of

outside low-cost competition. As yet few buildings are shipped into

a city ready-made. Consequently, the conditions in building vary

widely from locality to locality, and the building trades are fre-

quently an exception to generalizations that apply primarily to

labor unions in industries manufacturing products for a national

market.

1 Ryan, op. cit., p. 99; and Haber, op. cit., pp. 203-204.
* Overtime work is prohibited outright in most of the women's and men's clothing

industries, and in other industries it is frequently prohibited during designated dull

seasons.
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Not only have some local building unions enforced rigid appren-

ticeship rules and charged union entrance fees as high as SI 00 to

$500/ but they have sometimes restricted output by establishing a

"daily stint" or a fixed quota for a day's work. For instance, the

local union may forbid members, if they are plasterers, to handle

more than 12 barrels of lime a day; if lathers, to tack on more than

30 bundles of lath a day; if composition roofers, to lay more than

so many square feet of roofing a day; if bricklayers, to lay more
than, say, 1,000 bricks a day.^ Building-trades unions have also

restricted output by rules prohibiting the use of paint brushes more
than four or four-and-a-half inches in width, or the use of paint

spray machines, or the use of a stone pick in stonecutting, or the

laying of bricks with both hands, or the placing of mortar for bricks

with a shovel—the trowel is the tool of the trade; the shovel is too

crude and, incidentally, might speed up operations. These re-

strictions upon output not only reduce the supply of work (in terms

of output) offered by union members, but tend to increase the

number of hours of labor demanded by the employer in order to

complete a job. Especially if the demand for the services of the

members of the union is fairly inelastic, the membership may gain

in both money and real income by practicing a restriction of

output. Indeed, restriction of output to maintain or raise prices is

a common business practice, and it is widely used by unorganized

as well as organized workers.^

2. Policies affecting demand. Union restrictions upon the introduc-

tion of labor-saving machinery, including minor labor-saving de-

vices such as wide paint brushes, tend to keep up the demand for

the services of the skilled workers in the union, if practically all

employers hire union members. The same is true of restrictions

that prevent a subdivision of the craftsman's job so that unskilled

or semiskilled workers can perform a portion of it. All union regula-

tions that protect the craft from invasion by untrained workers, or

protect the jobs of craftsmen by preventing the introduction of

labor-saving devices, help to sustain the demand for the services of

the craftsmen concerned.

Unions adopt various other rules in order to influence the em-

1 Haber, op. cit., pp. 202-204.
2 Ryan, op. cit., pp. 96, 100; and Montgomery, op. cit., p. 158.

* Cf. S. B. Mathewson, Restriction oj Output among Unorganized Workers, 1931.
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ployment of their membership. They may insist that certain

specified jobs require the hiring of a crew of at least two or three

skilled journeymen. ^ Some building unions prohibit the contractor

from working on the job.^ Structural steel workers may require

that they handle all steel from the unloading point to the building

site, thus doing laborers' work at high cost. Plumbers' unions

have sometimes forbidden the use of assembled plumbing supplies

or the installation of fixtures partly put together at the shop or

plant. Painters have been forbidden to work on cabinets partly

finished at the factory. A painters' union, under threat to picket

on the opening night, forced the owner of an ice arena in Cleveland

to hire union painters to run dry brushes over the seats for a few

days prior to the opening of the arena because the seats were pur-

chased already painted from an out-of-town firm. Printers in cer-

tain cities have insisted on the "dead-horse" rule against the use of

"borrowed matter"; that is, any advertisements set up in one news-

paper shop cannot be run in another newspaper without being

completely reset by printers in the shop of the second newspaper.

Such restrictive "working rules," most characteristic of highly

skilled crafts in which labor organizations are relatively strong, are

designed to increase the demand for the services of union members
and to afford more employment to union members in a seasonal

industry like building.

3. Control of wage rates. Economic groups combine primarily in

order to influence price by eliminating the undercutting forces of

competition. An employer combination or association may,

through its control over the buyers' side of the market, restrict or

prevent competitive bidding for workers. The control that a labor

union may exert over the wage rates paid for certain types of work

in a community depends upon the extent to which the union con-

trols the various possible sources of supply. The union's control is

also partly dependent upon the influence it can exert over the de-

mand for an employer's products. Union members may not only

refuse to work for employers who do not pay the wage scale de-

manded by the union, but they may also refuse to patronize an

employer who does not employ union workers at the wage scale set

by the union. The ability to put the union label on one's products

* Cf. Montgomery, op. cit., p. 180.

^Ibid., pp. 161, 182; and Ryan, op. cit., p. 101.
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is especially important to producers whose goods are sold directly

to consumers in low-income classes, such as beer, certain printed

matter, overalls, and other kinds of clothing.

The union attempts to maintain or to increase wage rates through

cooperative or collective selling. That is usually the purpose of

other cooperative selling groups, including sellers' associations.

Where most of the employees of a certain employer or in a certain

trade are members of one union, they may, by united action, pre-

vent competitive underbidding of the union wage scale by indi-

vidual workers. Indeed, individual members of a union are cus-

tomarily fined or otherwise punished for infraction of the union's

rules against undercutting of the union rate. Through the enforce-

ment of a standard work day and a "daily stint," the union tends

to prevent any attempt to cut wage rates indirectly by lengthening

the hours or by stimulating an increase in output. The concerted

or unified action of a union that dominates the supply of a certain

kind of labor in an area prevents the employer from playing one

worker off against another in order to find out the lowest wage rate

he needs to ofTcr. With a strong union controlling the supply side

of his labor market, the employer may be faced with the choice of

having all the union members he wants to hire at the union scale

or of having no labor supply at all if he tries to pay a lower rate.

Like other monopolistic elements in the market, the labor union

selects a wage rate and attempts to force that rate upon the market

through collective action on the part of some or all of the sellers.

If a union demands an increase in wage rates, the employer is

usually faced with two alternatives: either he must pay a wage scale

somewhat higher than he would otherwise have paid, or he must

sustain the losses in earnings that accompany a strike—the over-

head expense of idle equipment and the profits unearned during

the strike as well as the loss of customers to competitors and the

effect on employee morale, both of which may affect his profits

long after the strike is over. In either case, the employer is in a

worse position than he would have been had his employees not

combined in a union. For this reason alone, wage rates are likely

to be higher where the employer has to deal with an aggressive

union than would be the case if no union existed. Since exploita-

tion (as defined in Chapter 5) may occur in the better paid as well

as in the poorer paid trades, it is clear that collective action by the
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sellers of labor may result in higher wage rates than would be es-

tablished by free and unrestricted competition on the sellers' side

of the market.^ Concerted action by sellers may not only establish

a higher price but may, if the demand schedule for their services is

inelastic, result in a greater money, and even real, income for them.

Frequently it pays monopolistic groups to fix upon a price above

the one that would prevail under unlimited competition.

JOINT CONTROL BY EMPLOYERS' AND EMPLOYEES' ORGANIZATIONS

In some cases employers' organizations have cooperated with

employees' organizations to restrain competition on both sides of

the labor market and sometimes, also, on the supply side of the

employers' commodity market. In return for a promise by the

employers' combination that union members will have a monopoly

of the combination's work, the union assures the employers' com-

bination that competing employers who do not join the combina-

tion will not procure the services of union members. Union offi-

cials may even resort to further action to prevent the production

and sale of articles by employers who are not members of the

combination. In return for high wage rates, the union may also aid

the employers' combination to maintain fixed prices and to obtain

"good" profits. Such two-sided monopoly, established by union-

employer agreement, may operate to the disadvantage of all those

outside of the two cooperating groups: nonunion workers, in-

dependent employers, and the general public, which buys the

products.

Union-employer cooperation to regulate competition has oc-

curred, for instance, in building construction in various cities, in

the photoengraving industry, in the clothing industry, and in in-

dustries such as laundry, dry cleaning and pressing, baked goods,

and general trucking in certain cities in the Pacific Northwest

where the Teamsters' union has been powerful. In such industries,

price-cutting and wage-cutting are likely to occur to an extreme

degree because there is a large number of small employers in the

industry, it is so easy to enter the business, and wages are such an

important item in total costs. In building construction, for example,

contractors desire some organization to enforce stability and com-

1 CJ. J. R. Hicks, The Theory oj Wages, 1935, pp. 82, 136-58. This point is discussed

more fully in Chapter 8 infra.
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petitive equality in wage rates, so that they can bid on jobs without

being subject to the risk of sharp and sizeable increases in wages.

Unregulated competition in building construction has not infre-

quently led to the elimination of efficient and scrupulous contrac-

tors, because more speculative and unscrupulous employers have

bid extremely low on jobs and then have cut wages, rushed workers,

and encouraged poor workmanship in order to squeeze some profit

out of their low bid. The consuming public often has failed to gain

by such low bidding, because constant labor strife, frequent failures

among contractors, and bad workmanship were the result.^

In building. Alliances between contractors' associations and

building unions, to gain monopoly control of the local building

market, have occurred in certain cities like Chicago, Boston, and

New York.- Unions and employers' associations hav^e connived to

eliminate outside competition through exclusive agreements, under

which the union agrees to work only for contractors affiliated with

the employers' association upon assurance that the contractors in

the association will hire only members of the union. In other cases,

the union may promise not to install the goods of any manufacturer

not a member of the employers' association in return for a pledge

that the employers' combination will employ only union labor or

will not furnish materials for jobs on which nonunion labor is em-

ployed. Such union-employer agreements permit wages and prof-

its to be raised by exacting higher prices from the public. This

may be done through various devices for price-fixing or price con-

trol, such as the exchange of information about bids by members

of the combination, control over the prices submitted in bids, or

the allotment of certain work or areas to certain members of the

association. General contractors in the employers' association may
agree to subcontract only to members of the organization, and

unions may put pressure upon employers to join the "bosses' asso-

ciation," by suggesting such affiliation as a means of avoiding labor

difficulties.

In 1921 the Lockwood Committee in New York discovered

"every article entering into building construction to be under the

control of merciless, gouging, monopolistic combines," and the

^ C/"., for instance, Ryan, op. cit., pp. 22-24.

2 Most of the material in this and the following paragraph is based upon Mont-
gomery, op. cit., pp. 187-208; and Haber, op. cit., pp. 232-33, 368-69.
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Dailey Commission in Chicago declared that the contractors there

"dictate their own prices, and the consumer has no alternative but

to submit to prices arbitrarily fixed by the members of the organ-

ization." During the period from 1910 to 1930, a number of unions

and contractors in Chicago were prosecuted and convicted under

the Federal antitrust laws for combining, especially through union-

employer agreements, to restrain competition and fix prices. It is

only fair to add that many national labor unions in the building

trades prohibit, by constitutional provisions, such exclusive agree-

ments between locals of the union and employer associations.

Nevertheless, a new wave of antitrust prosecutions in the building

trades occurred in 1939 and 1940.

In photoengraving. Beginning with the Chicago locals in

April 1915, the American Photo-Engravers' Association and the

International Photo-Engravers' Union made an arrangement

whereby the union got a closed shop and wage increases in re-

turn for a promise that union members would work only for firms

that were affiliated with the local units of the American Photo-

Engravers' Association and that maintained the Association's

"standard scale" of uniform, minimum base prices, based on high

costs and intended to provide a good profit. Before 1915, the in-

dustry had suffered from "ruinous competition" and price-cutting,

so that the minimum wage rate for photoengravers, who are highly

skilled craftsmen and make distinctive products on order, was

but 830 a week in New York as late as November 1917. Because

about 70 per cent of the factory costs in photoengraving are labor

costs, the union determined to prevent competition that resulted in

wage cuts and to "force the manufacturers to make money" by

enforcing uniformity in the selling price of the product. In New
York City, for example, the president of the local union wrote to

various employers as follows: "Enclosed herewith find 'minimum
selling base for photo-engravings' as adopted by the members of

this union for their protection, the disregard of which will result in

our requesting the withdrawal of our members from your employ."^

1 Most of the material given here on the photoengraving industry has been taken

from "In the Matter of American Photo-Engravers' Association et al. and the Inter-

national Photo-Engravers' Union of North America et al.,'" Federal Trade Commission

Decisions, January 30, 1928, to June 11, 1929, vol. 12, 1930, pp. 29-69. C/. also,

John A. Fitch, "The Guild Reappears in Industry," The Survey, vol. 41 (November 16,

1918), pp. 192-93; and Herman Feldman, Problems in Labor Relations, 1937, pp. 10-11.
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The American Photo-Engravers' Association, with some 33 state

and city locals, represented from 75 to 90 per cent of the commercial

(not newspaper) output of photoengravings in the United States;

Its local affiliates (called clubs) generally could inspect the books

of all member employers and could fine, suspend, or expel em-

ployers who undercut the "standard scale," which the Association

was attempting to make the uniform minimum price for plates

throughout the country. A "Johnny B. Good" Fund was collected

from members in 1917 for the purpose of "educating" employers

to adopt the Association's price scale. The International Photo-

Engravers' Union of North America, of which Matthew Woll had

been president for some time, contained in the early 1920's over

90 per cent of the 7,500 workmen in the industry.

To make certain that all employers maintained the Association's

enhanced scale of prices so that the employees might be given

the desired wage increases, the locals of the Photo-Engravers'

Association and of the union in 32 large cities had, by 1917, in-

corporated the following famous Clause 10 in written agreements

between the local employer and union organizations:

Clause 10.—In order that the Union may secure the adoption and
carrying out by all photo-engraving concerns in [city] of the scale of wages

and working conditions herein specified, and have the responsibility of

said [employers^] club for their observance and performance, the union

hereby requests, and the club hereby agrees, that the club will admit to

its membership all reputable photo-engraving concerns in [city] and in

consideration thereof and of the assumption of the responsibility by the

club for any and all violations of said scale of wages and working condi-

tions by every member of the club, the union agrees that its members
will work only for such photo-engraving concerns as are members of the

club, provided that the club shall not arbitrarily or for any but good

cause, refuse admission to or deny retention of membership in the club.

This series of agreements containing Clause 10, adopted in about

50 cities from 1915 to 1922, put the full united strength of the

unions and the employers' organizations behind the price-fixing

wage-raising program. The officers of the union and the employers'

association had made every effort to see that Clause 10 was incor-

porated in all union-employer agreements. As the president of the

Photo-Engravers' Association said in 1919, "our employees are

working with us and not for us, and are, in reality, our business
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partners; and woe betide the pirate who preys unfairly on us; for

he will now find a united front arrayed against him." The presi-

dent of the international union declared that the union had no

alternative but to withdraw men from the shops of employers who
refused to join the employers' organization or were expelled from

it because they had engaged in price-cutting, a sufficient cause for

suspension by the employers' organization according to the union's

resolutions and the precepts of its officers. Indeed, strike pressure

was brought to bear by the unions against photoengraving con-

cerns in some cities in order to enforce the Association's uniform

price scale.

In an address in 1917, President Woll described the Clause 10

as the one means to protect the business from the evil of price-

cutting by organizing both employers and employees to maintain

prices, a fair profit for the employer, and a fair wage for the em-

ployee. The president of the Photo-Engravers' Association con-

gratulated the union on having leaders so capable of safeguarding

the interests of union members, and stated in 1920 that Clause 10

had so stabilized prices and profits that the members of the

Association had received a "very splendid return" for the wages

paid. The price increases in that year alone added about S6, 000,000

to the sales income of American photoengravers. So strong was the

arrangement that it prevented price-cutting even in times of

business depression.

Though Clause 1 was eliminated from agreements in most cities

during 1921 and 1922 because of formal complaints that it violated

various antitrust laws, the local unions cooperated with the em-

ployers' association by threatening to enforce that section of the

general laws of the national union authorizing the executive council,

if necessary, to withdraw union men from shops engaged in "unfair,

unjustified, or unwarranted competition for trade." The president

of the Photo-Engravers' Association reported, a year after the

abandonment of Clause 10, "We in New York today are getting

very close together—very close ... we are going right back where

we were."

The market for photoengraving is mainly local, and the Photo-

Engravers' Association attempted to localize it more completely

by discouraging solicitation of business in other cities. In its

magazine, letters from engraving firms turning down out-of-city
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business were published and highly praised as "evidence of exist-

ing cooperation." In some areas there were gentlemen's agree-

ments not to solicit business in another firm's territory, and the

various local associations of photoengravers made understandings

that, in quoting prices to buyers in other cities, their members would
conform to the prices and rate of discount prevailing in that territory.

From 1914 to 1925, items in the Association's standard scale of

minimum prices showed an increase from 100 to 650 per cent. In

1925 the photoengraving firms made an average net profit of about

12.5 per cent on a SI 4,000,000 investment—partly overinvestment.

The high prices had resulted in many new firms entering the

industry, so that production capacity far exceeded the possible

demand at prevailing prices; yet even with the increased costs of

so much idle capacity, profits were high and the wage rates in

photoengraving came to be among the highest in the country. Ap-

parently the demand for photoengraving is fairly inelastic, despite

the fact that there are other processes of reproducing pictures

and designs, such as lithography and rotogravure.

By the Seattle Teamsters.^ In the city of Seattle, Washington,

the various units of the Joint Council of Teamsters (Local 28) have

helped to enforce what has facetiously been called "Dave Beck's

voluntary NRA"—Mr. Beck has been president of the Joint Council

and the W^est Coast Representative of the International Brotherhood

of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen, and Helpers of America. In

essence, it represents an arrangement whereby the union and the

employers' associations cooperate to pay high wages, to charge

"standard" prices, and to restrain or regulate competition. The
lines of business so "stabilized" and controlled are petty trades like

cleaning and dyeing, baking, trucking, and laundry, in which price

wars are common. In such lines, there are well over 100 firms in

Seattle, and competition would, unless controlled by some "sta-

bilizing" force or price-fixing arrangements, tend to result in all

sorts of price-cutting and price discrimination. In the baked-goods

industry, for instance, most products have to be sold soon, for noth-

ing is so worthless as last week's cream puff. In trucking there are

1 Much of the material in this section on the Seattle Teamsters is based on an un-

published Master's thesis by Carl Gustaf Westine on The Seattle Teamsters (1937) in

the University of Washington Library, and Richard L. Neuberger, Our Promised Landy

1938, Chapter 8. Part of the data the author himself has collected from interviews

and discussions with residents of Seatde.
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many small operators, some with only a single truck, so trucking

rates are frequently disorganizecf and uneconomic, the same firm

often quoting different rates to different buyers. ^ In cleaning and

pressing, despite the vigilance of the employers' association and the

"voluntary NRA," secret cutting of prices below the "standard"

price scale has occurred at times for established customers.

The Teamsters claim jurisdiction over "everything on wheels"

—

all drivers and delivery men, including auto salesmen and garage

employees—and have about 20,000 members in and around Seattle.

The closed shop is maintained by fining members for working with

expelled members or nonunion men, or for teaching the work to a

man without a union clearance card. With drivers and delivery men
100 per cent organized, the Teamsters' union can prevent any em-

ployer from receiving supplies or delivering his product. Econom-
ically, a city is very dependent upon transportation, especially

where distances are great as in the Far West. By controlling trans-

portation, the union controls the local market and holds a whip

hand over any erring industrialist. This power has been used to

"organize the boss," by causing enterprisers to join employers' as-

sociations, like the Laundry and Dry Cleaners' Association, the

Truck Owners' Association, the Garage Owners' Association, the

Milk Dealers' Association, or the Bakers' Association, which collect

"dues" and are sometimes administered by former union officials.

These associations, to which employers may give power of attorney

over labor matters, make blanket agreements with the union cover-

ing all employers in the association. The associations and the union

cooperate to raise and regulate wages and prices, and to follow a

policy of controlling competition and of organizing concerns so that

they will charge the "standard" price. The union may refuse to

handle goods produced by employers not in the association or that

are for sale at less than the "standard" price. Members of the union

may be expelled or fined for failing to "come out" of a firm declared

unfair by the union.

The head of the Seattle Teamsters believes that "labor cannot

prosper unless business men and invested capital are given reason-

able and adequate protection," "that labor cannot receive a fair

wage from business unless business receives a fair profit on its in-

^ Since 1935, interstate trucking has been under the jurisdiction and regulation of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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vestment." Because the union has helped to guarantee good profits,

many businessmen in Seattle ha\% had "confidence in" the Team-
sters' organization, and the local chamber of commerce has been

decidedly friendly toward that union. As Mr. Beck has explained,

"labor is working in very close harmony with the industrial organi-

zations in Seattle." In the past, the Teamsters' union on the West

Coast has made agreements with employers containing or implying

such provisions as the following:

It is mutually understood by all parties of this Agreement and agreed

that in order to maintain the ability to pay the schedule of wages and
hours specified in this Agreement and otherwise perform the provisions

of this Agreement, the employer must be able to obtain and maintain

adequate prices for the bakery products sold, and the failure of the em-
ployer to obtain such prices . . . will jeopardize the interests of the

members of the Union employed in the baking industry. The employer,

therefore, agrees at all times in the life of this Agreement to maintain

prevailing adequate prices for bakery goods sold or handled, and not to

begin or engage in any price war to cut the prices of any bakery products

below that generally charged for the product in that trade area, or to

engage in any other trade practice or act which may tend to disrupt the

baking industry in that area and thus adversely affect the ability of the

employer and other employers to maintain adequate wages and satis-

factory working conditions in the State of Oregon, and the members of

Local 499 agree to cooperate to the fullest extent with the employers to

create and maintain the conditions herein specified, in order to maintain

a stabilized condition at all times. ^

In "stabilizing" the various industries in which the Teamsters'

members have been employed so that union wage scales could be

maintained, it has been necessary to regulate and control compe-

tition. In this connection, the head of the union has said:

* Section 23 in an agreement signed in the middle of 1937 between the Wholesale
Drivers' and Salesmen's Union, Local 499, Portland, Oregon, and the Portland bak-

eries. Cited in Neuberger, op. cit., p. 186; and Carter Brown, The Teamsters'' Union in

Seattle, June 1938, p. 52, an unpublished Bachelor's thesis in the Reed College Library.

In the June 1938 issue of the Official Magazine of the Teamsters' union, the inter-

national president of the union warned against price-fixing agreements with employers'

associations as in violation of the Federal antitrust laws. He admitted a dislike for the

"cutthroat employer that cuts prices below the regular price" but maintained that the

union should "keep within the law."

In regulating competition, the head of the Seattle Teamsters insists that he has

never entered into price-fixing agreements. The commissions of the drivers for laundry,

pressing, and dry-cleaning establishments are computed from a standard uniform price

list, so that all teamsters receive the same standard commission for delivery work.

The employers, though forced to pay all Seattle drivers the same fee, can, according

to Mr. Beck, vary their prices from the union's standard price list.
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There are too many filling stations in Seattle. More are threatened.

We're going to close some of thenf. First, I advise promoters against

starting new stations. If that doesn't work, the Teamsters' union simply

will refuse to serve them. They won't last very long.^

It has been charged that labor is operating a racket in the milk indus-

try. If we let milk come into the Seattle market without restriction every

dairy in Seattle would be bankrupt in two weeks. ^

The union thus helps to protect employers already established and

indirectly assists the larger employers to win out over small inde-

pendents. Admitting that his union had put a stop to the shipment

of autos by caravan and the hauling of citrus fruit from California

to Seattle by drivers paid very low wages, Mr. Beck stated in a

speech in January 1938: "Railroads and responsible trucking com-

panies couldn't meet such competition, so we put a stop to it. Was
that racketeering? Why, we were doing work that properly belongs

to the chamber of commerce." ^ Union members, presumably under

an agreement with the Truck Owners' Association, have also pro-

tected the trade of the large trucking firms by forceably preventing

farmers from trucking produce other than their own into or out of

Seattle. In defense of this policy Mr. Beck has said:

A man who buys a truck for a few dollars, collects farm produce and
sells it in Seattle, and then picks up a load of cement or something else

to drive back and sell, is not a farmer. He is a peddler and legitimate

business cannot face that competition and pay union wages. ^

Consequently, employers, regardless of what they may say to com-

plaining customers about the union, have generally been pleased

with a situation that permits them to maintain satisfactory prices

and profits and prevents certain types of new competition from

entering their field.

The union and employers have been able to raise wages and

prices primarily because the market for laundry service, taxicab

service, cleaning and pressing, local trucking, garage work, baked

goods, and milk delivery is a local one that firms outside the area

cannot capture. Such services and products cannot be shipped

into Seattle on a large scale by outside concerns in order to take

advantage of Seattle's high prices. If an outside firm tried to

* Neuberger, op. cit., p. 184.

^Seattle Post-Intelligencer^ January 27, 1938, p. 5.

^ Idem.

* The Washington Teamster^ vol. 1 (April 1940), p. 4.
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take advantage of the high prices, the local teamsters might re-

fuse to deliver its product or services. Consequently, the cost of

laundry, cleaning, pressing, taxicab, and garage service in Seattle

may get out of line with the cost of such service in cities 100 miles

away. For most of those services the demand is fairly inelastic, al-

though the level of laundry prices in Seattle reduced the volume of

business so that the union accepted a cut in the weekly wages of

laundry drivers after 1931 from S40 to $30 a week. In 1938 their

wages were increased to S35 a week. The prices for pressing, clean-

ing, and laundry service in Seattle have probably been as high as

they are anywhere in the country.^

In the laundry business, the cooperation between the union and

employers has been so close that few laundries have dared to charge

less than the "union" or standard price scale. Four wholesale

establishments, which handle practically all of the cleaning done in

Seattle, would undoubtedly refuse to perform work for a retail firm

that openly cut cleaning prices, and the Teamsters' union might

refuse to deliver for the price-cutter or "chiseler." The union, which

includes small entrepreneurs in its membership, may act as an

enforcement agency to uphold the prices agreed upon.

The prices of most nationally advertised products are no higher

in Seattle than elsewhere, and rents are fairly low for a city of that

size. The proportion of the total costs of nationally advertised prod-

ucts that goes to truck drivers in Seattle is, of course, very small.

The wages of Seattle teamsters would have a significant effect only

in industries like taxicab service, laundry, milk, etc., where drivers'

wages are an important item in total costs. Nevertheless, the fact

that many nationally advertised products sell for the same price

all over the country, regardless of whether the plant or retail store

is in a high-wage or a low-wage locality, indicates that there may be

little direct relationship between labor costs and prices. Large pro-

ducers of branded products may really make most of their profits

from operations in certain localities.

In his unpublished study. The Seattle Teamsters, Carl Westine

^ Early in 1939 the "official" price throughout Seattle was 65 cents for pressing and
$1.00 for cleaning a man's suit, SI.00 to SI. 75 for cleaning dresses, and 75 cents for

pressing and SI.25 for cleaning overcoats. For laundry the prices were: 20 cents for

men's shirts, 25 cents for pajamas and nightgowns, 7 cents for a pair of socks, and
10 cents for stockings. In some of the Chinese hand laundries, prices in 1938 and 1939

were at times about 25 per cent below these prices.
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States that in the laundry, cleaning, and pressing business "union

wage gains have, in practically every instance, been followed by

increased prices" to the consumer. In baked goods he found that

"virtually every year [in the 1920's] there were wage increases until

Seattle's bakeries paid top wages for their line of work in the United

States." ^ In 1937 the average union wage for truck and delivery

drivers throughout the country was 77 cents an hour; in Seattle all

drivers, except general teamsters on small trucks, were receiving

from 80 cents to SI.00 an hour.^ In 1937 Seattle teamsters, with

weekly earnings ranging from S35 to $46 for a 40- or 48-hour week,

were receiving the highest wages paid for teamsters in any city of that

size in the United States. Such wages were only possible, as the

head of the Seattle Teamsters frankly admits, through cooperation

with employers' organizations to "stabilize" the industry. An alli-

ance or understanding between employer and employee organiza-

tions, which can successfully control prices in a local market, may
raise wages without reference to wage rates for the same work in

other localities or the wage rates for other types of work in the

same locality.

In the clothing industry, the unions and employers' associations

have, through joint control, succeeded in regulating the industry

and limiting competition in order to permit higher wages. The
methods used to "stabilize" the clothing industry are discussed in

Chapter 30.

General remarks. Parts Three, Four, and Five of this book

contain further comments on the practices of employers' associa-

tions and labor unions. The need for the "stabilization" of certain

industries by unions is discussed in these later Parts, where the

broad social implications of such private regulation of industries

by labor and employer organizations are also considered.

This discussion of organizations in the labor market is included

at this point to provide some background for the treatment of wages

in the following two chapters. The discussion in this chapter should

give the reader a better basis for criticizing wage theories and

analyzing the factors that affect wage rates. Of course, the examples

that were selected for illustrative purposes represent rather extreme

cases. Such stress on monopolistic elements in the labor market is

^ Westine, op. cit., p. 55.

2 Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (March 1938), p. 745.
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necessary, however, because economists have been too prone to

overlook the important part that labor and employers' organizations

and agreements play in the labor market. In formulating wage

theories, they have tended to neglect the influence of monopolistic

power and economic pressure.



CHAPTER SEVEN

WAGES:
A PARADE OF THEORIES

The two preceding chapters have explained some of the factors

that influence the actual determination of wage rates in different

branches of industry. This chapter contains a discussion of the

various theories of wages that have been in vogue from time to

time during the past three centuries. In the following chapter,

some of the material in this and the preceding two chapters is

synthesized into what, it is hoped, represents a satisfactory expla-

nation of the way wage rates are determined in our modern
economic society.

Most people consider theory to be something that will not work

in practice. Unfortunately, too many of the theories in economics

have been open to that criticism. Essentially, however, a theorist

is one who reasons things out, and theory is the result of reasoning

from past experience. Economic theory simply consists of generali-

zations about facts; it explains the relations, especially the cause

and effect relationships, between economic facts, thereby deepening

our understanding of economic affairs. The student uses facts to

discover, and to test the validity of, economic theories; any theories

that fail to fit the facts should be discarded as unsound or amended
so that they do provide an adequate explanation.

One of the purposes of this discussion of various wage theories is

to see how well the leading wage theories of the past meet the test

of fact. A study of the weaknesses in such theories should help to

develop a healthy skepticism and should aid in understanding how
economic doctrines evolve and change with changes in economic

structure and economic institutions. Such a study should also enable

the student to classify contemporary notions concerning wages. He
will be surprised to find how little there is that is new under the

sun. John Maynard Keynes indicated the importance of studies of

economic doctrines when he wrote:

157
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. . . the ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when
they are right and when they are wrong, are more powerful than is

commonly understood. Indeed the world is ruled by little else. Practical

men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual

influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist. Madmen
in authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy from

some academic scribbler of a few years back. I am sure that the power
of vested interests is vastly exaggerated compared with the gradual en-

croachment of ideas .... soon or late, it is ideas, not vested interests,

which are dangerous for good or evil.^

In the past, eminent economists have made errors by assuming

that the characteristics of their times would be permanent and by

drawing universal generalizations from transient economic con-

ditions. Economic theories have frequently been influenced by con-

temporary economic interests, and economic explanations have

often become justifications for current economic conditions. Con-

sequently, the different theories of wages can be fully understood

only by placing them in their appropriate historical setting. The
reader should, therefore, bear in mind the historical material pre-

sented in Chapters 3 and 4, which, it will be recalled, also contained

some discussion of wage-level changes and wage theories, especially

during the first half of the nineteenth century. It wdll be necessary,

in some cases, to explain also the economists' notions about interest,

rent, and profits, for wage theories frequently are not independent

of theories concerning the reward going to the other factors of

production.

SUBSISTENCE THEORIES

The mercantilists. A group of nationalistic economists, who
wrote in England and France between 1630 and 1775, propounded

some false notions about wages and economic policy that may still

be heard in certain quarters. The mercantilists, as they are called,

believed that w^ages should be kept at the minimum necessary for

physical subsistence of the workers and their families. As a matter

of fact, the wages of unskilled workers were near the subsistence

level during most of the mercantilist period, and some of the mer-

cantilists even maintained that the "laborers of all countries and

all times would inevitably receive subsistence wages." ^ The almost

universal agreement amongst the mercantilist writers that cost of

^J. M. Keynes, General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, 1936, pp. 383-84.

2 CJ. E. S. Furniss, The Position oj the Laborer in a System oj Nationalism^ A Study in the
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subsistence was the norm for wages was their closest approach to a

theory of wages.

The other fundamental notion of the mercantilists concerning

wages was that the labor cost of producing articles determined

their price in domestic, and even in foreign, markets. This notion

that the only costs of production are money costs for wages and that

expenses for wages determine prices is a typical shopkeeping point

of view and could only have arisen in the domestic-system or cottage

stage of economic development, in which capital equipment and

capital costs played a very minor role. Such a point of view, of

course, fails to take account of social or human costs, costs to the

nation from destructive use of natural and human resources. It is

likewise typical of the merchant, who always strives to cover his

costs, to believe that costs determine selling prices—as though there

never is unsound investment and the product of any whittler is

bound to bring a price that fully compensates for all the hours he

spent on it. This mercantilist labor-cost, or wages, theory of market

values furnished an historical precedent for the labor-value theories

of Ricardo and Marx more than a century later.

That wages should conform to mere physical subsistence and that

market prices, even abroad, conform to domestic wage costs, were

considered by the mercantilists as truisms requiring no proof. An-

other proposition that seemed to them self-evident was that higher

money wages always meant higher prices, and that lower money
wages in England would mean lower prices for English products

sold abroad. They failed to see that high wages might be consistent

with low prices where the productivity per worker was high for

such reasons as an abundance of natural resources, improved meth-

ods of production including machinery, or a highly efficient body

of workers.

The mercantilists believed that national well-being was founded

on a country's export trade, that a nation, like an individual mer-

chant, became rich by acquiring money (gold and silver) through

a "favorable" balance of trade (an excess of commodity exports

over commodity imports, with gold imports covering the deficit).

The mercantilists argued that England's balance of trade suffered

Labor Theories of the Later English Mercantilists, 1920, pp. 185, 194, and 205-21, Much
of the material in this section on mercantilism is based upon Chapter 7 (Theories of

Wages) of Professor Furniss' book.
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because competing countries, paying lower wages, could undersell

England in foreign markets. As one writer put it in 1763, "The
high price of labor is a fatal stab to the trade and manufactures of

this country." ^ The mercantilists wanted to keep the laborers poor

so that the nation might become rich through a favorable balance

of trade. They frequently proposed that the real wages of the labor-

ing classes be reduced, for "if the price of labor is continually beat

down, it is greatly for the public good." ^ One mercantilist writer

argued that the standard of life among the English laborers should

be reduced to that of the competing nation with the lowest wage

rates.

The mercantilists supported various policies which, it was thought,

would depress the price of labor and reduce labor's share of the

national income. They wanted to increase England's population

because with "many laborers, labor will be cheaper." ^ Immigration

was encouraged in various ways for "by this means, the price of labor

is continually beat down, combinations ofjourneymen against their

masters are prevented, industry is encouraged and an emulation

excited." ^ Poor relief to employed workers, as a supplement or

"allowance in aid of wages," was to act as a sort of subsidy to the

export trade by permitting lower wages so that the English manu-
facturer might sell his product abroad at reduced prices and capture

the foreign market.

The doctrines of the mercantilists conformed to the preconcep-

tions, and supported the interests, of the traders and merchant capi-

talists who were in a controlling position in England during that

period. Their self-interest was put forward as the national good;

the mercantilists' doctrines explained how national necessity re-

quired exploitation of their laboring countrymen. It benefited the

workers of that period not at all that economists later exposed the

falsity of such notions. It is now generally recognized that a country

does not gain by depressing the standard of living of most of its

citizens or by selling its exports abroad as cheaply as possible; that

both trading nations, as well as both individual traders, gain by

exchanging goods, whether the nations or individuals be poor or

rich; that an increased supply of money in a country only increases

prices, thereby tending to reduce exports; and that a large supply

of precious metals, as Midas learned and we are rapidly learning,

1 Ibid., p. 174. 2 Ibid., p. 132. 3 Ibid., p. 141. 4 Ibid., pp. 142-43.
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is a barren burden which may be costly to a country because it has

to be stored, protected, and paid for with useful goods.

Ricardo and his followers. Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations

contains elements of various wage theories including the subsistence,

the wage-fund, the exploitation, the bargain, and the productivity

theories. With regard to subsistence. Smith wrote: "The wages

paid to journeymen [workers] and servants of every kind must be

such as may enable them, one with another, to continue the race

ofjourneymen and servants, according as the increasing, diminish-

ing, or stationary demand of the society may happen to require." ^

Forty years later this notion was expanded into a complete sub-

sistence doctrine by Ricardo, who wrote: "The natural price of

labor is that price which is necessary to enable the laborers, one

with another, to subsist and to perpetuate their race, without either

increase or diminution." ^

The wage doctrines of Smith and Ricardo, like those of econo-

mists in other periods, were the product of their times. In those

days the mass of the workers were receiving wages that barely fur-

nished subsistence; the rich and the employers were wont to look

upon the working groups as one would look upon a slave or a

draft horse—that their natural cost consists of the expenses for their

upkeep. In short, Ricardo applied his cost-of-production theories

to human beings as well as to goods when he contended that the

normal price for labor was the minimum cost of producing men.

According to Ricardo, the market price for labor might vary from

the "natural price" for but a short time, because economic forces

would act to restore the price (wages) to the "natural" level at

subsistence. If "the market price of labor exceeds its natural price,"

such high wages stimulate an increase of population according to

the population doctrines of Malthus, and with such an increase in

the supply of laborers "wages again fall to their natural price, and
indeed from a reaction sometimes fall below it," in which case the

labor supply is reduced somewhat by increased mortality due to

the lack of sufficient subsistence. Population adjusts so that "the

supply of labourers will always ultimately be in proportion to the

means of supporting them." ^ Ricardo and his followers compared

1 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (Everyman's Edition), 1931, p. 72.

2 David Ricardo, Principles oj Political Economy and Taxation^ 1817, p. 90.

8/^zW., p. 194.
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economic laws to the laws of physics. The position of physical

objects is the resultant of certain mechanical forces including grav-

ity, and such forces act to restore a physical object to its former

equilibrium position whenever it is disturbed. In the same way,

Ricardo and his followers argued, the play of economic forces will

cause market price to settle down toward the equilibrium or

"normal" price of subsistence.

Ricardo indicated that this "natural" or equilibrium level of

wages was not absolutely fixed and constant, but might be raised

slightly in time if custom and habit increased the quantity of food,

necessaries, and conveniences that seemed indispensable for the

worker's existence. However, Ricardo's followers tended to dis-

regard this qualification, and the master himself held out little hope

for any permanent advance in the condition of the laboring class

since subsistence established by habit might be revised downwards

as well as upwards. Ricardo's "iron" or "brazen" law of wages, as

it has frequently been called, was a comfort to the rich, for, by

emphasizing that changes in the labor population brought wages

back to subsistence, it made the workers, as parents, themselves

responsible for the condition of the working class.

There are two other phases of Ricardo's views on labor that are

of interest here. Some of his sentences foreshadow the wage-fund

theory, for he states that wages depend upon the demand for labor

represented by capital, especially "the quantity of necessaries to be

allotted to labor," and the supply of labor in the form of the num-
ber of workers. He also held a labor theory of value, for he believed

that the exchange value of products corresponded to the value of

the labor, including capital as "accumulated labor," which was

necessary for their production. As we shall see, Karl Marx soon

used such widely accepted views of Ricardo to prove that the labor-

ing class was being "exploited." Frequently, in the past, the clas-

sical theories of the masters have been applied by others to sub-

stantiate conclusions that would horrify the original exponents of

the theory.

W^AGE-FUND AND ' 'EXPLOITATION" THEORIES

The wage-fund theory. In his discussion of wages Adam Smith

wrote of "the funds destined for the payment of wages" and "the

funds destined for maintaining labourers'
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bourers." Such "funds," he said, consisted of "surplus" income of

landlords, monied men, and enterprisers above what they needed

to maintain their families or to carry on their "own work" or trade.

This "surplus" in excess of their own needs was used to employ

workers and pay wages in advance of the sale of the product. Smith

concluded that "the demand for those who live by wages cannot

increase but in proportion to the increase of the funds which are

destined for the payment of wages." ^ Similarly, Ricardo spoke of

"the quantity of necessaries to be allotted to the laborer" and main-

tained that the demand for labor increased "in proportion to the

increase of capital," which "consists of food, clothing, tools, raw

materials, machinery, etc. necessary to give effect to labour."

Despite the fact that the wage- or wages-fund theory was

accepted as gospel by the outstanding English economists (Malthus,

Ricardo, J. R. McCulloch, James Mill, Nassau Senior, and John
Stuart Mill) for half a century, parts of the doctrine remained vague

and ambiguous. For instance, though the fund was supposed to

increase by savings and diminish with increased taxes on the rich

or reductions in savings, it was considered to be a predetermined

amount that at any particular time could not be changed. Influ-

enced perhaps by the yearly period of production in agriculture,

some of the economic writers gave the impression that the wage

fund, consisting mostly of food, was fixed for a year at a time. They
maintained that the wage-receiving class could not possibly re-

ceive more nor less than the exact amount of the fund that capi-

talists had determined to spend as "wage-advances" to workers.

Therefore, said the economists, wages depend solely "upon the rela-

tive amount of capital and population," and the level of wages is

determined simply by dividing the wage fund (the demand) by the

number of workers (the supply). Any successful effort to raise

wages by legislative or trade-union action would simply reduce the

amount received by other wage-earners without changing the gen-

eral level of wages. Such wage increases were, it was assumed, at

the expense of other workers and not at the expense of the capi-

talist—a comforting doctrine to the employer. Likewise, the econ-

omists considered it "idle to suppose that the efforts of capitalists

to cheapen labor can have the smallest influence on its medium

* Smith, op. cit., p. 61.
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price" or the average rate of wages. What one wage-earner lost,

another was supposed to gain. The wage-earners as a whole could

only be harmed by actions which reduced the wage fund, such as

taxes on capitalists which decreased their capital funds. Therefore,

it was considered of primary interest to workers that the income of

the capitalists be increased and not decreased—also a comforting

notion to the capitalists.

The wage-fund theory was a rigid demand-and-supply explanation

of wages, which assumed that the supply of labor at any time was

fixed or absolutely inelastic, and that the demand for labor con-

sisted of a fixed sum determined by the intentions of capitalistic

employers. As indicated in Chapter 3, Hodgskin and Bray vigor-

ously attacked the theory in 1825 and 1839 respectively, but their

assaults, though sound, were disregarded. It required the pens of

F. D. Longe, W. T. Thornton, and Francis A. Walker, writing in

the decade after 1865, to puncture the wage-fund myth.^ These

writers pointed out that the demand for labor arises not so much
because the employer has to get rid of a surplus fund but because

consumers demand the product of industry. It is consumer demand
that ultimately employs labor, and workers may be sustained out of

the current product of industry or their own savings as well as by

advances from funds accumulated by employers. Furthermore, the

demand for labor, by individual employers or all employers, does

not always have unit elasticity so that the price of labor times the

amount purchased will equal a constant dollar sum. The wage fund

is really indeterminate since the demand for labor and the amount

paid out for wages vary with the price of labor; no employer is

bound to spend a fixed sum regardless of the wage rate. The total

amount paid out in wages might increase with an increase in the

efficiency, or the number, of workers, even though there was no

increase in capital funds. Therefore, both the demand for, and

supply of, labor (in the sense of output) are not "independent

variables," but may fluctuate with changes in the rate of wages.

The fallacies of the wage-fund theory are so apparent that it is

surprising the doctrine was widely and enthusiastically preached

in England and America for half a century. "Undoubtedly," as

Professor Lewis H. Haney says, "in the long and widespread sway

^ Longe, A Refutation of the Wages-fund Theory of Modern Political Economy (1866);

Thornton, On Labour (1869); and Walker, The Wages Question (1876).
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of the wages-fund doctrine is to be seen the influence of class bias." ^

Though the doctrine in its rigid form has been discredited, it exists,

consciously or unconsciously, in the minds of many people.

The exploitation theory. At the beginning of his chapter on
*'The Wages of Labour," Adam Smith suggests the basis for an

exploitation theory of wages. He writes:

In that original state of things, which precedes both the appropriation

of land and the accumulation of stock, the whole produce of labour be-

longs to the labourer. He has neither landlord nor master to share with

him. . . .

But this original state of things, in which the labourer enjoyed the

whole produce of his own labour, could not last beyond the first introduc-

tion of the appropriation of land and the accumulation of stock. ...
As soon as land becomes private property, the landlord demands a

share of almost all the produce which the labourer can either raise, or

collect from it. His rent makes the first deduction from the produce of

the labour which is employed upon the land .... profit makes a second

deduction from the produce of the labour which is employed upon land.

The produce of almost all other labour is liable to the like deduction

of profit. 2

It was such notions of Adam Smith's that Karl Marx used to

develop his "exploitation" theory of wages. Marx, a contemporary

of Mill, drew more extensively, however, from the writings of

Ricardo and his followers. From Ricardo he adopted such ideas

as the labor theory of value, the Ricardian theory of rent, and the

notion that wages and profits increase only at the expense of one

another. Marx took the accepted doctrines of the classical econo-

mists and derived from them his own "natural laws." His theories

are the direct descendants and the final consequence of the dreary

doctrines preached by the leading economists of the early nineteenth

century.

Starting with Ricardo's notion that labor creates all value, Marx
contended that profits, interest, and rent are unwarranted deduc-

tions from the product that labor alone creates.^ Under capitalism,

he explained, the exchange value of products is determined by the

average amount of socially necessary labor time spent upon their

production. In addition to current labor time spent in producing

^ History of Economic Thought (revised edition), 1932, p. 524.

2 Smith, op. cit., pp. 57-58.

3 Cf. Marx, Capital^ A Critique of Political Economy, especially Parts 3 through 6.
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an article, allowance is made for previous labor time embodied in

any capital equipment used in producing the article. The wages

that the workers receive are assumed to be only as much as is nec-

essary for their maintenance—the "cost of reproducing the labor

power" used. According to Marx, the capitalist compels his em-
ployees to work for more hours a day than is necessary in order to

produce their subsistence. The difference between the exchange

value of the workers' product and the subsistence wages they re-

ceive is the "surplus value" that is "expropriated" by the capital-

ists and distributed as profit, interest, and rent. In short, Marx
assumes that laborers produce an "expropriated" amount in addi-

tion to their subsistence and that the capitalists, through superior

bargaining power, can force the workers to perform that additional

work. The capitalists enjoy bargaining superiority because they

own the means of production, without which it is impossible for

workers to produce, and because there is a large "reserve army of

unemployed" workers. Here Marx touches on the bargaining

theory of wages which is discussed in the next section.

Marx's wage theory is subject to a number of objections. The
doctrine of "surplus value" assumes that the labor theory of value

and the subsistence theory of wages are valid. The labor theory of

value, by basing value on the labor time spent rather than the

utility of the product, obviously puts the cart before the horse. The
subsistence theory of wages has already been discussed. It fails to

make sufficient allowance for population trends, for increases in

per-capita productivity, or for the strength of competitive forces.

As explained in Chapter 5, recent theories of "exploitation" em-

phasize the monopolistic elements or imperfections in labor and

commodity markets.

RESIDUAL AND BARGAINING THEORIES

Residual-claimant theory. Adam Smith, in the statements

quoted in the previous section, explains that rent and profit con-

stitute the first and second deductions from the produce of labor,

which implies that labor receives what is left after such deductions.

There are, therefore, traces of a remainder or residual theory of

wages in Smith's writings.

It was Francis A. Walker, the American economist, who in 1875

worked out a residual theory of wages, based upon the proposition
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that the worker was "the residual claimant to the product of in-

dustry." ^ Rent he believed was fixed by the differential principle

of the Ricardian rent theory, profits by the relative degree of skill

of the enterpriser according to the same principle, and interest by

the return necessary to induce saving for capital accumulation.

Rent, profits, and interest being independently determined and

deducted from the product of industry, "the whole remaining body

of wealth, daily or annually created, is the property of the laboring

class, their wages, or the remuneration of their services. So far as,

by their energy in work, their economy in the use of materials, or

their care in dealing with the finished product, the value of that

product is increased, that increase goes to them by purely natural

laws, provided only competition be full and free." ^ Walker opti-

mistically believed that inventions and progress "immediately"

inured to the benefit of workers, because the reward for other

factors was definitely limited, whereas the reward for labor was

"enhanced by every cause, which increases the product of industry."

Professor F. W. Taussig's theory of discounted marginal pro-

ductivity is in a sense a residual theory for, like Walker, he explains

that rent and interest, which are determined by independent prin-

ciples, are subtracted first. "The product of labor is discounted

[in advance] by the capitalist employers." ^ Other economic

writers, like E. von Bohm-Bawerk and C. J. Bullock, have main-

tained that wages cannot rise so high that they will tend to dis-

courage enterprisers and capitalists by permanently reducing the

proportion of the product paid out in profits and interest.^ How-
ever, the very fact that the residual-claimant idea has been applied

by economists to the other shares of distribution, especially profits,

is sufficient to cause one to question its validity as a theory of wages.

The bargain theory. Adam Smith's writings also contain traces

of a bargaining theory of wages. He states that the employers have

the advantage in disputes over wage rates because they "can com-

1 F. A. Walker, Political Economy (third edition), 1888, p. 250.

^Ibid., pp. 250-51.
3 F. W. Taussig, Principles of Economics (third edition), 1930, vol. 2, p. 214.

Alfred Marshall in the first edition of his Principles (p. 548) approaches a residual

theory of wages when he states that wages tend to equal "the net product of a man's
labour" or "the value of the product which he takes part in producing after deducting

all the other expenses of producing it."

^ C/"., for example, Bohm-Bawerk, "Macht oder okonomisches Gesetz" in Z^itschrijt

jiir Volkswirtschaft, 1914; or 'QxAlock^ Introduction to the Study oj Economics, 1897, pp. 414-15.
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bine much more easily" (the law then prohibited combinations to

raise wages but not those "to lower the price of work"), and be-

cause employers have more resources so that they "can hold out

much longer," thus forcing their workers "into a compliance with

their terms." Employers, Smith believed, "frequently make better

bargains with their servants in dear than in cheap years," for in

years of scarcity workers are "more humble and dependent" and

"many are willing to take [employment] upon lower terms than

ordinary." ^

Adam Smith also observed the wide and irrational range in

wage rates for comparable work concerning which some recent

comments by employers were quoted in Chapter 5. Smith said:

"The price of labour, it must be observed, cannot be ascertained

very accurately anywhere, different prices being often paid at the

same place and for the same sort of labour, not only according to

the different abilities of the workmen, but according to the easiness

or hardness of the masters." ^

Various economists since Adam Smith have emphasized bar-

gaining power as a factor in wage determination. W. T. Thornton,

attacking the wage-fund theory in 1869, explained that the sellers

of labor are at a disadvantage in bargaining with employers be-

cause they cannot afford to postpone their sales nor can they store

their labor, whereas the employers, having greater resources, can

hold out longer, and, being few in number, can combine more

readily to depress wages. ^ In 1898 Professor John Davidson pub-

lished his book on The Bargain Theory oj Wages, in which a bar-

gaining theory of wages is developed at some length. A more

recent discussion of the bargaining theory is to be found in Maurice

Dobb's little book on Wages (new edition, 1938).

Proponents of the bargaining theory of wages, like Davidson and

Dobb, maintain that there is no single principle or economic force

that alone determines wage rates. Any simple theory, they claim,

is not adequate to explain the complex of interacting forces at

work in the labor market. The various forces in the labor market

act and react upon one another; a rise in wage rates may reduce

the labor supply or increase the efficiency of the workers con-

1 Smith, op. cit., pp. 74-75.
2 Ibid., p. 69.

» W. T. Thornton, On Labour, Its Wrongful Claims and Rightful Dues, 1869.
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cerned. Bargaining theorists do not believe that each wage rate

is definitely determined by demand-and-supply forces operating

independently and that only this one wage rate can prevail. They
explain that there usually is a whole range of possible wage rates

between the "upper and lower limits," between the highest wage

the employer will pay and the lowest wage the workers will accept.

These theorists attempt to discover the various elements behind

demand and supply in the labor market. A wit once said: "Teach

a parrot to say 'supply and demand' and you have an economist."

The proponents of the bargaining theory might add: "Teach an

economist to say 'supply and demand' and you have only a

parrot."

According to these theorists, the "upper limit" to wage rates

depends upon a number of things, including the productivity of

the workers, the investment of the employer in capital equipment,

the cost of borrowing new money for operations, the competition

of other firms in the industry, and the possibility of substituting

machinery or land for labor in production. Presumably there is

a wage limit beyond which the employer would simply refuse to

hire a certain group of workers, and, if necessary, might prefer to

close his plant. Workers, on the other hand, have a lower limit

or "supply price" below which they may refuse to work. This

lower wage limit is flexible and varies with circumstances. It is

affected by the worker's own self-respect, the opinions of others,

his knowledge of conditions elsewhere, trade-union policies, labor

legislation, etc. Where the actual wage rate will fall between these

two limits depends, according to the theory, upon the bargaining

strength of the sellers and the buyers.

Bargaining power is a rather vague term and is influenced by a

variety of factors, some of which are noneconomic, such as custom

and public opinion. A worker's bargaining strength is weakened

by any conditions that prevent him from holding out for a certain

wage. Such conditions include lack of reserves, family responsi-

bilities, and lack of opportunities for work elsewhere. Alterna-

tive opportunities serve as limits to unfavorable treatment by one's

present employer. Bargaining theorists stress the fact that workers

have few alternative ways of making a living today except by

selling their labor, because it is becoming increasingly difficult for

a worker to start in business for himself. These theorists also explain
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that the worker is handicapped by circumstances that decrease his

mobiUty (such as home ownership, local ties, lack of funds for

moving expenses, employer policies that attach workers to the

firm, etc.), and that thereby prevent threats to move as a means

of safeguarding the worker's interests. Indeed, the proponents of

this theory hasten to point out that the wage-earning class is so

poor that any reductions in wages tend to produce the conditions

(increase in the supply of labor hours offered for sale, willingness

to offer labor services at a lower supply price, etc.) which will

perpetuate that lower wage rate. Thus, "poverty breeds poverty."

Bargaining power presumably is strengthened by combination

and collective bargaining through labor unions. No worker is

indispensable to an employer; but the larger the group of workers,

the more indispensable it will be. Labor unions also have reserve

funds with which to support workers who are holding out for the

union wage rate. The pressure of public opinion on the side of the

workers may cause employers to pay higher wage rates to avoid

social disapprobation. The example set by the government in

hiring men may establish certain labor standards that will be

followed by private industry. Labor legislation, such as minimum-
wage and unemployment-insurance laws, may help to maintain

the "lower limit" or the supply price of labor at a certain level.

It is apparent that trade-unionism is to some extent based on

the bargaining theory of wages. United action through unionism

helps to prevent any tendency by individual workers to underbid

one another for employment and so reduce the "lower limit."

The union, by threatening the employer with various losses con-

nected with a strike, may even raise his "upper limit." By covering

the whole competitive area or all employers in an industry, a

national union may eliminate any competition in wage rates within

the industry and thus, perhaps, also raise the "upper limit" of

individual employers in that industry by raising wages for all em-

ployers in the same proportion and at the same time. In such cases

it may be presumed that at least a part of any wage increase

brought about by national collective bargaining will be passed on

to the consumers of the product.

It is sometimes argued that the wage-earners as a whole do not

gain in real wages whenever wage advances result in increases in

the prices of the products that they purchase as consumers. This
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curious modern echo of the wage-fund theory is, however, erro-

neous. With a general advance in money wages, the seUing prices

of the products affected would presumably rise by a smaller per-

centage than wages were increased, unless labor costs were the

only cost of producing the article. Consequently, advances in the

general level of money wages will increase the real wages of workers

to the extent that labor costs fail to constitute the total costs. Real

wages in such a case are presumably increased largely at the ex-

pense of those who receive nonwage incomes and who must pay

higher prices although their money incomes have not increased.

Where the money wage increase is confined to one industry, the

real wages of wage-earners as a whole would be increased unless

all of the product was purchased by wage-earners. Some wage-

earners would, of course, gain at the expense of the buying power

of other wage-earners as well as the buying power of those pur-

chasers of the product who receive a nonwage income. It is the

reduction in the buying power of the nonwage-earner purchasers

that is transferred to the wage-earning group as a whole by the

wage increase.

Most bargaining theorists believe that there are certain monopoly

gains from patent rights, trade-marks, and property ownership,

which may be squeezed out by a wage increase without causing

an increase in the price of the product. Some of them believe that

an increase in wages at the expense of profits and interest might

have little or no effect upon the supply of capital or investment ^

and, therefore, no appreciable eff'ect upon the amount of capital

devoted to the employment of labor. Bargaining theorists usually

do not relate changes in wage rates to changes in employment.

They are likely to maintain that employers' demand curves for

labor, at least in the short run, are generally inelastic over most of

the range of wage rates between the "upper and lower limits."

That might be the case, for example, because technical conditions

in the industry do not permit the substitution for labor of other

factors of production, because present production methods and

capital equipment require a certain labor force for any operations,

or because the employer follows a policy of price maintenance,

* This argument is based on the idea, discussed in Chapters 1, 8, and 12, that there

may be no fixed "normal" rate of return which is necessary in order to maintain a
sufficient supply of new capital eauioment
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permitting production and employment to fluctuate, instead of

adjusting his selling prices according to the principle of equating

marginal receipts to marginal cost.

Even if the employer should follow the principle of adjusting

marginal receipts to marginal cost, it may well be that the other

factors of production are really receiving a reward larger than the

minimum required in order to obtain their services. In such a

case, an increase in wage rates might lead to unemployment be-

cause other things (including the excessive reward to other factors)

remain the same. In that event, as Maurice Dobb says, "it would

be as true to say that the high level of interest or profits which

capitalists were demanding was a 'cause' of this unemployment as

to say that it was the unique result of the level of wages." ^ If, as

has been suggested,^ a hoarding tax were placed upon idle funds,

which would penalize capitalists when they hold out for a higher

reward (a so-called strike of capital), then employment would in-

crease with the reduction in the reward for capital brought about

by the hoarding tax. Such are the grounds for the bargaining

theorists' assertions that "the position of any claimant may improve,

or become worse, without any alteration in itself, merely by an

alteration in the relative strength of another claimant," and that

the claims to income are "admitted by rival claimants only be-

cause they are forced to admit them." ^ Bargain theorists would

deny the contention of the productivity theorists (discussed in the

next section) that the reward for any factor of production can be

measured by the increased output when an additional unit of that

factor is used. Additional units of air, water, light, and other free

agents, they point out, may increase the total output, but no share

of the output is granted to such agents for their "contribution."

MARGINAL-PRODUCTIVITY THEORY

Adam Smith started his chapter on "The Wages of Labour" in

The Wealth of Nations with the statement that "The produce of

labour constitutes the natural recompense or wages of labour.'*

Following this lead, a number of economic writers in the nine-

teenth century pointed out that wage rates were related to "the

1 M. Dobb, Wages (new edition), 1938, p. 131.

^C/"., for example, Arthur Dahlberg, When Capital Goes on Strike, 1938; or Irving

Fisher, Stamp Scrip, 1933.

3 John Davidson, op. cit., pp. 122, 124, and 126.
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productive power of labor." But, as Professor Seligman has stated,

the reputation of Ricardo and other "great names was such that

any deviation from the accepted doctrines was branded as un-

orthodox," and those EngHsh writers who emphasized the impor-

tance of productivity were largely overlooked and neglected.^ In

fact, the German economist, T. H. von Thiinen, summarized the

modern theory of marginal productivity very well in 1826. Point-

ing out that, with a given quantity of capital, each increase in the

number of workers leads to smaller and smaller additions to the

total output, he concluded that the wage for all workers of equal

skill and industry was determined by the addition to a firm's output

for which the last worker alone was responsible. "Since there can-

not be unequal wages for equal services," he said, the wages of

any class of workers are "equal to the increased product which

results from the last worker hired." ^ This part of von Thiinen's

work was, however, completely ignored by other economists.

The notion that wage rates are related to productivity began to

be accepted in England during the 1850's, when, to the astonish-

ment of all, the Factory Acts and the Ten Hour Law,^ instead of

ruining English industry as was expected, actually stimulated it.

The increased efficiency that followed the extension of the Factory

Acts from textiles to other industries led to the downfall of the

hitherto accepted doctrine of the economy of low wages. Proof of

the validity of the doctrine that high wages might lead to greater

output, as Adam Smith had said, was to be found in the statistics

showing the unexpected results from reducing hours under the

Factory Acts. Such astonishing results in practical aff'airs led to a

change in wage theory; the old purely mechanical notions about

wages now began to be questioned. In answer to the claims that

high wages hurt English industry in foreign trade, it was pointed

out that international differentials in real wages were based upon
differences in output or productivity per capita. The notion that

high wages and large output per worker were causally connected

came to be accepted, but there was some disagreement concerning

* E. R. A. Seligman, "On Some Neglected British Economists," Economic Journal^

vol. 13 (1903), p. 535.

2T. H. von Thiinen, Der Isolierte Staat (third edition), 1930, Part 2, pp. 569, 577,

and 584.

3 These Acts were discussed toward the end of Chapter 3, supra. Cf. alsoJohn David-

son, op. cit., pp. 102-104.
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whicn was cause and which was effect. Did high wages lead to a

larger output or a larger output to higher wages? Though this

question may seem to resemble the conundrum, "Which came
first, the chicken or the egg?'' there developed a rather general

opinion that the causal connection was from output to wages and

not vice versa.

American writers on economic subjects early emphasized that

wages are dependent to some extent upon the productivity of the

worker. Professor Francis Walker declared in 1876 that wages are

paid ultimately out of the product of industry and that it is pro-

duction which limits them. ^ Toward the end of the nineteenth

century a number of European and American economists, of whom
John Bates Clark was the most influential, rediscovered independ-

ently the theory of diminishing productivity and the marginal-

productivity theory of wages. Undoubtedly, as Professor F. A.

Fetter has stated, the theories of marginal utility and marginal

productivity, which were elaborated by economists toward the end

of the nineteenth century, were designed to answer the "exploita-

tion" theory of Karl Marx as well as to fill the void left by the

downfall of the wage-fund doctrine. The disproving of Marx's

theories was probably the major pastime of economists at that

time. The leading exponent of the marginal-productivity theory,

J. B. Clark, had suggested in his early writings a bargaining theory

of wages with some exploitation of labor, but he ended up with a

"natural law of wages,'' which proved that labor's "product and

its pay arc identical." -

The theory. The marginal-productivity theory of wages ex-

plains that employers will continue to hire workers until the value

of the product of the last worker hired in that classification is equal

to the wages paid to that additional worker. So long as workers'

wages are less than the amount by which their services will increase

the incomes of employers, it will pay employers to expand their

employment and production. By hiring more workers, employers

tend to make labor scarce and to bid up wage rates, while at the

same time the added output of the new workers hired tends to

depress the selling prices of the articles that they help to produce.

1 Cf. F. A. Walker, The Wages Question, 1876.

2(7/". Paul T. Roman, Contemporary Economic Thought, 1928, pp. 28, 38, 59, and 60;

and J. B. Clark, Distribution oj Wealth, 1895, Preface.
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Competitive forces, therefore, cause wage rates to approximate the

exchange value or "productivity" attributable to the last worker

hired (the marginal worker) in any homogeneous group of workers.

The wage rate for identical workers would tend to be identical. In

this way, the theory attempts to explain not only the general level

of wages but also the differentials in wages for various grades of

labor.

The marginal-productivity theory is used to explain not only

the rate and amount of wages paid to labor but also the remunera-

tion received by the other factors of production, including capital

equipment and business enterprise. The theory assumes that the

employer will continue to hire each of the productive factors up
to the point where the cost of the last additional unit (the marginal

unit) of each factor equals the value to him of the additional product

(the marginal net product) which he thinks that the marginal unit

of the factor alone creates. The marginal productivity of a factor

establishes the limit to the price that it is profitable for employers

to pay for a certain quantity of that factor, and it is assumed that

employers will distribute their business expenditures amongst the

various factors of production on the basis of their marginal

productivity.

The theory may seem very simple, but its simplicity is deceptive.

As a demand theory of wages, the marginal-productivity theory

fails to make full allowance for the peculiar nature of supply curves

for labor. It assumes the existence of perfect labor markets, per-

fect product markets, and increasing costs for additional units of

output. It also assumes that an employer can calculate the "net

marginal product" for each factor of production and for each class

of workers. The assumptions upon which the theory rests will be

examined in detail following a discussion of the definition of the

"marginal product" and an explanation of various factors that may
affect the size of the "marginal product."

Meaning of marginal productivity. "Marginal net product"

is a term that must be defined. It may mean (1) the extra physical

product yielded by the additional unit of labor after somehow
making allowance for the expenses (such as bookkeeping expenses,

extra raw materials, or capital equipment) involved in employing

that labor. The term may also refer to (2) the value of that extra

physical product represented by its present market price or the
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price at which it is sold, or to (3) the increase in the employer's

total receipts (marginal receipts) that occurs from the hiring of the

additional unit of labor. Items (2) and (3) would be the same

dollar figure in a perfect market. However, the monetary differ-

ence between definitions (2) and (3) would be marked whenever

an employer has a distinct product so that the demand curve for

the product is tipped, because then the selling price of the marginal

product always exceeds marginal receipts (the selling price of the

marginal product minus the loss resulting from the reduction in the

price of all the other units of product sold). Wherever the demand
curve for an employer's product has unit elasticity,^ marginal re-

ceipts are zero, and whenever it is inelastic (less elastic than unity),

marginal receipts are a negative figure, because additional units of

the product can only be sold at such a reduction in price that the

employer's total income from sales would decline. Although there

is still considerable confusion concerning the term, definition (3)

(marginal receipts) is now the generally accepted definition of "the

marginal product." To determine the marginal "net" product,

allowance must be made for the additional expenses of hiring the

marginal unit of labor, including some interest charge for the

payment of wages in advance of the sale of the marginal product.

Perhaps the reader is beginning to appreciate how difficult it

would be to calculate the "marginal net product" in any particular

instance. Indeed, it may be practically impossible in many cases

to "unravel the web of the social product, tracing each thread to

its source" by means of the marginal-productivity theory. Where
a product is the result of a combination of two or more factors

(such as labor, capital equipment, and business enterprise), there

may be no way of telling what portion or part of the physical

product was produced by each factor. What happens to the output

when a unit of labor is added or withdrawn is largely determined

by technical conditions, and any increase or reduction in the output

may really be due in part to the productive power of other agents.

Certainly machinery alone might have no product at all. Es-

pecially is it difficult to determine the portion of the output con-

tributed by a single unit of labor in the mass-production industries,

* Unit elasticity of demand exists where slight changes in price cause offsetting

changes in the amount purchased so that price times quantity sold gives a constant

dollar sum.
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where there is minute subdivision of labor, where operations and

sales units are highly integrated, and where workers are hired or

laid off in gangs.

Even in such a relatively simple case as the harvesting of farm

crops, it is not at all clear what the workers' marginal productivity

is. Certainly, without the services of the hired hands the ripe

grain, fruit, or vegetables would rot. In harvesting, the last worker

taken on presumably should receive a wage equal to the marginal

receipts or the proceeds from the sale of, say, the fruit he picks,

assuming that the fruit is sold at once and no equipment is necessary

for picking it. Of course, farmers do not pay pickers any such wage.

The term "productivity" has been used in an ambiguous way
by certain economic writers. Should the term include noneconomic

factors that may not increase the firm's sales income, such as the

worker's personality, his political beliefs, or his race? Should it

include any "psychic income" that an employer may derive from

an agreeable and attractive secretary? If productivity is measured

simply by the amount of money wages a worker receives, it may
bear little or no relation to his own efforts. In fact, it would be

affected by any change in the supply of workers in his line, by a

variation in the general rate of spending, by a change in the price

of the product, or by any alteration in other prices that might

affect the demand for the product or the supply of the factors of

production in that industry.

Factors affecting "productivity." In attempting to estimate

the "net" productivity of a worker, the employer has to take for

granted all the other expenses connected with hiring him. If there

should be an increase in these other expenses, the worker's "pro-

ductivity" might decline. Also, the "productivity" of workers

could be increased by any one of the various ways of affecting

demand or supply through trade-union action that were discussed

in the previous chapter. Furthermore, a worker's "productivity"

may be increased by improvements in the management and

administration of the business.

If "productivity" is to be measured by the resulting addition to

the employer's total receipts, it would be increased by a reduction

in the total physical output whenever the demand for the product

was inelastic above the prevailing market price, for then a reduc-

tion in the quantity for sale would cause such a rise in price that
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there would be an increase in the total receipts of employers in

that industry. Whenever the demand is inelastic, idleness may in-

crease the total income of producers in the industry, as the experi-

ence with crop reduction under the New Deal's Agricultural

Adjustment Administration indicates. In such cases, employers'

income is increased by restrictive practices, by "soldiering" on the

job, and even by idleness in the industry, but it is questionable

whether such inactivity should be called "productivity."

Further examples will indicate why this theory might be called

the "maximum-profits" theory of wages rather than the "marginal-

productivity" theory. Expenses for selling campaigns may be prof-

itable to the individual employer because they attract business from

his competitors, but such shifts in demand, from one cigarette or

gasoline brand to another, may not increase total physical output or

consumer satisfaction. Indeed, by causing a much larger number

of gasoline filling stations or cigarette companies to exist, they may
result in higher costs and prices, in a smaller demand and smaller

total output, and in a waste of capital and labor resources.^ Activ-

ities that increase the income of an employer seem "productive"

from the individual point of view, but may be "unproductive"

from the social point of view. In figuring the appropriate size

for a gang to hold up a certain bank, the leader may add to his

group until the last burglar taken on just equals the additional

loot expected from that burglar's services, but no part of the gang's

income would be considered "productive" from a social point of

view.

Limited to capitalistic enterprise. Not only is the marginal-

productivity theory an individualistic theory, but it can be applied

only to businesses operated for a profit. It cannot be used to ex-

plain the wages of workers in governmental activities that are not

"self-liquidating" through sales in the market. Therefore, it cannot

be applied to such fields as education, social service, or other non-

profit activities that are not dependent upon sales in a market and

are not operated according to the principle of maximizing money
^ In cases where selling costs result simply in a shift in demand from one concern to

another, Professor Edward Chamberlain believes that the "net marginal product" is

"zero" {The Theory of Monopolistic Competition [third edition], 1938, p. 186). He is,

however, confusing the individual with the social point of view. The marginal-

productivity theory is an individualistic theory and from the individual employer's

point of view selling costs must add to his total revenue or he would not incur such

costs.
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profits. Also, the theory cannot be used to explain the wages of

domestic help or of craftsmen who perform services for the final

consumer, such as work in and around his home.^ Although per-

haps a majority of the academic economists are proponents of the

marginal-productivity theory, it is questionable whether the wages

or salaries of professors are governed by that doctrine. At least,

professors of economics do not customarily request the univer-

sity authorities for a raise in salary on the grounds that their

"marginal productivity" has increased. They generally use the

arguments that trade-unionists are criticized for using: that the cost

of living has risen, that their family responsibilities have increased,

that salaries in other occupations are higher or have risen, that

their period of service with the university has been sufficiently long

to warrant a raise, etc. An off^er from another institution is, of

course, a most efi'ective argument. And, although economics

professors at times have advised trade-unionists to accept a wage

cut in order to stimulate the demand for their services, academic

economists have not generally urged salary cuts as a means of

stimulating demand in their own line of work.

There are innumerable difficulties in attempting to apply the

marginal-productivity theory to clerical workers and those engaged

in managing businesses. It is also difficult to apply the theory to

that portion of a firm's wage bill that represents fixed cost, such as

watchmen's wages, some executives' salaries, etc. Fixed costs are

based on long-run considerations, especially the relation between

expected return and the rate of interest, and are not governed

directly by the principle of expansion until marginal variable cost

equals marginal receipts.

Assumptions. The marginal-productivity theory is based upon
a number of assumptions that frequently fail to fit the facts of mod-
ern economic life. Perhaps the most important and least valid as-

sumptions underlying the theory are that labor and product mar-

kets are perfect markets and that employers decide their production

and employment policies according to accurately known marginal-

* Professor Chamberlain would also exclude selling and advertising from the province

of the theory because he says: "To hold that factors employed in selling activity are

paid in accord with the value of their marginal products would be a manifest absurd-

ity" {op. cit., p. 187). As indicated in the previous footnote, he arrives at this conclusion

because he is judging selling activities from a social, and not an individual, point of

view.
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cost and marginal-receipts curves. The main assumptions of the

theory are contained in the following postulates:

1

.

That the labor supply consists of groups of homogeneous units,

so that it is a matter of indifference to the employer which units of

labor in the group he buys. Such homogeneity is necessary in order

to draw up demand, supply, and marginal-cost curves and to apply

to labor the marginal principle of adding or subtracting little bits

or increments of labor at the margin.

2. That labor and the other factors of production are sufficiently

mobile so that workers will change from one employer to another

as soon as any differentials in wage rates arise. The discussion of

mobility in Chapter 5 indicates the questionable character of this

assumption in the case of labor, and existing capital equipment

cannot often be transported or used for making other products.

3. That the factors of production, including labor, have infinite

continuity and that any factor can be readily and completely sub-

stituted for any other factor, at least up to the margin. Infinite con-

tinuity and elasticity of substitution are necessary if the marginal

curves are not to be discontinuous and full of gaps. The marginal

analysis breaks down, for example, where the technique of produc-

tion requires a certain fixed crew of workers, or where, with opera-

tions at technical full capacity of equipment, marginal revenue may
exceed marginal variable cost, because additional production would

require the building of another plant. Investment in new plants

depends not so much upon present profits as upon the relation be-

tween the rate of interest and expected future profits during the life-

time of the new plant.

4. That there is no excess capacity so that additional units of

output can only be produced at increased costs per unit. As indi-

cated in Chapter 5, variable costs per unit of output may be larger

at 40 or 60 per cent of capacity than they are at 1 00 per cent of

capacity, in which case employers presumably would not govern

their operations by marginal costs when they were operating under

the full capacity of their capital equipment.

5. That an employer knows what is the "marginal productivity"

of each unit of every factor in his business, including labor. In or-

der to figure out such "marginal productivity," he would have to

know the exact shape of his marginal-receipts curve, the exact

shape of each cost curve, and the net cost to him of employing each
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unit of each factor. Much of the allocation of joint costs, even to

different divisions of a firm, must be done arbitrarily. The appro-

priate marginal-receipts curve would be the one that would exist

in the future when the products attributed to the additional units of

labor or capital finally were sold in the market. Unless he experi-

mented with a whole series of selling prices every little while during

a business cycle, an employer selling a branded product in an im-

perfect market would not know the exact nature of his marginal-

receipts curve. Indeed, it is the subjective marginal-receipts or

sales curve in the mind of the producer that is of primary impor-

tance, and such a curve may be uncertain and indefinite, for it

would be influenced by the expected attitudes and reactions of

competitors to changes in the producer's price or sales. ^

If the employer follows certain common pricing methods, his net

receipts will vary with the distance of each customer from his plant.

Under such circumstances, it is not possible to draw up marginal-

receipts curves, and average receipts may be the governing factor.

In determining wage and production policies, employers are un-

doubtedly influenced primarily by the profitability of their opera-

tions as a whole, and not by any calculation of the profitability of

hiring additional units of labor alone.

6. That the employer in an imperfect market will always reduce

his price to increase his sales, whenever such action may add to his

short-run profits. Employers following a price policy based on long-

run considerations may not wish to sacrifice future profits in order

to maximize present profits, especially when price reductions might

antagonize customers or lead to a price war. It is not clear from the

theory what production and employment policies an employer is

assumed to pursue when there is a difference between the policy

that would maximize profits in the short run and one that would

maximize profits in the long run.

7. That the market for labor is a perfect market, so that the em-

ployer will not affect the wage rate no matter how much labor he

himself hires. The larger firms grow in size, the more imperfect

labor markets will tend to be. Whenever the employer is important

enough in a labor market to realize that his purchases affect wage

rates, he will try to avoid bidding up wages against himself. If new

^ Cf. Robert Triffin, Monopolistic Competition and General Equilibrium Theory, 1940,

pp. 62-66.
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purchases involve wage raises to the present staff, he will not hire

new workers up to the point where their wage equals the marginal

receipts attributable to their services. As the discussion in Chapter 5

indicated, labor markets are far from being the perfect markets

assumed by the theory. They frequently contain all sorts of monop-
olistic elements, such as trade-unions, employers' associations, and

tacit agreements between buyers, as well as the type of collusion

between labor and employer organizations discussed in Chapter 6.

Seldom do the buyers or the sellers engage in full and free competi-

tion.

8. That no element of monopoly has entered into the determina-

tion of the prices for the other factors of production. The prices of

other factors, of course, are an important element in the determina-

tion of the marginal productivity of labor and an employer's de-

mand curve for labor services.

9. That employers' demand curves for labor correspond to the

marginal-productivity curves of their workers and that the total

demand curve for all labor is the sum of all employers' individual

marginal-productivity curves. This assumption was criticized un-

der the discussion of demand in Chapter 5, and that criticism need

not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that an individual employer's

marginal-productivity curve is drawn up on the assumption that all

other prices and wages remain fixed. Such an assumption, though

largely correct for partial analysis in a very small section of the

economy, breaks down when the economy as a whole is under con-

sideration. In economics, the whole is not the sum of all parts sep-

arately determined on the assumption that no change occurs in any

other part of the economy.

Statistical and factual evidence clearly indicates that these as-

sumptions do not hold water today. Hourly wage rates, instead of

varying in direct proportion to each worker's efficiency, are gen-

erally uniform throughout the plant for all workers classified in a

certain grade. Instead of fluctuating constantly as the workers'

"productivity" changes, wage rates usually move in jumps or in

steplike fashion by intervals of two-and-a-half or five cents an hour.

Instead of a uniform wage rate for the same type of work by com-

parable workers in the same locality, there frequently is a whole

range of rates for what presumably is the same "productivity." This

range of rates is sometimes explained as the difference between
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"good" and "bad" employers.^ In many localities, women and

Negroes are paid lower wage rates than white men for comparable

work. Large corporations, hiring similar workers in widely scat-

tered localities, generally pay the prevailing local rate or rates, so

they may be paying different rates for the same work by compara-

ble workers in different localities. There may also be wage differen-

tials based on length of service or seniority.

The fact that wage rates frequently lag far behind changes in the

price level, as they did during the first World War for example, in-

dicates that many other factors influence wage rates besides mar-

ginal productivity. Furthermore, the marginal-productivity theory

can hardly explain the payment for overtime work of wage rates

amounting to one-and-a-half or two times the regular hourly wage
where the work is of a normal, and not an emergency, nature.

It is evident from such facts that the marginal-productivity the-

ory does not contain a complete explanation of wage rates in our

economy. Faced with these facts, proponents of the marginal-

productivity theory have modified the doctrine in various ways.

They state that marginal productivity "measures" or "regulates"

wage rates, but does not "determine" them.^ Some of them admit

that "wage rates over short periods" do not adjust to the marginal

productivity of labor, but contend that there is "a tendency toward

long-run correspondence" between wage rates and marginal produc-

tivity.^. Because of employers' price and wage policies, adjustments

in the short run may take place through increases or decreases in

output and employment rather than through changes in wage rates.

It is doubtful, however, whether there is a closer long-run cor-

respondence between marginal productivity and remuneration to

the factors of production than exists in the short run. One must bear

in mind that a long-run period is simply composed of a series of

short-run periods. Certainly employers cannot calculate the long-

run marginal productivity of any factor of production as closely as

they can its "productivity" in the short run. The more distant fu-

ture is full of uncertainties. Furthermore, as already mentioned,

the same policy might not maximize profits in both the short

* Cy., for example, J. R. Hicks, The Theory of Wages, 1932, pp. 55-56.
^ Cf., for example. Hicks, op. cit., p. 86; and D. H. Robertson, Economic Fragments,

1931, p. 43.

2 H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgomery, Labor's Progress and Some Basic Labor Problems,

1938, p. 204.
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run and the long run. Profits may be sacrificed in the near future,

for example in a lockout or a strike, in order to increase profits in

the long run. In addition, it is questionable whether the manage-

ment of business corporations, even in the long run, is guided solely

by the principle of maximizing profits. It may be influenced by

other purposes, such as a desire to perpetuate itself in office, to main-

tain its authority, to preserve the firm's trade position, and to ex-

pand the size of the business.

Although the marginal-productivity theory has certain weak-

nesses as a realistic explanation of wage determination, it does ex-

plain some of the forces and factors that influence money wages. To
point out the limitations of the theory in modern industry is not to

deny that the forces it stresses play an important role in determin-

ing the wage rates paid in certain sections of the economy, where

competition is highly effective and industry operates under small-

scale conditions. Where they are not blocked by such factors as

market imperfections, employer and employee associations, or em-

ployer price policies, the forces emphasized by the marginal-

productivity theory would cause money wage rates to gravitate

toward the theoretical "marginal productivity" of the workers. And
certainly physical productivity is the most important element in

determining the level of real wages in a country.

Many advocates of the theory have, however, failed to examine

its assumptions carefully, so that they might understand the weak-

nesses and limitations of the theory. They have attempted to use

the marginal-productivity theory as a basis for reasoning upon eco-

nomic policy, especially the appropriate wage policy during the

downswing of a business cycle. They have, for example, argued that

the existence of unemployment proves that wage rates are above

the marginal productivity of the workers and that full employment

can be attained merely by sufficient reductions in money wage rates.

The questionable character of such reasoning is more fully ex-

plained in succeeding chapters.^

^ One reader states that, although the assumptions of the marginal-productivity

theory may "not always be realized in practice," the theory is of significance as an
analytical tool, and he insists that it is so used in the discussions involving the concept

of "exploitation" in Chapters 12 and 13 infra. The discussions referred to, as well as

the definition of "exploitation" in Chapter 5, are based on a comparison with the

conditions that would exist in a perfect market. This reader's insistence is, therefore,

correct only if the marginal-productivity theory is considered to be merely synonymous
with one of its assumptions, the concept of a perfect market.
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SUMMARY REMARKS

During the last two or three centuries, wage theory has gone

through a strange cycle of evolution, with the alleged responsibility

for wage rates shifting from workers to employers and back to

workers again. According to the subsistence theory, the sex in-

stinct of the workers, by increasing the labor supply, is the chief

factor in wage determination. The wage-fund theory, although

still retaining the notion that workers are responsible for the supply,

placed the emphasis on the demand side, with the demand for la-

bor depending largely upon the intention of capitalist employers.

These early theories were also supposed to work with a mechanical

rigidity; it was assumed, for example, that the wage fund, in con-

junction with the size of the population, established a fixed and def-

inite limit to an increase in the wage level.

The "exploitation" theory of Karl Marx places the responsibility

for wages and the wage level upon the capitalist employer, empha-

sizing his power to exploit the workers. The residual-claimant and

bargaining theories, in turn, place a part of the responsibility for

wage determination upon the workers. Under the bargaining the-

ory especially, there is no one important factor that is repeatedly

emphasized; the theory is broad, nonmechanical, and rather in-

definite. The marginal-productivity theory has been used to place

the primary responsibility for employment and wages upon labor

itself. Especially has labor been considered master of its own eco-

nomic destiny by those theorists who have thought of "produc-

tivity" as almost synonymous with the workers' efficiency. Such a

notion, of course, overlooks the part that improved methods and

expert management play in production and fails to appreciate that

"productivity," in the sense of marginal receipts, may be increased

by restricting production. Furthermore, the marginal-productivity

theorists, like J. B. Clark, come to much the same conclusion as the

classical economists, like Ricardo and Mill, that the workers are

not likely to be exploited by their employers—at least, not in the

long run

!

This discussion of wage theories indicates that as fast as one the-

ory was overthrown and discarded, a new one sprang up to fill the

breach. The human mind is unsettled and upset without definite

answers to problems, and generally it seeks the simplest possible

solutions to complex issues. Hence the quest for a single principle
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to explain the determination of wages. Theoretical economists are

especially anxious to prove that their principles provide a single,

unique answer to a question, that their theoretical apparatus will

give a "determinate" solution to a problem.

It is natural, therefore, that the reader should ask, "What is

the truth?" Which of these various wage theories is correct? The
only frank reply is that no one of them is absolutely correct.

Each one may contain some truth, but none of them alone covers

the whole ground and explains all the facts. Too much faith

in the absolute determining power of a single principle lays one

open to the criticism that Hamlet made to his friend from Gottin-

gen: "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than

are dreamt of in your philosophy." In the next chapter an attempt

will be made to select the significant elements from some of the

theories discussed in this chapter and to weave them, along with

some additional elements, into an explanation of the forces that ac-

tually determine wage rates in the American economy today. Such

an "eclectic" theory will not provide a neat, simple answer to the

wage problem, but economic reality itself is not simple.



CHAPTER EIGHT

AN ANALYSIS OF WAGE RATES

A theory of wages can explain only those forces that generally

play a major part in the determination of wage rates. It is, of

course, futile to try to explain every factor that may, in any particu-

lar instance^ exert some influence upon wage rates. In such a com-

plicated matter, it is impossible to find perfect answers or generali-

zations that will be completely accurate in all cases. The most that

can be done is to explain what might be called the "key" factors in

the problem, those forces or factors which seem to play an important

role in many instances. Such fundamental factors or relationships,

indeed, must be found if one is not to wander around lost in the

seeming chaos of surface reality.

Although a study of principles and key factors is essential if one

is to gain any understanding of economic reality, it is necessary to

recognize that any one factor alone can give but a one-sided state-

ment or answer to the problem and that the various factors involved

may interact upon one another. It is one of the limitations of much
"mathematical" economics that it assumes the strict independence

of the various factors and, therefore, cannot be qualified and modi-

fied to square with the complexities and interrelations that exist in

the real world. Furthermore, employers' expectations and esti-

mates of future demand are important in our economy, yet they

can hardly be represented by a mathematical formula.

It is necessary also to bear in mind that wage theory is individual-

istic and is part of the theory of distribution, which explains how the

national income is divided among the various factors of production.

Wage theory attempts to explain how the price of labor is deter-

mined in our present capitalistic economy, which depends prima-

rily upon decisions by the managements of individual firms for its

operation. Such theory is not, therefore, directly concerned with

what wage rates ought to be, or with what wage policy should be
187
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followed in a country in order to increase employment. Those is-

sues will be discussed in Chapters 1 1 and 12; they are national, not

individual, questions. Much the same is true of theories of unem-
ployment, which are discussed in Chapter 10; they are general

theories. Wage theory, as such, should be kept separate from the

theory of unemployment, for we are here interested in how wage
rates are actually determined rather than in how those rates may
affect employment. The factors that determine the amount of em-

ployment and the size of the national income are discussed in the

chapters that follow. Therefore, the effects of wage increases or de-

creases upon the national income or upon the general demand for

products will not be considered in this chapter.

It is, of course, evident that an increase in the voluftie of unem-

ployment may put downward pressure upon wage rates by causing

workers to accept jobs at lower wages and to underbid prevailing

wage scales in order to obtain work. But unemployment or under-

employment is one of the factors that affect the supply schedule of

labor. This aspect of unemployment is included along with other

factors affecting the supply of labor in the summary discussion of

wage theory that follows.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF WAGES

Significance of markets. The nature of the market is a most

important factor in any analysis of particular prices. In the case of

wage rates, the nature of two markets must be considered: the local

market for that grade of labor and the market for the employer's or

employers' products. In this section dealing with the influence of

market factors on wage rates it will only be necessary to refer in a

summary fashion to the discussion and conclusions contained in

Chapters 5 and 6.

1. The labor market. Generally speaking, labor markets are by

their very nature some of the most imperfect markets in our econ-

omy. Workers are dissimilar, so the article for sale, labor services,

is not uniform. Without the possibility of complete substitution

afforded by uniformity, the market cannot be perfect and an

element of monopoly or uniqueness is present. An extreme illustra-

tion of this uniqueness is the case of a president of a large

corporation drawing a salary of, say, $200,000 a year. Generally

speaking, he and his associates, not the market, fix that salary.
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His value to the corporation, in large part, may depend upon
his knowledge of the corporation's property, personnel, and

markets.

On the supply side of the labor market there may be a considera-

ble degree of immobility, generally fostered by employers' policies.

Partly because of such immobility, supply schedules in certain indi-

vidual markets may be inelastic at certain wage rates or may even

have a negative slope within a range of wage rates. The fact that

the short-run supply curve for labor in general has a negative slope

is of profound importance in the determination of wage rates.

Wage cuts, instead of causing a reaction in the form of a decrease

in supply, tend to stimulate an increase in the total hours of labor

supplied. Consequently, there is a tendency for the supply of labor

to adjust itself in a way that tends to cause any wage, once estab-

lished, to continue.

On the demand side, one or more buyers may dominate the

labor market. Large employers generally have wage policies, which

indicates imperfection in the market. In a perfect market, like the

Chicago wheat pit, market forces, not certain individuals, set the

price. In the labor market, however, employers or bargaining

groups usually name the price. Employers may follow the practice

of paying "the prevailing wage" in the locality, or the convention

of not bidding labor away from other employers. A large employer

is likely to realize that in bidding up wage rates he may be bidding

against himself. In many localities the competition for labor is re-

stricted because a few large employers follow a common policy with

regard to wage rates or because employment in the locality is

largely controlled by one firm, as is usually the case in the mill vil-

lages of the South, company towns in the North and West, and in

some of the smaller cities in various parts of the country. In small

towns and cities, the monopolistic fixation of wages is much more
readily accomplished than in large metropolises, which may help

to explain why, generally speaking, the larger the city, the

higher are money wage rates. The prevalence of mill villages

in the South probably plays a small part in the Southern wage
diff'erential.

These characteristics of the demand and supply in labor markets

act to perpetuate whatever wage is established and to prevent any

change from "prevailing rates." Undoubtedly, they help to ex-
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plain why movements in wage scales are by jumps, and frequently

lag far behind the movements of most prices.

2. The product market. Where the market for his product is not a

perfect market, the producer-employer generally has a price policy.

If that policy involves the maintenance of selling prices in the face

of falling demand, the result is likely to be considerable fluctuation

in production and employment. In a business recession, fixed

prices throw part of the risk and burden of adjustment upon em-
ployees in the form of reduced employment. For reasons already

mentioned in Chapters 5 and 7, employers who control the prices

of their products may not reduce selling prices in order to equate

marginal receipts and marginal variable cost. Fluctuations in em-

ployment with fixed "prices may exert downward pressure upon
costs, especially wages, through increasing unemployment and

idleness during a depression. Though unemployment may cause

more labor to be off'ered for sale at lower prices and may lead to

wage cuts, such wage reductions are not likely to result in an ex-

pansion in an employer's production and employment unless there

is an increase in his sales at the fixed price.

As indicated in the last part of Chapter 6, the success of any at-

tempt of employer and employee organizations, through coopera-

tion or collusion, to raise wages and prices depends upon the nature

of the market for the employer's product or service. Such collu-

sion is most successful in what the British call the "sheltered trades,"

which are not subject to outside competition. Some of the products

or services that were mentioned in this connection in Chapter 6

were baked goods, building, photoengraving, dry cleaning, press-

ing, trucking, and taxicab and delivery service. The demand for

some of these services, like trucking and delivery, may be inelastic,

because there is no good substitute or because the services form

such a small part of the total cost of products. Without the limiting

factors of good substitutes or outside competition, local prices and

wage rates in such "sheltered trades" may deviate widely from simi-

lar prices and wages in other localities.

It is interesting to note that variations in wage rates between

localities are especially marked in those sheltered industries that

are well organized in some cities. On June 1, 1938, union wage

rates for motor-truck drivers in different localities ranged all the

way from under 35 cents to over SI. 10 an hour, and union rates
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for plumbers and electricians varied from under 81.00 to over

S2.00 an hour.^

Importance of organizations and bargaining agencies. In

any imperfect market, the economic power of persons may affect

the price. This is especially true in a market, such as the labor mar-

ket, where employers or organizations name the price and where

demand and supply may meet over a whole range of prices or may
not meet at all. Under such conditions, the market may be cleared

by a number of prices instead of one standard price. Actual studies

of labor markets show that in many instances there are different

wage rates in the same locality for the same kind of work by com-

parable workers. Such discrepancies, which are explained by the

existence of "good" and "bad" employers, could be corrected by

economic pressure on the "bad" employers. The short-run supply

curve of labor also lends itself to the use of economic power, for a

wage rate once attained by bargaining strength tends to become the

new equilibrium rate; a negatively sloping supply schedule adjusts

itself in an appropriate manner to any change in wage rates.

In the actual process of bargaining, an individual employee alone

may have little economic power, especially if he is unskilled or is

one of a large number of similar employees working for a large

corporation. Labor unions are founded on the principle that a

considerable amount of economic power may be gained by the

combined action of a large number of individual workers who,

acting separately, would be weak. The union frequently forces the

employer to choose between paying all his employees a certain

wage scale or facing the consequences of a strike. Under such cir-

cumstances, the employer is not permitted to add workers to his

staff, one at a time, until the last one taken on establishes the wage
for all, in line with the marginal-productivity theory. The union,

in effect, tells the employer: "You can hire as many workers as you

wish at the union rate, but if you don't pay the union rate we will

use every effort to prevent you from hiring any workers."

There are some monopolistic selling practices that unions gen-

erally do not use. A seller with a monopoly can discriminate be-

tween buyers, charging them different prices for the same goods in

^ Cf. "Union Scales of Wages and Hours of Motortruck Drivers, June 1, 1938,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 48 (March 1939), p. 683; and "Union Scales of Wages and
Hours in the Building Trades, June 1, 1938," Monthly Labor Review^ vol. 47 (November
1938), p. 1100.
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the same market, or he may "dump" products by selling them
more cheaply in distant markets. As has been indicated, it is a

common practice to quote uniform delivered prices for a price zone

or the whole country, which means that the seller receives smaller

net receipts on the sales to more distant buyers. The monopolistic

seller may not only fix his price as he pleases but he may also fix the

quantity that the buyer must take at that price if the buyer is to

purchase any of the product. It is true that certain unions have full-

crew rules or rules regarding the number of workers for a particular

task. However, unions do not attempt to force employers to hire a

certain total number of hours of labor at the union rate. Generally,

unions let employers determine how many hours of work they will

buy. Unions, of course, may not havT control of the supply of labor

in a certain line, and even if they do have all the eligible workers in

the union, all union members may not act in unison during a strike.

Labor unions may exert pressure, both political and economic, in

various ways. A full discussion of trade-union tactics must be reserved

for Part Three. An illustration of the eflfect of economic pressure by a

trade-union upon wage rates will be sufficient for present purposes.

On the West Coast, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters,

Chauff^eurs, Stablemen, and Helpers of America has recently been

organizing eligible workers in such former open-shop cities as Los

Angeles and, along with the organizing campaign, has, of course,

been forcing some employers to pay higher wages to laundry, milk,

and other delivery drivers, taxicab drivers, and garage employees.

Banks, merchants' and manufacturers' associations, and other em-

ployer organizations have brought pressure to bear upon employers

not to sign union agreements. The union, in turn, uses its economic

strength to force employers to sign on the dotted line. The Team-
sters' representative for the 1 1 Western states, Dave Beck, tells

those business concerns in Los Angeles having branches throughout

the West that, if the management will not sign an agreement for its

Los Angeles establishments, the union will decide not to work for

or patronize any of its branches outside Los Angeles. Chain stores

and large firms with numerous branches cannot aflford to resist such

economic pressure, for the union is very strong in many Western

states, whereas the Los Angeles businessmen's organizations have

little economic or political influence outside the city. The Team-
sters, through their control of transportation in many areas, may
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practically prevent an employer from receiving materials or deliv-

ering his product. They may refuse to transport any product that

has been handled by an antiunion employer. As the largest AFL
union, with a membership around 400,000, the union may also

make certain that its members as consumers discriminate against

the products of opposing employers.

In slack periods, employers frequently attempt to cut wages be-

fore reducing other costs. When an employer says that wages will

have to be reduced, Mr. Beck asks to have a certified accountant

study that employer's books to make sure that there has been no

financial manipulation in the past, such as the writing up of assets,

the distribution of stock to "insiders," or the payment of excessive

salaries or dividends. If the accounts of the firm are satisfactory,

he then demands that all those who receive significant shares of the

employer's total costs—the landlord, the creditors, the raw-material

suppliers, etc.—meet in a conference and each accept some cut in

their incomes if the workers are to agree to take a reduction. ^ Un-
less some other cost items are reduced, the union will resist a wage

cut with all its "economic pressure." Such union activity cannot

help but have a significant eff'ect upon wage rates.

Various statistics compiled by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics indicate the effect of labor organization upon wage rates. For

example, a study of wage rates in the building trades in 1936 indi-

cated that in 31 building occupations union rates were invariably

higher than nonunion rates. ^ On the average, hourly earnings for

nonunion workers in construction were about 30 per cent lower

than the rates for union members. Even in the same cities, union

wage rates were generally from 20 to 30 per cent higher than non-

union wages for the same kind of work in the building trades. Per-

haps a part of this diff'erential between union and nonunion work-

men may be explained on the grounds that union workers in each

trade are more skilled and that large cities are more highly organ-

ized, but most of the wage diff'erential is undoubtedly due to union

organization and action.

1 The Biennial Census of Manufactures for 1937 shows that only 21 per cent of the total

sales income of firms in manufacturing went for wages and salaries to the firm's em-
ployees, whereas 59 per cent went for materials, fuel, and electric energy produced by
other firms and the remaining 20 per cent went for other costs and for profits.

2 Cf. E. P. Sanford, "Wage Rates and Hours of Labor in the Building Trades,'*

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 45 (August 1937), pp. 281-300.
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A study of the wage rates paid to street-railway workers in more
than 130 cities during 1914, 1930, and 1933 reveals that wage rates

for the same job were from 10 to 15 per cent higher for unionized

street railways than for nonunionized railways in cities of compara-

ble size.^ Surveys of the meat-packing and furniture industries in

1937 and of the boot and shoe industry in 1939 showed that hourly

earnings were between 10 and 1 5 per cent higher in organized plants

than in unorganized establishments.-

In industry after industry, changes in wage rates relative to the

general wage level have gone hand in hand with changes in the

organized strength of the union in that industry. In 1921, able sea-

men in our intercoastal trade received an average monthly wage
rate of $85. Two years later, after an unsuccessful strike, with the

membership of the Seamen's union reduced from 103,300 to 18,000

and company unions with practically closed-shop arrangements in

some important ports, the wages of able seamen were but S49 a

month. ^ The disappearance of collective bargaining in the indus-

try probably accounted for a good part of this drop in wages. Much
the same thing happened in bituminous-coal mining during the

1920's. As the union membership in the bituminous-coal industry

declined from around 400,000 in 1922 to about 125,000 in 1930,

hourly earnings fell from an average of 85 cents in 1922 to 63 cents

in 1929, or 26 per cent.^ On the other hand, average hourly earn-

ings in bituminous coal increased from 41 to 77 cents or almost

90 per cent during the period from 1933 to 1936, when membership

in the union increased more than threefold.^ The average monthly

wages of able seamen increased from S47 in 1933 to S68 in 1937, or

about 45 per cent, while the membership of the Seamen's union in-

creased almost fourfold.

Certainly the whole structure of wages in this country has been

affected to a considerable degree by the activities of labor unions

1 CJ. Emerson P. Schmidt, "Union and Non-Union Wages and Hours in the Street

Rgiilway Industry," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 42 (October 1934), pp. 654-59.

2 Cf. Jacob Perlman, "Extent and Causes of Differences in Hourly Earnings,"

Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 35 (March 1940), pp. 8-10.

3 CJ. Merchant Marine Statistics, Bureau of Navigation, U. S. Department of Commerce;
and Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, 1936, p. 187.

* CJ. Wages and Hours in Bituminous-Coal Mining: 1933, U. S. Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, Bulletin No. 601, 1934, p. 4; and The Effect oj Labor Relations in the Bituminous

Coal Industry upon Interstate Commerce, National Labor Relations Board, Bulletin No. 2,

June 1938, p. 39.

5 Monthly Labor Review, vol. 47 (July 1938), p. 146.
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and the practice of settling wage rates through negotiation and

agreement between organizations of workers and employers. By
covering all employers in an industry (the whole competitive area),

the union is able to raise wage rates much higher than it could if

only a few employers were unionized in an industry having na-

tional distribution for its products. In the latter case, unionized

employers would face the competition of nonunion employers in

the industry, who were paying lower wages. If all employers in the

industry were unionized, however, the only competition would be

that of possible substitute products, such as the substitution of oil,

gas, and electricity for coal as fuel. If the market is a local one, as

in building, baked goods, and delivery service, a strong labor or-

ganization may raise wages in the locality with little fear of low-

wage competition from other areas.

A temporary effect of unions upon wage rates may be observed

during strikes. In the 1922 shopmen's strike on the railroads, strike-

breaking shopmen were paid 10, 15, and sometimes 20 cents an hour

more than the wages that the railroad executives vowed would

break the railroads if paid to the regular, experienced shopmen.

Such expenditures in opposition to the union may be considered by

corporation officials an "investment" of the stockholders' money,

which will benefit the stockholders in the long run. During the

Little Steel strike of 1937, leaders of the back-to-work movement
were paid wages of $600 to SI, 300 a month by the Republic Steel

Corporation, whereas their normal monthly wages before and after

the strike were from S200 to $300 a month. ^ These back-to-work

leaders received such wages without working at all in the plant; the

workers in the plant during the strike also received extraordinarily

large earnings.

As indicated by the examples cited in Chapter 6, organizations of

employers may exert considerable control over the labor market

and can, under certain circumstances, practically force wage reduc-

tions. Such organizations may keep wages down below the wages

for the same work in other cities of comparable size, as happened in

the San Francisco building trades during the 1920's, or they may
reduce wage rates below the wages for comparable work in other

industries, as happened in shipping on the West Coast during the

^ Cf. Hearings on S. Res. 266, 75th Congress, third session, Part 32, Exhibit 5138,

p. 13357.
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1920's. On the other hand, through collusion with workers' organi-

zations, the employers may pay relatively high wages and reap

good profits by charging consumers comparatively high prices.

Role of productivity. Physical productivity per worker is

important in the determination of real wages (the purchasing power

of money wages), because it sets a limit to the total output, and

therefore the total real income, of a country. The national income,

or the total consumption of a country, can amount only to (1) total

domestic production of goods and services, plus (2) imports, minus

(3) wasted products and (4) exports, which are sent abroad and

cannot, therefore, be consumed at home. The physical productiv-

ity of workers, as is explained in a subsequent section of this chapter

dealing with regional wage differentials, depends mainly upon nat-

ural resources, the technique of production, the methods of indus-

trial organization, and transportation facilities, rather than upon

their own efforts and skill.

Although the total physical output of goods and services largely

determines the total real income of a country, it does not explain

the division of that income among the various factors of production.

In the determination of rates of wages, interest, and profits, it is the

"value productivity" rather than the physical productivity of each

factor that is significant, and "value productivity" may be increased

by fixing prices, influencing demand, or reducing physical produc-

tivity and supply when the demand curve for the product is inelas-

tic. The discussion of the marginal-productivity theory in the previ-

ous chapter indicated, however, some of the important limitations

to value productivity as a factor in wage determination. Available

statistics fail to show a close correspondence between the real earn-

ings of workers and physical productivity, or between wages and

value productivity.

Various statistical series indicate that since 1900 increases in real

earnings have lagged behind increases in physical product per em-

ployee and, therefore, that real wages have lagged behind the total

real income of the country. For example. Professor Paul Douglas

discovered from a detailed statistical analysis that, in all manufac-

turing in this country, real earnings increased 30 per cent from 1899

to 1925, whereas physical productivity per employee increased 54

per cent. ^ Similar percentages for railroads and street railways

» Paul Douglas, Real Wages in the United States, 1930, p. 510.
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were practically the same as for manufacturing. ^ In the manufac-

tured-gas and the electrical industries, physical output per em-
ployee increased around three and four times as rapidly as did real

earnings during that period.^ Only in the telephone industry and
coal mining were real wages slightly (three and nine per cent)

above physical product per employee in 1924 compared with 1902.^

Of course, the increase in the units of capital equipment relative to

the units of labor used in industry during this period helps to ac-

count for the lag of real earnings behind average productivity per

employed person. Despite this lag, real wages apparently in-

creased about 400 per cent in the century between the 1820's and

the 1920's, the greatest increases in real wages from decade to dec-

ade since 1800 occurring in the decades after the Civil War, and the

first World War.^ During those periods, prices declined sharply,

while wages sank more slowly.

From 1899 to 1914 and from 1914 to 1921, workers' earnings in

manufacturing rose more rapidly than did the value product added

per wage-earner in manufacturing. On the other hand, yearly

earnings per worker only rose 12 per cent from 1921 to 1929, com-

pared with a rise of 38 per cent in the value added per wage-earner

in manufacturing.^ During this same period from 1921 to 1929, the

distribution of the total value added by manufactures changed as

follows: wages and salaries dropped from 57.5 to 48.6 per cent,

while overhead and return to capital increased from 42.5 to 51.4 per

cent, of the total value added by manufacturers.^ It is from such

facts that Professors H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgomery conclude

that "the individual employee in manufacturing experienced a rela-

tive loss" during the 1920's.'^

Presumably the value productivity of business executives or top

management should be measured by the rate of profits or the return

on investment in the firm. A recent study of some 1 00 companies

listed on the New York Stock Exchange, the presidents of which re-

ceived an average of over $100,000 in 1929 and over $65,000 in

1 Ibid,, pp. 518-20. 2 ijjid^^ pp, 522-23. ' Ibid., pp. 516, 521-22.
^ H. G. Moulton, Income and Economic Progress, 1935, pp. 181-82.

^ CJ. Ethelbert Stewart, "Ratio of Value of Production to Wages and Their Pur-

chasing Power in Manufacturing Establishments, 1849 to 1929," Monthly Labor Review^

vol. 31 (December 1930), pp. 1330-31.
^ E. F. Gay and Leo Wolman, in Recent Social Trends, 1933, vol. 1, p. 231.

' H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgomery, Labors Progress and Some Basic Labor Problems,

1938, pp. 170, 203.
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1936, showed little, if any, correlation between executive compen-

sation and relative earnings of these companies during the period

from 1929 to 1937.^ Even for 59 large corporations with assets

over 5100,000,000, "no significant relationship or correlation could

be discovered between executive compensation and earnings." ^

It would be difficult to explain such executives' remuneration by

the marginal-productivity theory or to maintain that there is a

"prevailing" or "market" rate for executives' services. Many chief

executives, in their dual position, aid in establishing their own com-

pensation, and some executives have given themselves large bonuses

(up to $1,000,000 a year) during a period of years when common
stockholders received no dividends at all.^

Effects of institutions and laws. Wages are influenced not only

by economic factors but also by custom, public opinion, legislation,

and certain institutions. Convention has helped to maintain some

of the various diff^erentials in wage rates that are discussed in the

following section of this chapter. Public opinion also may cause

employers to off^er higher wages than they might otherwise pay.

The fact that the government as a purchaser requires that certain

wages be paid on public works and in the manufacture of govern-

ment supplies may be of considerable significance to the country's

wage structure, for employers cannot readily switch from higher

wages on government contracts to lower wages on articles for pri-

vate purchasers. JJnderlhe Federal Walsh-Healey Pu^c Contracts

Act of 1935. the Serr^tary of T.p^hor has set minimum rates of pay

fnT^_wfTfk nn government contracts, which^iave benefited almost

SjQOQjQOQ workers in manufacturing establishments^_according to

an_estiniale late in 1938>i

—

A system of public employment exchanges helps to adjust labor

demand and the labor supply in various localities and throughout

the country. Knowledge of work opportunities and wages else-

where aids in ironing out inequalities in wages and in reducing local

shortages of labor. Unemployment compensation, by aff'ording

out-of-work benefits to jobless workers for as long as three or four

months, tends to relieve the downward pressure upon wage rates

that arises when unemployed workers are in desperate need of some
1 John C. Baker, Executive Salaries and Bonus Plans, 1938, pp. 104, 183, 261.

2/*z^., p. 184.

3 Cf. John T. Flynn, Graft in Business, 1931, pp. 196-202.
4 Monthly Labor Review, vol. 47 (December 1938), p. 1358.
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income. State minimum-wage laws and national minimum-wage
legislation, like the Fair Labor Standards Act, have, of course, a di-

rect effect upon wage rates at the bottom of the country's wage

structure. Later chapters are devoted to a detailed discussion of

minimum-wage and unemployment-compensation laws and their

effects upon wage rates. They are mentioned here only because

economists have been too prone to disregard such institutional ele-

ments in discussing factors that determine wage levels and the wage

structure.

ANALYSIS OF WAGE DIFFERENTIALS

This section deals with various types of wage differentials: the

differentials between regular and overtime hours; between the

sexes, races, and age groups; between various occupations; between

particular industries; between certain districts and regions within

the country; and, finally, between different nations. In the regula-

tion of wages by minimum-wage legislation or trade-union action,

wage differentials are of considerable practical importance.

Overtime rates. It is now a widespread practice, especially

where union agreements prevail, for workers to receive one-and-a-

half or two times the regular hourly rate for work outside the nor-

mal working hours or on Sundays and holidays. A few unions even

forbid their members to work overtime. During the nineteenth

century it apparently was not a general practice in this country for

nonunion employers to pay higher wage rates for overtime hours;

but the NRA codes stimulated the adoption of higher overtime

rates during 1933 and 1934, and the Federal Fair Labor Standards

Act of 1938, which applies to firms in interstate commerce, re-

quires the payment of one-and-a-half times the regular wage rate

for all hours worked in excess of 40 during any seven-day period,

unless the industry is exempt from this provision.

The practice of paying higher or punitive wage rates for over-

time work raises some interesting economic questions. Do workers

gain by the practice of charging higher overtime rates? Does it pay

employers to hire Workers at punitive overtime rates? If it does, is

the hourly rate being paid to such workers for the normal day below

the net value of their labor (their marginal productivity) to the em-

ployers? The last units of labor hired for the day presumably are

the overtime hours, which in many cases might be considered to be
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the marginal units of labor. Economists have generally held that

the marginal unit tends to establish the price for all the units sold

in that classification. Is the labor market an exception to that rule?

There is a difference of opinion whether the motive of workers

and their organizations in establishing overtime rates is to reduce

the actual working day, thus reducing the supply of working hours

offered in the market, or whether it is to increase actual earnings

and average daily wages in those lines of business in which em-

ployers are unable to avoid any overtime work for some employees.

Probably the answer depends upon the circumstances. The rail-

road executives charged that the workers wanted the eight-hour

day before the first World War in order to increase their earnings,

because their "runs," and therefore their working hours, could not

be reduced in some cases without operating the trains at excessive

speeds.

It is evident that price discrimination exists when the charge for

hours beyond the normal working day is one-and-a-half or two

times the normal hourly rate. In most markets, the more one buys

from a particular seller, the lower the average price is likely to be.

But in the labor market, the more one buys from a particular seller

beyond the normal day, the higher is the average price one is pay-

ing, and the highest rate is being paid for the overtime hours, which

invariably represent less efficient labor than the normal working

hours.

Employers frequently pay overtime rates for work during emer-

gency situations—in order to repair a breakdown or to eliminate a

"bottleneck." It may also prove profitable for employers to hire

workers at overtime rates under certain other circumstances, such

as where the employer will be financially penalized if he fails to com-

plete a job at a certain date; where he has a large amount of costly

equipment that is idle much of the year in highly seasonal lines of

business; where overhead costs are so large, as in shipping, that it

pays to load and unload the ship fast in order to increase the

amount carried annually by the ship and to avoid high dock charges,

or where a manufacturer, already operating at full capacity during

normal hours in good times, would lose customers, whose patronage

is desired in dull times, if he failed to fill their orders during peak peri-

ods. In all such cases, regular employees are hired for overtime work

because no good substitutes are available at a lower cost, including
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the cost of breaking them in and keeping separate records for them.

Generally employers hire workers at overtime rates for short-run

considerations, in which case it may pay them to do so if marginal

receipts exceed marginal variable costs. In an industry like the

longshore industry, however, the loading and unloading of ships is

so much a normal part of the business that the payment of over-

time rates may be considered a long-run matter. On the Pacific

Coast in the latter part of 1939 and the first half of 1940, between

40 and 50 per cent of the hours worked by longshoremen each

month were overtime hours, paid for at the rate of $1.40 an hour,

compared with 95 cents an hour for the regular hours. -^ Various

explanations have been off'ered for the fact that over 40 per cent of

all longshore work was being paid for at an overtime rate almost

one-and-a-half times the regular rate for a normal six-hour day.

These explanations include the special terms of the agreement with

the union, the organization and strategic position of the longshore-

men, and the employers' desire to keep their ships in operation, es-

pecially with a shortage of ships. In the pulp mills of the Pacific

Coast, over 14 per cent of all hours worked were overtime hours

during 1940, paid for at time-and-one-half. The mills were oper-

ated continuously, and Sunday work was considered overtime.

It may well be that, when employers hire workers to do normal

work at punitive overtime rates, they are paying those workers less

than their full marginal productivity for the regular working hours,

that the marginal productivity of the workers is closer to the over-

time rate than it is to the normal wage rate. Perhaps in such cases

firms are employing workers according to average wage rates rather

than according to the marginal principle.

In Capital, Karl Marx cites a number of cases, taken from Parlia-

mentary investigations of English factories in the middle of the last

century, where it was the practice to pay higher overtime rates for

what was obviously normal, and not emergency, work. Marx com-

ments as follows on this practice of "extra pay" for regular work

during overtime hours: "The increase in the price of labour with

the extension of the working-day beyond a certain normal limit,

takes such a shape in various British industries that the low price of

labour during the so-called normal time compels the labourer to

^ C/"., for example, Longshoremen: Pacific and Atlantic, International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union, Seattle, 1940, pp. 10-11.
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work during the better paid overtime, if he wishes to obtain a suffi-

cient wage at all." ^ There can be little doubt that exploitation of

the workers did occur in such cases.

The payment of overtime rates may indicate not only the exist-

ence of normal wage rates below the full marginal productivity of

workers in some cases but also it may indicate, where overtime rates

are paid for emergency reasons, that the employees are gaining by

such price discrimination, which separates the normal from the

emergency demand, charging higher prices for the latter more in-

elastic demand. In such an event, the emergency demand and the

emergency supply may be considered as a separate labor market,

in which the employees are able to charge more than they do or

could receive in the long run for their services in the market for

normal working hours.

It is another question whether an employer gains in the long run

by hiring some or all of his working force to work overtime at puni-

tive rates. If account is taken of the inefficiency of employees dur-

ing overtime hours as well as the immediate and ultimate effects of

overtime work upon an employee's work during normal working

hours, there is a possibility that it has not paid employers, in some

instances, to hire their employees to work overtime at punitive rates. ^

Sexes, races, and age groups. 1. Women^s wages. Various

studies indicate that women's earnings are from 30 to 50 per cent

lower than those of male workers in this country as well as abroad.^

Part of this differential in earnings is to be explained by the fact

that a larger percentage of the women workers are concentrated in

the lower paid, unskilled occupations. Even where men and

women are working in the same occupation, however, there is fre-

quently discrimination against women in the form of lower wage

rates. About one fourth of the NRA codes, for example, included

provisions for differentials by setting up lower minimum scales for

women. ^ Wage studies by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in

1 Karl Marx, Capital (Modern Library edition), pp. 598-99.
2 For evidence on this point see the heading, "hours and efficiency," in Chapter 13 infra.

^ Cf. U. S. Census Bureau, Special Report on Manufactures, 1905, Part IV, p. 65;

M. Leven and W. L King, Income in the Various States, 1925, pp. 79-80; National Indus-

trial Conference Board, Wages in the United States, 1930, p. 52; M. Leven, The Income

Structure of the United States, 1938, pp. 54-55. For foreign statistics, cf. J. H. Richardson,

A Study on the Minimum Wage, 1927, p. 136.

* Cf. Mary E. Pidgeon, Employed Women under N. R. A. Codes, U. S. Department of

Labor, Women's Bureau, Bulletin No. 130, 1935.
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various industries, such as the cigar and cigarette, paper-box and

fiber-container, textile and bread-baking industries, indicate that

women's average hourly wages for the same type of work tend to be

from 10 to 30 per cent lower than men's, although in a few occupa-

tions the average hourly earnings of women exceeded those of men
by a slight margin in certain areas. ^ It is possible that in some cases

men's and women's work within the same occupation may be some-

what different and, therefore, not absolutely comparable.

Various explanations have been offered for the differential be-

tween women's and men's wages. In the first place, women workers

are generally younger and more inexperienced. The majority of

employed women are under 30, which means that most of them be-

come married and abandon their jobs early in life. Furthermore,

the average female worker reaches the peak of her earning power

by 30, or about 10 years ahead of the average male worker.^ In

many occupations, women over 30 or 35 are considered less desir-

able as employees.^ For various reasons, including the fact that

women generally are in industry but a few years, female workers

have not been well organized and have lacked bargaining strength.

During the 1920's, no more than three or four per cent of the gain-

fully employed women were members of labor unions.

The characteristics of demand and supply have much to do with

the lower hourly earnings of women workers. On the demand side,

many occupations are closed to women either because female

workers are ill-suited for the work or because they are excluded

from the occupation by custom or public opinion. On the supply

side, an increasing percentage of the women over 15 years of age

have been entering the labor market during the last half century, so

that the percentage of all gainfully employed workers represented

by women has increased each decade from 15 per cent in 1880 to

22 percent in 1930.

A number of economists believe that the supply curve of female

labor in any given locality begins at a very low wage rate, because

the supply price, or wage that women are ready to work for, is gen-

iCy. Leven, op. cit., pp. 53-60, 157-61.
2 Ibid., pp. 58-59. Cf. also, Commissioner of Labor, Women and Child Wage-earners,

1910, vol. 18, p. 26; and U. S. Women's Bureau, Bulletin No. 85, 1931, pp. 11-12,

74-80.

2 Cf. Virginia Pope, "Future of Women Workers," JVew York Times, March 13, 1932,

Section 9, p. 5; and Annual Report, 7930, U. S. Secretary of Labor, pp. 123-24.
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erally lower than the wage for men. These economists also believe

that the supply curve of female labor is very inelastic at the higher

wage rates. ^ Such characteristics of the female labor supply in a

locality are partly explained by the pressure of financial need upon

families in which the husband's or father's earnings are insufficient

or irregular, and partly by the immobility of female labor because

of family attachments. Almost 30 per cent of the women work-

ers in 1930 were married and most of the others lived with their

families, so any increases in the earnings of male labor are likely

to cause a decrease in the supply of female labor. There are

grounds for believing that the general supply curve of female

labor may have a negative slope for changes in women's wages

as it certainly does have in response to changes in men's wages,

which cause married women to enter or withdraw from the labor

market.

The nature of the local supply curve of female labor may help to

explain why, with the wage differential, women workers are not

substituted for men in those lines where both men and women are

employed.^ Professor S. Florence points out that, with such a sup-

ply schedule, an employer would have to pay much higher wages

to attract many more women workers, which might cause that em-

ployer to "fall foul of his fellow-employers in the same district and

possibly his male employees," both of whom "seem to have definite

views of what a woman should earn." ^ Also, any offer of higher

wage rates to new female workers would probably cause a like in-

crease in the wage rates paid to the women he already employs and

possibly an increase in the wages of his male employees. Because

women workers are not as a rule graded into skilled and unskilled

classes or differentiated into separate crafts,

... it is difficult for any employer to raise the wages of women in

one group which he wants to increase without raising the wages of all

1 C/., for example, S. Florence, "A Statistical Contribution to the Theory of Women's
Wages," Economic Journal, vol. 41 (March 1931), pp. 31-32; and M. Dobb, Wages

(1938 edition), pp. 157-61.
2 "Even in the industries which employ both men and women we nearly always

find the sexes sharply divided, in different departments, working at different processes

and performing different operations," and "in the vast majority of the cases these

several departments, processes and operations are mutually complementary, and there

is no question of sex rivalry." S. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy (1919 edition),

p. 496.

3 Florence, op. cit., p. 35.
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the women he employs. The additional profit obtained by substituting

additional women for men may thus be off'set by the addition to the

wages of women he employed originally and whose service he could have

continued to obtain at the original wage. ^

Furthermore, w^omen's wages generally bear a definite relation to

those for skilled and unskilled men, so it might prove difficult for an

employer to increase women's wages without altering the wages of

his male employees. On the basis of such considerations, Profes-

sor Florence concludes that "there is a sort of unilateral buyer's

monopoly in the sense that there is a limit, tacitly agreed upon, to

the price offered in any local market for women's labour," which

"is not met by a corresponding sellers' monopoly or ladies' agree-

ment on the part of the women." ^

2. Race. Some of the same factors that explain the wage differ-

ential between women and men help to explain the differential that

tends to exist between white workers on the one hand and Negro

and oriental workers on the other. Studies by the U. S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics indicate that, in the North, Negro and white

laborers generally receive the same wage rates when they per-

form the same work, and this seems to be true for a majority of the

firms in the South. Out of 534 Southern plants covered in a study

of entrance rates for common laborers in 20 industries in 1937,

almost 70 per cent reported the same entrance rates for both races,

28 per cent reported higher rates for whites, and about 2 per cent

reported higher rates for Negroes.^ In certain Southern states,

however, the differentiation between entrance rates for colored and

white labor was particularly observable. Consequently, although

the entrance rates averaged practically the same for whites and Ne-

groes in the North, a simple average of such wage rates in

the South showed the Negroes about 10 per cent below the

whites.^ Studies of various industries by the U. S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics also indicate that the average hourly earnings of

Negroes are generally below those of white workers in the same

occupations.^

As in the case of female workers, such differentials in hourly

1 Idem. 2 Jdem.

3 CJ. Jacob Perlman and Edward K. Frazier, "Elntrance Rates of Common Laborers

in 20 Industries, July, 1937," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 45 (December 1937), p. 1498.
* Leven, op. cit., p. 162.
'i Ibid., pp. 163-64.
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earnings are due partly to differences in skill and ability,^ partly to

discrimination which limits the jobs open to colored workers, and
partly to lack of organization amongst colored workers. The dis-

proportionately large number of Negroes on relief in the North
during the depression years of the 1930's indicates that Negroes are

generally at a disadvantage in the labor market. It is estimated

that less than two per cent of all Negro workers belonged to labor

unions in 1929. That percentage is, of course, higher today. While

the CIO unions have as a rule taken Negroes and orientals into the

same local unions with white workers, a number of AFL unions

have followed the practice of segregating both Negroes and orien-

tals on the West Coast into separate locals of the national union,

and some of the craft unions have openly or indirectly closed their

doors to colored workers.

3. Age. Productivity, and therefore earnings, are affected by

the worker's age. A study of the income of employed workers in

Michigan in 1934 showed that the income of women workers

reached a peak at about 30 years of age, the income of male skilled

and unskilled workers at around 40, the income of clerical workers

at around 45, and the income of professional workers at about 50. ^

During the years between 1 8 and 30, incomes increase rapidly. The
income of unskilled workers doubled between 18 and 40 years of

age, while for all employed workers it increased about two-and-a-

half times. After each group reached the peak of its earning power,

individual incomes tended to decline. Averaging all employed

workers in Michigan in 1934, those at 20 and 70 years of age re-

ceived about half the income of those at 40, the peak age of earning

power for the group as a whole. Custom and advancement by

seniority also affect the earnings of workers in various age groups.

Occupational and industrial differentials. In connection

with the decennial census of population, the Bureau of the Census

^ For a summarizing article on the relative efficiency of Negro and white workers,

indicating that Negroes are equally efficient, cf. Robert C. Weaver, "The Efficiency

of Negro Labor," American Federationist, vol. 41 (December 1934), pp. 1327-31.

2 CJ. State Emergency Welfare Commission, "Total Income during 1934 of Gainful

Workers," Michigan Census of Population and Unemployment; and Leven, op. cit., pp. 51, 58.

Statistics of the average annual earnings of over 30,000,000 workers covered by old-

age insurance in 1937 show the same tendency for earnings to decline after the workers

have reached 45 or 50 years of age. Cf. John J. Corson, "Insurance Against Old-Age
Dependency," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 202

(March 1939), p. 63.
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uses a list containing over 20,000 occupational designations. Al-

though many of these separate designations are duplications in the

sense that they really belong to the same occupation, still that figure

gives some indication of the variety of occupational pursuits fol-

lowed by American workers.

It is primarily from the supply side that differences in wage rates

between callings and occupational groups in the same locality

must be explained. A large number of factors may affect the

supply of qualified workers seeking jobs in any particular occu-

pation or line of work. Among the most important factors, the fol-

lowing might be mentioned: (1) the distastefulness or danger con-

nected with the job, (2) social attitudes toward the occupation,

(3) the regularity or irregularity of employment in that line, (4) the

expense of training or education for that kind of employment, and

(5) the scarcity of persons with natural qualifications for the work.

Opera singers, home-run kings, and movie actresses receive ab-

normally large salaries because there are few persons well qualified

for such jobs. Occupations that require a long period of apprentice-

ship or education, such as the skilled crafts or the professions, as a

rule are also well paid. Although the hourly wage is frequently

high in some lines that are irregular or seasonal in nature, such as

the building trades, in other lines where the work is very casual,

such as picking crops, hourly earnings may be relatively low. The
same is true of dangerous and disagreeable work. Prize fighters,

drivers of racing cars, and strike-breakers receive relatively high

wages, whereas the wages of timber workers, garbage collectors,

and sewer cleaners are relatively low. Low wages are found chiefly

in lines that require little skill.

Occupational differences in wages persist because workers are

divided into "noncompeting groups"; that is, groups that cannot be

substituted for one another. The street cleaner cannot take the

place of the doctor, nor the university janitor the place of a certain

professor, even though some students might consider that a step in

the right direction. Occupational stratification in the form of non-

competing groups also tends to perpetuate itself in a world where

the cost of training for any occupation or calling must be borne by

the individual worker or his parents. In general, only those with

higher incomes can afford the cost of training for highly skilled and

professional jobs, so differences of wages once established influence
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supply conditions in the different grades of labor in a way that tends

to preserve prevailing wage differentials.

Various artificial restrictions upon the supply of labor in an oc-

cupation may increase occupational differentials in wage rates.

The establishment of certain requirements for admission to the occu-

pation, like those fixed by medical and bar associations or those de-

termined by common practice, such as the Ph.D. degree for college

professors, affect the supply of eligible labor in an occupation. The
same is true of various other artificial barriers to entrance into a

trade, like those set up by labor unions, such as a required period of

apprenticeship, the closed union with a closed-shop agreement, and

restrictions upon the hours of work and upon output. Various means

whereby labor unions can affect the supply of, and even the demand
for, the services of their members, thereby maintaining high wage
rates in the occupation or craft, were discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Differences in wage rates between industries can largely be ex-

plained by occupational differences, together with such factors as

the skill required and the sex, color, and age of the \vorkers. The
average wage rate for an industry means very little, for in 1935 wage

rates ranged from 30 cents to $3.50 per hour in the iron and steel in-

dustry and from 15 cents to $2.50 an hour in building construction.

It simply is not possible to eliminate occupational, geographic,

and other differentials from the wage figures for various industries.

Perhaps the figures that come closest to representing purely industrial

differentials are the hourly entrance rates for common laborers in var-

ious industries in a certain area. Such figures are given in Table 4.

TABLE 4. HOURLY ENTRANCE RATES OF ADULT MALE COMMON LABORERS

IN NORTHEASTERN-CENTRAL STATES! AVERAGE, HIGHEST, AND LOWEST
RATES, JULY 1935 ^

Industry Average High Low
Lumber (sawmills) 32.2 cents 42.5 cents 27.5 cents

Leather 38.0 45.0 30.0

Brick, tile, and terra cotta 40.8 80.0 35.0

Foundry and machine shop products 41.1 62.5 30.0

Paper and pulp 42.2 52.0 32.0

Slaughtering and meat packing 45.0 47.5 40.0

Cement 45.5 60.0 40.0

Iron and steel 45.6 48.5 37.0

Petroleum refining 52.5 56.0 52.0

Automobiles 55.4 75.0 38.0

^ Paul H. Moncure, "Entrance Rates Paid to Common Labor, July 1935," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 42 (March 1936), pp. 704-705. The northeastern-central states

include Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
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The wide range between high and low rates for automobile

firms and brickyards (in contrast to the narrow range for petroleum

refining) in the same region seems to indicate that different grades

of common labor are required by the same industry and also by

the different industries. The type of performance demanded of

common labor in the automobile or petroleum-refining industries

undoubtedly differs considerably from that required of common
labor in sawmills, for example.

Geographic differentials. To a greater degree than is generally

appreciated, geographic differences in wage rates are really due to

occupational and industrial differences. The working population

of the South, for instance, is largely employed in agriculture and

textiles, both of which are low-wage industries wherever located

and in both of which wage-earners are, for the most part, of the

common-labor type. Furthermore, it is real wages that are im-

portant in examining geographic differentials. Money wages may
differ considerably between two localities, and yet, because of

lower costs of living in the lower wage locality, real wages may be

much the same in both areas. The cost of food, housing, etc., for

example, tends to be lower in rural districts, where money wages

are also generally lower, than in metropolitan centers.

Geographic differentials in wage rates will be discussed under

three general headings: differences between urban and rural areas,

differences between regions within the country, and differences

between nations.

1. Rural-urban differentials. There are a number of reasons why
money wages are lower in rural than in urban areas. In the first

place, the differences in cost of living between metropolitan and

rural districts, already mentioned, are an important element in

such differentials. In the second place, such city-country contrasts

are partly due to occupational differences. The rural wage-earners

or laborers generally are less highly skilled. Table 5 shows, by
size of community, the estimated average income per year for

some 9,500,000 wage-earning families in this country who were

not on relief from July 1935 through June 1936—the period to

which the estimates apply. Occupational differences undoubtedly

help to explain why the average yearly income per family in rural

communities was but 62 per cent of the average income in metrop-

olises in 1935-1936.
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TABLE 5. AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOMES OF WAGE-EARNING FAMILIES IN FIVEAVERAGE ANNUAL INCOMES OF WAGE-EARNING FAMILIES

TYPES OF COMMUNITY, 1935--1936 1

Metropolises:

1,500,000 and over Sl,626

Large cities:

100,000 to 1,500,000 1,414

Middle-sized cities:

25,000 to 100,000 1,263

Small cities:

2,500 to 25,000 1,261

Rural communities 1,004

OF ADULT MALE COMMON
CITY, JULY 1937 2

Northern and Southern

Western states states

60 cents 45 cents

56 40

54 38

53 39

55 35

53 39

Occupational differences are, to some extent, eliminated in

Table 6, which shows the average hourly entrance rates of adult

male unskilled workers in cities of various size. These statistics

indicate that average hourly wage rates for unskilled labor in

cities under 10,000 are from 80 to 90 per cent of such wage rates

in cities 500,000 or over in population.

TABLE 6. AVERAGE HOURLY ENTRANCE RA

LABORERS IN 20 INDUSTRIES, BY SIZE

Cities Country as a whole

500,000 and over 59 cents

100,000 to 500,000 50

50,000 to 100,000 48

25,000 to 50,000 50

10,000 to 25,000 52
Less than 10,000 48

The size-of-city differentials are not so large for unskilled labor

as they are for those skilled trades that are highly unionized and

enjoy a local market little affected by out-of-city competition, such

as building and newspaper printing. Figures in Table 7 indicate

that, in cities with 40,000 to 100,000 inhabitants, the average union

wage per hour in building and newspaper printing is about 75 per

cent of the average wage in large cities over 1,000,000 in popula-

tion. A part of the size-of-city and rural-urban differentials in

* Consumer Incomes in the United States^ Their Distribution in 7935-36, National Resources

Committee, Washington, 1938, p. 27. Cf. also. State Emergency Welfare Relief

Commission, "Total Income during 1934 of Gainful Workers," Michigan Census of

Population and Unemployment, 1936, p. 3, which indicates that the yearly incomes of

employed workers in rural townships in Michigan ranged from 46 per cent (for profes-

sional workers) to 66 per cent (for clerical and skilled workers) of the incomes of similar

workers in cities with over 40,000 inhabitants.

2 Jacob Perlman and Edward K. Frazier, "Entrance Rates of Common Laborers in

20 Industries, July 1937," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 45 (December 1937), p. 1499.
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TABLE 7. AVERAGE HOURLY WAGE RATES FOR UNION MEMBERS IN THE
BUILDING TRADES AND IN NEWSPAPER PRINTING IN THE NORTHERN

AND PACIFIC STATES, JUNE 1, 1938 ^

Cities Building trades Newspaper printing

Over 1,000,000 SI. 50 S1.39

500,000 to 1,000,000 1.31 1.28

250,000 to 500,000 1.29 1.26

100,000 to 250,000 1.15 1.13

40,000 to 100,000 1.12 1.08

wage rates is undoubtedly due to the greater degree of labor union-

ism among workers in the city than in the country and in the large

cities than in small cities.

Another factor affecting the labor supply, besides labor organ-

ization, is the fact that the population in the cities has not been

replacing itself, so that a considerable portion of the labor supply

in urban areas has to be recruited or drawn from rural communities

with less than 2,500 inhabitants, which accounted for 44 per cent

of our population in 1930. In that year the net reproduction rate

per generation for the white population of this country was 1.47

for rural areas and 0.87 for urban communities. The net reproduc-

tion rate generally declines as the size of the city increases, so that

it is over twice as high for rural farm areas as it is for cities above

250,000.^ Consequently, wage rates in the cities must be higher,

in order to attract to the cities a sufficient supply of workers, who
will make up the deficit resulting from the low fertility rates in

urban areas. Inhabitants of rural areas who value the attractions

of country life can only be drawn to the cities by high wage differ-

entials, especially when, in the cities, they may be more subject to

loss of earnings through unemployment or to discrimination in the

form of seniority rules.

2. Regional differentials. Statistics indicate that, by 1810, wage

standards had become fairly fixed and showed "the same differences

between geographic localities and trades that we find today." ^

J. B. McMaster, the historian, reports that wage rates then were high-

^ "Union Scales of Wages and Hours in the Printing Trades, June 1, 1938" and
"Union Scales of Wages and Hours in the Building Trades, June 1, 1938," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 47 (December 1938), p. 1372 and (November 1938), p. 1109. Cf.

also Jacob Perlman, "Extent and Causes of Differences in Hourly Earnings," Journal

of the American Statistical Association, vol. 35 (March 1940), pp. 6-7.

2 Frank Lorimer and Frederick Osborn, Dynamics oj Population, 1934, p. 28.

3 History of Wages in the United States from Colonial Times to 1928, U. S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 604, 1934, p. 56.
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est in the New England and New York-to-Ohio area, and lowest in the

South, with the territory west of Ohio holding the middle ground.

The Southern wage differential has been explained on many
grounds. Of fundamental importance in all regional and national

differentials in real wage rates is the population-resources ratio

—

the natural resources per capita. The South is not rich in minerals,

and its soil has been depleted and eroded. In the past, cotton

farmers have tended to use up the land and to move on, so that

the center of cotton culture has moved westward from the Atlantic

seaboard to the Mississippi River. That helps to explain why
economic productivity, measured by money income, is much lower

for Southern agriculture than for agriculture in other regions of

the country. In 1929 the income of farmers in California averaged

10 times that of farmers in South Carolina; yet almost one half

the working population in the South depends on agriculture for

its support. Indeed, over half the farmers in the country are in

the South. Undoubtedly, the system of tenant farming also helps

to explain this low-income yield in Southern agriculture and the

waste of soil resources. The income differential between the South

and the rest of the country is greater in agriculture than in other

lines of economic activity.

The quality of the region's population or human resources is also

an important factor in economic productivity. Not only does the

climate affect output per capita, but the Southern states have the

highest rates of illiteracy, and Negroes constitute over one third of

their working force. Also, lately some of the youth is being drained

away so that the population of the South is heavily weighted by

elderly persons. It is, therefore, understandable that the particular

industries which employ the largest number of workers in the South

are industries that use mostly unskilled or semiskilled labor. Half

of the industrial workers in the South are concentrated in textiles

and lumber, and both of these industries, wherever located, are

low-wage industries because they generally employ a relatively low

grade of labor. It is in the unskilled occupations that the wage

differential between Southern industry and industry in the rest of

the country is the largest. In some highly skilled occupations, like

the railroad shop crafts and the building trades, the differential is

at a minimum and in some cases practically disappears.^ This is

1 CJ. Clarence Heer, Income and Wages in the South, 1930, pp. 58-62.
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true of union as well as nonunion workers. Table 8 indicates the

wage rates for skilled and unskilled building workers in various sec-

tions of the country.

TABLE 8. AVERAGE HOURLY WAGES OF BUILDING WORKERS BY REGIONS IN

PERCENTAGE OF THE AVERAGE FOR THE WHOLE COUNTRY, 1936 ^

State areas Common
laborers

Bricklayers Carpenters Plaster

New England 117 93 94 98

Middle Adantic 104 107 111 110
East North Central 119 101 108 103
West North Central 115 98 95 95

South Adantic 84 92 89 90
East South Central 66 92 81 84
West South Central 70 87 84 82
Mountain 96 98 104 93

Pacific 122 103 100 103

The low return in Southern agriculture makes it possible for in-

dustries in the South to attract workers from the farms by wage

rates that would fail to attract labor from rural areas in the North.

Furthermore, rural labor is not generally qualified to enter skilled

trades in industry, which helps to explain why the geographic

differential is largest in unskilled work. Table 9 indicates the

Southern differential in hourly rates for unskilled workers in various

industries.

TABLE 9. AVERAGE HOURLY ENTRANCE RATES OF ADULT MALE COMMON
LABORERS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES, JULY 1938 2

Industry North and South and South in percentage

West, cents Southwest, cents oj North and West

Brick, tile, and terra cotta 48 29 60

Cement 56 41 73

Chemicals 60 36 60

Fertilizers 47 27 57

Foundry and machine shop 51 35 69

Glass 53 44 83

Iron and steel 60 44 73

Leather 51 39 76

Lumber (sawmills) 55 24 44

Paints 54 33 61

Paper and pulp 51 40 78

Petroleum 68 57 84

Slaughtering and meat packing 58 50 86

1 Edward P. Sanford, "Wages and Hours in the Building Trades," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 45 (August 1937), pp. 284-87.

2 Edward K. Frazier and Jacob Perlman, "Entrance Rates of Common Laborers,

July, 1938," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 48 (January 1939), p. 168.
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The Southern differential for common labor in the middle of 1938

ranged from 56 per cent in the case of lumber to 14 per cent in

slaughtering and meat packing, with the average differential about

30 per cent. In the highest paying lines, which presumably at-

tracted the best quality of common labor in the South, the differen-

tial between the North and the South generally was the smallest.

The importance of productivity in regional wage differentials is

also brought out in statistics for the lumber industry. Hourly wage
rates in logging and sawmilling were about twice as high in the

West as in the South in the early 1930's. The amount of lumber

produced per man-hour worked was, however, over twice as great

in the West as in the South. This difference in productivity of the

workers in the two regions is largely explained by the advantage

that the West enjoys in the size of logs, the average timber stand

per acre, and the degree of mechanization and horsepower available

per worker. As a consequence of the high productivity per worker

in the West, the labor costs at the mill during the first quarter of

1934 were S5.ll for logging and milling 1,000 board feet of West

Coast Douglas fir compared with similar labor costs of S7.58 per

1,000 board feet for Southern pine. Comparative labor costs for

shipping and selling by the mills were also lower for the West than

for the South. ^

Various other reasons have been offered to help explain the

Southern wage differential. Such reasons include the fact that

there are no cities with as many as 500,000 inhabitants in the South,

the lower cost of living in the South, the higher freight rates there,

the lack of competition for labor in Southern mill towns, the lack

of organization amongst Southern workers, the fact that the South

sells much of its products abroad and buys many of its goods from

our tariff-sheltered industries in the North, and the lack of mobility

of Southern labor, especially the unskilled. Perfect mobility of

labor would, of course, tend to iron out all geographical differentials.

The average hourly wage in the cotton-textile industry in the

1 Cf. Peter A. Stone et al.. Economic Problems of the Lumber and Timber Products Industry,

National Industrial Recovery Administration, Work Materials No. 79, March 1936,

pp. 152, 322-23, In 1940, experts estimated that in Washington and Oregon about

16 man-hours were required for logging and milling 1,000 feet of lumber compared

with 29.5 hours per 1,000 feet of Southern pine. Cf. also "Technology, Productivity,

and Employment in the Lumber Industry," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 51 (July 1940),

p. 60.
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South during August 1938 was 36.5 cents, which was 18 per cent

below the Northern average of 44.6 cents. Some Southern mills,

however, were paying rates as high as Northern mills, although

Northern mills in general hired more skilled labor and had a higher

output per man-hour. This cotton-textile differential had been as

high as 39 per cent in 1924, gradually declining to 17.5 per cent

in 1935.^ A study based on the data of the Biennial Census of

Manufactures in 1935 indicates that the average differential in

hourly wages between comparable industries in the North and the

South was then about 15 per cent in manufacturing.^ This same
census shows that, in terms of average "value productivity" per

man-hour by wage-earners. Northern and Western manufacturers

exceeded Southern manufacturers by 25 per cent or more.^

Even within the South itself there were wage differentials. The
average hourly wage for the "Lower South" was 18.4 per cent

below the wage for similar manufacturing industries in the North;

for the "Upper South" the differential was 13.7 per cent, and for

the Southwest, 12.8 per cent.^ Wage rates in manufacturing seem

to have had much the same pattern in the New England, the Mid-
dle Atlantic, and the East North Central states during 1933 and

1935, but were 5.5 per cent below the Northern average in the

West North Central states during 1935.^ The wage scales for the

industry groups in the West conformed very closely with the com-
posite wage scales for the country as a whole.

3. National differentials. As indicated in Chapter 4, wage rates in

English money were higher in the American colonies than in the

mother country a few years after the first settlement, and a differ-

1 CJ. N. A. Tolles, "Regional Differences in Cotton-Textile Wages, 1928 to 1937,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (January 1938), pp. 36-37; and A. F. Hinrichs, Wages in

Cotton-Goods Manufacturing, U, S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 663, 1938.

In 1925 the New England states had over half of all cotton-spinning spindles in the

United States; in 1938 New England had less than one third of such spindles.

2 A. F. Hinrichs and A. F. Beal, "Geographical Variation in Hours and Wages 1933
and 1935," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 47 (July 1938), p. 134. Relatives were calculated

from the basic data for each industry and then combined into a weighted index in

order to eliminate, in so far as possible, the influence of high-wage and low-wage
industries in the two regions.

Ubid., p. 125.

^ Ibid.,, p. 141. The "Upper South" includes Delaware, Maryland, District of Co-
lumbia, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, and Tennessee; the

"Lower South" includes South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

Arkansas, and Louisiana; the Southwest includes Oklahoma and Texas.
^ Ibid., p. 140. The West North Central states include Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,

North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas.
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ential seems to have persisted since then between real wages here

and abroad. As early as 1623 there were complaints of the excessive

cost of labor in Virginia and in New England. A few years later a

colonial writer was urging impoverished Englishmen to come to

Maryland, where they could "live plenteously well." ^ A committee

of the Assembly of Pennsylvania correctly stated in 1752 that the

ease with which "the industrious Poor obtain lands . . . keeps

up the Price of Labour." ^ Undoubtedly the man-land or popula-

tion-resources ratio plays a most important part in the determina-

tion of value productivity per worker in a country.

Fundamentally, it is physical productivity per worker that ex-

plains national differentials in the level of real wages. In national

wage comparisons, the total real income of the nation is generally

more important than the share of that total going to wage-earners.

Indeed, international comparisons of average per-capita incomes

and of real wages generally show about the same percentage differ-

entials between countries.^ Various studies by the International

Labour Office indicate that in 1930 real wages (measured by the

purchasing power of money wage rates in terms of food, fuel, light,

and soap) were about as follows in percentage of real wages in

the United States: Canada 82 per cent, Sweden and Denmark 58

per cent, England 53 per cent, Holland 43 per cent, Germany 38

per cent, France 31 per cent, and Italy 21 per cent."^ None of these

percentages, except that of France, would be increased if allowance

is made for the changes in the International Labour Office's index

of real wages from 1930 to 1938. In fact, the percentages for Ger-

many and Holland would be decreased considerably by such ad-

justment for more recent figures.

Productivity per worker in a country is affected not only by the

ratio of population to available natural resources but also by the

skill and ability of the workers, the methods of production, the size

of the product market, the available power facilities, and a number

1 Cf. T. V. VVertenbaker, Labor Costs and American Democracy, Alumni Lectures,

Princeton University, 1938, p. 4.

2 Pennsylvania Archives, eighth series, vol. 4, p. 3520.
3 Cf. J. W. Angell, The Recovery of Germany, 1929, p. 321, and Undersokningar Rorande

det Samlade Skattetrycket i Sverige och Utlandet, Statens Offentliga Utredningar, Stockholm,

1936:18, pp. 132-34, for statistics of per-capita real income in various countries.

4 International Labour Review, vol. 21 (April 1930), p. 560, and vol. 22 (October 1930),

p. 545; subsequent issues contain an index of real wages, on a 1929 base, for these

various countries.
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of other factors. Of course these factors are interrelated; machine

methods are used where labor is scarce, and labor scarcity is largely

determined by the population-resources ratio.

The question of regional and national differentials in wages is

also involved in the discussion of regional and national labor stand-

ards in Chapter 19.



CHAPTER NINE

INCOME AND CONSUMPTION

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of wage and income

statistics and their bearing upon consumption and investment.

Statistics are generally dull, but income figures are so startling that

politicians frequently quote them to their constituents. A study of

actual earnings and income distribution is necessary in order to at-

tempt an answer to a number of interesting questions, such as the

following: Have wage-earners been gaining or losing as compared

with other classes? Has there been a tendency for income to become

concentrated in fewer hands? What really is "the American stand-

ard of living"? Are most wage-earners receiving enough to provide

their families with a decent living? Do taxes bear more heavily

upon the poor than the rich? Are we suffering from underconsump-

tion? Has investment kept pace with savings, or have savings been

wasted by hoarding? What effect does investment have upon con-

sumption? Would further redistribution of income through taxation

aid economic progress?

Statistics alone will not provide answers to all of these questions.

It will, of course, be necessary to interpret the figures and to fit

them into some theoretical pattern. In doing so, caution will be

required, for the statistics are only indexes and estimates—some

perhaps are little more than intelligent "guesstimates." In certain

cases, they may permit of various interpretations or lend support

to different theories. Consequently, the analysis and conclusions

based upon such figures may be subject to error and certainly

should not be accepted as the final, absolute truth.

Nature of the national income. The nation's income funda-

mentally consists of the net volume of goods and services consumed

within the country during any period such as a year. It is evident

that there may be a difference between the nation's total income

produced—the "heap" of goods and services made available for

218
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consumption in any one year—and the total amount of goods and

services actually consumed during that year. Not all of the national

income produced may be consumed in the same year, so that the

income produced may exceed the income consumed. Also, the

income consumed may exceed the income produced during any

one year, because the people have drawn more from the store of

goods (both consumers' goods and capital goods) accumulated in

previous years than they have added to that store.

Available estimates of our national income do not attempt to

measure the total income consumed by the nation. Rather, they

represent the national "income produced" or the aggregate "in-

come paid" to individuals in connection with production, both

measured in terms of that common denominator in our economy,

the dollar. In any year the national "income produced" (the

market value of the net product of goods and services) may differ

in amount from the aggregate money "income paid out" to indi-

viduals in the process of production, because firms may retain

some income as surplus or business savings, or they may draw

upon accumulated surplus by disbursing more money than the

firm received during the year, in which case there would be a deficit

or negative business savings. Total "income paid out" may be di-

vided into various categories either according to the type of p;iy-

ment (wages, interest, rent, profits, etc .). or according to the size

of a person's or a family's total income from various sources.

Classification by productive function or type of payment is known
as functional distribution. These two aspects of income distribu-

tion will now be treated in turn.

FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME

The broadest classification of the national income on functional

lines consists of a division between labor compensation Swages and

salaries) on the one hand and compensation to rapitRl /including^

entrepreneurship) on the other hand. Table 10 indicates the rela-

tive share of the national income allotted to each of these claimant

groups, labor and capital, during various years.

In interpreting this table there are a number of things that the

reader must bear in mind. In the first place, these percentages

are only estimates. A recent estimate of the national income and

its component elements shows total employees' compensation as
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TABLE 10. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL INCOME BETWEEN LABOR
AND CAPITAL IN VARIOUS YEARS ^

Labor Capital

1900 53 47

1910 56 44
1920 63 37

1925 62 38

1930 65 35

1932 64 36

1935 67 33

1938 68 32

1939 68 32

69.2 per cent of national income in 1920 and practically the same

figure, 69.5 per cent, in 1930.- These recent figures also indicate

that the entire increase in the percentage figure for labor from 1930

to 1935 was brought about by relief payments of various sorts.

The "capital" item, as indicated in the footnote to the table, in-

cludes some "labor income," represented by the labor that enter-

prisers like farmers and small businessmen perform themselves.

The more that employees are hired to perform such work, the more

the capital percentage would decrease.

The most important factor in this increase in the share of the

national income going to employees has been the expansion in the

number of employees relative to enterprisers or independent busi-

nessmen during this period. According to the estimates in Table 1,

total employees increased from 69 to 81 per cent of the gainfully

employed population between 1900 and 1939. Professor W. I.

King has estimated that the number of wage-earners and salaried

employees increased from 24,410,000 to 35,572,000 between 1909

and 1927, while the number of entrepreneurs or independent busi-

nessmen declined from 9,845,000 to 9,801,000.^ The reduction in

the numlper of independent businessmen., as the rorp?-)r;^rinrrfake.s

over more a^iH rr^nrp nf Qiir industrial lifej accounts for most of the

decline in the income of entrepreneurs (independent businessmen)

1 Estimates for 1900 to 1925 from M. Leven, H. G. Moulton, and C. Warburton,
America's Capacity to Consume, 1934, pp. 157, 158; and for 1930 to 1939 from Robert R.

Nathan, "National Income at Nearly 70 Billion Dollars in 1939," Survey of Current

Business, U. S. Department of Commerce, vol. 20 (June 1940), p. 9. "Capital" includes

interest, dividends, rents, royalties, corporate savings, and entrepreneurial returns,

which represent "labor income" of entrepreneurs as well as return on owned capital.

2 Simon Kuznets, National Income and Capital Formation 1919-35, A Preliminary Report,

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1937, Table 6, pp. 24-25.

3 The National Income and Its Purchasing Power, National Bureau of Economic Research,

1930, pp. 56, 60, 62.
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from 21 to 13 per cent of the national income between 1920 and

1935, while interest and corporation dividend payments rose from

10 per cent of the national income in 1920 to almost 17 per cent in

1932, declining to 13 per cent in 1935.^

It is only by bearing in mind the relative expansion in the em-

ployee groups that one can reconcile the percentage figures in

Table 10 with the fact that a concentration of income into fewer

hands, to the relative disadvantage of workers, occurred during

the decade of the 1920's. It might also be well to compare Table

10 with Table 1, which shows that in 1939, when the total em-

ployees' share of the national income was estimated at 68 per cent,

employees represented about 81 per cent of the working population

of the country.

If one lumps wages, salaries, and returns to individual enterprisers

together and compares such an "earned" income share with what

might be called the "passive" share, representing the return on in-

vestment and property, he finds that there was practically no

change in the percentages for these two shares between 1909 and

1929; the "passive" share accounted for 24.5 per cent of the na-

tional income in 1909 and 24.8 per cent in 1929.^ In the latter

year there were around 2,000,000 income recipients who were not

gainfully employed. Most of them presumably were living on

income from property.^

Income shares in the business cycle. The working class as a

whole generally loses more than the other economic groups dur-

ing a depression. ^The proportion__o£the total national income re-

ceived by employees as compensation for labor tends to decline

during the^downswing of the business cycle. That was apparently

the case, foK example, from 1920 to 1921 and from 1929 through

1933.^ On the other hand, the relative share received for property

ownership tends to increase under adverse business conditions.

From 1929 to 1933, for instance, interest payments received by in-

dividuals showed a relative increase from 6.5 to 10.3 per cent of the

total national income. Interest charges are customarily fixed costs,

which means that the relative share going to interest receivers ex-

pands as the total national income contracts. Interest receipts

sometimes represent an "unearned" return in the sense that they

1 Simon Kuznets, op. cit. ^ Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, op. cit., p. 159.

' Ibid., p. 26. * Cf. Simon Kuznets, op. cit.
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continue to be paid, out of surplus if necessary, upon capital goods

long since worn out or obsolete.

A study of corporation disbursements for interest, dividends, and

wages as well as corporation profits, during the period from 1922

to 1935, has been made by Professor T. J. Kreps. Professor

Kreps' study shows that, although corporate disbursements to

labor (wages and salaries) kept pace with corporate disbursements

to stockholders and creditors from 1922 to 1924, there was an in-

crease of almost 65 per cent in disbursements to stockholders and

creditors between 1924 and 1929 compared with a 20-per-cent in-

crease in the disbursements for labor. Furthermore, the corpora-

tion statistics for the period from 1929 to 1934 show that the "wages

of capital are not cut as easily as the wages of labor." ^ Professor

Kreps indicates how corporation policies may influence the func-

tional distribution of income when he concludes from his study

"that corporate security holders not only profited most from the

boom in the twenties, but suff'ered least from the depression in the

thirties," and that factory payrolls, while increasing considerably

under the various economic and governmental influences after 1932,

had not in 1 933 and 1 934 "reached the levels (in terms of 1 923-1 925)

at which dividend payments, interest payments, and compensation of

officers" were maintained during those early years of the New Deal.^

Wages, prices, and functional distribution. Some writers

have argued thatan increase in wagej^ates for^ajcertain^roup of

workerŝ
^
^ll not^hange jthe functional distributioiL,Q£incpme, be-

cause a rise in wages will only result in a proportional rise in the

price of the product; consequently, the wage dollars of all workers

will buy correspondingly less, so that the real income of the wage-

earning class remains exactly the same. Such an argument is,

however, based upon a number of questionable assumptions. Pre-

sumably product prices would rise by the same percentage as wage

rates only if all costs in the industry were wage costs or if the return

to capitalists always increased in proportion to increases in workers'

earnings. Furthermore, it assumes that workers buy enough of the

IT.
J. Kreps, "Dividends, Interest, Profits, Wages, 1923-35," Quarterly Journal of

Economics^ vol. 49 (August 1935), p. 575.

^ Ibid., p. 599. Estimates by Simon Kuznets show that between 1923 and 1929 the

amount paid out by business to workers increased 22 per cent whereas the amount
paid out to capital, as interest and dividends, increased by 50 per cent. CJ. Kuznets,

op. cit., pp. 62-67.
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product so that the wage increase is exactly offset by the additional

sum that they have to pay to buy the same amount of the product.

As long as people receive some income for ownership and not labor,

any increase in wage rates is not likely, in itself, to cause a propor-

tionate change in prices. Consequently, increased money wage

rates would tend to increase the share of the nation's income re-

ceived by workers, unless such higher rates caused employment tg

decrease by an offsetting amount.

PERSONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME

This section deals with the distribution of income to family groups

and to single individuals. It draws extensively from a study made
by the National Resources Committee of consumer incomes during

the 12 months from July 1935 through June 1936.^ At that time

there were in this country 29,400,300 families, representing

116,000,000 persons (nearly 91 per cent of the population), and

about 10,000,000 single persons living alone or not attached to

any family group. Many of these families, of course, contained

several wage-earners; the total family income includes the earnings

of all members of the family as well as income from other sources

such as investments, boarders, relief, etc.

The percentage distribution of the national income among all

families and single individuals combined is .indicated in Table 1 1

.

TABLE 1 1 . PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILIES AND SINGLE INDIVIDUALS

BY NUMBER AND BY AGGREGATE INCOME, 1935-1936 2

I

Income level Number Aggregate income

Under $500 17.01 3.48

$500—750 14.63 6.10

$750—1,000 14.90 8.65

$1,000—1,250 12.65 . 9.42

$1,250—1,500 9.49 8.62

ll^n—2,ona 13.14 14.98

$2,000—2,500 7.50 11.09

$2,500—3,000 3.74 6.76

$3,000—5,000 4.60 11.21

$5,000—10,000 1.51 6.91

$10,000—25,000 0.66 6.43

$25,000—50,000 0.13 2.96

$50,000—100,000 0.03 1.53

100,000—500,000 0.01 1.36

Over $500,000 Less than 0.005 0.50

* National Resources Committee, Consumer Incomes in the United States, Their Distribu-

tion in 7935-36, 1938. The estimates of income received by families and individuals

in this study are based upon a nationwide sample of about 300,000 families.

2 National Resources Committee, op. cit., p. 6.
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This table shows the difference between the percentage that the

various classes represent of the nation's consumer units (families

and single persons) compared with the percentage that such classes

receive of the nation's total income. For example, families and
individuals with incomes under SI,000 represented about 47 per

cent of all consumer units, yet they received but 18 per cent of the

total national income. Indeed, 5 per cent of the consumer units

in the highest income groups received 27 per cent of the national

income, or as much as 60 per cent of the consumer units at the low-

est end of the scale. And the highest 1 per cent of the consumer units,

with incomes of S9, 1 00 and over, received 1 4 per cent of the nation's

income—only a trifle less than did the lowest 40 per cent of the con-

sumer units. The extreme inequality in income distribution may be

stated in another way. One tenth of the nation's income went to

the top one half of one per cent of all consumer units and another

tenth served to support the lowest third of the families and single in-

dividuals. Relief receipts accounted for some of the income of about

30 per cent of the consumer units in this lowest-third group.

During this 12-month period from the middle of 1935 to the

middle of 1936, half of all die^JaimUes £eceiyedj[ess^^

^and^half of the single individuals received less than S830. The
a^^^rage_or_mean income fof~ainamilies was SI ^6^2^ and for all

single individuals SI, 151.

Economic equality. The inequality of income \vas_greater in

thg 1920's than in__the 1 9 3Qlsr~ms~gcnerallv recognized that_ex-

tremes in the distribution of money income are_greatest during

prosperous_periods. This iT so because profits rise rapidly during

booms, and the rich become much richer, mainly through larger

profits. Various statistical studies indicate, for example, that there

was a distinct tendency toward a more extreme concentration of

income during the decade of the 1920's.^ Some authors, from less

precise statistical material, conclude that there was a progressive

increase from 1910 to 1929 "in the proportion of individuals in the

higher income groups." - Estimates by the Brookings Institution

1 CJ., for example, Concentration and Composition of Individual Incomes, 1918-1937, Mono-
graph No. 4, Temporary National Economic Committee, 1940; Leven, Moulton, and

Warburton, op. cit., p. 126; and Rufus S. Tucker, "The Distribution of Income Among
Income Taxpayers in the United States, 1863-1935," Quarterly Journal oj Economics^

vol. 52 (August 1938), p. 586.

2 Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, p. 106.
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for the year 1929 show that 6.6 per cent of the total national in-

come went to consumer units (families and single individuals) with

incomes of $500,000 or over, compared with 0.5 per cent in Table

11 for the same income classes in 1935-1936.^ At the other end

of the income curve, 17.3 per cent of all consumer units received

between $500 and SI,000 in 1929, while 29.5 per cent of all con-

sumer units received incomes of S500 to SI,000 in 1935-1936.

Allowance should be made, of course, for the 15-to-20-per-cent

decline in wholesale prices and the cost of living between 1929

and 1935-1936.

Inequality in the distrjhn tin^ ^f V i
^^nltl^^ i^q-l^rg^ meRSiire^ r^-

counts for the inequality in incomes. _ A study based on the Federal

income^ax figures for 1920 indicates that, while those with incomes

between SI,000 and S2,000 derived 82 per cent of their income

from labor service and 18 per cent from property, those with in-

comes between S500,000 and SI,000,000 obtained 94 per cent of

their income from property, and those with incomes over S2,000,000

got 99 per cent of their income from property.^ Such figures indi-

cate the direct relationship between the concentration of wealth

and unequal distribution of ijKome. TheJiia:tiiality_in_t_ha-QAvner-

ship of wealthjs even g^reater than that for income, An estimate

at the end of 1921 showed that the richest 2 per cent of the popu-

lation, those with S40,000 or more in property, owned 40 per cent

of the total national wealth, whereas the poorest 65 per cent owned
only 16.6 per cent of the nation's total wealth.^

There is also some evidence that inequality in the distribution

of wealth has increased during the last century.^ Such inequality

is perpetuated, of course, through inheritance from parents to off'-

spring. Many well-to-do persons, although they make public

statements strongly in favor of equal opportunity and starting at

the bottom, start their own children near the top by willing them
sizeable inheritances.

Great extremes in the distribution of income and wealth are

characteristic ot large mdustrial countriejJLiks the l JniIed^St_ates,

England, or Germany. This is true mainly because large market

1 Ibid., p. 230. 2 o. F. Boucke, Principles oj Economics, 1928, vol. 2, p. 180.

3 W. I. King, "Wealth Distribution in the Continental United States at the Close

of 1921," Journal of American Statistical Association, vol. 22 (June 1927), p. 153.

* Cf. H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgomery, Labor's Progress and Some Basic Labor Prob-

lemsy 1938, pp. 265-71, for a summary of the available data on this point.
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areas are necessary in order that huge fortunes may be amassed.

Under_the medieval guild system, with local markets and restric-

dons on competition/Tt simply waJ not possible for one townsman
to become many times more wealthy than most of his fellow towns-

merir TTowadays Ihe largest fortunes are in the largest countries,

firsmaller industrial nations, like Sweden, Denmark, or Switzer-

land, the standard of living of the people may be fairly high, but

market areas, and therefore the size of business units, are too small

to permit accumulation of dollar fortunes in nine digits. One can

readily see that it would have been impossible for Ford or Rocke-

feller to have acquired their large fortunes from the automobile

and oil industries had they set up in business in one of the smaller

industrial countries.

It is one of the greatest paradoxes of our civilization that the

inequality in the distribution of wealth and income shows no sign

of lessening, despite the fact that political and civil equality have

been practically achieved for a considerable period of time and

that educational differences are gradually being reduced with the

recent developments in public education. Why economic inequality

should persist in the face of these other equalizing tendencies is

difficult to explain. Certainly in a business civilization that tends

to evaluate persons mainly by the amount of income and wealth

they possess, such extreme economic inequality gives rise to con-

siderable discontent and class antagonism.

INCOME AND LIVING STANDARDS

"The standard of living" is a popular phrase with a variety of

meanings and connotations. To some it signifies actual living con-

ditions; to others it suggests some "ideal" or desirable level of living

that people "ought" to enjoy. When persons talk of "the quantum

of goods and services necessary for decent existence" or of a wage

sufficient to provide "an American standard of living," they have

in mind some norm or minimum level, which they are using as a

measuring stick. Such standards for measuring the adequacy of

family incomes, of course, change with economic circumstances,

rising with any increase in the quantity and variety of goods avail-

able per person. A decent and healthy standard of living for an

American worker's family today is quite different from a similar

standard for a wage-earner's family 50 years ago, before the wide-
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spread use of automobiles, radios, moving pictures, electric lights,

furnaces, well-equipped bathrooms, etc. Twenty-five years ago an

automobile would have been considered a luxury by most Ameri-

cans; the same is true of many other articles that now are a part

of the everyday life of the workingman.

Preceding discussions of wage and income figures have indicated

that there are occupational, regional, and other differences in the

real income of working-class families in America. The level of living

is generally different for common laborers and railroad engineers

with families of the same size. The standard of living amongst the

poor whites or Negro sharecroppers in the South is totally unlike

that of the residents of Park Avenue, New York City, or Hollywood,

California. Actually, there is no single American standard of living.

As the income estimates in Tables 1 1 and 12 testify, levels of income,

and therefore standards of living, range all the way from most

extreme poverty to extreme luxury.

TABLE 12. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS BY
INCOME LEVEL, 1935-1936 ^

Income level All All families Wage-earning Single

families '^ not receiving

relief

families not

receiving relief

individuals

Under $250 4.0 2.8 3.0 9.6

$250-500 10.3 7.8 7.5 15.6

$500-750 12.9 11.3 12.0 19.6

$750-1,000 14.6 13.4 16.2 15.9

$1,000-1,250 13.2 13.2 16.2 11.0

$1,250-1,500 9.8 10.8 12.7 8.7

$1,500-1,750 8.0 9.1 9.8 5,4

$1,750-2,000 6.5 7.3 7.4 4.0

$2,000-2,500 8.4 9.5 8.0 4.9

Over $2,500 8.1 14.8 7.2 3.6

$1,622 $1,781 $1,289 $1,151

.Median income $1,160 $1,285 $1,175

"All families represented 29,400,300 families or 116,000,000 persons; nonrelief families included 24,913,-

200 families; wage-earning families not receiving relief included 9,459,300 families; and single individuals,

10,058,000 persons.

Levels of living. Assuming that an annual income of S750 in

1935-1936 was, in most localities, too low to maintain a family of

four on a level of normal health and working efficiency. Table 1

2

indicates that over one fifth of all nonrelief families failed to reach

even such a substandard or "poverty" level. The standard of living

^ National Resources Committee, Consumer Incomes in the United States, 1938, pp. 18,

22, 27, 30.
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of a family can be roughly ascertained by the percentage of the

family budget represented by expenditures for food. At a S750 in-

come level, fully half of the family's income would generally be

used to buy food.

It has been estimated that at least $1,000 was necessary in 1935-

1936 to provide a family of four with the bare essentials or basic

necessities of life, with food costs approximating 40 per cent of the

family budget, and housing, along with fuel and light, accounting

for an additional 25 per cent.^ Table 12 shows that two fifths of all

wage-earners' families not receiving relief failed to achieve such a

"subsistence" standard of SI,000 in 1935-1936. In this same period,

an income of SI, 500 would, under most circumstances, have been

necessary in order to provide the average family of four with a

"health-and-decency" standard of living. Such a standard would

include, besides a minimum amount of food for healthy existence

that would consume 35 per cent of the family's income, such ele-

mentary social necessities as medical care, clothing compatible with

self-respect, and a few recreation and "sundry" items such as a

newspaper and a fortnightly movie. Only one third of all families

not on relief had incomes of SI, 500 or more in 1935-1936. Indeed,

well over two thirds of all wage-earners' families not on relief failed

to enjoy such a health-and-decency standard during those years.

A larger income would have been needed to provide for families

of more than four persons at each of these standards
—"poverty"

(S750), "subsistence" (SI, 000), and minimum "health-and-de-

cency" (SI, 500). Yet there is no evidence that the largest families

enjoy the largest incomes. Indeed, although 21 per cent of all non-

relief families were below the S750 level, 23 per cent of all families

containing seven or more persons were below that level, and the

percentages were 13.4 and 14.8 respectively for the S750-to-S 1,000

income class. Apparently the largest families in the lower income

brackets live on smaller incomes than families containing from three

to six persons. 2 The largest families probably do not enjoy above-

average incomes because the principal breadwinner in working-

class families generally earns from 80 to 85 per cent of the total

family income, with 10 to 15 per cent being^provided from the

* For a discussion of the measurement of various living standards, cj. Millis and

Montgomery, op. cit., pp. 61-72.

Ubid., pp. 21-27
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wages of other family members including boarders and 5 per cent

being furnished from various other sources.

Even in the prosperous year of 1929, according to estimates by

the Brookings Institution, over one fifth of all families in America

received incomes below $1,000; over two fifths had incomes of less

than SI, 500; and three fifths were below the $2,000 income level.

^

In 1929 living costs were higher, so the "poverty" level was around

$1,000 for a family of four, and the minimum "health-and-decency"

level was between $1,750 and $2,000. The Brookings Institution

study considered $2,000 as necessary, at 1929 prices, to provide the

basic necessities for a family of five. There is no doubt, however,

that for the country as a whole the_standard of living rose^con-

siderabJx-dur^Tig the decade ending in 1929. It is estimated that in

1919 as much as 33 per cent of all consumptive expenditures were

for food and nonalcoholic beverages, compared with a percentage

of 23.5 for 1929.2

TAXATION AND LIVING STANDARDS

Although we have fairly good estimates of the way income is

originally distributed, estimates of the way that consumption is di-

vided between various economic classes and persons are somewhat

less satisfactory] Consumption of goods and services may differ

from income because the government, through taxation and ex-

penditures for public services, may really be taking from some per-

sons and giving to others. Also, people may save or hoard their

money incomes, which would mean that their income would exceed

their consumption during such a period. Such savings and hoarding

tend to vary with changes in the business cycle. Finally, people, by

purchasing on credit, may also consume more dollars' worth of

goods and services than their dollar incomes, especially if they fail

to pay their debts.

A recent estimate of consumer expenditures does indicate that

during 1 Q3S-1 Q3iS--ri^»f-4Tfg^=t^^it-^ third of the nation's consumer

units (families and single individuals) spent 2.7 times as much for

food
, 3.6 times as much for hmising^, 5^4_times as much for clothing

and medicaL£acg^„.and 13 to 14 times as much for educatio_n_and

1 Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, op. cit., p. 54.

2C. Warburton, "How the National Income Was Spent 1919-29," Journal of the

American Statistical Association^ vol. 30 (March 1935) supplement, p. 177.
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automobiles as did the lowest one third of the nation's consumer

units. ^ Indeed, the consumer units with incomes over SI 0,000,

although accounting for less than one per cent of all consumer units,

spent as much for current consumption in 1935-1936 as did the

lowest one fifth of the consuming units. ^ Even though the rich

were saving two fifths of their incomes, their expenditures on

consumption were large in dollar figures.

It is not possible to determine the extent to which governmental

activities cause a difference between consumption and income orig-

inally received. In the first place, it is impossible to estimate ex-

actly how much of the total tax burden rests upon each income

group or class. Certain taxes, such as sales taxes, may be shifted to

the buyer of a product, so that the person who pays the tax money
to the government does not really bear the tax burden; he passes

that burden along to others through higher prices for products. In

the second place, it is not possible to estimate exactly how much of

the total benefits of governmental expenditures each income group

receives. How would one allocate between income groups such

public expenditures as those for the army and navy, the police, the

schools, the courts, legislatures, etc.? There is no doubt that the

government, generally speaking, exerts an income-equalizing influ-

ence through taxation and public expenditures; but the extent of

that influence depends upon the type of taxes levied and upon the

kinds of expenditures. Progressive taxes , like income and inherit-

ancejaxes^take relativel:^_inore from the income s of the rich than

the poor; ^ ejrpenrWUire^ inr pnhlir r^^lipf incrras^ t^^^ rnngumptinn

of the pogrmuchjuore than expenditures for interest-OB.government

bonds. On the other hand, taxes like sales, excise, and general-

^iroperty taxes are regressive in effect, which means that they take

a larger percentage of the incomes of the lower classes than of the

upper classes. This is true even though the tax rates are uniform,

because the lower classes spend a larger proportion of their income

upon the taxed commodities and because the more valuable a piece

of property is, the more likely it is to be underassessed.^

^ National Resources Committee, Consumer Expenditures in the United States, Estimates

for 7935-36, 1939, p. 51.

Ubid.,p. 48.

3 Cf., for example, Maxine Yaple, "The Burden of Direct Taxes as Paid by Income

Classes," American Economic Review, vol. 26 (December 1936), pp. 691-710.
•* Professor Herbert D. Simpson estimated in 1928 that property taxes absorbed

eight-and-a-half per cent of the entire net income of classes with incomes of less than
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In 1937 personal income and inheritance taxes accounted for

.aboiiliS per cent of the country's total tax hill of Federal, state, and

JacaLtaxes. Property taxes represented about 36 per cent, and sales

taxes of various sorts amounted to about 30 per cent, of the nation's

total tax bill. ^ By way of contrast, personal income and inheritance

taxes accounted for 42 per cent of total national and local tax rev-

enue in Great Britain in 1934 compared with 7.7 per cent for the

United States. Certainly, our tax system has been heavily weighted

with regressive taxes compared with the tax systems of most large

industrial countries. Taxes based on personal ability have played

a minor fiscal role in this country.

Distribution of the tax burden. Most generalizations concern-

ing the tax burden that rests upon different income classes cannot

be taken seriously because they are based upon very questionable

assumptions. For instance, tax-reduction advocates try to prove

that the poor bear very heavy tax burdens by quoting figures based

upon the assumption that most of the total tax burden really "falls

on the dollars you spend as a consumer." Actually, well over half

of the tax revenue in this country is raised by taxes levied on home-

owners, noncommercial automobiles, inheritances, personal incomes,

corporation net income, etc., which are not, according to experts

in tax incidence, shifted to any consumer through prices. A recent

study by vp^rinus eronom ists indicates that our tax svstem is re-

gressive in effect for incom^g. of S2.Q0Q and below, but is progressive

for the upper income brackets, which are subject to the Federal

income tax.. On the basis of a series of assumptions (a family of

four, residing in New York or Illinois, owning a home and

a car, using tobacco, and bearing the burden of certain taxes

which, it is assumed, are shifted to such a family), it was

found that in 1936 taxes took the percentages of the total family

income in each class indicated in Table 13 (the range represents

the variations that arise when five different sets of assumptions

are used).

S2,000. The percentage decreased with higher income classes until, for the largest

incomes, property taxes amounted to but one-and-three-fourths per cent of entire net

income. Cf. "Borrow—Don't Tax," Survey Graphic^ vol. 23 (September 1934),

p. 431.

1 CJ. Twentieth Century Fund, Facing the Tax Problem, 1937, pp. 9-27. Sales taxes

the above percentage include retail sales, gasoline, tobacco, liquor, customs, and
er Federal taxes on commodities and services.
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TABLE 13. TOTAL TAX BURDEN AS PERCENTAGE OF FAMILY INCOME IN

NEW YORK AND ILLINOIS, 19361

Occupation and income Percentage

Farmer with S500 11 to 19

Farmer with SI,000 10 to 15

Farmer with S2,000 8 to 13

Wage-earner with SI,000 15 to 19

Wage-earner with S2,000 14 to 18

Salaried worker with S5,000 18 to 21

Salaried worker with S20,000 27 to 37

Corporation official with SI 00,000 38 to 60

The tax burden is regressive (the percentages in Table 13 decHne

as the family income increases) for incomes under $2,000 primarily

because the percentage of full assessment is generally higher for

small properties than for large properties and because the smaller

income groups save little or nothing, so that they have a higher

ratio of expenditures to income.

A recent study of the tax burden on income classes for the entire

country during the 12 months from July 1938 through June 1939

shows results roughly similar to the figures in Table 13.^ Total

taxes borne were estimated at 22 per cent of the incomes of persons

receiving under S500 a year, at approximately 17 per cent for

those in income classes from $1,000 to $5,000, and at increasingly

higher percentages for those with incomes above $5,000. For the

last income class ($20,000 and over) total taxes borne were esti-

mated to be 38 per cent of total income received. This same 1938-

1939 study also shows that a large portion of all taxes (60 per cent)

is paid by persons with incomes under $3,000 a year, who spend

practically all of their incomes for consumption.^ It has been

estimated that three out of every four tax dollars in 1936 represented

a reduction in consumption expenditures and only one out of

* Taken from Twentieth Century Fund, op. cit., p. 232. For a more complete discus-

sion of this question of the distribution of the tax burden and the basis of the above
estimates, cf. Mabel Newcomer, "Estimate of the Tax Burden on Different Income
Classes" in Studies in Current Tax Problems, Twentieth Century Fund, 1937. For an
estimate of the distribution of income by income classes after deductions for Federal

income taxes and savings, cf. M. Leven, The Income Structure oj the United States, 1938,

pp. 103-104. For estimates of the direct tax burden on low-income families based on
a study of such families in nearly 300 American cities, cf. J. M. Leonard, The Direct

Tax Burden on Low Income Groups, National Municipal League, 1939, 36 pp.
2 Who Pays the Taxes? Monograph No. 3, Temporary National Economic Committee,

1940, p. 6.

3 Ibid., pp. 28-30.
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every four tax dollars came from the stream of savings.^ Four

corporation presidents in a recent book propose that the nation's

tax burden be altered so that less government revenue will come
from consumption and more from savings.^

The effects of governmental expenditures upon the real income

of various income classes are even more difficult to estimate. Ex-

penditures for the public debt (interest and principal) may help to

increase the incomes of those in the higher income brackets; public

expenditures for relief, playgrounds, public health, libraries, and

schools favor the lower income groups. Around half of all public

expenditures, however, have been for such items as general govern-

menty J±ie army and navy, police and fire protection, highways, and
9i:^ruii^Hi-mj^whirh rp)nnnt be classifjeii as definitely and qonsistently

partial to high- or low-income groups .

INCOME AND SAVINGS

Inequalitv in the distribution of income affects the total volume
ofjavings. Generally speaking, as a family's income rises, the per-

centage it spends for food decreases and the percentage of its in-

come saved increases. For example, it is estimated that families

with an income of $30,000 a year or more saved 40 to 50 per cent

of their income in 1929, whereas families receiving less than SI,250

a year saved nothing at all.^ Estimates for 1935-1936 agree, in gen-

eral, with these 1929 figures.^ Therefore, the more unequal is the

distribution of income, the greater will be the percentage of the

national income that is saved. There was a tendency for the per-

centage of the aggregate income that was saved to increase during

the period from 1900 to 1930, particularly during the postwar

years. ^ The reader will recall that during the first three decades of

this century there was likewise a tendency for income to be more
unequally distributed and that the purchasing power of the average

income was also increasing.

According to an estimate by the Brookings Institution, total

savings in 1929 amounted to $20,000,000,000, or over one fifth of

^ H. S. Dennison, L. Filene, R. E. Flanders, and M. E. Leeds, Toward Full Employ-
ment, 1938, pp. 185-87.

Ubid., pp. 188, 201.
3 Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, op. cit., pp. 95-96.
^ Cf. National Resources Committee, Consumer Expenditures in the United States, Esti-

mates for 7935-36, 1939, pp. 20 and 48.

^ Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, op. cit.. Chapter 9.
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the total national income. It is estimated that family savings con-

tributed $15,100,000,000, that the savings of unattached individ-

uals contributed an additional $2,700,000,000, and that savings

caused by corporations' adding earnings to surplus instead of pay-

ing them out as dividends to stockholders accounted for the re-

maining $2,200,000,000. Two thirds of the $15,100,000,000 sav-

ings by families was done by those with incomes of over $10,000 a

year, who were but two per cent of the population in 1929. On
balance, those families receiving incomes under $1,500 spent more
money than they received, so that they used up some of the savings

of others. These relationships between savings and family income

are indicated in Table 14.

TABLE 14. SAVINGS OF NONFARM FAMILIES BY INCOME CLASSES, 1929 i

Income class Percentage of income saved

Under SI,000 -22
SI,000 to 1,500 1

1,500 to 2,000 6
2,000 to 3,000 9

3,000 to 4,000 13

4,000 to 6,000 17

6,000 to 10,000 24
10,000 to 20,000 36
20,000 to 50,000 39
50,000 to 100,000 44

100,000 to 250,000 49

250,000 to 1,000,000 56

$1,000,000 and over 66

Pergonal ^^vings are th^ diff^r^nr^ h^tViTen-^^rh^in'^omf, and his

expenditures for current consumption. There are various rea-

sons why a person may not spend all of his income. Many of these

reasons are unrelated to the interest rate or to the rate of return

from investment. Most saving occurs more or less automatically.

People buy life insurance, or set money aside for a "rainy day" or

for their old age. Some persons attempt to increase their economic

power and prestige through saving, in which case saving may be its

own reward. Such motives for saving may be so strong that much
saving might take place without the payment of an interest return.

In fact, a number of economists and businessmen believe a lower

1 Leven, Moulton, and Warburton, op. cit., p. 95. For a criticism of these estimates

for the income brackets above the S250,000 class, cf. Henry H. Villard, "Dr. Moulton's

Estimates of Savings and Investment," American Economic Review^ vol. 27 (September

1937), p. 482.
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rate of interest, down to a certain minimum, might serve to stimu-

late a larger volume of savings.^

It has been asked, "If savings are supplied so freely by the well-

to-do, why does not-theHJ^ate-gf iiileresL faH-te~z€fQ?" The point is

that the rate of interestrepresents a reward for not hoarding, a re-

ward for parting with iiioiTey~m renirrTlof'a less liquid serurity. A
preference for liquidity, or a propensity to hoards may arise when-

ever persons expert prires tnfptU^ eypprt interest rates to rise so th;^t

security prices may fall ^ or expect rnnsumption to Herline so t^^^^

investments mav be less profitable. Under such conditions, the

interest rate might rise, yet people would prefer to hoard their

savings rather than lend or invest them and run the risk of losing

their money.

No one claims that in recent decades our economic difficulties

have arisen from lack of sufficient savings to meet the needs of in-

dustry for new capital equipment. On the contrary, the rate of ex-

pansion in the country's capital investment may be slackening as

its rate of population and manufacturing growth begin to slow

down. Yet industrial maturity may not reduce the inequality in

income distribution or the propensity of persons to save. Conse-

quently, generous savings, which provided for rapid and, for the

most part, healthy expansion in the youth of a country, "may tend

to be unwholesome fat" after it reaches industrial maturity.^

In the past, some people have attempted to justify extreme in-

equality in the distribution of incomes on the ground that it pro-

moted savings, and some economists have argued that it is danger-

ous for a country to put heavy taxes on large incomes because such

taxes might dry up the source of funds for capital accumulation
and expansion. But, as Joan Robinson has pointed out, "it_is_an

1 Cf., for example, Alvin Hansen, Full Recovery or Stagnation? 1938, pp. 19-20; and
Dennison et al., op. cit., pp. 191-92.

Professor J. M. Clark has stated: "Changed interest rates, within the usual range of

such changes, do not have any great effect in stimulating or retarding savings. In

fact, they may even have the reverse effect to the one that is required to bring about
equilibrium. For a lowering of interest rates results in raising the market values of

existing investments, and creates a profit from appreciation on the holding of outstand-

ing securities, aside from the cash earnings they yield from current production. Thus
it tends actually to attract savings into this field. There seems, therefore, to be insuffi-

cient reason for expecting the automatic machinery of the market to bring about the

desired perfect equilibrium and prevent any possible oversavings." Economics oj Plan-

ning Public Works, 1935, p. 48.

2 Dennison et al., op. cit., p. 199.
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extremely uneconomic method of getting saving done to fatten up

a certain number of people to the point at which saving is no effort

to them." ^ Furthermore, large savings under existing circum-

stances may not be socially desirable. An expansion of consump-

tion in the form of better living conditions for the poorest groups

in the community may be preferable to increased savings, espe-

cially if such savings fail to result in the creation of more capital

equipment and simply "run to waste."

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT

It has beenjh^raditional view in economics that savings auto-

maticallyixsukjjijie^^ an addition to inventory or

capital equipment. Such a view is corrert wh^n^^v^r^ a^ in a self-

sufficien^economyj the saver and the inv(;-<>tor p^re the same person.

The fisherman saves by devoting part of his time and resources to

the making of a boat; the farmer saves by setting aside some of his

harvest as seed for next year's crop or by building fences, which he

obviously cannot consume, so that his cows will not collide with

automobiles on the highway.

In our modern money economy, however, the saver is seldom the

builder, so the act of saving does not in itself cause a corresponding

increase of investment in capital goods, such as factories, machinery,

railways, and agricultural implements. Money saved by well-to-do

persons is used to construct new plants and to manufacture new
equipment only when it pays some employer to make such invest-

ment in his business. When prospjects fnr profit- ;^ re not good, money
sa\^ed tends_toJieJdl£_in h;^nk<; or p1<spvvhprp. Capital equipment is

not increased, nor are men given construction jobs, if the money
saved is used to pay off bank debts, thereby decreasing the money
supply in the form of checking accounts, or is used to bid up the

price of existing securities, or is simply hoarded in the bank or in

the home. Hoardingjias^been defined as adecrease in_the rate of

sp^nding^^fjnoney (cash and checking_accounts) for the purchase

of goods and services.^ Saving that serv^es to keep money from cir-

culating has also been called a "strike of capital," because persons

who have cash and checking accounts decline to use their money.

^Joan Robinson, Introduction to the Theory of Employment, 1938, p. 47.

2 D. H. Robertson, "Saving and Hoarding," Economic Journal, vol. 43 (September

1933), p. 401. The indirect effect of reducing the rate of expenditure is, of course, to

diminish aggregate money income.
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From a national point of view, the function of_saviiigs-is-te-tn-

crease the country's productive facihties so that a greater amount of

consumption goods may be produced in the future. Savings with-

out any corresponding expenditures for capital equipment or for

current consumption cause a reduction in the nation's total de-

mand and represent a social waste. Some English economists have

pointed out that, because all incomes are derived from expendi-

tures of one sort or another, unspent savings reduce the incomes

of people by a corresponding amount, and with reduced incomes

people cannot save so much, with the net result that the hoarding

of savings will continue to reduce the community's income until a

point is reached at which all savings are being invested and no new
savings are being hoarded.

Such a process apparently took place during the slump of the

early 1930's. Businessmen struggled to build up money balances

by reducing their investment in inventories and capital equipment.

Such actions, if successful, represented saving without any corre-

sponding spending for investment or other purposes. The result

was a reduction in spending, in money incomes, in total demand,

and in production, until production became adjusted to the smaller

total sums that were being spent. Such hoarding of savings also

htlps to account for the fact that from 1930 to 1936 the investment

of savings was not sufficient even to maintain the existing capital

equipment and business inventories in this country.-^ Our capital

equipment depreciated faster than replacements and repairs oc-

curred during that period.

In such depression periods it seems that savings, if one includes

hoarding in savings, increase as the rate of turnover of money
slows down and funds are used to repay bank loans, thus extin-

guishing checking-account money. Actions that keep money from

circulating, or reduce the money supply, tend to cause individual

savings to exceed actual investment. For any brief period of time,

therefore, the amount of voluntary savings may be greater than

the amount of investment, but such a situation cannot continue,

because, _personsLincames_are derived frorn_ex^nditures either for

consumption or investment. When some peoples' savings result in

less being spent, other persons' incomes or earnmgs are reduced by

a corresponding amount^^soj^igj^jhieycannot save as much as they^

* Cf. Kuznets, op. cit., p. 48.
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formerly did. Consequently, savingsjjnspentby some cause other

persons whose^incomes are reduced to save less^and-the more peo-

ple s^trjve to getjn aJ 'liquid" position ByJioarding money, the more

all money incomes are reduced. Unspent savings will cause incomes

to be reduced until a point is reached where all current savings are

being invested—where savings equal investment. In terms of real

phenomena, saving and investment are always equal, since savings

not invested run to waste.

CONSUMPTION AND CAPITAL FORMATION

In a specialized_jeconomy such ^^ O'lrs ^
fnnH*; rint^^pnt for con-

sumption (savings) will be spent for new plants and capital equip-

ment only when some business firm invests the mone^^for such

capital goodsT EiLsiness^rmsJborrQw and inves;f nri l^
^^j
when there is

some expectation of a future profit from such investment. The
prospect for profitable investment, in turn, depends upon the firm's

estimates of the future demand for its products, upon expected de-

mand for consumption goods. In an exchange economy, capital

equipment is of value only if it turns out other goods at a profit, so

that, in the final analysis, all value and all new investment hinge

upon expected consumption. In such an economy, in which bor-

rowers and not savers actually invest the funds in capital equip-

ment, the following dilemma may arise: Savings occur by keeping,

or by reducing, expenditures for consumption below one's in-

come; yet a net expansion in capital investment will generally be

made only when there is some likelihood that consumption will

increase in the future. J. M. Keynes has well expressed this dilemma

in the following words:

An act of individual saving means—so to speak—a decision not to have

dinner today. But it does not necessitate a decision to have dinner or to

buy a pair of boots a week hence or a year hence or to consume any

specified thing at any specified date. Thus it depresses the business of

preparing today's dinner without stimulating the business of making
ready for some future act of consumption. It is not a substitution of

future consumption-demand for present consumption,—it is a net diminu-

tion of such demand. Moreover, the expectation of future consumption

is so largely based on current experience of present consumption that a

reduction in the latter is likely to depress the former, with the result

that the act of saving will not merely depress the price of consumption-

goods and leave the marginal efficiency [rate of return over cost] of
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existing capital unaffected, but may actually tend to depress the latter

also. In this event it may reduce present investment-demand as well as

present consumption-demand.^

Professor Keynes goes on to point out that employment of labor

and^theii_grodhj£tive resources is based uporfTKe expectation of

consumption, so saving, which involves abstaining from present

consumption without any simultaneous order for future consump-

tion, may have a depressing effect upon employment.

Although it is generally recognized that capital equipment is

not a self-contained entity, unrelated to consumption, there is no

agreement amongst economists concerning the relationship be-

tween expenditures for consumption and expenditures for capital

creation. The classical_view, based on the assumption of full em-
ployrnent of all economic resources, has been that an increaseTiT

the expenditures for consumption would cause a decrease" in the

production of capital equipment, and, vice versa, an increase in ex-

PTnr|i^ii^<"g {nr rapital equipment would necessitate aj^educHon in

consumptioTL More recen t theories, assuming some unemploy-

menLoLeconomic resources, state that investmenTaHd~consumption

tend_tp expand and contract together. Available~staIistTcs^eem to

support this recent view. Apparently in only 3 of the 13 years

from 1901 to 1914 and in only 2 of the 14 years from 1919 to 1933

did the production of capital goods move in the opposite direction

from the production of consumption goods.^ It seems clear from

our industrial history that rh^n^eg in rnnsiirpptinn p^fp gener^illy

arc-omp;^nieH hy <;imi]ar rhc^in^f-<i, jn investment, especially during

dowjisv^ings of the hnsinp«^<; ryrle Ceitainly^jca^italexpansio^

jiotjiGGuc_Year^aft^;year_vv^^ consumption is declining^ An in-

crease in the production of capital goods couTH^of course, take place

without any increase in total expenditures for consumption if there

were a shift in demand to a new product or if some new invention

should reduce costs of production enough to cause existing capital

equipment to be scrapped. Without a new product or a new cost-

reducing invention, an expansion in total expenditures for capital

*
J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, 1936, p. 210.

2C/. H. G. Moulton, The Formation of Capital, 1935, pp. 44-46. Cf. also figures for

the period from 1921 to 1938 in Alvin Hansen, op. cit., p. 293. Consumers' goods consist

of articles destined for individual or personal use; capital goods are articles used to

produce consumers' goods or other capital goods.
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goods is not likely unless there is an increase in expenditures for

consumption.

There is, however, a question as to which leads the way. Some
economists believe that an increase in capital expenditures pre-

cedes an increase in consumption expenditures in a business cycle;

certain economists contend that consumption expenditures lead and

investment expenditures follow; while other economists believe

that change in either investment or consumption may cause a

change in the other. The problem of which class of expenditure

really precedes is complicated by the fact that expected changes

may be the causal factor and by the fact that, once a general move-

ment is under way, there is interaction between changes in invest-

ment and in consumption. From a survey of business fluctuations

in this country since the Civil War, Harold G. Moulton concludes

that, in most cases, changes in business conditions, especially busi-

ness recoveries, seem to begin with changes affecting the produc-

tion or sale of consumption goods rather than of capital goods, ^

The "acceleration" and "multiplier" principles. Thes^two
principles attempt to explain thejrlationship between consump-

tio5uaiid_ca£ital investment. The acceleration priucipje is a state-

ment of the effec ts of^hangesjn consumplioiLjexpcnditures upon

investment expenditures, and the multiplier princjpkL is a state-

ment o£ the_effects of changes in investment uponincome, con-

sjAmpliQiyand^employmen t.

According to the acceleration principle, any change in the rate

of expansion of consumers' goods production is likely to cause a

greater percentage change in the rate of investment. That is true

because capital investment each year is but a small percentage of

the value of all existing capital equipment. A simple example will

illustrate this point. Suppose that 10 out of every 100 units of capi-

tal equipment must be scrapped and replaced each year so that,

with no change in total consumption or in production methods,

annual capital investment might amount to 10 per cent of existing

capital equipment. Under such conditions, a 10-per-cent increase

in consumption, assuming no excess capacity, might necessitate an

annual expansion in the production of capital equipment up to

20 per cent of existing capital equipment—one half of the produc-

tion for replacements and the other half for new equipment to sup-

1 Moulton, op. cit., pp. 71, 73.
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ply the 10-per-cent increase in consumption. In such a case, a

10-per-cent increase in consumption would have resulted in a

100-per-cent increase in capital investment. Should consumption

again flatten out, investment might decline to the 10-per-cent-

replacement level—a drop of 50 per cent . A 10-per-cent decline in

consumption, under this same set of circumstances, might even

lead to a complete cessation of all investment, since then there might

be no need for the 10-per-cent replacement of old equipment. Con-

sequently, changes in consumption tend to be magnified backward

to the capital-goods industries and to cause larger percentage

changes in investment in capital goods, although the relationship

between changes in consumption and investment is not rigid. It

may be modified by the existence of excess capacity, by the possi-

bility of postponing capital replacements, by changes in production

methods, and by changes in employers' expectations regarding

future business conditions.

The rnul tiplier is_an^ expression qL the effects-that changes in^in-

ve£tment may have upon income andy^through income, upon the

rate of consumption ancL^employjnent^ An increase in jthfi^ate of

investment, by increasing _pe_opie's incomes, will tend to increase--

the rate^of consurgpfaeflr^jid,ejuployment. How much consump-

tion will be increased depends upon the percentage of any addi-

tional income that people spend for consumption and how rapidly

such expenditures take place. The multiplier may, therefore, be

defined as either the ratio between additional investment and the

increase in total income that results, or the ratio between the addi-

tional investment and the consequent increase in total consumption,

or the ratio between additional employment in the capital-goods in-

dustries and the increase in total employment that follows. If, for

instance, employment in the consumption-goods industries should

increase by two workers with each increase of one worker em-

ployed in the capital-goods industry, the employment multiplier

would be three. The multiplier is discussed further in Chapter 15.

Of course, it also operates to reduce consumption and employment
with decreases in investment.

INEqUALITY OF INCOMES AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS

It has_fr£quently been argued that inequality in the distributiori

lesults in some persons being so poor that there is Bound
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to be a deficiencYJ,n_demanci. Lack_of£urchasin^power, it is said,

leads to underconsumption and overproduction

.

Some economists have attempFed to answer this "lack of pur-

chasing power" argument by pointing out that every cost is also

an income and that the receipts from a sale equal the selling price.

It is argued that, since firms disburse all their income in one way or

another, enough purchasing power is continually being paid out by

business to permit the purchase of the products of business. Further-

more, as long as the money supply is not reduced or the price level

raised, there can hardly be a general lack of purchasing power, al-

though it may well be that some persons with purchasing power are

not spending their money at the normal rate. Finally, if our eco-

nomic difficulty were a deficiency in purchasing power rather than

a failure to use purchasing power, it is hard to understand how such

a "deficiency" is ever overcome, so that economic recovery can

take place. The "deficiency" theory may seem to explain the down-

swing, but is of little use in explaining the end of a business slump.

A theory based upon changes in the spending of purchasing power

can, however, be used to explain both the downswing and the up-

swing of business.

Changes in thej:at£-JDf-spending may be caused by hundreds of

difi'erent factors, one of which is e_conomic_iri£aiiality. As has al-

ready been indicated, there is a general tendency for savings to in-

crease more rapidly than consumption expenditures as a person's

income rises. Consequently, a large part of any addition to income

in the upper income brackets is likely to be saved, whereas prac-

tically all additions to the incomes of persons in the low-income

groups would be spent for current consumption. This is clear from

the percentage-saved figures in Table 14. Of course, the per-

centage of his total income that a person spends for current

consumption may be influenced by factors that aff^ect his willing-

ness to save, and the rate of income expenditure for low-

income groups may even change with different phases of the

business cycle.

There seems to be a general tendency for families in income

groups above SI,000 a year to increase their consumption as their

income increases, but not by as much as the increase in their in-

come, so that there will be a gap between income and consumption.

This tendency or "psychological propensity" has been called by
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J. M. Keynes the "propensity to consume." ^ From statistical

studies, such as that in Table 14, there is evidence that the gap be-

tween income and consumption expenditures tends to increase, as

a rule and on the average, the higher up the family is in the scale

of income levels. At least the percentage of total income saved

seems generally to increase with the size of the family income be-

tween the SI,000 and 8100,000 income levels. The investigations

of Professor C. C. Zimmerman of rural and urban families in

Minnesota led him to conclude that, especially for farm families,

there is a distinct tendency for savings to increase more rapidly

than consumption expenditures with a rise in the family income.^

Of course, the relationship between family income and savings or

consumption expenditures is not uniform for all families with the

same income nor the same for a family under all circumstances.

Actual and expected consumption, along with the rate of in-

vestment, determine the volume of output and employment. As

Keynes points out, the more wealthy a rnmmu ni ty i s, thp^juuertk-^r is^^

the propensity to consume likely to be ^ nd^ thpj^eforea^ the wider

will be the gap between consumptjon and income.^ Aj)oorer couir

munity is inuch more prone to spend mos,t-£>ilils inrnme for rnn-

surnption goods. Also, the problem of providing sufficient new in-

vestment to fill the gap between income and consumption may be

more difficult in a country already well developed. There may not

be the same opportunities to invest savings in new capital equip-

ment in a well-to-do community and in a mature economy that

there are in new, less developed areas that are growing rapidly in

population. At least, the decline in total demand or the general

rate of spending may be much greater, in percentage terms, in a

comparatively rich country, so that the difference between actual

and potential production may be more marked in such countries.

* "There is ambiguity as to the precise meaning Keynes attaches to the phrase

'propensity to consume.' Sometimes it appears to mean the relation between the abso-

lute level of income and consumption, and sometimes the relation between changes
in these categories [a marginal propensity to consume]; sometimes to the actual con-

sumption out of actual income; and sometimes to the anticipated consumption out of

an increase in incomes." Lauchlin Currie in The Economic Doctrines of John Maynard
Keynes, National Industrial Conference Board, 1938, p. 18.

2 Cf. Consumption and Standards of Living, 1 936, Chapter 1 3, and University of Minnesota

Bulletin, Nos. 253 and 255. Cf. also, Elizabeth W. Gilboy, "The Propensity to Con-
sume," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 53 (November 1938), pp. 120-40; and "The
Propensity to Consume: Comment and Reply," ibid. (August 1939), pp. 632-38.

2 J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money
^ p. 31.
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The problem of unemployment^and-jdle equipjnen t,^which has

iogularly been termed "poverty in the midst of plenty," seems to

be directlyTied'iipelther with insufficient propensity to cojisume, or

insufficient inducement to invest^or both7

The problem of unemployment troubled Thomas Malthus early

in the nineteenth century. In 1821 he said: "We see in almost every

part of the world vast powers of production which are not put into

action, and I explain this phenomenon by saying that, from the

want of a proper distribution of the actual produce, adequate mo-
tives arc not furnished to continued production." ^ Improper dis-

tribution of income, he thought, would cause too much saving,

which might "be prejudicial to a country," because excess saving

impairs "the usual motives to production." In his own words: "If

every person were satisfied with the simplest food, the poorest

clothing, and the meanest houses, it is certain that no other sort of

food, clothing, and lodging would be in existence." ^

A century earlier Bernard Mandeville, in an allegorical poem
entitled the Fable of the Bees, had expressed similar fears that a pros-

perous exchange economy might be brought to a state of stagnation

and widespread unemployment through frugal saving and a reluc-

tance to spend freely. In the comment following his poem Mande-
ville stated:

As this prudent economy, which some people call Saving, is in private

families the most certain method to increase an estate, so some imagine

that, whether a country be barren or fruitful, the same method if gener-

ally pursued (which they think practicable) will have the same effect

upon a whole nation, and that, for example, the English might be much
richer than they are, if they would be as frugal as some of their neighbors.

This, I think, is an error. ^

The classical economists reasoned with Adam Smith that "what

is prudence in the conduct of every private family can scarce be

folly in that of a great Kingdom." They thereby fell into the error,

discussed in Chapter 2, of reasoning by analogy from the individ-

ual to society in general. Because persons can better their eco-

nomic positions by economizing and accumulating savings, it was

assumed that society as a whole would better itself by pursuing the

1 A letter from Malthus to Ricardo, dated July 7, 1821.
2 Malthus, Principles of Political Economy (second edition), 1836, Preface, pp. 8, 9.

3 "Remark Q," The Fable of the Bees: or^ Private Vices, Public Benefits (sixth edition),

1732, vol. 1, pp. 197-98.
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same principle—by economizing and being thrifty. But if every

one in a community should economize by reducing his expendi-

tures for consumption, it might prove disastrous for the economy.

Certainly if there was a general decline in the demand for con-

sumers' goods, it would not be profitable to save and invest in capi-

tal equipment—to increase the power to produce more consump-

tion goods.

Because some individuals, through credit devices, lived beyond

their means in the 1920's and had to default on their debts, many
persons became convinced that people in general must be content

with simpler and lower living standards. As the Brookings Institu-

tion economists indicate, such a notion, based on reasoning from

the particular to the general, confuses two distinct issues: the level

of expenditures that particular persons can support out of the share

they receive of the country's total income, and the general level of

consumption that our productive resources are capable of support-

ing if people, in general, spend and invest their incomes rapidly

enough.^ It is not economy, but waste, to reduce expenditures so

that capital equipment and man power are idle. In a true eco-

nomic sense, the community can afford to consume all that can

possibly be produced without impairing its capital equipment.

The austere doctrine that a community cannot afford to live as

well as possible is rooted in traditional teachings concerning the

virtue of individual thrift. Widespread saving may be harmless,

even socially desirable, in periods of economic expansion, when eco-

nomic resources are not idle and opportunities for profitable invest-

ment are never lacking. BuHij^a period when unemployment is

widespread, increased s;^vin£sjTjay he wasteful, and '^sound" pre-

cepts of personal finaficeinay lead to general bankruptcy.

It is trite to say that our economic troubles are due, not to a lack

of productive capacity, but to faults in the distributive or market

mechanism. Some of these distributive difficulties, without doubt,

arise out of the wide inequality in the distribution of income. It

has been argued that economic progress might be stimulated by

greater equality in incomes and wealth. Some economists believe

that more equitable distribution of incomes would tend to stabilize

the rate of spending and also to speed up spending by increasing the

community's propensity to consume. Of course, the rate of spend-

*H. G. Moulton, Income and Economic Progress, 1935, pp. 60-61.
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ing in a community is affected by many other factors, including the

general expectation concerning economic conditions; but the pos-

sibility and likelihood that some expenditures will be postponed

is much greater, the more unequally the total income of the com-

munity is divided.

One of the chief social justifications for great inequality in wealth

and incomes has been that the savings of the rich were required for

capital accumulation and expansion. But, as Keynes concludes, "in

contemporary conditions the growth of wealth, so far from being

dependent on the abstinence of the rich, as is commonly supposed,

is more likely to be impeded by it." ^ Up to the point where Jul!

employment prevails, the growth of capital depends^Jii consider-

^ahlemeasure, upon increases inExpenditures for consumption. The
inducement to invest is related to the propensity to consume.

Measures that tend to equalize incomes are likely to raise the pro-

pensity to consume and, by increasing the rate of expenditures for

consumption, tend to stimulate economic prosperity and the growth

of capital.

* Keynes, op. cit., p. 373.



CHAPTER TEN

THE THEORY OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment represents a failure to make a sale of labor

services and theories of unemployment attempt to explain why
sales of such services do not take place. Failure of workers to sell

their services in the labor market may arise for any one of a large

number of reasons. Consequently, the alleged "causes" of unem-

ployment are almost innumerable, and some of the stated causes

are mutually inconsistent. For example, the following factors are

mentioned among various "causes of unemployment" in a recent

textbook on labor: inflexible or monopolistic prices that are kept

too high, falling prices that perpetuate the "vicious spiral of defla-

tion," "continued insistence on high wage rates," taxes that "seem

unduly high," "high profits to employers or large stockholders,"

"inequality in income distribution, which leads to over-saving,"

and lack of suflficient demand for consumers' goods.

Generally speaking, it is rather diflicult to understand how costs

such as wages and taxes could be too high at the same time that

profits were also too high. Likewise it might seem somewhat incon-

sistent to say that both high prices and rapidly falling prices cause

unemployment, or to state that wages are too high and in the same

breath to complain that the rich are receiving such large incomes

that too much is being saved and too little spent for consumers'

goods, or to assert that lower wage rates, by restoring or preserving

profit margins, would lead to more employment, while at the same

time it is stated that a more equitable distribution of income is

needed to reduce unemployment.

It is possible that some or all of these seemingly contradictory

statements can be reconciled. For any such reconciliation, how-

ever, a framework of analysis is required in order to discover what

role each factor plays in a complete theory ofunemployment. With-

out such a framework for analyzing the unemployment problem,
247
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the student, faced with hundreds of alleged causes of unemploy-

ment, would find himself, like the drunk who was unable to stagger

past two trees, "lost in an impenetrable forest."

In the development of such a frame of reference, the chief

problem is to integrate monopolistic-competition theory with mone-
tary theory. These two types of economics have developed more or

less independently, so they seem to be two worlds of theory almost

completely divorced from one another. Monopolistic-competition

theory, which was discussed briefly in Chapter 5, is concerned with

the adjustment of individual firms to market situations. From such

individual-firm analysis is derived the theory of monopoly, the

principle of maximizing profits, the theory of individual prices and
wage rates, and the theory of income distribution. The fundamental

weakness of partial analysis of the individual-firm or particular-

product type is that it is static theory based on the assumption that

demand in general remains unchanged, that every individual con-

tinues to spend or invest all his income. Consequently, conclusions

based upon partial analysis tend to emphasize expenditures as costs

rather than as income or purchasing power and to stress the need

for reducing costs in order to maintain profit margins.

Monetary theory, on the other hand, is concerned with changes

in the aggregate money demand for all goods and services. It is

dynamic theory, dealing with general changes that affect all in-

dustry, such as fluctuations in the money supply, in the rate of

monetary turnover, in the rate of interest, in the rate of investment,

and in the general price level. Monetary analysis, therefore, applies

to the economy as a whole and cannot, like partial analysis of the

individual-firm type, be based on the assumption that all other

things (especially total eff'ective demand) remain unchanged. Be-

cause he deals with factors affecting the general rate of spending,

the monetary theorist is likely to look at larger expenditures as a

means of speeding up the circulation of money and of increasing

incomes, rather than as an increase in costs, and his conclusions

may seem "unsound" to individual businessmen, who usually

reason from the particular case to the general situation.

This distinction between monetary or general analysis and indi-

vidual or partial analysis in economics can perhaps be explained

best by an illustration. Failure to sell a particular product may
result from the fact that its price is too high compared with the
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prices of competing products. Sales of that product could be stimu-

lated by a relative reduction of its price, in which case its market

would expand at the expense of sales of other products. A wide-

spread or general lack of sales, however, can hardly be because all

prices are too high. To high relative to what? Total purchasing

power represented by the money supply? Total money incomes?

Total demand as indicated by aggregate money expenditures?

Furthermore, if all prices were reduced by the same ratio, no prod-

uct would gain at the expense of other products and it is question-

able whether such a general reduction would result in the sale of

a larger volume of goods and services. A lower price level might

simply mean proportionately lower incomes. ^ Movements of indi-

vidual prices relative to one another may help to adjust the supply

of a product to the demand or vice versa, but movements in the

general level of prices may only aggravate a maladjusted situation,

goods generally being purchased more readily and rapidly on a

rising price level than on a falling one.

To which of these two realms of theory the problem of unem-

ployment belongs has been an unsettled question. It will be neces-

sary in this chapter to indicate the role that actions of individual

firms play in determining the volume of unemployment and to ex-

plain the influence upon employment and unemployment exerted

by general monetary considerations that affect all firms. Some sort

of a synthesis between monetary and monopolistic-competition

theory is required in order to analyze the problem of unemploy-

ment, because there are interactions and interrelations between the

policies pursued by individual firms and changes in total money
incomes and expenditures. In working out such a synthesis, it may
be well to start with a discussion of certain historical and factual

material, which will serve as a guide to straight thinking on the

question of unemployment.

SOME PERTINENT FACTS

Under the guild system in England, before the guilds became
exclusive and began to decline in importance, the townspeople were

not troubled by periodic and widespread unemployment. The guild

* As indicated in the next section, incomes were so reduced in Norway and Denmark
during the period from 1925 to 1928 when the price level was reduced about 50 per

cent.
%
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restrictions on competition, on control of the local market, on sub-

division of the work, and on changes in technique helped to assure

each guildsman of some share of the orders of customers. Conse-

quently, there was no wide inequality in income and wealth in the

towns. Because his sales income was not split up into various costs

(rent, wages, interest, etc.) and profits, the guildsman did not close

up his shop whenever a profits share, amounting to, say, 10 per

cent of his total yearly receipts, disappeared. Like the present-day

farmer, he would have thrown himself out of a job by shutting up
the business or even by reducing the scale of his operations to, say,

40 per cent of capacity.

However, with the development of a money and exchange

economy, accompanied by the rise of a merchant capitalist class,

periods of widespread unemployment began to plague the English

economy. With production for a profit and production in advance

of sales in a wide market, variations in market conditions caused

periodic fluctuations in sales, in the rate of production, and in the

employment offered to the wage-earning class, who were dependent

upon their specialized jobs for a livelihood. During the reign of

Queen Elizabeth in the latter half of the sixteenth century, unem-

ployment and poverty had become so widespread that a series of

poor laws were passed to meet the problem.

Depressions. There were severe business depressions in this

country as early as 1720 and 1730.^ The depression of 1720-1723

caused a "general damp" of trade in all the Middle Colonies ex-

cept New York, which seems to have avoided the depression through

previous currency issues and by being the only Middle Colony on

a paper-money standard. In Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware, there was widespread complaint about "miserable markets,"

the "stagnation" of trade, and the scarcity of coins which were

"hoarded up." According to a writer at that time, Pennsylvania

had "never been under such low circumstances for want of trade

and money." "Both artificers and traders" migrated from the

Middle Colonies "in search of employment" and shipyards were

^ The facts and quotations in this and the following paragraph are taken from two

articles on colonial currency issues and depressions, written by the author. Cf. ''Cur-

rency Issues to Overcome Depressions in Pennsylvania, 1723 and 1729," Journal of

Political Economy, vol. 46 (June 1938), pp. 324-75; and "Currency Issues to Overcome
Depressions in Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Maryland, 1715-37," Journal oj

Political Economy, vol. 47 (April 1939), pp. 182-217.
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"almost empty," so that shipbuilders and carpenters nearly "starved

for want of work." Currency issues in these colonies in 1723 and

1724, however, did "much good by increasing trade," so that

"artificers found employment" and shipbuilders again enjoyed "full

employment at their trade."

"Hard times" returned to the Middle Colonies in 1729 and 1730,

when markets again were "glutted with goods" and people were

"pinched by a stagnation of the currency." Once more "honest

and industrious tradesmen were reduced to poverty for want of

employ," and again currency issues stimulated business, causing a

more "speedy" circulation of the money. This early American

experience indicates that over 200 years ago, when our population

was relatively sparse and before a large wage-earning class and

large business corporations were in existence, the country suffered

periodically from business depressions during which producers and

merchants could not sell their wares and craftsmen could not sell

their labor. Writers at that time blamed the depressions and dull

markets on the "scarcity of money" and the tendency to hoard

coins.

A detailed study of business cycles in a number of countries since

1790 shows that periods of depression seem to occur rather generally

throughout the world at about the same time.^ Therefore, any

explanation of depressional unemployment apparently would have

to be based on conditions common to all countries rather than on

circumstances peculiar to any one. This tendency for depressions

to seize most countries in the same year seems to have been es-

pecially marked in the decades just before the first World War,

when practically the entire world was on the gold standard.

Since the first World War, the pattern of depressions throughout

the world has been somewhat less regular. Finland completely

avoided, and Germany, Austria, and France in large measure

escaped from, the 1921 depression through paper-money issues and

currency inflation. ^ Denmark and Norway brought on a very severe

^Cf. Willard L. Thorp, Business Annals, 1926, especially Chart 6, pp. 94-95. This

chart, indicating business cycles in a large number of countries, shows that the follow-

ing were periods of general depression in various countries: 1797-1799, 1816-1820,

1837-1843, 1847-1849, 1857-1859, 1866-1868, 1874-1878, 1883-1886, 1893-1896,

1907-1909, 1913-1914, 1920-1922.
2 CJ. R. A. Lester, "The Gold-Parity Depression in Norway and Denmark, 1925-28,"

Journal oj Political Economy, vol. 45 (August 1937), pp. 462-64; and "A Rejoinder,"

Journal oJ Political Economy, vol. 45 (December 1937), pp. 810-13. .
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depression in 1925-1928, when the rest of the world was enjoying

a period of prosperity, by returning to the gold standard at a figure

representing the prewar gold content of the Danish and Norwegian

crowns.^ This meant almost doubling the gold value of these cur-

rencies. The Danish and Norwegian price levels dropped almost

50 per cent, but these countries were no better off with a lower

price level because incomes had, in general, fallen by a corre-

sponding amount. By being on a silver standard, and because silver

was falling in value, China escaped for two years the "world-wide"

depression of 1929, which affected adversely all gold-standard

countries. All the business indexes in China continued to rise until

toward the end of 1931, when the price level began to fall as silver

appreciated in value. ^ Such facts seem to indicate that money,

monetary standards, and price-level movements play a signifi-

cant role in the business cycle and that monetary theory must be

an important element in any explanation of depressional unemploy-

ment.

Generally speaking, the countries that recovered first from the

depression of the early 1930's were the countries like Sweden,

Japan, Australia, and England that left the gold standard first.

Commenting on the "lessons of the slump" in his annual report

for 1937, the Director of the International Labour Office at Geneva

stated:

If the depression has shown one thing more clearly than anything else

it is that economic prosperity and social security depend more on monetary

policy than on any other single factor. . . .

. . . The demonstration that in one country after another the upturn

in business and employment coincided not with the reduction of wage-

rates, the cutting of costs or the deterioration of working conditions but

with the abandonment of deflation and the adoption of monetary ex-

pansion has made a deep impression upon the world.

^

He also found from a study of the movement of wage rates and

employment in eight representative countries from 1929 to 1937

that there is no simple and direct relationship between the level

of wage rates and the volume of unemployment. Indeed, the

^Cf. Lester, "The Gold-Parity Depression in Norway and Denmark, 1925-28,"

pp. 433-65.
^ Cf. Sir Arthur Salter, "China and Silver," Economic Forum, vol. 2 (Spring 1934),

Section 2, pp. 1-117.

^Report of the Director, International Labour Office, 1937, pp. 13, 41.
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experience of some countries seemed to contradict the theory that

wage-cutting would tend to prevent unemployment. In Sweden

and the United Kingdom "there was little or no decline in wage

rates, and yet in both countries employment fell relatively little

and made an excellent recovery" and, "in the United States, when
wage rates fell employment fell also, and when wage rates rose

employment also rose—a double denial of the theory." ^

For the benefit of those who believe that high wage rates in

comparison with prices are the cause of recent depressions. Pro-

fessor Paul Douglas points out that the two major depressions of

1920 and 1929 occurred at a time when the prices of manufacturing

services were increasing much more rapidly than were labor costs

and that, therefore, from the wage-price standpoint, conditions were

favorable to the capitalistic groups—at least in the manufacturing

sector of our economy. From 1919 to 1920, the average price re-

ceived by manufacturers for fabricating and processing increased

32 per cent compared with a 15-per-cent increase in labor costs

per unit of output. From 1927 to 1929, the price of fabricating and

processing rose 3 per cent in the face of a 4-per-cent fall in labor

costs. The latter condition, Douglas believes, "is presumptive evi-

dence of a large degree of imperfect competition, quasi-monopoly,

and oligopoly." ^

Concentration in capital-goods industries. Depressional unem-

ployment is much more extreme in producers' or capital-goods in-

dustries than in consumers' goods industries, partly perhaps because

of the acceleration principle. Cyclical fluctuations in employment,

in production, and, to some extent, in prices seem to be wider in

range the further the industry is from the consumer and the more

durable (long-lived) is the product. Wholesale prices fluctuate more

than retail prices; raw-material prices are more flexible than the

prices of finished products. The physical volume of production of

durable products contracted three fourths between 1929 and 1932

compared with a drop of one fourth for nondurable products. Be-

tween the same two years, the physical volume of agricultural pro-

duction declined but 1 per cent compared with a 38-per-cent decline

in mining, a 44-per-cent decline in manufacturing, and a 68-per-

1 Ibid., pp. 29-32.
2 Paul H. Douglas, "The Effect of Wage Increases upon Employment," American

Economic Review^ vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, pp. 156-57.
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cent decline in construction.^ A considerable proportion of all

agricultural products are, of course, consumers' goods, some of

which are not durable. Table 15 indicates the percentage of the

labor force that was unemployed in different sectors of the economy
at certain times.

TABLE 15. PERCENTAGE OF LABOR FORCE UNEMPLOYED BY MAJOR
INDUSTRIES 2

Jan. 1930 March 7933 Sept. 7937 May 7938

Agriculture 10.5 14.5 2.7 10.2

Forestry and fishing 14.0 53.0 26.0 39.1

Extraction of minerals 1.5 41.4 24.1 37.3

Manufacturing 8.0 40.3 8.3 27.7

Construction 24.1 73.3 42.0 55.0

Transportation 5.6 39.7 22.5 37.1

Public utilities 0.4 29.0 22.1 27.2

Trade, distribution, and finance 22.9 13.8 18.5

Service 16.2 1.3 1.8

Miscellaneous 4.0 33.2 12.8 24.2

Professor Douglas believes that the capital-goods industries are

much more subject to monopoly, duopoly, triopoly, and oligopoly

than are the consumers' goods industries, and he cites some figures

showing that from 50 to 100 per cent of all output is controlled by

one, two, three, or four firms in the following lines of production:

automobiles, beef products, cans, cigarettes, copper, corn binders

and planters (agriculture implements), plate and safety glass, iron

ore, steel, and whisky.^ It is questionable, however, whether there

is less concentration of economic control in consumers' goods in-

dustries than in capital-goods industries. In the above list, beef

products, cigarettes, and whisky are consumers' goods. Some con-

sumers' services, such as electricity, telephone, and natural gas,

are subject to monopoly control. Furthermore, the effects of monop-

oly are partly achieved in the sale of consumers' goods through the

^ C/". J. K. Galbraith and J. D. Black, "The Maintenance of Agricultural Production

during Depression: The Explanations Reviewed," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 46

(June 1938), p. 305. This article examines the reasons for the maintenance of agricul-

tural production during depressions.

2 Taken from Reports on Public Assistance to the Administrator, Works Progress Admin-
istration for the City of New York, March 14, 1939, Table 4, pp. 36-37. The source

of these statistics is the National Industrial Conference Board.
3 CJ. op. cit., p. 150; and Verbatim Record of the Proceedings of the Temporary National

Economic Committee, vol. 1 (December 1, 1938 to January 20, 1939), Bureau of National

Affairs, Inc., 1939, pp. 80-81. It is interesting to note that labor unions have been

strong for some time in bituminous coal and women's clothing, in which the largest

four companies control 10 and 2 per cent respectively of total output.
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branding of food products, such as cereals, coffee, crackers, etc.,

and partly through legal restrictions upon price flexibility, such as

resale price-maintenance laws. The explanation for the more steady

employment and production in consumers' goods and consumers'

services industries is to be found, not so much in the price policies

of employers and their control over the markets for their products,

as in the fact that a certain minimum production of consumers'

goods and services is necessary to sustain the present population.

The same statement is not, however, true of the production of

capital goods. As was indicated in the discussion of the accelera-

tion principle, capital construction might decline almost to zero

with little or no drop in the production of consumers' goods, but

the production of consumers' goods could not drop ofl' in the same

fashion without widespread misery and starvation.

Persistent, large-scale unemployment. A striking character-

istic of the 1920's and 1930's was the phenomenon of widespread

unemployment for long periods of time. Table 16 indicates how
significant was this problem of wholesale unemployment in England

during both decades and in the United States after 1929. As

TABLE 16. AVERAGE YEARLY PERCENTAGE OF LABOR FORCE UNE

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES 1

Tears Great Britain United States

1851-1860 4.8

1861-1870 5.4

1871-1880 3.7

1881-1890 4.9

1891-1900 4.5

1901-1910 5.0 6.1

1911-1920 2.1 5.1

1921-1930 12.0 4.8

1931-1939 15.8 17.5

1930 16.1 7.8

1931 21.3 16.3

1932 22.1 24.9

1933 19.9 25.1

1934 16.7 20.2

1935 15.5 18.4

1936 13.1 14.5

1937 10.9 12.0

1938 12.6 18.8

1939 10.3 16.7

* Figures for Great Britain represent the percentage of unemployed among trade-

union members (1851-1925) and the percentage of workers covered by unemployment

insurance who were unemployed (1926-1939). CJ. Wladimir Woytinsky, Three
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explained in the footnote to this table, the percentage figures for

both countries are not comparable and those for the United States

are more conservative than some other estimates. The table shows

that unemployment in Great Britain averaged over 14 per cent

between 1920 and 1939, or three times the pre- 1920 average, and

that it continued above 10 per cent in the latter part of the 1930's

when England was supposed to be enjoying a great prosperity boom.

Much the same situation has prev^ailed in the United States since

1929. The business boom of 1936-1937 failed to reduce unemploy-

ment below 13 per cent of the labor supply. It is a strange situation

to find one out of every seven or eight workers unemployed during

periods of so-called prosperity in the two wealthiest countries of

the world.

Any theory of unemployment must attempt to account for the

existence of long-time underemployment or economic stagnation

during recent periods. Some English economists have tried to ex-

plain the existence of a large volume of unemployment in Great

Britain from 1925 to 1929 (over one tenth of all persons covered

by unemployment insurance were unemployed during those years)

on the grounds that restoration of the currency to prewar gold

parity in 1925 meant a 10-per-cent deflation for the English econ-

omy, but others have questioned whether equilibrium with wide-

spread underemployment in England during that period can be

explained primarily by monetary policy.^

THE EqUILIBRIUM THEORY OF UNEMPLOYMENT

As has been indicated, economists diff'er in their diagnosis of

unemployment. Such differences in diagnosis arise, in large part,

out of the type of analysis used in attacking the problem. Two fun-

damentally different methods of approach have been applied. They
might be called the "equilibrium" approach and the "monetary"

Sources of Unemployment, International Labour Office, Studies and Reports, Series C,

No. 20, 1935; and current issues of the International Labour Review. Figures for the

United States represent a conservative estimate of the percentage of the whole labor

force that was unemployed during these years. Cf. Reports on Public Assistance to the

Administrator, Works Progress Administration for the City of New York, March 14, 1939,

Table 1, p. 28; and National Industrial Conference Board, The Conference Board Eco-

nomic Record, vol. 2 (March 20, 1940), p. 78.

1 Cf., for example, J. M. Keynes, Essays in Persuasion, 1932, Part 3 (The Return to

the Gold Standard), especially secdon 5; and Rufus S. Tucker, "Mr. Keynes' Theories

Considered in the Light of Experience," in The Economic Doctrines of John Maynard

Ktynes, National Industrial Conference Board, 1938, pp. 29-35.
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approach. An economist's reasoning and conclusions on the prob-

lem of unemployment are bound to be influenced by his approach

—

his preconceptions, frame of reference, and methods and instru-

ments of analysis. For instance, the "equilibrium" economists have

been prone to place most of the blame for the "extra" or "exces-

sive" unemployment in England during the late 1920's, not upon

monetary conditions (an overvalued currency resulting from return

to the gold standard), but upon wage rates, which, over a wide

area, had been set at a level considered "too high" to allow an

"equilibrium between the demand for and the supply of labor." ^

It was suggested that labor unions and intervention by the govern-

ment in the form of minimum-wage legislation and unemployment
insurance, which strengthened the bargaining power of unions,

were responsible for the abnormal volume of unemployment by

maintaining wage rates above the "economic" or "equilibrium"

level.

The concept of equilibrium. The notion of equilibrium or

balance of forces represents a mechanical analogy applied to eco-

nomic affairs. In mechanics, disturbing forces will cause an object

to move along the line of the resultant until it again comes to rest.

In like manner, it has been argued, changes in the economic forces

of demand and supply will cause prices to move and come to rest

at the point where demand and supply are again adjusted, where

the volume demanded and supplied is equal so that the price clears

the market. Only some "artificial" interference or restraint can

prevent this "natural" norm of equilibrium from being reestablished

after each "disturbing" change.

Such an equilibrium analysis must explain the existence of un-

used resources or unemployment in terms of "disturbances" to

equilibrium, "friction" and "maladjustments" during periods of

transition from one equilibrium to another, or "artificial" restric-

tions, which prevent price movements from establishing equilib-

rium. Consequently, equilibrium economists, in discussing unem-
ployment, stress the maldistribution of economic resources, the lack

of mobility of labor, the existence of monopoly and rigidities in the

price system, and governmental interference that serves to prevent

prices and wage rates from falling. With the perfectly flexible

1 Cf., for instance, A. G. Pigou, "Wage Policy and Unemployment," Economic Journal

^

vol. 37 (September 1927), pp. 355-68.
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prices of the perfect market, considerable unemployment, in the

opinion of these economists, could occur only from the failure of

labor to move fast enough into new firms, new industries, or new
localities, with changes in consumer demand and the structure of

industry.

Equilibrium analysis may be applied to only a small part of the

economy—to one firm, one industry, or one area. It has also been

applied to the economy as a whole. Partial equilibrium analysis

attempts to explain the short-run and long-run adjustments that

will take place to restore equilibrium locally when, for instance,

industry in one locality is put at a relative disadvantage by an in-

crease in local property taxes, an increase in local wage rates, or a

drop in the price of the locality's most important product. Such

partial analysis assumes no change in economic conditions outside

the locality with local adjustments—no general change. General

equilibrium analysis attempts to explain the effect of various dis-

turbances upon the system as a whole. It assumes that, at a certain

set of relationships among all prices (including wage and interest

rates), demand and supply will be equalized in all lines. This "so-

lution," which clears all markets and permits the full employment

of all factors of production, is, according to this type of analysis, the

norm toward which economic forces are directing the economy.

Criticism of equilibrium analysis. The equilibrium approach

assumes that there is a price or set of prices which will clear the

market, and that economic forces are tending to push prices toward

such an equilibrating norm.

1. Aggravating price movements. In reality, price movements may
so alter the general situation that it is erroneous to assume that

price changes are "tending" to restore or maintain any mechanical

sort of equilibrium. For instance, a rise in the price of a security

on the stock market may stimulate an increase in demand, leading

to a larger rather than a smaller volume of sales, and so on in a

cumulative fashion.^ In some cases, as was indicated in Chapter

5, there may be no price or wage that will clear the market. Failure

of demand and supply to meet at any price or wage may result when

the demand and the supply curves are sloping in the same direction

1 For a further discussion of price movements that tend to perpetuate disequilibrium

under certain conditions and the formulation of the "cobweb theorem" with regard

to such phenomena, cj. A. M. Mclsaac and J, G. Smith, Introduction to Economic Analysis,

1937, pp. 378-84.
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or when employers maintain the same fixed staff of workers for

technological and other reasons. Again, as indicated in Chapter 5,

demand and supply may meet at a number of prices or over a whole

range of prices. Emil Lederer points out that a firm may also be in

equilibrium at several points whenever, because of the existence of

excess capacity or certain technological conditions, it can produce

at diminishing unit costs, so that profits will be equally large with

high prices and a small output or low prices and a large output.-^

The rate of interest has been cited as a price whose movements
do not tend to clear the market. As indicated in Chapter 9, it is

possible that a fall in the rate of interest, down to a certain mini-

mum, might increase the supply of savings, partly because security

ownership becomes more profitable as outstanding securities rise in

price when they are being discounted at a lower market rate of

interest. It is on such grounds that Professor J. M. Clark concludes

that changes in the level of interest rates may not tend to maintain

equilibrium or to prevent "oversaving." People save very largely

for security, which is not the chief motive that induces businessmen

to borrow and invest in new capital equipment. Consequently, un-

certainty or risk, which may make businessmen hesitate to invest,

may cause savers to try to save more and, therefore, act as "a potent

engine of disequilibrium." ^ The actions of every individual in the

economy tend to affect the rate of interest, for it influences decisions

to save rather than to spend money for consumption and, as the

premium for not hoarding, it tends to influence hoarding and the

rate of investment. •

Although individual price movements may tend to adjust demand
to supply so that the market is cleared, general price movements,

such as changes in the price level, the level of wage rates, or the

level of interest rates, frequently aggravate a maladjusted situation

rather than correct it by restoring balance or equilibrium. A sharp

downward movement in the price level, instead of stimulating de-

mand, may lead to hoarding, smaller incomes, and a smaller volume
of sales—a vicious spiral of deflation. That, for example, was what
happened in Norway and Denmark from 1925 to 1928 when the

price level was reduced almost 50 per cent. Incomes, employment,
^ Technological Progress and Unemployment, International Labour Office, Studies and

Reports, Series C, No. 22, 1938, p. 132.

2
J. R. Hicks, "Mr. Keynes' Theory of Employment," Economic Journal, vol. 46

(June 1936), p. 250.
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and production declined because production for a cash market is,

in part, a speculation on the general level of prices when the

finished product is sold.

As the discussion in Chapter 5 indicated, the short-run supply

curve for labor as a whole has a negative slope, which means that

at lower wage rates a larger supply of hours of labor will be offered

for sale. Under such circumstances it is possible that there would

be some unemployment at any conceivable level of wages, for move-

ments in the wage level call forth just the reverse response from the

supply side to that necessary for a restoration of equilibrium between

the aggregate demand and the total supply.

2. Hoarding and equilibrium. Hoarding has already been defined

as a decrease in the rate of turnover of cash and checking accounts.

People hold their money instead of spending or investing it. By
reducing the rate of circulation of money, hoarding reduces money
incomes during a period of time and, therefore, leads to sales

reductions and price declines.

Equilibrium economists generally have failed to appreciate that

hoarding causes total receipts to be less than total costs during a

period of time, because a portion of the funds paid out by producers

as costs is withheld from the market and is not used for the purchase

of products. Although under these circumstances the price level

may fall, such a price-level decline may stimulate further hoarding

and lead to a "vicious spiral of deflation," or it may at least result

in equilibrium at underemployment of economic resources. Some
equilibrium economists, overlooking the fact that reductions in the

rate of spending mean reductions in incomes, have maintained that

"stable underemployment equilibrium" is only possible when there

is "cost rigidity (including wage rates) and monopoly control of

supplies." ^ Presumably they believe that reductions in the rate of

spending are not possible under conditions of perfect competition

and perfect markets. They overlook the fact that price-level changes

can occur under perfect competition and that such changes are

likely to alter the rate of spending and the size of money incomes.

Money may be held as a speculation against such contingencies as

changes in the price level, in interest rates, or in money incomes.

^ Cf. Alvin H. Hansen, "Mr. Keynes on Under-Employment Equilibrium," Journal

of Political Economy, vol. 44 (October 1936), p. 680; and H. Gordon Hayes, "Hoarding

and the Competitive Equilibrium," American Economic Review, vol. 28 (March 1938),

pp. 89-91.
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Such speculative hoarding may, indeed, give rise to a cumulative

tendency for incomes and the price level to decline, which, in turn,

enhances the value of the hoarded dollar.

Professor Wesley Mitchell has pointed out that the proper con-

ception of equilibrium is that of an income and expense statement,

showing the difference between aggregate receipts and aggregate

expenditures during a period of time and from one period to an-

other. ^ When these two aggregates are out of balance, there may
be no more tendency for economic forces to restore a balance than

there is a tendency for businesses suffering losses one year to be

restored to the profits column the next year.

3. The concept of a cumulative process. As early as 1898, Thorstein

Veblen raised the question, "Why is economics not an evolutionary

science?" ^ Veblen believed that economic theory should concern

itself primarily with the process of economic development in terms

of an unfolding sequence and cumulative change.

Recently a group of Swedish economists have been working on

theories of the general process of economic expansion and contrac-

tion, as Veblen suggested.^ Theirs is a sequence analysis of the

general or "monetary" type, dealing with total income and output,

the money supply and its rate of circulation, consumption expendi-

tures, savings and investment, and the interaction among these fac-

tors, which are assumed to remain constant under partial equilib-

rium analysis. These economists point out that changes in the

economic system as a whole cannot be explained by applying an

equilibrium concept to each section of the economy separately, any

more than changes in a person's health can be determined by

studying each part of the body (arms, legs, and inner organs)

separately. There are interactions among parts of the economy and

general or "monetary" factors, so that an explanation of the total

economic development cannot be derived by adding up the expla-

nations of the development in each separate part of the economy,

based on an equilibrium concept.

These younger Swedish economists point out that general equilib-

1 Cf. Business Cycles, the Problem and Its Setting, 1928, pp. 186-88.
' ^Cf. Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 12 (July 1898), pp. 373-97.

^ Cf., for example, Erik Lundberg, Studies in the Theory of Economic Expansion, 1937;

and Bertil Ohlin, "Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Investment,'*

Economic Journal, vol, 47 (March and June 1937), pp. 53-69 and 221-40. This discus-

sion of recent sequence analysis in Sweden rests largely upon these two publications.
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rium analysis, based on a system of simultaneous equations which
are supposed to give a "solution" that clears all markets, not only

is a rather mystical and sterile method of analysis but falsely assumes

that all actions and reactions occur simultaneously throughout the

whole economy. Time and the speed with which reactions and
interactions take place are very important in any analysis of the

processes of economic change; ultimate consequences may be more
significant than immediate effects. The longer is the period neces-

sary for all interactions to work out completely, the greater will be

the changes in total income and other general factors. Such changes

would alter the demand and the supply schedules assumed for var-

ious products and upset any tendency toward equilibrium in a sec-

tion of the economy. Also, buyers' plans, their expectations with

regard to incomes and prices, and their readiness to purchase may
be affected by the speed with which, and the manner in which, a

certain series of reactions and adjustments take place.

Sequence or process analysis represents an altogether different

approach from equilibrium analysis. It does not assume that the

economic system is always tending toward some theoretical equi-

librium. Whereas equilibrium analysis explains changes in the vol-

ume of unemployment by reference to monopoly and "friction" or

lack of complete mobility, process analysis explains unemployment

in terms of changes and circumstances that affect psychological re-

actions, which, in turn, determine the velocity of circulation of

money and, therefore, total realized incomes. For instance, a large

crop may cause the price of wheat to fall. Wheat farmers, antici-

pating lower incomes, may reduce their purchases, resulting in a

decline in the demand for certain industrial products long before

the drop in wheat prices lowers the retail price of wheat products.

Smaller purchases by wheat farmers may lead to smaller incomes

and receipts for industrial firms selling products to farmers. As a

consequence, employment and investment may decline in such in-

dustrial lines, with unfavorable repercussions upon other segments

of the economy, causing still smaller purchases and incomes. The
importance of the effects of the decline in wheat prices upon the

rest of the economy depends, of course, upon the rapidity with

which such unfavorable reactions are transmitted to other branches

of the economy through reduced purchases and incomes.

On the other hand, purchases and incomes may expand in a
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cumulative fashion. Such an expansion might be caused by the

expectation of a war boom. The more money people spend, the

greater are total incomes, and the more people can spend. It is

not true for the individual that the more he spends the more he

will have to spend, but that is true for all people in the economy as

a whole because collectively money incomes come from expendi-

tures.^ The expenditures of some persons make up the incomes of

others; when some people spend less money, other people earn less

money. A person's money holdings at the beginning of a period

plus his money income during the period, along with his borrowing

capacity, set the upper limit to what he can spend during the

period. His plans and his expectations with regard to incomes,

prices, etc., determine his willingness to spend up to that limit. The
closer he and all others come to spending their limit during the

period, the greater, of course, will be their incomes during that

period—the more money they will be able to spend. Equilibrium

analysis, because it assumes simultaneous change and neglects the

time lag between the receipt and the expenditure of money, is not

well adapted for a study of dynamic and cumulative changes. In

an exchange economy, the rate of turnover of money and goods is

an important element in the economics of unused resources. The
expectation of a decline in sales at the end of a war may cause

persons to decrease the rate at which they spend their money,

thereby bringing on a business slump.

The role of monopoly. It has been assumed that monopoly

also plays a significant part in any explanation of the unemployment

or nonemployment of men, money, and machines.

Under perfect competition, price tends to equate demand and

supply, but that is not true under monopoly. As Professor Edward
Chamberlain and others have pointed out, excess capacity, unsold

supply, and production below capacity may be permanent and nor-

mal characteristics of the equilibrium adjustment under monopoly

or monopolistic competition (comparatively few firms producing

special brands of the same product).- Unless there are so many

^ As J. M. Keynes points out, "this is the significant difference between the theory

of economic behavior in the aggregate and the theory of the behavior of the individual

unit, in which it is assumed that changes in the individual's own demand do not

affect his income." Cf. The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, p. 85.

2 C/". E. Chamberlain, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (third edition), 1938,

pp. 109 and 171; also, J. M. Gassels, "Excess Capacity and Monopolistic Competition,'*
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firms in an industry that no firm produces more than a neghgible

amount of the total output, price and production patterns tend to

resemble those of monopoly rather than those of perfect competition.

As was indicated in Chapter 5, the price and production policies

of a producer in a monopolistic or semimonopolistic position are

governed more or less by the nature of his marginal-receipts curve,

which has a downward slope in contrast with the horizontal mar-

ginal-receipts curve of a firm selling in a perfect market. And, if

the demand curve for his product is a straight line sloping down-

ward, the producer's marginal-receipts curve will fall twice as fast

as the demand curve. It would seem that, with such demand con-

ditions, the production of a commodity would be only half as large

under monopoly as under competition, and half of the productive

factors, including labor, would be unemployed. Joan Robinson, in

discussing "a world of monopolies," maintains, however, that it is

absurd, when production is generally operated under conditions of

monopoly or semimonopoly, to assume that all outputs would be

thus restricted. She states:

When we are considering one industry in isolation, we can find the monop-
oly output with the existing demand curve, but if output is restricted in

all industries all demand curves will alter. The method which applies

to one industry separately cannot be applied to all taken together.^

Mrs. Robinson is correct in maintaining that one cannot discover

the eff'ect of monopoly or semimonopolistic conditions in many in-

dustries upon unemployment simply by discovering what would

happen to unemployment in one industry if that industry were

changed from a position of perfect competition to one of monopoly

or semimonopoly. Here again, the whole truth may not be simply

the sum of the results found from studying each part (industry or

firm) separately. Although she does not attempt to analyze the

issue fully, Mrs. Robinson seems to assume that widespread monop-

oly would generally lead to larger monopoly profits and exploita-

tion, through a reduction in the return to the factors of production

like labor, rather than to a decrease in employment.^ Yet she also

writes:

Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 51 (May 1937), pp. 426-43. Excess capacity, as

used here, means that some portion of all the factors of production are unused in the

industry and, therefore, in the community.
* CJ. Joan Robinson, The Economics oj Imperject Competition^ pp. 310 and 314.

^Cf. ibid.y pp. 310-26.
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It may be that a sudden and widespread introduction of restriction

schemes [under monopoly] will lead to very prolonged and perhaps per-

manent unemployment. And it may be that the very imperfect mecha-

nisms by which full employment can be re-established under competitive

conditions would be even less effective under a regime of monopoly. ^

Imperfect markets and monopolistic elements in industry may
tend to reduce the total amount of employment in a closed econ-

omy ^ for four reasons. First, under monopoly, employment tends

to be smaller because a firm's employment policy is governed by

its marginal-receipts curve, which declines more sharply than the^

demand curve for the product. Second, large units of production

and monopolistic conditions tend to reduce the possibility for the

establishment of new firms or self-employment. Third, if monop-
oly leads to the exploitation of labor (larger profits and lower

wages), it may make incomes more unequal and reduce total ex-

penditures for consumption. Finally, it is possible that monopoly

and rigid prices may stimulate and prolong depressions by pre-

venting a balanced adjustment between selling prices and cost

prices. As indicated in the discussion of the decline in wheat prices,

a cumulative downward tendency may occur if prices decline and

production is maintained in lines (like agriculture) having an in-

elastic demand at the same time that prices are maintained in

industrial lines dominated by monopoly.

Prices are inflexible in imperfect markets for a number of reasons.

Producers of branded products or oligopolists (a few producers of

the same product) may maintain prices in order to avoid catalogue

revisions, price wars, retaliatory actions by competitors, or a step

that might offend dealers or customers.^ They may believe, as

automobile manufacturers do, that sales volume is governed largely

by the trend and level of consumers' incomes and that price reduc-

tions would be ineffective in stimulating sales. ^ It has been con-

1 Ibid., p. 325.

2 The assumption of a closed economy is made here in order to avoid, until the

next chapter, an analysis of the effect of price and wage changes upon international

trade.

3 Cf. Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 106, where he writes: "Business or professional 'ethics'

are another factor. It has long been considered unethical in the professions to compete
on the basis of price."

* Cf. The Dynamics of Automobile Demand, General Motors Corporation, 1939, pp. 4,

122. On p. 135 of this publication a General Motors official writes: "The fact of the

matter is that the usual theory of the law of supply and demand frequently works in

reverse, that is, when buyers believe prices will rise, buying increases. It is significant
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eluded from an elaborate statistical study that the elasticity of de-

mand for automobiles is somewhere between 0.65 and 2.5.^ An
elasticity of two would mean that a one-per-cent reduction in price

would increase the quantity sold by two per cent. Assuming a

demand elasticity of two, an official of General Motors Corporation

has figured that a typical firm, breaking even in 1937, would lose

money if it had reduced prices by five or ten per cent (assuming

other firms followed suit), because the costs of producing the addi-

tional cars would have been greater than the additional income.-

'With wages around 12 per cent of total variable costs (or 10 per

cent of total costs) ^ in the automobile industry, it is not likely that

new employees would be taken on by an automobile concern, even

at zero wages, if prices would have to be lowered to sell their added
output. Certainly, whenever conditions approach unit elasticity (an

elasticity of one) in the automobile industry, the added cost of more
output would far exceed additional sales income, so that it would

not pay to expand production and employment, although new
workers could be had for nothing.

This discussion may indicate why industrial firms, instead of

reducing prices in the face of falling demand, simply permit pro-

duction and employment to fluctuate in a manner that tends to

cause a cumulative contraction throughout the whole economy. It

may also explain why employers with price policies may not con-

tinue to employ workers until wage rates rise to full "marginal

productivity." Certainly it explains why, in industries dominated

by monopolistic elements, employment cannot be increased much
by wage reductions during a depression. Exactly how much monop-
olistic elements in our economy restrict the demand for labor is

difficult to say.^ But the existence of monopolistic policies helps to

explain why the monetary demand for labor is not sufficient to

prevent widespread unemployment.

that business activity is usually the greatest when prices are rising. When prices begin

falling, however, most purchasers stop buying which makes a bad matter worse. Ac-
cordingly, I recommend that the proponents of the flexible prices theory give considera-

tion to designing some scheme whereby all prices will promptly rise further when a

depression begins so as to induce a scramble for the available supply of goods and thus

arrest the developing depression!"
1 Ibid., p. 123. 2 jh,d., pp. 127, 131.

3 Calculated from the figures in ibid., pp. 124, 127; and Biennial Census of Manufac-

tures, 7935, 1937, p. 1150.

4 For another discussion of this matter, cf. Price Behavior and Business Policy, Mono-
graph No. 1, Temporary National Economic Committee, 1940, pp. 42-43, 51-52.
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A GENERAL THEORY OF UNEMPLOYMENT

For the most part, a theory of unemployment must be a general

or monetary theory rather than one built upon partial analysis and

"frictions" or immobility. Labor, as a factor in production, really

represents output in general rather than simply a particular kind

of output. Consequently, there cannot be too much labor in the

same sense that there can be too much cotton compared to other

commodities.

A general theory of employment or unemployment must be based

largely upon buyers' psychology and monetary demand. In that

sense, the theory that is developed here is a demand theory, although

any general theory of unemployment must take into account the

characteristics of the labor supply as a whole. The discussion in

this section rests heavily upon recent writings centered around

J. M. Keynes' book on The General Theory of Employment, Interest and

Money. It should help to draw together various parts of this and

the preceding chapter.

Supply. As indicated in Chapter 5, the short-run supply sched-

ule for labor as a whole, at least over part of its range, is negatively

inclined. Consequently, the volume of employment and of unem-

ployment may both be increasing or decreasing at the same time.

Such a situation of more employment with more unemployment

might be caused by married women and youths entering, and with-

drawing from, the labor market. It might also arise simply because

there will be during the next decade, as there has been during the

past decades, a net addition to the labor supply of about 500,000

persons each year. Because the labor-supply curve has a negative

slope, it is possible that "full" employment might occur at a number
of levels of total employment.

Demand. In an exchange economy, total employment depends

upon total expenditures or aggregate demand for goods and serv-

ices. Aggregate demand may be divided into expenditures for con-

sumption and investment expenditures for capital equipment. All

production for a cash market is dependent upon consumption ex-

penditures and investment expenditures, which represent an in-

crease in productive equipment for the purpose of supplying goods

and services during some future period. Investment is based upon

the expectation of a certain sum of future expenditures for the prod-
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uct of the capital equipmentj and, therefore, ultimately rests on

expected expenditures for consumption.

Most incomes are derived from the production of goods and

services designed either for consumption or to increase capital equip-

ment. Generally speaking, production (costs and profits from pro-

duction) furnishes the total incomes out of which aggregate money
demand for goods and services arises. Aggregate demand is simply

another name for total expenditures. These primary relationships

in a market or exchange economy are indicated in the following

diagram:

THE NORMAL FLOW OF MONEY IN AN EXCHANGE ECONOMY

.
f
consumption <— consumption ]

production for
i

• , , . . » f expenditures ^—i

y [
investment < investment

J
^

I > total income > aggregate demand

The rate of speed with which money makes this circuit tends to

determine total money incomes, the volume of sales, and total em-

ployment in the productive enterprise of the exchange economy.

The velocity of circulation of money around this circuit, in turn, is

determined largely by the plans and expectations of consumers and

producers, upon their disposition to spend and invest (spend for

capital equipment). Decisions to consume and decisions to invest

together determine total money incomes and total employment.

Hoarding (not spending, or delaying expenditures) slows down the

normal flow of money, thereby decreasing money expenditures and

incomes.

People's willingness to spend for consumption and nondurable

goods depends, for the most part, upon consumers' income expec-

tations, upon the relation between their realized income and the

income they expected to receive, and upon expected changes in the

price level. The disposition of producers in consumers' goods in-

dustries to invest in capital equipment or to produce more than is

currently being sold (to produce for stock) depends largely upon

their expectations concerning future profits, which are tied up with

the expected expenditures for consumption, the future level of

prices, the future interest rate on borrowed money, and anticipated

changes in the technique of production. A producer investing at

present would be at a disadvantage should the price and interest

level fall or a new labor-saving machine be invented, so that com-
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petitors could obtain better capital equipment or the same equip-

ment at a lower cost. For the most part, activity in the consumption-

goods industries is governed, however, by current receipts and by

the acceleration principle, which tends to determine investment in

such industries.

Activity in the capital-goods industries may be less closely related

to current expenditures. Long-term investments, such as the con-

struction of railroads, ships, and commercial buildings, depend upon

long-term expectations, which may be correlated not so much with

short-term fluctuations in incomes as with expected changes in the

growth of population and in the rate of interest. An increasing

population stimulates long-term investment by practically assuring

enterprisers of an expanding market for transportation services and

building space. Consequently, an expanding population tends to

increase employment by stimulating construction. A reduction in

the rate of interest for loanable funds sharply reduces the yearly

carrying costs of a building or other long-term investment, for in-

terest on borrowed funds generally accounts for a large part of total

carrying costs. An investor in capital equipment is interested in the

rate of net return on the investment. A reduction in the rate of

interest tends to increase the net return on capital investment and

to make profitable investments that would be unprofitable at higher

interest rates. New inventions and the development of new products

may also promote new investment, partly by making existing capital

equipment less valuable. Indeed, any striking "disequilibrium"

arising from a shift in demand to different products would initiate

and stimulate new investment. In such a manner, "disequilibrium"

may create more employment.

Current production for a cash market and capital investment

are both speculative in the sense that they are based on expecta-

tions; but investment, because it is a long-time proposition, is more

risky and venturesome. That is one reason why capital investment

fluctuates so widely during a business cycle. Once an investment

in capital equipment has been made, the money has been "sunk"

in the sense that the investment cannot be withdrawn if conditions

and expectations change later on. The alternative to investing or

spending one's money income is to hold on to it. Such hoarding of

money is a particularly good speculation when there is a likelihood

that the price level will fall. Holders of money balances gain from
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falling prices, while persons with debt commitments and durable

equipment tend to suffer a relative loss. Money, because it repre-

sents generalized purchasing power and has little, if any, carrying

cost, is a desirable asset in periods of uncertainty or economic slump.

In one sense, interest is the reward that has to be offered to people

for not hoarding, which, by slowing down the circulation of money,

simply reduces money incomes. Consequently, unused savings may
start a cumulative contraction in money incomes.

The expectations of consumers and enterprisers, through the

acceleration and multiplier principles, may cause a cumulative ex-

pansion or contraction in money incomes and total employment.

It is difficult to predict how changes in circumstances will affect

consumers' and producers' expectations and, hence, the general

rate of spending. Consequently, one cannot predict with positive

assurance the effect on total employment of any particular action

or program in an exchange economy, where all buyers can spend

their money when and as they see fit. An action that stimulates

both consumers and producers to spend rapidly would be the most

effective in inducing an expansion in employment, although stimu-

lus to either the consumption-goods or the capital-goods branch of

industry is likely to be transmitted to the other branch because

there is the cumulative interaction suggested by the acceleration

and multiplier principles. Furthermore, if a substantial improve-

ment in economic conditions is expected by people generally, it will

tend to be realized, because such an expectation would lead to

actions that would increase spending, incomes, and employment.

Either consumers or producer-employers can slow down the speed

with which money moves around the circuit of the "normal flow."

As already indicated, the expenditures of consumers practically

determine the total volume of employment in the consumers' goods

industries, especially for nondurable goods and for services. In such

lines, an employer is likely to govern his cost expenditures by his

sales income. That is also true, to a considerable extent, of employ-

ers in capital-goods industries, but the buyers of capital goods are

themselves employers producing goods, so the relationship between

capital-goods production and ultimate consumption expenditures

is rather flexible, with leads and lags of varying lengths. Purchases

of capital goods can generally be postponed. Consequently, al-

though everyone is dependent upon the spending of everyone else in
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an exchange economy, the expectations and decisions of producer-

employers are of much greater significance to the capital-goods

than to the consumer-goods industries. In both branches of indus-

try, of course, seasonal variations in purchases may lead to seasonal

fluctuations in production and employment.^

The existence of partial monopoly, monopolistic competition,

and very imperfect labor markets may affect the rate of spending

of employers. With monopolistic elements in the economy, there

may not be the same stimulus to expansion that exists when markets

are more perfect. As indicated in Chapter 5, firms large enough to

have tipped demand curves for their products and sloping supply

curves for their labor factor are not likely to hire workers up to the

point where workers are receiving their full marginal productivity.

Consequently, employment in an industry is likely to be increased

by eliminating monopolistic elements. Furthermore, in industries

dominated by a few large firms, investment may be restricted

through various pressures and threats by firms already in the in-

dustry. The prevalence of a policy of noncompetition in price and

of price rigidity, along with the tendency toward bureaucracy and

conservatism in large firms, has a dampening influence upon enter-

prise and, therefore, upon business spending and economic expansion.

Business spending, especially for capital equipment, is based, not

so much upon cold calculation of mathematical expectation, as

upon a "feeling" concerning the future that has been called "busi-

ness confidence." The more economic power and business decisions

are concentrated in the hands of a group of professional managers

of large firms, the more will waves of optimism and pessimism af-

fecting that class tend to cause waves in total business spending. In

an exchange economy with production for profit, employers, for the

most part, have to swim with the general stream of business, and the

most successful ones are likely to be those who correctly anticipate

which way the average person will move. In such an economy, the

employer who expects a slump will not expand production and em-

ployment. Indeed, he may begin to curtail operations, which would,

if widely practiced, help to bring about cumulative contraction and

a business slump. In an economy where people are free to spend

or hoard as they see fit, uncertainty of the future may cause business

^ For a statistical analysis of seasonal fluctuations in employment and unemployment,
cf. W. S. Woytinsky, Seasonal Variations in Employment in the United States, 1939.
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managers to hesitate to hire more people or to make long-term com-
mitments. Such hesitancy or inaction may reduce the rate of spend-

ing and investment, and result in hoarding, or a so-called "strike

of capital."

In countries under a dictatorship, the general rate of spending

may be more stable than in free, democratic countries, either be-

cause the psychological reactions of the people can be more closely

controlled, or because the possibilities for hoarding or other anti-

social inaction are more restricted, or because people are more prone

to spend their money—to have a feast today rather than in the

future. As the area in which individual initiative and freedom reign

is reduced, the possibility for central control of the rate of spending

is likely to increase. In so far as the government can cause private

employers to hire workers and to produce more goods, even at a

financial loss, it can also exert control over the rate of spending and
employment. Where the central government owns important sec-

tions of the total economy, it may be in a better position to prevent

marked changes in total expenditures. The government can con-

tinue to produce at a considerable loss, which it can cover by taxing

the people. The rather complete control that the government has

over business enterprise in Russia, for example, explains in large

measure why that country was not plagued during the 1930's by

widespread unemployment as were the more democratic, capitalistic

countries.

In capitalistic countries, people can spend or hoard freely. They
can pile up claims to goods and services which they may never

utilize. They may forego dinner today without ordering one or

two additional dinners on any future date. Consequently, total

spending fluctuates, and expenditures may not be spread over time

in a way that will create sufficient inducement or opportunity to

invest in capital equipment so as to absorb rapidly all the funds

that are not spent right away for consumption goods. In certain

cases, it may seem desirable for the government to absorb idle funds

and increase public investment by engaging in a public-works pro-

gram. If there were political and practical difficulties preventing

such a public-investment program, J. M. Keynes suggests that,

rather than perpetuate idleness by doing nothing, it would be better

to speed up the rate of spending by putting dollar bills in old bottles,

burying them, say, in abandoned coal mines, and then permitting

^
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private enterprise to dig up the dollar bills at a profit. Such activity

would increase employment and incomes, he points out, in the same

manner as does gold mining—a pretext for digging holes in the

ground that is approved as sound finance.^

* Keynes, op. cit.y pp. 129-30.



CHAPTER ELEVEN

WAGE RATES, EMPLOYMENT,
AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE

As the discussion in the previous chapter has indicated, ^an^^thing

that serves to reduce total expenditures during a period of time may
reduce total employment and^__th_erdbi:£.^^_cause unemployment.

That is why the alleged causes of unemployment seem innumer-

able. In a country with an expanding labor supply, factors pre-

venting a corresponding expansion in total employment may also

be said to cause unemployment. An analysis of the process of

economic expansion and contraction is, therefore, essential for an

understanding of the economics of unused resources or operations

at undercapacity in all lines of production.

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of some allegedxaus£S of

unemployment and the probable effects ofjvarious wafiX-Bolicies
during different phases of the business cycle. The "causes" of un-

employment that will be discussed at length are "hi.s^h" wage rates,

labor-savingjnachinery, "excessive" population, and "higP^~taxes.

SOME ALLEGED CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Wage rates and unemployment. Many businessmen and some

economists maintain that labor is unemployed because the price of

labor is too higlL. The way to sell more labor, they say, is to reduce

wage rates. ^ Professor Willford I. King expressed this view in 1939

when he wrote:

Merchants the world over know that the way to stimulate sales is to

cut prices. What is true of soap or shoes is equally true of the labor used

in making the soap or shoes. . . .

In the last analysis, it can truthfully be said that unemployment is,

^ It is interesting to note that, though business executives may generally favor wage
reductions during a depression, they are somewhat reluctant to see their own salaries

reduced. From 1929 to 1932, while payrolls in all manufacturing firms fell 59 per

cent, executive salaries (excluding bonuses) fell only 10 per cent in 100 large industrial

companies. Cf. John C. Baker, Executive Salaries and Bonus Plans^ 1938, p. 25.

274
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in the main, caused by wage costs being so high as to make it impossible

to market the entire output which industry can conveniently turn out.^

Such an argument for wage reduction as a stimulus to employ-

ment is based on the common-sense fallacy of reasoning by analogy

from the particular to the general.^ As is indicated more clearly in

the following quotation from an eminent English economist, such

reasoning assumes that what is true for one industry taken separately

is true of all industry as a whole:

In a particular employment, provided demand for its product is elastic,

more persons can be employed if they will work for less remuneration.

In all employments taken together, demand is indefinitely elastic, and
consequently indefinite numbers can be employed if they do not ask

for too high a remuneration. General unemployment appears when
asking too much is a general phenomenon.^

It is on the same basis of partial or particular-industry analysis

that some economists have claimed that the salaries of university

professors should have been reduced or reduced further during the

early 1930's. Statistics indicate that tuition fees rose over 21 per

cent for state universities and over 11 per cent for private univer-

sities from the school year 1928-1929 to the school year of 1936-

1937.^ During the period from 1931 through June 1934 there was

a decline of nine per cent in total student enrollment in all institu-

1 W. I. King "Wage Rates, Wage Costs, Employment, Wage Income and the General

Welfare," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939), pp. 39-40. Professor Sum-
ner H. Slichter expressed the same view when he wrote in an article on "Selling More
Labor" {Atlantic Monthly, vol. 158, p. 324) in September 1936 : "In any event, our com-
mon sense should have warned us that raising the price is not likely to increase the sales

of any article and that there is no reason to expect labor to be different in this respect

from all other articles. It is not likely to be the one and only thing which can be sold

in greater volume by increasing the price."

Contrast these statements with the views of the General Motors official quoted in

Chapter 10, p. 265, footnote 4.

^ A. P. Lerner also points to "the danger of taking propositions that have been es-

tablished as true when applied to sections of the economy and illegitimately applying

them to the economy as a whole." He writes: "What is true of a firm or of a particular

industry or a set of industries need not be true of the economy as a whole. To draw
attention continually to such relationships between the parts and the whole is prob-

ably the most distinctive function of the economist." "The Relation of Wage Policies

and Price Policies," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, p. 158.

^ Edwin Cannan, "The Demand for Labour," Economic Journal, vol. 42 (September

1932), p. 367.

* Taken from a statistical survey of 200 colleges and universities made by the Gen-
eral Education Board and reported in Newsweek, April 3, 1939, pp. 32-33. Enrollment
figures are from the Biennial Survey oj Education 1932-1934, U. S. Office of Education
Bulletin (1935) No. 2, Chapter 4, p. 31.
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tions and a similar drop in the number of faculty members. It is

argued that the high salaries of university professors, by preventing

tuition fees from falling, caused this reduction in student enrollment,

in the same way that the maintenance of high wages for anthracite

miners and railroad workers helped to reduce the sales of anthracite

coal and the traffic on railroads by about 50 per cent.^ If faculty

salaries had been reduced sufficiently, so the argument runs, stu-

dent enrollment would have kept up or increased and the employ-

ment of instructors would have expanded instead of contracting.

1. Wage cut in one line. It is true, of course, that a reduction of

wage rates in a single industry, if it_resulted in a^reduction in the

price oX_the_product^ \vQuld tend to increase the sales of that product

and lead to the employment of more workers injhat industry. So

far as an individual firm or industry is concerned, the effect of a

wage cut upon the demand for the firm's or industry's products can

generally be disregarded. The workers in the automobile or the

shoe industry, for example, buy such a small percentage of all the

automobiles or shoes they manufacture that a reduction in their

wage incomes has little effect upon the total sales of automobiles

or shoes. From the point of view of a single firm or a single indus-

try, there would undoubtedly be a stimulus to expansion from a

reduction in labor costs, which explains why so many people are

convinced of the economic wisdom of wage cuts.

In an analysis of general expansion and contraction, however, the

effects of a wage cut in the automobile or shoe industry upon the

sales of all products could not be disregarded. If a wage-price cut

in a single industry did not increase the general rate of spending,

the advantage to that branch of industry would have been gained

largely at the expense of other branches, and the increase of em-

ployment in the favored industry would probably be balanced by a

reduction of employment elsewhere. "Any one man in a crowd

can get a better view of the procession by standing on a chair, but

if they all get up on chairs no one's view is improved." ^ In ex-

^T^^iiiiog ^^^ /-ff^rtc r>f a wagejate change ij ^ single indn^tryj one

must take into account the repercussions in other branches of the

errmorpyj the effec^^ npon-total expenditures for consumption and
1 Cf. Sumner H. Slichter, "The Changing Character of American Industrial Rela-

tions," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, pp. 128-29 for a

statement regarding the coal miners and the railroad workers.

'^Joan Robinson, Introduction to the Theory of Employment, p. 51.
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investment. Wage cuts may lead to strikes, reduce political con-

fidence, cause popular discontent, stimulate hoarding, and have

other adverse effects upon the economy. Taking a general point

of view, some economists, including Professor J. M. Clark, believe

that "lower wages may in their immediate effect do more to decrease

the effective demand for labor than to increase it" and so "may
defeat their own end by reducing the immediate volume of

spendings." ^

Under conditions of monopolistic competition, price is frequently

above marginal variable costs. That may be true, for example,

when production is at a rate far under capacity. As indicated in

Chapter 5, a number of economists, on the basis of certain statistics,

believe that variable costs per unit of output may decrease as the

volume of output expands from 60 or 80 to 100 per cent of capac-

ity.^ Price may remain above marginal variable costs for long

periods of time when producers keep up their prices for fear that

price reduction would "spoil the market" or lead to a price war.

During periods of depression, the demand curve for their produce

may seem to employers in semimonopolistic positions to be inelastic

or, in some cases, even inversely elastic, which really means that

less will be demanded at a lower price because the price fall causes

the demand for the product at various prices to decline with a

leftward shift in the whole demand curve. When employers main-

tain prices, more workers might not be hired even at zero wages.

The difficulty generally lies in the market for the product rather

than in costs. In lines where selling prices remain fixed and price

is often above marginal variable costs, shifts in the volume of em-

ployment generally will arise from shifts in demand (the volume of

expenditures) and not from shifts in the level of costs. Furthermore,

conditions are so changed by a depression that many employers

could not know the shape of their marginal-receipts and marginal-

^
J. M. Clark, Strategic Factors in Business Cycles, 1934, p. 141.

^ Cf. pp. 120-21. A comparison of the man-hour employment figures of the U. S. Bu-

reau of Labor Statistics with the production index of the Federal Reserve Board indicates

that, after 1933, man-hour output frequently varied directly with total production.

A study of the accounting records of a paper company for the Temporary National

Economic Committee revealed that "changes in the volume of output had the greatest

effect on labor costs, and as a result changes in labor costs were quite out of proportion

to those in wage rates. Unit labor costs increased as volume fell and declined as volume
expanded." The results were much the same for the International Harvester Company.
Cf. Industrial Wage Rates, Labor Costs and Price Policies, Monograph No. 5, Temporary
National Economic Committee, 1940, pp. xix and xx.
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cost curves, and, hence, their policies would probably be governed

primarily by the profit-and-loss statement.

Certainly the relationship between wage rates and employment
is far more complex, indirect, and uncertain than persons reasoning

on the basis of the marginal-productivity theory of wages and par-

ticular-industry analysis have assumed. Economists reasoning on
such bases have generally argued that high wage rates lead to

greater use of, and demand for, capital equipment. But unused

machinery and plant facilities are as characteristic of depressions

and of even so-called prosperous periods as is unused labor. Con-

sequently, the problem of unemployment is a general one of wide-

spread idleness of men and machines in the midst of want and

hunger—a much broader issue than simply wage rates alone.

2. Wage-level and price-level cut. In discussing the theory of the

connection between the level of wages and unemployment, it is

necessary to distinguish between cases where wage cuts result in

price cuts and cases where wage reductions do not lead to a reduc-

tion in the selling price of the product. Because wages are only a

part ofjQtp^l v;^ripibl^_CQSts^produc t prices normally would not be

r^duced_by as large a percentage as wf^gf r^te^ wpre rednrpH. With
payrolls only about 20 per cent of the total costs of individual firms

in manufacturing, a wage-rate reduction of, say, 25 per cent would

generally allow for a price reduction of but 5 to 8 per cent. Con-

sequently, a wage reduction with lower pri< <> (i-nr1i in ir'iliw< the

real incomes (the buyingjpg>_\£r.)-x:£-Avage -earnerg-^nd to increase

the real incomes of owners, creditors, and landlords, who, with the

same money incomes, can buy more. The question is. Will they

buy more? If a reduction in wage rates is to increase employment,

total money expenditures for consumption goods and investment

goods must decline less than the drop in the price level. Is that

likely to happen?

Since wages are a form of income that generally is spent rapidly,

a wage-rate Feductionjsjikely to feduce the rate of ^^penHingrp^nd

tojtal expenditures. Especially are total expenditures likely to be

reduced by a transfer of buying power from wage-earners to owners

during a depression, when there is little likelihood that owners will

invest such transfers or gains in new capital equipment. Also,

should consumers and investors expect further wage-price declines,

general economic contraction might begin or continue. In such
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an event, the fall in wages, instead of lessening unemployment,

would have increased it.^

A lowering of wage and price levels alone would tend to lower

the rate of interest by reducing the demand for money in trade.

At lower prices less money is needed to carry on the same volume

of transactions. But the demand for money to hold or hoard may
offset the reduced demand for money in trade and, thus, prevent

any reduction in the rate of interest. Lower interest rates, as already

indicated, have a tendency to stimulate investment and, therefore,

economic expansion.^ If a general wage-rate reduction should give

rise to the expectation of more wage-price cuts, accompanied by a

furtheF^decIine in the volume of consumers' purchases, interest

^tesjnightTiseby a premium representing the increased risk of

investment m securities or capital equipment.

It is possible, of course, that a reduction in the wage level would,

at first, have a favorable effect on "business confidence," because

businessmen, reasoning falsely from the particular to the general,

would expect larger sales in the future. Unless the volume of sales

did expand, profits would not increase when price declines were

accompanied by wage reductions. As has just been indicated, an

expansion in sales^ volume is unlikely to accompany wage-price

cuts, andj^ without such an expansion, business optimism would

probably not lead to new investment, especially when present

production was at a rate well under capacity. Professor E. M.
Bernstein concludes that

Because the favorable effects are likely to operate on a very small

scale, and because there is a possibility of unfavorable psychological

effects that may operate on a large scale, a general reduction in wages

cannot ordinarily be regarded as a desirable remedy for unemployment.^

^ CJ. M. Mitnitzky, "Wage Policy Today and Tomorrow," International Labour

Review, vol. 32 (September 1935), p. 355.

2 In a recent book, four corporation presidents state that in their "considered business

opinion" the rate of interest has but a very limited bearing on decisions to invest in

capital goods except in certain Unes like public-utility or apartment-house construction

They write: "The man in the operating end of business cannot but be convinced that

the demand for fresh capital is correlated primarily with increases in effective demand
for products. He builds additions to his plant or starts new projects in response to

demand or, more rarely, in anticipation of it. When he cannot anticipate an effective

demand no interest rate is low enough ordinarily to affect him." H. S. Dennison et al.,

Toward Full Employment, 1938, p. 192.

^ "Wage-Rates, Investment, and Employment," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 47

(April 1939), p. 226.
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3. Wage-level cut without price reduction. Economists who argue for

wage reductions to stimulate employment often are consciously or

unconsciously assuming the validity of the marginal-productivity

theory of wages for ail industry and, therefore, assume that prices

will decline also. Some economists, however, advocate wage re-

ductions on other grounds. They admit that, under conditions of

imperfect competition and unused capacity, the level of wages is

strongly influenced by the profitability of employers' operations as

a whole and little, if at all, by calculations of the marginal contri-

butions of labor to output.^ They also recognize that many pro-

ducers keep selling prices fixed, that demand rather than the level

of costs normally tends to determine employment in consumers'

goods industries, and that production costs constitute the incomes

out of which demand arises. However, they rely upon a wage re-

duction to stimulate investment before the wage reduction has had

time to produce unfavorable effects upon total demand and total

sales.

The_argument for a wage reductiQn^without_a simultaneous fall

in prices runs somewhat as^bllows.^ A large part of a business

firm's expenditures are assumed to be postponable in the sense that

the firni can defer those expenditures jfor capital equipment and

inventories, for example) without losing^customers to competing

firms. It is further assumed that operations ataTToss will cause

such business expenditures to be postponed, because the chief

factor governing them is presumed to be the current earnings of

the business compared with earnings or losses in the preceding

period. It is believed that wage reductions during a depression,

by restoring profit margins, will restore the "investment morale"

of businessmen and give firms a credit status that will enable them

to finance any investment they may wish to make. Such a profit

margin will lead to expenditures to restore depleted inventories and

to replace inefficient equipment. This increase in postponable ex-

penditures, assuming a lag before wage reductions would reduce

sales, is relied upon to increase payrolls sufficiently and soon enough

to more than offset the deflationary or contractive effects of wage

cuts. The supporters of this doctrine believe that there is a "rea-

* Cf. Jacob Viner, "Mr. Keynes on the Causes of Unemployment, A Review,"

Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 51 (November 1936), p. 150.

2 Taken chiefly from ibid., p. 162. Cf. also M. Mitnitzky, op. cit., pp. 356-57.
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sonable probability" that, under certain conditions, the expan-

sionist tendencies will overcome the negative consequences of the

wage reduction.

Such a wage reduction, unaccompanied by a change in the price

level, amounts to a transfer of some purchasing power from workers

to owners or perhaps to creditors. It may simply postpone the

process of \\Titing down capital values rather than increase post-

ponable expenditures. Profit is a percentage return on capital

values, and, during a depression, production becomes profitable

in many cases through reorganization and reduction of asset values

and liabilities, which processes usually involve some immediate

reduction in creditors' incomes.

Should the ^vage-rate saving not be passed on to creditors but

be retained by owners, it is still questionable whether they would

spend it for investment in a way that would more than counter-

balance the reduction in the expenditures of the wage-cut workers.

Capital expenditures, as four corporation presidents^ and the ac-

celeration principle explain, tend to correlate primarily with in-

creases in efi'ective demand (expenditures) for the firm's products.

Without some increase in consumption expenditures and with op-

erations well under capacity, new investment for capital expansion

is unlikely to be stimulated by a wage reduction. In certain phases

of the business cycle, it is possible that the expectation of greater

profits from a wage reduction would cause businessmen to produce

for stock and to expand capital expenditures at the same time that

wages w^ere reduced. But such expansion is not likely to occur

before businessmen are convinced that the bottom of the downswing

has been reached. Du^^JT^g ^ depression^ wage cuts are likely to

cause w^age-earner consumers to curtail expenditures, in so far as

possible, and to lead producers to anticipate some reduction in

rpn^su mers' purchases^. Expectation of still further wage cuts, if

not some price reductions eventually, might start a spiral of de-

clining demand. Under certain conditions, wage cuts simply in-

volve a transfer of purchasing power from spenders to savers and
hoarders.

Recent studies of the financial records of eight firms in four in-

dustries indicate that during the 1930's price changes were not

based primarily on wage-rate changes and that, in most companies,

^ CJ. the quotation in this chapter, p. 279, footnote 2.
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costs apparently are far less important in immediate price-policy

decisions than businessmen are accustomed to believe. Apparendy
it is more usual for price changes to bring about wage changes

than for wage changes to induce price changes. Falling prices are

frequently followed by wage cuts, since labor costs often constitute

the one cost element that is largely within the control of the indi-

vidual producer and, therefore, capable of immediate reduction.

As wages are usually a small percentage of an employer's total

costs, changes in labor costs would seldom be sufficiently great to

cause a significant change in prices, although they may make a big

difference in profits or in the cash position of a company. These

studies indicate that the wage policies of companies are influenced

to a considerable degree by their financial position.^

4. International aspects. The belief that wage cuts have beneficial

effects upon employment rests in part upon the assumption_that

most countries are on an international gold standard. The foreign-

trade argument for wage and price reductions is less valid when
countries are off gold so that exchange rates may fluctuate freely.

The price levels of all countries on gold are linked to the value

of the yellow metal, for each country guarantees to exchange its

currency for gold, or gold for its currency, at a fixed price. Under
such circumstances, if one country's price level does not decline as

rapidly as the price levels of other gold-standard countries, that

country will find its exports decreasing (because with relatively

high prices it is a poor country from which to buy) and its imports

increasing (because its inhabitants tend to buy from abroad where

prices are lower). Domestic currency can be converted into gold

to be shipped abroad and there the gold can be converted into

foreign currencies with which to pay for the increased imports,

thus causing the domestic money supply to contract and the money
supply of foreign countries to expand. Consequently, a high price

level in a gold-standard country, by causing a decrease in exports

relative to imports and a condition of tight money, tends to reduce

money incomes and employment. Conversely, wage and price re-

ductions, by stimulating exports and an increased money supply

through gold imports, tend to cause employment in the country to

expand, partly at the expense of other countries on the gold stand-

^ Cf. Industrial Wage Rates, Labor Costs and Price Policies, Monograph No. 5, Temporary
National Economic Committee, 1940, pp. x, xi, xvii, xx, xxv.
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ard. By undercutting its neighbors, the country hopes to transfer

its unemployment problem abroad. Competitive wage- and price-

level cuts by a country on gold have essentially the same effects

internationally as wage-price cuts by single firms or industries have

on the domestic economy. Likewise such wage-price cuts by gold-

standard countries are on all fours with a deliberate policy of ex-

change depreciation by countries ofT gold for the purpose of stim-

ulating exports and retarding imports.

The gold standard tends to foster international competition in

wage and price reductions, which may lead, as in the early 1930's,

to a vicious spiral of deflation. On the other hand, wage and price

reductions are of little or no international advantage to countries

with free currencies and fluctuating exchanges. In such a country,

a 50-per-cent reduction of wages and prices, for example, might

result in a 100-per-cent rise in the exchange value of the country's

currency, which is possible because the currency's exchange value

is determined by demand and supply without regard to gold.

Therefore, even though domestic prices were cut in half, they

would be the same for foreigners who would, at the new exchange

rate, have to pay twice as much foreign money for a unit of the

country's currency. Under such circumstances, wage cuts would

not increase employment in a country by transferring unemploy-

ment abroad.

5. The proportion of productive factors. Some economists argue that

a high level of wages increases unemployment by causing employers

to substitute machines for men, to use more labor-saving devices

and less labor. Such an argument assumes that an increase in

capital equipment causes the displacement of labor and results in

''technological unemployment." The efTects of technological change

and labor-saving devices upon unemployment are discussed in the

next section. Here it is only necessary to point out that it seems

somewhat inconsistent for economists to claim, in answer to the

technocrats, that advances in technique and capital equipment in-

crease employment and in the next breath to state that high wages,

by stimulating the use of labor-saving devices and more capital

equipment, decrease employment.

Those who state that high wage rates will cause a substitution

of capital for labor often overlook the fact that a general rise in

the level of wages would also raise the cost of machines and that
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increased purchases of capital equipment would increase employ-

ment in the capital-goods industries, which, through the multiplier

principle, might cause employment in general to expand. There is

no reason to believe that additional capital investment, which in-

creases the equipment per worker, would necessarily lead to less

employment.

Actually, changes in wage rates would probably not cause any

substitution of capital for labor, or vice versa, during a depression

when much existing capital equipment is lying idle. Wage reduc-

tions in a depression are not likely to lead employers to replace

machines by men. The ratio of workers to equipment is largely

fixed by technical considerations and the character of existing

equipment, so that a change in the proportion of factors would not

be likely to occur until new equipment was purchased to replace

existing plant facilities. Wage levels, therefore, may influence the

proportion of factors and the technique of industry only very

gradually and, for the most part, only during periods of peak pro-

duction when expansions in plant generally take place. Even then

wage rates are only one of many considerations, including the in-

terest rate, recent advances in technique, and forecasts of future

technical changes, that influence the decisions concerning the ratio

of men to machines in any firm or industry.

That the relationship between wage rates and unemployment is

not direct and clear-cut is indicated by experience in this country

following the first World War. In the three-year period from 1920

to 1923, real wages rose over 16 per cent, partly because of a sharp

drop in the cost of living, yet the percentage of the total labor sup-

ply unemployed in 1923 was no more, and was probably less, than

in 1920, despite the return of a large number of soldiers to industry

during that time.^

Machinery and unemployment. The effect of labor-saving

devices upon the demand for labor has been discussed ever since

the English textile workers rioted in the eighteenth century, smash-

ing the new machinery that seemed to be robbing them of their

jobs.^ That new machines, new productive processes, and new
methods of management may cause skilled workers to suffer a rel-

1 Paul H. Douglas, Real Wages in the United States, 1930, pp. 108, 427, and 458.

2 For a complete survey of theories regarding labor-saving devices and employment,

cf. Alexander Gourvitch, Survey of Economic Theory on Technological Change and Employ'

mmt. National Research Project, Work Projects Administration, May 1 940.
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ative loss, through obsolescence of particular skills or displacement

by unskilled workmen, is not denied. The issue here is whether

technical progress and increasing productivity create idleness,

whether machinery and improved methods decrease the total

demand for labor, thereby increasing the total volume of unem-
ployment.

As proof that technical improvements cause unemployment, the

"technocrats" in the early 1930's pointed to striking examples of

"machines doing the work of men," such as the "electric eye," the

teletype machine, and the New Jersey rayon factory that would

"eventually require the services of but a single man," thus bringing

employment in that plant "as close to zero as possible."^ In this

way, according to the technocrats, mechanization has been shutting

one door after another to human labor and causing widespread

permanent unemployment.

It is evident that the arguments of the technocrats are based

upon particular examples, from which they draw broad generaliza-

tions—the old, familiar fallacy. For a complete analysis it is

necessary to examine the effects of changing technology upon the

economy as a whole, upon the total demand for labor in all lines.

That one-firm and one-industry analyses give only an incomplete

knot-hole view is indicated by the experience of the 1920's. From
1920 through 1929 there was practically no expansion of total em-

ployment in the whole group of basic industries, which includes

manufacturing, mining, construction, transportation, agriculture,

forestry and fishing, communication, and electric light and power.

As a matter of fact, the number of wage-earners in manufacturing

declined during that decade. Yet from 1920 through 1929 there

was an expansion of almost 50 per cent in employment in the

service industries (trade, personal and public service, the profes-

sions, recreation, and amusements), so that total employment for

the whole economy increased about 1 5 per cent during that decade,

despite an increase of about 25 per cent in the productivity per

worker.^

If technological improvements cause a decrease in total employ-

^ Howard Scott, "Technocracy Smashes the Price System," Harper's Magazine,
vol. 166 (January 1933), pp. 135-36.

^ Cf. David Weintraub and Harold L. Posner, Unemployment and Increasing Productivity,

Works Progress Administration, National Research Project on Reemployment Oppor-
tunities and Recent Changes in Industrial Techniques, 1937, pp. 20 and 27-28.
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merit, one would expect to find a cumulative increase in unemploy-

ment following the introduction of the factory system, which has

resulted in a progressive expansion in physical productivity

per worker. Yet the trend of total employment has been rising

ever since 1800, and there is no evidence of a progressive increase

in the percentage of unemployed persons during the nineteenth

century and the first three decades of the twentieth century (see

Table 16).

Certainly technological improvements are not the primary cause

of depressional unemployment. Improvements in technique are

occurring constantly and not simply during the downswing of the

business cycle. In fact, the rate of installation of new machinery

and capital equipment declines sharply during business slumps, for

then much existing equipment is idle.^ Consequently, economies

during periods of curtailed production are achieved primarily by

labor-saving methods rather than by the purchase of new labor-

saving machines.

It is true that some business-cycle theorists claim that changes

in the technique of production (new inventions, new processes, new
goods, and the discovery of new resources) are the impelling forces

behind business fluctuations. But these theorists believe that such

innovations, by opening up new opportunities for investment in

fixed capital, initiate an upswing of the business cycle. In a sense,

technological advance performs a function similar in eff'ect to an

earthquake, by making existing capital equipment of little value

and opening up new areas for profitable investment. Increased

purchase of machinery provides additional employment and in-

come for workers in the capital-goods industries, which spreads to

other branches of industry according to the multiplier principle.

Some theorists claim that business depressions are mostly a conse-

quence of a decline in the capital-goods industries and consider it

a bad sign that the capital-goods industries did not expand as fast

during the 1920's as in earlier periods.^ This relative decline in the

1 "From 1914 to 1933 it was demonstrated over and over that technological change
occurred at times when employment was rising; technological change was most rapid

in industries where employment was rising; technological change was most rapid in

areas where employment was rising." Edna Lonigan, "The Effect of Modern Tech-

nological Conditions upon the Employment of Labor," American Economic Review^

vol. 29 (June 1939), p. 248.

2 David Weintraub and Irving Kaplan, Summary of Findings to Date, March 7938,
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rate of growth of industries producing capital goods was mostly

offset by rapid expansion in the service industries.

1. The traditional analysis. The long-familar argument of eco-

nomic theorists is that improvements in machinery or managerial

efficiency lead either to lower prices for consumers or to higher

profits for employers, thereby enabling one of these groups to in-

crease their demand for goods or services, so that displaced workers

can expect to be reabsorbed soon into employment. As B. M.
Anderson, Jr., explains, "in economic theory the matter is very

simple" ^—in fact, much too simple.

According to the orthodox explanation, there are three possible

situations, depending upon the demand for the product and price

changes in the industry. It is assumed that, in a competitive in-

dustry, selling prices will promptly fall by an amount correspond-

ing to the reduction in cost of production caused by the improve-

ment in technique. The first case is that of a competitive industry

with a product enjoying a highly elastic demand, so that at a lower

price a larger sum of dollars is spent by consumers on that product.

In this case. Professor Anderson claims that "more labor will

speedily be employed in the same industry than before the new
invention came." ^ Actually there might be cases where, because

the new machine saves so much labor per unit of output, fewer

workers would be employed in an industry after the installation of

a major labor-saving machine, even though that industry's product

had a demand that was more elastic than unity. Professor Ander-

Works Progress Administration, National Research Project on Reemployment Oppor-
tunites and Recent Changes in Industrial Techniques, 1938, p. 117.

With regard to technological change and unemployment, Professor Sumner Slichter

has written: "The displacement of labor which is likely to be most troublesome in the

future is not displacement by technological changes. Rather it is displacement by the

slowing down in the rate of industrial growth. In fact, the effect of technological changes

will probably be to reduce displacement rather than to increase it, because technological

changes will help sustain the demand for capital goods. Indeed, from the standpoint

of maintaining employment, technological changes are likely to come too slowly

rather than too rapidly in the immediate future." Cf. "Implications of the Shorter

Hour Movement," Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science, vol. 15 (January 1934),

pp. 70-71.

^ B. M. Anderson, "Technological Progress, the Stability of Business, and the

Interests of Labor," The Chase Economic Bulletin, Chase National Bank of New York
City, vol. 17 (April 13, 1937), pp. 16-17.

Good summaries of the traditional theory are also to be found in Paul H. Douglas,

"Technological Unemployment," American Federationist, vol. 37 (August 1930),

pp. 923-50; and Alvin H. Hansen, "Institutional Frictions and Technological Un-
employment," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 45 (August 1931), pp. 684-97.

^ Anderson, loc. cit.
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son also neglects to explain what happens to employment in other

industries now that more money is being spent for the cheaper

products of this industry.

The second case is that of a competitive industry with a product

having an inelastic demand, such as wheat or salt. In this case

employment in the industry may be reduced, but lower prices

enable consumers to purchase the same quantities of the product

with a smaller sum of money, thus releasing some of these consum-

ers' funds so that they can increase their demand for other products.

As labor is required to produce these additional products, the de-

mand for labor will expand in these other lines, permitting the

displaced workers to be reabsorbed into industry. It should be

noted that the argument in this case rests upon the assumption

that purchasers will at once spend their savings from cost-price re-

ductions for other goods or services, so that the total volume of ex-

penditures does not decrease. Even if total expenditures in the

economy do remain constant after the decline in price, there is no

assurance that the number of workers finding new jobs in other

lines will exactly balance the number thrown out of employment

by the technological improvement.

In these cases, in which the price is reduced and money is re-

leased to buy more than the quantities of products previously pur-

chased, it is assumed that there is no decline in the total amount

of money or in the speed with which it is spent. A decline in the

rate of spending would occur if consumers increased their idle

balances instead of immediately spending all their gain from price

declines, or if the displaced workers should spend less rapidly than

formerly any money remaining from their previous incomes. Any
redistribution of income resulting from the introduction of labor-

saving devices may change the velocity of circulation of money.

The third case is that in which, because of monopolistic elements

in the market, it is more profitable to maintain the price of the

the product at or near its former figure after installing the new
method or machine. In this case, the lower costs yield larger prof-

its to the employers adopting the labor-saving devices. It is as-

sumed that these increased profits "must be spent or invested" by

the employers or stockholders and, thus, must "lead to demand

for labor." ^ There is no assurance, however, that such an increase

1 Idem. N
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in the purchasing power of employers at the expense of reduced

incomes for workers will be spent rapidly enough to prevent a reduc-

tion in total expenditures. Even with the same volume of total ex-

penditures, total employment would decline. Without a reduction

in price, the same quantity of goods would be sold as before; but,

with the new technique, fewer workers are needed to produce that

quantity of goods.

A recent illustration of this third case is to be found in the steel

industry. During the last decade or so there has been a widespread

introduction of the new, hot-strip rolling mill to replace the old

"hand" sheet rolling mill. It is claimed that 15 men on a new strip

mill can produce as much steel as 100 men on hand mills, so that

the strip mill reduces the total labor cost required to produce tin

plate, one of the major steel-mill products, from $36 to SI 4 a ton,

or 61 per cent.^ Despite the fact that well over half of all tin plate

was produced by strip mills in 1939, the price of tin plate was no

lower then than it was in 1926 when the strip mill was first intro-

duced. The obvious effect of such a combination of policies is to

increase total unemployment. This illustration explains why so-

called "technological unemployment" has sometimes been referred

to as inflexible-price unemployment.

2. Impossbile to isolate. There is no way to determine, in quanti-

tative terms, the net effect of a technological improvement upon

total employment in the economy. A change in technique may
tend either to reduce or to increase employment in the same or

other industries. The stimulating effects upon employment of

technological change are generally felt, in the first instance, in the

capital-goods industries, even when a new product or a new indus-

try develops from the new invention. Generally speaking, the

question is how the change affects total expenditures during the

period and, therefore, the demand for labor.

The complexity of the interrelationships among industries, prod-

ucts, and markets makes it impossible to isolate the effects of

technical changes upon employment and to separate so-called

"technological unemployment" from the total volume of unem-
ployment at any one time. Many of the effects of labor-saving in-

1 Harold J. Ruttenberg, "85,000 Victims of Progress," New Republic, vol. 94 (Feb-

ruary 16, 1938), pp. 37-38, and by the same authorv"The Big Morgue," Survey Graphic,

vol. 28 (April 1939), pp. 266-69.
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novations are indirect, so their full consequences upon all the factors

that influence total employment cannot be traced. For instance,

technological improvements may direct production away from

competing plants in the same industry; they may, by improving

the product or lowering its price, reduce the demand for another

commodity and for labor to fabricate that commodity; they may
reduce the demand for materials and fuels used in the production

of the product; or they may improve the quality of the product so

that less labor is needed for its upkeep. Under such circumstances,

it does no good to ask unemployed workers or the employers who
laid them off' whether or not their unemployment is the result of

technological change. If the demand for the employer's product

was declining partly because of technical improvements in other

lines, neither the employer nor his laid-off workers would know to

what extent their unemployment was due to labor-saving devices.

Furthermore, firms generally install labor-saving equipment during

an upswing, when employment is expanding. The eff'ect then is

that not so many new workers are hired in that industry as otherwise

would be the case; but, because no workers are laid off' as a con-

sequence, no person is liable to hold such a technological improve-

ment responsible for his continued unemployment.

Although the net eff'ect of labor-saving machines and methods

upon total employment cannot be discovered, some persons know
that their own jobs have been abolished by such devices. An in-

dividual is less interested in broad eff'ects upon the general level

of employment than he is in the consequences to his own job and

income. The fact that his unemployment may be accompanied by

an expansion of employment in the capital-goods industries or an

increase in the demand for unskilled labor is of little consolation

to a skilled worker displaced by a new machine. Various studies of

displaced workers indicate that the average time lost between lay-off'

and a new job may be four or five months—older workers may
never obtain regular employment again—and most of the displaced

workers receive lower wages on their new jobs. ^ People see such

displacement of men by machines happen in the community. Some
persons experience it. They can hardly be blamed if they draw false

general conclusions from their own particular limited experience.

^ For a summary discussion of these studies, cf. Weintraub and Posner, op. cit..

Section 5, "What Happens to Displaced Workers?" pp. 58-69.
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Population and unemployment. The relationship between

population and unemployment is a subject concerning which much
is said and little is known. Some people claim that an increasing

population brings increasing unemployment and that a reduction

in the population would be one solution to our unemployment

problem. Others maintain that "it is actually easier to employ an

expanding population than a contracting one," because a growing

population, by assuring businessmen of more consumers and ex-

panding markets, gives a powerful stimulus to business and espe-

cially to investment in capital equipment, such as houses, ships,

and factories.^ It has been said that the introduction of labor-

saving devices did not create a large unemployment problem be-

fore the first World War because the domestic market was ex-

panding so fast with the rapid increase in population.^ There is

some question whether the results will continue to be the same now
that the rate of growth of our population is declining rapidly, and

many recent inventions seem to require very little capital invest-

ment.

A survey of the world during the 1930's reveals no correlation

between unemployment and density of population. The most

densely populated countries have not had the largest percentages

of unemployment. As was indicated in Chapter 10, the Middle

Colonies had severe depressions and unemployment early in the

eighteenth century when the population of New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware, and Maryland all together amounted to only

about 200,000 persons. Changes in population trends are so slow

and gradual that they could hardly be the cause for sharp increases

in unemployment during any particular depression.

Certain economists do maintain, however, that a decline in the

rate of population growth may prevent the attainment of full em-

ployment by narrowing down the outlets for new private invest-

ment.^ There has been, for example, a close relation between the

^J. R. Hicks, "Mr. Keynes' Theory of Employment," Economic Journal, vol. 46

(June 1936), p. 252.

2 During the last century, our population was increasing by about one third each

decade. During the past decade the increase did not amount to one thirteenth. The
statisticians predict a stationary population by 1970 or 1980.

3 Cf. Hans Staudinger, "Stationary Population—Stagnant Economy?" Social Re-

search, vol. 6 (May 1939), pp. 143-46; and Alvin H. Hansen, "Economic Progress and
Declining Population Growth," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939),

pp. 7-10.
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construction of new houses and the increase of population. With

a declining rate of population growth, some savings formerly in-

vested in homes must be spent or invested in other ways if the gap

between income and consumption expenditures is to be filled. It

may be that in the future a larger percentage of all funds will be

spent on personal services, which do not require a large investment

in capital equipment.

Professor Alvin Hansen estimates roughly that the growth of

population in the last half of the nineteenth century was responsible

for about 60 per cent of the capital formation in the United States.^

Without such an expansion in population, he says, the rate of tech-

nological advance and the development of new industries must be

speeded up in order that there may be sufficient investment op-

portunities to maintain full employment. Yet, under monopoly con-

trol, the introduction of new machinery may be held back until the

value of the old machine falls below the economies of the new tech-

nique. Professor Hansen believes that "the combined effect of the

decline in population growth, together with the failure of any really

important innovations of a magnitude sufficient to absorb large

capital outlays, weighs very heavily as an explanation for the fail-

ure of the recent recovery [ending in 1937] to reach full employ-

ment." 2

Taxes and unemployment. The effect of taxes upon employ-

ment and unemployment is also a subject concerning which there

is no consensus of learned opinion. The diversity of views arises,

in part, from the fact that various taxes have different economic

effects, so it is often necessary to specify the tax under discussion.

Certain taxes, such as a high income tax without deductions for

capital losses, may discourage investment in new and risky ventures

by causing investors to prefer a safe, steady income. Enterprise may
also be affected adversely if, as in the case of the undistributed-

profits tax of 1936, business managers became unduly alarmed ^

and upset their own "business confidence" in the process. It is

said that taxes may reduce employment by driving some firms into

^ Hansen, op. cit., p. 8. One may, of course, question the assumptions upon which
this estimate was made.

Ubid., p. 11.

^ Cf. James G. Smith, "Economic Significance of the Undistributed Profits Tax,"
American Economic Review, vol. 28 (June 1938), pp. 305-10; and H. S. Dennison et al.y

op. cit., pp. 226-33.
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bankruptcy; but bankruptcy is concerned only with ownership,

and business equipment generally continues to be operated until

it is worthless, no matter who owns it. High taxes in one community

may cause industries to shift to other localities, but such shifts, in

themselves, should not affect the total volume of employment in

the country as a whole.

On the other hand, taxation and public expenditures may in-

crease employment. By redistributing income and reducing eco-

nomic inequality, as explained in Chapter 9, taxes may increase

expenditures for consumption. Also, the government may spend

the money collected in taxes faster than the taxpayers would have

spent it, in which case running the money through the public

treasury may speed up the rate of spending and thus increase total

expenditures and total money incomes.

It is said that high taxes increase unemployment by reducing a

country's exports. This is not the place to discuss the whole theory

of international trade, which is based on comparative (not absolute)

advantage. ^ The principle of comparative advantage explains why
a country with poor resources and productive facilities continues

to export, selling abroad those commodities in which, compared

to the rest of the world, that country has the least disadvantage.

A high level of taxation, as such, would not affect the range of

comparative advantage of a nation's various industries. Further-

more, should high taxes raise prices—income, inheritance, and

land taxes have no direct effect upon the prices of commodities

—

the whole mechanism of international finance would operate to

counteract such a rise in the country's price level. As explained in

the subsection on international aspects of wage rates, relatively high

price levels in gold-standard countries are reduced by a change

in the export-import ratio, an outflow of gold, and a reduction in

the money supply. In countries with a free currency, price-

level rises are offset by a decline in the exchange value of

the country's currency—foreign money buys more of that nation's

currency.

To sum up, although particular taxes may have adverse effects

upon employment by discouraging investment, especially of the

^ For a discussion of international-trade theory, cf., for example, P. T. Ellsworth,

International Economics, 1938. Certain aspects of international trade are discussed more
fully in Chapter 19 infra.
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pioneering type, the general level of taxes as such should have no

more effect upon the total volume of employment in a country

than the general level of prices has.

WAGE POLICY AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE

Recently there has been considerable discussion of the effects

upon the business cycle of the price and wage policies of large

firms, and the wage policies of trade-unions.^ The discussion in

this section builds upon the brief treatment of price and wage

policies in Chapter 5.

Wage policy. As indicated in Chapter 5, it is the general prac-

tice for large firms to pay what is considered the average "prevailing

rate" of wages for that type of work in the locality. Individual

business firms hesitate to pay more than such a "market" rate for

fear of "unstabilizing" wage relationships and arousing employer

antagonism.

For a number of reasons, a firm may also hesitate to cut wages,

or to be the first one to reduce wages in the industry. A "good"

wage policy may be good advertising or a good investment. A
creditable reputation amongst customers or in the labor market

may help to maintain sales and to assure the firm an efficient labor

supply. The "extra cost" of a good wage policy may be chargeable

to advertising, especially if a large portion of the firm's customers

are working-class people. An employer may also feel that sharp

wage reductions will have such an adverse effect on employee

morale, and therefore on output, that the "extra cost" of a stable

wage policy is a good investment, assuring him a more efficient

working force then and in the future. If a wage reduction would

lead to labor strife, especially a strike, the employer may believe

that the resulting loss would exceed any gain from wage reductions.

For all these reasons, there is a tendency for employers to main-

tain existing wage scales, to pursue a policy of rather stable wage

rates.

1 C/., for example, Arthur Fciler, "Adjustments of Prices and Costs as a Means of

Stabilization," Social Research, vol. 6 (xMay 1939), pp. 207-21 and 237-41; Donald H.

Wallace, "Monopoly Prices and Depression," in Explorations in Economics, 1936,

pp. 346-56; Sumner H. Slichter, "The Changing Character of American Industrial

Relations," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, pp. 121-37;

and the series of three articles on wage policy and industrial fluctuations in International

Labour Review, vol. 38 (December 1938), pp. 758-93, and vol. 39 (January and March
1939), pp. 1-33 and 319-59.
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In industries where firms follow a uniform stable price policy,

there is a further reason for maintaining wage scales. Wage reduc-

tions by one firm might spread to others and soon lead to price-

cutting, which might "spoil the market" and upset competitive

relationships in the industry. Price cuts improve a firm's position

primarily at the expense of competitors who are forced to take

retaliatory action, which may lead to a price war and losses for

the whole industry. Consequently, there may be a strong desire

for stable prices and stable wages, especially in an industry where

there are a few large firms. Stable wages may help to assure stable

prices by affording the industry a good excuse or reason in reply

to public pressure for price reductions. In some industries, special

devices are used in order to enlist employee support for stable or

higher prices for the industry's product. In the copper and silver

industries, for instance, wage rates are increased or decreased by

25 or 50 cents a day with each stipulated increase or decrease in

f the price of the metal. ^

Even without any special arrangements tying wage rates to

prices, organized labor in an industry may realize that it is to the

self-interest of the workers to see that fairly stable prices are main-

tained for the products of the industry. When there was a flurry

of price-cutting in the steel industry in 1938, the union leaders

twice expressed opposition to price-cutting in steel on the grounds

that "price-cutting always leads to wage-cutting." ^

Many economists maintain that during a business slump it

would be profitable for industrialists to lower prices and that it

would be to the self-interest of the working class to reduce wage

rates. ^ Professor Sumner Slichter believes that "most employers

under conditions of monopolistic competition put the price of

their products too high" and that most labor-union officials un-

derestimate the elasticity of the demand for the services of union

^ Cf. "Development of Collective Bargaining in Metal Mining," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 47 (September 1938), pp. 594-95. This practice of basing wages on the

price of the metal mined was started by the Anaconda Copper Company in 1907.

Similar arrangements have existed in the British coal-mining and iron-and-steel indus-

tries for 50 or 60 years. (Cf. A. G. Pool, Wage Policy in Relation to Industrial Fluctuations,

1938, p. 99.) The same system, based on wool export prices, is used for shearers and
wool-shed workers in New Zealand.

2 Cf. New York Times, January 26, 1938, pp. 1 and 6; and Edward S. Mason, "Price

and Production Policies of Large-Scale Enterprise," American Economic Review^ vol. 29

(March 1939) supplement, p. 67.

3 CJ.y for example, W. I. King, op. cit.y pp. 39-47.

L
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members.^ As one example, he cites the building-trades unions

which he says "have seriously misjudged their market and are pur-

suing a price policy that is not only injuring their members but is

substantially reducing the ability of private industry to absorb the

savings of the community." ^ Professor Slichter would have the

wage reductions he recommends occur as "isolated cuts," for he

believes it "particularly important" to avoid "general and sweep-

ing w^age changes," which "will arouse an expectation of still

further cuts and thus induce postponement of commitments." ^

The question arises whether the steel workers and, say, the

plumbers or the plasterers would increase their incomes by ac-

cepting a sharp wage cut apart from any general reduction in

wages. Would such "isolated" wage cuts, by reducing product

prices, stimulate sales and employment in those lines enough to

more than offset the wage-rate reduction and, thus, increase the

income of those workers? The answer generally is "No!" The in-

dustrialists and trade-unionists know their own self-interest better «

than do these economists.

The demand for most steel products and for the services of any

one of the building trades is likely to be very inelastic. This is

because steel is generally merged with so many other commodities

in the making of a final product and because the wages of plumbers

or plasterers are but a small percentage of total building costs and

there are no good substitutes for their services. For example, about

$80 worth of steel goes into the average automobile, and wages to

steel workers are around 30 per cent of the total value of steel prod-

ucts. Consequently, a 100-per-cent reduction in wages in the steel

industry would cause only a 30-per-cent reduction in steel prices,

which in turn would reduce automobile prices by but $24, or about

3 per cent. A reduction in the price of nails would have only an

infinitesimal effect upon the cost of building, and hence would do

* Slichter, "The Changing Character of American Industrial Relations," American

Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, p. 131. Professor Slichter main-

tains that business enterprises have not adequately recognized that "there is a marked
difference in the elasticity in the demand for most products with the lapse of relatively

short periods of time." Ibid., p. 126, footnote.
"^ Ibid., p. 133. Union wage scales in building did decline about 17 per cent from

1931 to 1933, but in 1938 they were 12.5 per cent above the 1929 level. {Cf. "Union
Scales of Wages and Hours in the Building Trades, June 1, 1938," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 47 [November 1938], p. 1097.)

Ubid.,p. 135.
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little to stimulate the demand for nails. Wages to plumbers or

plasterers generally constitute only one to two per cent of total

building costs (not including land) in residential or apartment-

house construction.^

It is clear from these illustrations that the demand is very inelastic

for many products used only in conjunction with other goods, and

for the services of many skilled workers who work on only a small

portion of the finished product. Generally speaking, the smaller

the percentage of total costs represented by a particular kind of

labor or type of material, the more inelastic will be the demand for

that labor or material—the more difficult it is to stimulate sales by

restricted wage and price reductions. Consequently, individual

industries, like the nail industry, or a body of craftsmen, like the

plumbers, are likely to lose by "isolated" price or wage reductions.

They could profit from price or wage cuts only if the rest of the

building-materials producers and the other building-trades workers

^reduced prices and wages at the same time and by a corresponding

amount.^ But such uniform action by all groups concerned is not

likely to occur voluntarily and might, by spreading throughout the

economy, lead to the very vicious spiral of deflation that Professor

Slichter wishes to avoid.

There may be some question whether one can speak of a wage

policy in a highly specialized capitalistic economy where producers

and workers are generally but a small part of a large productive

process and where each group aims at furthering its own self-interest

rather than at aiding the general good of the whole community.

In such a competitive society, some workers gain by increasing the

prices charged to other workers, and one finds the coal-miners'

union condemning the development of cheap hydroelectric power

(a substitute product) under such auspices as the Tennessee Valley

Authority.

* Cj. "Labor and Materials Costs in Small-House Construction," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 48 (May 1939), pp. 1058-61. An article in Fortune (vol. 17, June 1938,

p. 92) shows that a 25-per-cent reduction in all building wages (from an average of

SI. 15 to 86 cents an hour) in the construction of Knickerbocker Village (a housing

development in the slum area of the lower East Side in New York City) would have

reduced total costs, including land, but 5 per cent, so that rentals to the 1,600 white-

collar workers and their families living in Knickerbocker Village would have been

lowered only 3^ per cent, allowing for taxes and operating expenses.

^ Cf. Paul H. Douglas, "The Problem of Unemployment in Unemployment Insur-

ance," in Social Security in the United States, 7937, Tenth National Conference of the

American Association for Social Security, 1937, p. 119.
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The term "policy" may imply a greater degree of central control

than exists in democratic countries. Perhaps it is only in countries

controlled by dictators, who can force general or isolated reductions

in wages and prices, that one can properly speak of a wage policy.

In democratic countries, wages are not generally set by a single

authority except under minimum-wage laws. Nevertheless our

Federal administrations do attempt to influence the course of wage
rates. The Roosevelt Administration tried, by various New Deal

legislation, to raise the general level of wages on the ground that

such a rise would "increase purchasing power"; and it also at-

tempted, simultaneously and unsuccessfully, to bring about a re-

duction in the hourly wages of building workers. This Federal

policy was predicated upon certain notions concerning the eff'ects

of wage rates upon the business cycle.

Proper wage policy in depression and prosperity. This dis-

cussion of the appropriate wage policy during difl^erent stages of the

business cycle must, of necessity, be in very vague, general terms.

Economic policy is an art that cannot be practiced according to

any simple foolproof formula. An economic policy may work out

very difl'ercntly in different countries, and the eff'ects may vary in

the same country depending upon the circumstances and the social

climate. Especially is that true in democracies, in which economic

matters are governed primarily by the voluntary actions of all

citizens. In such countries, the psychological eff^ects of a policy are

extremely important. Consequently, no rules can be propounded

to cover all possible situations. In this section we can only discuss

some of the important factors to be considered and make a few gen-

eral remarks by way of conclusion.

One matter should be made clear at the outset. Wage policy

cannot be based upon the marginal-productivity theory of wages.

The discussion in Chapter 7 indicated how valid this theory is in

our present-day economy. It is especially ill-fitted for application

to business-cycle conditions. The shape of demand curves for

products may change rapidly during a business cycle, yet the em-

ployer knows but one point on such curves—the demand at his

present price. ^ Past data on the volume of his sales at various prices

1 Employers with price policies generally believe the demand for their product to

be very elastic above the present price and very inelastic below that price. An em-
ployer believes this largely because he assumes that competing firms will lower prices

to meet any price reduction but will not raise prices if he does so.
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are out of date. Consequently, an employer cannot calculate a

marginal-receipts schedule and marginal-cost curves at various

possible outputs. There are good grounds for believing that em-
ployers during much of the business cycle are guided by other con-

siderations—the profitability of their operations as a whole, average

costs, or the maintenance of prestige ^—rather than by calculations

of the marginal contribution of labor to output.

The objective of wage policy presumably should be to maximize

employment, production, and consumption over a complete busi-

ness cycle. The controversial issues concern the means of obtain-

ing that desired goal. In general, the division of opinion on means
arises from a difference in the business-cycle theory used as the

basis for judging wage policy. One group of theorists holds that

prosperity collapses because costs, including wages, become too

high and diminish the prospect for profit. This group, which may
be called the wages-as-cost theorists, also believes that depression

continues because wage rates remain too rigid, so that costs are

not deflated enough to restore profit margins. The opposing group

of theorists maintains that the boom bursts because wages are too

low and profits too high, which permits investment to outrun con-

sumption. This second group, which we shall designate the wages-

as-income group, believes that prosperity can be restored only by

increased expenditures and that wage reductions will serve only to

decrease total expenditures and to set in motion a deflationary

spiral of demand and price reductions. The wages-as-income group

emphasizes the importance of maintaining the market for con-

sumers' goods.

These two types of theory lead to opposite conclusions with re-

gard to wage policy. On only one matter do they both agree: that

wage rates should be increased at some stage in the upswing. The
wages-as-cost theorists would prefer that such wage increases occur

at a time when recovery is well established but before the limit of

bank credit and other resources is approached.

Little purpose would be served by extensive and detailed com-

ment on these theories. The discussion of wage rates and unem-

ployment in the first section of this chapter answers some of the

^ Cf., for example, Jacob Viner, op. cit., p. 150; E. Ronald Walker, "Wages Policy

and Business Cycles," International Labour Review, vol. 38 (December 1938), pp. 776-77;

and Paul H. Douglas, "Wage Theory and Wage Policy," International Labour Review,

vol. 39 (March 1939), p. 356.
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arguments in favor of wage-level reductions as a means of expand-

ing employment. The wages-as-costs theorists overlook the fact

that the expectation that incomes are going to sag, say, two per

cent in the coming year is roughly equivalent in effect to a rise of

two per cent in the amount of interest payable for the same period

and that a lower price level increases the real burden of private

and public debt and, hence, taxation.^ Professor Keynes states

that a policy of flexible wage rates might "cause a great instability

of prices, so violent perhaps as to make business calculations futile." ^

The wages-as-income theorists point out that the percentage of

profit or return on capital may be increased by deflating capital

values, which were overexpanded during the boom period, rather

than by deflating wage rates.

Both sides can cite illustrations from past experience to prove

their case. The wages-as-income theorists point out that in the re-

covery of the 1890's wages began to rise in the United States and

Great Britain before wholesale prices reached their lowest point,^

that distribution to consumers was well maintained in the short-

lived depression of 1921 because wage reductions were less severe

than during previous depressions,^ that a policy of maintaining

wages was followed in Sweden during the depression of the early

1930's, helping Sweden to experience a most remarkable

recovery after 1933 with labor shortages in 1935 and 1936,^

and that no other country made such drastic and wholesale cuts

in wages and other costs as the United States made between 1930

and 1933, yet no country suffered more intensely from that

depression.^

The wages-as-costs theorists would question some of these inter-

pretations of business-cycle experience. They would add that the

rise in wage rates brought about by the New Deal was responsible

for the widespread unemployment after 1933 and especially the

recession of 1937, and they would point to the case of Australia,

where in 1931 a general reduction of 10 per cent in real wages was

1
J. M. Keynes, op. cit., pp. 264-65. 2 /^^^^^ p, 269.

3 Wesley Mitchell, Business Cycles, 1913, pp. 464-66.
* Millis and Montgomery, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 214; and Emmett H. Welch, "The

Relationship between Wage Rates and Unemployment," Journal oj the American

Statistical Association, vol. 28 (March 1933) supplement, p. 58.

^Arthur Montgomery, How Sweden Overcame the Depression, 1938, pp. 52-53.

^A. G. Pool, Wage Policy in Relation to Industrial Fluctuations, 1938, p. 147.
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introduced as a recovery measure, along with other actions, and

recovery followed soon thereafter.^

Movements in wage rates affect total employment and aggregate

expenditures (total income) by affecting such items as the money
supply, the rate of interest, the expected yield on capital investment,

the rate of spending or hoarding, and the country's export-import

balance. This list indicates how complex and involved the whole

problem of wage policy may be. If, for example, the money supply

changes directly with decreases in wage rates, little will be gained

from wage cuts; whereas, with an unchanged money supply, wage
reductions may free a part of the money supply and thus reduce

interest rates, provided that the wage cuts do not stimulate hoard-

ing. Other factors must also be considered in such a case. Wage
cuts may shatter confidence by increasing strikes and labor strife;

they may increase the instability in the price level; and they may
also have international repercussions if the country is on the gold

standard. Professor Keynes points out that monetary policy may
be a desirable alternative to wage policy. For example, the same

effects on the rate of interest that are achieved by reducing wage

rates while the money supply remains constant may be produced

by increasing the quantity of money while leaving the level of wages

unchanged.^ The government has much greater control over the

money supply than it has over wage rates, some of which may be

fixed for years by trade or joint agreements.

Because of the difficulties and dangers in any attempt to control

the business cycle through wage-level changes, a number of econo-
'

mists believe that the maintenance of a stable general level of

money wages is the most advisable policy to pursue, especially if

international adjustments are to be secured by means of fluctuating

exchange rates.^

Many economists do, however, favor a depressional wage policy

of reductions for special groups of workers in the capital-goods in-

dustries, especially in the building trades. "* Such a partial or relative

^ For a discussion of this policy, cf. W. B. Reddaway, "Australian Wage Policy,

1929-1937," International Labour Review, vol. 37 (March 1938), pp. 314-37. It is also

discussed more fully in Chapter 12 infra.

2 Keynes, op. cit., p. 266.

3 Cf., for example, ibid., p. 270; and E. R. Walker, op. cit., pp. 791-93.
^ Cf., for example, Sumner H. Slichter, op. cit., pp. 133-35; H. M. Oliver, Jr.,

"Wage Reductions and Employment," Southern Economic Journal, vol. 5 (January

1939), p. 315; E. M. Bernstein, "Wage-Rates, Investment, and Employment," Journal
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wage cut should be distinguished from a general wage reduction.

The aim is to stimulate the demand for certain capital goods by a

relative reduction in wages and prices while, presumably, the level

of all other wages and prices remains unchanged. The construc-

tion industry suffers severely during some depressions, and it is

argued that investment will be stimulated more by a reduction in

building wages than it would be, for example, by a cut in the wages

of retail clerks.

This argument for a wage reduction in the machine-making or

construction industries has been accepted by advisers to the Roose-

velt Administration and by economists who are strongly opposed

to general wage slashes. Some of them maintain that the demand
for most capital goods is elastic (greater than unit elasticity), al-

though there is no agreement among economists on this point. ^

Indeed, some insist that during a depression, when much existing

capital equipment is idle and consumption is not increasing, there

would be little or no new investment even if money could be bor-

rowed at a zero rate of interest.- The economists favoring wage

reductions in the depressed capital-goods industries, where average

wages are normally at least 20 per cent above the average in con-

sumers' goods industries, argue that the repercussions on consumption

will be slight because only a small portion of the working popu-

lation is employed in the construction and machine-making indus-

tries. In the meantime, they say, consumption will be stimulated

by the increase in employment brought about through the multi-

plier principle following the increased production of capital goods.

They advocate a policy of easy money and low interest rates, to

act, along with the reduced price for capital goods resulting from

the wage cuts, as an inducement to businessmen to increase in-

vestment during the depression.^

Sample statistics for apartment and small-house construction

of Political Economy, vol. 47 (April 1939), pp 227-31; Emil Lederer, "Industrial Fluc-

tuations and Wage Policy," International Labour Review, vol. 39 (January 1939), p. 30;

A. P. Lerner, op. cit., p. 169; and E. R. Walker, op. cit., p. 791.

1 Professor Donald H. Wallace thinks it "probable that elasticity of demand for

many capital goods becomes very much less in depression." Op. cit., p. 352.

2 The bankers seem to agree with this notion, for they argue that the demand for

loanable funds during a depression is very inelastic, even though such funds represent

generalized purchasing power for which the elasticity of demand should be greater

than it would be for most particular investment projects to be financed by borrowed

funds.

3 CJ. Bernstein, op. cit., p. 231.
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indicate that about two thirds of all construction costs are for ma-
terials and that the remaining one third goes for payrolls to labor

working on the site of the building. When allowance is made for

land costs, taxes, interest charges, and operating expenses, labor

costs for construction may be less than one fourth of the complete

costs, including carrying charges, of a residence or an apartment

house. Consequently, wage reductions in the building trades alone

are not likely to cause a significant reduction in the total cost of

owning and operating a new home or a new apartment house. In

order to cause a significant reduction in housing costs, building-

materials prices must also be reduced, which might mean wage cuts

in the materials industries. But the further the wage cuts are spread,

the more consumption and the general rate of spending may be

affected. Some economists maintain that the stimulus to recovery

must first come, as it generally has in the past, through an increase

in consumption which will spread to the capital-goods industries

through the acceleration principle. They believe, therefore, that

the proper policy is to stimulate consumption by means of public

spending and measures tending to equalize incomes, which will

increase the propensity to consume in the community.



CHAPTER TWELVE

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF WAGES

Governments regulate wage rates and fix legal minimum wages

for various social and economic purposes. Whether the objective

is to raise the standard of living of low-wage groups or to modify

the swings in the business cycle, purposeful regulation of wages by

governments represents a definite policy. This chapter on wage
regulation, therefore, continues the discussion in the previous

chapter on wage policies and illustrates how wage regulation has

worked in practice. In fact, the most outstanding attempt to con-

trol the business cycle by wage policy occurred in Australia during

the 1930's under the machinery for fixing minimum wages.

In 1939 minimum-wage legislation in some form was to be

found in at least 16 difTerent countries, including France, Germany,

Poland, and Canada. It was first adopted in New Zealand and

Australia over 40 years ago. Both England and the United States

have followed, to some extent, the principles and methods developed

in Australia. For a study of the problem of wage regulation in

capitalistic countries, the experience in Australia, New Zealand,

Great Britain, and the United States is probably of most signifi-

cance. This discussion of the principles, problems, and results of

minimum-wage regulation wull, therefore, be confined to develop-

ments in those four countries.

MINIMUM-W^AGE REGULATION ABROAD

Because there has been such a close correspondence between the

development of minimum-wage laws and policies in Australia and

their development in New Zealand, the experience of these two

countries will be handled under one heading.

Australia and New Zealand.^ In the early 1890's in both

^ This subsection is based primarily upon the following publications: The Minimum
Wage, an International Survey, International Labour Office, 1939; J. Henry Richardson,

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration in Australia and New Zealand, 1939 (mimeographed);

304
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Australia and New Zealand, legislation was passed establishing

machinery for fixing minimum wages. The legislation was sup-

ported by the Liberal and Labour parties and was opposed by em-

ployers. The machinery consisted of flat minimum rates fixed by

law for factory workers and a system of industrial courts or wage

boards. Its purpose was to end the sweating of labor by long hours

and miserable pay and to provide for the compulsory arbitration

of labor disputes. As the system developed, the industrial courts, set

up primarily for the settlement of disputes, took over most of the task

of fixing minimum wages, maximum hours, and conditions of work.

In Australia the administration of minimum wages has been

complicated by a conflict of jurisdiction between the industrial

tribunals in the six states and the Federal Commonwealth Arbitra-

tion Court. It is possible for a building employer in some states,

for example, to have his carpenters and laborers subject to the wage
awards of the Federal court and his bricklayers and plasterers under

the awards of the independent state tribunal. Unions in some states

prefer the state tribunal and in other states, the Federal court, which

deals with disputes extending beyond the boundary of one state.

Workers may, therefore, attempt to "spread" the dispute into the

Federal court if it is more liberal. About one half of the workers

affected by minimum-wage awards come under the jurisdiction of

the Federal court in Australia. The overlapping ofjurisdiction and

conflict in policies between the Federal and state tribunals have

recently been eliminated in part. This jurisdictional difficulty has

not been present in New Zealand, where there has been but one

Arbitration Court, national in scope and covering over 250,000

workers. More than two thirds of all employees in Australia and

over half of all employees in New Zealand have been under the

jurisdiction of the arbitration tribunals and, therefore, subject to

their awards.

In neither country has the national court been given any definite

principles to follow in fixing minimum wages, hours of work, and

overtime rates, or in determining the conditions of work. In both

countries the whole structure of minimum wages rests upon the

W. R. MaclauFin, Economic Planning in Australia, 7929-7936, 1937; W. B. Reddaway,
"Australian Wage Policy, 1927-1937," International Labour Review, vol. 37 (March 1938);

E. J. Riches, "The Restoration of Compulsory Arbitration in New Zealand," Inter-

national Labour Review, vol. 34 (December 1936); and by the same author, "Conflicts

of Principle in Wage Regulation in New Zealand," Economica, vol. 5 (August 1938).
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basic or living wage awarded for the lowest grade of unskilled

labor. This "basic wage" is determined, at least in part, by the

cost of a reasonable living for a family of four or five. For women
the basic wage in Australia is about 54 per cent as large as the basic

wage for men, and generally must be sufficient to support an adult

female in "a fair and average standard of comfort."

On the foundation of this "basic wage" are built the minimum
wages for other grades of labor. The specific "margins" above the

basic wage are determined according to the degree of skill of the

job. Consequently, when the basic wage is raised or lowered, all

the other minima for the more skilled workers are generally in-

creased or decreased by the same amount (not percentage).

In both countries the first general wage award of the national

courts occurred in 1907. The "Harvester Judgment" in Australia,

made after a study of living costs, set 42 shillings a week (approxi-

mately SI 0.20 in American money at the 1907 exchange rate) as

a fair and reasonable basic wage. That wage was about 27 per

cent above the average unskilled wage in 1907, but the sharp in-

crease had no perceptible effect on employment. Following the

"Harvester Judgment," the court in New Zealand established a

basic living wage that the president of the court considered to be

about 27 per cent abov^e the existing minimum there.

From 1907 on, changes in the basic wage by the national courts

in both countries were based mainly upon alterations in the cost of

living. The basic wage was kept up to date in Australia by an

adjustment every three or six months for cost-of-living changes. As

a means of providing "a reasonable living wage," the New Zealand

court practically pegged the basic wage to the retail price level

from 1912 to 1923. The court awards in New Zealand normally

run for three years, but retail prices soared so rapidly from 1918 to

1923 that the court, during that period, was given the power to

alter the wage level throughout all trades at regular intervals,

which it did every six months by proclaiming a bonus determined

by changes in a price index for household expenditures. Conse-

quently, real-wage rates were maintained with little change during

the boom and the slump that followed the first World War.

Notions as to the capacity of industry to pay wages also played

a part in some of the decisions of the New Zealand court on basic

wages prior to 1930. Furthermore, the margins for skill have, at
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times, been permitted to decline somewhat on grounds that in-

dustries did not have the capacity to pay such high wages, or that

the skilled workers were less in need of state protection. After

1918 the New Zealand court followed the practice of setting three

basic wages: one for unskilled, one for semiskilled, and one for

skilled labor. The employer, of course, has always been free to

pay more than the minima the court sets.

The method of adjusting wages by movements in living costs,

which for the most part prevailed in both countries from 1907 to

1930, was disrupted by the sharp fall in the prices of Australia's

and New Zealand's exports beginning in 1929. The economies of

both countries are very dependent upon exports, for about 30 per

cent of Australia's production, and about 40 per cent of New Zea-

land's production, is exported. Wool and wheat account for over

half the total value of Australia's exports, and three fourths of New
Zealand's exports are wool, butter, and meats. These commodities

dropped so sharply in price compared to the prices of their imports

that Australia and New Zealand were forced to send much more

of their products abroad than formerly in order to buy a certain

quantity of imports. For example, the buying power of New Zea-

land's exports in terms of imports fell over 40 per cent from 1929

to 1932.

A country's standard of living is determined by the volume of

internal production minus exports plus imports. Consequently,

although the volume of production in New Zealand remained al-

most constant from 1929 to 1933, exports increased 30 per cent and

imports decreased about 40 per cent, so that the volume of goods

available for consumption in New Zealand in 1932 and 1933 was

only about 68 per cent of the 1929 figure.^ The decline was not

so sharp in Australia. There the available real income in 1931 and

1932 was about 85 per cent of the 1929 level.^

There was a feeling in Australia that this loss in the national in-

come, arising primarily from the change in foreign markets, should

be distributed equitably amongst all classes in the community.

Most of the economists in Australia advocated a 10-per-cent cut in

real wages, a reduction in interest rates, and a policy of allowing

foreign exchange to find its "natural price." Influenced by the

1 CJ. Economic Journal, vol. 47 (March 1937), p. 194.

^ Cf, Colin Clark and J. G. Crawford, The National Income of Australia, 1 938, p. 65.
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economists' reasoning, the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in

January 1931 awarded a reduction in real wages of 10 per cent

(representing a total money-wage cut of 26 per cent since 1929),

and in the same month the exchange value of the currency declined

11 per cent (making a total decline of 23 per cent since 1929). In

the middle of 1931, interest rates on Federal bonds, mortgages, and

other obligations were reduced by 22.5 per cent.

It is estimated that the Federal court's aw^ard of a 10-per-cent

cut in real wages directly affected one fifth of all wage-earners,

and that by 1933 about one half of the wage-earners in Australia

had had their wages reduced by the full amount of the Federal

court's 1931 award. Some of the state courts were slow to follow

the lead of the Federal court, so at times there were fairly wide

discrepancies between the state and Federal basic wages. These

discrepancies were, however, narrowed down during the succeed-

ing recovery period. With economic recovery, the Federal court

in 1934 restored part of the 1931 cut. Influenced by the advice of

economists, the Federal court raised wages by a "prosperity load-

ing" of four to six shillings in 1937, which restored real wages to

the 1929 level. It was argued that increased wages would serve as

a check on the tendency toward overexpansion and unhealthy

boom conditions and that a wider distribution of the increased

national income would lead to steadier progress. The boom was,

however, checked by a decline in 1937 in the price of Australia's

important exports.

It is clear that during the 1930's the Federal court in Australia

tried to modify the business cycle by wage policy. That, however,

is difficult for the court to do, for it has no control over monetary

and fiscal policy, the exchange rate, or the foreign demand for

Australia's exports. Economic conditions in Australia have been

largely determined by changes in the foreign markets for Australia's

exports. Therefore, it has been argued that variations in the ex-

change rate may be a more desirable method of adjusting the

Australian economy to changes in external conditions than are

variations in the wage level. An Australian economist who has

served as adviser to the Federal court says:

... a policy of exchange depreciation with stable, or slightly reduced,

money wages would bring all the benefits that could be expected from

cutting wages. Such a policy would probably lead to somewhat lower
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real wages, ... It would have many advantages: the relief to the ex-

porters would be direct and immediate, while with lower wages it came
only slowly as the wage reductions led to lower charges for goods; there

would not be the grave complications about debts which arise when all

prices are reduced; dealers would not be faced with a series of losses as

they sold stocks bought at a higher price level; above all, in this instance,

there would have been none of the friction arising out of the different

wages declared by the various tribunals.^

The course of events during the 1930's was rather different in

New Zealand. The level of real wages there remained two or three

per cent above the 1929 figure from 1930 to 1936. In June 1931

the court did award a general reduction of 10 per cent in money
wage rates, but the critics of the court continued to insist that wages

were being maintained at an artificially high level. In 1932, at the

instance of organized farmers and employers, a coalition govern-

ment practically limited the powers of the court to wage awards

for women only. The Labour Government, which came into office

in 1935, restored and strengthened the power of the court in 1936.

The suspension of the court's authority in 1932 was to facilitate

the lowering of wages and to make wages more flexible. It is in-

teresting, therefore, to note that during this suspension period the

decline in the general index number of wage rates was less than

10 per cent—in fact, less than the decline in the cost of living, so

that real wages actually rose during the period. The fact that wom-
en's wages fell slightly less than the wages of men, who were better

organized, has been cited as evidence that the right of appeal to

the court, which women workers retained during that period, af-

forded them some real protection.

In July 1936 all the cuts in money wage rates imposed by the

New Zealand court during the depression period were restored,

which raised the level of real wages almost nine per cent above the

1929 figure. By January 1933 the New Zealand currency had de-

preciated to the level that the Australian currency had maintained

since December 1931. From the available evidence, such as statis-

tics of production, consumption, and unemployment, the recovery

in New Zealand up to 1939 seems to have been as rapid and as

substantial as the recovery in Australia.

In both New Zealand and Australia the arbitration courts, in

1 W. B. Reddaway, op. at., pp. 330-31.
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deciding wage cases, have often vacillated between the two con-

flicting principles of social need for the workers and economic ca-

pacity of industry to pay wages. Both these criteria are indefinite

and elastic. Usually the need for a "reasonable" living wage has

been stressed in awards of basic rates for unskilled workers, whereas

the condition of industry has been given more weight in setting

"fair margins" for skill. In Australia since 1930 the stress has been

primarily upon economic or business conditions. The workers, of

course, have generally fav^ored the living-wage principle rather than

a nebulous capacity-to-pay notion that seems to work against them

under most circumstances.

Although there have been some exceptions, the New Zealand

and Australian courts have generally followed the principle of

considering wage-paying capacity in terms of industry as a whole

and have shown little inclination to give special concessions to

depressed industries. The New Zealand court, for example, has

expressed the opinion that "if an industry cannot pay the workers

engaged in it a reasonable wage it is in the interests of the com-

munity that it should cease operations and that such workers should

become absorbed in some other and more profitable industry."

The Federal court in Australia has made similar statements. Al-

though in New Zealand the fact that a particular industry is en-

joying unusual prosperity has not been considered a reason for

awarding rates above the standard minima, in certain cases in

Australia the Federal court has granted industry, or "prosperity,"

allowances to workers in an industry which was particularly pros-

perous at the time.

The results of minimum-wage regulation in Australasia are diflFi-

cult to determine because the influence of one factor cannot be

completely isolated in a complex situation. In both countries the

national income is, to a considerable degree, dependent upon ex-

ternal trade. Some conclusions can, however, be drawn. "Sweat-

ing" has been eliminated.^ The system has favored unskilled and

other workers whose bargaining power is weak. The various wage

rates for unskilled workers in Australia and New Zealand have been

much higher than, for example, in Great Britain. Comparison

with the diflferential rates for skill in England indicates that the

1 "Sweating" involves taking advantage of the weak economic position of workers

by working them for long hours at unduly low wages in cheap, unhealthy "sweatshops."
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advantages of wage regulation in Australasia have not been so

great for the more skilled workers. Furthermore, wage rates have

been made uniform for each grade of work, and wage movements

have been standardized. The rise in the level of real wages in

Australia from 1907 to 1936 was not so great as it was in Britain.

It has been claimed by some that the wage-award system has

widened the gap between wage rates in tariff-sheltered industry

and unsheltered agriculture, but there was no tendency for this

gap to close in New Zealand during the period of suspension in

the 1930's, and it is probable that the trade-unions in the sheltered

industries could achieve as much without state wage regulation.

In both countries a majority of the citizenry favor such regulation,

even though it involves some red tape and loss of time. In both

countries the court's friends and enemies have shifted sides at

times. Labor leaders generally believe that the system provides a

higher level of wages, especially for the unskilled and weaker

working groups. They also believe that it fosters union member-
ship because the court's jurisdiction is limited to disputes involving

registered unions of workers. Through such wage regulation, em-

ployers obtain protection against competitive wage-cutting and

adjustment of wage disputes with little open strife and few strikes.

There is no doubt that the settlement of wage issues by a political

authority rather than by economic force stimulates political activity

by labor groups.

Great Britain.^ In 1909 Great Britain passed a Trade Boards

Act applying to trades in which wage rates were "exceptionally low

as compared with other employments." This Act was patterned

after the 1894 law of the Australian State of Victoria, which pro-

vided for trade boards composed of representatives of employers,

employees, and the public, as a means of fixing minimum wages in

certain "sweated" trades. By 1918 British experience had indicated

the desirability of extending the minimum-wage machinery be-

yond "sweated" trades to industries lacking adequate employer-

employee organization for wage regulation. It was felt that in-

dustrial harmony required some machinery to prevent a sudden

^ Material for this subsection has been gathered chiefly from the following: The

Minimum Wage, an International Survey, International Labour Office, 1939; Dorothy
Sells, British Wages Boards, a Study in Industrial Democracy, 1939; and Sir Hector Hether-

ington, "The Working of the British Trade Board System," International Labour Review,

vol. 38 (October 1938), pp. 472-80.
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fall in wages after the first World War. Consequently, the 1918

amendment empowered the Minister of Labour to set up a trade

board wherever "no adequate machinery exists for the effective

regulation of wages throughout the trade." Nine boards were set

up under the 1909 Act, and by 1922 a total of 52 boards had been

established under the 1918 amendment. In 1924, the wages-board

system was extended to agriculture. It is estimated that in 1939

almost 2,000,000 workers (about nine per cent of the working

population) belonged to trades covered by the boards established

under these acts. About 70 per cent of the workers covered by

boards in industry were women.
The laws contain no clear definition of the principles to be fol-

lowed in determining minimum wages. In general the following

criteria are used, but with no agreement as to the relative weight

of each: (1) a rate sufficient for maintenance so that the reproach

of "sweating" is avoided, (2) a rate more or less equivalent to

rates paid in comparable occupations, and (3) a rate which market

conditions will permit the industry to pay. In actual practice, the

resulting rates are largely a consequence of bargaining and com-

promise between employer and employee members on the boards.

They are, howev^er, subject to the approval of the Minister of

Labour. Changes in living costs do, of course, constitute good

grounds for a request for a change in rates. During the depression

of the 1930's, one half of the boards reduced their minimum rates

by varying amounts.

The rates set by each board apply only to that one industry or

trade, with provision sometimes for regional differentials. Besides

a general minimum rate for men and for women, special minimum
rates for skilled workers are fixed in some cases. The minimum
rates for women are about 57 per cent of the rate for men in un-

skilled work. As in Australasia, the boards fix the normal working

week and overtime rates and also grant special exemptions from

the general minimum rate for workers of subnormal productive ca-

pacity, such as learners, juveniles, and injured or infirm workers.

In many trades, wage rates were raised considerably with the

first introduction of the minimum wage by a wage board. In some

cases minima were established at almost double the previous wage

in certain localities. There is some statistical evidence that in the

1920's and 1930's real wages were relatively higher in the covered
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industries than in trades not subject to minimum-wage regulation.^

It has been claimed that, especially in agriculture, minimum
wages at times were fixed at a level higher than the industry could

bear. The Cave Committee, appointed in 1922 to investigate the

workings and eff'ects of the Trade Boards Acts, considered it possi-

ble that some of the boards had contributed to the volume of un-

employment during the sharp decline in prices and trade in 1920

and 1921, but no special or statistical investigation was made to

determine the issue. An investigation in 1923 of trades in which

such complaints had been made revealed that in each case the un-

employment was due to causes more profound and more far-reach-

ing than the minimum wage.^ It is interesting to note that during

the depression of the 1930's "No cry was raised against minimum-
wage legislation, in spite of the fact that Trade Board rates main-

tained remarkable stability during that period." ^ Of the nine in-

dustrial groups showing over 20 per cent of unemployment in

December 1937, only two were subject to a legal minimum wage.

At that time the average minimum rates in Britain were roughly

equivalent to SI 6 a week for adult male workers in industry, SI 0.7

5

for adult males in agriculture, and S9 a week for adult female

workers in industry."^ In some lines there has been a definite tend-

ency for the rates fixed by the Trade Boards to become the pre-

vailing rates for that class of workers, although a number of workers

may receive better pay.^

Not only has the English system of minimum-wage boards abol-

ished "sweating" and improved labor relations considerably in the

covered industries, but it has tended to stimulate efficient manage-

ment and improvements in working methods. Some employers

have praised the legislation for that reason. In 1922 the Trade

Board Inspector in Charge of Special Enquiries testified that the

1 CJ. D. Sells, op. ciL, pp. 270-90.
2 Dorothy Sells, The British Trade Boards System, 1923, Part 4, and "The Economic

Effects of the British Trade Boards System," International Labour Review, vol. 8 (August

1923), pp. 191-220.
3 Sells, British Wages Boards, op. cit., pp. 300-301.
* Ibid., p. 281. These figures may be compared with SI 2 a week, which is now the

minimum wage for all industrial workers covered by the American Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938, and with SI 6 a week which will be the minimum under that Act in

1945, except for industries granted a lower minimum by the administrator. The
reader should bear in mind that comparisons of minima in different countries fail to

allow for differentials in standards and costs of living.

6 Ibid., p. 288.
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enforcement of minimum rates had "resulted in most employers

acquiring a greater knowledge of the details of their business" and

that "many employers frankly welcome the fixing and enforcing of

minimum rates because they provide a basis for equitable competi-

tion by materially reducing, if not eliminating, that element of the

trade which previously 'cut' market prices by 'trimming' the wages

of workers." Indeed, the Banking Trade Board recently established

was first proposed by organized bankers who argued that they

should be protected against unorganized competitors who were

paying low rates. A writer with long experience as chairman and

member of trade boards stated in 1938:

The system has produced stability without rigidity. Many businesses

which could maintain themselves only by the payment of sweated wages

have been forced out of existence. But, on the whole, they have been

replaced by more efficient units which have been able to support the

higher rates. Wages have risen; employment has not diminished; and
there are few trades which would readily return to the unregulated

position of pre-Board days.^

ECONOMIC THEORY OF THE MINIMUM VV^AGE

The case for minimum-wage regulation on economic grounds

rests primarily upon the nature of the labor market, including the

supply curve of labor. Other economic arguments include the

effects of minimum-wage regulation upon workers' health and

productivity, upon the distribution of income, and upon employ-

ment

The labor market and "exploitation." The discussion in

Chapter 5 indicated that most labor markets are a far cry from

the perfect market as envisioned by economists and that there are

situations in which a number of wage rates may clear the market

or in which no rate will equate demand and supply. Part of the

difficulty arises from the fact that the general supply curve for

labor, at least in some sections, has a negative slope and, therefore,

tends to parallel the demand curve.

Numerous studies have brought out the imperfect character of

most labor markets. The New York State Department of Labor,

for example, found that the wages of women laundry workers in

32 New York municipalities showed a complete lack of standardiza-

1 H. Hetherington, op. cit., pp. 479-80.
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tion in May 1933. There were marked differences in rates for the

same type of work in the same locaKty. The hourly rate for flat

workers ranged from 13 to 50 cents; the full-time weekly earnings

of press operators varied from under $6 to S20; and the actual

weekly earnings of hand ironers ranged from under $3 to S28.

Average weekly earnings were S3. 67 in one plant and $15.12 in

another. The highest median (middle) rate per week ($14.64)

was found in cities from 50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants and the

lowest median rate ($10.34) in cities 10 times as large (from 500,000

to 1,000,000). It is no wonder that the New York State Laundry-

owners' Association complained of the chaotic condition in the

industry and urged, in 1933, the enactment of a state minimum-
wage law. The Industrial Commissioner in New York concluded

from this 1933 study of the laundry industry that "wages are in

many cases fixed by chance and caprice" and "bear no relation to

the fair value of the service rendered." ^

In 1934 the Women's Bureau of the United States Department

of Labor analyzed data from various studies showing variations in

wage rates paid under corresponding conditions.^ Efforts were

made to assure that the material used in making comparisons was

comparable in every possible respect. Factors such as differentials

between men's and women's wages, or variations in the hours

worked, in the type of product, or in the size of the city were taken

into account. A study of 20 cotton mills in North Carolina in 1932

showed the median wage for women in the highest paying plant

was double the median in the lowest paying plant. A survey of

129 shirt factories in 19 states in the Summer of 1933 revealed that

the median week's earnings of women differed as much as 200 or

350 per cent between plants in the same state. Hourly wages in

1 1 large laundry plants in Ohio in May 1933 ranged from a median

of 13 cents in one plant to 28 cents in another. A number of studies

also showed some male and female workers receiving hourly wage

rates double those of other employees doing identical work in the

same plant. The conclusion from such comparisons, made under

^ Cf. New York State Department of Labor, Report of the Industrial Commissioner to the

Laundry Minimum Wage Board Relating to Wages and Other Conditions of Employment of

Women and Minors in the Laundry Industry, New 7ork State, 1933 (mimeographed), pp. 44,

67-69, and Letter of Transmittal.
^ Cf. Mary Elizabeth Pidgeon, Variations in Wage Rates Under Corresponding Conditions,

U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, Bulletin No. 122, 1935, pp. 1-10, 41.
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conditions as nearly identical as possible, was that variations in

wages paid for essentially the same work were so wide and marked
as to be attributable only to a lack of wage standards—to imperfec-

tions in the labor market.

In his classic article opposing minimum wages for women, Pro-

fessor F. W. Taussig admits that their weak bargaining power

"causes much to depend on the temper and character of the indi-

vidual employer" and that "the conditions of their employment are

such as to lead easily to 'unfair' wages—wages kept low by taking

advantage of timidity, ignorance, lack of mobility, lack of bargain-

ing power." ^ Yet, although he recognizes that "divergent rates of

pay under similar conditions point strongly to haphazard influences

of this sort," he argues that there is one price which "alone clears

the market." Indeed, his economic reasoning is based on the as-

sumption that the labor market is a perfect market, that wages are

determined by marginal productivity, and that the supply curve of

female labor is "peculiarly elastic" and positively sloped.^

In what is perhaps the most complete theoretical study of state

regulation of wages. Professor A. C. Pigou also analyzes the problem

on the basis of the marginal-productivity theory, assuming both

that the supply curve of labor is positively sloped and that, if

workers are "mulcted of part of their possible earnings by the

greater strategic strength" of employers, it will make no diff'erence

to the rate of spending or to the size of the total national income.^

If one thing is clear from the analysis of the labor market in

Chapter 5, it is that the marginal-productivity theory does not

furnish an adequate basis for reasoning on the effects of minimum-
wage regulation. Chapter 7 pointed out some of the weaknesses in

that theory of wages, which rests on the assumption of perfect

markets and free competition between employers. It cannot be too

strongly emphasized that minimum-wage regulation is needed

primarily because labor markets are so imperfect, because the sup-

ply of labor apparently has a negative slope, and because "exploi-

tation" of labor can and does occur, ^ although there are so many
* F. W. Taussig, "Minimum Wages for Women," Quarterly Journal of Economics,

vol. 30 (May 1916), pp. 430, 431.

2 Ibid., pp. 420, 422, 434, 441.

3 A. C. Pigou, The Economics oj Welfare, 1920, p. 516. Public regulation of wages is

discussed in Part III, Chapters 11, 13, 15, 16, and 17 of Pigou's book.
^ CJ. the discussion of exploitation in Chapter 5 and the footnote at the end of

the section on the marginal-productivity theory in Chapter 7, where it was pointed
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imperfections in the labor market that the full extent of such ex-

ploitation is difficult to determine. The analysis of income, con-

sumption, and employment in Chapters 9 and 10 indicates how
questionable is Pigou's assumption that the exploitation of workers

(paying them wages below the rates that would prevail if the labor

market were a perfect one) will have no effect upon total incomes

and the total volume of employment.

Professor Pigou mentions that in many parts of England before

the first World War the wages of agricultural laborers were kept

down by tacit understandings among farmers and a fear of adverse

local opinion by those who would otherwise willingly raise wages. -^

In such cases of exploitation he recognizes that "the legal enforce-

ment of a higher wage would [increase] the number of labourers

in a way unambiguously advantageous to the national dividend"

or national income.^ Higher wage rates for workers in one industry

or one firm would, therefore, cause employment in the firm or in-

dustry to expand, so that workers' incomes would rise more than

in proportion to the increase in wage rates.

This situation of employment expanding because of a forced in-

crease in wage rates confined to a particular firm or industry arises

out of monopolistic elements in the purchase of labor and was il-

lustrated by a mathematical example in a footnote at the end of

Chapter 5.^ In that example an employer did not hire more units

of labor at S5.20 a day, although the marginal receipts from each

new unit of labor would have been ^5.50 a day, because the hiring

of more workers would have forced the employer to increase the

wage of all his labor force in that group from S5.00 to S5.20 a

day. The necessary wage increase for the existing force, if S5.20

had to be paid for new workers, would have made the marginal

costs of hiring new workers exceed the marginal receipts from each

new unit of labor (S5.50 a day).

Supply, demand, and profits. What the government may do

through minimum-wage legislation is to eliminate the possibility

of employers' keeping the wage rate low by not bidding up the

wage in order to hire more workers, or the possibility of depressing

wage rates by hiring fewer workers. When the government es-

out that the explanations involving exploitation in this and the following chapter are

based on the concept of a perfect market rather than the other assumptions and im-

plications of the marginal-productivity theory.

1 Pigou, op. at., pp. 513-14, 517. 2 /^^^^ 3
qf. p. 126.
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tablishes an effective minimum wage, it actually makes part of the

supply curve of labor to an employer horizontal at that minimum
wage, as it would be in a perfect market. As a result, the employer

loses the possibility of hiring workers at a rate below the minimum.
The change brought about by a uniform minimum wage is illus-

trated in Figure 10, in which LS represents the total hours of labor
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Fig. 10. Effect of Minimum Wage upon Employer's Labor Supply.

offered to an employer in an imperfect market at various wage
rates and MS represents the supply curve of labor in that same

market after a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour has become
effective. The employer in this example no longer has the choice

of buying 300 hours of labor at 20 cents an hour, 600 hours at 30

cents an hour, or 800 hours at 40 cents an hour. After the minimum
wage has been established, he must pay at least 40 cents an hour

for all of his labor. Under such circumstances, he is likely to em-

ploy more workers, because he cannot obtain labor at a wage

below 40 cents an hour by hiring less than 800 hours. A reduction

in his demand for labor below 800 hours would then have no

effect upon the wage rate.

The reader will observe that Figure 10 contains no demand
curve. It is possible that a particular employer might eventually

be forced out of business by a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour.

His elimination might occur through bankruptcy, in which case

creditors might take over the firm. If, however, wages remained

so high that the return on newly invested capital in the firm would

be well below the average rate of return in all industry, it is possible

that capital might gradually be withdrawn from that firm as the
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equipment was permitted to wear out without replacement. It

may be difficult and costly, however, to withdraw capital gradually

until plants become worthless, and, as will be explained presently

by an example from the rubber industry, the officers of corporations

are not likely to let plants run down and to cease reinvesting earn-

ings simply because the firm has been earning a return below the

average for all industry.

One of the reasons that a demand curve has not been drawn in

Figure 10 is that the employer's demand for labor at various wage

rates is likely to be changed (probably increased) by the minimum
wage, especially if the minimum-wage administration fixes a uni-

form minimum that affects the wages paid by competing firms in

that industry, by firms in industries manufacturing substitute prod-

ucts, and by firms competing with the employer for local labor.

No longer would firms in a locality be able to keep wages below

40 cents an hour by following the practice of paying a prevailing

wage below that figure. In case some of the wages paid by all

firms in an industry are affected by the minimum wage, one firm

may not have its labor costs increased relative to the labor costs of

its competitors. Then the question becomes one of how a labor-

cost increase in an industry may affect sales, employment, and prof-

its in that industry. If the labor-cost increase should affect all in-

dustries to an equal degree, reasoning concerning its effects must

be on a general, all-industry basis. In so far as the effects of mini-

mum wages are distributed unequally among firms or among in-

dustries, some firms and industries may gain at the expense of

those affected most adversely.

It was pointed out in the discussion of women's wages in the

section on wage differentials in Chapter 8 that one of the factors

depressing women's wages and preventing the substitution of

lower wage female workers for male workers is the fact that higher

wages for newly hired women would probably necessitate a like

increase in the rates paid to all women in that firm because women
workers are not as a rule differentiated into separate crafts and

wage classes.

No one knows how prevalent the exploitation of workers is and

the extent to which an increase of wage rates forced upon the low-

wage firms in a particular industry might cause an increase, or at

least no decrease, in the employment offered by such firms either
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in the short or the long run. That the estabhshmcnt of minimum
wages would not cause a decrease in employment in many indus-

tries and localities seems to be indicated by the various wage-rate

and labor-market studies conducted by the Women's Bureau of

the U. S. Department of Labor and the state minimum-wage ad-

ministrations, some of which have been mentioned.

If employers do not compete with one another, but instead have

mutual agreements or understandings not to raise wages above a

given point, there may be no market force causing wages to increase.

As Professor Paul Douglas explains, there is a considerable body

of evidence that employers frequently do make and observe under-

standings on wage policy.^ Some employers in smaller cities hesi-

tate to raise wage rates for fear of becoming unpopular among
their associates, which helps to explain why the smaller the city,

the lower wage rates tend to be. In towns dominated by one firm,

such as the mill villages of the South or the company towns (in

steel, coal, metal mining, lumber, etc.) of the North, it is obvious

that there may be little or no wage competition for labor in the

local market. Furthermore, as Professor Douglas points out,

... in a very large percentage of cases, movement from one town or

small city to another merely means moving into another place where

wages are set more or less authoritatively by the big employer or em-
ployers of the new locality. How much, for example, will a Southern

mill-worker benefit himself by moving from one mill village to another?

The same question may be raised for wide areas in the North, Middle

West, and West, of the United States. All too often a worker merely

moves from one place where the wage is monopolistically set to another

place where it is similarly set.-

Under such circumstances, some wage rates may be well below

theoretical marginal productivity or the rate that would prevail

were the labor market a perfect market. The competition between

employers, which in our economy is supposed to assure the pay-

ment of full marginal productivity, simply does not exist.

^

Professor Taussig contends that, if the employers take "no more

than the competitive capitalists' toll," low wage rates are not due

1 Paul Douglas, "Wage Theory and Wage Policy," International Labour Review, vol. 39

(March 1939), p. 342.

^ Idem.

3 Cf. Paul Douglas, "The Economic Theory of Wage Regulation," University of

Chicago Law Review, vol. 5 (February 1938), p. 214.
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to "oppressive exercise of bargaining strength by the employers,"

that no exploitation of workers is occurring if employers' profits are

not "above the usual or competitive level." ^

Various investigations of rates of profit, however, fail to reveal

that profits tend toward any usual, normal, average, or minimum
level.^ Wide variations in profits occur between firms and between

industries, and a certain group of firms and industries may con-

sistently show extremely high profit rates year after year. Differ-

ences exceeding 100 per cent between the average profit rates

earned by considerable groups of corporations may persist for a

decade or more. Such statistical studies of profits indicate that

most business firms continue to produce as much at low as at high

rates of profit. There is, therefore, no right level of profits, any

more than there is one correct level for interest rates or wage rates.

^

In such cases, the level that industry becomes accustomed to may
seem the most appropriate one. Furthermore, the rate of profit on

capital investment may be increased or decreased by writing capi-

tal values down or up. This is one of the reasons why it is extremely

difficult to find agreement amongst economists and accountants as

to just what the rate of profit really is in any particular case. Con-

sequently, one simply cannot, as Professor Douglas suggests, test

the capacity of industry to pay higher minimum wages by observing

how high profit and interest rates are.'* Indeed, the rate of profit

might seem low for any one of a number of reasons, including the

inflation of capital values as a result of capitalizing the advantages

derived from exploiting labor.

Labor supply and efficiency. The nature of the supply curve

for labor in general and for female workers in particular is such

that there generally is little pressure through market forces on the

supply side to cause wage rates to increase. Consequently, wage
rates, once established, tend to continue. In fact, if real wages are

declining, not only does the supply of labor tend to increase but

^Taussig, op. cit., pp. 429-31.
2 Cf., for example, David Friday, Profits, Prices and Wages, 1920, pp. 36-38; and Ralph

C. Epstein, Industrial Profits in the United States, 1934, pp. 101-11 and pp. 579-87.

Professor Epstein attributes the lack of a central tendency in profits partly to the im-

perfect character of competition, to the prevalence of trade-marks, special designs of

products, quasi monopoly, and advantages of all sorts, which prevent producers from
manufacturing identical products for sale (pp. 111-12).

^ Cf. the discussion of interest rates in Chapters 1 and 9.

* Cf. Paul H. Douglas, "The Economic Theory of Wage Regulation," op. cit., p. 202.
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the workers' efficiency tends to fall off with the reduction in their

real income, and such a drop in efficiency may decrease the nation's

product or income. The effect tends to be cumulative, because at

a lower level of wages workers are in a weaker bargaining position.

On the other hand, to quote Professor Pigou,

If exploitation is prevented and wages are forced up to a fair level, the

benefit to eflficiency will start an upward movement exactly analogous

to this downward movement. High earnings will lead to greater effi-

ciency; greater efficiency will lead to the power of obtaining higher earn-

ings, both because the workers' services are worth more and because,

being better off, they are in a stronger position for bargaining.^

It is necessary to add that such an increase in efficiency alone

would not cause money wage rates to rise and to continue at a

higher level. It is because the increase in wages is likely to de-

crease the total number of hours of labor offered for sale that the

higher wage rate tends to stick.

Sidney Webb explains that the establishment of a minimum wage

tends to increase the physical productivity of the workers affected,

because higher wages build the worker up physically by raising his

standard of living, stimulate management to adopt new processes

and improved methods, drive business away from the least com-

petent employers, and lead to the selection of only the best workers.^

Of course, all firms cannot have the pick of the labor supply, so

the effect of the last-mentioned factor is lessened the more general

and uniform is the application of the minimum wage.

Mr. Webb contends that higher wage standards, like the more

humane conditions forced upon employers by the English Factory

Acts (limiting hours of work and laying down certain safety and

health requirements) prove profitable to employers and advanta-

geous to the community by making industry steadily more efficient

and productive.^ As with the Factory Acts, many employers in

Britain overhauled their methods and equipment when minimum

1 Pigou, op. cit., pp. 549-50.
2 Sidney Webb, "The Economic Theory of a Legal Minimum Wage," Journal of

Political Economy, vol. 20 (December 1912), pp. 978-84. Such first-hand research as

the investigations of the Ratan Tata Foundation in England bear out this view that

the fixation of legal rates will increase efficiency of operation and management. Cf.,

for example, R. H. Tawney, The Establishment of Minimum Wage Rates in the Tailoring

Industry, 1915, pp. 160-65; and M. E. Bulkley, The Establishment of Minimum Wage
Rates in the Boxmaking Industry, 1915, pp. 50-53.

3 Webb, op. cit., pp. 985-90.
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wages were first introduced with results that pleased and astonished

a number of employers who, at the outset, were not in favor of

setting a floor to wage rates by law.^ He points out that factory

sanitation, safety, and hours laws, which some employers opposed

at first because they involved additional expense, place more limits

on business management than do minimum wages, which only

bring an employer up to the wage level of other employers.

Conservation of human resources. Some people argue that

it is against public policy to permit an employer, in normal times,

to pay workers wages that are insufficient to provide the mini-

mum amount of food, shelter, and clothing without which they

cannot continue in good health. These people contend that the

minimum wage is necessary in order to conserve our human re-

sources and to improve the well-being of our population.

Minimum wages, like shorter hours, may prove to be a good in-

vestment—at least for the community as a whole—by improving

the health and efficiency of underfed and poorly housed workers

or by speeding up the rate of spending; but it is not likely that em-

ployers would voluntarily adopt such a program. In the first place,

it takes time for what has been called the "steam-engine theory"

to work—for increased wages (more fuel) to produce more efficient

workers (more power)—and an individual employer may hesitate

to make such an investment in workers, because there is no as-

surance that he would continue to retain the services of employees

whose wages he might increase. The nation's capital stock of labor

is, so to speak, offered for rent to the employer without any specific

charges for rapid depreciation or deterioration. If some workers

become run down because of low pay and abuse on the job, the

employer can generally replace them by others drawn from the

common pool.

Furthermore, an employer's sales are primarily dependent upon

the payrolls of other employers, so that low or reduced wages for

his workers will have little effect upon the demand for his product.

If all employers could and did follow such a low-wage policy, how-

ever, it is likely that total expenditures would be decreased and

that cyclical fluctuations in spending would increase, to the detri-

ment of the community as a whole. Such general effects of ex-

tremely low wages upon total incomes, expenditures, and consump-

* Pigou, op. cit.y p. 517.
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tion are no less real because they are difficult to determine and to

measure. These general aspects of the question will be discussed

more fully after the following analysis of the circumstances under

which a forced increase of hourly wage rates in one firm or one

industry alone will not cause a reduction in the total hours of em-
ployment offered by that firm or industry.

Possible situations in particular firms or industries. Previous

discussion in this section has already indicated that a forced rise in

wage rates will increase a firm's total employment, both in the

short and the long run, if the firm has been "exploiting" those em-

ployees affected by the minimum wage and if the minimum wage
is not above their full marginal productivity or the rate that would

prevail were the labor market a perfect market. Such "exploita-

tion" of workers may occur because of market imperfections, espe-

cially monopolistic elements on the buying side of the labor market.

One must bear in mind that a forced rise in wage rates is likely to

increase workers' marginal productivity because it tends to reduce

the supply of labor hours offered for sale and it also tends to in-

crease the efficiency or effectiveness of the workers.

Even without any previous "exploitation" of workers, there are

circumstances under which a forced increase in wage rates would

not decrease that firm's employment in the short or long run. A
firm's unit costs of output would not be increased if the rise in

wages should cause an expansion of production per worker by as

large a percentage as the increase in total costs resulting from higher

hourly wage rates. Such an expansion in production might occur

because of an improvement in the efficiency of the workers or an

improvement in production methods brought about by the wage
rise. Whether the additional output would depress the price of the

product would depend upon conditions in the product market.

Under the assumptions of a perfect market, the increased output of

any one firm would be too insignificant to affect the selling price.

Therefore, if output per worker is increased as rapidly as total costs,

so that costs per unit of output remain the same, employment in

the firm presumably would not decrease. For a firm selling in

an imperfect market, the increase in output per worker would have

to be great enough so that the consequent reduction in unit costs

would offset the decline in marginal receipts due to the downward-

tipped or sloping demand curve for the product.
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In the rare case of a competitive industry with an absolutely

inelastic demand, an increase in costs and selling price would not

decrease employment in the industry but might do so elsewhere

by causing more funds to be spent for that industry's product.

This situation would not occur under monopoly or monopolistic

competition because a monopolist, unless restrained by law, would

continue to increase his profit by raising his price until he had

reached the point where the demand curve for his product became

elastic (more elastic than unity). Under conditions of monopoly

or imperfect competition, where firms have sloping instead of

horizontal demand curves, an increase in wage rates that increased

unit costs of production would tend to cause the point of maximum
profit to occur at a smaller output and volume of employment.

As the discussion in this and the previous chapter has indicated,

employers may not, in many cases, hire workers according to the

marginal-productivity theory. Employers are probably influenced

mainly by such considerations as average costs, rates of profit, and

the firm's market position. Because there is no minimum rate of

profits and firms losing money may continue to operate at full

capacity, it is possible for wages to be forced up at the expense of

profits, even in an individual firm, without causing a reduction of

employment and investment in that firm either immediately or

within one or two decades. Studies of the profits of many corpora-

tions show that firms invest new capital in spite of the fact that

their rate of profits is lower than that obtaining in other lines of

industry, where profits are not only higher but are increasing.^ The
flow of investment funds does not always follow the dictates of

profit, partly because decisions to reinvest profits or depreciation

reserves are made by corporation officials and directors, and not

by each individual stockholder acting independently. Firms earn-

ing less than average profits generally do not cease all new invest-

ment. Indeed, a recent study shows that, during the 14 years from

1922 to 1936, the rate of profit on stockholders' investment in the

rubber-tire industry was not much more than half the average rate

of profit for all manufacturing industry.^ Yet between 1927 and

1929, in the face of a poor dividend record, low earnings, and

1 R. C. Epstein, op. cit., pp. 583-87.
^ Lloyd G. Reynolds, "Competition in the Rubber-Tire Industry," American Economic

Review, vol. 28 (September 1938), pp. 464-65.
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declining profits, there was an increase in plant construction that

expanded the capacity of the rubber-tire industry by 50 per cent.

The author of the rubber-tire study comments as follows on these

facts:

It is very well for the calculating outsider to suggest that a business should

be allowed to stagnate or waste away when it no longer yields normal
returns on investment. To an official within the institution, however,

such a proposal seems somehow treasonable. The corporation is a petty

state whose borders, if they cannot be extended, must at least be main-
tained.^

This discussion indicates how complex and complicated is the

question of the effect of minimum-wage regulation upon employ-

ment, even when, as in this subsection, the analysis is limited to

the individual firm and no account is taken of effects upon total

demand through changes in the rate of spending. The difficulty

is that so many factors and conditions affect the problem that one

cannot reason on the basis of a few simple assumptions. Conse-

quently, definite and absolute answers are not possible.

Some possible eflfects. The discussion in the previous chapter

of the effect of higher money wages upon employment applies

with equal force here. Minimum wages may cause the use of more

machinery and more economical methods of production; but, as

already stated, such developments may increase employment by

stimulating the capital-goods industries. It is strange that those

who are so ready to explain that there is no need to fear technologi-

cal advance are often the first ones to condemn wage regulation

on the grounds that it will stimulate such advance.

It is claimed that minimum-wage regulation by one state will

cause an exodus of industry from that state. That such state regu-

lation may have a tendency to cause some industry gradually to

shift its location is possible, although many of the low-wage service

industries must be near their market. Chapter 19 contains a more

extended discussion of this question of the effect of state and national

labor standards upon the location of industry. The answer is

somewhat different for states within a nation having a uniform

currency system than it is for national regulation, where adjust-

ment may occur through exchange rates. The migration of in-

dustry as a whole is not an argument that applies to national wage

1 Idem.
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regulation. The effects of higher wages upon international trade

were treated in the previous chapter, and that discussion need not

be repeated here.

In particular instances, the fixing of minimum wages by law

may cause a company to change some of its personnel. For example,

men may replace women or juvenile workers. An illustration of

this is the famous case of the 21 scrubwomen at Harvard University

who were fired without notice just before Christmas in 1930, because

the Minimum Wage Commission of Massachusetts finally threat-

ened to place "fair Harvard" upon its list of "unfair employers." ^

It seems that in 1921 the Commission had decreed a minimum of

37 cents an hour for office and building cleaners, which decree

Harvard had evaded for nine years, paying the cleaning women
in Widener Library only 35 cents an hour or SI. 75 for a five-hour

day. Rather than pay the two cents an hour more, the Harvard

authorities decided to replace them by male scrubbers, to the

chagrin of some alumni who raised a fund for the old mop squad,

some of whom had scrubbed Widener for 25 or 30 years.

Such replacement hurts some persons and helps others, but pre-

sumably it does not reduce the total demand for labor. Sidney

Webb claims that productivity and the national income are in-

creased by the selection of the best workers, in which case, however,

it may be difficult to justify exemptions and lower minima for handi-

capped workers. It is also claimed that minimurri wages increase

the national income by reducing labor troubles and labor strife.

There is no agreement concerning the general effects ofminimum-
wage legislation. Its advocates claim that it tends to speed up the

rate of spending by causing a more equitable distribution of in-

come and that it will serve to prevent a vicious spiral of wage-

cutting and price deflation during a business slump. An increase

in the incomes of low-wage groups presumably would result in an

increase in expenditures for consumption, and an expansion of the

consumers' goods industries might spread to the capital-goods in-

dustries according to the acceleration principle.^ The general

1 CJ. Monthly Labor Review, vol. 30 (March 1930), pp. 558-59; "Rub in Scrubbing,"

Survey, vol. 63 (March 15, 1930), p. 695; and "Scrubwomen: Finale," Survey, vol. 65

(February 15, 1931), p. 559.

^ CJ. V. F. Coe, "Minimum and Fair Wage Legislation—The Economic Aspect," in

Industrial Relations, papers presented at a conference on industrial relations sponsored

by Queen's University, September 14-17, 1938, Kingston, Ontario, 1938, pp. 73-74.
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effects on spending, incomes, and employment would, of course,

depend a great deal upon the objectives and the nature of the wage

regulation. Certain economists believe that, under most circum-

stances, minimum wages will so increase the incomes of low-paid

workers, and hence increase consumption expenditures, that em-

ployment in general would be stimulated to a greater extent than

the resulting increase in costs would tend to depress the level of

employment. ^

It should be clear that the fixing of minimum rates generally

does not affect the best paying firms. The purpose is rather to

raise the lowest paying firms up to the standard or level attained

by the majority. Firms already paying more than the minimum
rate will presumably continue to do so for the same reasons (better

pay means more output, etc.) as before. That the minimum does

not generally become the maximum rate for covered workers is in-

dicated by Australian, English, and American experience.'^ If the

minimum is a flat rate not adjusted for changes in living costs,

there may be a tendency for the differential above the minimum
to decrease in periods of falling prices and wages and to increase

in periods of rising wage and price levels. There is no ques-

tion but that the minimum rate should be somewhat flexible

during periods when the price level declines by 30 per cent or

more, as it did, for example, from 1920 to 1921 and from 1929

to 1933.

As a general principle, the minimum wage should apply uni-

formly to all industries, with no exceptions. One purpose in passing

minimum-wage laws is to make all industry conform to certain

minimum standards. Permitting a few exceptions, based on the

financial capacity of particular firms or industries, will only lead

to more exceptions, because there is no logical basis for discriminat-

ing in favor of certain producers. Discrimination under minimum-
wage legislation, like a government subsidy or a tariff, tends to

aid inefficient and uneconomic sections of the economy at the ex-

pense of other firms that are competing for the consumers' dollars.

By the same token, there is little justification for discrimination

against more prosperous firms or industries by requiring them to

^ Cf., for example, Weir M. Brown, "Some Effects of a Minimum Wage upon the

Economy as a Whole," American Economic Review, vol. 30 (March 1940), pp. 98-107.

' Cf. Barbara N. Armstrong, Insuring the Essentials, 1932, p. 164.
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meet a higher set of minima for workers of the same quaHty.^ If

particular firms or industries seem to be making excessive profits,

the remedy hes with the state's taxing power and not with the

minimum-wage administration.

EXPERIENCE WITH WAGE REGULATION IN THE UNITED STATES

At the outset, employers have generally opposed the introduction

of minimum wages on the grounds that business would be

injured or ruined. After a few years of experience with such wage

regulation, however, most of them become convinced that mini-

mum-wage laws may be beneficial to them and to society. That, for

instance, occurred in both Australia and England, where employers

who had predicted direful consequences later supported the legis-

lation establishing minimum wages.^ The experience in this country

has followed much the same pattern. For example, a majority of

employers in California and Oregon apparently were certain that

the minimum-wage laws passed in those states in 1913 would prove

ruinous to their businesses. Years of experience, however, changed

their opinions, and a decade later the various employers' as-

sociations in both states came out strongly in support of the

minimum wage.^ Employer sentiment toward Federal regula-

tion of wages in this country under the Fair Labor Standards

Act of 1938 appears to be following the same course. When
the Act was before Congress it was criticized by employers' as-

sociations as being "inharmonious with American philosophy"

and "a step in the direction of communism, bolshevism, fascism,

and naziism." ^

The American experience with governmental regulation of wages

will be treated under two headings: state regulation and Federal

regulation. In each case the structure, development, and economic

consequences of the wage regulation will be discussed. In many
instances the results are difficult to assess with accuracy, partly be-

cause the experience of the Federal government and of all but two

^ In Australia, the Federal Commonwealth Arbitration Court and the minimum-
wage authorities in Queensland have, at times, been guilty of establishing extra high

minima for certain prosperous industries. Cf. ibid., p. 160.

2 CJ. Millis and Montgomery, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 285, 292, 294, and 314.

3 Cf. Barbara N. Armstrong, op. cit., pp. 151, 152, and 154.

^ Cf. statements by the president of the Cotton Textile Institute and the spokesman
for the National Association of Manufacturers in the New York Times, June 11 and 12>

1937.
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States has been brief and interrupted by court decisions invalidating

the laws establishing wage regulation.

State regulation. There are two types of state laws for the

regulation of wages paid by private firms: laws establishing mini-

mum rates of pay for public work done under contract and laws

fixing minimum rates for women and children in private employ-

ment.

In 1940, a total of 35 states had laws requiring certain minima

—

usually the "current" or "prevailing" rate in the locality—for work

on public projects, such as buildings and roads. All but five of

these laws were passed during the decade ending in 1939. In 1940,

a total of 26 states and the District of Columbia had minimum-
wage laws applying to women and minors in certain private em-
ployments. The Connecticut law also applies ta men. Most of

these state minimum-wage laws follow a general pattern.

1. Provisions of state iaws.^ The first state act, which was passed

in Massachusetts in 1912, followed the precedent of the British

Trade Boards Act of 1909 by providing for wage boards with an

equal number of employer and employee representatives and one

or more disinterested persons to represent the public. Such w^age

boards or conferences usually determine the minimum wage for

the industry, and an administrative agency of the state generally

issues the wage orders or decrees and enforces them. In only two

states, Nevada and South Dakota, are flat minimum wages fixed

by the legislature and stated in the law. The Arkansas Act, passed

in 1915, contains a flat minimum rate but provides that the In-

dustrial Welfare Commission may raise or lower the flat minimum
for any occupation or industry after investigation and public

hearings.

The principles that wage boards are to follow in determining

minimum wages vary somewhat between states. The laws of 12

states provide that the minimum-wage rates must be adequate to

supply the necessary cost of living. Of the other 12 states with

"flexible" laws, six provide for wages "fairly and reasonably com-

mensurate with the value of the service rendered," five combine

^ The data in this subsection are taken primarily from Florence P. Smith, State

Minimum-Wage Laws and Orders, An Analysis, U. S. Department of Labor, Women's
Bureau, Bulletin No. 167, 1939; "Minimum-Wage Legislation as of January 1, 1940,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 50 (April 1940), pp. 891-909; and The Minimum Wage,

An International Survey^ International Labour Office, 1939.
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the principles of cost of living and fair value for the service, and

one, Rhode Island, combines the "fair-value" standard with the

"wages the industry can afford to pay." In these 12 states the wages

paid for work of comparable character by employers voluntarily

maintaining fair minimum standards may also be considered by

the wage boards. Considerations of constitutional law, rather than

of economic theory, have guided the selection of the principles

that are contained in the state laws.

By 1939, over 100 wage orders had been issued in the minimum-
wage states. These orders applied to approximately 1,000,000

women out of a potential coverage estimated at 4,000,000 women
in the 25 states. Some gainfully employed women, such as domestic

servants, farm workers, and professional women, are excluded from

most minimum-,wage laws. The orders apply mostly to service

trades that are primarily local, intrastate employments, such as

laundry and dry cleaning, retail trade, beauty shops, hotels and

restaurants, canning, and office work. These orders, most of which

can be revised once a year, fixed minimum rates ranging in 1938

from 13.02 cents an hour for waitresses in Ohio cities under 5,000

in population to SI 8 a week or 50 cents an hour for experienced

"beauty culturists" in Washington, D. C, and $32 a week for

registered pharmacists in Oklahoma cities of 40,000 or more in-

habitants. As many as 74 per cent of all the rates set under state

minimum-wage laws for women were for 30 cents or more an hour

in 1938.^ Practically all states authorize rates below the minimum
for minors, apprentices, and handicapped employees. Generally,

public hearings are held before the rates go into effect, and appeal

can be made to the courts against any wage order. The diversity

in minimum rates between states and between industries within

the same state are due largely to the weight given to the different

principles or criteria, to the relative bargaining strength of em-

ployer-employee representatives on the wage boards, and to differ-

ences in the attitude of public representatives on the various boards.

2. Course of development. Although influenced at first by prece-

dents abroad, the development of minimum-wage legislation in

this country has been determined largely by decisions of the U. S.

Supreme Court and by business conditions.

The chronology of state wage regulation can conveniently be

* Florence P. Smith, op. cit., p. 2.
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divided into three periods: 1912-1923, 1924-1932, and 1933-1941.

During the first period, minimum-wage laws were enacted in 15

states and the District of Columbia, despite opposition of business-

men and discouragement by outstanding economists. Furthermore,

organized labor opposed the legal regulation of men's wages, on

the ground that higher wages should be obtained by collective

bargaining and not by law. These first minimum-wage laws were

all of the "cost-of-living" type, specifying that the minimum rates

established should be sufficient to meet the necessary cost of health-

ful living. Although the Supreme Court, by a four-to-four decision

in the Oregon Case in 1917,^ seemed to uphold this principle, the

constitutionality of all existing minimum-wage legislation became

questionable when the Court in a five-to-three decision in 1923 in-

validated the District of Columbia minimum-wage law.^

The second period begins with the District of Columbia or Adkins

decision. From 1924 to 1933, no state minimum-wage laws were

enacted. In fact, during that period 10 state laws were either in-

validated or repealed, and in two other states the laws were never

put into operation. Only in Massachusetts and California was some

attempt at enforcement made during this period. The Massachu-

setts law at that time was presumed to be constitutional because

the only penalty for disobeying a minimum-wage decree was

publicity, and any individual employer could be exempt if he

could show financial inability to comply with the minimum rate.

None, however, applied for such exemption.

In California continued enforcement of the minimum-wage law,

including the collection of thousands of dollars for noncompliance,

was made possible through the voluntary cooperation of employers'

associations and large employers who found the minimum wage of

advantage to business. Such support was given to the minimum
wage in spite of the fact that the California minimum after 1919

was SI 6 a week, which was considerably above the minima in

most states. The smaller employers were forced to obey the law,

although it was considered unconstitutional, because no small em-

ployer wished to incur the cost of carrying a case to the U. S.

Supreme Court.

^

^Stettler v. O'Hara (1917), 243 U. S. 629.

^Adkins V. Children's Hospital (1923), 261 U. S. 525.

8 CJ. B. N. Armstrong, op. cit., pp. 152-55.
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By 1933 the interest in minimum-wage legislation revived, for

the depression had led to wage-cutting and to the spread of sweat-

shop conditions. Passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act

by Congress also lent support to the minimum-wage movement.

Seven states enacted minimum-wage laws in 1933, and nine more

state laws were passed during the following five years. These laws

were based on the "fair-value" principle, because in the District

of Columbia decision in 1923 the Court had said that "a statute

requiring an employer to pay the value of services rendered would

be understandable." It was a surprise, therefore, when the Court

in June 1936 invalidated the New York State law enacted in 1933

and based on the "fair-value" concept.^ One writer has figured

out that actually a majority of 10 out of the 17 judges participating

in the first three minimum-wage cases (Oregon in 1917, District of

Columbia in 1923, and New York in 1936) declared such legislation

constitutional, but the conservative judges, by remaining on the

bench longer, were able to determine the decisions. ^ In March
1937 the U. S. Supreme Court overruled the District of Columbia

case by declaring constitutional the 1913 minimum-wage law of

the state of Washington, based on a cost-of-living standard.^

Whether the Supreme Court in this five-to-four decision upholding

minimum-wage legislation was following the returns of the No-

vember 1936 election or was influenced by President Roosevelt's

proposal for changing the number of judges on the Court is not

known. In its decision the Court said

:

The exploitation of a class of workers who are in an unequal position

with respect to bargaining power and are thus relatively defenseless

against the denial of a living wage is not only detrimental to their health

and well-being but casts a direct burden for their support upon the com-
munity. . . . The community is not bound to provide what is in effect

a subsidy for unconscionable employers.^

Following this favorable decision, a number of states enacted new
legislation or amended existing statutes, and there was a marked

increase in the number of wage boards established and wage orders

issued.

1 Morehead v. New York ex rel. Tipddo (1936), 298 U. S. 587.

^Cf. Irving Dillard, "A Supreme Court Majority?" Harpefs Magazine, vol. 173

(November 1936), p. 598.

» West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish (1937), 300 U. S. 379.

4 Idem.
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3. Efects oj state wage regulation. Attempts to estimate the net

effects of minimum-wage legislation are handicapped by the fact

that few laws have had an opportunity for unhampered develop-

ment. Except in Massachusetts and California, the laws have had

relatively brief periods of enforcement. Also, it is difficult to relate

cause and effect in the welter of economic change. Nevertheless,

sufficient evidence has already been collected to indicate that

minimum-wage legislation has increased the earnings of women
workers, that the minimum has not become the maximum, that

minimum-wage regulation has not caused a relative reduction in

the level of employment for women, and that there has been no

widespread tendency for men to replace women as a result of rais-

ing women's wages by law.

The following experience indicates some of the effects of mini-

mum-wage regulation upon the level of women's wages: ^ Women's
wages in California showed an abrupt rise each time the minimum
there was increased. A survey in 1922 revealed that the median

weekly earnings of women in manufacturing, laundries, and stores

in California were from 15 to 25 per cent above the median earnings

of women similarly engaged in Ohio and New Jersey, which then

had no minimum-wage laws. The median weekly earnings of

women in Massachusetts laundries increased more than 11 per

cent from 1920 to 1921, following a minimum-wage decree, despite

the fact that prices and wages were falling during that period. In

the minimum-wage states of California and Wisconsin, the mini-

mum hourly rates for the canning industry in 1932 were 25 cents

and 22.5 cents, respectively, compared with a rate of not more

than 12.5 cents in approximately three fourths of the plants of 43

New York canneries, where no minimum-wage law was then in

existence." New York passed such a law in 1933. A study of 131

laundries in New York and 116 in Pennsylvania, a state then hav-

ing no minimum wage, showed that hourly earnings of women in

New York increased from 25.4 cents to 31 cents (22 per cent) be-

tween 1933 and 1935, compared with an increase from 21.8 cents

^ Unless otherwise indicated, the statistical data in this subsection have been taken

from Mary E. Pidgeon, Women in the Economy of the United States of America, U. S. Depart-

ment of Labor, Women's Bureau, Bulletin No. 155, 1937, pp. 101-109; and The Effect

of Minimum- Wage Determinations in Service Industries, Women's Bureau, Bulletin No. 166,

1938, pp. 3-5.

2 Cf. The Benefits of Minimum Wage Legislation, U. S. Department of Labor, Women's
Bureau (mimeographed), March 1937, p. 4.
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to 25 cents (15 per cent) in Pennsylvania. In November 1935 not

1 per cent of the women workers in New York laundries were

earning less than 27.5 cents an hour, whereas over 73 per cent of

the women in Pennsylvania laundries were receiving less than that

hourly rate. The increase in the average weekly earnings of women
workers in New York laundries during the period following the

minimum-wage order was 29 per cent, compared with 17 per cent

for all manufacturing industries in the state.

The experience in California, Massachusetts, and other states

seems to indicate that the percentage of women workers

receiving more than the minimum has not been reduced by

the enforcement of minimum-wage orders. Of the women
workers covered by minimum wages in California, 47 per cent

were receiving above the minimum in 1920 and 60 per cent in

1923, despite the fact that prices fell sharply between those two

years. ^

Apparently the raising of women's wages by law has not caused

a significant reduction in their opportunities for employment. In

1920 Cahfornia raised the minimum wage from SIO to $16 a week,

yet the proportion of wornen employees in all manufacturing in-

dustries (laundries included) increased from 20 per cent in 1918 to

almost 27 per cent in 1921. In Massachusetts, the percentage of

total employees represented by female workers remained practically

the same from 1912 to 1924, notwithstanding minimum-wage legis-

lation and regulation.^ In New York State, women continued to

form 60 per cent of the employees in laundries after the establish-

ment of the minimum wage, and there was "no indication that the

increased wage for women resulted in the displacement of women
by men in the laundry industry." ^ In Rhode Island, the hourly

earnings of women and minors in 54 firms manufacturing wearing

apparel rose over 14 per cent during a one-year period that included

the effective date of the minimum-wage order for the industry, yet

there was a slight increase in the proportion of women employed

by those 54 firms. '^

1 Cf. Ralph Broda, "Minimum Wage Legislation in the United States," International

Labour Review, vol. 17 (January 1928), p. 36.

2 Ibid., p. 42.

3 Mary E. Pidgeon, op. cit., p. 109.

* State of Rhode Island, Comparison of Hours and Wages of Employees in 54 Identical

Firms in the Manufacturing of Wearing Apparel and Allied Industries in the State of Rhode

Island, ]une 1938 (mimeographed).
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This evidence points to three possible factors. Either the market

for women's services has been so imperfect that they have been

subject to exploitation, or their productivity has been increased

through increased efficiency and improved management, or men
are not good substitutes for women workers in the industries affected

by minimum wages, perhaps because the wages of men also rise at

the same time. Judging from the studies of the labor market dis-

cussed in the previous section on the economic theory of the mini-

mum wage, it seems probable that the imperfect character of the

labor market is the most important factor permitting women's wages

to be forced up in low-wage industries without decreasing their

employment opportunities.

Federal regulation. National regulation of wages by the

Federal government began in 1933 with the enactment of the

National Industrial Recovery Act. Other Federal acts containing

provisions for the regulation of wages are: the Guffey Coal Act of

1935, the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act of 1936, the Merchant

Marine Act of 1936, the Sugar Act of 1937, and the Fair Labor

Standards Act of 1938. The National Industrial Recovery Act and

the Guffey Coal Act were invalidated by the Supreme Court.

The Sugar Act and the Merchant Marine Act require that

sugar producers and shipowners meet certain minimum-wage
standards as one of the conditions for receiving government

benefit payments in the case of sugar and a government "operat-

ing-differential" subsidy for ships. Similar legislation was

enacted in England in the 1925 British Sugar (Subsidy) Act. As

early as 1909, the British Parliament passed the Fair Wages
Clause requiring government contractors to pay wage rates no less

favorable than those prevailing in the district where the work is

performed.

1. The Public Contracts Act. This Act applies the Federal regula-

tion of wages to concerns that receive government contracts in

excess of SI 0,000. All persons employed by the contractor in

the manufacturing or furnishing of materials, supplies, articles,

or equipment under such contracts must pay not less than the

prevailing minimum wage in the locality for such work, that

wage to be determined by the Sectetary of Labor. In practice,

the Department has interpreted the "prevailing minimum wage"

to mean that wage, lying in the lower part of the wage structure,
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which predominates and has "superior force and influence" in the

industry in that geographic area. ^

Certain cases cited by the Administrator of the PubHc Contracts

Division of the Department of Labor indicate the possible effects of

wage determination under this Act.^ For many commodities,

ranging all the way from cotton garments to hats and shoes, the

government paid less for goods of the same specifications after the

minimum wage had been established than it had paid during the

preceding year. For example, firms receiving government con-

tracts for cotton shirts, shorts, and socks had paid employees in

their plants as low as $5 a week, 3 cents an hour, and S8 a week,

respectively, in 1936 and 1937. When, in 1937, the minimum was

set at S14 and SI 5 a week in the manufacture of cotton shirts, 37.5

cents an hour for cotton shorts, and $18 a week for socks, the govern-

ment bought the identical garments for approximately 20 per cent

less than before the minimum-wage determination.

2. National Recovery Administration.^ The National Industrial

Recovery Act, passed in May 1933, provided for codes of fair com-

petition by industries, which fixed maximum hours of labor, mini-

mum rates of pay, and other conditions in the trade or industry.

It represented the first application of minimum-wage regulation to

men in private employment and the most extensive experiment in

wage regulation up to that time. In August 1934 as many as

22,000,000 employees were covered by 517 codes and about 2,000,-

000 more were under the President's Re-employment Agreement,

a voluntary code designed to apply to all industrial employments

until a separate code was established for the industry.

The President's Re-employment Agreement proposed a minimum
wage of 40 cents an hour for factory and mechanical workers, unless

the hourly rate for that work had been less than 40 cents on July

^ For a good discussion of the economic issues that have arisen in the administration

of this Act, as well as the economic problems involved in the general application of

minimum-wage legislation, cf. O. R. Strackbein, The Prevailing Minimum Wage Standard^

1939.
'^ These cases are cited in L. Metcalfe Walling's article, "Public Contracts Act Pro-

cedure," in Wage and Hour Reporter, June 26, 1939, pp. 7-8, published by the Bureau of

National Affairs, Inc., Washington, D. C.
2 In writing this subsection the author has drawn primarily upon the following pub-

lications: Leverett S. Lyon et al.. The National Industrial Recovery Administration, an

Analysis and Appraisal, 1935; Ruth Reticker, "Labor Standards in NRA Codes,"

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 184 (March 1936),

pp. 72-82; and C. F. Roos, NRA Economic Planning, 1937.
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15, 1929, in which case the July 1929 rate would obtain if it was

not below 30 cents an hour, the absolute minimum. The minima
under the codes varied tremendously, because each industry was

considered "different." In some codes the minimum rates were as

low as 15 cents an hour; at the other extreme was the 70-cent

minimum for New York City in the wrecking and salvage code.

An analysis of over 500 codes, however, shows that almost 40 per

cent of the employees were under codes with minima of 40 cents

an hour for unskilled male workers, about 45 per cent of the em-
ployees were covered by codes with minima between 30 and 40

cents an hour, and only about 4 per cent of all employees in "coded"

industries were under codes with minima below 20 cents an hour.

Wage differentials and exemptions were also provided. Codes

with flat minima for the whole country covered only one fifth of

the employees under codes. Some two thirds of all covered em-

ployees were under codes with geographic diff'erentials in wage

rates, and a number of codes also provided for size-of-city and sex

diff'ercntials. In most codes, exemptions from the minimum rates

or subminimum rates were permitted for old and handicapped

workers, learners or apprentices, and office girls and boys.

The Supreme Court ended the life of the NRA, as it was called,

in May 1935, two days after its second birthday. The lack of con-

sistent policy and uniform practice as well as its short life make it

difficult to estimate the eff^ect of wage regulation under the National

Recovery Administration. There seems to be general agreement

that the Act served to halt the spiral of wage-cutting and resulted

in material increases in the money wage rates received by the low-

est paid workers in industry. The codes apparently effected some

equalization of earnings among employees in the same firm by

raising the minimum-wage standards, and also tended to reduce

regional wage differentials. Probably the reduction of wage differ-

entials put some economic pressure upon small towns and Southern

industry, but the existence of the Recovery Administration was too

short to have much eff'ect upon such matters as the location of

industry or technological change. There was a considerable increase

in industrial employment during the lifetime of the NRA, but how
much of the increase was due to that program and hov/ much to

other factors, such as devaluation of the dollar, public-works

expenditures, and the agricultural program, cannot be determined.
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3. Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. This Act, known also as the

Wage and Hour law, is designed to accomplish for persons employed

in interstate commerce or in the production of goods for interstate

commerce three of the objectives of the National Industrial Re-

covery Act: a ceiling for working hours, a floor for wages, and the

abolition of child labor. Like the President's Re-employment

Agreement, its aim is a minimum wage of 40 cents an hour and

a 40-hour week. The Wage and Hour law provides that the standard

work week for covered firms shall be 40 hours after October 24,

1 940, with the payment of one-and-one-half times the regular rate

for overtime. From October 24, 1939 to October 24, 1945 the

minimum wage in covered employment is 30 cents an hour, and
thereafter 40 cents an hour unless the Administrator permits a lower

minimum for a particular industry. Children under 16 years of

age cannot work in manufacturing or mining, and minors of 16

or 17 may not work in occupations declared to be particularly

hazardous or detrimental to their health or well-being.

It is difficult to determine the exact coverage of the Wage and

Hour law because the courts have not yet delimited the processes

and employments "necessary to the production" of goods for inter-

state commerce. The Administrator of the Wage and Hour Divi-

sion estimated that 550,000 were affected by the increase from a

25- to a 30-cent minimum in October 1939 and that 1 1,000,000 em-

ployees will eventually be covered by the Act, for it applies to men as

well as to women and children. Agriculture is specifically excluded,

so far as the wages and the hours sections of the Act are concerned.

It is the stated purpose of the Act to eliminate as rapidly as

practicable "labor conditions detrimental to the maintenance of the

minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency, and

general well-being of workers" in the covered industries, "without

substantially curtailing employment or earning power." This pur-

pose is to be accomplished primarily through statutory minima (30

cents an hour before, and 40 cents an hour after, October 24, 1945)

and through wage orders issued by the Administrator following

recommendations from special industrial committees or wage

boards having equal employer and employee representatives along

with representatives of the public. These wage orders are designed

to raise the minimum for particular industries above 30 cents, and

to 40 cents, an hour as soon as that can be done "without substan-
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tially curtailing employment." The intention is to reach, "as

rapidly as is economically feasible, the objective of a universal

minimum wage of 40 cents an hour" in all of the covered industries.

But the Administrator may at any time, upon recommendation of

an industry committee, issue an order fixing a minimum wage for a

specific industry between 30 and 40 cents an hour, if such action "is

necessary in order to prevent substantial curtailment of employment
in the industry."

In determining and recommending the highest minimum rate

(not in excess of 40 cents an hour) which will not substantially

curtail employment in each industrial classification, the following

among other relevant factors are to be considered:

1. Competitive conditions as affected by transportation, living,

and production costs.

2. The wages established for work of like, or comparable, charac-

ter by genuine collective bargaining.

3. The wages paid for work of like, or comparable, character by

employers who voluntarily maintain minimum-wage standards.

No minimum-wage rate is to be fixed solely on a regional basis, and

no differentials are to be made on the basis of age or sex. Learners,

apprentices, messengers, and handicapped workers may be certified

for wages below the minima for regular workers.

Although the provision forbidding the fixing of minimum-wage
differentials solely on a regional basis seems to bear heavily upon

some Southern industries, regional differentials are still possible be-

cause freight rates average higher in the South than in the North

and the costs for the same level of living are generally a little lower

in the South. ^

A consideration of the factors mentioned shows how complex and

involved are the problems that face the industrial committees, a

number of which have already made recommendations. Mountains

of statistical material will not enable a committee to determine

whether a particular minimum rate will "substantially curtail em-

ployment in the industry." It is impossible to tell from statistics to

what extent workers are being exploited or how much productivity

will, immediately and eventually, be increased as a result of the

effects of a wage rise upon employee efficiency, production methods,

1 CJ. the study made by the Works Progress Administration, Intercity Differences in

Costs of Living in March, 7935, 59 Cities, 1937.
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and the supply of labor. The effect of a wage rise in one industry

upon employment depends, in part, upon the trend of wages and

prices in other industries and upon changes in the money supply

and general business conditions. In practice, the minimum rate

recommended by the committees, which the Administrator may
accept or reject but not modify or alter, seems to be determined

largely by bargaining within the committee, and such minimum
rates will probably be altered by the committees as experience

seems to indicate. In some cases, the courts may have to decide

whether a certain minimum wage has "substantially" curtailed

employment in the industry. ^

The problem of the relationship between wage rates and em-
ployment was discussed in the previous chapter. There it was

pointed out that the issue cannot be confined to the particular in-

dustry directly concerned, as it is in the Fair Labor Standards

Act. The essential question is. Does the particular minimum rate

tend to decrease total employment, not in the particular industry,

but in all industry? An increase in wage rates in a declining in-

dustry, for example, might help to curtail employment in that line

of business, but should such an industry enjoy special consideration

and a lower minimum than other industries? A special decrease

in the minimum rate might retard the introduction of labor-saving

machinery into an industry producing a product with an inelastic

demand and, thus, help to prevent a substantial reduction in

employment opportunities in that industry, at least for a short

time. If the minimum wage is not decreased in that industry, is

it substantially curtailing employment in the industry?

That minimum-wage rates should be determined by general con-

siderations is indicated by the experience in October 1938, when
the Act became effective. The Administrator estimated that be-

tween 30,000 and 50,000 persons (less than one half of one per cent

of the workers affected by the law) lost their jobs then for reasons

probably traceable to the Act. Practically all of these lay-offs were

in a few industries in the South, such as pecan shelling, tobacco

stemming, lumbering, and logging. In his interim report to Con-

gress, submitted in January 1939, the Administrator stated:

1 For a summary discussion of experience in administering the Act, cj. "Two Years

of the Fair Labor Standards Act," Monthly Labor Review^ vol, 51 (September 1940),

pp. 551-63.
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It is very difficult to determine how many lay-offs reported at that time

followed rapid building up of inventories, how many were seasonal shut-

downs or reductions, and how many were actually a consequence of the

newly-established minimum wage. Many shutdowns were for only a few

days or weeks. . . . Estimated total employment of employees covered by
the Act showed slightly more than a seasonal increase from September to

November. 1

In minimum-wage regulation, the chief need is for uniformity

throughout industry and flexibility over a period of time. The
absolute minima contained in the Fair Labor Standards Act are

based upon the assumption that the price level will not change.

Past experience does not justify that assumption, and experience

abroad indicates the desirability of relating the level of the minimum
wage to the level of the cost of living.

1 Mimeographed press release reported in part in the New York Times, Jan. 16, 1939,

p. 1.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

HOURS OF WORK

The length of the work day and the work week are of importance

to workers and to society. Long hours of toil may affect the work-

er's health and reduce the length of his working life. Such hours

may also stunt his growth as a citizen by failing to permit him
sufficient time for social, cultural, and political activities. Besides

these social aspects, the hours question has a number of economic

implications. The wage the worker receives depends, in part, upon

the available supply of qualified labor services. That supply, in

turn, depends upon the number of hours each worker offers for sale

in a given period of time. The supply of labor hours in the market

also has some bearing on the problem of unemployment. Further-

more, the employer as a buyer of labor is not interested in purchas-

ing mere hours; he is concerned with the worker's output, although

no specific output per hour is mentioned when workers are hired on

a time basis. The length of the working day will affect the worker's

output per hour or per week.

For an understanding of the relationship between hours and

output, hours and wage rates, and hours and unemployment, it is

necessary to examine both the theoretical and the historical aspects

of the hours problem. Therefore, this chapter contains a survey of

past experience with changes in working hours and an analysis of

the economics of shorter hours, together with a discussion of

governmental regulation of hours in this country.

Before examining past experience, however, certain terms should

be defined. There is a difference between "actual hours worked"

and the "nominal," "basic," or "full-time" day or week. In slack

times the actual hours worked per day or week may fall far short of

the nominal or full-time day or week. During boom periods, on the

other hand, actual hours may exceed the nominal day or week, in

which case punitive rates are generally charged for the excess or

343
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"overtime" hours. It has been claimed that workers demand re-

ductions in the "basic" day in order to obtain the higher overtime

rates for some of their actual working hours.

PAST EXPERIENCE

This section explains the trend in working hours during the past

century and gives a cross-sectional picture of the present situation.

Consequently, it is concerned primarily with facts and figures.

The trend of working hours. As indicated in Chapters 3 and

4, working hours in English and American factories averaged about

13 a day and 75 a week around 1830. The work day was not fixed

but varied with the seasons. Machines were operated from sunrise

to sunset in order to run them as continuously as possible, and long

hours were generally favored as a means of eliminating idleness and

"improvident practices." When the movement for a 10-hour day

began to rise in this country around 1825, employers labeled it "an

evil of foreign growth." The reader will recall that one of the

important planks of the Working Men's Party, which flourished

around 1830, was the 10-hour day.

The trend in the average hours of labor in American industry

since 1840 is indicated in Table 17. The figures for the nineteenth

century probably underestimate the average for all industry, since

they are drawn largely from establishments where reduced hours

made an earlier appearance than they did in the mass of American

workshops. The statistics in Table 17 represent the actual hours

worked during those years. The nominal or full-time hours per

week since 1890 are indicated in Table 18.

1840-1920 ^

TABLE 1"K AVERAGE HOURS

(

1840 11.4

1850 11.5

1860 11.0

1870 10.5

1880 10.3

1890 10.0

1900 9.8

1910 9.4

1920 8.5

The figures in these two tables indicate a continuing downward

trend in both actual and nominal working hours. In the past

century, for example, the full-time week of printers and blast-

1 Data from T. S. Adams and Helen Sumner, Labor Problems, 1905, p. 518; and

P. H. Douglas, Real Wages in the United States, 1890 to 7926, 1930, p. 116.
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TABLE 18. AVERAGE FULL-TIME HOURS PER WEEK IN MAJOR BRANCHES OF
INDUSTRY, 1890-1937 ^

Manufacturing Building Bituminous coal

1890 59.9 55.2 60.0

1899 59.6 52.6 52.7

1909 56.8 46.0 51.6

1914 55.1 44.9 51.8

1919 50.8 AAA 48.4

1929 50.6 43.1 48.5

1932 47.9 40.6 48.6

1937 40.8 38.9 35.0

furnace operators has apparently been reduced by 50 per cent.^

Table 18 shows that the scheduled week in bituminous-coal mining

has declined over 40 per cent in the past half century. It is also

apparent from this table that marked reductions in full-time hours

in manufacturing occurred during the first World War and during

the depression of the 1930's. The figures for bituminous-coal min-

ing show similar reductions during the same periods, along with a

sharp reduction in the 1890's after the United Mine Workers

union was formed.

Between 1890 and 1933, nominal hours in the building trades

were considerably lower than those for industry as a whole. Such

lower hours have undoubtedly been due to the strength of the labor

unions in building, which also accounts for the fact that hours re-

ductions in the building trades follow a separate pattern, with only

minor reductions during the first World War and the depression

of the 1930's. The influence of labor organization can also be seen

in the hours figures for bituminous coal after 1919. As the United

Mine Workers declined in strength and membership from 1920 to

1932, there was a one-per-cent increase in the average nominal

hours of bituminous miners. As the union recovered rapidly in the

New Deal period following 1932, the full-time week was reduced

as much as 28 per cent in two years (1932 to 1934).

During the prosperous 1920's, the nominal hours of labor gen-

erally increased. A substantial number of employees who had their

hours reduced during the first World War surrendered part of their

1 Taken from Leo Wolman, Hours of Work in American Industry, National Bureau of

Economic Research, Bulletin 71, November 27, 1938, Table 1, p. 2. Although cor-

rectly indicating the trend, these figures are not, in some cases, exactly comparable for

all years. For such limitations to the data, cf. Wolman's footnotes.

^Ibid., p. 1.

9^
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gains in the following decade. From 1921 to 1929, for example,

the proportion of workers in manufacturing with full-time hours

of 48 or less a week fell from 51.5 to 45.9 per cent.^ As indicated

in Chapter 9, there was a tendency in the 1920's for the distribu-

tion of income to become more unequal, and corporation disburse-

ments to stockholders and bondholders expanded much more
rapidly than did corporation payments to labor. Advocates of the

shorter work week have seized upon such facts as proof of their

theory that shorter hours are necessary in order to create a scarcity

of labor, to raise wage rates, to reduce the proportion of the national

income going to profits and property, to increase total consump-

tion, and to put an end to booms and depressions.^

Hours differentials. As with wage rates, there are various

differences or differentials in the length of normal working hours.

1. Diferentials between union and nonunion hours. The influence

exerted by labor organization upon the hours of labor has already

been mentioned in the previous comments upon* the trend of hours

during the past three or four decades. An exact measure of the

differential between union and nonunion hours is difficult to obtain

because such conditions do not generally exist side by side, in the

same area and in the same industry. In Table 19 the average full-

time hours per week in union establishments in six industries are

compared with the average for seven industries classified as "non-

union." ^ The two manufacturing industries that, according to

the Biennial Census of Manufactures, had the lowest average for

TABLE 19. AVERAGE FULL-TIME HOURS PER WEEK IN "uNION" AND
"nonunion" manufacturing INDUSTRIES, 1890-1925

Union industries Nonunion industries

1890 54.4 63.1

1900 53.0 62.7

1910 50.1 60.5

1920 45.7 54.2

1925 45.9 53.0

1 Ibid., p. 4.

2(7/"., for example, Hugo L. Black, "The Shorter Work Week and Work Day,"

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 184 (March 1936),

pp. 62-67.
3 Data from Paul H. Douglas, op. cit., pp. 112, 114= The "union" industries include

only the unionized sections of the metal trades, granite and stone work, book and job

printing, newspaper printing, planing mills, and bakeries. The "nonunion'' industries

include cotton and woolen textiles, hosiery and knit goods, sawmills, iron and steel,

boots and shoes, and slaughtering and meat packing. In calculating the average for

nonunion industries, the weights on p. 94 of Douglas were used.
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full-time weekly hours during the 1920's were men's clothing and

women's clothing, both highly organized industries.^

Probably the most comparable statistics on this issue are those

that were obtained from a survey of the building trades in 105

cities throughout the country made by the United States Bureau

of Labor Statistics in the Fall of 1936. The results of that survey,

covering 126,000 union and 60,000 nonunion workers, are sum-

marized in Table 20. Less than four per cent of the union workers

had a normal work week exceeding 40 hours in 1936, whereas the

full-time weekly hours of half the nonunion workers were above

40. These figures may be somewhat influenced by the fact that

unions are strongest in large cities where hours tend to be shorter.

TABLE 20. FULL-TIME WEEKLY HOURS OF UNION AND NONUNION WORKERS
IN THE BUILDING TRADES, 1936 ^

Week of Percentage of

union workers

Percentage of

nonunion workers

40 hours or less

41 to 48 hours

Over 48 hours

96.3

3.6

0.1

50.7

41.4

7.9

The tendency for labor organization to shorten the work week

is indicated by such statistics, showing that full-time hours have

generally been more reduced in union than in nonunion industries

and, within the same industry, in union than in nonunion establish-

ments.

2. Regional differentials. In part, regional diff'erences in hours are

a reflection of the diflferences between union and nonunion hours,

because unions are stronger in certain areas than in others. For

instance, the building industry is more highly organized in the

cities of the East, the Middle West, and the Pacific Coast than it is

in the South. The 1929 census of the construction industry showed

that 55 per cent or more of the wage-earners in the Northeast and

the Pacific Coast states had full-time hours of 44 or less a week.^

On the other hand, half of the building workers in the Southern

states east of the Mississippi River had full-time weeks of 55 hours

^ Wolman, op. cit., pp. 8, 11.

2 Cf. "Hours of Labor in the Building Trades, 1936," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 45

(October 1937), p. 798.

3 Cf Wolman, op. cit., p. 16.
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or more. In manufacturing, much the same situation prevailed in

1929. The average full-time week for factory employees in the

Northeast and on the Pacific Coast was 49 and 50 hours compared
with 54 hours for the South. For 56 per cent of the Southern factory

workers, the full-time working week was over 54 hours, whereas

only about 20 per cent of the factory workers in the North and the

Far West had a normal working week in excess of 54 hours. ^ As
in the case of regional wage differentials, longer normal hours in

the South are partly due to the fact that a large portion of Southern

manufacturing consists of low-wage, long-hour industries, like cot-

ton textiles and lumber.

Complete statistics on full-time hours in various regions unfor-

tunately are not available for the period since 1932. But the situa-

tion in that year, as far as concerns regional differentials in hours,

was about the same as it had been in 1929. The highest average

full-time hours per week for such industries as cotton textiles, woolen

and worsted goods, hosiery, furniture, sawmills, and machine shops

were in the Southern states, especially Georgia, while the North-

eastern states and particularly the Pacific states had the lowest

average hours in those industries.^

3. International differentials. The shorter working week was at-

tained earlier in Australasia and in the industrial countries of

Europe than in the United States. The eight-hour day was enjoyed

by a large percentage of the industrial workers in Australia in the

1890's and by a majority of the industrial workers in Russia by

1918, in England and Germany by 1920, and in France by the

early 1930's. Until 1933, government intervention had played a

much greater role in the reduction of the hours of men abroad than

in this country.

Table 18 indicates the sharp drop in full-time hours in this

country following 1932. No other country, with the possible ex-

ception of France, experienced such a rapid reduction in normal

working hours during the 1930's. In 1938 the normal hours of

work in industry in New Zealand, France, and the United States

were approximately 40 a week. In New Zealand and France they

were fixed at 40 by law. In Canada, Australia, and Argentina,

the average seems to have been about 44 hours a week. In Great

Britain, Sweden, Belgium, and Brazil, 48 hours was the rule, al-

i/^z^., p. 14. ^ Cf. ibid., p. 15.
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though the hours in the building trades in Britain generally ranged

from 44 to 47.1

Hours and efl&ciency. Despite the marked decline in working

hours during the past century in this country, the physical produc-

tivity per worker per day has continued to increase. Reduction in

the work day has not been accompanied by a reduction in real

income. For example, between 1914 and 1925 the normal hours

of work in manufacturing were reduced about 10 per cent, yet

the productivity per employee in manufacturing increased 33 per

cent during that 11 -year period.^

The precise effect of shorter hours upon output and total costs

is, however, difficult to determine. The available evidence con-

sists primarily of data on total output or costs before and after the

hours change. It does not, therefore, make full allowance for cur-

rent changes in other conditions of production besides the length

of the work period, such as changes in the technique or methods of

production, in the personnel, in the quality of the product, in

materials and other costs, in the psychology of the workers, etc.

Furthermore, it takes time for shorter hours to affect a worker's

efficiency and output. Professor H. M. Vernon found, for instance,

that it required more than a year for a reduction from 12 to 8 hours

a day in open-hearth steel furnaces to work out its full effects in

increased output.^ Consequently, the test period must be sufficiently

long if the total effects of the hours change are to be measured.

In spite of such limitations, the evidence does indicate that the

total output of workers will decrease in most industries if the work

day is increased beyond 8 or 10 hours. As indicated in Chapter 3,

studies by factory inspectors after passage of the English Factory

Act of 1844 proved that "the output of eleven hours' work might

be greater than that of twelve" and that long hours resulted in

spoiled work and breakdowns. Experiments with the effects of

hours reductions upon output were made by the British Industrial

Fatigue Research Board during the first World War in the British

munitions factories. With no change in the character or speed of

machinery or in the nature and quality of the product, it was found

that the total weekly output of women performing certain operations

^ For statistics, cf. issues of the International Labour Review and the Tear-Book of Labour

Statistics, issued by the International Labour Office.

^Douglas', op. cit., p. 510; and Wolman, op. cit., p. 2.

2 Cf. H. M. Vernon, Industrial Fatigue and Efficiency, 1921, pp. 36-37.
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increased 13 per cent when their actual hours of work fell from 60

to 48 a week, and the output of men in similar work increased 19

per cent with a reduction in actual hours from 58 to 50 a week.^

A study of three British steel mills during that war showed that the

hourly output of men rolling red-hot tin-plate bars increased 11

per cent with a change from the eight- to the six-hour shift and de-

clined over 1 1 per cent when these mills returned to the eight-hour

shift. ^ That overtime may result in inefficiency and reduced output

is indicated by the experience of the Zeiss Optical Works in Ger-

many. One Fall the workers were eager to work overtime in order

to earn more money for Christmas. It was found that the addition

to their total output as a result of overtime work began to decline

in a week, and that by the fourth week they were producing prac-

tically the same output as before the increase in hours. ^

A few instances may be cited from the experience in this country.

When the work day was reduced from 10 to 8 hours in the bitumi-

nous-coal industry in 1897, the average output per worker per day

increased, even in states where the proportion of coal mined by

machine decreased."* A study of a number of paper mills by the

United States Tariff Board showed that the labor costs per ton of

output decreased almost 15 per cent with the change from a 12- to

an 8-hour work day in 1909. The Chief Statistician of the Board

stated that the increased output per hour "was due largely to the

increase of personal efficiency of the workers under the shorter

day," which resulted in fewer breakdowns and work stoppages.^

In a survey made by the National Industrial Conference Board in

1929, approximately 68 per cent of the 94 companies that reduced

hours in changing to the five-day week reported no reduction in

output. Indeed, 18 of these companies reported an increase in out-

put with the change from five-and-a-half or six days to five days a

week.^

1 Ibid., pp. 38-42. 2 ji^id^^ pp, 54_55.

' Ernst Abbe, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, vol. 3, 1906, p. 223.

^Cf. Report of the United States Industrial Commission, Final Report, vol. 19,

1902, pp. 767-72.
s
CJ. United States Tariff Board, Report on Pulp and News Print Paper Industry, 1911;

and Fourth Report of the New York State Factory Investigating Commission, vol. 5 (February 15,

1915), pp. 657-59.
6 Cf. National Industrial Conference Board, The Five-Day Week in Manufacturing

Industries, 1929, p. 41.

For further evidence indicating "superior output in shorter hours," the reader is

referred to The Case for the Shorter Work Day by Felix Frankfurter and Josephine Gold-
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Professor P. Sargant Florence concludes from a study of a large

amount of European and American statistical data that a reduction

of hours will increase hourly output, and in most cases, daily out-

put, until the eight-hour day is reached. He qualifies this conclusion

by stating that reduction of hours to eight increases the daily output

in occupations where speed depends mainly upon the human fac-

tor, as in coal mining, or in factories where the speed of operations

depends fairly equally upon the human and mechanical factors.

Probably where machinery predominates in setting the pace, as in

steel mills, or where the completion of the operation depends on

chemical processes, a reduction of hours may result in a reduction

in total daily output per worker. Reductions of hours below eight

a day will not increase hourly output sufficiently to prevent a de-

cline in the daily total unless the speed of operations depends

mostly upon the human factor and the work is of a heavy type.

Reduced hours decrease the absence from work because of sick-

ness, the number of accidents per hour, and the percentage of de-

fective output. Increases of normal working hours have the reverse

effects.
^

Such conclusions, however, do not fully answer the question,

What is the effect of hours reductions upon the total costs per unit

of output? From a social point of view the increased sickness, in-

juries, and mortality resulting from longer hours would also have

to be taken into account in determining whether shorter hours were

economical. Even the costs of private firms are increased by such

items as breakdowns, defective output, sickness, and increased ac-

cidents, which raise the employer's premium under workmen's com-

pensation insurance. Consequently, hours reductions may reduce

total costs per unit of output even though the worker's daily output

does not increase.

There is another factor to be considered. Reduced hours may
produce more unemployment for machinery, or in some circum-

stances reductions of hours may increase the employment of capi-

tal equipment. A change from an eight-hour shift to two six-hour

mark, containing 200 pages of examples from the experience of this and other countries.

These two volumes of the Brief for Defendant in Error in the Case of Bunting vs. Oregon^

Supreme Court of the United States, October Term, 1915, have been reprinted by
the National Consumers' League. Cf. vol. 2, pp. 636-46.

1 Cf. P. S. Florence, Economics of Fatigue and Unrest, 1924, pp. 229, 348; and also

H. M. Vernon, op. cit., pp. 62-76.
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shifts increases the use of capital equipment from eight to twelve

hours a day, whereas a change to one six-hour shift would reduce

by two hours the daily use of such equipment. The effect of in-

creased or decreased daily use of equipment upon total costs per

unit of output depends, in part, upon the important factor in the

depreciation of the equipment. If the significant factor in its de-

cline in value is obsolescence (time), then reduced use of the equip-

ment during any period of time would tend to increase the cost of

capital per unit of output. On the other hand, if its depreciation

were due solely to wear and tear from use, capital costs per unit of

output might not be increased much by a shorter operating period

each day. Of course the factor of interest on the investment in

capital equipment would have to be taken into account in such

calculations.

THE ECONOMICS OF SHORTER HOURS

As indicated in Chapter 3, well-known English economists a

century ago tried to prove that the whole profit of a textile factory,

operating 12 hours a day, was derived from the last hour of work

and that an additional hour of labor each day would double the

firm's net profit. The Manchester school of economists, including

John Bright and Richard Cobden, opposed governmental restric-

tions upon hours under the Factory Acts in the 1840's as certain to

bring ruin upon English manufacture. Almost the opposite con-

clusions can, however, be drawn from various statistical data. Pro-

fessor Florence found, for example, that output per hour in Ameri-

can munition plants during the first World War decreased about

six per cent on the day that two-and-two-thirds hours of overtime

were added to the normal day of 10 hours and that the hourly out-

put declined about four per cent on the normal work day following

a day of overtime. Taking the two days together, hours would

have been increased 13.33 per cent and output but 7.25 per cent.

At time-and-a-half for overtime, the 7.25-per-cent increase in out-

put would have cost 20 per cent more in wages. Professor Florence

concludes that "since overtime is usually paid at a higher rate of

wage, the cost is out of proportion to the gain in total output." ^

Social vs. private interest. From the social point of view, the

desirable length of the work day is that which will maximize the

1 Cf. Florence, op. ciL, pp. 230-32, 349.
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output of workers throughout their working lives and not the work

day or week which will give the largest total output for a short

period of time.^ Individual employers, of course, need not be

guided by the long-run effects of working hours upon their present

working force, since they can generally replace abused or worn-

out workers by others.

Throughout this book the differences between total social cost

and total private cost have been emphasized. Employers may not

pay, or at least may not pay fully, for the effects of long hours of

hard or monotonous work upon workers' health and mental de-

velopment, and upon the length of their working lives. The hours

issue is, therefore, broader than simply the question of the effect

of reduced hours upon the total costs of employers or upon total

output in the short run. The hours problem is involved in the con-

flict between private and social interests which arises in a capitalistic

economy where people live by selling goods and services to others

and production is motivated by private profit. Labor sellers in any

occupation may strive for shorter hours as a means of raising the

price of their labor and of preventing capital owners from "hogging"

the gains from progress, as appeared to be the case during the 1920's.

In a Robinson Crusoe type of economy, workers consume the

product of their own labor; workers' income and output are identi-

cal. Similarly, the real income of society as a whole is its total

output. But, for individuals and groups in an exchange economy,

income may not vary directly with output. In such an economy
men work, not for their own output, but for the value of their

output. That is to say, they work for money with which to acquire

little bits of other people's output.

As indicated in Chapter 5 on the Labor Market, the sellers of

any type of labor service are generally so numerous that an individ-

ual seller normally accounts for but a minute fraction of the total

supply of that type of labor. In this respect, labor markets may
differ from product markets, which are sometimes dominated by

one or more large corporations. With a large number of sellers of

^ Even the maximum product may not be the appropriate test. David Ricardo,

the classical English economist, wrote: "Happiness is the object to be desired, and we
cannot be quite sure that, provided he is equally well fed, a man may not be happier

in the enjoyment of the luxury of idleness than in the enjoyment of the luxuries of a

neat cottage and good clothes." Letters of David Ricardo to Thomas R. Malthus, 7870-7823,

edited by James Bonar, 1887, pp. 138-39.
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labor, variations in one worker's hours may have only a negligible

effect upon the wage for that kind of work, so that his income does

tend to fluctuate directly with the hours he works. But that may
not be true for the group of labor sellers as a whole. One should

be careful not to commit the fallacy of composition by arguing

from the individual to the group.

A large producer or group of workers may gain by restricting

the supply if the demand for the product or type of service is in-

elastic. The discussion of wage policy and the business cycle in

Chapter 1 1 indicated why the demand for the services of particular

groups of workers, like plumbers, plasterers, and railroad employees,

may be very inelastic. Under such circumstances, the income of

the group may be increased considerably by group action to reduce

the total man-hour supply of labor in that line of work. This is

the economic basis for the famous trade-union couplet: "Whether

you work by the piece or the day, decreasing the hours increases

the pay." The income of the group is increased because employ-

ment in that occupation does not decline as rapidly as the average

wage rate rises. The reverse is also true. Should the total man-hour

supply be increased by lengthening the hours of work, it would

mean a much lower wage rate and a lower total income for the

group, if the demand for its services were inelastic.

To sum up, generally there is a direct relationship between the

income of the individual seller of labor services and his hours of

work. Frequently there is an inverse relationship between the in-

come of a whole group of workers in a special occupation and their

total hours of work or their total output.^ A group which works

longer and adds more to the country's total output (real income)

may receive less of the nation's total product, and a group which

reduces its total hours and output, hence diminishing the nation's

total of goods and services, may receive an enhanced share of that

total. If the income of the group is increased by a common restric-

tive policy, each worker in the group would lose if all were to

abandon the restriction, yet each would gain if he alone could suc-

ceed in evading the common restriction. It is such conflicts of in-

terest between the individual, the group, and society as a whole

that make agreement on social policy so difficult to achieve.

^ For a further discussion of this point, cj. Lionel Robbing, "The Economic Effects

of Variations of Hours of Labour," Economic Journal, vol. 39 (March 1929), pp. 25-40.
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International aspects of shorter hours. The analysis just ap-

plied to industrial groups within a country also applies to the ex-

change of products between countries. Restrictions may raise the

world price of a country's exports enough to outweigh any reduc-

tion in quantity sold. That has been the basis for various valoriza-

tion schemes, such as the British or Stevenson Plan for controlling

the output of crude rubber during the 1920's. In such a case, the

nation's income and the total world income in terms of goods and

services might move in opposite directions.^ Most countries differ,

however, from industrial groups within a country, in that they ex-

port a large number of commodities, many of which are also pro-

duced in other countries, so that the exports of any one country

are not likely to enjoy an inelastic demand. Nevertheless, it must

be recognized that a country may improve its terms of trade (the

ratio between the prices of its exports and of its imports), and thus

obtain more imports from a given quantity of exports, by prac-

ticing restrictive policies.

There is no basis in international trade theory for a belief that a

country will be injured in international trade if its citizens decide

that they prefer shorter working hours to an increase in real income.

Even should the nation's total output be decreased by shorter

hours, that would not cause its imports or its exports to cease.

Presumably, with a general reduction of, say, 50 per cent in pro-

duction, a country would have about the same ratio of exports to

total production as before.

International trade is based upon ratios of productive efficiency

in various lines within the country compared with similar ratios

for the rest of the world. It is, therefore, comparative, not absolute,

ability to produce various commodities that is significant. Iceland

exports mutton and imports peaches, not because Iceland can pro-

duce mutton better than other countries but because, compared

with the rest of the world, Iceland is the least inefficient in mutton

and because Iceland can consequently obtain more peaches by

selling mutton abroad and buying peaches with the proceeds than

she could obtain by growing peaches in Iceland.

The argument that a country's export trade would be handi-

capped or destroyed if shorter hours result in higher costs overlooks

not only the fundamental basis for international trade (ratios of

1 Cf. ibid., p. 37.
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comparative advantage) but also the mechanism of international

adjustment which was explained in Chapter 11. A relative in-

crease in costs and prices within a gold-standard country soon leads

to gold outflows, which tend to cause the money supply, and hence

the level of prices in the country, to decline and which tend to

bring about the opposite results in the countries receiving the gold.

When countries are on paper-money standards, the adjustment

takes place through changes in exchange rates. Higher domestic

costs and prices can be completely off^set by a corresponding de-

cline in the exchange value of the country's currency. It is on such

grounds that the Irish economist J. E. Cairnes wrote in 1874: "A
rise or fall of wages in a country, so far forth as it is general, has

no tendency to affect the course of foreign trade." ^ A higher level

of wage costs does no more to hamper foreign trade than does a

higher level of profits, rent, interest, or taxes.

-

Possible situations in particular firms or industries. This

title corresponds to one in the previous chapter. The reasoning

there applies with full force here because the basic argument against

shorter hours, as against increased wage rates under governmental

regulation, is that labor and total costs per unit of output are thereby

enhanced. Considerations of social cost will be disregarded here,

and the discussion will be confined to employers' costs.

As was indicated in the subsection on hours and eflftciency, re-

ductions in the length of the working day generally increase the

hourly output of workers and may, depending on the circum-

stances, cause no decline in total daily output. If workers' output

increases in proportion to the decrease in hours, total costs per unit

of output are not increased by shorter hours accompanied by the

same daily wage. The workers' daily output and daily wage re-

main the same.

With the same daily wage and daily output per worker, shorter

hours would presumably have no effect upon the firm's payroll,

profits, or selling prices. If the output per hour failed to increase

in proportion to the decline in hours, it is still possible that labor

costs per unit of output would not increase, for the decline in daily

output per worker might be balanced by a reduction in breakage,

^
J. E. Cairnes, Some Leading Principles of Political Economy, p. 400.

2 The issue with regard to taxes was discussed in the subsection on taxes and unem-
ployment in Chapter 11. A more extended discussion of the international aspects of

higher labor standards is to be found in Chapter 19 infra.
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defective output, sickness, and accidents due to the shorter hours.

In such a case, presumably the former total output of the firm would

be maintained, requiring a slightly larger number of employees

and hours of employment.

If output expanded more than in proportion to the decrease in

hours, a greater quantity would be produced each day by the same

labor force and total costs per unit of output would be decreased.

For a firm in a competitive industry (horizontal demand curve),

this would mean larger profits and therefore more hours of em-

ployment provided hourly wage rates were not increased. For the

industry as a whole or for a firm with a monopoly (sloping demand
curve), employment would increase only if the percentage increase

in output exceeded the percentage decrease in hours by enough to

offset the decline in marginal receipts with the larger output. In

other words, the reduction in variable costs per unit of output

would have to be sufficient to cause marginal costs to be less than

marginal receipts before an employer would expand employment

following a decrease in normal hours.

The case where workers accept lower daily wages for a shorter

normal work day is unusual, for generally labor demands the same

daily pay with a reduction in full-time hours. Indeed, there are

cases where unions have asked for and obtained both a shorter day

and an increase in the daily wage. Of course, the earnings of work-

ers may decline when the actual hours worked fall short of the full-

time hours. If the workers do accept a smaller daily wage with

shorter hours, the results depend upon whether total costs per unit

of output are increased or decreased. The effect upon employ-

ment, where shorter hours are accompanied by a decrease in unit

costs, has just been explained. The case where unit costs are in-

creased will now be discussed.

If the shorter work week leads to higher costs per unit of output,

the analysis tends to follow that given in the corresponding subsec-

tion of the previous chapter. In case the firm has been "exploiting"

labor, an increase in wage rates up to full "marginal productivity,"

or the rate that would prevail in a perfect labor market, would

increase the employees' income without causing the employer to

reduce the number of hours of work he hires. Of course, shorter

hours, in so far as they reduce the supply of qualified labor and

make it scarce, tend to raise the "marginal productivity" of that
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type of labor so that the same wage rate after decreased hours might

involve "exploitation," whereas it did not involve "exploitation"

before normal hours were shortened. Furthermore, demand and

supply in the labor market may meet at various wage rates or over

a range of rates, in which event shorter hours in one firm or industry

may result in higher wages and fewer persons employed in the firm

or industry, but the volume of unemployment might not increase,

because, with a negatively sloping supply curve for labor, the hours

of labor offered for sale might decline with higher wages.

As indicated in the previous chapter, it is possible for labor costs

to rise at the expense of profits, so that the price of the product is

not increased and employment is not decreased. The return to

capital-owners may be squeezed with little or no effect on prices

and employment because there may be no minimum rate of profits

or interest and no equalization of the rate of profit between various

firms or industries. Indeed, failure to earn any profits may have

no effect upon employment in the short run. Firms continue to

operate as long as total receipts exceed total variable costs, so that

some balance remains to pay on overhead costs. In the case of

firms with a monopoly or with trade-marked products (monopolis-

tic competition), the immediate effect of an increase in labor costs

is to reduce the return to capital-owning groups, because the price

presumably has been set at the point that yields the maximum
profit (or minimum loss). It is possible, however, that a change in

labor costs may so change circumstances that the point of largest

profit is at a slightly higher price and smaller output.

There is little likelihood that a shorter work day or week would

lead to the substitution of machinery for labor, the displacement of

men by machines in the firm or industry. With a single shift,

shorter normal hours tend to increase capital costs per unit of out-

put, because equipment is less fully used during a year when it is

operated fewer hours each day. Under such circumstances, it

would require more machines to produce the same volume of out-

put in a year. Perhaps this explains why labor unions are especially

interested in gaining increased wages through reduced hours. They

tend thereby to reduce the possibility of displacement of men by

machines in the industry, because capital costs per unit of output

are increased along with labor costs. If a shorter work day causes

a change from a single to a double shift in the industry, so that the
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equipment is operated more hours a day, the capital costs per unit

of output may decrease and offset the increased labor costs, when
daily wages per worker remain the same while daily output per

worker is reduced. In that event, total costs per unit of output

would remain the same as before and so, presumably, would the

price of the product. As a consequence of the change to a double

shift, however, less capital equipment and more employees would

be required for a certain volume of output. The demand for capi-

tal goods would decrease and the demand for labor would increase.

With no decrease in the weekly wage per worker it is possible,

therefore, for the shortened work week to increase payrolls and

employment in a firm or industry if the workers formerly were

"exploited," if their output increases more than in proportion to

the decrease in the normal working week, or if there is a change

from a single to a multiple shift so that capital equipment is oper-

ated more hours each week. Under such circumstances it is likely

that a larger share of the product of industry will be obtained by

labor.

General considerations. The usual economic analysis of the

shorter work week explains that it will increase unit costs of pro-

duction because the higher hourly wages increase labor costs and

because the greater idleness of capital equipment increases capital

costs. Higher total costs per unit of output, it is claimed, will lead

to higher prices, which will reduce the demand for the product and

lead to less employment. The only recognized exception is the

rare case where the demand for the product is absolutely inelastic,

but then the rise in price causes a larger proportion of the com-

munity's income to be spent for that product so that less can be

spent for other products, diminishing employment in other lines of

industry.

Some of the weak links in this chain of reasoning were indicated

in the foregoing discussion. The shorter working week may not

lead to higher unit costs, and higher costs per unit of output, under

certain circumstances, may not lead to higher prices. A price rise

confined to one firm or one industry would, of course, tend to re-

duce the volume of sales and employment in that firm or industry.

If, however, the work day was reduced by national legislation that

increased costs and prices in all industries, there is no assurance

that the higher prices would reduce the total volume of sales and
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total employment. As a matter of fact, a rising price level tends to

stimulate the rate of spending, and the total volume of sales in the

country might even increase, especially if the money supply in-

creased in proportion to the price rise.^

The arguments of "orthodox" economists against shorter hours

are generally based on partial analysis and static assumptions, rather

than on sequence analysis and dynamic conditions. By attempting

to apply partial analysis in reasoning on the effects of a general

hours reduction upon the economy as a whole, they commit the

fallacy of composition, the mistake of reasoning from the particu-

lar to the general. The classical analysis, by concerning itself only

with costs and individual prices, fails to allow for changes in ag-

gregate demand, or expenditures, with changes in costs and incomes.

Generally, the orthodox economists, in reasoning on the effects of

shorter hours throughout industry, have assumed that aggregate

demand (total money expenditures) remains constant.^ Actually

it might increase.

As has been pointed out, a more equitable distribution of in-

come tends to speed up the rate of spending and, thus, to increase

money incomes. If reduced hours should increase the share of the

national income going to the laboring masses and decrease the

share acquired by capital-owning groups, total expenditures, in-

come, and employment might expand. Especially would such a

result be likely to occur at a time when profits are not being spent

or invested.^

Furthermore, the rate of spending might be increased if the

shorter work week led to a shift in the demand of workers as a

result of more leisure and longer week ends. With more free time,

workers might buy more automobiles, small homes in the country,

^ It is difficult to understand how a well-known labor economist arrives at the conclu-

sion that the demand for the products of labor is, "on the whole, highly elastic" ("is

greater than unity"), so that with higher prices the aggregate demand "will be greatly

reduced." Apparently he is committing the fallacy of composition mentioned in the

next paragraph. The demand for all goods and services cannot be greater than unity

for ar^ increase in the price level, unless either the money supply or the rate of spending

decrease. With a constant money supply and velocity of circulation, the demand
would be unity.

2 Cf., for example, Professor T. N. Carver's analysis of the univei-sal adoption of a

shorter work week, "The Theory of the Shortened Working Week," American Economic

Review, vol. 26 (September 1936), pp. 456-58.
3 Cf. Emil Lederer, "Economic Effects of Thirty-Hour Week and Stimulation of

Industry," Proceedings oj the National Conjerence of Social Work, 1936, p. 377,
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sports equipment, etc. Economists have argued that a shift in de-

mand only benefits one industry at the expense of others, so that

total expenditures and incomes are not increased. Yet they have

also argued that the development ofnew products and new branches

of industry during former depressions aided in achieving a quick

recovery. Certainly such a shift in workers' demand might involve

the construction of new factories, new houses, and new equipment,

exactly as the development of a new product does. How significant

such shifting of demand might be is difficult to foretell.-^ This

shifting-demand argument for shorter hours should not be confused

with the naive notion that, if workers had more leisure but no

larger incomes, they would spend more money because they have

not had sufficient free time in the past to spend all their income.

Shorter hours as a recovery measure. The object of a recovery

program is to increase total expenditures and incomes. The possi-

bility that shorter hours may increase workers' incomes and speed

up the rate of spending has already been discussed. That possibility

rests, however, primarily upon mass psychology, which is somewhat

unpredictable. In any program for a general introduction of

shorter full-time hours, the attitude and expectations of employers,

the expectations of workers, the timing of the program, and its ex-

ecution, all play an important role. There are undoubtedly better

methods for attempting to stimulate economic recovery than a

uniform, all-around reduction in the normal work week. Under
certain circumstances it is even possible that a forced shortening

of work periods might retard recovery. As indicated by the data

on hours and efficiency, a general reduction in the work day below

seven or eight hours is likely to lead to a smaller total output per

worker.

Shorter hours were advocated and widely practiced by employers

as a relief measure in the early 1930's before the New Deal. This
"share-the-work" movement, facetiously called the " share-the-

misery" plan, did not involve a reduction in the full-time work

week but merely a temporary decrease in actual working hours for

each worker with the same hourly wage rates. Thus, labor costs

per unit of output were not aff^ected appreciably. All that occurred

was that more people were given some employment by spreading

or smearing unemployment around more evenly.

* For a further discussion of this interesting idea, cj. ibid., pp. 378-81.
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GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION OF HOURS

The need for collective action with regard to the hours of labor

was indicated in Chapter 2. There it was pointed out that market

forces frequently have failed to lead to the most efficient work
period and that employers are not, as a rule, interested in the

long-run effects of hours upon workers' health, upon their mental

and social development, or upon the welfare of the oncoming
generation.

Constitutional issues. The constitutional basis for laws regu-

lating the hours of work differs in the case of children, women, and
men. Minors are wards of the state, which as guardian protects

and educates them. They have no freedom of contract as do adults.

Consequently, there is no question of the constitutionality of legal

limitations upon the hours of children. Such legislation cannot con-

flict with clauses of the United States Constitution bearing on the

freedom of workers to contract for their services.

Legal regulation of the hours of women and men comes under

the police power of the state to pass laws protecting the health,

safety, and morals of the workers themselves and the safety of the

general public, which might be endangered, for example, if rail-

road engineers or bus drivers worked such long hours that they

tended to go to sleep on the job. The courts have, however, been

much more solicitous of the health, safety, and morals of women
than of men, arguing that women's health and morals have a

closer connection with the well-being of the future generation. It

takes more than the United States Constitution to convince judges,

in the words of Justice Holmes, "that there are no differences be-

tween men and women, or that legislation cannot take those differ-

ences into account." In the famous case of Muller v. Oregon (1908),^

in which an Oregon 10-hour law for women was upheld, the Su-

preme Court of the United States declared:

As healthy mothers are essential to vigorous offspring, the physical well-

being of women becomes an object of public interest and care in order

to preserve the strength and vigor of the race. . . . The limitations which

this statute imposes upon her contractual powers, upon her right to agree

with her employer as to the time when she shall labor, are not imposed

solely for her benefit, but also for the benefit of all.

1 208 U. S. 412.
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Under the Constitution, the Federal government enjoys certain

specific or delegated powers. Federal labor legislation must be

based on one of those powers. So far only the power to regulate

interstate commerce and the taxing power have been used as the

basis for Federal labor legislation, although it is possible that the

conditions of labor might be restricted by treaties made with other

countries under the treaty power. Federal laws limiting hours

have applied either to firms in interstate commerce, to Federal

employees, or to the employees of firms contracting with the Fed-

eral government. The courts have held that governmental units

can stipulate the conditions that shall apply to work done for them
under contract.

Although the chief obstacle to the constitutionality of labor legis-

lation is the "freedom of contract," that phrase does not appear

in the Constitution. The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments do

forbid the Federal and state governments to deprive any person

"of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." Perhaps

workers are being deprived of liberty if they are not permitted to

contract for employment no matter what the conditions. It may
be that they are also deprived of property by laws which forbid

them to sell their services more than a certain number of hours

each day. But it is difficult to see how employers are thereby de-

prived of any liberty or property, since they do not own their em-

ployees. Yet it is generally not the workers, but the employers,

who are anxious to preserve labor's freedom of contract. As the

Supreme Court of Mississippi stated in 1912, "it is rare for the

seller of labor to appeal to the courts for the preservation of his

inalienable rights of labor; this inestimable privilege is generally

the object of the buyer's disinterested solicitude."

State restrictions. The reader will recall that the English-

Factory Acts, restricting the hours of women to 10 a day by 1847,

did not eliminate profits, depress wages, and destroy the export

trade, as the employers had predicted. So successful was their

operation that states in this country soon followed the English

example, first by passing laws limiting the working hours of chil-

dren to 10 a day and, somewhat later, by also legislating a 10-hour

day for women. State laws limiting the working hours of adult

women were not effective, however, before 1879 when an amend-
ment to the Massachusetts Ten Hours Law of 1874 made it really
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enforceable. In Massachusetts the experience of England was re-

peated. The manufacturers predicted industrial ruin and lower

wages for the workers. However, an elaborate statistical study in

1880, covering the New England states and New York, showed

"that Massachusetts with ten hours produces as much per man or

per loom or per spindle, equal grades being considered, as other

States with eleven and more hours; and also that wages [in Massa-

chusetts] rule as high if not higher than in the States where the

mills run longer time." ^ The result of this demonstration of the

economic advantages of legal restriction upon the hours of labor was

that Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont, which

had opposed such legislation, soon enacted 10-hour laws for women.

In 1940 as many as 43 states had laws limiting the daily or weekly

hours of women in certain branches of industry. Over half of the

states with hours laws for women permit overtime under certain

conditions, but in many states punitive rates must be paid for such

overtime hours. In arguing before the Supreme Court in 1917

against the Oregon 10-hour law for women in factories, the op-

position claimed that it was a wages law rather than an hours law,

because it permitted three hours of overtime a day at increased

rates of pay. State hours laws for adult women exempt agricultural

work and, in most states, domestic service.

All but two states restrict the hours of work for children. Three

fourths of the states have laws limiting to eight hours the working

day of children under 16 years of age. Most of them forbid over-

time in excess of 48 hours a week. Agricultural work is likewise

exempt from most of these child-labor laws.

The hours of men in private employment are regulated by various

state statutes. Practically all of the states place some restrictions

upon the hours of workers in rail or automobile transportation, and

one third of them limit the hours of men in underground mining

or in smelting, generally to eight a day. Such occupations are con-

sidered especially hazardous to the worker owing to the lack of sun-

light and fresh air or the presence of intense heat and obnoxious

gasses. One third of the states also have laws restricting the hours

that adult males may work in occupations outside transportation,

mining, and other hazardous work. A number of such state laws

have, in the past, been declared unconstitutional.

* Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, Tweljth Annual Report, 1881, p. 457.
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Public servants in two thirds of the states enjoy the eight-hour

day by law. In most of these states, the eight-hour maximum also

applies to workers employed on public works done under contract

and to employees of the various political subdivisions or municipal-

ities of the state.

Federal restrictions. Regulation of the hours of Federal em-

ployees began in 1840, when the 10-hour day was put into effect

in the government navy yards. By 1912 the eight-hour day was

generally effective for persons working directly or indirectly for

the Federal government. An act passed in that year required that

an eight-hour clause be inserted in all Federal contracts involving

the employment of laborers or mechanics. During the first World
War the President was given the power to suspend this law "in

case of national emergency," with pay at the rate of time-and-one-

half for all work in excess of eight hours. The Walsh-Healey Public

Contracts Act of 1936 provides for the eight-hour day and the 40-

hour week in the manufacture or furnishing of all goods purchased

under Federal contracts exceeding $10,000. The Secretary of

Labor may permit work on such government contracts in excess of

40 hours in any one week, but the rate of pay for such overtime

hours must be at least one-and-a-half times the basic hourly rate.

In order to avoid a nationwide railroad strike in 1916, Congress

passed the Adamson Act, providing a basic eight-hour day for

employees on interstate railroads. Overtime rates of time-and-a-

half were introduced in 1919. The opponents of the Act claimed

that it was not really a measure designed to reduce hours but a

subterfuge to increase the wages of railroad employees. Recently

railroad workers have agitated for a basic 30-hour week by law.

Under the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, the Federal

government began to extend its regulation of working hours to

private employment outside the field of transportation and govern-

ment contracts. The reader will recall that the NRA codes were

to provide an "hours ceiling" and a "wage floor." Codes of fair

competition covering half of the affected employees provided for a

basic 40-hour work week. Almost another third of the code-cov-

ered employees were under codes designating 48 hours as the

basic week.^ The President's Re-employment Agreement stipu-

^ The material on hours in NRA codes is based on Chapter 14 in L. S. Lyon et al.y

The National Recovery Administration^ 1935.
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lated a maximum work week of 40 hours for white-collar workers

and 35 hours for factory and mechanical workers.

The basic-week provisions of almost every code were qualified

by exemptions and clauses allowing some elasticity. Most of the

codes provided for higher overtime rates for hours in excess of the

basic week or beyond eight hours a day, often however with some

exemptions or qualifications. The popular overtime rates in the

codes were time-and-a-third and time-and-a-half. With actual

hours of labor in factories averaging between 35 and 37 a week in

1933, 1934, and 1935, it is not likely that many hours of labor were

paid for at punitive rates under the codes of fair competition.

The Fair Labor Standards Act follows the precedents established

by the National Recovery Act. Like most of the codes, the Fair

Labor Standards Act provides for a 40-hour week after October 23,

1940, for covered employees engaged in interstate commerce or in

the production of goods for such commerce. The 40-hour maximum
is much shorter than the legal maxima for women or men in most

state laws and also is lower than the maximum prescribed by

Congress for government employees, railroad workers, and seamen.

The Fair Labor Standards Act permits hours in excess of the

40-hour maximum if paid for at a rate not less than one-and-one-

half times the regular rate. This is the most usual overtime rate

in trade or union agreements.^ Further elasticity is provided for

in the case of seasonal industries and guaranteed-employment plans

resulting from genuine collective bargaining. In an industry de-

clared "seasonal" (the Administrator has ruled that such industries

must cease operations completely during offseasons), the maximum
work day can be 12 hours and the maximum work week 56 hours

for 14 weeks in a year, with time-and-a-half for hours beyond these

maxima.

There has been a possibility that employers might make the

hours and overtime provisions ineffective by maintaining the same

weekly hours and paying the same weekly wage but reducing the

regular hourly rate to compensate for the penalty rate for overtime

hours. The Act tries to guard against this and similar contingencies

by stating that none of its provisions "shall justify any employer in

* In the building trades, however, union agreements covering 64 per cent of the

total union membership in the 105 cities surveyed on June 1, 1938, specified double

time for overtime, compared with 35 per cent covered by agreements requiring time-

and-a-half. CJ. Monthly Labor Review, vol. 47 (November 1938), p. 1103.
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reducing a wage paid by him which is in excess of the apphcable

minimum wage under this Act." However, the same result could

be accomplished by simply not raising regular hourly rates when
the general wage level rises, but permitting the overtime hours to

increase weekly wages.

The analysis of overtime rates in Chapter 8 indicated that workers

were generally receiving less than their full "marginal productivity"

(were being "exploited"), when employers pay punitive overtime

rates for normal (not emergency) work. Perhaps this conclusion

may be modified slightly by the fact that the savings from operating

equipment longer each day may help to compensate for the addi-

tional cost of the overtime rates. But the experience with overtime

work discussed in this chapter would seem to indicate not only that

overtime hours are inefficient but also that they reduce the effec-

tiveness of workers during normal hours. Perhaps such forces are

stronger when actual hours are in excess of 48 a week than they

would be in the case of a 44- or a 42-hour week. The effect of a

few hours of overtime in excess of 40 a week would, of course, de-

pend upon the industry, as was explained in the discussion of hours

and efficiency. One thing seems certain. Where the practice of

paying overtime rates for normal work is widespread, employers

are hiring workers on the basis of average, and not marginal, costs.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

UNEMPLOYMENT AND RELIEF

Unemployment has been and still is the nation's number
one economic problem. It is the problem of idle man power,

of unused productive capacity, of economic waste, and of human
distress.

The previous chapter dealt with the hours of work and labor's

demand for shorter working periods. In times of widespread un-

employment, however, the actual working hours of many persons

are far below normal, and some workers have no working hours

at all. Unemployment and underemployment indicate how much
actual working hours fall short of full-time hours. A worker may
be totally unemployed during a period or he may be partially un-

employed, having only part-time employment.

The factors and forces that determine the total volume of em-

ployment and unemployment were analyzed in Chapter 11. That

chapter discussed the causes; this chapter deals with the effects

and with the attempts to relieve persons suffering from those effects.

Attention will be concentrated primarily upon the economic and

financial phases of the problem, although it is difficult to separate

the economic from the sociological and personal aspects of un-

employment. The jobless are persons as well as numbers in statis-

tical tables. Involuntary idleness may have adverse effects upon

character and personality, upon family life, upon crime and de-

linquency, etc. Such social consequences are no less real because

they, like the human suffering and distress, cannot be measured

and run through an adding machine. And in so far as unemploy-

ment causes physical and moral deterioration by injuring the

health, morale, or work habits of its victims, the nation suffers a

real economic loss. Under such circumstances, public expend-

itures to help conserve our human resources may be a good

investment.

368
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EXTENT AND INCIDENCE OF UNEMPLOYMENT

The basic material of this section will consist of facts and figures,

but the statistics will require some explanation in order to bring

out their meaning and their significance. Though facts are said to

speak for themselves, they generally require an interpreter to be

understood. Especially is this true in the case of unemployment.

There is a plethora of data regarding unemployment in this and

other countries, but much of it is of questionable value or validity.

Unemployment estimates and trends. During the 1930's5

estimating the number of unemployed persons in the country be-

came a favorite pastime for many persons with a statistical bent.

There have been literally hundreds of such estimates, some of them

differing from others by four or five millions. Differences of def-

inition are partly responsible for such wide variations. Generally,

the employable workers are first separated from those who are un-

able to work because of sickness, injury, or some mental quirk.

With this division established, the statistician's problems begin.

Should elderly workers who are idle be included as unemployed?

Should workers on strike or locked out be counted in? What about

persons seeking work but unwilling to take a job except at a certain

wage? How about workers who are employed only one or two

days a week or who, after losing their jobs, start a petty business

like shoe shining or peddling but earn very little money? Should

workers with jobs on relief projects be included among the em-

ployed or among the unemployed?

Changes in the labor supply are one of the most important

sources of discrepancy in unemployment estimates. Married women
may begin to seek jobs because their husbands' earnings have been

reduced. During a depression, many young persons who have

never had a job reach working age and seek employment. Should

these married women and new recruits be considered a part of the

total volume of unemployment?

The date of the estimates also makes a diff'erence. Because of

the normal seasonal variation in employment, there are in pros-

perous years at least 2,000,000 more workers employed throughout

the country in September or October than in January. Conse-

quently, an estimate of the peak ofemployment in anyone year would

differ considerably from a figure for the average throughout the year.
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Because of such latitude in definition, it is necessary to confine

attention primarily to one series of estimates covering a number of

years in order to evaluate the year-to-year changes in the volume
of unemployment. Indeed, such changes are of much more sig-

nificance than are estimates of the absolute volume of employment
or unemployment on any particular date. Unemployment of very

short duration does not create the problems that attend wide-

spread unemployment for long periods of time.

The trend of unemployment in England since 1850 and in this

country since 1900 was indicated in Table 16 in Chapter 10. It is

evident from the figures in that table that persistent large-scale

unemployment has been characteristic of British industry since

1920 and of American industry since 1929. The general trend of

unemployment from 1929 to 1938 in 15 important industrial coun-

tries combined is revealed by the indexes in Table 21. Judging

TABLE 2 1 . INDEX NUMBERS OF UNEMPLOYMENT L\ VARIOUS COUNTRIES

(1929 = 100)1

Tear IVorlJ United Canada Great Australia

{15 countries) States Britain

1929 100 100 100 100 100
1930 164 177 195 155 174

1931 235 233 295 205 247
1932 291 290 386 213 261

1933 277 296 391 191 226
1934 225 255 319 161 185

1935 196 226 270 149 149

1936 151 162 233 126 110
1937 111 128 189 105 84

from the data in this table, unemployment in the United States

corresponded fairly closely with that for the world as a whole,

represented by the combined index for 15 countries. After 1932,

however, it was somewhat more severe here than abroad. The
wage-earners in Canada apparently suffered more from unem-
ployment during the 1930's than they did in this country. Other

data tend to substantiate this conclusion.

^

* Taken from the 1938 Tear-Book of Labour Statistics, International Labour Office,

pp. 29, 59. These indexes are based primarily upon the proportion of trade-union

members unemployed as a percentage of all trade-union members, except for Great

Britain, in which case unemployment-insurance statistics have been used. The indexes,

therefore, are based on percentages and are not a measure of fluctuations in the abso-

lute number of unemployed workers. As a rule, they do not take account of partially

unemployed workers.
2 CJ., for example, S. A. Saunders, "Nature and Extent of Unemployment in Canada,"
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TABLE 22. ESTIMATED AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES, 1929-1940 ^

Tear Employment Unemployment Percentage of

{millions oj persons) {millions oj persons) laborforce

unemployed

1929 47.9 0.4 0.9

1930 45.2 3.8 7.8

1931 41.6 8.1 16.3

1932 37.7 12.5 24.9

1933 38.1 12.7 25.1

1934 41.0 10.4 20.2

1935 42.4 9.5 18.4

1936 44.8 7.6 14.5

1937 46.6 6.4 12.0

1938 43.6 10.1 18.8

1939 45.3 9.1 16.7

1940 (6 mo.) 45.9 9.0 16.3

Estimates of the average volume of employment and unem-
ployment in the United States since 1929 are given in Table 22.

They have been compiled by the National Industrial Conference

Board. Estimates of unemployment made by other agencies, such

as the American Federation of Labor and the Alexander Hamilton

Institute, are higher, ranging from 500,000 to 3,000,000 more un-

employed during the various years. Such divergence arises partly

from the fact that the Conference Board estimates include workers

on work-relief projects among the employed, whereas the other

estimates include them among the unemployed. All of these esti-

mates omit the partially unemployed; yet the surveys of unem-

ployment in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Buffalo, and Philadelphia

in 1933 or 1934, as well as the Federal census of unemployment
in November 1937, show that the partly unemployed have num-
bered almost half as many as the totally unemployed. Consequently,

the loss from unemployment is much greater than is indicated by

the third column in Table 22, showing the totally unemployed as

a percentage of all workers. It has been estimated that as much
as 41 to 47 per cent of all the available hours of labor were lost

because of unemployment during the years from 1932 to 1935

inclusive.^

in Canada's Unemployment Problem, edited by L. Richter, 1939, pp. 3, 8, 9, and compare
that data with the figures for the United States in Table 16 supra.

^ Taken from National Industrial Conference Board, Conference Board Economic Record,

vol. 2 (March 20, 1940), pp. 78 and 84, and subsequent press releases.

2 David Weintraub and H. L. Posner, Unemployment and Increasing Productivity, Works
Progress Administration, 1937, p. 14.
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Table 15 in Chapter 10 indicates how the total volume of un-

employment was distributed among the major branches of Ameri-

can industry on four different dates. Between 1929 and 1940, the

number of employed persons was smallest in March 1933 and

largest in September 1937. It is evident from this table that the

percentage of unemployment has been greatest in building con-

struction, followed by such industries as lumber, coal and metal

mining, street and highway construction, and the railroads. Per-

sonal-service industries and agriculture, on the other hand, seem

to have suffered relatively little from unemployment. Reasons for

such industrial differences in the incidence of unemployment, es-

pecially the concentration of depressional unemployment in the

capital-goods industries, were discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.

Length of unemployment. Before 1930 the periods between

jobs were fairly short for most workers. Labor turnover rates in

industry were fairly high, and, consequently, there was a consider-

able flow into and out of the unemployed group. Such movement
and change tended to prevent the formation and growth of a

"hard core" or pool of unemployed persons, able and willing to

work but gradually becoming unemployable through the debili-

tating effects of chronic unemployment. Continuous unemploy-

ment for three or four years may unfit many workers for regular

work.

After 1930 there was a marked increase not only in the total

volume of unemployment but also in the length of the period dur-

ing which individuals suffered from unemployment. Persons once

unemployed have experienced increasing difficulty in securing

another job. The tendency for unemployment to become prolonged

is indicated in Table 23, showing the percentage of all unemployed

persons in Buffalo, New York, who had been unemployed for a

year or more in November of each year. The second and third

columns of the table contain W. S. Woytinsky's estimates of the

probable hard-core unemployment in Buffalo on the same dates.

In November 1932, two fifths of all unemployed men in Buffalo

had been unemployed for two years or over, and half of the Buffalo

unemployed were in the two-years-or-over category in November

1933.

Later studies of the duration of unemployment also disclose this

tendency for some unemployment to become chronic An unem-
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TABLE 23. PROLONGED AND HARD-CORE UNEMPLOYMENT IN BUFFALO,

1929-19331

Tear Percentage of unemployed Percentage hard-core unemployed

who were jobless a year were of

or more total unemployed all workers

1929 9 8 0.5

1930 21 15 2.5

1931 43 35 8.5

1932 60 50 16.0

1933 68 65 18.5

I

ployment survey of Bridgeport, Connecticut, in the Spring of 1934

revealed that over half of the unemployed had been out of work at

least two years and one sixth of them had been jobless for four

years or more.^ A census of unemployment in the state of Mas-
sachusetts in January 1934 showed similar results. At that time

one fourth of the employable population of Massachusetts was

totally unemployed or employed on relief projects. Almost one

half of the unemployed men in Massachusetts had been out of work

at least two years, and one seventh of them had been jobless for

four years or more.'^ A census of unemployment in Michigan a year

later (January 1935) showed that one fourth of Michigan's working

population was unemployed and that over one fifth of the unem-

ployed had been jobless for at least four years.

^

Sample studies of about 4,000 persons (one eighth of the workers)

in Lincoln, Nebraska, in November 1933, 1937, and 1939 also in-

dicate the duration of unemployment in that city. The percentage

of all workers who were totally unemployed in Lincoln decreased

from 25 per cent in 1933 to 14 per cent in 1937 and 1939. The
percentage of the unemployed who had been out of a regular job

for three years or more increased from 26 per cent in 1933 to 36 per

cent in 1937 and 43 per cent in 1939. In other words, almost one

out of every two unemployed workers in November 1939 had not

1 CJ. Monthly Labor Review, vol. 38 (March 1934), p. 526; and a preliminary report

by W. S. Woytinsky, Recent Trends in Labor Turnover, Their Causes, and Their Effects on

the Labor Market, Social Science Research Council, February 1, 1939, p. 9 (mimeo-
graphed).

2 "Unemployment Survey of Bridgeport, Conn., 1934," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 40

(March 1935), p. 630.

^ Cf. Report on the Census of Unemployment in Massachusetts as of January 2, 7934, Massa-
chusetts Department of Labor and Industries, Division of Statistics, Public Document
No. 15, 1935, p. 41.

* Cf. Michigan Census of Population and Unemployment, January 14, 1935, State of Mich-
igan, Emergency Welfare Relief Commission, No. 5, "Duration of Unemployment of

Workers Seeking Reemployment," March 1937, p. 1.
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received regular employment for at least three years. Half of those

who were unemployed in 1939 were considered unable or unwilling

to work. Only about one out of every nine of those who maintained

that they were able and willing to work had been out of a regular

job for three years or more. Of the 4,000-odd persons included in

the November 1939 sample, 39 per cent had experienced one or

more periods of total unemployment between 1929 and 1939, and

14 per cent had been totally unemployed for at least three years

during the decade ending in 1939.^

The survey of unemployment covering the largest number of

years is that for Philadelphia, made during the Spring or Summer
of every year from 1931 through 1938, except 1934. The results

of this series of sample surveys are indicated in Table 24. The de-

cline in the percentages for 1938 is largely due to the fact that the

survey of that year occurred when the 1938 recession reached its

depth. Persons thrown out of work in that recession had been

jobless for only a short period, which tended to reduce the per-

centages for the whole group.

TABLE 24. DURATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT SINCE LAST REGULAR NONRELIEF

JOB, MALE UNEMPLOYED IN PHILADELPHIA, 1931-19382

Tear Percentage of unemployed who were jobless

2years or more 4years or more

1931 5.8 1.5

1932 10.8 1.5

1933 25.6 2.9

1935 50.9 20.8

1936 46.5 23.8

1937 61.7 29.4

1938 34.3 19.2

These unemployment statistics indicate that unemployment has

been concentrated upon certain workers. In the 1930's, the na-

tion's labor supply was being divided into three more or less dis-

tinct groups: one continuously working, one intermittently em-

1 Statements in this paragraph are based upon Cleon O. Swayzee, Eight Tears of

Unemployment in Lincoln, Nebraska, 7932-7939, University of Nebraska Studies in Business,

No. 45 (October 1939), pp. 5, 10-11, 24.

2 Gladys L. Palmer, Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia,

Works Progress Administration, National Research Project, Philadelphia, December

1937, p. 57; Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia in 7936 and 7937, Part II: May
7937, Works Progress Administration, October 1938, p. 26; and Employment and Un-

employment in Philadelphia, July-August 7938, University of Pennsylvania, Industrial

Research Department, Special Report No. 7, Philadelphia, August 1939, p. 50.
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ployed, and one continuously idle. Even if the workers in all three

groups were of equal quality at the outset, before widespread un-

employment occurred, continuous unemployment would tend to

make the third group less and less employable. Consequently, the

longer they remain out of work, the more their chances of reem-

ployment diminish. People, like capital equipment, depreciate,

and the additional depreciation due to the effects of prolonged un-

employment represents a real social loss or cost.

Unemployment by age groups, sex, and race. Two groups

are severely affected by unemployment, the young and the old.

The incidence of unemployment is lowest among workers from 25

to 55 years of age. Table 25 indicates, by age groups, the percent-

age of available workers who were totally unemployed in Phila-

delphia in the Spring of 1931, 1933, and 1938; in Massachusetts

in January 1934; in Pennsylvania in the Spring of 1934; and

throughout the country in November 1937. It is evident from this

TABLE 25. PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYABLE WORKERS TOTALLY UNEMPLOYED,
BY AGE GROUPS, 1931-19381

Age group Philadelphia Massachusetts Pennsylvania United Philadelphia

1937 7933 7934 7934 States

1937

7938

All ages 27 47 25 28 20 31

15-19 39 70 51 60 41 70

20-24 32 52 30 36 24 42

25-34 25 43 20 22 16 27
35-44 22 39 20 19 16 25

45-54 23 41 20 22 17 25

55-64 26 44 23 27 20 29

65 and over 34 53 28 34 19 27

table that the new recruits, those between 1 5 and 1 9 years of age,

have been hardest hit by unemployment. From 1934 to 1939, the

unemployment percentage for this youthful group has been twice

as high as that for all age groups. On the other hand, the per-

centage figure for persons 65 or over shows a relative decline fol-

lowing the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935. Presumably

its old-age-assistance provisions caused many of the elderly unem-

1 Gladys L. Palmer, Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia,

pp. 51-54, and Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, July-August 7938, p. 36;

Report on the Census of Unemployment in Massachusetts as of January 2, 7934, p. 14; "Pennsyl-

vania Census of Unemployment, 1934," in Monthly Labor Review, vol. 41 (September

1935), p. 619; and Census of Partial Employment, Unemployment and Occupations: 1937,

vol. 4, Washington, 1938, p. 12.
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ployed to withdraw from the labor market, so they would not be

included as "employable workers."

There are many reasons why young persons in their teens, having

left school, did not find regular employment during the 1930's.

Many of them lacked job experience and had no special business

or vocational training. Failure to find work robbed some of them
of initiative, self-confidence, and ambition. Apparently, it paid

employers to hire experienced workers or to rehire former em-
ployees rather than to take on "green hands" at low wages. This

indicates that the low-wage labor of youths may not be cheap and

that inexperienced youngsters may not crowd the higher wage
adults out of jobs.

As a matter of fact, child labor has been declining in significance

during the last four decades. Between 1900 and 1930 the per-

centage of gainfully employed population represented by youngsters

from 10 to 15 years fell from 18.2 to 4.7 per cent. In 1930, as many
as 70 per cent of these young workers were in agriculture, so that

less than one half of one per cent of the workers in manufacturing

establishments were under 16 years of age in that year. Judging

by the number of work certificates issued to children 14 and 15

years of age, there was a further decline in the percentage of child

workers in industry during the early 1930's.

The charge is frequently made during periods of widespread

unemployment that women and children are taking jobs away from

the men. The statistics fail to support that claim so far as children

are concerned. What story do they tell with regard to the women?
From 1880 to 1910 the percentage of all gainfully employed per-

sons who were women rose from 15 to 21 per cent. By 1930, the

figure was 22 per cent, so that, before the depression, more than

one out of every five persons working for a wage or for a profit

was a woman. In the older industrial countries, the percentage of

women employed outside their own homes is higher than in the

United States.

With this background, it is interesting to observe what happened

to women workers in the depression years of the 1930's. Table 26

summarizes data on the percentage of totally unemployed male

and female workers during those years. Judging from this table

alone, one would conclude that the men suffered somewhat more

from unemployment before 1934 and that the women were harder
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TABLE 26. PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYABLE WORKERS TOTALLY UNEMPLOYED,
BY SEX, 1931-1938 1

Coverage and date Men Women

Philadelphia 1931 27 25
Philadelphia 1932 43 42

Philadelphia 1933 47 45

Massachusetts 1934 27 22

Pennsylvania 1934 27 31

Philadelphia 1935 33 34

Philadelphia 1936 30 35

United States 1937 18 25

Philadelphia 1938 31 36

I

hit in 1934 and later years. However, the influx of women (many
of them inexperienced) into the labor market because of reduced

family incomes during the depression partly accounts for the high

proportion of unemployed women in the later 1930's. In Phila-

delphia, for example, the number of women at work or seeking

work between 1931 and 1937 increased about 20 per cent more
than the number of men; yet the increase in the number of women
with full-time employment in the same period was only 6 per cent

more than that for men fully employed. On the basis of the Federal

unemployment census of 1937, it has been estimated that, of all

persons employed or available for employment in November 1937,

almost 27 per cent were women. One out of every four of these

women was either totally unemployed or working on a relief project,

whereas less than one out of every five male workers were so situated.^

These statistics indicate that women tended to crowd into the

labor market during the depression, but they also show that inex-

perienced, low-wage women workers failed to displace men on a

widespread scale in American industry during the depression years

in the 1930's.

As indicated by the discussion of wage differentials, Negro work-

ers are generally a low-wage group. In many localities, especially

in the South, they are paid less than white persons working at the

same job. Table 27 shows the percentage of white and colored em-

ployable male workers in Philadelphia who were totally unem-

ployed each year from 1930 through 1938. This table indicates

"^Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, pp. 51-55; Report on

Census of Unemployment in Massachusetts, p. 14; "Pennsylvania Census of Unemployment,
1934," op. cit., p. 618; Census oj Partial Employment, Unemployment and Occupations, vol. 4,

p. 12; and Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, July-August 1938, p. 14.

2 Census oJ Partial Employment, Unemployment and Occupations, vol. 4, p. 20.
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TABLE 27. PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYABLE MALE WORKERS IN PHILADELPHIA
TOTALLY UNEMPLOYED, BY COLOR, 1930-1938 ^

Tear Native-horn Foreign-born Negro
white white

1930 9.8 9.4 12.1

1931 24.3 26.3 36.8

1932 39.3 43.1 59.2

1933 44.4 45.5 61.1

1934 30.0 29.0 49.5

1935 30.5 27.9 54.3

1936 27.5 24.1 50.5

1937 21.5 17.5 43.3

1938 29.6 24.1 51.0

that, compared to the whites, Negroes in Philadelphia suffered

more and more as the depression of the 1930's continued. In 1936

and 1938 one out of every two male Negro workers was unem-
ployed, while only one out of every four white workers was experi-

encing complete unemployment.

According to the census of unemployment in November 1937,

less than 1 8 per cent of all male workers available for employment
were totally unemployed or on relief projects, compared with a

figure of over 28 per cent for the Negro and other races. ^ That

census showed that in every geographic division of the country,

except the East Central states (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,

and Mississippi), a larger percentage of Negroes and workers of

other nonwhite races were unemployed, and a smaller percentage

were fully employed, than was true of white male workers. In the

East South Central states, the proportion of male workers fully em-

ployed was about the same for both the white and black races.^

Such statistics indicate that even in most of the Southern states,

where the wage differential is the largest, Negroes did not displace

white workers during the 1930's, but instead, the low-wage Negro

workers suffered more from unemployment than did the whites.

In the Middle Atlantic and North Central states, where black and

^ The 1930 percentages have been calculated from unemployment statistics in the

Fifteenth Census of the United States: 7930, "Unemployment," vol. 1, p. 853. The 1934 per-

centages have been taken from the Pennsylvania Census of Unemployment, 1934. For these

and the other percentages, cf. Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Phila-

delphia, pp. 48-49; Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia in 7936 and 7937, Part 2,

p. 54; and Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, July-August 1938, p. 34. There
are a minor number (less than one per cent) of Mexicans and other races included in

the percentages for Negroes.
2 Census of Partial Employment, Unemployment and Occupations: 1937, vol. 4, p. 39.

^Ibid., pp. 90-91.
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white workers usually receive the same wage rates on the same job,

the percentages of male Negroes unemployed or on relief projects

were approximately twice as high as those for white workmen in

November 1937.i

Work experience of the unemployed. Those who became

unemployed during the depression years of the 1930's were, for

the most part, average workers who had fallen on evil days. At

the time of their disemployment, they differed little from a cross

section of those who were fortunate enough to retain jobs. For

example, male heads of relief families available for employment in

New Jersey in 1934 enjoyed a median annual income of $1,300

from 1925 to 1929.^ Their annual predepression incomes in each

occupational group were close to the general average for all work-

ers in the state. Judging from the few studies that have been made
of occupational changes of workers, these heads of relief households

also showed a fairly high degree of stability in type of employment

before they lost their jobs in the 1 930's. One half to four fifths of the

relief-family heads in each occupational group pursued the same

line of business or an occupation of the same skill during the five

years from 1925 to 1929 as they had during the five years before

1925, and these percentages also held true for the five years after

1929.^ Such statistics do not indicate that the unemployed were

unsatisfactory and shiftless workers before they lost their jobs.

Their work records seem to demonstrate that satisfactory perform-

ance is no guarantee against joblessness and that the unemployed

have, in the main, been victims of circumstances beyond their own
control.

It is true that there has been a disproportionately large number
of unskilled workers in the ranks of the unemployed and that, on

the whole, the unemployed have been less well educated than those

who did not lose their jobs. A Michigan census of population and

unemployment in January 1935, for example, revealed that only

16 per cent of the unemployed had completed 12 grades in school,

compared with a figure of 22 per cent for the employed workers.^

1 Ibid., pp. 90-94.

2 State of New Jersey, Emergency Relief Administration, Neighbors in Need, Report
No. 1, 1935, pp. 50-52.

^ Ibid., pp. 40-50; and R. A. Lester, Some Aspects of Unemployment Relief in New Jersey,

1936 (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Princeton University Library), pp. 23-24.
* Michigan Census of Population and Unemployment, Education of Gainful Workers,

First Series, No. 7, March 1937, p. 2.
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Nevertheless, schooling has not proved to be a guarantee against

unemployment and destitution. Almost every occupation and pro-

fession has been represented by those in the ranks of the unem-

ployed or on the relief rolls. A New Jersey survey of 10,000 relief

clients in 1934 showed that all sorts of workers had suffered long

periods of unemployment, from deep-sea divers and stool pigeons

for the police, to chemists with college degrees and former S50,000-

a-year executives. The November 1939 study in Lincoln, Nebraska,

revealed that more than one out of every six unemployed persons

able and willing to work had spent at least one year in college,

and about one out of eleven had graduated from college. ^

The burden of employment shortage was not, however, evenly

distributed during the 1930's. As already mentioned, workers in

building construction and in the capital-equipment industries have

been much more subject to the risk of unemployment and under-

employment than workers in the consumers' goods industries. It

might be said perhaps that some workers were simply unfortunate

in the selection of their lifetime work. Table 28 indicates industries

or occupations in which there was a heavy concentration of un-

TABLE 28. PERCENTAGE OF GAINFUL WORKERS UNEMPLOYED IN SELECTED

INDUSTRIES AND OCCUPATIONS, 1935 AND 1937 2

Industry or occupation Per cent of gai

Michigan, 7935

Unskilled building workers 58

Construction and maintenance
of streets 49

Skilled building workers 47
Unskilled workers in metal mining 41

Agricultural laborers 35

Unskilled workers in forestry 33

All industries 14

United States, 7937

Construction and maintenance of

streets, roads, and sewers 37

Building industry 30

Forestry 26

Independent hand trades 26

Woolen and worsted mills 21

Hotels and restaurants 20

All industries 14

1 C. O. Swayzee, op. cit., p. 17.

2 Michigan Census of Population and Unemployment, Social-Economic Occupational

Classification of Workers in Selected Industries, March 1937, p. 4, and Industrial Classification

of Unemployed and Gainfully Employed Workers, December 1936, p. 8; and Census of Partial

Employment^ Unemployment and Occupations: 7937^ vol. 1, 1938, p. 17.
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employment in Michigan in January 1935 and throughout the

country in November 1937. New recruits who had not acquired

an occupation are, of course, not included in the figures of this

table. The percentages for the United States in November 1937

are low, not only because new workers are excluded, but also be-

cause not all unemployed persons registered for the 1937 census.

The figures in Table 28 show that in Michigan almost three

fifths of the unskilled building workers were unemployed in Jan-

uary 1935, as were about one half of the workers who considered

their regular work to be constructing and repairing streets. The
high percentage of unemployment among regular street and high-

way workers, as indicated by the Michigan (1935) and United

States (1937) statistics, can be explained only by the fact that dur-

ing the 1930's much of their work was turned over to relief clients

to be done as work-relief projects. Such displacement of regular

by emergency-relief employees is discussed at a later point in this

chapter.

Unemployment and labor-market policy. During a period

of prolonged or hard-core unemployment, the most desirable labor-

market policy may be one that conserves the nation's labor forces

by preventing deterioration rather than one that provides the most

profit or least loss for capital.

The preceding discussion has indicated that certain groups of

workers in the community, whether because of age, color, or occu-

pation, were especially hard hit by the depression of the 1930's.

Statistics show that there has been little need to fear that low-wage

groups would displace family heads, for much of the burden of

unemployment has been concentrated upon the shoulders of certain

low-wage groups. This has been especially true of youths who were

between 1 5 and 24 years of age.

It has been estimated that in 1936 and 1938 there were from

4,000,000 to 5,000,000 youths between 15 and 24 years of age who
were out of school and out of work. ^ Surveys in various cities in-

dicated that, on the average, these youths had been out of school

between three and four years. One third of them had never had

jobs, and half of them had had no business or vocational training.

The intermittent jobs obtained by many of the rest had not been

^ Cf. Reports on Public Assistance to the Administrator, Works Progress Administration Jor

the City oj New York, March 14, 1939, pp. 185-86.
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of a type to afford them satisfactory training from the point of view

of their long-run interests.

The nation's labor supply is being increased at a rate of 500,000

a year as the young grow up. What these new additions to the

nation's working forces need is work experience and job training

for their physical and mental development and to bolster up their

morale. Some of them had temporary work in the camps of the

Civilian Conservation Corps or had, under the National Youth
Administration, jobs on work projects for youth or part-time em-

ployment under the student-aid program while continuing their

education. However, the CCC and student-aid programs covered

only about 300,000 each in the late 1930's, and on NYA projects

the average number employed was about 150,000. Despite the

student-aid program, the number of college students fell off nine per

cent during the period from 1931 to 1935. Strangely enough, at a

time when such a large proportion of the resources of industry were

idle, the educational equipment of the country was not fully utilized.

Aside from their limited coverage, the chief difficulty with all

these programs for the youth has been that, for the most part, they

have given the youth a kind of work training for which there is

little demand in private industry. Work in the woods under the

CCC, for example, is not directly related to the future work careers

of most of the enrollees. That, indeed, has been the difficulty with

practically all of the work projects devised for the unemployed.

Work of a type that would provide a real training for jobs in private

industry has generally been condemned and avoided on the grounds

that it would be competitive with private industry. The author-

ities have tried to confine the work-relief projects to "made work"

—

extraordinary work which normally would not be done. Conse-

quently, there was a shortage of skilled labor in certain lines during

the early months of 1937 and 1940. No organization had provided

the apprenticeship training for young persons who were unem-

ployed so that they might become skilled workmen. As the Special

Senate Committee to Investigate Unemployment and Relief stated

in April 1938, such vocational training "would be much more

effective and more economical" than to have the youth remain at

unskilled work on extraordinary work-relief projects.^

1 Unemployment and Relief, Preliminary Report, Senate Report No. 1625, 75th Congress,

third session, April 20, 1938, p. 14.
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Presumably the fundamental purpose of work relief is to provide

employment opportunities suited to the skills of the unemployed

workers on projects of public usefulness. Yet a Census of Usual Occu-

pations of workers on relief in the United States in March 1935 re-

vealed that at least one fifth of those workers had skills which, in

the words of the Assistant Administrator of the Works Progress

Administration (WPA), were "difficult, if not impossible, to utilize

on work projects." ^ As already mentioned, unemployment struck

workers in all walks of economic life. There was little possibility of

giving relief work at their normal occupations to such unemployed

workers, for example, as railroad employees, watchmakers, bar-

bers, bakers, cooks, waiters, miners, farm laborers, elevator and

telephone operators, cigar makers, salesmen, machinists and mold-

ers, operatives in textile and shoe factories, or machine tenders in

other industrial establishments. It was even difficult to avoid giving

white-collar workers jobs involving out-of-door, manual labor of

an unskilled sort.

As a practical labor-market policy it is highly desirable that

workers receive some employment periodically so that they are not

continuously idle. From a social point of view, hard-core unem-

ployment is an evil much more grave than the excessive instability

represented by high rates of labor turnover. The pernicious effects

of chronic unemployment upon the nation's labor resources are so

great that it might be profitable for society in the long run, if some

program for rotating workers in private employment or a program

of government work projects closer in character to private em-

ployment were pursued.

In the past it has been argued that the best interests of the nation

are served by permitting private employers to hire whatever work-

ers they choose, without regard to the effect of their employment

policies upon the nation's present and potential human resources.

Employment of workers considered the best for the money and the

job, it was claimed, would result in the largest national product

and, thus, in the greatest good for society as a whole. Such a doc-

trine does not apply, however, during periods of widespread un-

employment, when part of the nation's normal working force be-

1 Cf. Works Progress Administration, Workers on Relief in the United States in March 1935:

A Census of Usual Occupations, January 1937; and Gorrington Gill, "Who Are the Jobless?

What Gan They Do?" New York Times, November 24, 1935, IV, p. 3.
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comes a submerged group. Some workers thrown out of jobs and

into this submerged class may have been more efficient than em-
ployed workers in other lines of business less affected by depres-

sions; the new recruits might prove very able workers with proper

training. Furthermore, employed workers, in pursuing their self-

interest in an enlightened manner during hard times, may "soldier,"

so that they do not work themselves out of a job. It is useless to

explain to a worker for whose services the demand is inelastic that

the interests of society are best served by creating more abundance,

when he knows that by increasing his output he may cause his own
unemployment. There is evidence, although it is not conclusive

and some of it is contradictory, that the productivity per workman
decreased slightly during the years immediately following 1929.^

The doctrines of laissez-faire economics are based upon the as-

sumption that the nation's economic resources are fully employed

or are moving from one employment to another. Such doctrines

may not be valid in a society cursed by long-time unemployment

on a large scale, which is gradually turning unemployed workers

into "unemployablcs." This whole question of the economics of

idle resources is discussed more fully in the next section on relief.

ECONOMIC ISSUES IN UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF

This section deals with certain economic issues and principles

involved in relief programs. It is not, therefore, a tale of shanty

towns built in dumps, of homes broken because of destitution and

despondency, or of life on a relief budget. Such interesting subjects

as "relief racketeering," - the fecundity of relief families, and other

sociological phenomena fall outside the purview of our analysis.

Even the problems involved in administering huge relief organiza-

tions, which in the 1930's were the biggest spending and employing

units in the states and nation, can be touched upon only inciden-

1 CJ. Harry Magdoff, I. H. Siegel, and M. B. Davis, Production, Employment, and

Productivity in 59 Manufacturing Industries, 7979-36, Works Progress Administration,

National Research Project, Philadelphia, May 1939, Part I, pp. 65-68, and Part 2,

pp. 13, 49, 65, 127, 144, and 186; and United States Department of Labor Statistics,

Handbook of Labor Statistics, 7936 Edition, Bulletin No. 616, p. 719.

2 Such racketeering took various forms. A survey of one large New Jersey city in

the Fall of 1932, for example, revealed that three fourths of the stores, including one

run by the mayor, were cheating relief clients by such devices as giving them five per

cent less food than their relief orders actually paid for or permitting substitute items

forbidden by the relief administration only at extra cost to the relief client.
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tally in this discussion of the economic phases of unemployment

relief.

The problem of poor or dependency relief is, of course, much
wider in scope than that of unemployment relief. Dependency re-

lief consists of providing the essentials of life to persons unable to

support themselves for a variety of reasons, such as sickness, injury,

old age, mental disability, or lack of work. Only dependency relief

to families containing one or more able-bodied members, who are

eager but unable to secure work and whose full-time earnings should

support the family, can correctly be classified as unemployment

relief. Surveys have indicated that from one tenth to one eighth

of the families on public relief during the 1930's had no member
available for work at the time the survey was made because of sick-

ness, age, death, or family duties. The relief statistics are, of course,

affected by this long-time dependency group of families lacking a

breadwinner. However, this workerless relief element is fairly stable

so that changes in total figures represent primarily fluctuations in

unemployment relief. With this reservation in mind, the following

discussion is confined to the relief of able-bodied workers whose fam-

ilies have been in need because they have not been able to obtain

regular employment.

Relief costs and clients. In 1938 about $2,500,000,000 of

public funds were spent for emergency or unemployment relief and

well over $3,000,000,000 for all dependency relief. During that

year, probably one out of every five persons in the country received

some public relief. The Federal government was hiring over

4,000,000 workers under the WPA, CCG, and NYA programs

alone in the Fall of 1938 and Spring of 1939. Measured by its

clientele or its costs, relief giving was the nation's biggest business

from 1933 to 1940—a business that throve the more as other busi-

ness languished.

The trend of relief costs has been upward for a number of dec-

ades. Public expenditures for poor relief in 16 large cities rose

from 7 cents per inhabitant in 1911 to 32 cents per inhabitant in

1929—a rate of increase more than double that for all general

departments of government. ^ A special survey of all relief expendi-

tures (including mothers' and veterans' aid) revealed a total ex-

* Anne E. Geddes, Trends in Relief Expenditures, 1910-1935, Works Progress Adminis-

tration, Research Monograph 10, 1937, pp. 10-12.
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penditure of $16,600,000 in the first quarter of 1929 before the

depression began, with two thirds of the money coming from public

funds. ^ Various estimates of home and work relief indicate that such

relief expenditures per capita just about doubled each year from

1929 through 1934.2 j^ 1934 approximately $2,000,000,000 were

distributed for direct and work relief, with less than one per cent of

the funds coming from private welfare organizations. By 1936,

total expenditures for emergency relief had exceeded $3,000,000,000

a year and, as has been mentioned, the figure for 1938 was over

$2,500,000,000.^ According to estimates, the average number of

persons in all households receiving some form of emergency relief

each month in 1934 was around 20,000,000. Although the esti-

mated number of such rehef beneficiaries had declined below

12,000,000 in the middle of 1937, the figure rose to about 18,000,000

in the Fall of 1938 and the Spring of 1939.-^

Of course, not all the unemployed families were on relief. In

Philadelphia, for example, it has been estimated that not more

than 42 per cent of the city's unemployed population were on relief

rolls at any one time.^ In New Jersey no more than one third of

the jobless required relief early in 1932, and at no time was a

majority of the unemployed in New Jersey receiving relief.^ Sample

studies show that early in the depression, workers in most relief

families were jobless for a year or more before applying for public

assistance. During that interval, financial resources and credit

were exhausted. It has been estimated that one tenth of New
Jersey's relief families had an annual income of over $2,500 in 1929

and another tenth apparently had a 1929 income between $2,000

1 Ibid., p. 92.

2 Ibid., pp. 38, 41 ; Social Security Board, Social Security Bulletin, vol. 2 (January 1939),

pp. 34-35; and Dorothy F. Beck, "Problems in the Compilation of Data on Total Relief

and Work Program Expenditures," Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 33

(June 1938), pp. 353-62.

^Social Security Bulletin, vol. 2 (June 1939), pp. 44-45. Emergency relief includes

direct and work relief but not public works or public assistance under the Social

Security Act.

* Hearings be/ore a Special Committee to Investigate Unemployment and Relief, U. S. Senate,

75th Congress, third session, 1938, vol. 2, pp. 1434-36; and Hearings before the Sub-

committee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, on Work Relief and

Relieffor Fiscal Tear 7940, 76th Congress, first session, 1939, pp. 52-53.

^ Cf. Recent Trends in Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, p. 35.

^ Cf. New Jersey Emergency Relief Administration, An Interim Report, January 1 932,

p. 12; and Douglas H. MacNeil, Seven Tears of Unemployment Relief in New Jersey^

7930-7936, Social Science Research Council, 1938, p. 32.
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and $2,500.^ Such families could, perhaps, live for some time on

their savings and other assets. But two thirds of the relief families

in New Jersey in the middle 1930's had a predepression income of

$1,500 or less. The Brookings Institution estimates for 1929 show

that families receiving such low incomes, on the average, had no

savings, for they spent more than their total incomes, going into

debt for the difference. In many instances it is difficult to under-

stand how such families subsisted as long as they did before apply-

ing for public aid.

The fact that relief costs and case loads failed to show a close

inverse correlation with employment and payroll indexes during

the years prior to 1936 caused some questioning and comment.

With a lag between disemployment and application for relief and

with less than half of the unemployed on relief, a close relationship

between relief and employment could hardly be expected. One
upsetting factor was the frequent change in Federal relief programs

during those early years. From 1936 to 1940, when the Federal

government pursued a steady relief policy, there was a fairly close

relationship between changes in employment statistics and yearly

movements in relief costs and number of clients.

Despite some $20,000,000,000 spent for emergency relief in the

1930's, there is considerable question whether the relief allowances

were adequate to maintain health and decency. From 1933 to

1937, relief expenditures and the estimated nonrelief income of

clients in New Jersey covered only 60 to 70 per cent of the calcu-

lated cost of minimum maintenance or subsistence.^ Less than 10

cents was allowed in the state for each adult meal, with only three

to seven cents per meal for children on relief; yet food accounted

for from 70 to 80 per cent of all direct relief expenditures in New
Jersey during those years, compared with about 30 per cent for

food in the normal budget of a working-class family.^ A study of

some 2,000 New Jersey families in November 1935 and January

1936 showed that, for families of five or less, the direct relief income

was less than 40 per cent, and the wage income on WPA projects

1 MacNeil, op. cit., p. 32; and Neighbors in Need, New Jersey Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration, 1935, p. 51.

2 Cf. MacNeil, op. cit., pp. 100-103; and a statement by Chester I. Barnard, President

of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company and Chairman of the State's Advisory
Council on Relief, that the relief given in New Jersey was insufficient to satisfy mini-

mum needs {New Tork Times, May 2, 1935, p. 14).

3 CJ. R. A. Lester, op. cit., pp. 59-60.
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less than 60 per cent, of the family's average monthly income when
the workers in these families were last working at their usual

occupations.^

Such restricted or inadequate relief for a prolonged period, by
reducing clients' vitality and bodily resistance, undermining their

health, and making them long-time public charges, may in the

end cost the community a sum much larger than the additional

amount necessary for adequate relief in the first place. The Na-
tional Health Survey of 750,000 families in 84 cities during the

Fall and Winter of 1935-1936 revealed that the illness rate among
unemployed men was over two times that for employed men and
that the incidence of disabling illness amongst relief families was

40 per cent higher than in nonrelief families with incomes under

$1,000.^ From the economic viewpoint, the health of a nation is

of primary importance, for, in the words of Shakespeare, "sick-

ness doth infect the very life-blood of our enterprise."

A survey of the relief case load in 79 cities during May 1934

revealed that three fourths of the male workers then on relief had

not had employment at their usual occupation for two years or

more, and almost two fifths of all male relief clients with work ex-

perience had not had such employment for at least four years.^

Such statistics are significant because the average length of unem-
ployment is a rough measure of the chances of reemployment. A
study of relief clients obtaining private employment in 13 cities

during the Summer of 1935 showed that the reemployment rate of

workers who had been unemployed less than six months was 12

times that of persons who had been out of work for two years or

more. Relief clients obtaining private employment had been on

relief less than half as long as the other relief cases. ^ Other studies

have also revealed that the persons out of a job and on relief for the

shortest periods of time are the first to leave the relief rolls for pri-

vate employment.^ Older and inexperienced workers are at a dis-

1 MacNeil, op. cit., p. 105.

2 Cf. Hearings before a Special Committee to Investigate Unemployment and Relief, op. cit., pp.

1481, 1486-89.
3 Gladys L. Palmer and Katherine D. Wood, Urban Workers on Relief, Part 1, Works

Progress Administration, Research Monograph 4, 1936, p. 44.

^Joseph C. Bevis and Stanley L. Payne, Former Relief Cases in Private Employment,

Works Progress Administration, 1939, p. 11; and F. L. Carmichael and R. Nassimbene,

Changing Aspects of Urban Relief, Works Progress Administration, 1939, p. 28.

6 Cf. G. L. Palmer and K. D. Wood, op. cit., p. 88.
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advantage. The study of 13 cities showed that employers are re-

luctant to hire untried workers, for the reemployment rate of ex-

perienced workers on relief was four times that for workers without a

period of experience in private industry during the previous decade. ^

Recent data on the duration of unemployment amongst relief

clients are, unfortunately, not available. A large proportion of the

employable heads of relief families had WPA jobs between 1935

and 1940.

Financing of relief. From 1933 to 1940 approximately three

fourths of the funds for financing direct and work relief came from

the Federal treasur^^^ State and local governments contributed

the remaining quarter of the total costs of emergency relief during

that period, divided about equally between the states and their

subdivisions. For the most part, the actual administration of relief

has, however, been in the hands of the state and local units of

government.

1. Federal vs. local funds. Legally, the local units of government

are responsible for poor relief in this country. But the incidence

of unemployment is so arbitrary and its causes so impersonal that

the inhabitants of a community can hardly be held responsible for

the burden of unemployment to be found within its borders. The
forces determining total employment and unemployment are al-

most entirely beyond local community control, and responsibility

without a measure of control that would make remedial action

possible is rather meaningless.

In practice the doctrine of local responsibility would mean the

responsibility of real estate rather than the responsibility of indus-

try or income-taxpayers. Practically all the revenues of local units

of government are derived from property taxes, whereas the Federal

government normally raises about half its tax revenues from in-

come and inheritance taxes. The states stand in between, obtaining

only a minor proportion of their funds from either property or in-

come taxes. An important element in the issue of Federal versus

local relief is whether property-taxpayers or income-taxpayers are

to foot most of the relief bills.

1 Carmichael and Nassimbene, op. cit.

2 Cf. Arthur E. Burns and Edward A. Williams, A Survey of Relief and Security Programs^

Works Progress Administration, May 1938, pp. 35, 68-69; and Hearings before the

Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Work Relief and

Relieffor Fiscal Tear 7940, Washington, 1939, pp. 56-57.
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It is important to consider the economic effects of various methods

of raising revenues for reHef Unhke personal income taxes, prop-

erty taxes generally are regressive, absorbing a larger percentage

of the incomes of the lower than of the higher income groups. That
is true largely because the more valuable property is, the more it

tends to be underassessed. Furthermore, the financing of relief

from local property taxes tends to create a vicious circle. A large

volume of unemployment in a locality would mean relatively high

relief costs and property taxes. Such higher tax rates would dis-

courage new construction or expansion of existing productive facil-

ities, inasmuch as any improvements would be subject to the higher

taxes. Consequently, owners of business firms, in order to lower

their assessment and escape the higher taxes, would tend to let

their factories depreciate or would try to avoid the locality's taxes

entirely by moving their businesses elsewhere. The effect of such

activities would be to decrease the volume of employment in the

locality, to increase relief costs further, and to raise property taxes

still higher, causing additional curtailment of local business opera-

tions, etc. Such a vicious circle is likely to occur whenever large

relief bills are financed entirely by local revenues.

The circle can be broken by having the state or the Federal

government assume a proportion of the local relief costs, thereby

spreading the burden over a wider area. Firms are not likely to

migrate from the country because of high taxes. Furthermore,

these larger units of government can levy taxes that are adjusted to

the size of a person's income or the profitableness of a business.

Since net income taxes absorb only a percentage of the profit ac-

tually made, there is little incentive to curtail business operations

or capital improvements for the purpose of reducing taxes. If no

profit is made, no tax is paid. Personal income taxes also do not

affect business costs.

This discussion raises one question, Does a community injure its

business by giving its residents adequate relief? The issue is not

one between countries, where price-level and exchange-rate ad-

justments can offset any temporary increase in production costs

in one country. The question concerns one small area within a

country, so that currency differences and price-level or exchange-

rate changes are not involved. Can a community, under such cir-

cumstances, safeguard its labor resources by higher taxes for relief
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without causing a decline in production and employment within

the community relative to such economic activity outside the com-

munity?

The answer to that question is not easy. Higher property taxes

would tend to reduce the value of land and buildings in the com-

munity and to increase the overhead costs of business firms, but

such fixed costs may be written down through bankruptcy or re-

organization. Higher taxes would, however, discourage new con-

struction. If, after the writing down of capital values, total unit

costs of production were still relatively high in the community,

existing business firms would, of course, attempt to migrate else-

where. The foregoing discussion has assumed that labor costs per

unit of output have remained constant. It is possible that increased

unemployment might reduce wage rates, or that adequate relief,

by preserving the eff'ectiveness of labor in the community, might

tend to make average labor costs there low in comparison with

similar costs elsewhere. Suppose, on the other hand, the com-

munity fails to provide adequate relief. What is the effect on labor

costs? Either some labor will migrate elsewhere, decreasing the

local labor supply, or all labor will continue to remain in the lo-

cality, but its effectiveness may be reduced by impaired health. In

either case, total costs per unit of output in the community may
rise.

High rates of unemployment in a community are, therefore,

likely to increase production costs whether the needy unemployed

are or are not adequately provided for from the proceeds of local

property taxes. Production costs are not affected, however, in so

far as the funds for relief are raised by private charity; by taxes on

personal property, income, or inheritances; by retail sales taxes;

or by other forms of taxation which do not enter business costs or

affect selling prices. ^ Nor would employment within the commu-
nity be decreased if relief revenues were derived from taxes, such as

taxes on land alone, which cannot be avoided immediately or

eventually by migration to other communities.

2. Rational grants-in-aid for relief. Generally, local governments

cover too little territory to levy taxes, such as income, inheritance,

or retail sales taxes, which do not affect costs of production or dis-

tribution. If the vicious circle already mentioned is to be broken

* Retail sales taxes do affect selling prices, but may not affect production costs.
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and local administration of relief is to be retained, the larger units

of government must grant funds to the lower levels of government

—

the nation to the states and the states to their subdivisions.

Beginning in 1932 the Federal government granted funds to the

states for unemployment relief, and most states granted funds to

their municipalities for the same purpose. Toward the end of 1935

the Federal government quit the "business" of direct relief and
thereafter followed the policy of allocating funds to local project

"sponsors" (mostly municipalities) under a work-relief program

known as WPA (first Works Progress Administration; later changed

to Work Projects Administration).

Both the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and its suc-

cessor, WPA, were frequently criticized on the ground that the

allocation of Federal funds to states and municipalities was deter-

mined by personal negotiation rather than by impersonal, sys-

tematic methods which the whole country could understand and

accept as fair. The allocation of Federal relief funds to states and

municipalities presumably should be according to the weight of

their relief burdens and the poverty of their economic and financial

resources. Yet, under FERA, states with the highest percentages of

the population on relief and with the least resources sometimes had

smaller percentages of their relief burdens carried by the Federal

administration than did relatively wealthy areas with lighter relief

loads. ^ Admittedly, relative need and ability are hard to measure

and sum up in proper proportions in any formula that is not too

complex for the layman to comprehend. But without the use of

some uniform principles and standards, the Federal government

was open to the charge of allocating to some cities three times as

much relief (WPA, CCC, and NYA) money per capita as other

cities received, without any apparent "rhyme or reason" for such

differences, unless political expediency be considered a reason.^

Economics of work relief. Whether wage relief is more eco-

nomical than direct or home relief has been a moot question during

the past decade. The Federal relief authorities and a majority of

the citizens have been convinced that relief employment is the

^Cf. "Rational Grants-in-Aid," Social Service Review, vol. 9 (March 1935), pp. 100-

102. For a further discussion of this issue, cj. J. Roy Blough, "Equalization Methods

for the Distribution of Federal Relief Funds," Social Service Review, vol. 9 (September

1935), pp. 423-44; and R. A. Lester, op. cit., pp. 119-42.
2 CJ., for example, an editorial in the New York TimeSy January 2, 1939.
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soundest method of giving relief. A number of state and local relief

officials have, however, concluded from their experience that work

relief is "not a public economy as against direct relief," that it is

"both socially and economically unsound," and that it "should not

be continued as a permanent method of meeting the problem of

large-scale unemployment."^ They believe that any program of

public work for the unemployed should be executed in the normal

way, with workers hired and fired on the basis of their efficiency

rather than their needs, and they condemn the policy of reserving

public employment opportunities for those on relief. Past experi-

ence with relief employment in England, Germany, and Canada
also led to the conclusion that public employment was not in prin-

ciple or in practice a satisfactory method of doing public work and

giving relief to needy persons.^ In consequence, this country was

the only one that engaged in large-scale programs of work relief

during the depression of the 1930's.

The issues in this question of relief employment must be clearly

defined. The alternatives are not simply direct relief (the dole)

or work relief; public works and the other unemployment programs

discussed in the next chapter must also be considered. That idle-

ness is costly and that the wholesale unemployment in the 1930's

represented a waste of millions of man-years of labor is evident.

Under such circumstances, the government may be able to save

by spending—by purchasing products and putting idle men to work.

The question concerns the best method of attacking the unemploy-

ment problem, and, if government spending is the policy to be pur-

sued, is work relief preferable to a combined program of public

works and direct relief? Is it sound social policy to reserve govern-

ment employment projects for the destitute unemployed and thus

to restrict and reduce the employment opportunities of other un-

employed persons not on the relief rolls?

1 Cf., for example, Unemployment Relief in Pennsylvania, September 7, 1932-October 37,

1933, December 1933, App. II, "The Place of W^ork in Unemployment Relief," by
Roger F. Evans, p. 92; Emergency Relief Administration, Unemployment Relief in

New Jersey, An Interim Report, January 1932, pp. 32-33; Governor's Commission on
Unemployment Relief, Work Relief in the State of New York, A Review of Its Characteristics,

Functioning, and Value, August 10, 1936, pp. 108-109; Joanna C. Colcord, "Divorcing

Work and Relief," Survey, vol. 71 (June 1935), p. 168; and Paul B. Williams, "No
More Sun Porches for Frogs," North American Review, vol. 239 (January 1935), p. 77.

2 For references, cf. R. A. Lester, "Emergency Employment in Theory and Practice,"

Journal of Political Economy^ vol. 42 (August 1934), pp. 467-68.
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The essential difference between public works and work relief

is one of method. On public works, especially those done under

contract, persons are hired on a competitive basis and are retained

only as long as they perform their work in an efficient and com-
petent fashion. On the other hand, work-relief employment is

based on need rather than ability or qualifications for the job. Re-

lief employees are generally discharged, no matter how well they

have worked, if they no longer need relief Furthermore, because

relief employment is governed by need rather than one's work

record, the normal incentives to do good or better work, such as

advancement in rank or pay, are usually absent. Likewise, ex-

cellent performance on relief projects may be of little assistance in

obtaining commercial employment. Indeed, relief clients, in ap-

plying for jobs in industry, have often found it best not to mention

their past connections with the relief administration. For such

reasons, the average efficiency on relief projects has generally been

far below the normal operating efficiency under regular employ-

ment methods. Various estimates have placed the average efficiency

on work-relief projects at 50 to 75 per cent of normal.-^

The issue of whether direct relief is more economical than work

relief boils down to two questions: Are the completed projects

worth to the community at least the added cost of work relief over

direct relief? Does work on relief projects help to preserve the em-

ployability of relief clients so that they are better prepared to re-

sume their regular work than they would be if kept on direct relief?

These two questions of benefit to the community and benefit to the

client will be taken up in order. Obviously no categorical answer

that applies universally can be given to them, for the answer must

depend upon the operation of the relief-employment program in

each locality. Certain general considerations can, however, be

indicated.

1 . Added cost and community benefit. The additional cost of work

relief over home relief depends, of course, upon the nonrelief ex-

penses of the project, such as the costs for materials, equipment,

supervision, administration, transportation, and workmen's com-

pensation. Studies indicate that on large programs such nonrelief

1 Cf. Lester, "Is Work Relief Economical?" Social Service Review, vol. 10 (June 1936)

especially pp. 265-66. Much of the material in this subsection on work relief has been

taken from this article and the author's unpublished Ph.D. thesis, op. cit., Part 3 on

"Relief Employment."
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items cause work-relief costs to average about 40 per cent above

home-relief costs for the same amount of relief given under com-

parable circumstances. ^ In comparing this additional cost with the

value of the work-relief projects to the community, the effects of

the added expenditures upon the general rate of spending will be

disregarded, partly because work relief has often resulted in a cor-

responding contraction of regular municipal expenditures as relief

workers took over the jobs of regular public employees.

It is difficult to assess the value to the community of a work proj-

ect, even a construction project. Values are individual and relative.

In the selection of projects, the relief administrations were faced

with a dilemma. They wanted the projects to be "value creating"

but "noncompetitive," to be "socially useful" yet abnormal in

character so that the Federal and state governments would not be

subsidizing normal municipal work under the guise of work relief.

If municipal functions normally paid for from local appropriations

were performed by relief clients, the city officials could and did brag

that relief work, by reducing regular budget items or eliminating

tax levies for roads, had saved local taxpayers thousands of dollars.

Such replacement of normal functions by relief work would, how-

ever, lessen the opportunities for regular public employment and

put the municipality in the position of hiring employees on the basis

of need rather than ability—a questionable principle for public

employment. With Federal and state subsidies covering all wage

costs and a large part of the nonrelief costs as well, the local officials

had every incentive to perform all sorts of work as relief projects.

From the local point of view, a relief project was of net benefit to

the community if it was worth the 10 or 15 per cent of total costs

that the municipality or local sponsor had to meet.

In an attempt to avoid displacement of regular by relief workers,

the rules of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration provided

that the projects must be "in general, apart from normal govern-

mental enterprises and not such as would have been carried out in

due course regardless of an emergency." In short, they were to be

extraordinary jobs that would not be done even in prosperous

times. Such projects obviously would have been of relatively little

value to the community. In practice, most relief work has con-

sisted of regular governmental functions, such as road and sewer

1 CJ. ibid., pp. 267-68; and Work RelieJ in the State of New Tork, p. 60.
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construction and repair; the construction or improvement of public

buildings, parks, and playgrounds; and even the removal of snow,

ashes, and garbage. The percentages in Table 28 indicated the

reduction in normal employment on streets, roads, and sewers

that was caused by concentrating relief work in those lines of public

activity. Testifying before a Special Senate Committee in April

1938, Harry L. Hopkins, then Administrator of WPA, stated:

Many cities maintain that we should collect their garbage. We get

hundreds of requests that we collect their garbage or sweep their streets.

We do not think these are proper projects. . . . There is always a very

nice line as to what are normal and what are abnormal city functions.

In the main, we do not want to do jobs which the cities ought to do, or

to have them let people go, because we are hiring them.^

The most useful projects, from the point of view of the unem-
ployed in the community, would have been the production of food,

clothing, houses, and other commodities that they so sorely needed.

But private industry, claiming squatters' sovereignty in those areas

of economic activity, complained loudly when the relief adminis-

trators tried to put clients to work making mattresses, shoes, and

houses. Consequently, production by relief clients for their own
use was confined mostly to agriculture, where it took the form of

subsistence gardening. In some states in 1935 and 1936 as much as

10 per cent of all the vegetables raised within the state were grown

in relief gardens. Production by relief clients for their own use

was no less competitive in farming, so hard hit by the depression,

than it would have been in various branches of industry; but the

farmers were too numerous and unorganized to enforce any "pro-

prietary" rights to production in their line of business.

Throughout the 1930's the relief administrators struggled des-

perately to escape an unavoidable dilemma. If relief projects were

useful, they were likely to be criticized for competing with private

business or regular public employment. If they were so unusual or

extraordinary as not to be considered competitive, they were sure

to be condemned by the same critics as useless "boondoggling"

—

a term frequently applied to research and educational projects.

The reader can decide for himself whether most educational ac-

tivity is made work of a "boondoggling" sort. The relief adminis-

^ Hearings before a Special Committee to Investigate Unemployment and Relief, United States

Senate, 75th Congress, third session, vol. 2, p. 1369.
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trators found, as is characteristic of a competitive society, that there

was no middle course between the Scylla of useless or fantastic

projects and the Charybdis of competitive work. All commodities

and services are competing for the consumers' dollars, and all gov-

ernmental activities are competing for tax receipts. Failure to

face this issue squarely and to recognize that all work worth any-

thing is directly or indirectly competitive resulted in relief projects

less urgently needed and, therefore, less useful or valuable to the

community.

2. Conservation of labor resources. Material resources can be wasted

by using them to construct projects of little value. In the same way,

labor resources can be wasted not only by permitting them to

deteriorate through idleness but also by impairing their effective-

ness through misuse on relief projects. Would direct relief be

better for the relief client than no work at all?

It is claimed that relief employment maintains the employability

of clients by preserving their skills, their work habits, and their

morale; that it prevents what has been called human erosion.

Whether it does so, however, depends upon the character of the

projects, the workers, the supervision, the community's attitude

toward the work, and the amount of relief received.

There has been little preservation of skills under relief employ-

ment because three fourths of the work was of the unskilled, man-
ual variety. Most of the projects were on roads, streets, sewers, and

parks, whereas most of the relief clients normally worked in fac-

tories, mines, offices, and stores. Skills are not preserved—they

may even be destroyed—if watchmakers, architects, printers, paint-

ers, tailors, and electricians are put to work with pick, ax, shovel,

and rake. Various sample studies throughout the 1930's indicated

that there was little relationship between relief jobs and the work-

ers' normal jobs. A questionnaire survey of work relief in 400 com-

munities in September 1933 showed that in only one city were the

relief projects planned with a view to utilizing the existing skills of

workers on relief. ^ A sample survey of 1 3 cities in the latter part of

1935, made by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, re-

vealed that unskilled, manual jobs were given to about three fifths

^ Cf. Unemployment Relief Experience for November, 7933, Family Welfare Association,

New York City. M. C. Bristol and H. R. Wright made an interesting study of work
relief assignments in Chicago in January 1934. Cf. "Some Aspects of Work Relief in

Chicago," Social Service Review, vol. 8 (December 1934), pp. 628-52.
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of the white-collar workers and four fifths of the skilled workers;

whereas one tenth of the unskilled workers were given white-collar,

skilled, or semiskilled employment on the relief projects. ^ A study

of all the employees on WPA in Pennsylvania in the middle of

1936 showed that only one out of every seven was working at his

usual occupation. 2 The extent to which skills and training were

submerged is indicated by the fact that 70 per cent of all the work-

ers had unskilled jobs on WPA projects, yet only 17 per cent of

them were classified as unskilled workers. Because most of the WPA
construction activity in Pennsylvania was on roads, about half of the

skilled construction workers and three fourths of the semiskilled con-

struction workers found themselves working at unskilled WPA jobs.

Work relief will help to preserve work habits and standards if it

is efficiently performed, but will injure such habits and establish

low standards of work where employees "loaf" on the job, as was

found to be the case on one third of the relief projects surveyed in

New York State late in 1934.^ Work standards were low on many
relief projects either because the supervision was lax, because the

projects were overmanned, because the work tended to degenerate

into pure made work and became unworthy of the workers, or be-

cause it lacked the characteristics, disciplines, and incentives of

real work. In a few cases relief workers took a negative attitude

toward relief employment because they realized it was lessening

their opportunities for normal work.^

Little reliable evidence exists concerning the net effect of work

relief upon morale. It is apparent, however, that workers' morale

is not likely to be conserved on projects where the efficiency is low,

the discipline is lax, the workers "lean on the handles" of the tools,

and the projects are made work, such as "manicuring" the high-

ways and parks. Artificial and fictitious work may only add to the

feeling of futility and despair of relief clients.

In considering the full effects of work relief upon the conserva-

tion of labor resources and morale, allowance must be made for the

^ CJ. F. L, Carmichael and R. Nassimbene, Changing Aspects of Urban Relief, Works
Progress Administration, 1939, Table 76, p. 87.

2 Cf. Howard M. Teaf, "Work Relief and the Workers," Survey, vol. 74 Qune 1938),

pp. 199-200.
^ Cf. Governor's Commission on Unemployment Relief, Work Relief Projects of the

Public Works Type in the State of New York, August 15, 1935, p. 63.

* For cases of this, cf. Lester, Some Aspects of Unemployment Relief in New Jersey, pp. 193

and 275.
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detrimental effects of displacement upon those workers who found

their jobs transferred to projects for relief clients. Such displace-

ment is bound to occur whenever need is substituted for efficiency

as a basis for public employment.

Assuming that a certain amount of public work is to be done, it

is generally more economical to have that work performed as regu-

lar work under normal methods of employment. Such a conclusion

may need to be modified during periods of prolonged unemploy-

ment by having the work rotated or shared. In such an event,

however,^ the unemployed on relief should not be given preference

to the unemployed not on relief. Furthermore, made work is not

economical. The most needed work must be done first if the na-

tion's material and labor resources are not to be distributed in an

uneconomic fashion.

3. Effects on the labor market. The employment of between

1,000,000 and 4,000,000 workers under work-relief programs was

bound to affect demand, supply, and price in the labor market.

Under the Civil Works Administration (1933-1934) and the Works
Progress Administration (1935-1940), the wage rates paid were

supposed to be no "less than the prevailing rates of pay for work

of a similar nature." Actually, under both programs the rates paid

certain workers in some localities (for example, building workers in

Eastern cities under CWA and unskilled labor in the South under

WPA) were well above prevailing rates. ^ Consequently, relief

workers, especially the inefficient ones, were overpaid and tended

to be satisfied with relief work. The higher relief wage rates also

tended to raise wage rates in the community. Under the Federal

Emergency Relief Administration's program of work relief (1934-

1935), county wage committees decided what the going rates were,

but usually the result was arbitrary, county-wide rates instead of

an attempt at an accurate determination of prevailing rates. ^ The
hourly minimum of 30 cents was above going rates in some localities.

During periods when the cities and the states administered and

financed work relief, the wage rates on relief projects were gener-

ally kept below "prevailing" rates. ^ From a study of work relief

1 Cf. Neis Anderson, The Right to Work, 1938, pp. 143-44.
2 Cf. Nels Anderson, "The War for the Wage," Survey, vol. 71 (June 1935), p. 164.

^ For a survey of various wage policies on relief projects, cf. Arthur E. Burns, "Work
Relief Wage Policies, 1930-1936," Monthly Report of the Federal Emergency Relief Admin-

istration, June 1 through June 30, 1936, pp. 22-55.
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in 26 cities in 1931, Joanna Colcord stated: "I can give you instance

after instance where general wage rates have been pulled down by
rates set up for relief work." ^ In some states, relief wages were fixed

below prevailing rates so that relief projects "would not be in com-
petition with the normal and usual outlets for the employment of

labor." The naivete of this notion soon became apparent as low-

wage relief workers began to displace higher paid regular employ-

ees at a "saving" for the municipality or state. Low relief wages

tended to put a premium on doing normal work as relief projects.

The dilemma of valuable yet noncompetitive work cannot be

avoided by selecting a certain wage scale for relief employment.

In New Jersey and elsewhere labor-union leaders, especially in

the building trades, either forbade members to work at their trades

on low-wage relief projects or vigorously complained that it was

unfair to do normal work at low relief wages, thereby depriving

their members of normal work and putting downward pressure on

existing union wage scales. The Director of the New Jersey Emer-

gency Relief Administration admitted that such union arguments

were "valid" and confessed that there was absolutely no way by

which the state relief administration could protect itself from munic-

ipalities which had normal budget items done as relief work.^ Under
the Work Projects Administration, the Federal government in 1939

practically forced project sponsors to pay substandard wages to

skilled employees by providing that the hours of all relief employees

be raised to a minimum of 130 a month "without substantially

affecting the current national average labor cost per person" on

work projects, and by stipulating that regional differentials in

monthly earnings be no greater than can be justified by differences

in the cost of living. The labor unions objected to, and in some

cases struck against, this reduction in hourly rates below prevailing

commercial wage scales. Generally speaking, workers only gave

substandard output for the substandard wages.

The effects upon the labor market and upon normal work and

wage rates were more pronounced wherever the work programs

were not diversified so that they included the various types and

kinds of employment found in normal public and private enter-

^ "General Principles in Work Relief," Open Forum Session on Unemployment Relief,

37th Annual Convention of the American Society of Municipal Engineers, St. Louis,

1931, p. 29.

2 Cf. MacNeil, op. cit., pp. 157, 159.
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prise. Unfortunately, fear that "competition with business" would

lessen normal work opportunities led the relief authorities to con- -

fine relief employment to public, and especially municipal, work,

thereby preventing clients from performing the work most needed

by themselves and their fellow citizens. Of course, the more relief

employment is concentrated upon certain types of projects, such as

road construction and repair, the more intense and unfair will be

the competition, and the more will opportunities for normal public

and private employment in such lines be decreased. By restricting

their programs unduly, the relief authorities insisted upon a course

of action that was certain to justify their fears.

Relief and self-help production. As already indicated, the

relief authorities forced clients to work at productive activities in

unorganized occupations, such as shoe repairing, wood chopping,

and farming. The authorities recognized that it was most eco-

nomical to have the unemployed produce food, fuel, and clothing,

which were more needed during the depression than were "monu-
mental" public works, "manicuring" programs, or "luxury" relief

projects. The argument used to justify such activities was that the

products were for the use of the clients and not for sale. It was

claimed that, if the clients grew their own vegetables, the money
thus saved would be spent by them or by the taxpayers in some

other fashion, so that total cash spending would not decrease. But

unfortunately for the farmer, the "savings" from relief gardening

were probably not spent for agricultural produce of the sort that

the unemployed produced for their own use. Producers in other

lines gained what the farmers lost. A relief program of production

must be well balanced and diversified if demand is not to be shifted

or redirected to other products.

Only by pursuing a comprehensive and well-proportioned pro-

gram can the total amount of employment in a country be increased

by the relief authorities without assisting some persons at the ex-

pense of others not yet on relief. A general over-all increase in em-

ployment and production that is related to the increase in demand
arising from that new employment would not mean more intense

or unfair competition. Such a general expansion in production

and employment occurs with every normal recovery of business.

If, however, the expansion in employment is unbalanced in the

sense that, compared to the additional demand that develops, it is
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too concentrated in certain particular lines of economic activity,

then competition in those specific lines will be intensified, while

other lines will enjoy an increase in demand relative to supply. A
relief employment scheme, therefore, cannot emphasize and sub-

sidize certain lines of employment out of proportion to their im-

portance in the existing public and private economy without aiding

some private producers while bringing about a relative reduction

in the cash demand of other producers, or without causing an

uneconomic distrioution of public work accompanied by displace-

ment of regular with relief workers.

During the early 1930's, barter-and-scrip production units were

organized by the unemployed in various parts of the country, es-

pecially on the Pacific Coast. According to estimates, as many as

1,000,000 persons received all or part of their sustenance in 1933

and 1934 from such self-help cooperatives.^ During the two years

following June 1933, as much as $1,500,000 of Federal relief funds

was used to buy equipment, gasoline, public-utility services, etc.,

for such self-help cooperatives, at an estimated saving of over

$2,000,000 in relief costs.- Through the production of millions of

dollars worth of goods and services, such self-help activities reduced

relief budgets and eliminated some families from the relief rolls

entirely. Wholesale employment of relief clients at high wage rates

under the CWA program late in 1933, however, gave these self-

help organizations a decided setback, and Federal aid to them

ceased in 1935 when the WPA program commenced.

The barter-and-scrip organizations arose from an exchange of

goods and services between specialized groups—farmers exchanging

food products for the services of barbers, doctors, dentists, enter-

tainers, plumbers, painters, etc., by means of direct or multiple

barter or through the medium of scrip money. With decreased

spending during a depression, some economic activities are short-

circuited from the cash nexus—men are laid off', factories lie idle,

and crops are left to rot. The thought naturally occurs, as it oc-

curred to many economists, businessmen, and workers in the 1930's,

1 C/". Constantine Panunzio, Self-Help Cooperatives in Los Angeles, 1939, p. 11. Cf.

also Monthly Labor Review, vol. 36 (June 1936), pp. 1229-41, and vol. 47 (June 1938),

pp. 1-17.

2 C/- P- A. Kerr, "Production-for-Use and Distribution in Work Relief Activities,"

Monthly Report of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, September 1 through 30, 7935,

especially pp. 13-14.
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why not bring the idle men, idle factories, and surplus crops to-

gether by means of a central exchange (clearinghouse or market for

the unemployed) so that the idle people can support themselves

without great shifts in their occupational pursuits.^ In this way
the unemployed might become a separate economy of their own
for the time being.

Such self-help activities were hampered not only by competition

from Federal spending programs of work relief but by the problem

of transportation and organization beyond the boundaries of the

locality. In addition, as in labor unions, the self-help organizations

found that private firms tended to hire away their good executives

and leaders. Various plans for establishing regional or national

programs of self-sufficing emergency units for production and mu-
tual exchange were proposed, so that the unemployed in large

cities might support themselves through a well-rounded program.^

However, it was only in California that intercommunity exchange

by self-help units developed on any scale. Consequently, most

self-help organizations were in cities under 50,000 in population,

although the major portion of the unemployed were concentrated

in large cities, which are the very essence of specialization (in-

volving dependence on a cash market) and which are generally

some distance from food-producing areas.

Local self-help activities, because they usually did not develop

into general, well-balanced programs, sometimes brought forth

criticism and objections from local businessmen, including the store-

keepers. It is evident, however, that self-help activities need not

curtail total cash spending, because the taxpayers can spend the

money saved by reduced relief costs. Nevertheless, some local pro-

ducers might suffer from a poorly proportioned program, which,

without reducing total cash demand, would change its distribution

as between certain goods, services, and stores.

^ So far as is known, there was only one case of a cooperative self-help venture during

previous depressions. Cf. Leah H. Feder, Unemployment Relief in Periods of Depression,

1936, p. 153. In 1894 Edward Bellamy outlined an extensive program for self-help

employment amongst the unemployed in a statement to the Massachusetts Board to

Investigate the Subject of the Unemployed.
^ Cf., for example, Frank D. Graham, The Abolition of Unemployment, 1932; and

J B. Gheadle, H. O. Eaton, and C. A. M. Ewing, No More Unemployed, 1934.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

PUBLIC WORKS
AND OTHER UNEMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

The previous chapter has explained how practical men, in-

fluenced by a fear of government competition with business, have

sometimes preferred rather useless and wasteful forms of public

expenditure to those which would provide the goods and services

most needed by the people. From this point of view, wars and
pyramid building would be preferable as public work, because they

are certain to be highly wasteful and to be considered "noncom-
petitive."

This chapter contains a discussion of various programs for stimu-

lating employment either directly or indirectly. They must be

examined from the social point of view and judged by their eff'ec-

tiveness in bringing about full and economical employment of the

nation's entire resources. Some of these programs involve an ex-

pansion in public indebtedness; others might even reduce the Fed-

eral debt. Many persons, because they have been schooled in the

maxims of individualistic economics, are unduly alarmed about

the "financial" burden placed upon the future generation when
the government employs people so that they may eat and add to

the nation's wealth by constructing roads, bridges, or houses, which

posterity will use. How posterity benefits by the alternative, pres-

ent idleness and undernourishment, is not explained. It would

seem as though a "burden" is placed upon posterity whenever the

physical and moral quality of the present population is impaired or

whenever capital equipment depreciates faster than it is replaced.

Certainly, widespread unemployment of men and machines is a

waste that is detrimental to the future of a nation. One must look

behind the financial forms to the real economic phenomena, to

changes in total consumption, in productive capacity, or in the

nation's resources. One must also bear in mind that the economic

position of the Federal government is entirely different from that

404
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of an individual citizen. Unlike the individual, the Federal govern-

ment owes its own citizens and taxes them to pay off its debts to

them. Cancelation of government debt, for example, benefits tax-

payers at the expense of the holders of government bonds, but it

involves no direct social loss, for the nation's physical resources

and productive capacity are not reduced by debt defaults.

The programs discussed in this chapter have been offered by

their proponents as a means of reducing the waste of unemploy-

ment. Many of these plans have not been tested by experience,

and the critical reader will observe that some of them w^ould in-

volve serious administrative difficulties. The economic evil of un-

employment is not, however, erased by calling proposed remedies

"impractical." The existence of wholesale unemployment con-

stitutes a grave threat to our system of free enterprise, economic

individualism, and personal liberty. The dictatorships have demon-

strated one way of keeping the population employed, even though

at the expense of personal freedom and a relative decline in living

standards resulting from an uneconomic distribution of productive

resources. Economic systems, as well as individual enterprises, are

in competition. If we are unable to solve the problem of extreme

unemployment, we may find ourselves consciously or unconsciously

following in the footsteps of the Fascist states.

The reasons for equilibrium at underemployment in a "free"

economy were discussed in Chapter 10. An individualistic economy

is especially ill-suited to boost business from a dead center of gen-

eral unemployment. No particular firm or industry can alone re-

sume full production, because any expansion in its expenditures

will not cause a corresponding increase in the demand for that

particular product or products, even though demand in general is

somewhat increased. Because they represent such a minute sec-

tion of the total economy, individual producers cannot single-

handed cause a significant change in general business conditions,

or even bring about an increase in the demand for their own prod-

ucts, by expanding employment and production. From the point

of view of individual safety and profit, the appropriate policy for

each enterprise usually is to swim with the general stream of busi-

ness rather than against it. Consequently, each firm tends to wait

for larger orders before expanding operations. But larger orders

for goods and services are likely to come only with an expansion in
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business operations, which increases the incomes of people so that

they can spend more. Employment may fail to expand because

everyone is waiting for others to increase their expenditures. Such

a stalemate may lead to a chronic state of partial stagnation in an

economy that depends primarily upon private spending for its gen-

erating power. Such are the difficulties and dangers in relying upon
private initiative for recovery in an exchange economy dependent

upon individual spending.

This deadlock of delayed spending leading to further delay can,

however, be broken by government initiative. The central govern-

ment is in a much better position to influence and direct the general

movement of economic activity than is any single business unit.

The government's income is not dependent upon the voluntary

spending of individuals; it is derived from taxation rather than

sales in a market. The central government's expenditures nor-

mally amount to much more than the expenditures of any single

firm or industry, and they ordinarily are not restricted by the busi-

ness test of profit. Furthermore, the Federal administration usually

has more influence on the public in general than does the manage-

ment of any firm or group of firms. Unlike a private company, a

state, or a municipality, the Federal government exerts consider-

able control over the money supply and the price level. The smaller

units of government are, in fact, in much the same position as pri-

vate concerns or branches of industry.

Under certain conditions there may be some conflict between

democracy and individualism on the one hand and centralized ac-

tion to overcome unemployment on the other. The plans discussed

in this chapter, however, do not involve a direct limitation on in-

dividual freedom. Of course, where the central government owns

or exerts control over important sections of the total economy, at-

tempts to stem a downward movement or start an expansion in

economic activity by means of governmental action and policies

are more likely to succeed than where the operations of the central

government play only a minor role in the total economy. That, in

part, explains why Soviet Russia has been less afflicted by business

depressions and unemployment than have the more democratic,

capitalistic countries. Because the expenditures of central govern-

ments, especially in democracies of federated states, are but a small

portion of total public and private expenditures, some economists
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suggest that such countries are powerless to prevent a depression

and that, therefore, a program of expanded pubHc works should

be used only to accelerate recovery after the bottom of a business

depression has been reached. Although democratic governments

do have some control over the currency and the total money sup-

ply, their expenditures are generally too small (not in dollars but

in percentage of all expenditures) to have much effect upon the

average rate at which the money supply circulates.

PLANNED PUBLIC WORKS AS A REMEDY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

Public works are substantial construction projects that are oper-

ated on a commercial basis. The most efficient and economical

methods presumably are used, and workers are hired according to

their fitness for the job, and not according to their needs. The cost

of materials for the project generally accounts for over half of all

expenses on public works. For these reasons, an expansion in the

volume of expenditures on public works may have little direct or

immediate influence upon relief costs.

The proposal. Variations in public-works expenditures have

been proposed as a means of counteracting or offsetting the fluc-

tuations in public spending and as a means of stimulating business

recovery. Current expenditures for government services, such as

garbage collection, police protection, and school instruction, can-

not be postponed; but it is claimed that, with proper advance

planning, governments can readily reserve much of their expendi-

tures on capital construction for periods of depression and unem-

ployment. Furthermore, the bulk of the unemployment during

business depressions is concentrated in the capital-goods industries,

and the large materials expenditures on public works would serve

to stimulate those particular industries. If the funds spent by the

government on an expanded public-works program would other-

wise have remained idle or are new money, the government may
increase the volume of spending and the size of incomes in the

community. Consequently, the fiscal policy of the government

plays an important role in the proposal to use public works as a

balance wheel to private business.

On the planned use of public works to combat unemployment,

there are two schools of thought. One group, which may be called

the "cycle-balancing" school, would expand public works as busi-
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ness activity declines and reduce them as business revives. The
cycle-balancing school would not increase the total amount of

public-works expenditures over a complete business cycle; but,

through advance planning, they would spend more of the total

during depression periods and less in periods of prosperity.

The other school has been called the "pump-priming" group.

They would expand expenditures for public works during a de-

pression in order to stimulate private business and private spending.

In using public works as a lever to lift business out of a depression,

they would continue to spend more and more money on public

works until industry did revive. Because they do not plan an off-

setting reduction in public-works expenditures during prosperity,

their program would cause the total amount of public-works con-

struction to expand from decade to decade at a more rapid rate

than would be likely under a planned cycle-balancing program.

Such a program for a progressive increase in public spending may
be based on the economic notion that savings tend to expand faster

than industry can absorb them and that increased public works are

necessary to prevent economic stagnation.

The Federal government's public-works program, begun in the

latter part of 1933, was of the pump-priming variety. Under this

program a total of about S5,000,000,000 of Federal funds and over

$1,000,000,000 of local public monies had been spent for new con-

struction by the middle of 1939. Table 29 puts these figures in

proper perspective and indicates the relative significance of public

works.

The figures in this table show that public construction during

the 1920's did not constitute one quarter of total construction and

that Federal construction accounts for a very, very minor portion

of the total national income. Indeed, although it is not indicated

by the table, public works did not equal total private construction

in any year during the 1930's, and the total of private construction

during the New Deal period from 1933 through 1939 was more

than double that for all public construction. Consequently, the

effectiveness of a public-works program as a recovery measure de-

pends largely upon the timing of the expansion and its effects upon

private spending.

Timing of the program. Economists disagree concerning the

exact stage in a business cycle at which public-works expenditures
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TABLE 29. ROLE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION IN THE ECONOMY
OF THE UNITED STATES, 1920-1939^

{billions of dollars) ^

Period Total Total New private New public

national construc- construction construction

income tion (incl. Busi- Resi- Federal Non-
repairs) ness dential federal

Average,

1920-29 70.5 11.6 1.5 3.5 .2 1.8

Average,

1930-39 58.1 7.6 .6 1.1 .8 1.2

1929 82.9 13.4 1.9 3.4 .2 2.2

1930 68.9 11.7 1.5 2.2 .3 2.5

1931 54.3 8.6 .8 1.4 A 2.2

1932 40.1 5.3 .4 .6 .5 1.3

1933 42.4 4.0 .3 .3 .5 .7

1934 50.3 5.1 .3 .3 .7 .8

1935 55.9 5.5 .4 .5 .8 .6

1936 65.2 8.3 .5 1.1 1.3 .9

1937 71.2 8.8 .8 1.5 1.2 .9

1938 63.6 8.9 .5 1.5 1.0 1.1

1939 69.4 9.7 .5 1.9 1.3 1.3

should be expanded. Their disagreement arises largely from a dif-

ference in business-cycle theory. One group believes that depres-

sions are necessary to purge the economic system of its impure ele-

ments and that costs and capital values must be deflated before

business can recover. According to this group, public works cannot

be used to stabilize business because they do not eliminate the causes

of depressions. Therefore, such a program only aggravates depres-

sions if it prevents building costs from falling during the early

stages of a downswing in the business cycle. How, it is asked, could

a public-works program have halted the world-wide deflation from

1930 to 1933, unless this country had abandoned the gold standard?

This "depressions-are-necessary-and-inevitable" group believes

that a large public-works program should only be initiated after

business has definitely begun to revive—an indication that the

"necessary readjustments" have been completed. In short, public-

^ Taken from Construction Activity in the United States, 1915-37, U. S. Department of

Commerce, Domestic Commerce Series No. 99, 1938, and "Estimates of Construction

Activity in the United States," Survey of Current Business, U. S. Department of Com-
merce, vol. 20 (September 1940), pp. 14-15. "Total construction" includes mainte-

nance and work-relief construction as well as new construction; "business" includes

"commercial" and "factory" construction; "residential" does not include new con-

struction on farms; and "Federal" does not include work-relief construction.
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works programs are of little use except to accelerate a recovery. ^

The opposite group argues that such a policy would involve ex-

panding public-works expenditures when they were least needed.

This "spending-overcomes-depressions" group would apply the

stimulus of an expanded public-works program during the early

stages of a depression and would not wait until business is pros-

trate.^ They claim that deflation is not self-corrective but increases

economic maladjustments and leads to a vicious spiral. Increased

public-works expenditures, they believe, will change the vicious

into a virtuous spiral by raising the prices that have fallen too far,

by redistributing income, and by speeding up the rate of spending.

Public-works expenditures in their opinion do eliminate the causes

of depressions by readjusting prices through reflation, by investing

idle savings, and by increasing consumption through increased

money incomes.

Other advocates of planned public-works programs as a device

for overcoming depressions occupy a middle ground between these

two extreme groups. They would start to expand public-works

expenditures after building costs have fallen somewhat during the

depression but before the bottom of the downswing has been

reached.^

Financial aspects. The method of financing a public-works

program is of major importance in its eff'ects upon private spending.

If the increased expenditure is financed from additional taxes, a

large part of that tax revenue should come from idle funds. Other-

wise, increased public spending would only cause a decrease in

private spending.

A number of economists, especially in Sweden, believe that the

government should deliberately unbalance the budget during de-

pression periods and spend much more money than is collected by

taxes, going into debt for the difl'erence. The Swedish government

boldly announced such a policy in 1933, with excellent results.^

The government may go into debt by selling its bonds to the

public or to the banks, or by borrowing directly from the central

^ Cf. Sumner H. Slichter, "The Economics of Public Works," American Economic

Review, vol. 24 (March 1934) supplement, pp. 174-85.
2 Cf. J. M. Clark, Economics of Planning Public Works, 1935, pp. 66-67.

^ Cf. Arthur D. Gayer, Public Works in Prosperity and Depression, 1935.

^ Cf. "Measures to Combat Unemployment in Sweden since 1929," supplement to

Index, Svenska Handelsbank, June 1938; and R. A. Lester, Monetary Experiments—
Early American and Recent Scandinavian, 1939, Chapter 10.
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bank. ^ If the funds for public expenditures are raised by an ex-

pansion of bank credit (banks creating new checking accounts to

pay for the government debt), the increased pubHc expenditures

will be financed by new money (checking accounts in this case).

The government's monetary and fiscal policies must be coordi-

nated in order to avoid a contraction in loanable funds for private

investment with the expansion in public expenditures, and hence

to avoid a rise in market rates of interest. For this reason, the gov-

ernment, through the central bank (the Federal Reserve banks in

this country) should pursue an expansionist or easy-money policy.

In some countries during the early 1930's an expansionist public-

works policy was nullified by a deflationary monetary policy, which

only aggravated the fall in prices and the unbalance between costs

and selling prices.

If a nation on the gold standard vigorously pursues a public-

works program while price levels and total expenditures in other

gold-standard countries are not increasing, either that nation will

be forced off' the gold standard or its public-works program will be

made relatively ineff'ective by the contraction in the money supply

and the rise in interest rates resulting from the loss of gold to foreign

countries. Increased expenditures in one country alone would

stimulate gold exports by increasing that country's imports relative

to its exports and by raising its price level relative to price levels

abroad. The gold standard, by enforcing a common price level

upon all countries, serves as a drag upon any national program to

expand expenditures and raise prices.

A conference of the International Labour Office in 1937 recom-

mended "the placing to reserve in periods of prosperity of the re-

sources necessary for carrying out works prepared for periods of

depression." ^ But what shall the reserve consist of? Dollar bills?

Government bonds? Industrial securities? The accumulation of a

large cash reserve, by tending to reduce bank reserves by a corre-

sponding amount, would weaken the banking system and cause a

contraction of the money supply. If the government wishes to pay

for an expanded public-works program with dollar bills, it might

1 Professor E. Ronald Walker has suggested that a public-works program might be

financed by interest-free loans from the central banking system. Cf. "Public Works as

a Recovery Measure," Economic Record, vol. 11 (December 1935), p. 188.

2 "Public Works as a Factor in Economic Stabilisation," International Labour Review^

vol. 38 (December 1938), p. 733.
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as well print new ones as to take them out of hiding in some vault.

A reserve of government bonds is also of no particular advantage

in initiating the program because the bonds would have to be sold

or pledged for bank loans. Presumably newly issued government

bonds would serve these purposes just as well. A reserve of indus-

trial securities would also have to be sold or used as collateral in

order to raise the funds. ^ Indeed, nothing more is accomplished by

establishing such a reserve than could be achieved by a correspond-

ing reduction in the government's debt during prosperous times.

An inventory of current needs, careful planning of the projects

to be postponed, and advance budgeting may be of considerable

value for a depressional program of public works, but the accumu-

lation of an earmarked reserve in advance serves no useful purpose.

Presumably, advance planning of public works by a country on

the gold standard should involve a program for concerted action

by all gold-standard countries or a plan to abandon gold if such in-

ternational action is not possible.

Net effects. According to the multiplier principle, expenditures

for labor and materials on public-works projects will directly or

indirectly stimulate many industries and will increase total ex-

penditures by a sum much larger than the government's total outlay.

The U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has estimated the amount of

"off-the-project" employment resulting from expenditures during

the first four years of the Public Works Administration,^ but it

did not attempt to measure all the effects of such expenditures upon

individual incomes or employment in an effort to discover a nu-

merical figure for the multiplier. The multiplier theory assumes

that increased expenditures spread throughout the economy in a

series of waves or cycles which would be self-perpetuating were it

not for "leakages." Leakages represent deflationary uses of income

received from public expenditures, such as hoarding, the payment

of debts to banks resulting in a reduction of the money supply, the

purchase of goods from abroad, or other actions that do not increase

domestic income and tend to reduce the rate at which money spent

for public works is respent. The propensity of persons to consume

and of corporations to pay out their receipts is, of course, important

1 Cf. J. M. Clark, "An Appraisal of the Workability of Compensatory Devices,"

American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, p. 196.

2 Cf. P. W. A. and Industry, A Four-Tear Study oj Regenerative Employment, U. S. Depart-

ment of Labor, Bulletin No. 658, 1938.
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in this connection. The speed of transmission is influenced by

business and consumers' expectations or "confidence." ^

AppHcation of the multipHer principle is not confined to public

spending. It also applies to private expenditures for investment

and consumption. As used by some economists it represents partial

rather than complete analysis because of a failure to take account

of the effects of the public-works program upon all private spend-

ing or upon other public expenditures. It is for this reason that

the multiplier depends in part upon the method of financing the

program as well as the monetary and fiscal policies followed. If

the expanded public-works program results in a corresponding con-

traction of the ordinary expenses of government, the multiplier

may really be zero. There is little use of constructing beautiful

school buildings with mural paintings on the wall if the municipal-

ity, in consequence, has to reduce the budget for teachers' salaries.

Under the Federal public-works program in the 1930's there was

some displacement of regular by emergency public works. The
Federal and local budgets would have provided for some of the

PWA projects had the Public Works Administration not been

established, so its total expenditures do not represent a correspond-

ing net increase in public spending.

As indicated in Table 29, public construction is but a small pro-

portion of total construction, and total construction accounts for

only a small percentage of the total national income. Therefore,

the effects of a public-works program upon private spending are of

primary significance. If the program causes a relative increase in

building costs, weakens the bond market, raises market rates of

interest, or causes other changes that tend to reduce private spend-

ing, the multiplier may turn out to be a negative figure. Private

investment may fall off either because businessmen and prospective

home builders fear that increased government debt will mean high

taxes in the future, or because business firms are afraid that the

^ Cf. Fritz Lehmann, "The Role of the MuhipUer and the Interest Rate in Keynes'

General Theory," in The Economic Doctrines of John Maynard Keynes, National Industrial

Conference Board, 1938, pp. 52-62. For an extended discussion of the multiplier

principle, cj. J. M. Clark, Economics of Planning Public Works, pp. 83-104.

Dr. Lauchlin Currie attempted to calculate the investment multiplier for this coun-

try in the period from 1919 through 1934. He found that it varied from a minus figure

in four years to 21,6 in 1928. Cf. "Some Theoretical and Practical Implications of

J. M. Keynes' General Theory," in The Economic Doctrines of John Maynard Keynes, op.

cit., p. 21.
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government will undertake projects, such as slum clearance and
water-power developments, which encroach on the vested rights

of some private enterprises already suffering from underemploy-

ment. Some businessmen brought up on the maxims of individual-

istic economics feel that during a depression the government should

curtail expenditures and throw workers out of employment just

as industry does. The very fact that the budget is unbalanced in

peacetime may so disturb them that they hesitate to make business

commitments, thereby further reducing the rate of business

spending.

Some practical difficulties. A program for advance planning

of public works in order to overcome business depressions also en-

counters a number of technical and practical obstacles. Only a

limited number of projects can be delayed until a depression arrives.

Highways cannot all be constructed or reconstructed at the same

time. It takes time to get a program under way, and projects once

started may have to be completed regardless of any change in busi-

ness conditions. All of these factors may interfere with the correct

timing of the program and prevent tapering it off promptly at the

appropriate date. Political considerations and pressures also make
it difficult to execute a program according to an economist's blue-

print.

The problem of planning a national program of public works is

complicated in this country by the existence of some 180,000 inde-

pendent spending units of government, including almost 20,000

cities, villages, counties, and townships and about 130,000 school

districts. The Federal government must somehow induce these

smaller units to plan their finances and public-works expenditures

on a business-cycle basis. In order to stimulate local public-works

expenditures in the 1930's, the Federal government offered a sub-

sidy in 1933 of 30 per cent, later 45 per cent, of the cost of municipal

public-works projects. Although over $2,000,000,000 were spent

on non-Federal projects under the Federal Public Works Admin-

istration between July 1933 and January 1939, Table 29 shows that

there was no increase in non-Federal construction between 1933 and

1935, and the expansion prior to 1939 was not very significant. One
reason for the failure of local public works to expand was the finan-

cial condition of the municipalities, which the Federal government

cannot control; another reason was that many municipalities ac-
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cepted the Federal subsidy for projects that they would have done

without the Federal program. Under any such program of Federal

subsidies, some displacement of normal by emergency public works

is likely to occur.

GOVERNMENT-GUARANTEED EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION

Business executives and enterprisers are in a strategic position

in our kind of economy. By hesitancy, fear, or passive resistance,

they can spoil even the best schemes for stimulating economic re-

covery. A vicious circle may develop under the public-works

method of attacking depressions. Because private investment fails

to pick up, government expenditures may have to be increased;

yet the more the government spends, the more private investors

are likely to delay investment of their funds. Under such circum-

stances, the government's spending program may become prolonged

and those who await the return of business "confidence" and re-

covery, so that the public-works program can be tapered off, may
be disappointed repeatedly.

A number of economists have proposed schemes for directly stim-

ulating private production by means of a government guarantee

for an expansion in the output of business firms. ^ In essence, their

proposals involve the formation of a government corporation to

place orders in advance with private industry, expanded produc-

tion to fill those orders, and storage of the government-ordered

products until consumers use the increased money income from the

expanded production to buy the added output through normal

merchandising channels. One variant of the plan would have all

payments connected with the output ordered by the government

made in special dated money, in depreciating scrip, or in stamps

representing warehouse receipts, so that the government would be

certain that purchases of its ordered output would be made through

regular channels within a stated interval.

This type of program recognizes that business requires confi-

dence that it can dispose of its output before it will expand. In-

stead of waiting for orders from individuals to develop that con-

^ This discussion is based primarily upon the following published plans: Frank D.

Graham, "The Creation of Employment," Economic Forum, vol. 1 (Spring 1933),

pp. 144-54; and Mordecai Ezekiel, Jobs for All Through Industrial Expansion, 1939. A
plan published by Fred I. Kent in the New York Times, February 12, 1933, VIII, p. 3,

resembles these plans in a number of respects.
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fidence, the proposal would have the government give orders for

goods, thus permitting industry to produce and pay out the funds

with which the additional output could be purchased. In order to

insure individual firms against loss from expansion, the government
would guarantee each concern that its increased output would be

sold. Expansion in each branch of industry would, of course, have

to be governed at first by estimates of demand elasticities for dif-

ferent products, although later it could be gauged by the increase

of purchases in each line. Unsold surpluses in any particular line

could, after a certain period of time had elapsed, be taken over by

the government at a stated discount and be given to relief clients

or used on government projects. In this way, increased production

and employment in each industry would expand incomes and pro-

vide markets for the products of other industries.

Obviously, the government would not place orders for personal

services, transportation, marketing services, or products made to

order, although such services would indirectly benefit by industrial

expansion. The plan is also not well adapted for products that are

costly to store or that depreciate rapidly with storage, either be-

cause of style changes or deterioration. New automobiles, for ex-

ample, might cause some trouble. Planned expansion through

government orders would have to be confined primarily to manu-
facturing industries. Other branches of the economy would, how-

ever, gain with any general increase in buying resulting from the

increase in incomes.

Such a program for stimulating industrial expansion on govern-

ment order and guarantee has a number of advantages over a

public-works program of the pump-priming variety. In the first

place, it would be much less costly, since possible losses resulting

from the government's guarantee would be minor in amount and

would not increase the government debt to the same extent that a

spending program on public work does. In contrast to public-works

and work-relief projects, the goods produced under such industrial

expansion would be those that the people most need. Certainly

there is little likelihood of a net social loss from the diversified pro-

duction of more manufactured goods during periods of widespread

unemployment. Such an expansion of industrial output takes place

in any recovery of business. Consequently, this plan represents a

direct attack upon the problem of underemployment in industry.
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It puts people back to work in the lines where they must sooner or

later find employment, rather than giving them jobs on temporarily

expanded public work.

REGULARIZATION OF PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT

The regularization of employment by individual firms was

widely discussed as a method of preventing unemployment in the

1920's, before the country was cursed with wholesale unemploy-

ment.^ After 1931 it became evident that any solution to the un-

employment problem must involve an expansion in total employ-

ment rather than regularization or stabilization at current levels of

employment and unemployment.

One firm cannot alone change general market conditions or the

general rate of spending. Consequently, a company can do little

to increase the total volume of employment. Since all firms are

competing for the consumers' dollars, some methods which lead to

expansion of employment in one firm are likely to cause a contrac-

tion in the sales and employment of other firms. That is true, for

example, of cutting prices or branching out into other lines of pro-

duction. In cases where one firm gains at the expense of others,

all firms cannot do what one firm may do, and reasoning from the

particular to the general is invalid.

Under certain circumstances, particular firms can spread a

given volume of production and employment more evenly during a

year or more. However, it is the firms in a monopolistic or semi-

monopolistic position through the branding of their products that

are in a position to induce customers to buy more regularly. Unless

sales can be steadied, a firm can regularize its employment only by

producing for stock during certain periods. But many concerns

produce on order or provide only services, so they cannot produce

for stock. Such a practice is also not possible for firms manufac-

turing articles that are costly to store or that depreciate rapidly

because of style changes, obsolescence, or deterioration.

Generally speaking, only firms or industries that are especially

^ C/",, for example, H. Feldman, The Regularization of Employment, A Study in the

Prevention of Unemployment, 1925; John R. Commons et al.. Can Business Prevent Unem-

ployment? 1925; Employment Regularization in the United States of America, American Section,

International Chamber of Commerce, 1931; and Possibilities of Business and Employment

Stabilization, Nineteenth Annual Meeting, Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, 1931.
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favored because of the nature of their product, their nearness to

the consumer, or their mopopoHstic position are able to regularize

employment or to guarantee their employees a certain number of

hours of work during the succeeding year. The General Electric

Company could guarantee employment in its lamp department

because the demand for light bulbs is steady and because a bulb,

in the words of the company's president, "does not become obso-

lescent and does not deteriorate" in storage. Furthermore, it is only

firms that are in a monopolistic position that can control technologi-

cal change and prevent technological unemployment in the in-

dustry. Monopoly and monopolistic competition are, however,

likely to lead to stabilization of employment and production at a

low level, especially if the demand for the product is inelastic.

A joint plan for the regularization of employment in the Port of

Seattle from 1921 to 1934 has been cited as an example of the vir-

tues of employment stabilization by firms and industries. The Seat-

tle scheme did lead to larger incomes for the longshoremen who
were part of that closed-shop arrangement, but such increases were

accomplished by a 50-per-cent reduction in the number of long-

shoremen employed the first year, a further reduction of 8 per cent

from 1922 to 1929 when the available work was increasing, and a

21-per-cent cut in the number of waterfront workers during the

slump from 1929 to 1933. Those benefiting from this closed-shop

scheme for regularizing employment took the attitude that what

happened to the employment of others because of the regulariza-

tion arrangement was not their concern or responsibility.^

Such examples show the limitations and disadvantages of em-

ployment regularization by particular firms. At best it concentrates

the available employment upon a certain group of workers, evens

out their yearly incomes and their work hours, and may increase

the company's profit. At worst, an attempt to achieve such regulari-

zation may increase the instability of other concerns and may raise

hopes amongst workers that will be dashed during a depression.

One Rochester firm in 1931 bragged: 'Tt has been our policy for

years to endeavor to provide continuous employment for the bulk

of our employees and our eff'orts have been uniformly successful." ^

^ Cf. F. P. Foisie, Decasualizing Longshore Labor and the Seattle Experience, Waterfront

Employers of Seattle, February 1, 1934, pp. 5-20.

2 C/". R. A. Lester and C. V. Kidd, The Case against Experience Rating in Unemployment

Compensation, 1939, p. 31.
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By 1933 this company had cut its working force by more than 70

per cent.

As a measure to overcome widespread unemployment, regulari-

zation by individual firms is ineffective, for single firms can do little

to change the total volume of employment in the country. Further-

more, regularization or stabilization of employment at low levels

is definitely undesirable when there are as many as 10,000,000 un-

employed persons in the nation and the labor supply is increasing

at the rate of about 500,000 persons a year.

SUBSIDIES AND INCENTIVE TAXATION

A number of reemployment programs have been proposed, which

are based upon a government subsidy or reduction of taxes in order

to encourage private employment or private investment. ^ A subsidy

or tax credit may be granted an employer for an increase in the

number of his employees, in his total hours of employment, or in

his total payroll. It may also be granted for an expansion of in-

vestment in inventory, in plant, or in equipment. Whether the

government grant is given in the form of tax reduction, a tax-credit

slip, or a remission of taxes, it represents a subsidy to stimulate ex-

penditures for wages, for production, for machinery, or for the

construction of factories and perhaps homes. Tax measures for

such purposes have been termed "incentive taxation."

Subsidies for increased employment or investment. Federal

subsidies or tax rewards for certain actions represent a "general"

type of program, since all branches of business presumably would

be affected at the same time. Such a program has the advantage

that it directly stimulates all industries to expand together instead

of concentrating the initial stimulus upon only a few sections of the

economy.

Various methods and mechanisms have been suggested for

^ For a further discussion of various proposals and the economics of incentive taxation,

the reader is referred to the following publications: Survey of Experiences in Profit Sharing

and Possibilities of Incentive Taxation, Report of a Subcommittee of the Committee on

Finance, Senate Report No. 610, 76th Congress, first session, 1939, and Hearings on

S. Res. 215 before the same subcommittee, 75th Congress, third session, 1939; Clarence

W. Hazelett, Incentive Taxation; a Key to Security (revised edition), 1936; Kenyon E.

Poole, "Tax Remission as a Means of Influencing Cyclical Fluctuations," Quarterly

Journal of Economics, vol. 52 (February 1939), pp. 261-74; Nicholas Kaldor, "Wage
Subsidies as a Remedy for Unemployment," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 45 (Decem-
ber 1936), pp. 721-42; and Emil Lederer, "Industrial Fluctuations and Wage Policy,"

International Labour Review, vol. 39 (January 1939), pp. 51-53.
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schemes of incentive taxation. If the reward is made contingent

upon an increase in employment or payrolls, a base period must

be selected for purposes of measuring the increase, such as the total

of the previous year, the average of the last three years, etc. No
matter what base period is selected, some employers will complain

that they have been discriminated against because their competi-

tors had poorer employment records in the base year. Employers

who made large investments prior to the introduction of the tax-

incentive scheme arc also liable to complain that competitors are

favored by tax rewards for new investment. Similar complaints of

unfairness would be made against a tax that varied with the per-

centage that a firm was operating below capacity. In that case,

capacity would be the base.

The incentive-taxation method, although raising many difficult

administrative problems, has a number of advantages over a pro-

gram such as pump-priming by expenditures on public works.

The percentage or amount of the tax reward could be varied as

the circumstances seemed to require. The problem of timing, which

is very important, would be relatively easy, since the scheme could

be put into operation at any time, on any scale, and could be stopped

at will. No new administrative units of government are required.

The existing tax agencies could be used to check on employment

records, on payrolls, or on payments to building contractors and

equipment sellers. The government does not tehd to compete with

private business in the form of production projects or self-liquidat-

ing public works. If successful, the program puts people to work

at jobs in private industry where the expansion is likely to be the

most economic and where it must eventually occur. As mentioned

in the first section of this chapter, the Federal government during

the 1930's subsidized local public works by grants ranging from

30 to 100 per cent of total project costs under PWA, CWA, FERA,
and WPA.
The same budgetary deficit and monetary expansion achieved

by a public-works program can be obtained by tax reductions

under such incentive programs. According to some of the proposals,

eligible employers would receive tax-credit slips discountable at

the commercial and Federal Reserve banks, so that checking ac-

counts might be increased by a corresponding amount. If the tax

subsidy were paid from additional taxes, the increase in taxation
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need not be as large as the subsidy or credit because the program

should save the government some costs by reducing relief expendi-

tures. Financing such an incentive scheme by taxation would in-

volve a tendency to shift the tax burden from active capitalists,

who employ labor and invest funds, to passive capitalists whose

income comes from previous investment. Such a system of tax re-

wards would, of course, be just the opposite of the payroll taxes

levied under the Social Security Act, which tend to penalize em-
ployment.

Unlike suggestions for employment regularization by single firms,

incentive-taxation proposals would tend to expand employment
and not stabilize it at present levels. As "general" programs, they

would operate through changes in total expenditures, incomes, and
demand. A subsidy or tax reward for investment should have much
the same stimulating effects upon investment as do lower interest

rates, and it would operate more directly than interest-rate reduc-

tions. The problem of withdrawing the tax subsidy is, in some re-

spects, similar to that of tapering off public works without causing

a relapse in private business. However, a subsidy available to all

firms would not tend to stimulate some industries disproportionately

as a public-works program does, so there would be little need for

shifting workers from public to private work as the program was

contracted. There would, however, be the same possibility of dis-

placement that occurred under the Federal subsidy for local public

works. For example, it would be impossible to determine to what

extent investments receiving Federal tax rewards would have been

made without such a subsidy.

A tax-incentive plan to increase employment was tried on a

small scale and under rather unfavorable circumstances by the von

Papen Government of Germany in 1932. If an employer should

in any quarter of the year following October 1, 1932 employ on

the average more workers than during the quarter prior to Sep-

tember 1, 1932, he would qualify for an "employment-premium"

voucher of 100 marks for each additional worker per quarter.

These employment-premium vouchers were discountable at the

banks and could be used for the payment of certain taxes. Further-

more, employers hiring additional workers were given the privilege

of paying them less than the legal wage rates fixed in union agree-

ments. This combination of tax credit and lower wages was de-
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signed to reduce the employer's costs for increased production so

that he would strive to expand employment, output, and sales.

Although the savings in costs from the premiums and wage reduc-

tions differed between firms, it was estimated that an employer

could, on the average, hire additional workers at only half the

prevailing wage rates. ^

Government experts estimated that, as a result of these privi-

leges, 1,750,000 workers would be reemployed, requiring at least

700,000,000 marks of tax certificates. But the plan failed, and only

a part of the certificates had been used when the program was

practically liquidated in April 1933. Indeed, the number of unem-
ployed increased considerably after October 1932.

The question arises why so little use was made of the employment

premium and its accompanying reduction of wages. Dr. Gerhard

Colm claims that the Papen Plan failed because it was based on

the postulates of free competition and perfect markets.^ It assumed

that employers, fearing that competitors would take advantage of

these privileges, would be forced to produce for inventory, to lower

prices, and to compete in other ways for sales, with a result that

some enterprises would be operating at full capacity even though

others might be forced out of the market. In fact, most markets

were imperfect because of personal relationships, product differen-

tiation, and monopolistic elements. Consequently, there was no

additional price-cutting and each firm could afford to wait for an

increase in orders before expanding, without any fear that other

firms might capture most of its markets. Dr. Colm believes that it

is better to increase investment and especially expenditures for

public works rather than to pursue a recovery program that in-

volves an initial expansion in production for sale. Ordinarily,

however, increased employment and incomes would result in an

increased sale of goods. If necessary, some form of dated or de-

preciating scrip could be used to assure expenditure of the increase

in incomes.

Hoarding taxes. An idleness tax is another type of incentive

taxation, designed to influence or control the rate of private spend-

ing. Such a tax might be based on idle capacity or on idle money.

1 Gerhard Colm, "Why the 'Papen Plan' for Economic Recovery Failed," Social

Research, vol. 1 (February 1934), p. 90.

2 Idem.
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One proposal would have money-turnover taxes levied against

corporations and persons under the Federal income taxes. A per-

son's or firm's tax would vary with the ratio of average money
holdings (cash or checking accounts) to total disbursements for all

purposes. If the money-turnover ratio exceeded a certain percent-

age, the person or firm would be exempt from this particular tax.

One advocate of such a tax claims that "the solution of the problem

of technological employment is strictly an incentive tax on idle

money," ^ which would force the expenditure of any savings re-

sulting from technological improvements.

Most of those who propose to tax idle or loitering money would,

however, collect the tax through the banks or would use a special

kind of legal-tender currency for the purpose. Proposals for a

nonhoardable currency include stamped scrip, to which a tax

stamp would have to be affixed by the holder on a certain date,^

and special dated dollar bills or "calendar currency," which would

depreciate a certain number of cents each month or any other

period of time selected. The tax, of course, could also be varied

in amount from time to time as it seemed desirable to speed up
spending. The need for a hoarding tax on checking accounts as

well as on all currency is recognized, because about nine tenths of

the country's money supply consists of such bank accounts.

There can be no doubt that idle money in an exchange economy
means idle men and idle machines. Hoarding, or a decreased rate

of use of money, reduces incomes and employment. Although de-

pressions are declared "inevitable" and various recondite reasons

are given for the lack of demand, such as loss of confidence and

price rigidities, the fact of the matter is that without hoardable

money price maladjustments and pessimism could not result in a

failure to spend—a "spending strike," as Arthur Dahlberg calls it.

With nonhoardable money, general overproduction would not be

possible.

Especially during a depression, hoardable money is a good spec-

ulation because it increases in value as prices decline and it involves

little, if any, carrying costs. Unlike real estate, it is not taxed ; un-

like commodities, it presents no storage problem. Furthermore,

1 CJ. the testimony of G. W. Hazelett in Hearings on S. Res. 215, 75th Congress, third

session, 1939, p. 269.

2 CJ., for example, Irving Fisher et al.. Stamp Scrip, 1933.
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money is a liquid asset, representing generalized purchasing power.

Consequently, it is not subject to losses in the same way that in-

vestments in particular enterprises or commodities are, and it can

be used at any time. During depressions, interest rates, the reward

for not hoarding, are likely to be low. What a hoarding tax does

is to penalize the nonuse of money, making idle holdings have a

negative rate of interest.

Recovery programs which call for government noninterference

and economy are designed to "lure" holders of money to spend.

It is claimed that, if the government will pamper capital, the con-

fidence of capitalists will be restored and private spending will pick

up. Government spending programs are supposed to tempt or

stimulate private capitalists to follow suit. But hoardable money
permits its holders to refuse to be tempted. Liquid capital can

continue on a sit-down strike, and those who hold money can de-

cline to spend it until "confidence" is restored by favors, such as

repeal or modification of reform legislation that capital-investing

groups dislike. A hoarding tax, by forcing money to circulate, helps

to maintain demand despite the coyness of business confidence and

fluctuations in the rate of profit. It is for this reason that J. M.
Keynes, the English economist, believes the idea behind stamped

money to be "sound." ^ Others have pointed out that the taxation

of stagnant money has "theoretical merit as a means of meeting the

problem of secular stagnation" in an economy lacking sufficient

inducements to invest.^

It is important to note that hoardable money gives capitalists

who hold money an advantage over labor. Money is not perishable,

whereas labor is. Money has practically no carrying costs, so capi-

talists can wait for favorable opportunities before employing their

money and, incidentally, labor. Labor, on the other hand, has to

eat to live. The carrying costs of living may put workers, unem-

ployed because of a decline in money spending, in a weak bargain-

ing position. A tax which penalizes nonworking dollars seems justi-

fied because reduced private spending and unemployment increase

the money costs of the state in the form of relief expenditures.

The most comprehensive plan for taxing hoarding is contained

^ The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, p. 357.

* Emile Depres, "The Proposal to Tax Hoarding," American Economic Review, vol. 29

(March 1939) supplement, p. 228.
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in Arthur Dahlberg's book, When Capital Goes on Strike; How to

Speed Up Spending (1938). He would have the currency consist of a

new type of depreciating dollar bills and would levy a monthly tax

on average balances in checking accounts above a S300 minimum.
Numerous devices and restrictions are also suggested to prevent

evading the tax without really spending the money. The controls

necessary to plug up loopholes would certainly have to be rather

complex and complicated. In order to forestall a shift into foreign

money, the country would apparently have to be off the gold

standard and perhaps use some form of exchange control. A severe

hoarding tax would also stimulate a wholesale shift of funds from

checking accounts to savings accounts and other liquid assets, which

would sharply contract the volume of checkbook money. Such a

liquidation of checking accounts would tend to nullify the plan,

because total spending is the product of the money supply times its

rate of turnover or velocity of circulation. In order to prevent a

reduction in the quantity of money, Dahlberg suggests the adop-

tion of the 100-per-cent-reserve plan for money, which has been

endorsed by a number of economists, along with the hoarding

tax.^ Such a plan for full cash reserves would permit a stabilization

of the quantity of money and would prevent individuals or banks

from reducing the money supply. The 100-per-cent system is

mentioned again in the following section on monetary measures.

MONETARY MEASURES

The discussion of the theory of unemployment in Chapter 10

indicated that money and monetary standards play an important

part in depressions and in the economics of idle resources. Various

kinds of monetary programs have been proposed for combatting

depressions and unemployment. Only two types can be discussed

here.

Consumers' credits. A program for stimulating demand through

subsidies to consumers during depressions has been proposed as a

way of increasing consumers' incomes and expenditures without

simultaneously increasing producers' costs by wage increases. Con-

sumers' credits is a term that has been used for such a subsidy or

grant of new money to consumers who will spend the money within

a stated period of time.

»C/. ibid., pp. 85-88, 199-207; and also Irving Fisher, 700% Money, 1935.
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The chief practical problem in connection with such a program
is to find a way of making the government's payments to consumers

seem just and at the same time sufficient in amount to cause a

noticeable increase in demand. The subsidy could hardly be con-

fined to the unemployed and yet be on a sufficient scale, for then

the unemployed would be receiving incomes as large or larger than

when they were employed. A certain sum could be given to each

inhabitant, as was done in Maryland during a depression in 1733

with considerable success.^ However, it would seem unjust to give

the rich the same sum per dependent as was given by the govern-

ment to the poor. Therefore, J. E. Meade has suggested that the

credit per person, which would vary with the volume of "depres-

sion" unemployment, be given to all those with an income below

a certain level. ^ But such a proposal would also raise many prac-

tical problems and result in some anomalies or injustices in border-

line cases.

Another problem is to find some method of ensuring that these

additional payments would be promptly spent by consumers, and

not be hoarded. Payment of the credits might be made by the

government in dated money, but even then, there would be the pos-

sibility that consumers would use the dated money for cash purchases

that they would have made anyway. If the consumers' credits re-

sulted in reduced cash spendings, total demand might not increase.

Professor Jesse H. Bond of the University of Oregon has suggested

a rather ingenious device for meeting both of these practical prob-

lems. During depressions he would have all retail sellers of goods

and services give to each purchaser government credits in the form

of trading stamps in amounts equivalent to a certain percentage

of the dollar value of customers' purchases. The percentage might

be varied with the volume of unemployment. These stamps could

be deposited in the banks, and they could also be converted into

cash by the government, possibly at the post offices. Such a sub-

sidy measured by total retail purchases would, of course, give

greater dollar amounts to the rich than to the poor. With so many
retail sellers and sales, it might also be difficult to prevent misuse

of the government credit stamps.

^ Cf. R. A. Lester, "Currency Issues to Overcome Depressions in Delaware, New
Jersey, New York and Maryland, 1715-37," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 47 (April

1939), pp. 208-15.
2 CJ. J. M. Meade, Consumers" Credits and Unemployment^ 1938, especially pp. 33-36.
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The grants of consumers' credits by the government during a

depression should be financed from new money, presumably either

in the form of increased checking accounts borrowed by the gov-

ernment from the banks or in the form of new currency issues.

Meade has pointed out that there is no need for the government

to pay interest on these funds because the whole mechanism of

interest rates is designed to guide the limited resources available

into the most productive uses.^ In a period of wholesale idleness

and failure to utilize resources, the interest mechanism becomes

more or less meaningless.

There is some fear that large issues of new money during a de-

pression would lead to price inflation. Such a fear is unfounded.

Inflations have not occurred during depressions. They can only

arise from increased spending. So long as there are vast unem-
ployed resources of men and equipment, each increase in demand
will be met by an increase in supply as idle resources are put to

work. Unused resources act as an automatic check to price-level

increases. The new money is absorbed by increased output and

trade. Price inflation is possible only when most of industry is en-

joying full employment.^ There would be little danger of inflation

if the payment of consumers' credits were promptly stopped as

soon as "depression" unemployment was eliminated and if taxes

were imposed to take some of the new money out of circulation

and to retire any government debt incurred under the program.

Whether these balancing taxes during prosperous periods should

take the form of sales or income taxes has been a debatable question.

A "goods" standard for money. Making our currency con-

vertible into a certain unit composed of standard commodities has

also been suggested as a means of increasing the demand for prod-

ucts, stimulating the rate of spending, and stabilizing the price

level.

In place of a gold standard, Benjamin Graham suggests a "goods"

or "commodities" standard consisting of a composite unit of some

23 storable commodities traded on our organized commodity ex-

changes.^ Each commodity would be represented in the composite

1 Ibid., pp. 48-49.
2 Cf. R. A. Lester, "Is Inflation Possible?" North American Review, vol. 239 (January

1935), pp. 14-18; Alvin H. Hansen, Full Recovery or Stagnation? pp. 321-22; and Joan
Robinson, Introduction to the Theory of Employment, 1937, pp. 120-21.

3 Cf. Benjamin Graham, Storage and Stability; A Modern Ever-Normal Granary^ 1937.
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unit according to its importance in our economy during the past

decade. There would be free convertibihty or exchange between

this composite-commodity unit and the dollar; anyone could con-

vert commodity units into dollars or redeem dollar bills in com-

modity units.

Such a "goods" standard for money would keep the price level

of the 23 basic commodities absolutely stable without pegging the

price of any single commodity. As long as free convertibility was

maintained between the goods unit and the dollar, there would be

no possibility of inflation or deflation of the price level, which has

been so demoralizing for American business in the past.

The most important advantage of such a goods standard is that

it would regulate the money supply in a way that would help to

stabilize business and maintain the domestic market for our prod-

ucts. Whenever private demand fell off because of reduced spend-

ing, the prices of the 23 basic commodities would tend to decline.

As soon as the price of the composite unit began to fall below the

conversion price that the government fixed, people would start to

exchange commodity units into dollar bills. That would mean an

automatic government purchase of the basic commodities, thus

supporting the market and preventing general overproduction. As

this government market would be a permanent one at the conver-

sion price, businessmen could rely upon it in making their calcula-

tions.

Not only would the government's purchases supplement a de-

clining private demand, but the amount of money in private hands

would automatically be increased, and this additional purchasing

power, along with support for the price level, would tend to stimu-

late private demand. That expansion of the money supply pro-

vides a good stimulant for dull business was proved repeatedly in

the Middle Colonies during the first half of the eighteenth century

and in various countries during the depression of the 1930's. A
system of 100-per-cent bank reserves would be desirable in order

to make certain that currency expansion under a goods standard

during dull times was not offset by a contraction in checking ac-

counts or bank-made money, as generally has happened during

recent periods of reduced spending and declining business.

When private demand revived and prices rose, it would become

profitable for people to convert dollar bills into composite units.
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thus reducing the government's stock of the 23 commodities stored

in warehouses, reducing the currency in circulation, and serving

as an automatic check to any inflation.

By supporting the market with purchases and by hahing price

dechnes or deflationary spirals, such a monetary mechanism would

tend to prevent curtailment of production and employment in the

midst of want.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

It would be possible to apply two or more of these programs at

the same time. The "goods" standard of money could, for example,

be adopted and used in conjunction with any of them. It would

fit in especially well with a program for government-guaranteed

expansion of industrial production.

The chief difficulties with some of these programs for overcoming

unemployment are practical, administrative ones. For instance, a

hoarding tax or the granting of consumers' credits in stamps dis-

tributed by retailers would require a rather elaborate system of

controls and policing in order to prevent evasion and abuse. Further-

more, the programs must stimulate demand in general by increasing

the total volume of spending. Therefore, any program needs

general public support to succeed. That is why it should not go

counter to principles of justice commonly held. That is also why
the success of any anti-unemployment program depends so much
on its timing and especially its execution.

It is well to consider the worst that could happen under such

programs. Certainly it is difficult to see how increased private pro-

duction, if well proportioned, could involve much social loss. In-

dividual taxpayers may dislike government spending, even though

such expenditures may, in the long run, reduce the total tax burden

by eliminating relief expenditures. From a social point of view,

however, the important consideration is not the size of the govern-

ment debt but the size of the total national income that citizens

receive in the form of goods and services—their standard of living

—

with due allowance for capital replacements in order to safeguard

future production. In criticizing these programs one ought to bear

in mind that the alternative during the 1930's was widespread

waste of productive resources with wholesale unemployment and

economic stagnation.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

Various programs for eliminating unemployment were discussed

in the previous chapter. Unemployment insurance was not in-

cluded in that discussion because it is designed primarily to alleviate

the effects of short-time unemployment. Its emphasis is upon ben-

efit payments and protection to workers rather than upon unem-
ployment prevention. It is true, of course, that the payment of

benefits may help to sustain total demand by assuring workers a

minimum income for a few months should they lose their jobs.

Perhaps improvement in the use and services of public employ-

ment exchanges under unemployment compensation may also aid

in some degree to overcome unemployment, either by providing

more adequate data on that economic disease or by directing the

unused labor resources to fit the developing demand. Executives

in certain large firms have argued that some unemployment would

be prevented by levying the tax for unemployment compensation

in a way that would encourage employment regularization. How
ineffective such an unemployment program would be has been in-

dicated in the discussion of employment regularization in the pre-

vious chapter. The subject is discussed further in this chapter

under "experience rating."

Unemployment insurance has been advanced and defended as a

businesslike method of providing workers some security against

unemployment lasting less than half a year. Through systematic

premium payments or tax contributions in advance, eligible work-

ers can receive benefits as a right and not as a charitable handout.

By relating each individual's benefits to previous contributions and

earnings in industry, it is argued that individual incentives and

recipients' self-respect are preserved. The unemployed worker is

spared the demoralizing influences of pauperization and home in-

vestigations, or the uncertainties and paternalism of public or

430
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private charity (the dole), while he searches for another job. Un-
employment insurance has been called the first line of defense for

the disemployed worker. If he is reemployed before his rights to

benefits are exhausted, he avoids the evils of destitution and de-

pendency connected with poor relief. That at least is the theory

behind unemployment insurance or unemployment compensation,

as it has come to be called in this country.

Employment risks and income. A number of industrial risks

may cause a worker's earnings to change without advance notice.

Such risks include industrial accidents, sickness, and unemploy-

ment. Workers are generally not to blame for unforeseen reduc-

tions in earnings arising out of these industrial hazards. For the

most part, unemployed resources are not responsible for their

forced idleness when the volume of spending declines in a special-

ized exchange economy.

Most workers are not in a position to meet such emergencies as

unemployment, injury, or illness out of their own financial re-

sources. Over one third of all nonfarm families had incomes under

$1,500 in the prosperous year of 1929, when the average full-time

earnings of employed wage-earners were about SI,470 a year.^

The Brookings Institution estimated that nonfarm families with

incomes under SI, 500 actually spent more than their incomes in

1929, so that they had no savings.^ Estimates for 1935-1936 show

that over two thirds of all wage-earning families not on relief re-

ceived incomes under SI, 500.^ In 1939 the full-time earnings of

wage workers were about SI, 330 a year.^

The method of social insurance. Unemployment compensa-

tion is not so much a device for eliminating unemployment as a

method of distributing an existing burden in a more systematic

and provident fashion. Insurance, by spreading an average loss

over a large group, difTuses the risk. Individuals who suffer from

the hazard are afforded limited protection from funds contributed

by all members of the insured group. The incomes of wage-earners,

however, are insufficient for them to purchase protection against

^Maurice Leven et al., America's Capacity to Consume, 1934, p. 228; and Survey of

Current Business, June 1939, p. 14.

2 Leven et al., op. cit., p. 95.

3 Consumer Incomes in the United States, Their Distribution in 7935-36, National Resources

Committee, 1938, p. 26.

4 Robert R. Nathan, "National Income at Nearly 70 Billion Dollars in 1939,"

Survey oj Current Business, vol. 20 (June 1940), p. 10.
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such a major economic hazard as unemployment. Therefore, the

government must step in and, through the taxing power, compel

persons (whether they be workers, employers, or general taxpayers)

to contribute funds in advance so that individual workers may have

some protection against industrial contingencies such as unem-
ployment. Social insurance resembles private insurance in that

the beneficiaries receive their benefit payments as a contractual

right; it differs from private insurance in that the government com-
pels persons to contribute to the insurance scheme through taxes,

and may itself contribute public funds. It is argued that at least

part of the financial support for social insurance should come from

nonworker sources because such insurance reduces the costs of

public relief and because the various industrial risks to workers are

an inherent element in our machine-money economy of capitalism,

from which society as a whole benefits. Those risks could be sharply

reduced or eliminated only by a radical change in our economic

system, such as a return to an economy of local self-sufficiency like

the medieval guild system, which knew no widespread unemploy-

ment and serious industrial accidents.

In contrast to relief, social-insurance benefits are paid as a pre-

determined right. The worker is not forced to pauperize himself

before he can receive his promised benefits. Relief, on the other

hand, is based entirely upon need and, therefore, disregards pre-

vious tax contributions and differences in individual resourcefulness

or work records. The social-insurance method, by requiring con-

tributions in advance and spreading the risk widely, tends to prevent

the vicious circle that arises when relief is financed on a local basis.

It has been said repeatedly that any one state, in adopting such

a select method for alleviating the effects of unemployment, would

handicap its firms in interstate competition. The reader may
wonder why such a social-insurance scheme would not pay for

itself, as it is alleged company welfare plans have, by attracting

the best workers, reducing labor turnover, improving workers'

morale and health, etc. There might, however, be some question

whether workers' output would be increased by unemployment in-

surance as much as the money costs of production would rise, and

all firms in a state cannot attract the best workers. Whether a

state system of unemployment insurance increases employers' costs

depends in large part upon how much the scheme reduces relief
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expenses and how the funds are raised to finance the insurance

benefits. Taxes on workers, on personal incomes or inheritances,

or on private homes do not increase the costs of industrial produc-

tion within a state relative to such costs in other states. Indeed,

expenditures for unemployment insurance need be no more bur-

densome to private firms than other costs of government or busi-

ness, such as paying for the care of the insane, for useless public

jobholders, for needless corporation vice presidents, or for needed

sewage disposal.

BACKGROUND FOR AMERICAN LEGISLATION

Trade-union and company plans. With family incomes so

insufficient for meeting economic misfortune, there developed pri-

vately, both here and abroad, group attempts to spread some of

the risk so that the losses from unemployment would not fall with

full force upon the individual worker. In all countries, experi-

mentation by trade-unions with unemployment-benefit plans for

their members has preceded government legislation on unemploy-

ment insurance. Although the first American trade-union plan

for unemployment benefits was established in 1831, less than 100,000

union members were covered by unemployment-insurance re-

serves before the passage of the Federal Social Security Act in 1935,

and the number of employees then covered by company unemploy-

ment-benefit plans was even smaller.-^

Company benefit plans have been confined primarily to group

life insurance, which is relatively inexpensive, and to company
pension plans, which tend to tie the worker to the company during

his working life. Unemployment benefits would not only be very

costly for most concerns but would be less effective than pensions

in anchoring the employee to the firm. Unless the firm had a

monopoly, any company benefit program would have to meet the

test of profit by paying for itself through reduced labor costs. Some
company plans undoubtedly met this profit test by giving the com-

pany a nonwage advantage in the labor market. The plans oper-

ated as a favorable differential, which helped the company to at-

tract the best grade of workers, to lower labor turnover, and to

lessen labor unrest amongst employees. But the more widely such

^ Social Security in America, The Factual Background of the Social Security Act, Social

Security Board, 1937, p. 8.
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plans were adopted, the more the company's differential in the

labor market would be reduced, so the profit test tended to pre-

vent general use of such company plans. This is simply another

illustration of the economic principle that what a single firm can

do successfully, all firms may be unable to do.

Unemployment insurance abroad. European systems of un-

employment insurance have been of two sorts: (1) voluntary

arrangements established by labor unions and subsidized from

government monies, and (2) nationwide programs of compulsory in-

surance, requiring certain contributions from employers and em-

ployees to a state fund. Before our Social Security Act was passed

in 1935, a total of 11 European nations were providing subsidies

for voluntary programs, which covered about 4,000,000 workers

in that year. At the same time, eight European countries had com-

pulsory systems covering around 35,000,000 employees.

Subsidized voluntary arrangements, known as the "Ghent sys-

tem," had been adopted locally in a number of countries before

the first World War and were established on a national basis in

France, Norway, Denmark, and Belgium between 1905 and 1908.

The first national compulsory unemployment scheme was estab-

lished in Great Britain in 1911, followed by Italy in 1919 and

Austria in 1920. Germany adopted compulsory unemployment in-

surance in 1927. The compulsory program of Soviet Russia, en-

acted in 1922, was suspended in 1930 because of a shortage of

labor, and it has been in suspension ever since.

Under the Ghent system, employers do not contribute to the

funds for benefit payments, which are administered by the unions.

Generally speaking, the subsidy from public monies in such Euro-

pean systems amounts to one half of the benefit payments to unem-

ployed workers, although it is considerably higher in some countries

for workers with low incomes or large families. Workers' contribu-

tions finance the remaining costs for benefits. Under the compul-

sory schemes, the cost is usually divided among the employers, the

employees, and the state, with the government contributing one

third, or somewhat less than a third, of the total cost. Total con-

tributions generally range from three to four per cent of the total

wages of covered workers, although they were 4.6 per cent in Great

Britain and 6.5 per cent in Germany in the 1930's.^

1 Ibid., pp. 22, 29.
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Under most European systems, the weekly benefit payments

to eligible unemployed workers have varied with the number
of dependents in the worker's family. Consequently, they

may be as high as 70 or even 80 per cent of the worker's

normal weekly wages in some countries. Receipt of such un-

employment benefits is usually limited to 15 or 20 weeks in

any one year, although they have been granted for half a year in

Great Britain.

These facts and figures give an outline sketch of unemployment
insurance abroad.^ It is evident that in European plans the element

of need plays an important part. In Great Britain, benefit pay-

ments are not related to previous wage rates but are on a flat-rate

basis. Although in most other countries benefits are on a percentage-

of-wages basis, workers with large families or low incomes are

favored. Partly for this reason and partly because of government

contributions, there has been a tendency for the dividing line be-

tween insurance and relief to become blurred, especially during

periods of widespread unemployment. At such times, most Euro-

pean countries have continued benefit payments beyond the legal

limit of 15, 20, or 26 weeks a year, usually after a needs test, and

have paid for such extended benefits by subsidies or "borrowings"

from the national treasury. Such a weakening of the statutory

safeguards in order to meet social or relief needs, of course, tended

to upset the actuarial soundness of the insurance systems, so that

most of the European schemes were technically insolvent for periods

during the 1920's or 1930's.2

Foreign programs of unemployment insurance emphasize pro-

tection rather than prevention. No unemployment-insurance law

abroad provides for diff^erential taxes on employers to encourage

employment regularization or stabilization by individual firms.

England experimented with such incentive-tax schemes between

1911 and 1920, but abandoned them as failures. Schemes of diff'er-

ential tax rates for unemployment insurance were also to be put

into practice in Germany, but they proved to be impractical at the

outset. In both countries, widespread unemployment prevented

^ For a more detailed description of the European systems, cf. idem; and Barbara N.
Armstrong, Insuring the Essentials, 1932, Section 5 and Appendix B.

2C/". Maxwell S. Stewart, Social Security, 1937, Chapter 11; and Arthur H. Reede,

"The Actuarial Aspect of Unemployment Insurance: British Experience," Pennsylvania

State College Bulletin, vol. 30 (July 20, 1936), pp. 1-31.
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the adoption of further plans for reducing the taxes of employers

pursuing certain employment policies. ^

American philosophy and patterns. In the passage of labor

legislation, such as factory acts, industrial-accident compensation,

unemployment insurance, and old-age insurance, this country has

lagged anywhere from 20 to 60 years behind similar developments

in Europe, especially in England. Before the first World War
most European countries had established compulsory or govern-

ment-subsidized systems of health insurance—a type of social in-

surance not yet adopted in this country.

A number of factors account for our "cultural lag" in such mat-

ters as social insurance. Agriculture, which is highly individualistic,

has played a more important role in our economy than in the in-

dustrial nations of Europe. Until 1900, for instance, farmers and

farm workers outnumbered industrial wage-earners in America.

Our thoughts and our government constitutions have been colored

by this individualistic philosophy, which is characteristic of rural

and frontier areas and which is opposed to compulsory action by

governments. Not only were there possible constitutional obstacles

to overcome in order to establish social insurances in this country

but their development was also held back by a fear that a state

would handicap its firms in interstate competition by enacting, say,

unemployment-insurance legislation. Although, as previously in-

dicated, that fear was largely uninformed, if not unfounded, it

nevertheless played an important restraining role. Organized labor

in America opposed some types of social insurance, especially un-

employment insurance, until a few years before laws were passed

establishing such insurance systems. Furthermore, there has been

no strong labor party in this country to fight for such workingmen's

insurance. It is worth noting that two progressive Presidents were

primarily responsible for the enactment of our first social-insurance

laws—Theodore Roosevelt for workmen's compensation and Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt for unemployment and old-age insurance.

Because of our individualistic background and mores, our social-

insurance laws provide for more individual differentiation than

most foreign legislation. Benefit rates and contributions are directly

^ For a further discussion of foreign experience with merit rating in unemployment
insurance, cj. R. A. Lester and Charles V. Kidd, The Case against Experience Rating in

Unemployment Compensation, 1939.
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related to the worker's earnings. Therefore, our social-insurance

legislation tends to incorporate the valuations of the labor market.

It is claimed that such a relationship is just and is necessary in

order to take account of wage differentials and to maintain the

solvency of the system without government contributions. However,

in following so closely the patterns of private insurance and com-

pany benefit plans, administrative problems arise, which make it

difficult to extend our compulsory schemes to small employers and

to certain groups of workers, such as farm labor and domestic

servants. Also unemployment insurance in this country, because

its benefits are not related to the number of dependents and other

need factors, has had only a minor effect upon relief costs.

Conflicts between private and social purposes have resulted in

inconsistent objectives in our social security program. (1) We de-

mand economical administration of social insurance, but at the

same time adopt elaborate benefit arrangements providing indi-

vidualized payments to the last cent, presumably in order to pre-

serve individual initiative. Large firms in stable lines of business

demand experience rating so that they may enjoy tax reductions.

Both of these features add considerably to the cost of administra-

tion. (2) Businessmen insist that social insurance should be self-

supporting; yet, by demanding a reduction in the large old-age

reserve contemplated in the original provisions of the Social Secur-

ity Act, they caused the self-supporting features to be eliminated,

so that a government subsidy to old-age insurance will undoubtedly

be necessary after 1955 or 1960. (3) Some businessmen maintain

that industrial hazards, such as unemployment and work accidents,

can be prevented if employers are penalized by tax differentials

under social-insurance laws. So far they have not claimed that old

age can be prevented by that method. Such notions concerning

prevention require that all taxes for social insurance be levied on

employers and lead to the conclusion that heavy payroll taxes ad-

justed to company experience are good for business and employ-

ment. The same employers have, however, argued that high pay-

roll taxes are bad for business and employment. (4) The Federal

government has been attempting to raise wage rates by such legis-

lation as the Fair Labor Standards Act and the National Labor

Relations (or Wagner) Act; yet heavy payroll taxes tend to depress

wages by penalizing employment and increasing the employer's
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tax with each increase in wage scales. A notion of the full signifi-

cance of payroll taxes on employers under social-insurance legisla-

tion in this country may be gained from the following facts: the

Federal unemployment tax on employers' payrolls is three per cent;

the Federal old-age insurance tax on employers' payrolls is one per

cent and is to reach three per cent in 1949; taxes or contributions

under workmen's compensation vary from state to state but average

from one to one-and-a-half per cent of employers' payrolls; pro-

posals for health insurance in this country include suggestions that

part of the funds be raised by a tax on employers' payrolls.

The interests of employers and employees with regard to social

insurance may run in opposite directions, and, as indicated by

illustrations just cited, even employers may find themselves arguing

at cross purposes. In the development of social security in America

there are bound to be some conflicts between the philosophy of in-

dividualism and that of social security, between private insurance

principles and social need, and between plans of tax reductions to

encourage prevention and demands for adequate protection for

workers.

ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN LEGISLATION

The Wisconsin Unemployment Reserve Act was the first unem-

ployment-compensation law enacted in this country. Passed in

1932, it became effective in July 1934, a year before the Federal

Social Security Act was put on the statute books. Five other states

enacted unemployment-insurance laws during the first half of 1935

in anticipation of the passage of the Federal Act.

The character of the Wisconsin law affected the Federal legisla-

tion. Instead of following European precedents, the Wisconsin law

was patterned after our state workmen's compensation acts, per-

haps because those acts had been passed despite fears that firms

would be handicapped in interstate competition. On the premise

that employers would prevent unemployment if taxed for benefits

to disemployed workers, the Wisconsin Act provided for contribu-

tions from employers only, for individual employer-reserve accounts,

and for tax reductions or exemptions for employers whose reserves

reached a certain percentage of their payrolls. To base legislation

upon a presumed analogy between unemployment and industrial

accidents was, however, a questionable policy. Industrial acci-
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dents result from conditions within the factory, unemployment from

conditions outside the factory. The employer has some legal lia-

bility for work accidents, but not for unemployment, because it

arises for the most part from market conditions over which he

usually has little control.

Federal Social Security Act. The provisions of this Act that

deal with unemployment do not establish a national system of un-

employment insurance. Instead the Act provides for a three-per-

cent Federal tax on the payrolls of employers of eight or more

workers in covered lines of employment. This Federal tax on pay-

rolls was derigned to accomplish two purposes: to encourage the

states to pass unemployment-compensation laws and to protect em-

ployers in states with unemployment-compensation laws from being

handicapped in interstate competition. Both of these aims were to

be achieved by the tax-credit or tax-offset provisions of the Federal

Act, which permit an employer to deduct from his Federal pay-

roll tax all sums, up to nine tenths of the Federal tax, that he has

paid during the year into an unemployment fund under a state law

approved by the Federal Social Security Board. For example, an

employer with a taxable payroll of SI 00,000 in a certain year would

have a Federal tax of S3,000; but his Federal tax could be reduced

to S300 (one tenth) if he paid $2,700 (nine tenths) into a state fund

during the year. Consequently, most states levy a payroll tax of

2.7 per cent for unemployment benefits, unless the employer's tax

is modified by experience rating. The tax-offset provisions of the

Federal Act practically force states to finance unemployment com-

pensation by a payroll tax upon employers.

The unemployment-compensation features center around the

tax provisions because the sponsors of the Act believed it desirable

to permit state experimentation. To facilitate experimentation

with tax differentials as a means of encouraging employment regu-

larization, the Federal Act provides for "additional credit allow-

ance" that employers may deduct from nine tenths of their Federal

payroll tax. Such additional Federal-tax credit for state-tax exemp-

tions is measured by the difference between the amount an em-
ployer actually pays into the state fund during a year and 2.7 per

cent of his payroll. Under the merit- or experience-rating provisions

of some state laws an employer may be entirely exempt from the

state tax. In such a case, an employer with a taxable payroll of
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SlOOjOOO would really pay a total tax of only $300, because he

could credit his state tax exemption of S2,700 against his Federal

tax of S3,000. The one tenth of the Federal tax that is not subject

to state tax credits ($300 in this case), is used by the Federal gov-

ernment to make grants to the states, paying for the full costs of

administering their unemployment-compensation laws.

As the reader will appreciate, this tax-offset device, with its

additional credits for tax exemptions and appropriations to states

for administrative expenses, is rather cumbersome and awkward.

It was originally adopted not only to facilitate state experimenta-

tion, but also for reasons of constitutional law. The Supreme Court

decisions upholding the unemployment features of the Social Se-

curity Act, however, indicated that other methods, including a

system of Federal grants to the states, would have been constitu-

tional.^ Experimentation under the "additional-credits" provisions

obviously eliminates the uniformity of the Federal tax and reopens

the whole issue of handicapping employers in interstate commerce

by nonuniform state taxes.

The Social Security Act specifies certain standards that state

laws must meet if they are to receive Federal subsidies for adminis-

tration and Federal approval, so that employers in the state may
offset their state unemployment-insurance taxes or tax credits

against nine tenths of the Federal payroll tax. These standards for

state laws include the following financial and labor requirements:

1

.

All funds collected from state taxes for unemployment compensation

shall be deposited in the United States Treasury, and such funds must

be used solely for the payment of benefits to unemployed workers.

2. All benefits shall be paid through public employment exchanges

unless the Social Security Board grants permission to other agencies,

and all persons whose claims for unemployment compensation are denied

must be given opportunity for a fair hearing before an impartial tribunal.

3. No worker shall be denied benefits if he refuses a new job where

there is a labor dispute, where he would be required to join a company
union or refrain from joining a bona fide labor organization, or where the

wages, hours, or other conditions of work are "substantially less favorable"

than those prevailing for similar work in the locality.

The financial provisions are designed to protect the state funds

from loss or misuse and to safeguard the country's financial struc-

^Chas. C. Steward Machine Co. v. Davis (1937), 301 U. S. 548; and Carmichael v.

Southern Coal & Coke Co., and Carmichael v. Gulf States Paper Corp. (1937), 301 U. S. 495.
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ture. A number of state accident-compensation funds suffered

serious losses from investment in municipal and corporation bonds

during the depression of the 1930's.^ The requirement that unem-
ployment-compensation monies belonging to the states be deposited

with the U. S. Treasury and invested by the Treasury in securities

of the Federal government prevents a similar loss of unemployment

funds.

The Secretary of the Treasury is given complete control over

the investment and liquidation of state funds so that large benefit

payments may be made without further depressing the security

markets during business slumps and, thus, increasing the tendency

toward deflation. Collections from state unemployment-compensa-

tion taxes average about 81,000,000,000 a year, and the total state

unemployment reserves in the Treasury may reach a total of S3, 000,-

000,000 in prosperous periods. The Treasury may invest these de-

posited state reserve funds in outstanding Federal bonds, in new
issues of Federal bonds, or in special Federal obligations issued ex-

clusively for this purpose and bearing the average rate of interest

on the total Federal debt. Without selling any of the Treasury-

held securities in the open market, the Secretary of the Treasury

can .liquidate some of these reserve accounts by using the proceeds

from Federal taxes for that purpose or by selling the securities to

the Federal Reserve banks. It has also been suggested that these

securities be used as collateral for borrowings from the banks.

Pledge of the securities for bank loans or their sale to Federal Re-

serve banks would tend to incerase the money supply and raise the

price level. On the other hand, the unemployment funds could be

hoarded by the Treasury in cash or deposited in the Federal Re-

serve banks, both of which would tend to reduce member-bank
reserves and the money supply and depress the price level. In order

to take such steps, however, the Social Security Act would have to

be amended, for it requires the Secretary of the Treasury to invest

in Federal obligations all of the funds not needed to meet current

withdrawals.^

The second provision, requiring that benefit payments be made

^ Cf. Social Security in America, Social Security Board, 1937, p. 101.

2 For a discussion of the various ways that unemployment reserves might be used

to facilitate business stability, cj. Alvin H. Hansen et al., A Program Jor Unemployment

Insurance and Relief in the United States, 1934, Part 4, "The Investment of Unemployment
Reserves and Business Stability."
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at public employment offices or exchanges, enables the unemploy-

ment-compensation administration to test the recipient's willing-

ness to work and to make certain that it is impossible for him to

find "suitable" employment. Compulsory unemployment-com-

pensation laws abroad also provide that workers must register and

report at a labor exchange or clearinghouse for jobs in order to

qualify for benefits. Thus, the payment of benefits is related to the

more important objective of obtaining jobs for unemployed bene-

ficiaries.

A number of problems arise in administering this second require-

ment for state laws and also the third one concerning the acceptance

of new jobs at rates of pay and conditions not "substantially less

favorable" than for similar work in the locality. If a new job is

available, should the exchange offer it to the best workers on the

list of beneficiaries, or to those who seem less willing to work, or to

those who have been unemployed the longest? Furthermore, it has

been argued that the facilities of the public exchanges should also

be open to relief recipients, who should register there at least once

a month. If new jobs are also offered to relief recipients, it may not

be possible to test the willingness of insurance receivers to accept

"suitable" work by an offer of a new job. Perhaps such a test is

not necessary during such short benefit periods as 15 weeks fol-

lowing a waiting period of two weeks.

The employment exchanges must look out not only for the in-

terests of the unemployment-insurance fund and idle workers but

also for the interests of employers who use the exchanges in re-

cruiting new employees. If such employers do not receive well-

qualified workers through the public employment offices, they

may not continue • to use them. Indeed, the Federal government

and those employers with agreements to hire through the labor

unions do not use the public exchanges to obtain many of their

workers. Yet the exchanges must have a rather complete and up-

to-date picture of wage rates and conditions of work in all lines of

employment in the localities under their jurisdiction, if the provi-

sions concerning "suitable" employment are to be administered

properly. The chief source of such data is employers. It is easier

to ascertain "prevailing" wage rates abroad where union-employer

agreements fix the wage rates for most workers. As mentioned in

the chapters on wages, studies in this country show a wide range
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ofwage rates for comparable work in the same locality in lines where

labor is unorganized.

The test of an offer of "suitable" employment presents other

problems. Leaders of organized labor in this country originally op-

posed compulsory unemployment insurance largely because of fear

that the insurance administration would break down wage stand-

ards by putting pressure upon unemployment beneficiaries to ac-

cept jobs at substandard rates and working conditions. Organized

labor distrusts court interpretation of such provisions as the vague

phrase ''substantially less favorable." If the courts interpret that

phrase narrowly, so that workers are not disqualified from benefits

for refusing work at nonunion conditions, the bargaining power of

labor will be increased and the union wage structure will be

strengthened during depressions. If, on the other hand, the courts

interpret that phrase broadly, wage standards will receive no sup-

port from the unemployment-compensation laws.

A number of British economists have claimed that unemploy-

ment insurance in England has increased wage rigidity by strength-

ening trade-union resistance to wage reductions in periods of de-

pression. Such wage rigidity, they insist, increased the amount of

unemployment in Great Britain during the 1920's.^ This argument

fails to allow for the fact that Britain, by returning to the gold

standard at prewar parity in 1925, overvalued her currency at the

expense of her export trade. It may well be that the price level,

wage rates, and interest rates in England were too high for full em-

ployment in a country on the gold standard. Our previous dis-

cussion indicates that unemployment in certain lines may be caused

by wage rates too high relative to the general wage level, but that

the whole wage level is not likely to be too high unless the currency

is overvalued. In such cases interest rates would also be "too high"

for full employment. It is possible that the provision of allowances

for dependents may have weakened the incentive for some workers

to seek private jobs, because a considerable proportion of the bene-

ficiaries with large families have, under unemployment insurance,

1 C/., for example, A. C. Pigou, "Wage Policy and Unemployment," Economic Journal,

vol. 37 (September 1927), pp. 355-68; Henry Clay, "The Public Regulation of

Wages in Great Britain," Economic Journal, vol. 39 (September 1929), pp. 323-43;

J. M. Keynes, "The Question of High Wages," Political Quarterly, vol. 1 (January

1930), pp. 110-24; F. C. Benham, "Wages, Prices, and Unemployment," The Econo-

mist, vol. 112 (June 20, 1931), pp. 1315-16; and Leo Wolman, "Wage Rates," American

Economic Review, vol. 28 (March 1938) supplement, p. 130.
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received as much as, or more than, their normal weekly earnings.^

That, of course, happens also under unemployment relief but could

not happen where, as in our laws, weekly benefits are restricted to

roughly 50 per cent of normal earnings.

"Suitable" employment is not only a question of wage rates and
antiunion conditions but also concerns the effect of the job upon
the worker's health, safety, morals, and ability to secure reemploy-

ment in his customary line of work. As the discussion of work relief

has indicated, skills may be lost by unskilled work. Because it is

difficult for workers to regain a status once lost, society may bene-

fit if skilled workers, such as carpenters and watchmakers, are not

forced to accept unskilled jobs just as soon as they become unem-
ployed.^

The other provisions that must be embodied in state laws in

order to receive Federal grants for state administration are mainly

administrative in character. It is, of course, difficult for the Federal

government, which foots all the bills for state administration, to

control that administration and prevent political abuse. ^ Indeed,

the tax-offset device is not well adapted for enforcing high stand-

ards in unemployment compensation. So far. Federal approval

and subsidies have been granted continuously to all state laws and

state administrations.

State legislation. Encouraged by the tax-ofTset and subsidy

provisions of the Social Security Act, every one of the 48 states, the

District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Alaska had by 1937 enacted an

unemployment-compensation law approved by the Social Security

Board. The states were given wide latitude with regard to the

type of law they might adopt and the benefits they could pay.

Latitude with respect to benefits seemed essential because the rate

of compensable unemployment in some states was twice as great

as in others during the early 1930's. Experimentation was also

considered desirable in order to discover the provisions best adapted

to conditions in this country. Consequently, laws patterned after

^ Great Britain Unemployment Statutory Committee, Report on the Financial Condition

oj the Unemployment Fund, 1938, p. 27.

2 For a discussion of the British experience with administering clauses defining

^'suitable employment," cf. E. Wight Bakke, Insurance or Dole? 1935, pp. 43-52; and

Benefit Decisions of the British Umpire, Unemployment Compensation Information Service,

Benefit Series General Supplement No. 1, Social Security Board, 1938, pp. 63-81.

3 Cf. Bryce M. Stewart, Planning and Administration of Unemployment Compensation in

the United States, 1938, pp. 478-80.
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the Wisconsin Act and laws following European precedents were

both permitted. But aside from provisions based on questionable

notions concerning unemployment prevention (such as individual

employer reserves, guaranteed employment accounts, and experi-

ence rating) the state laws are very similar, differing only in minor

details. Indeed, the states all promise their employees about the

same benefits, despite wide differences in rates of unemployment.

1. Coverage. In general, the state laws exempt the employments

excluded from the Federal payroll tax. The most important of

those exempt employments are agricultural labor, domestic and

government service, self-employment, and work for nonprofit or-

ganizations. The reasons for such exemptions are mainly adminis-

trative and political. Our compulsory systems of unemployment

compensation, so closely patterned after private insurance, are not

well adapted for including employers of as few as one worker,

especially if the worker receives part of his pay in the form of board

and room. About half of the state laws, like the Federal tax, apply

to employers of eight or more; more than one fifth of the states,

however, include employers of one or more in the covered lines of

employment. Originally it was estimated that the Federal tax

would cover about 50 per cent of all gainfully employed persons in

the country. The Social Security Board has since estimated that in

May 1938 about 670,000 employers were subject to the state laws

and almost 28,000,000 workers (slightly over 50 per cent of the

gainfully occupied persons) had earned credits under state unem-
ployment-compensation legislation, although in some cases their

credits were too small for them to qualify for benefits.^

2. Type of fund. As already indicated, the Social Security Act

allows states to develop their own unemployment-compensation

systems and permits tax credits for contributions to a state-pooled

fund, to separate employer-reserve accounts, or to employers'

guaranteed accounts. No further mention will be made of guaran-

teed employment accounts, for they have been abandoned in

all but two states, primarily because of administrative difficulties

and disadvantages.^

The original Wisconsin law represented a pure employer-reserve

* Third Annual Report of the Social Security Board, 1938, p. 48.

2 For a discussion of these difficulties, cf. R, L. Hibbard, "Guaranteed Employment
Plans," Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. 3 (January 1936), pp. 89-94.
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plan. Under it, each employer's contributions were segregated in

separate accounts so that the funds were entirely partitioned into

more than 7,000 independent compartments. Not only the worker's

job but his unemployment-compensation benefits depended on the

fortunes of a single employer hiring as few as eight employees.

Insurance is based on the principle of spreading an average risk

over a large group. Such an employer-reserve scheme concentrates

the worker's risk. Some notion of how this segregation of reserves

weakened the unemployment-compensation system may be gained

by imagining that the reserves of fire, accident, or life insurance

companies were split up into thousands of independent parts. If,

for example, the reserves of a fire insurance company were segre-

gated by insuring firms or by areas, the insurance company would

be unable to fulfill its promises if a fire loss destroyed one firm or

one area, for the reserve covering only the insured firm or area

would be too small. Because of the certainty that many employer

reserves would become exhausted, the original Wisconsin law pro-

vided that unemployed workers under such circumstances would

not receive their promised benefits. As a number of employer re-

serves became exhausted in Wisconsin, the law was amended in

1937 to establish a pooled-fund "balancing account" made up of

interest earnings and sums saved from the reserves of disappearing

firms. The former employees of firms with used-up accounts can

draw their promised benefits from this supplementary pooled fund.

In case the "balancing account" becomes low, all covered em-

ployers in Wisconsin will be assessed an extra tax to increase it.

The laws of six other states provide for separate employer re-

serves; but all of them, except Nebraska's, which closely follows the

Wisconsin law, require that from 5 to 37 per cent of the regular

contributions flow into a supplementary pooled fund designed to

protect employees of firms with exhausted reserve accounts. Some
of these laws provide that in an emergency the supplementary

pooled fund shall receive a larger percentage of the total contribu-

tions. Apparently no function or purpose is served by such employer-

reserve laws with partial pooling that could not be achieved equally

well by experience rating with a fully pooled fund. These states did,

however, enjoy Federal-tax credits for state-tax reductions in 1940;

whereas, under experience rating in states with pooled funds. Fed-

eral credit for such reductions is not possible before 1941 or 1942.

I
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A total of 41 states and the District of Columbia follow private

insurance principles and the precedents of foreign compulsory laws

by providing for a general pooled fund into which all contributions

flow and are commingled. Eligible unemployed in such states are

assured of benefits as long as the single pooled fund is not exhausted.

3. Experience rating.'^ The laws of most pooled-fund states con-

tain merit- or experience-rating clauses, providing state-tax re-

ductions or exemptions for employers with stable employment

records. However, the laws of 12 states with almost two fifths of

the employee coverage in the country contain no definite arrange-

ments for experience rating, although most of them provide for a

study of its feasibility.

As has been mentioned, Britain and Germany found experience

rating either impractical or ineffective. Other European nations

do not provide for such discriminating tax differentials under un-

employment compensation. Experience rating is a product of

American philosophy, especially based on the contentions of a

group of Wisconsin economists and executives of large firms that

were opposed to compulsory unemployment insurance before the

passage of such laws in this country. The main arguments for

experience rating have been (1) that it would help to prevent un-

employment by encouraging firms to regularize their employment

and (2) that it would serve to distribute the "social cost" of unem-

ployment in an equitable manner by placing the burden upon those

employers or consumers "responsible" for unemployment. Both

of these arguments rest upon the thesis that, in some not fully ex-

plained fashion, certain individual employers or consumers are

"responsible" for unemployment.

The discussion of the theory of unemployment in Chapter 10

casts grave doubt on the notion that individual employers or con-

sumers are to blame for unemployment and will prevent it if they

are taxed in exact proportion to their assumed responsibility. The
arguments for experience rating are another example of false rea-

soning from the particular case to general conclusions in economics.

It is reasoned that, if each employer was forced by taxes to main-

^ This subsection rests primarily upon R. A. Lester and Charles V. Kidd, op. cit.

For a discussion favoring such rating, cj. Herman Feldman and Donald M. Smith,

The Case for Experience Rating in Unemployment Compensation and a Proposed Method, 1939.

Available statistical data bearing on the issue is indicated in Current Experience Rating

Research, Employment Security Memorandum No. 7, Social Security Board, April 1940.
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tain his working force intact, every working person would be assured

of a job. The difficuhy with such reasoning is that unemploy-

ment is largely a market phenomenon, tied up with the general

rate of spending. Individual employers or consumers have no

control over that. Furthermore, employment stability at present

levels is no solution to the problem of unemployment. As already

explained, the total volume of employment must be expanded

rapidly if industry is to absorb 10,000,000 unemployed workers and
net additions to the labor supply of 500,000 persons a year. The
section in the previous chapter on employment regularization by

private firms brought out the possible conflict between individual

and social advantage, or between profit considerations and social

welfare, in such a situation. With the formation of a growing

volume of chronic or hard-core unemployment, the rational policy

from a social point of view would be to rotate workers and encourage

labor turnover rather than to stimulate employers to maintain an

identical group of workers and to keep their working forces at a

minimum.
An important issue in the problem of experience rating concerns

the kind of employment stability that is to be rewarded. Is the

stability to be an expanding one, so that the unemployed will be

reabsorbed into industry? The reader will recall that the proposals

for incentive taxation discussed in the previous chapter all provide

for tax reductions or subsidies to stimulate expansion to full em-

ployment. Present provisions for experience rating in state laws,

on the other hand, place a premium upon stagnant or static stability

instead of rewarding employment. Employers who maintain a

fixed working force will qualify for the highest rewards in the form

of Federal tax reductions. Certainly on social grounds, the incen-

tive-taxation measures mentioned in the previous chapter seem

preferable to experience rating—a type of incentive taxation that

encourages the status quo in employment.

The question of how an employer's stability should be measured

is involved in this issue of social vs. individual objectives. Should

stability and "social costs" be measured by total benefit payments

to disemployed workers, by the hours of employment off'ered, by

the number of employees retained, or by the number of separations

requiring benefit payments? If the objective is an expanding volume

of employment, total hours of employment or total payrolls would
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be the best measure. If maintenance of the same personnel and a

stagnant volume of employment is to be rewarded, then compensa-

ble separations or total benefit payments to former employees

would be the appropriate measure. Benefit payments and com-

pensable separations are the measuring rods for stability in all our

unemployment-compensation laws. Consequently, such experience

rating will do little to eliminate unemployment.

One of the reasons for substituting the term "experience rating"

for "merit rating" was that employers' tax reductions will depend

so much upon luck or circumstance rather than merit. With sta-

bility measured by benefit payments, employers in industries close

to the consumer will have good ratings without any eff^ort on their

part, whereas employers in the capital-goods industries are likely

to have poor ratings despite all their efi'orts. Firms located near

expanding labor markets may enjoy a good rating despite large

lay-off's, because their workers soon receive new jobs and draw no

benefits. In company towns and one-industry areas, on the other

hand, most laid-ofF workers will draw their full benefits. Yet ad-

vocates of experience rating claim that equity and justice demand
such rate differentiation.

The second principal argument for experience rating centers

around the idea that unemployment-compensation benefits are

"social costs," which should be reflected in the selling prices of the

products. Why, it is asked, should one firm have to pay for the

unemployment of other firms? Why not charge those to blame for

unemployment with the cost of benefits in proportion to their

"responsibility"? Why not make irregular buyers pay for their un-

steady spending—or is it employers who are to blame?

An examination of this argument reveals a number of holes.

What are the "social costs" of unemployment and how have they

been met before? Prior to the enactment of unemployment-com-

pensation laws, the bulk of the cost of unemployment was met

partly by individual workers and partly from taxes for relief, which

were levied either at a uniform rate or at a progressive rate ac-

cording to the principle of ability to pay. Experience rating re-

verses that principle by imposing taxes upon the firms most severely

affected by unemployment and by charging the highest tax rates

at the bottom of a downswing when most firms are least able to

pay.
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Are relief costs also social costs? If so, the employer who churns

his labor force by dropping some workers and adding others from

the relief rolls may reduce relief costs more than he increases benefit

payments from the unemployment-compensation fund. What
should his experience rating be? Under our present state laws he

would have a very poor rating and the heaviest tax, because benefit

payments are the only criterion used to measure "social costs"; yet

such payments extend for only 15 weeks, and unemployment-com-

pensation laws cover only about one half of the working population.

To assess employers' policies by their eff^ects upon benefit payments

rather than upon total unemployment and relief is, therefore, to

view the problem of unemployment from the knot-hole of unem-
ployment compensation.

Disregarding the fact that benefit payments are but a small por-

tion of the total costs of unemployment, it would be necessary to

predict such costs with a high degree of accuracy in order to make
each employer pay the full costs of benefit payments to his former

employees. Various statistics show that each year about one fifth

of all firms discontinue business, and special studies in various cities

indicate that half of all firms go out of existence within the first

four or five years of operation. Although firms do not have any

more work accidents after they go out of business, their workers

may later draw unemployment benefits. This factor of high business

mortality is especially important in view of the fact that experience

rating in unemployment compensation is not on an industry basis

or confined to very large firms, as is the case in workmen's com-

pensation (industrial-accident insurance). In workmen's compen-

sation, experience rating generally applies in full only to firms pay-

ing annual premiums or payroll taxes of SI 00,000 or more, which

means that they have so many employees that the insurance law

of averages operates within the single firm. ^ Under unemployment

* It is interesting to note that the leading advocates of experience rating are execu-

tives in large monopolistic or semimonopolistic enterprises such as utilities or corpora-

tions like the General Electric Company and the Eastman Kodak Company, which

have patent monopolies. The Kodak Company, for example, makes over five sixths

of the photographic film produced in this country and reaped an average profit of

over 11 per cent on stockholders' total investment (capital and surplus) during the

depression decade of the 1930's. Firms that have a large number of competitors, like

soft-coal operators, clothing producers, and building contractors, are exposed to more
hazards because they cannot control the market for their products. They are generally

opposed to experience rating.
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compensation, firms with only one employee will be "experience-

rated" in a number of states.

The "social cost" argument for experience rating rests upon the

notion that those "responsible" for unemployment will be made to

pay for such benefits by differential tax rates. The questionable

character of notions of individual responsibility for unemployment

in an exchange economy has already been indicated. Assuming the

impossible—that the full responsibility for unemployment could

somehow be allotted to each person or firm, how could one be

certain that each would be taxed in exact proportion to his alleged

responsibility? Prices are the same for steady and unsteady buyers.

There is no certainty that the burden of the payroll tax would rest

upon employers or be shifted through prices to consumers, in line

with theoretical notions concerning responsibility. Indeed, tax

experts are of the opinion that most of the payroll tax will be

shifted to employees in the form of smaller wage payments than

would occur without the tax. If that is so, very little of the "social

costs" of benefit payments will rest upon those charged with the

blame.

Organized labor is strongly opposed to experience rating in un-

employment compensation, chiefly because it threatens to reduce

total contributions and, therefore, total benefit payments to unem-
ployed workers. A number of states provide for complete tax ex-

emption or reduction to almost zero for employers meeting certain

qualifications. Many states provide for tax-rate reductions under

2.7 per cent of payrolls but do not provide for tax-rate increases.

The Federal government allows credit only for tax reductions, so

that states may fear that they will handicap their employers if tax

reductions are counterbalanced by punitive tax increases. Conse-

quently, experience rating is mostly in one direction—downward.

It is especially incongruous to include in the same law provisions

for experience rating and for the limitation of benefit payments in

seasonal industries to stipulated on-season periods. If employers

are exempt from benefit charges during off-season peaks, they

will increase seasonal unemployment by concentrating unemploy-

ment in such out-of-season periods. A combination of experience

rating and benefit limitations in seasonal industries, to be found in

over one third of the state laws, certainly will not help to prevent

unemployment or even to stabilize it.
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The expense and difficulties in administering unemployment com-
pensation will be considerably increased by experience rating. In

each state, thousands of employer accounts will have to be kept for

firms going into and out of business, merging and splitting up. It

is argued that experience rating, to have any economic validity,

would have to be based on a complete business cycle. Although

most state laws rate firms on the basis of a five-year period, the

reader can picture the possible problems in charging all benefits to

some employer's account. It is also argued that a tax differential

of, say, two per cent of payrolls is too small to have any effect upon
employers' policies. In that case, the added administrative expense

of charging and rating employers would be a pure waste of money.

Wider differentials, although more effective, would only emphasize

the adverse effects of experience rating upon unemployment. They
would mean further stimulus for employers to keep working forces

at a minimum, the concentration of more of the taxes upon firms

during depressions instead of prosperous periods, and an increase

in the relative burden on the capital-goods industry, which is

hardest hit by slumps.

A third, minor argument in favor of merit rating is that it would

serve to prevent employers from abusing the unemployment-com-

pensation system. It is, however, difficult to see how employers

can, with profit, abuse the system. Most alleged abuses turn out to

be perfectly valid uses for unemployment compensation. Some ro-

tation of workers and sharing of work may be socially desirable

rather than an abuse of the system. Large pools of labor, partly

employed, are characteristic of periods of widespread unemploy-

ment and present no problem unless they are causing labor short-

ages elsewhere. The purpose of unemployment compensation is to

pay benefits to eligible persons and not to save money for the fund

by causing employers to concentrate all the available work upon a

certain group of workers.

4. Contributions. As a result of the tax-offset provisions of the

Social Security Act ^ and the prevention philosophy behind ex-

perience rating, most state laws levy taxes only on employers.

Only five states have employee contributions, usually one per cent

of wages, and the District of Columbia law provides for a govern-

ment contribution. Had our states followed European precedent

^ The Federal tax applies to only the first S3,000 of wages a year to each employee.
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and provided for a three-way split of the tax amongst employers,

employees, and the state, the demand by large firms for experience

rating would have been less loud and eff'ective. It is argued that

some government contribution is justified because unemployment

compensation reduces the burden of relief costs upon the general

taxpayer. Employee contributions are defended on the ground that

they stimulate workers' interest in the fund, that the workers bene-

fit from the system, that such contributions help to maintain the

self-respect of beneficiaries, and that they permit larger or longer

benefits. In opposition to employee contributions, it is stated

that workers bear most of the burden of unemployment even with

a system of compulsory unemployment insurance, that they are not

responsible for unemployment, and that the tax on the employer

is largely shifted to them. This last claim raises the whole question

of the ultimate incidence of a differentiated tax on employers'

payrolls.

As previously stated, most economists believe that ultimately

the employers' contributions to social insurance in the form of a

wage tax will rest principally or largely upon wage-earners. ^ They
conclude that such a tax, by increasing the cost of labor to the em-

ployer, will cause wage rates to decline or to rise less rapidly than

they would without the tax. This conclusion that payroll taxes

result in relatively lower wage rates is, however, based on a number
of questionable assumptions. It assumes that in the long run there

are no limitations, technical or otherwise, upon the substitution of

machinery for men. It assumes that the payroll taxes will not in-

crease the cost of machinery in either the short or the long run.

The discussion of "the proportion of productive factors" in Chapter

1 1 indicates how unreal these assumptions may be. This conclusion

regarding the shifting of employers' payroll taxes further assumes

that the workers were not being exploited prior to the imposition

of the tax or that the tax does not effect the degree of worker ex-

ploitation. It also assumes that any unemployment caused by the

substitution of machinery for men will result in a comparative re-

* Cf.y for example, H. G. Brown, "The Incidence of Compulsory Insurance of

Workmen," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 30 (February 1922), pp. dl-ll; A. C.

Pigou, Industrial Fluctuations, 1929, pp. 372-73; A. H. Hansen et al., A Program for

Unemployment Insurance and Relief, 1934, p. 49; R. Bauder, "The Probable Incidence of

Social Security Taxes," American Economic Review, vol. 26 (September 1936), pp. 463-65;

and J. K. Hall, "Incidence of Federal Social Security Pay Roll Taxes," Quarterly

Journal of Economics, vol. 53 (November 1938), pp. 61-63.
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duction in wage rates. Finally, it assumes that social-insurance

programs do not increase the output of workers.

An examination of these assumptions indicates that the econo-

mists, in asserting that most of the payroll taxes on employers will

eventually be shifted to workers through pay envelopes, are rea-

soning on the basis of the marginal-productivity theory of wages

or an equilibrium analysis which postulates complete mobility of

the productive factors. They are arguing that payroll taxes cause

no significant increase in employers' total costs per unit of output

—

at least in the long run. Such an increase in unit costs would,

however, occur if the price of machinery rose as a result of increased

demand due to substitution of machinery for men or if capital-

goods producers themselves could not completely shift the tax

through pay envelopes. Of course, to the extent that the tax is

shifted to workers through wage payments, there is no reason to

fear that a state payroll tax for social insurance would handicap

that state's firms in interstate competition. Those who maintain

that by far the major portion of the tax is shifted in pay envelopes

are really asserting that payroll taxes have little effect upon em-

ployers' costs of production.

In so far as the payroll taxes for social security do increase em-

ployers' costs of production, their effects and incidence resemble

those of a tax that varies with the rate of output. The incidence of

such taxes has been analyzed by many tax economists.^ Whether

the firms affected by a payroll tax that increases costs are in indus-

tries characterized by monopoly, monopolistic competition, or pure

competition, such a tax tends to make it profitable for the employer

to reduce his output over a period of time. A monopolist or the

producer of a differentiated product, for instance, would generally

find that, as a result of the tax, his point of greatest profit would

be at a slightly higher price and smaller volume of sales and output.

Nevertheless, in such a case the employer's total profit would be

somewhat smaller than without the tax. In short, if the tax does

increase costs it will be partly shifted to consumers through prices,

partly shifted to the employees through pay envelopes, and partly

borne by employers in the form of reduced profits.

1 Cf., for example, E. D. Fagan and R. W. Jastram, "Tax Shifting in the Short-Run,"

Quarterly Journal oj Economics, vol. 53 (August 1939), pp. 566-73 and 578-85; and Joan
Robinson, Economics oJ Imperfect Competition, 1934, pp. 76-82.
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The proportion that each of these three groups will bear de-

pends on so many factors that only a few can be mentioned here

by way of illustration: the elasticity of demand for the product,

price policies in the industry (whether prices are relatively rigid

because of government regulation, fear of upsetting established

relationships, or for purposes of national advertising), and labor

conditions, including union agreements and labor's bargaining

strength. In the case of unemployment compensation, some of the

same economists who argue that payroll taxes on employers are

really paid out of the wages of employees also maintain, with

perhaps some inconsistency, that unemployment insurance in-

creases the bargaining strength of labor and causes wage rates to

to be higher than they otherwise would be.

Differentiated tax rates under experience rating in unemploy-

ment compensation and workmen's compensation add a further

complicating factor to the problem of the incidence of payroll taxes

for social-security purposes. An employer's tax rate may vary from

year to year and may be different from that of his competitors.

Also, of course, the percentage that payrolls are of total costs varies

from industry to industry and from firm to firm in the same line

of business. For these reasons, the burden of the taxes for unem-
ployment compensation upon different firms will be far from pro-

portional or uniform. Under competitive conditions, it is difficult

for employers to shift any differential elements in their tax. Even

uniform taxes are not readily shifted where prices and wages are

rigid and fixed.

5. Benefits. The Federal Social Security Act contains no re-

quirements regarding the rate or duration of unemployment bene-

fits. Consequently, benefit provisions vary from state to state. All

states provide for a waiting period before an unemployed worker

begins to receive benefits. This waiting period is generally either

two or three weeks of unemployment in a year, or two weeks in any

quarter of a year. After such a period, the unemployed worker is

eligible for benefits, if he has earned a minimum amount of wages in

covered employment or has worked a minimum number of weeks,

if he did not quit his job or was not discharged for misconduct, if

he is not jobless due to participation in a labor dispute, and if he has

not refused to accept "suitable" employment. These provisions are

designed to limit benefit payments and prevent abuses.
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All state laws relate benefit payments to a worker's previous

wages. In general, the state formulas fix weekly benefits for total

unemployment at around 50 per cent of the recipient's full-time

wage. This 50-per-cent objective is limited, however, by a speci-

fied maximum of $15.00 a week in practically all state laws and a

minimum of S5.00 in most states, which favors the lowest paid

workers. The District of Columbia law, the only one that provides

additional benefits for dependents, permits weekly benefits to

reach 65 per cent of normal wages. The aggregate number of

weeks an employee may receive benefits is generally determined

by his previous earnings during a certain period, usually a year.

The duration in most states cannot exceed 14 or 16 weeks in a

year, which seems short when compared with 26 weeks of ordinary

benefits in Great Britain. Such limitations upon the length of

benefit payments to one person are necessary to help preserve the

solvency of the fund.

In addition to benefits for total unemployment, most states pro-

vide benefits for partial unemployment, when lack of work reduces

the worker's weekly earnings to below, say, 60 per cent of normal

earnings. Of course, unemployed workers are eligible for such

partial benefits only after the waiting period is over. In a majority

of the states a person's partial-unemployment benefit is determined

by the amount that his actual weekly earnings fall short of 60 per

cent of his full-time earnings. They must, of course, be less than

SI 5.00. Experience during 1938 and 1939 indicated that checks

for partial-unemployment benefits averaged about one sixth as

many in number, and around half as much in doDar amounts, as

the checks for total-unemployment benefits. Checks for total-

unemployment benefits have averaged from SIO.OO to SI 1.00.

More than one out of ev^ry nine checks for partial unemployment

has been less than S2.00 in amount. The value of such small checks

is questionable in view of the fact that total cost of administration

represented almost SI. 50 per benefit payment in 1938.^

More than half of the state laws provide for the classification of

seasonal industries with a view to imposing special restrictions upon

benefit rights for workers in industries with seasons less than a

certain number of weeks. The problem of benefit payments in

^ CJ. Walter Matscheck and Raymond C. Atkinson, Problems and Procedures oj Un-

employment Compensation in the States^ 1939, p. 9.

f
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off-season periods is especially significant in states like Oregon and

Washington, whose chief industries are so subject to seasonal fluc-

tuations. If seasonal workers normally are not employed during

off-season periods, it is argued that their unemployment is expected

and that benefit payments to them during such off-season periods

would cause an unfair drain on the fund. The problem of seasonal

workers under unemployment compensation is a difficult one to

solve equitably and without considerable administrative difficulty

and expense.

6. Actuarial aspects of state laws. In order to receive Federal ap-

proval, state laws had to provide for two years of contributions

before benefit payments began. Consequently, Wisconsin was the

only state to pay benefits before 1938, and 17 states did not com-

mence benefit payments until 1939. Because of the business slump

in 1937 and early in 1938, benefit payments exceeded contributions

in one third of the benefit-paying states during 1938. In that year,

for example, benefit payments reduced the reserves accumulated

during the previous two years by as much as one third in Maine
and one sixth in Michigan. ^ From the point of view of the solvency

of the state funds, it is fortunate that benefit payments began in

most states at about the bottom of the recession of 1937-1938.

Starting at such a low point means that there is not likely to be an

excess of benefit payments over contributions that will exhaust ac-

cumulated reserves until a period of prosperity and reemployment

has intervened.

The Federal government is in no way responsible for the solvency

of state unemployment-compensation funds, and the Social Security

Act lays down no requirements to assure that state laws are ac-

tuarially sound. The actuary of the President's Committee on

Economic Security estimated that, during the decade from 1924

through 1933, a contribution rate of three per cent of payrolls

would have been necessary in order to maintain the solvency of a

national insurance system promising benefits of 50 per cent of

wages for 11 weeks after a three-week waiting period.^ Most of

^ Professor William Haber, former relief administrator in Michigan, has stated that

"on the basis of a three per cent tax in states with highly seasonal industries like Mich-
igan, insolvency [of the unemployment-compensation fund] is merely a question of

time." CJ. William Haber, Some Current Problems in Social Security, Bureau of Industrial

Relations, University of Michigan, 1938, p. 9.

"^CJ. Social Security in America, Social Security Board, 1937, pp. 76-88.
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our state laws promise a maximum of 15 weeks on a contribution

rate of 2.7 per cent.

Since 1936 there has been a tendency for the states to reduce

contributions and to increase promised benefits. This tendency

seems to arise from a belief that the Federal government will be

forced to assist states whose funds become bankrupt and from a

feeling of undue optimism as reserves have accumulated because

benefit payments commenced at the bottom of a depression period.

Five states have repealed provisions for employee contributions; in

1939 the Federal government exempted all yearly wages above

S3,000 from the Federal payroll tax and the states have followed

suit; and beginning in 1941 or 1942 employers' taxes will be further

reduced under the experience-rating provisions of most state laws.

It is true that about half of the states with experience rating make
reductions depend upon the condition of the state fund; but lower

tax rates in good times may necessitate large tax-rate increases

under emergency provisions during depressions when payrolls are

small. Insurance should spread the risk of unemployment over

time as well as space.

The actuarial estimate for the decade prior to 1934 assumed a

national system, which would be financially much stronger than

state systems, because it would spread the risk of unemployment

much wider both industrially and geographically. In a few states

one or two firms hire as many as 20 per cent of the workers covered

by unemployment compensation. In some states unemployment

amongst the compensable labor force was twice as severe during

the early 1930's as it was in other states. The states with employer-

reserve laws subdivide the risk within the state and provide for only

a small supplementary pooled fund. All such division and subdi-

vision weakens the financial strength of unemployment-compensa-

tion funds.

Experience with unemployment insurance abroad and with pri-

vate unemployment-insurance plans in this country shows a definite

tendency to promise more benefits than the fund can provide dur-

ing periods of severe depression. Foreign systems, especially the

British, have tended to become insolvent because of legislative

action granting unexpected and unwarranted extensions of unem-

ployment insurance to ineligible workers who should have been

provided for under a supplementary system of relief. In order to
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preserve solvency, it is necessary to recognize that only a limited

amount of unemployment can be handled by the insurance method.

Recognizing the need for preserving a long-run balance between

contributions and benefits, Great Britain in 1934 established a

statutory committee of experts on unemployment insurance to

report each year on the financial condition of the fund and to

suggest any changes necessary to preserve its solvency. If we are

to maintain the present cumbersome and lax method of tax-offset

with state laws, some such committee should be established in this

country, along with a Federal reinsurance plan to make loans or

grants to funds of approved states which are threatened with in-

solvency.

Relation to relief. In restoring unemployment insurance to

an actuarial basis in 1934, Great Britain also provided for a national

system of unemployment relief for workers whose insurance rights

are exhausted and for those who are not covered by insurance but

are available for employment in the insured trades. Previous ex-

perience in Britain had demonstrated that persons excluded from

unemployment-insurance benefits become pressure groups whose

demands for benefits under the system weaken its actuarial basis.

It was hoped that such demands could be forestalled by a supple-

mentary relief program financed mostly from national funds, super-

vised by a central nonpolitical authority, and granting relief ac-

cording to fairly uniform standards throughout the country after

an investigation to determine family needs.

In this country, too, a satisfactory program of unemployment

relief will undoubtedly be necessary in order to prevent a similar

weakening of the actuarial basis of unemployment insurance.

From 40 to 50 per cent of the gainfully employed persons in the

United States are not eligible for unemployment insurance, and

must therefore depend upon relief if they are out of work and in

need. Even workers who qualify for benefits may have to rely

upon relief after they have received their 16 weekly insurance pay-

ments. A few families whose needs are great have been forced to

apply for relief while receiving, or waiting for, insurance benefits.

It would aid in protecting the insurance system if its coverage were

extended to include more of the wage-earning population and if

the length of benefit payments could be increased to 20 or 26 weeks.

Despite such measures, many employees would exhaust their bene-
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fit rights in a depression of long duration and would be forced to

fall back upon relief.

During the late 1930's, however, the problem in this country was

not so much to protect the insurance program as to prevent it from

suffering in comparison with WPA employment. Workers eligible

for benefits were reluctant to leave WPA jobs, which assured them
larger and longer income payments than they would receive under

unemployment compensation. In Pennsylvania early in 1938, for

example, average unemployment-compensation benefits for the

same group of families were 30 per cent above home-relief grants,

but average WTA earnings were about 30 per cent larger than

such compensation benefits.^ In some states the unemployment-

compensation agencies advised WPA workers not to leave their

jobs in order to file claims for unemployment compensation. The
exact relationships between unemployment compensation and a

large-scale program of work relief still have to be worked out.

Should persons eligible for unemployment benefits be permitted to

work on relief projects? Should work-relief jobs be considered

"suitable employment" requiring acceptance or forfeit of benefit

rights?

Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act of 1938. In the middle

of 1939, employees on interstate railroads were excluded from the

coverage of state laws, and benefit payments commenced under a

national system of unemployment insurance covering about 1,800,-

000 railroad employees.- This system will be much more simple

to administer than our state laws. It calls for a uniform three-per-

cent tax on employers' payrolls instead of experience rating for in-

dividual employers. No duplicate state-Federal taxes are required.

Benefits are on a daily, not a weekly, basis, so the problem of partial

unemployment is eliminated. There are six classes of benefits at

25-cent intervals from SI. 75 to S3. 00 a day. Instead of gauging

benefits to 50 per cent of full-time earnings, they are heavily

weighted in favor of the lower paid workers. The length of benefit

payments is not related to previous wages, so that all workers who
qualify for benefits may receive them for 80 days in a year (roughly

1 Ewan Clague, "The Relationship Between Unemployment Compensation and
Relief from a National Point of View," Social Security Bulletin, vol. 1 (June 1938), p. 13.

2 CJ. Murray VV. Latimer, "The Security Programs for Railroad Workers," in

Social Security in the United States, 7939, American Association for Social Security, Inc.,

1939, p. 57.
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equivalent to 16 weeks of five days). This national system avoids

the problems connected with the interstate migration of workers,

although there is a problem of interindustry migration and also

the problem of the' operation of employment exchanges for offering

"suitable employment" to beneficiaries or for making placements

outside the railroad industry.

The withdrawal of the railroad workers from the coverage of

state unemployment-compensation laws further threatens the sol-

vency of some state funds and makes many states still less economic

units for administration. This will be especially true in states like

Nevada and Montana, where railroad employment represented a

sizeable proportion of the total coverage of the state law and the

railroads are one of the most steady industries of the state.

Alternatives to the present Federal-state system. In drafting

legislation for unemployment insurance in this country, three alter-

native programs were considered: (1) a compulsory national sys-

tem; (2) a Federal subsidy, financed by a payroll tax, for all bene-

fits under state laws; and (3) the tax-offset method of credits for

taxes paid under state laws, together with a Federal subsidy for

state administration. The technical experts and the Advisory

Council of the Committee on Economic Security favored the second

method of subsidies or grants-in-aid for state benefits, but the tax-

offset method was adopted for constitutional and strategic reasons.

Abroad there has been a definite trend toward centralization

and the development of national social-insurance systems. A
national system of unemployment compensation would have a

number of advantages in this country. Like the national program

for the railroads, it would not require duplicate taxes and numerous

reports under varying state laws for firms operating in many states;

it would provide uniform protection for employees in all states; and

it would eliminate the troublesome problem of interstate migration

of workers. Some migratory workers move so much that they

cannot qualify for benefits under any state laws.

A Federal plan would reduce administrative costs, because many
states are not economical or distinct units. Seven states alone con-

tain over half the employees covered in this country. A national

system would be actuarially sounder because it would spread the

risk over the whole country, thereby affording greater protection to

workers in small or one-industry states. It would eliminate fears of
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handicapping firms in interstate competition even with provisions

for experience rating. Under present arrangements, states cannot

grant workers adequate benefits without levying taxes that may
cause fears that some industry will migrate from the state. A na-

tional program would also provide more uniformity in judicial

decisions regarding claims for benefits or "suitable employment"
and would yield comparable national statistics through uniform

national standards. Finally, it would facilitate the development of

a definite national relief policy so that insurance might be integrated

with relief.

A plan of full Federal subsidy under state laws stands midway
between a national system and the tax-offset program. It, there-

fore, enjoys a number of the advantages mentioned for an exclusively

national plan. A subsidy or grants-in-aid system would eliminate

the duplicate taxes and tax organizations, might help to spread

the risk over areas larger than a single state, and would facilitate

the maintenance of higher and more uniform standards without

fear of interstate competition or migration of industry. Such a

system would leave the way open for the use of other sources of

revenue than a payroll tax and would permit the establishment of

a national reinsurance fund for aiding the states most severely

affected by unemployment. On the other hand, it would preserve

the inefficient administrative units of the states and might, like the

present subsidy for state administration, lead to waste and abuse.

This discussion of the advantages of alternative methods of un-

employment compensation really amounts to a criticism of present

arrangements. It brings out the basic weaknesses of the present

system: failure to provide adequate benefits, lack of sufficient

standards, absence of provisions to protect the solvency of insurance

funds, cumbersome and costly administrative arrangements, and

the pursuit of undesirable objectives under experience rating.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

THE OLD-AGE PROBLEM

The effect of age upon earnings is of primary importance to

employees who depend upon the sale of their labor for a living.

It is important not only to middle-aged and elderly employees but

also to young workers who may have to shoulder a large part of a

mounting burden of old-age dependency.

The figures for employed workers cited in Chapter 8 from the

1934 census in Michigan indicate that the annual earnings of

manual workers begin to decline after they pass 40 years of age,

of clerical workers after they reach 45, and of professional workers

after 50. For employed women, the peak of earning power was 30

years of age in Michigan. The wage statistics of 30,000,000 workers

taxed under the Federal Old-Age Benefits program in 1937 con-

firm the results of the Michigan census. They show that male

workers in the 40-44 age group had the highest median and average

wages for 1937 and that female employees in the 30-34 age group

enjoyed the highest median earnings, although the 40-44 group

had the highest average female earnings.^ The earnings of male

workers in the 60-64 age group were from 1 5 to 20 per cent below

those of workers 20 years younger. Wage statistics for European

countries evidence the same general pattern for various age groups.^

The statistics for earnings at various ages are, of course, affected

by unemployment and partial employment, which tend to be

more prevalent in the higher age groups.

There is a direct relationship between the problem of old-age

dependency and unemployment, for unemployment not only eats

up any savings, but also affects older workers more severely than

workers from 25 to 40 years of age. That the incidence of unem-

* Max J. Wasserman and Katherine D. Wood, "Age and Sex Differentials in Taxable
Wages Reported for 1937," Social Security Bulletin, vol. 2 (June 1939), p. 11.

2 C/". "Problem of the Older Worker in the United States and Europe," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 48 (February 1939), pp. 264-65.
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ployment has been especially high for workers 55 and over was

brought out in Table 25. For instance, in this country in 1937

over 22 per cent of the male nonfarm workers in their late SO's

were totally unemployed compared with a figure of 14 per cent for

workers in their 30's. ^ In this chapter it will be necessary to ^-
amine the reasons for this discrimination against middle-aged and

elderly workers in the labor market.

At the same time that industrial practices and policies have been

reducing new employment opportunities for workers over 45 or 50,

the proportion of the population in the upper-age groups has been

increasing and will continue to increase for a number of decades.

The ratio of persons 65 or over to total gainful workers was about

one to ten in 1900 and one to seven in 1935. It is estimated that

by 1970 there will be one such aged person to every four workers.

Since aged nonworkers must be supported from the product of

active workers, the economic importance of our old-age problem

is apparent. The increase in the average age of the population

and in the length of life of workers constitutes one of the major

economic and social problems facing this country.

OLDER WORKERS IN MODERN INDUSTRY

In order to appreciate various aspects of the old-age prob-

lem it is necessary to understand the full significance of cer-

tain facts concerning our population and the policies of large

corporations.

We grow older. A century ago the average length of life in

America was less than 40 years. Today it is almost 60 years. Many
factors, especially progress in medicine and health protection, are

responsible for this advance in longevity. Along with an increase

in the average length of life, there has been a decline in the birth

rate and a sharp reduction in the number of immigrants, of whom
roughly nine tenths were under 40 years of age. Consequently,

the median age of the American people has risen from 16.7 years

in 1820 to 26.4 years in 1930. Our total population has literally

been growing older and will continue to do so for the next 40 years.

Although only one eighth of our population was over 45 years of

^ Census of Partial Etnployment, Unemployment and Occupations: 1937, vol. 4, 1938, p. 50.

The differential between the percentage of young and of old workers unemployed is

greater for men than for women.
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age in 1850, it is estimated that by 1980 almost two fifths of all

Americans will be 45 or over. ^ In 1850 only 2.6 per cent of the

population was 65 or over. By 1930 the figure was 5.4 per cent,

and by 1980, according to recent estimates, it will be about 15 per

cent. Men who reach 65 live, on the average, 11 or 12 years longer,

and women, about 14 years longer.

This age shift in our population is causing more of our economic

activity to be directed to meet the needs and tastes of middle-aged

and elderly persons. That change in the direction of economic

activities has been even more evident abroad where declining birth

and mortality rates have resulted in a higher average age for the

population than in America. Table 30 shows the percentage of

middle-aged and elderly persons in various countries in the early

1920's.

TABLE 30. DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL POPULATION BY AGE GROUPS IN (

COUNTRIES -

Country and date Percentage Percentage

40years and 60years and

over over

France (1921) 39.1 13.8

England and Wales (1921) 32.4 9.6

Sweden (1920) 31.7 12.2

Germany (1925) 31.3 9.2

Australia (1921) 27.3 7.4

United States (1920) 26.8 7.4

The killing of soldiers in the second World War that broke out

in 1939 has undoubtedly raised the proportion of elderly persons

in the total population of the warring countries.

Employment problems of older workers. Independent enter-

prisers, such as farmers, shopkeepers, and artisans, can continue to

support themselves until very late in life, because they can work at

their own pace. In large-scale industry, however, the machine sets

the pace, and workers who cannot maintain that pace may be a

liability rather than an asset. Consequently, with the change from

a rural, small-scale economy to mass-production industry, the work

opportunities for aging workers have been reduced. Although from

1890 to 1930 the median age of the gainfully employed males rose

* W. S. Thompson and P. K. Whelpton, Population Trends in the United States, 1933,

pp. 109-10.
2 Warren S. Thompson, "Population," American Journal of Sociology, vol. 34 (March

1929), p. 965.
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from 32.9 to 37.4 years (24.2 to 30.1 years for females), the per-

centage of all men 65 or over who were gainfully employed dropped

from 73.8 to 58.3 per cent during that 40-year period. In short,

the working population was getting older, yet the proportion of the

population in the 65-and-over group at work declined more than

20 per cent prior to the depression of the 1930's.

Unemployment aggravates the employment problem of older

workers, because the hiring-age limit for workers who lose their

jobs has been ebbing back into the 50's and even the 40's. A number
of recent studies illustrate the plight of the worker past 45 who finds

himself unemployed.

Relief statistics reveal that a disproportionate number of the

workers from 55 to 64 years old have been on the relief rolls and

that reemployment rates for relief clients decrease sharply with the

age of the workers. As many as 31.4 per cent of the workers certi-

fied for WPA jobs in November 1937 were from 55 to 64 years of

age, compared with 25.8 per cent for all gainful workers in the

1930 census.^ A survey of the reemployment of relief workers in 13

cities during 1935 revealed that the reemployment rates for workers

on relief in the 25-34 age group were over twice as high as for

workers in the 45-54 age group, and over three times as high as for

workers in the 55-64 age group.^ A study of workers separated

from WPA employment in nine areas in 1937 showed that those

who found jobs with private industry were, on the average, 10

years younger than the workers who continued on the WPA
rolls.^

The effect of age on employability is further indicated by statis-

tics of the duration of employment by age groups. The sample

survey of unemployment in Philadelphia in 1937 revealed that the

median length of unemployment since the last relief job was four

years for unemployed workmen in the 60-64 age group, compared

with under two years for unemployed workmen in their early 30's.^

Similar figures for duration of unemployment by age groups in

^ R. Nassimbene, Age of WPA Workers, November 1937, Works Progress Administra-

tion, Division of Social Research, 1938, p. 7.

2F. L. Carmichael and R. Nassimbene, Changing Aspects of Urban Relief, Works

Progress Administration, 1939, p. 77.

3 V. E. Roberts, Survey of Workers Separated from WPA Employment in Nine Areas,

1937, Works Progress Administration, 1938, p. 6.

* M. W. Bell and G. L. Palmer, Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia in 1936

and 1937, Part 2: May 1937, Works Progress Administration, November 1938, p. 80.

«^
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Philadelphia in 1 938 were even more unfavorable for older workers. ^

Such long-time unemployment, by tending to decrease employa-

bility, served as an additional handicap for older workers in their

search for new jobs.

Various studies indicate that changes in industry and in employer

policies have made it increasingly difficult for middle-aged men
and women to find reemployment, yet it is during the middle

years of life that workers, as breadwinners for the family, have the

heaviest responsibilities. Indeed, with longer periods of education

for children, family responsibilities have been increasing as new
employment opportunities for middle-aged workers have been de-

creasing. The statistics of the United States Employment Service

for placements per 100 applicants show that the chances of workers

over 40 receiving regular jobs in private industry have been less

than half as great as those of workers under 40.^ Age apparently

is a greater handicap in unskilled than in skilled and professional

work. Youthful employees seem to be especially required for the

manual work of a less skilled nature in large factories. Generally

speaking, the downhill road of employability in modern industry

seems to begin at about age 45 for men, and five or ten years earlier

for women.
1. Hiring-age limits in industry. A number of studies have been

made of hiring-age limits in American industry. Between 1929 and

1931 a series of surveys in New York, Maryland, California, and

Illinois, and also for manufacturing establishments throughout the

country, revealed that from 28 to 40 per cent of all employees in

the concerns studied were employed by firms having definite

maximum age limits above which new employees were not hired. ^

^ G. L. Palmer, Employment and Unemployment in Philadelphia, July-August 1938,

University of Pennsylvania, Industrial Research Department, Philadelphia, August

1939, p. 51. A study of workers in 13 cities showed a progressive increase in the dura-

tion of unemployment with increasing age, Cf. Carmichael and Nassimbene, Changing

Aspects of Urban Relief, p. 78.

2 Cf. Report of Joint Legislative Committee on Discrimination in Employment of the Middle

Aged, State of New York, Legislative Document No. 77, 1939, pp. 24-27; and "Young
and Old at the Employment Office," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (January 1938),

pp. 9-10.

3 For a list of these studies, cf. Solomon Barkin, The Older Worker in Industry, Report
to Joint Legislative Committee on Unemployment Prepared under the Auspices of

New York State Commission on Old Age Security, 1933, p. 225. Cf. also Barkin,

pp. 190-95; Monthly Labor Review, vol. 28 (May 1929), p. 1024, and vol. 35 (November
1932), pp. 1009-10; and Millis and Montgomery, Labor's Risks and Social Insurance,

1938, p. 358.
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Although the hiring-age limits ranged from 30 to 65, the most com-
mon maximum was 45 years for unskilled and semiskilled workers

and 50 years for skilled workers. Later surveys show that discrim-

ination against older workers continued throughout the 1930'Sj al-

though employers were less ready to admit that they had definite

maximum hiring ages. For example, some 4,000 answers to ques-

tionnaires sent out by the National Association of Manufacturers

revealed that 43 per cent of all reporting companies gave preference

to workers under 40 in hiring new employees, though less than 8 per

cent of all reporting firms admitted that they had established a

maximum age limit. ^ These surveys are, of course, subject to the

limitation that they depend upon the statements of employers, who
may consciously or unconsciously prefer younger job applicants

without admitting it.^

Age restrictions upon new workers have developed, for the most

part, since the first World War; but they were found on the rail-

roads at the beginning of this century. Fixed hiring limits have

been especially characteristic of public utilities and large corpora-

tions. Age is less likely to be a determining factor in small concerns,

where aging workers can often continue on their regular work at a

somewhat slower pace. At public hearings on discrimination against

older workers in Massachusetts industry in the Fall of 1935, it was

found that "complaints of discrimination were least in occupations

where there were strong unions and relatively stable working

forces," and greatest where the work was seasonal or temporary,

so that there were frequent separations and rehirings.^ Study of

individual establishments in Massachusetts disclosed wide variations

in the employment of older workers in the same or comparable work,

indicating that "apparently adjustments could be made in many
establishments without sacrifice of efficiency if they were demanded

by public opinion or by seniority regulations of strong trade unions." ^

^ Workers over 40, National Association of Manufacturers, December 1938, p. 52.

Cf. also F. Beatrice Brower, Personnel Policies Governing Factory and Office Administration,

National Industrial Conference Board, 1937, p. 25.

^ A thorough survey of older workers in Massachusetts in 1935 revealed that "a large

number of employers explicitly reported that they used no maximum hiring-age limits,

whereas further investigation showed that many of them actually did have such limits,

often without realizing it." Cf. "Causes of Discrimination Against Older Workers,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (May 1938), p. 1139.

^ Lucile Eaves, "Discrimination in the Employment of Older Workers in Massachu-

setts," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 44 (June 1937), pp. 1362-63.

^Ibid., p. 1371.
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2. Reasons for discrimination against older workers. The various fac-

tors that have tended to foster age discrimination in hiring (not in

firing) workers may be grouped under the following four headings:

(1) physical and mental characteristics of older workers affecting

their efficiency and adaptability; (2) promotion and training poli-

cies of employers along with lower wages for younger workers; (3)

higher costs of industrial insurance rates under private pension

plans, group life insurance, and workmen's compensation; and (4)

public demand for younger workers in certain occupations. The
importance of these factors varies from one occupation to another

and, as will be indicated presently, some of the reasons given by

employers for preferring younger workers are of questionable

validity.

(1) The physiological efficiency of the average person apparently

begins to decline in the late forties. A series of tests made in Ger-

many on unskilled workers showed that sensory and mental alert-

ness and physical dexterity commence to decline after age 45.^ On
routine work the output of workmen from 45 to 60 years of age

was equal to that of younger men, but the older workers showed

less adaptability to changes in industrial methods and techniques.

Consequently, it is possible for the worker's productivity to keep

up if he grows old in the same job, whereas it might be low for a

new job. That may be one of the reasons why the period of peak

output apparently continues to a more advanced age for some

skilled workers than for unskilled workers in general.^

Without doubt the mechanization of industry has handicapped

the older worker by reducing the industrial value of experience,

good judgment, and quality in output. In some cases, mechaniza-

tion has also tended to put a premium upon physical endurance,

speed, and ability to stand nervous strain. Middle-aged and aged

workers may be less able to stand the pace set by high-speed ma-
chinery, because their reflexes have begun to slow down. This is

likely to be true in large-scale mass production.

(2) In order to stimulate employee morale many firms, especially

large corporations, fill vacancies by promotions within the com-

pany whenever possible, leaving for outside job-seekers only the

^ "Problem of the Older Worker in the United States and Europe," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 48 (February 1939), p. 293.
« Ibid., p. 264.
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lower paid, elementary jobs which are generally filled by youths

just out of school. Where apprenticeship and training are required

to fit new employees for their jobs, young workers may be preferred

because they have a longer working life ahead of them. Where
the job requires agility and manual dexterity, as in the weaving

trades, it may be very difficult even to train workers over 30 or

40 years of age. ^ Not only can younger workers usually be trained

more readily, but they can generally be hired at a lower wage
than older workers, who may have heavy family responsibilities

and a training rendered obsolete by technological change.

(3) In the past, employers have frequently stated as an important

reason for refusing to hire older workers that they would increase

the employer's costs under group life insurance, workmen's com-

pensation, or private retirement programs. At the beginning of

1939 there were over 8,000,000 workers covered by group life poli-

cies and about 4,000,000 workers covered by private pension plans.

Most of American industry is subject to workmen's or industrial-

accident compensation.

A New York committee studying employment discrimination

against middle-aged workers found that employers gave "as their

reason more often than any other, that compensation rates were

increased by the employment of middle-aged persons." ^ Upon in-

vestigation the committee found that age had nothing to do with

rate-making under workmen's compensation, that "the complaint

advanced by employers that the older worker has an undue number
of accidents is without foundation," and that the older worker is

likely to "prove less expensive from the standpoint of accident cost

than the younger men." ^ Various statistical studies here and

abroad indicate that the frequency of accidents reaches a maximum
between the ages of 20 and 30, apparently because of inexperience,

and falls steadily thereafter.^ The number of severe accidents

may, however, be higher among older workers. These opposite

trends ofi'set each other so that the net cost of workmen's compen-

* Cf. "Causes of Discrimination against Older Workers, ''''Monthly Labor Review^

vol. 46 (May 1938), p. 1141.

2 Report oj Joint Legislative Committee on Discrimination in Employment of the Middle Aged,

State of New York, Legislative Document No. 77, 1939, p. 29.

3 Ibid., pp. 30, 33-34.

4 Cf. ibid., p. 56; "Problem of the Older Worker in the United States and Europe,"

op. cit., pp. 265-66; and "Age Factor in Industrial Accidents," Monthly Labor Review,

vol. 35 (October 1932), pp. 844-45.
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sation apparently is about the same for younger as for older work-

ers. Although the belief of employers that the hiring of older workers

would increase their compensation costs appears to be unfounded,

it nevertheless diminishes the employment opportunities of older

workers seeking jobs.

Premiums for group life insurance do vary with the average age

of the working force, but employees generally pay from two thirds

to three fourths of the cost of such group protection, which averages

about one per cent of payrolls, so the employer's share is too small

to have any appreciable effect upon his costs. The effect of private

pension plans upon the hiring of older workers should be of little

significance now that benefits are being paid under the old-age and

survivors insurance program of the Federal government. Employers

with pension plans supplementing the Federal benefits need not

hesitate to hire older workers for fear of being criticized if such

workers are retired at 65 with only a small company pension.

Most older workers will be eligible for a basic Federal pension.

(4) It is claimed that the public prefers younger people for posi-

tions such as waitresses, ushers, stenographers, store clerks, and

office workers who meet customers. How strong and widespread

such preferences may be is not known.

The problem of employment for middle-aged and elderly workers

who lose their jobs because of depressions, business failures, or

industrial change promises to be increasingly serious as the average

age of the working population rises and industry becomes more
mechanized and organized along mass-production lines. The trend

seems to be away from the old-line skilled crafts and small inde-

pendent enterprise, which enabled older workers to make quality

products and, thus, to continue to earn their own way until late in

life.

The premature superannuation of workers in modern industry

is another illustration of the fact that the market may not lead to

the best solution in labor problems. The employment policies of

firms may lead to a conflict between the interests of individual em-

ployers and those of society in general. If employers are free to

select workers as they see fit, society may suffer a severe loss from

the permanent unemployment of middle-aged workers whose chil-

dren are in their high-school or college years. Public officials,

especially in England and America, have recently attempted to
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bring to public attention the fact that the discrimination against

older workers is largely unjustified and, in the long run, may be

injurious to the interests of industry as a whole.

In a report in May 1939, the Committee on Employment Prob-

lems of Older Workers, appointed by the Secretary of Labor, con-

cluded that "there is little significant relationship between age and
costs, and that the prejudice against hiring older workers rests

largely on inadequate and erroneous impressions." ^ The committee

went on to say that "employees themselves can help to break down
the prejudices against older workers, and that in some instances

the problem has been successfully dealt with through [trade] union

contracts." ^

In 1937 Massachusetts passed a law declaring it to be against

public policy to dismiss or refuse to employ any person between 45

and 65 because of his or her age. The act relies upon public opinion

for enforcement by providing that the names of employers guilty

of nonobservance may be published in the press.

OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE

The previous discussion of industrial and population trends in-

dicates the significance of the question of old-age security. The re-

mainder of this chapter deals primarily with methods for meeting

the problem of old-age dependency, such as special old-age relief

or assistance, including schemes like the Townsend Old-Age Pen-

sion Plan, and programs for compulsory old-age insurance financed

largely by contributions from employers and employees. The recent

political pressure for free public pensions arose in the 1930's largely

because many elderly people lost their savings and their jobs in

those years and because many firms discriminated against older

workers in the labor market.

Extent of old-age dependency. The Committee on Economic

Security estimated in 1935, before the Social Security Act was

passed, that at least one half of the 7,500,000 people then over 65

years of age were dependent upon others for their support—over

1,000,000 were receiving emergency relief or state old-age assistance;

150,000 were receiving industrial or trade-union pensions; and the

* The Older Worker, Report of Committee on Employment Problems of Older

Workers to the Secretary of Labor, May 15, 1939, p. 3.

2 Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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major cost of supporting the remaining 2,000,000 was being borne

by children, other relatives, and friends. ^ The Social Security Board

estimated that on January 1, 1940 as many as 31 per cent of all

persons 65 or over were wholly or partly dependent upon public

or private aid, that 27 per cent were dependent upon children and

other relatives, and that the remaining 42 per cent were supporting

themselves from savings, earnings, annuities, private pensions, or

the income of the husband or wife.^ These figures, however, fail

to reveal the unfortunate effects that such dependency can have

upon persons who were formerly self-supporting.

State legislation prior to the Social Security Act. That the

problem of old-age security has only recently received widespread

public recognition is indicated by the fact that the first effective

state law for old-age assistance or free pensions to the needy aged

was passed in 1923. By 1928 such laws were in effect in six states,

but only 1,500 old persons were receiving public old-age assistance

at the end of that year. The depression, however, rapidly changed

the situation. At the end of 1932 the number of recipients of old-

age assistance had increased to over 100,000 in 16 states. The
average monthly grant per old-age client in 1932 was S20.78, but

the restricting effect of the depression upon state and local budgets

caused this monthly average grant to decline to $14.53 per person

in 1934, when 235,000 persons were receiving old-age assistance

under 27 state laws.^ In 1934 the average monthly grant in North

Dakota was 69 cents, and in Nebraska SI. 22, per person. The sit-

uation was again changed in 1935 by the passage of the Social

Security Act with its provisions for a Federal subsidy to approved

state programs of old-age assistance.

Prior to the enactment of the Social Security Act, most of these

state laws provided that old-age assistance was available only to

persons of 65 or 70 with a record of long residence in the state,

without sufficient means to support themselves, and with no chil-

dren or relatives financially able to support them. Assistance grants

were made only after investigation of the means at the disposal of

1 Committee on Economic Security, Report to the President, 1935, p. 24.

2 Hearings on H. R. 6635, Social Security Act Amendments, before the Committee on
Finance, United States Senate, 76th Congress, first session, 1939, p. 22.

3 These figures have been taken from a statistical summary of the development of

old-age assistance in "Progress of Old-Age Assistance in the United States, 1936 and
1937," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (June 1938), p. 1351.
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aged persons and their needs. The grants, financed from general

tax monies or from the proceeds of special taxes, might vary from

month to month. Such old-age assistance resembled emergency

relief. Indeed, in 1935 almost five times as many persons over 65

were receiving emergency relief as were receiving old-age assistance

under state laws. The old-age-assistance provisions of the Social

Security Act were designed to shift these needy aged from emergency

relief to assistance and to encourage some uniformity in such as-

sistance throughout the country. Too much emphasis, however,

continues to be placed on cash grants, and too little upon other

matters such as medical care and creative or recreational activities.

Old-age assistance under the Social Security Act. As a means

of stimulating the desired state legislation, the Social Security Act

provides for a Federal subsidy to approved state old-age assistance

programs. The Federal government matches state grants to "needy

aged individuals" on a 50-50 basis up to S20 a month of Federal

money per recipient. The Federal subsidy to state plans is also

increased by an additional five per cent to provide funds toward

the administrative costs. No special taxes are levied by the Social

Security Act to prov^ide funds for this Federal subsidy.

By 1937 all the states were operating plans for old-age assistance

that were approved by the Social Security Board. The range in

the size of grants and in the number of recipients per 100 persons

65 or over, however, continued to vary widely from one state to

another. In 1940 the average monthly grant throughout the coun-

try was between SI 9 and S20 to almost 2,000,000 recipients of old-

age assistance. In eight states the average grant exceeded $25 a

month, and in eight other states it was under SIO a month. In

two states, half or more of the persons 65 or over were receiving

old-age assistance, while in three states not one out of ten persons

who had reached 65 was receiving assistance grants. Such diver-

gence has in part been due to state and local politics. The Social

Security Board, after public hearings, has found it necessary to

suspend the Federal subsidy for a period of time in three states

because of political or incompetent administration. The provision

that after June 1941 the state agency must, "in determining need,

take into consideration any other income and resources of an in-

dividual claiming old-age assistance" may lead to more withdrawals

of Federal funds from ofi^ending states.
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The present cost of old-age assistance to the Federal government

and the states is about $500,000,000 a year. The experience of

Canada and European countries indicates that the total of old-age

assistance grants tends to expand as the number of aged persons

increases and as such assistance becomes more respectable, with

more people accepting it. Actuaries have estimated that, without

a contributory system of old-age insurance, the total cost of old-

age assistance m.ight reach $2,000,000,000 or $2,500,000,000 by

1980.^ Such a sum would constitute a real burden upon Federal

and state budgets and taxpayers. One argument for an old-age

insurance system is that it shifts part of this prospective burden to

the beneficiaries and their employers.

Comparison with old-age insurance. The Committee on Eco-

nomic Security, commissioned to draft a program for social security,

decided that a part of the threatening burden of old-age dependency

could be prevented by a compulsory Federal system of old-age

insurance. In establishing such a plan, the Federal government

would simply be following the example of a number of private con-

cerns which, for some time, had been operating systems of old-age

annuities as a means of safeguarding their retired employees from

dependency and poverty. According to the estimates of the Com-
mittee's actuaries, such a contributory system of old-age insurance

covering half of the gainfully employed persons in the country

would, by 1980, cause the old-age assistance burden on the general

taxpayer to be less than two fifths the amount it would otherwise

reach by that date.^ This estimated reduction of over 60 per cent

in the assistance burden upon the general taxpayer helps to explain

why many wealthy persons supported the proposal for a compulsory

system of old-age insurance for retired workers. A compulsory sys-

tem is necessary because private insurance companies cannot hope

to sell many annuities to wage-earners on a commercial basis.

Most countries have adopted some combination or mixture of

the contributory insurance and noncontributory assistance ap-

proaches to the old-age security problem. Generally speaking, a

pure contributory plan is too restricted in coverage to meet the

entire old-age problem, and an extensive assistance program by

^ CJ., for example, Committee on Economic Security, Report to the President, 1935,

p. 28.

2 Idem.
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itself tends eventually to put too great a burden upon the public

treasury. For example, Great Britain in 1925, after 17 years of

old-age assistance, found it necessary to establish a plan of contrib-

utory insurance. In some countries, like Great Britain, France,

and the United States, the two systems exist side by side.

Contributory insurance systems are almost always restricted to

employees, often to employees in certain industries. The wage con-

tract simplifies the collection of contributions, the keeping of records,

and the calculation of benefits. Under insurance, the monthly

benefits, which are related to previously taxed wages, are paid as a

matter of right to eligible workers who have reached a certain age.

They are paid regardless of the beneficiary's income from other

sources. In part, old-age insurance represents a compulsory savings

arrangement whereby the employee, his employer, and perhaps the

state contribute toward an old-age annuity for the employee.

The coverage of noncontributory assistance is broader, for it is

not limited to employees, but is available also to needy aged who
have been self-employed, or housewives, or nonworkers. Based on

need as gauged by a family or individual budget, it is not related

to past earnings and may vary from month to month instead of

following a definitely prescribed schedule as insurance benefits do.

The liberality of old-age assistance depends upon the determina-

tion of need—upon how much of the property and income of the

recipient or his relatives is exempt—and upon the adequacy of the

grants. When the two systems exist side by side, they are, in a

sense, in competition with one another. If old-age assistance grants

are as large or nearly as large as the insurance benefits, the con-

tributory insurance system is likely to become discredited and un-

popular. If large gratuitous pensions are granted under old-age

assistance, subject to no restrictions except age, a compulsory old-

age insurance system loses its purpose and becomes ineflfectual.

The Townsend Old-Age Pension Plan. At one time in the

middle 1930's, the Townsend pension movement apparently had a

dues-paying membership of about 3,500,000 persons. The plan

they were supporting has, from time to time, varied in its details.

Essentially, it involves large monthly pensions for all persons who
have reached 60 years of age, to be financed by a Federal transac-

tions tax on every sale of goods, property, or services, including

labor services. The goal of the original plan was a pension of 5200
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a month. In order to qualify for such a pension, the person 60

years or over would have to be an American citizen, to retire from

gainful employment, to guarantee to spend the whole monthly

pension within 30 days, and, in some versions, to have an income

under $2,400 a year. It has been estimated that at least 10,500,000

persons would have qualified for such a $200 pension in 1935, at a

total estimated cost of $25,000,000,000 a year.^ By 1945 the esti-

mated cost reaches $32,000,000,000 because of the increase in the

aged population. For pensions of $100 monthly, more than 9,000,-

000 persons with incomes under $1,200 a year would have qualified

in 1935, at a total cost of around $11,000,000,000.^

The economic significance of pensions of $2,400 or even $1,200

a year to persons of 60 or over may be indicated by a few compara-

tive figures. In the prosperous year of 1929 the average income per

person was about $750 a year. The national income was around

$80,000,000,000 in 1929 and $55,000,000,000 in 1935, so $25,000,-

000,000 of pensions a year would mean that 9 per cent of the

population would receive a total of gratuitous payments amount-

ing to 31 per cent of the national income in 1929 and 45 per cent

of the national income in 1935. Even the yearly total of $11,000,-

000,000 for pensions of $100 monthly per person ($200 per couple)

is as much as the total receipts or payments of interest and dividends

in 1929 and more than the total of interest, dividends, royalties,

and net rents in 1935.

The Townsend Plan originally called for a tax of two per cent

on each transaction or sale—there might be five transactions in

the process of production from raw material to finished product

—

but it soon became evident that the tax rate would have to be

higher in order to raise $25,000,000,000 a year,^ which is $185 per

capita or twice the country's total tax bill in 1929 or 1939. Further-

more, a higher tax rate would be required because the transactions

tax would tend to reduce the number of sales by stimulating the

^ Committee on Old Age Security, Twentieth Century Fund, The Townsend Crusade,

1936, pp. 22, 71-72.
2 Ibid., pp. 26, 71-72. The total expenditures of all government units in this country

(Federal, state, and local) amounted to $13,500,000,000 in 1932.

3 Cf. the testimony of Dr. Francis E. Townsend, J. Frederick Dewhurst, and Sumner
H. Slichter, Hearings Relative to the Social Security Act Amendments of 7939 before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 76th Congress, first session,

vol. 1, 1939, pp. 603, 789, 877; and A University of Chicago Round Table, The Economic

Meaning oj the Townsend Plan, Public Policy Pamphlet No. 20, 1936, p» 16.
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vertical integration of business, by eliminating brokers and other

merchandising agencies, and by sharply reducing the amount of

trading in security and commodity markets.

The supporters of the plan have argued that it would stimulate

prosperity by speeding up the rate of spending. The recipients of

the pensions must spend them within a month. However, a trans-

actions tax is a tax on spending and can be avoided by hoarding.

It is difficult to understand how a tax based on the rate of circula-

tion of money, which turns over from 12 to 25 times a year,^ will

increase the rate of spending. The pensioners are only required to

spend the money within 30 days, and a turnover of once a month
is but 12 times a year. The pension money might, of course, turn

over more than 12 times a year, but a turnover approaching 25

times a year is most unlikely. Delay between the collection of the

tax and payment of the pension would reduce the rate of turnover

of the pension money. Also, its spending might permit other mem-
bers of the family group to hoard or save some of their normal in-

come, which would tend to reduce the average rate of turnover

of the total money supply. Furthermore, without dated dollars, it

would be difficult for the government to know whether each re-

cipient spent his pension within the time limit.

If the tax were on idle money or if the plan involved an ex-

pansion in the money supply, it might increase the total volume

of expenditures. But a transactions or gross-sales tax is regressive

in the sense that it takes a larger proportion of the income of the

lower income groups than of the rich, because the poor spend most

of their income and the tax varies directly with expenditures.

Based on a tax that bears most heavily upon the low-income groups

who are generally rapid spenders, the Townsend Plan might result

in a decrease in the rate of monetary turnover.

The Townsend Plan and similar proposals have social as well as

economic implications. They involve a public bonus to a special,

privileged group to be paid for by taxes levied on the rest of society.

Such paternalism in the form of free pensions would undoubtedly

weaken, if not destroy, private and social insurance, especially old-

age insurance. The aged are only one of the numerous groups in

America that suffer from economic insecurity and that are badly

in need of a "more abundant" life.

1 CJ. Committee on Old Age Security, Twentieth Century Fund, op. cit., p. 46.
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OLD-AGE INSURANCE

As previously stated, compulsory old-age insurance is designed

to prevent dependency rather than to relieve the dependent or

needy aged. Like other types of social insurance, it relates the

benefit payments to previous contributions or taxable earnings,

which helps to preserve financial soundness and serves as a safe-

guard against excessive liberalization of benefits as well as a pro-

tection against any reduction of benefits.

Old-age insurance abroad. In 1889 Germany adopted the

first national system of compulsory old-age and invalidity insurance.

At the time there was strong protest against such insurance, but

the opposition soon subsided, giving way to proposals for extending

and improving the system. By the time our Social Security Act was

passed in 1935, as many as 25 countries were operating compulsory

programs of contributory old-age insurance.

These compulsory schemes apply to employed workers, although

some countries permit self-employed persons and others to enter

coverage on a voluntary basis. Contributions from both employers

and the insured workers are required in most of these plans, and

the state generally contributes some subsidy. In practically all

countries, the monthly annuity payments from, say, age 65 until

death vary with the previous contributions of the worker and, in

general, amount to around 50 per cent of his average wage before

retirement. In most countries, the plan also provides benefits for

invalidity before the worker reaches 65 years of age.-^

Industrial pension systems. For a number of decades before

the passage of the Social Security Act, many large firms had had

private systems for providing pensions to former employees after

their retirement. The motives that led employers to establish such

systems have already been mentioned. It was claimed that they

paid their way by permitting the company to clear out "old timber"

and to advance younger men without incurring public criticism,

and by reducing labor turnover, labor unrest, and the possibility

of strikes. Generally, the worker had to have 20 or 25 years of

continuous service with the company before retirement in order to

^ For a further discussion, cf. Social Security in America, Social Security Board, 1937,

pp. 181-86; and Barbara N. Armstrong, "Old-Age Security Abroad: The Background
of Titles II and VIII of the Social Security Act," Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. 3

(April 1936), pp. 175-85.
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be eligible for a pension. Such a provision discouraged unionism,

because the employer might interpret a strike as a termination or

interruption of the worker's services. In practically all cases the

workers had no legal right to the pension—most of the covered

workers paid no contributions—so that the pension rested entirely

upon the goodwill and financial condition of the company. For

these reasons Justice Brandeis of the United States Supreme Court

referred to the industrial pension scheme as the "new peonage."

It is estimated that before the Social Security Act was passed

there were some 750 voluntary pension plans in effect, covering

3,000,000 or 4,000,000 employees. Over two thirds of these em-

ployees were connected with railroads, public utilities, and iron

and steel companies. At no time did such private pension plans

cover more than 1 5 per cent of the employees in manufacturing,

mining, trade, and transportation.^ Generally, no more than five

per cent of the employees remained with the same employer until

they reached the pensionable age and qualified for a pension.^ The
staff of the Committee on Economic Security pointed out in 1935

that "although fully 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 persons have at one

time or another probably been employed by railroads with pension

plans, less than 120,000 have been awarded pensions." ^ The ag-

gregate funds set aside for pension plans in 1935 were estimated at

about $800,000,000."* Three years earlier a thorough study revealed

that only "about eight percent of the employees in company pen-

sion plans were covered by plans in which the guarantees were

both actuarially and financially sound."
'"

The old-age insurance system established under the Social Se-

curity Act relieved firms of part of the pension responsibilities for

which they had failed to make adequate financial provision. A
large number of companies, however, decided to supplement the

basic Federal benefits with additional pensions for their own em-

ployees. Such supplementary schemes proved to be so popular

that the volume of private-pension business placed with insurance

companies increased after the passage of the Social Security Act.

^Social Security in America, Social Security Board, 1937, p. 173.

^Cf. statement by Murray W. Latimer in Business Week, April 16, 1930, p. 40; and

Latimer, Industrial Pension Systems in the United States, 1932, vol. 1, pp. 168-97.

^Social Security in America, Social Security Board, 1937, p. 176.

* Idem.

° Murray VV. Latimer, Industrial Pension Systems in the United States and Canada, vol. 2,

p. 876.
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Old-age and survivors' insurance under the Social Security

Act. As a means of reducing future old-age dependency, the

Social Security Act establishes a Federal system of old-age annuity

payments to covered workers upon reaching age 65 and to surviving

widows and dependents in case the worker dies.

1. Coverage. At any one time more than half of the nation's

gainfully occupied population is included in the coverage of the

Federal insurance system, and it is estimated that, as a result of

the turnover and migration of labor, 75 or 80 per cent of the work-

ing population will eventually build up wage credits under the

present coverage provisions of the Act. As under the Federal un-

employment-compensation tax, employment on the farm, in

domestic service, on the railroads, and by nonprofit organizations

is exempt. However, establishments hiring one or more persons in

covered employments are subject to the old-age tax.

2. Contributions. Two special taxes are levied to finance this

Federal insurance system: an excise tax on the payrolls of employers

and a tax on the wage income of employees. In both cases the

taxes apply only to the first S3, 000 paid to one employee in any

year. These two taxes are at a rate of one per cent each until 1 943,

when they are to increase as follows: two per cent from 1943 to

1945, two-and-a-half per cent from 1946 to 1948, and three per

cent each (or six per cent combined) after 1948. In France and

Germany the combined employer-employee contributions have

amounted to about four and ^w^ per cent of wages, respectively,

and in Great Britain they have represented less than two per cent

of the covered workers' wages.

Because the total sum of Federal benefit payments continues to

increase each year until 1980, when the system will have been in

operation for a generation and will reach maturity, it will probably

be necessary by 1970 either to increase the two special taxes or to

provide for the deficiency in income through a government subsidy

from general taxation. If the subsidy method is used, the govern-

ment contribution may amount to more than SI,000,000,000 in

1980 and succeeding years, because it has been calculated that the

benefit payments after the system reaches maturity will represent

almost 10 per cent of taxable wages. In foreign systems of con-

tributory old-age insurance, the government almost universally

shares the cost by means of a subsidy. No less than two fifths of
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the old-age insurance expenditures have been borne by the central

government in Great Britain and Germany. It is argued that such

a government subsidy is justified by the savings in old-age assistance

expenditures resulting from an insurance system.

The extent to which covered employees or their employers are

actually paying for the old-age insurance that they eventually re-

ceive depends, of course, upon the final incidence of these two

taxes. There is little question that the employee bears the tax

levied directly upon his wages and, as indicated in the discussion

of contributions in the prev^ious chapter, the concensus of expert

opinion seems to be that most of the uniform tax upon employers

will also be borne by the same employees in the form of decreased

wages or deferred wage increases.

If, however, the employer already had an old-age pension sys-

tem for which the Federal old-age insurance system is at least a

partial substitute, it would seem that there would be little shifting

of the employer's payroll tax to his employees. Presumably, the

employer's payments for old-age insurance or pensions were shifted

to his employees at the time that the firm's private pension plan

was instituted. Economists who argue that the Federal old-age tax

on employers' payrolls is largely shifted to employees apparently

would have to apply the same reasoning to private insurance or

pension plans unless they could prove that the private plans had a

better efTect upon employees' efficiency than the Federal plan. The
result of such a line of reasoning would be that employer expendi-

tures for any welfare programs whose cost is related to wages are

largely shifted to employees through pay envelopes that are smaller

than they would otherwise be. In view of the widespread practice

of paying the prevailing rate of wages, one may question whether

the abolition of private pension plans would have increased em-

ployee wages, and one may also question whether abolition of the

Federal old-age insurance program would cause a relative increase

in the wage rates in covered employments.

3. Benefits. The contributions are, of course, related to the

promised benefits. Two types of benefits are provided for under

the insurance features of the Federal act, monthly old-age benefits

to workers from 65 until death, and survivors' monthly benefits to

the following relatives of an insured person who dies at any age : his

widow 65 or over, his parents 65 or over, his children under 18, and
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his widow when caring for his children under 18. In order to

qualify for old-age benefits, the worker must not only have reached

65 and have retired in the sense that his or her monthly wages are

under $15, but he or she must also have been covered for 40 calen-

dar quarters (10 years) or have been covered during half of the

calendar quarters following 1936 or attainment of 21 years of age.

In order that the specified relatives of a deceased worker may re-

ceive survivors' benefits, the worker must have met one of the re-

quirements concerning length of covered employment just stated or

have received at least S50 for work in covered employment during

each of six of the 12 calendar quarters preceding his death. It

sounds complicated, but such provisions are necessary in order to

determine eligibility and to prevent abuses.

Generally speaking, it may be said that the old-age benefits

amount to about one half of the average monthly earnings of the

worker during the period he was covered by the Act. However, the

benefit schedule favors low-wage employees, married workers, and

those whose period of covered employment has been relatively

short. Such bias is achieved by applying the following formula to

the average monthly wages the worker received when covered by

the Act: 40 per cent up to $50 plus 10 per cent of the sum by which

the average monthly wage exceeds S50. In other words, the bene-

ficiary receives a monthly sum of $20 for the first $50 of average

wages and $5 for every additional $50 of average wages in covered

employment. In addition, the monthly benefit is increased by one

per cent for each year of covered employment. For a wife over 65 or

a child under 18, a supplementary benefit is paid amounting to

one half the worker's primary benefit. Table 31 shows the old-age

benefits that would be received each month by eligible workers who
had been paid the selected "average monthly wages" during the

specified number of years of coverage. In calculating "average

monthly wages," a worker's total wages in covered employment

after 1936 or attainment of age 21 are divided by the total number
of months included within that period. Months in which the worker

received no wages in covered employment, of course, reduce his

"average monthly wages."

For a married couple both of whom are 65 or over, the monthly

old-age benefit would be one-and-a-half times the figures in

Table 31. The survivors' benefits for each dependent parent 65 or
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TABLE 31. ILLUSTRATIVE MONTHLY OLD-AGE INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR A
SINGLE PERSON

Tears of Average monthly wage

coverage m $100 $150 $250

3 S20.60 S25.75 $30.90 S41.20
5 21.00 26.25 31.50 42.00

10 22.00 27.50 33.00 44.00

20 24.00 30.00 36.00 48.00

30 26.00 32.50 39.00 52.00

40 28.00 35.00 42.00 56.00

over and for each dependent child under 18 are one half of the

old-age benefit for a single person. The survivors' benefit for a

wife 65 or over, and for a wife caring for a dependent child of the

deceased, is three quarters of the old-age benefit for a single person.

In case there are no survivors eligible for benefits, a lump sum
amounting to six times the monthly benefit is paid upon the death

of a person insured under the scheme. The total monthly benefit

to a married annuitant or to a worker's survivors cannot exceed

80 per cent of the worker's average monthly wage, or two times the

monthly benefit of a single person with the same wage record. The
total benefits for one worker cannot exceed S85 a month nor be

less than SIO a month.

An examination of the benefit schedule indicates that it has been

drawn up on social-insurance rather than private-insurance prin-

ciples. The fourfold weight given to the first S50 of average

monthly wages favors the low-wage employee. The use of average

monthly wages instead of total covered earnings or total contribu-

tions favors insured workers who will retire in the early years of the

program, so that they will have a short period of coverage before

they are eligible for benefits. The additional benefits for dependents

favor the family unit.

Despite these biases in the benefit schedule, a single person will

receive larger benefits than he could purchase from a private in-

surance company with his own contributions (not those of his em-

ployer), except in the extreme case of a worker covered for 45 years

or more with average taxed earnings of S250 a month, or $3,000 a

year, which is the upper limit of the tax base.^ It is the employers'

contributions that are being used to redistribute income through

^ CJ. Report to Accompany H. R. 6635, Social Security Act Amendments of 1939, Senate

Report No. 734, 76th Congress, first session, July 7, 1939, p. 16.

i
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larger benefit payments to those retiring in the early years, to low-

wage employees, and to workers with dependents than would be

paid on a straight commercial basis.

During 1 940, the first year of benefit payments, the old-age bene-

fits averaged about $25 a month, which compared favorably, in

most cases, with the old-age assistance grants to the needy aged.

The estimated increase in total benefits for old-age and survivors'

insurance during the first 1 5 years of benefit payments is indicated

in Table 32. "Net tax receipts" is the term used for total contribu-

tions minus an item of five per cent representing the estimated

costs of administration.

TABLE 32. GROWTH OF OLD-AGE TAXES,

FUND, 1940-

BENEFIT PAYMENTS,

1955 1

AND RESERVE

(m millions of dollars)

Tear Net tax Benefit Interest on Reserve fund at

receipts payments reserve end ofyear

1940 501 114 41 1,871

1941 505 298 49 2,127

1942 504 431 54 2,254

1943 919 583 61 2,651

1944 1,067 667 71 3,122

1945 1,078 776 82 3,506

1950 1,751 1,422 136 5,737

1955 1,849 1,930 169 6,871

As indicated in Table 32, it is probable that benefit payments

will exceed net tax receipts by 1955. By 1980 it is likely that total

benefit payments will be in excess of $3,000,000,000, whereas the

yield from the two taxes of three per cent each will probably not

be much more than $2,000,000,000. Such estimates are, of course,

subject to considerable error because they are based upon a large

number of assumptions. For example, a marked change in the

level of wages would cause a substantial alteration in both total tax

receipts and total benefit payments.

4. Reserve trustfund. An amount equal to the full sum of the old-

age insurance contributions each year is permanently appropriated

to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Trust Fund, which is held

by a board of three trustees. The Secretary of the Treasury, who
is a member of the Board, is to invest the funds in obligations of the

1 Report to Accompany H. R. 6335, op. cit., p. 17. Interest on the reserve has been calcu-

lated at 2.5 per cent.
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Federal government or Federal agencies. The Secretary must pur-

chase outstanding obligations in the market unless he decides that

it is not in the public interest to do so, in which case special obliga-

tions can be issued to the Fund, bearing the average rate of interest

on the total Federal debt. Table 32 indicates how this Fund may
increase until 1956, when, if the estimates prove correct, it will

commence to decrease, perhaps disappearing entirely by 1970. The
Board of Trustees must report each year on the actuarial status of

the Fund, giving estimates of the expected income and disburse-

ments during the ensuing five years. The Board is to make a

special report whenever the Trust Fund is "unduly small" or ex-

ceeds three times the highest annual expenditures expected in the

next five-year period.

The function of social-insurance reserves has been a moot ques-

tion here and abroad. Before amendment in 1939, the Social

Security Act called for a self-financing system of old-age insurance

with a reserve sufficiently large to meet two fifths of the old-age

benefits after 1980 from interest on the reserve. In that way the

system could have been financed with a six-per-cent payroll tax

and without a direct government subsidy. In old-age insurance,

the problem of financing benefits is concerned not only with an

equitable adjustment between young and older workers but also

with the steady increase in the total benefits until the system reaches

maturity and total benefit payments level off. For example, bene-

fit payments under the present provisions of the Social Security

Act will increase from around 5100,000,000 in 1940 to over S3,000,-

000,000 in 1980. If there is no reserve in 1980 and no government

subsidy, the payroll taxes may have to be increased to a combined

rate of 9 or 10 per cent, for it is estimated that total benefits will

then equal that percentage of total payrolls in covered employments.

The opponents of a large reserve have argued that such reserves

are not needed in social insurance as they are in private insurance,

because through old-age taxes the government is assured a suffi-

cient number of contributors or customers and because such com-

pulsory systems, once started, have never been terminated. They

have also argued that a large reserve would serve no economic

function, that it would disturb Federal finances by making a large

Federal debt mandatory, and that interest on the reserve would

really represent a concealed government subsidy.
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A large old-age reserve would really perform an economic func-

tion if it were so invested that the nation's productive power was

increased in the future, permitting an addition to the real income

(goods and services) by the amount of the interest on the reserve.

Indeed, some opponents of the large reserve feared that it might be

invested in self-liquidating public works and "productive" enter-

prises, causing the government to expand its economic activities in

competition with private business. In certain European countries,

old-age reserves have been invested in housing projects and other

interest-earning enterprises. ^ If the reserve was invested either in

outstanding Federal obligations or in productive enterprise, the

volume of savings and investment would be increased, thus tending

to reduce interest rates—a development that would be displeasing

to private insurance companies.

Some persons were misled by naive analogies with personal

finance ^ into believing that it is somehow unsound for social-

insurance reserves to be invested in (spent for) government bonds

and government productive enterprise. They seemed to feel that

the dollar bills received from old-age taxes should be hoarded until

paid out in benefits. Such hoarding would, however, have a

disastrous efiect on the structure of private credit, for it would tend

to reduce bank reserves by a corresponding amount. It is necessary

to bear in mind that the real burden of old age, represented by the

goods and services that nonproducing aged persons consume, can-

not be shifted from decade to decade by financial arrangements.

The persons contributing now and retiring, say, in 1980 will really

be paying for their own old age only if the program and their con-

tributions enlarge the national product in 1980 by the amount
that they then consume. The interest on the reserve would rep-

resent a government subsidy only if the government wasted the

money instead of using it to buy up the outstanding Federal debt,

to increase the country's productivity, or to reduce general taxes

below the level they otherwise would attain.

The old-age reserve under the present provisions of the Social

Security Act has been called a contingency reserve. Such a reserve

* Cf. More Security for Old Age, Twentieth Century Fund, 1937, p. 57.

2 C/"., for example, John T. Flynn, "The Social Security 'Reserve' Swindle," Harper's

Magazine, vol. 178 (February 1939), pp. 238-48. The contents of this article offer an
excellent illustration of the common fallacy of reasoning from the individual to a

general situation, such as that represented by a social-insurance system.
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presumably is designed to meet disbursements in excess of income

for a few years, without a change in the law or a special congres-

sional appropriation. As was indicated in the discussion of the

financial aspects of a public-works program in Chapter 15, a re-

serve of government bonds, like a new issue of such bonds, must

be sold or pledged for a loan in order to raise money. Such a re-

serve, as that discussion indicated, is little better than the authority

to issue new government bonds. Furthermore, a contingency re-

serve obviously would not be sufficient to meet all contingencies,

although it might serve to maintain benefit payments during a

business depression, when tax income decreased and benefit dis-

bursements increased as a larger percentage of eligible workers

over 65 retired or lost their jobs. Selling the bonds in the reserve

during a depression might, of course, present some problems.

However, no contingency reserve could withstand a long-time

downward trend in the price level. An inflation that resulted in a

manifold rise in the price level, such as occurred in Germany in

the early 1920's, would also wipe out the reserve and make the

promised benefits practically worthless.^

Railroad Retirement Acts. As a result of agitation by railroad

employees, a railroad retirement act, later declared unconstitutional,

was passed in 1934, over a year before the enactment of the Social

Security Act. A new act, passed in 1935 and amended in 1937, pro-

vides for a special old-age insurance system for the railroads. Un-
like other industries, the railroads had adequate wage and service

records going back for a number of decades, which can be used as

a basis for wage and service credits in calculating benefits under the

Railroad Retirement Acts. Furthermore, the proportion of workers

55 or over in the railroad industry in the 1 930's was almost double the

percentage in all the industries covered by the Social Security Act.

To finance the old-age benefits for retired railroad workers, an

excise tax on employers and an income tax on employees are levied

on wages up to S300 a month. These taxes amounted to three per

cent each in 1940 and will increase by one quarter of a per cent

each at three-year intervals until they reach 3.75 per cent each

in 1949, or a combined total of 7.5 per cent from then on.

1 It is estimated that the first World War and the currency inflation that followed

resulted in a loss of 4,000,000,000 marks in the reserves of the old-age insurance scheme

in Germany. CJ. "The Reform of Workers' Compulsory Pension Insurance in Ger-

many: I," International Labour Review^ vol. 31 (March 1935), p. 399.
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Benefits take the form of (1) old-age annuities payable to workers

after retirement at age 65 or retirement at 60 after 30 years of

service, (2) disability annuities payable to totally and permanently

disabled employees who are 65 or have reached 60 after 30 years

of service, and (3) death benefits. An employee may elect to have

a "joint and survivor" annuity covering his spouse also, in which

case the monthly benefits under the double annuity are somewhat

reduced. The retiring worker's annuity is calculated by taking two

per cent of the first $50 of his average monthly wages, one and a

half per cent of the next $100, and one per cent of any balance of

his average monthly wages above $150 and multiplying the sum of

these three amounts by the number of years of credited service.

This formula gives greater weight to years of service or employ-

ment, and has less bias in favor of the low-wage employee, than

the old-age benefit formula in the Social Security Act. No monthly

benefit may exceed $120, and the average annuity payments

since 1937, when benefit payments commenced, have ranged

between $65 and $70. ^

Because the benefits are based on wage records going back many
years before the Acts were passed, individual and total benefit pay-

ments have been large from the beginning. During the fiscal year

ending June 1939, total benefit payments exceeded $100,000,000.

Consequently, the system will not accumulate a large reserve in

spite of the relatively high initial taxes. Under the provisions of

the present legislation, it is estimated that total benefits will equal

if not exceed the total tax income by 1950.^ In the meantime the

reserve is being invested in government securities to yield three

per cent interest. The interest on the reserve is designed to help

pay benefits which, it is estimated, will reach a level of $200,000,000

by 1965, representing about 10 per cent of the 1938 payroll of the

railroads.^

* CJ. A. G. Silverman and Joseph J. Senturia, "Retirement Payments for Railroad

Workers," Social Security Bulletin, vol. 2 (July 1939), p. 20.

2 Cf. Murray W. Latimer, "The Security Programs for Railroad Workers," Social

Security in the United States, 1939, American Association for Social Security, Inc., 1939,

p. 53.

3 Cf. Annual Report oj the Railroad Retirement BoardJor the Fiscal Tear Ended June 30, 7938,

1938, p. 64.



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

WORK ACCIDENTS AND SICKNESS

Few persons appreciate the tremendous social cost of industrial

accidents and sickness. In a year of normal employment it is es-

timated that as many as 20,000 employees are killed at work, that

some 80,000 are totally or partially disabled for life, and that there

may be 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 injuries which cause some loss of

working time.^ Indeed, the casualties to American workmen in

industry during the first World War exceeded the total casualties

of our army in France, and the toll of life and limb exacted by

American industry during a decade exceeds the nation's losses in

battle from the Declaration of Independence to the present day.^

The problem is especially serious in this country, where the death

rate from work accidents has been about twice as high as in Great

Britain, France, or Japan.

Much sickness and fatal disease amongst wage-earners is directly

or indirectly due to the nature of the worker's employment. The
materials that employees work with may lead to various diseases

such an anthrax or lead and radium poisoning. The conditions

surrounding the job—air, heat, light, and physical strain—may af-

fect the worker's health adversely. Miners, for instance, are likely

to contract asthma, silicosis, and tuberculosis. Various statistical

studies show that the health of industrial wage-earners, as a group,

compares unfavorably with that of other elements in the popula-

tion. Table 33 indicates, for example, that the annual death rate

amongst unskilled workers is about twice as great as that for pro-

fessional men, managers, officials, and merchants, and that the

death rate from tuberculosis of the lungs, pneumonia, and acci-

^ These figures simply represent rough estimates, since there are no adequate esti-

mates for work accidents for the whole country in any one year. Cf. Walter F. Dodd,

Administration of Workmen's Compensation, 1936, pp. 1-2; and Edison L. Bowers, Is It

Safe to Work? A Study of Industrial Accidents, 1930, pp. 3-4.

^ Cf. E. H. Downey, Workmen^s Compensation, 1924, p. 1.
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dents is especially high amongst unskilled workers. Agricultural

workers, both farmers and farm laborers, show a low death rate

from practically all causes of mortality.

TABLE 33. ANNUAL DEATH RATE PER 1,000 MALES 15-64 YEARS OF AGE
IN 10 STATES, 1930 ^

Tuberculosis Pneumonia Accidents All causes

of the lungs

Unskilled workers 1.85 1.36 0.52 14.48

Semiskilled workers 1.02 0.72 0.34 10.09

Skilled workers 0.72 0.60 0.34 8.29

Proprietors and managers 0.43 0.52 0.22 7.93

Clerks and kindred workers 0.66 0.51 0.19 7.75

Professional men 0.26 0.39 0.15 6.71

Agricultural workers 0.47 0.43 0.15 6.23

All gainfully occupied 0.88 0.69 0.30 9.10

Mortality statistics for male workers in England and Wales in

the early 1920's follow the same pattern, with a large excess mor-

tality among the laboring classes as compared with merchants,

professional men, and other self-employed groups.^

The frequency and severity of illness is closely related to the

income of the family. The National Health Survey covering

750,000 families in some 80 cities during the Winter of 1935-1936

showed that, in a year,, members of families with an income

under SI,000 suffer more than twice as many days of disabling ill-

ness, keeping them from work, as do persons in families with an

income of $3,000 or more a year.^ Several other studies of the

relation between illness and economic status reveal that sickness

occurs most frequently among the lowest income groups.^

Cost of work accidents and illness amongst employees. The
loss of earnings from sickness per employed person in families with

incomes below S2,500 has been placed at S30 per person, or a total

of $900,000,000 a year.^ To this total should be added about $400,-

000,000 as the annual cost of medical care for such workers. It

has been estimated that the wage loss from industrial accidents oc-

^ Hearings before a Special Committee to Investigate Unemployment and Relief, U. S. Senate,

75th Congress, third session, 1938, vol. 2, p. 1491. The death rate is adjusted for the

age distribution in each group.
2 Ibid., p. 1492. 3 ibid,^ p. I486.

* A Public Health Service survey of 24 mill villages in South Carolina showed that

in families with the lowest income there were 70 cases of illness for every 1,000 persons,

while the highest income group had less than 19 cases per 1,000.

6 Cf. I. S. Falk, Security Against Sickness, 1936, pp. 13-15.
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curring each year runs as high as $1,000,000,000, with the cost of

medical care for such accidents amounting to $250,000,000 more.^

Although there is some overlapping in these figures and they are

at best rough estimates, it seems likely that the total cost of work

accidents and sickness to wage-earners alone (not their families)

amounts to $2,500,000,000 a year. Allowing for an average loss

of 20 years of working life for workers killed or permanently inca-

pacitated, the lost working time from work accidents is estimated at

one full week of production a year, and the loss from sickness would

amount to another week.

Even these figures for dollar cost and loss of potential work hours

fail to give a full picture of society's loss from work injuries and

illness amongst wage-earners. They do not allow for the effects of

sickness and minor injuries upon the employee's productive ca-

pacity and length of working life. In the case of industrial accidents,

there are additional costs to society in the form of legal expenses,

costs of administering industrial-accident insurance, and industrial

losses resulting from idle equipment, damage to machinery, and

interference with production. Some writers have estimated the

total losses from industrial accidents alone at $4,000,000,000 or

$5,000,000,000 a year.^

Generally speaking, the money value of man does not sufficiently

enter into cost calculations in an economy based upon free, rather

than slave, labor. The master of a slave permanently disabled while

working for another person would attempt to collect damages cal-

culated according to the full economic loss—the present value of

the slave's future expected labor plus any added cost in caring for

him. But in a free economy, an employer does not own his work-

men; he only hires their current labor services. Consequently, un-

less forced to do so by law, the employer need not treat his workers

carefully, because he has little trouble in hiring new workers when

the present ones become incapacitated by injuries or ill health.

Therefore, society must, in the general interest, legislate to prevent

wasteful use of human resources. It has been estimated that as

much as half of the present cost of industrial accidents and sickness

to wage-earners could be eliminated through proper measures for

1 Cy. H. A. Millis and R. E. Montgomery, Labor's Risks and Social Insurance, 1938,

p. 188.

^CJ. Edison E. Bowers, op. cit., p. 5; and Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1931 Edition,

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 541, 1931, p. 315.
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prevention. ^ In addition to the problem of prevention, there is the

question of how the remaining costs or losses should be apportioned,

whether they should be met by social insurance or some other

method of collective security.

DEVELOPMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

In this country, programs of social insurance to cover work in-

juries and occupational disease have come to be called workmen's

compensation following the English precedent, although the Con-

tinental term, industrial-accident insurance, is more explicit.

The common law. Our common law on work accidents began

to take form a century or so ago, when the doctrine of laissez faire

was at its zenith and before the Industrial Revolution occurred in

this country. Certain judicial decisions around 1840 established a

group of special defenses for the employer that made it difficult for

an employee to receive any compensation for injuries sustained on

the job. It is necessary to appreciate that these special employer

defenses grew out of the small-shop conditions existing in most of

American industry at that time. Often the journeyman worked

in a shop in the master's home. He knew his few fellow workmen
from long and close association, and the employer, as a master

craftsman supervising their work, also knew them all personally.

Because tools and industrial processes were relatively simple and

the employees in one workshop were few in number, it was not

difficult in many cases to determine whether the employee, his

employer, or a fellow employee was responsible for a particular in-

jury. The common law, therefore, came to be based upon the

notion of personal fault or negligence on the part of one of these

three, and an injured worker could collect damages only by suing

for them.

The employer was protected from liability for damages growing

out of accidents to his employees by three common-law principles

or "defenses." The first of these was the "fellow-servant" doctrine,

which absolved the employer of all responsibility if the injury was

due to the actions of a fellow workman. The second defense was

that of "contributory negligence," which required the employee

to prove that no negligence or carelessness on his part contributed

* C/"., for example, Bowers, op. cit.y Preface; and Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1931

Edition, op. cit.
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to the accident, regardless of the guilt of the employer. The third

possible defense was that no one was to blame for the accident,

that it was due to the ordinary risks of the trade which were known
to the worker and which he assumed in accepting the job. This

"assumption-of-risk" principle was sometimes extended to cover

cases where the employee knew that the employer had failed to

provide a reasonably safe workshop, and assumed the extraordinary

risk in continuing to work.

Employers' liability laws. As industry grew in size and com-

plexity, these special defenses became less and less tenable. With
frequent changes in technique, the worker could not possibly know
what the risks of the job might be. With thousands of employees in

the same firm, workers did not know their fellow employees. It

was, for example, rather far-fetched to apply the "fellow-servant"

doctrine to the case of a locomotive engineer killed because of a

negligent switchman or a defect in the rails. And more and more
accidents happened for which no one in particular was to blame.

The injustice of the situation became so apparent that between

1885 and 1910 practically every important industrial state in the

country passed statutes modifying or abolishing one or more of the

common-law defenses. Although such legislation increased the

liability of the employer and improved the worker's chance to

collect damages from his employer, he or his survivors still had to

prove that the employer was negligent or at fault. That, in many
cases, was difficult to do, especially when the worker had been

killed by the accident. Fellow workers and foremen would hesitate

to testify against the employer for fear of losing their jobs. For the

same reason, an injured worker might be afraid to bring suit.

The damage-suit method not only led to antagonism between

employer and employee, but frequently involved a long delay be-

fore settlement and was very wasteful. Serious accident cases often

dragged on for two to six years before being finally settled. Few
workers could aff'ord such lengthy and costly litigation. If the case

was in the courts, the injured worker received no compensation

during the time he needed it most, and, in fatal accidents, his sur-

vivors might be left without any support for years. With the pas-

sage of employers' liability laws in the 1880's, employers commenced

to take out insurance to cover their liability, but the introduction

of private liability insurance did not remedy matters. Under the
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law it did not pay the insurance companies to settle claims without

a suit. Consequently, the costs of Htigation absorbed a large part

of the employer's insurance premium and a large part of the work-

er's claim, in case he won the suit. Surveys in various states showed

that in the first decade of this century less than half of the premiums

received from employers by the insurance companies were paid out

to injured workers. Ten New York insurance companies receiving

almost S25,000,000 of premiums from 1906 through 1908 paid less

than 37 per cent of those premiums to injured workmen; the other

63 per cent went to pay attorneys' salaries, claim agents, salesmen's

commissions, administrative costs, and dividends. These companies

paid compensation for but one claim out of every eight made by

injured employees.^ Such a system was very uneconomical and

costly to society, which was called upon to meet a large part of the

burden for the care of injured workers and their families.

Shift to workmen's compensation. In 1883 Germany adopted

the first compulsory accident-compensation law, and within the

next 20 years every country in Europe had followed suit. Although

our Federal and state labor bureaus made elaborate studies of

European experience before the turn of the present century, the

idea of compulsory social insurance for work accidents did not

"take" in this country until the Federal government passed

such a law in 1908 and President Theodore Roosevelt urged in

vigorous messages that the states follow the Federal example.

By 1910 the defects and abuses of liability insurance had be-

come so apparent and flagrant that many employers as well as

employees were demanding compulsory compensation legislation

as a cheaper and better method for meeting the problem of work

injuries. A survey of some 25,000 manufacturers, made by the

National Association of Manufacturers in 1910, showed that "more

than 95 per cent of those answering were in favor of an equitable,

automatic compensation system for injured workers" in place of

the "cruel, inefficient, and inequitable system" of employers' lia-

bility.^ A system of compulsory accident compensation was, how-

ever, considered by some groups, especially certain insurance in-

1 Cf. Walter F. Dodd, op. cit., pp. 21-22. The first chapter of Dodd's book contains

a good discussion of the experience in this country prior to the enactment of workmen's
compensation laws.

2F. C. Schwedtman, "Principles of Sound Employers' Liability Legislation," Annals

of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 38 (July 1911), p. 202.
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terests, to be "of foreign birth, the outgrowth of sociahstic theories,"

and "an attack on the manhood of employees as American citi-

zens." ^ Some judges adopted a similar attitude. The first com-

pulsory compensation law adopted by New York in 1910 was de-

clared by the State Court of Appeals to be "plainly revolutionary"

and unconstitutional, because, in making employers liable without

fault on their part, the Act deprived them of property without due

process of law.^

By 1915 as many as 30 states had enacted workmen's compensa-

tion laws in spite of court opposition and employer claims that

such laws would undermine the morals of workers by encouraging

injuries and would penalize firms in interstate competition with

companies located in states without such laws.

The previous liability experience had left labor hostile to in-

surance companies, so the unions campaigned for state-administered

funds rather than insurance by private carriers under the state

laws. In a number of European countries, including Germany,

Austria, Russia, and Norway, private insurance carriers had been

excluded from any part in compensation insurance. Organized

labor in Ohio is commonly credited with making that state the

pioneer and leader in establishing an exclusive state fund for work-

men's compensation.

The first compulsory laws were declared unconstitutional in the

state courts. As a result, most states enacted so-called "elective"

laws, which permit the employer and employee to choose between

the new method of automatic compensation and the old damage-

suit procedure. However, an employer rejecting the compensation

method was deprived of the common-law defenses in case of suit.

In the event the employee chose to sue instead of accepting com-

pensation, the special employer defenses were restored. Conse-

quently, election has been practically unanimous and almost auto-

matic in most states.

In 1917 the Supreme Court of the United States declared an

elective law and a compulsory-compensation law both within the

police power of the state. ^ It upheld the law of the state of Wash-

ington, which taxes employers in order to insure workers in an

1 Walter S. Michols, "An Argument Against Liability," ibid.^ p. 159.

^Ives V. South Buffalo Railway Co. (1911), 201 N. Y. 271.

3 jV. r. Central R. R. Co. v. White (1917), 243 U. S. 188; and Mountain Timber Co. v.

Washington (1917), 243 U. S. 219.
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exclusive, state-administered compensation fund. In these decisions

the Court stated that the losses from industrial accidents are "an
expense of operation, as truly as the cost of repairing broken ma-
chinery or any other expense that is ordinarily paid by the em-

ployer" and that the method of compensation "is intended as a

just settlement of a difficult problem." The Court recognized the

advantages of automatic compensation for work injuries not will-

fully incurred over the method of legal suit, which involved quib-

bling over the question of fault and also involved the assessment of

an unpredictable sum for damages.

The compensation method not only saves society the waste of

lengthy litigation, but assures the injured worker of prompt medical

attention and financial compensation during the period of injury,

when he most needs it, rather than many years after the accident.

Such arrangements also are in the interest of the employer because

they speed the recovery of the injured worker, improve employer-

employee relations, and substitute a certain insurance premium for

the uncertain sympathies of a jury. It has also been claimed that

the method of compensation tends to stimulate accident prevention.

Provisions of state laws. All states except one (Mississippi)

have workmen's compensation laws, but the state laws lack any

uniformity and present only a patchwork pattern. Benefit provisions

are not alike in any two states. Each state seems to have followed

its own inclinations with little regard to the lessons that might have

been learned from other states.

In addition to the 47 state laws, there is a Federal law covering

longshoremen and harbor workers. Railroad employees are still

under the old liability laws because the unions of the railroad

workers are not convinced that they would be better off under a

Federal compensation law.

1. Coverage. It has been estimated that not more than 40 per

cent of all gainfully employed workers in the country are actually

protected by workmen's compensation laws.^ The other 60 per

cent must still rely upon the damage-suit method. The employ-

ments generally excluded from state laws are agriculture, domestic

service, and casual work. In half the states, firms employing less

than a certain number of employees are also excluded. Such em-

^ Marshall Dawson, "Coverage Limitations of Workmen's Compensation Laws,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 48 (June 1939), p. 1269.
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ployment and size-of-firm exclusions generally arise from a demand
by employers to be excluded. In some states certain employments
originally covered by the law have later been excluded because

insurance companies have found that they were "undesirable" or

costly risks. Furthermore, evasion of the law by employers is not

infrequent. In some states with exclusive state funds, injured

workers are eligible for benefits even if their employers have evaded

the law and failed to pay premiums.

2. Method of insurance. Compensation, in contrast to lump-sum
payments collected from damage suits, often involves the periodic

payment of benefits over a number of years, perhaps for the rest

of the life of a disabled employee. Consequently, security for the

payment of compensation must be provided. Three types of insur-

ance are utilized for this purpose: private casualty companies, state

insurance funds, and self-insurance. Under self-insurance, em-
ployers, mostly large concerns, carry their own accident risks,

usually pledging securities to cover the future compensation claims

of their employees. Such company payment and administration of

compensation has, in a number of instances, led to abuse and is not

permitted in seven states.^ The private insurance carriers may be

either stock companies operated for a profit or mutual companies

owned by the insuring employers. Eighteen states have state funds

or state-operated insurance. In seven of these states private car-

riers are excluded and employers can insure only with the state

fund, while in the other eleven states private insurance carriers com-

pete with the state system for the business. The casualty companies

had vigorously opposed the passage of workmen's compensation

laws, and the promoters of such legislation had intended that it

should be administered by state funds or mutual companies. All

the Canadian provinces except Yukon have exclusive state funds,

and only Yukon and Quebec permit self-insurance by private em-

ployers.

Although no reliable figures are available for recent years, the

total compensation costs to employers in this country are probably

divided roughly as follows: stock insurance carriers, 38 per cent,

mutual insurance carriers, 20 per cent, state funds, 22 per cent,

^CJ. W. F. Dodd, op. cit., pp. 520-21; and Charles F. Sharkey, "Principal Features

of Workmen's Compensation Laws, as of January 1, 1940," Monthly Labor Review,

vol. 50 (March 1940), p. 576.
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and self-insurance, 20 per cent.^ In some states, like Pennsylvania,

Virginia, and Montana, as much as 40 or 50 per cent of the total

amount of compensation benefits is paid by self-insurers.^

In a number of instances during the past decade or two, stock

insurance companies and self-insurance arrangements have failed

to provide sufficient security for compensation claims. For example,

18 stock companies in New York failed between 1927 and 1935.

In February 1935 there were S2,600,000 outstanding claims on in-

solvent insurance carriers in New York, of which it was estimated

SI, 727,000 never would be paid.^ Self-insurers had similar diffi-

culties during the 1930's, and in certain cases employers defaulted

on the compensation claims of injured workers. No injured workers

have sustained losses from state-owned compensation funds. ^

Various reports and investigations indicate that exclusive state

funds provide insurance at the lowest cost to employers and that

insurance with private stock companies is the highest priced of all.

^

The expense ratio for stock insurance companies in the 1930's was

around 43 per cent, which means that 43 cents out of every dollar

of premiums paid by the employer are absorbed by agents' com-

missions, claims adjustment, payroll audit, and overhead. The
expense ratio for mutual companies was around 23 per cent, much
of the difference between stock and mutual companies' expenses

being due to the 18 cents for selling costs paid by stock companies

out of every dollar of premiums. Some authorities have pointed

out that such selling expense is wasteful under a system of com-

pulsory insurance for all employers who cannot become self-insurers.

The expense ratio for competitive state funds has been around 15

per cent, and for exclusive state funds as a group less than 10 per

cent.^ In the past, the interest on the invested reserves of the

^Cf. Dodd, op. cit., pp. 526-27; and Marshall Dawson, op. cit.

2 W. F. Dodd, op. cit., p. 519.

^ Ibid., pp. bAl-AA. Carl Hookstadt stated in 1922 that several disastrous failures

of private stock companies had "resulted in hundreds of thousands of dollars in unpaid

claims." U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 301, 1922, p. 18.

^ The American Federation of Labor has repeatedly endorsed the Ohio or exclusive-

state fund as the type of compensation insurance most advantageous to labor.

5 CJ. Dodd, op. cit., pp. 552-60; and American Medical Association, Medical Relations

under Workmen's Compensation, A Report prepared by the Bureau of Medical Economics

(revised), 1935, pp. 41-47.

^ Cf. a Session on "State Funds" in Discussion of Industrial Accidents and Diseases,

1938 Convention of the International Association of Accident Boards and Commis-
sions, U. S. Department of Labor, Division of Labor Standards, Bulletin No. 24, 1939,
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Nevada state fund has more than covered administrative costs.*

Although indicating the relative cost of each type of insurance,

such comparisons are not exactly correct or complete. Some al-

lowance should be made for the fact that state funds pay no taxes

and probably give insuring employers less service. On the other

hand, the cost of state supervision of private insurance firms, now
met by general taxpayers, should be added to the expense of

insurance by private carriers. Undoubtedly, the compensation

systems of most states involve considerable duplication and waste,

which could be eliminated by following the example of old-age in-

surance and unemployment-compensation laws, and by coordinating

workmen's compensation with the other social insurances. Authori-

ties have stated that efficient administration of workmen's compensa-

tion should not cost more than 1 to 1 5 per cent of total contributions.

In any attempt to measure the full cost of workmen's compensa-

tion, allowance should be made for court expenses and lawyers'

charges to workers, which may run as high as one third of the total

damages collected by workers in contested cases.- Even at hearings

before the compensation authorities prior to appeal to the courts,

injured workers often have to be represented by a lawyer.^ Lawyers

and courts still have too much control over workmen's compensa-

tion in this country. In the Canadian provinces the courts and

lawyers are excluded from the administration of workmen's com-

pensation. Contested cases are simply investigated by a claims

agent who reports his findings, and the case is decided by a chief

claims officer with appeal to a higher board. ^

3. Contributions. In the first section of this chapter, the working-

time loss and medical-care cost of work injuries was estimated at

$1,250,000,000 a year. The cost assessed against employers under

workmen's compensation, including self-insurance, has been esti-

mated at around $425,000,000 a year,^ of which a part is absorbed

pp. 16-17, 37, 40-41; and John B. Andrews, Progress of State Insurance Funds under

Workmen's Compensation, Division of Labor Standards, Bulletin No. 30, 1939, pp. 7,

20-24.
^ "Recent Workmen's Compensation Reports," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 28 (June

1929), p. 143.

2 Marshall Dawson, "Claims Administration in Workmen's Compensation,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (June 1938), p. 1339.

3 Ibid., pp. 1334-45. * Ibid., pp. 1326, 1332.

5 Cf. Marshall Dawson, "Coverage Limitations of Workmen's Compensation Laws,'*

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 48 (June 1939), p. 1269.
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by administrative expenses and never reaches the injured employ-

ees. Consequently, workers themselves bear at least two thirds of

the total burden of work accidents.

The cost of workmen's compensation is charged, for the most

part, to the employer. In all states except Oregon, which has an

exclusive state fund, the full cost of compensation for wage loss is

paid by the employer either in premiums, based on his payroll, or

as a self-insurer. In Oregon, one per cent of employees' wages is

deducted for compensation costs, and in three other states with

state funds employees contribute to the medical-benefit fund. A
part of the administrative cost may rest on the public in states

having state funds.

The incidence of employers' contributions to social insurance,

including workmen's compensation, was discussed under "contri-

butions" in Chapter 16, and that discussion need not be repeated

here. The general conclusion was that a goodly share of such

costs is shifted to workers through pay envelopes, that in some

cases a portion of the costs is shifted to consumers through

prices, but that, with differentiated rates of contribution under

experience rating, at least a part of the tax rests upon the em-

ployer. On such grounds it may be argued that the employee

really pays for much more than two thirds of the cost of industrial

accidents.

There are a number of reasons for levying the full charge for

industrial injuries upon the employer. In the first place, he has

some legal liability for work accidents. Secondly, it is argued that

the bills for industrial accidents are properly a part of the costs of

production, because some accidents will happen despite precautions

and some industries are more hazardous than others. Thirdly, it

is claimed that, if the cost is levied upon the employer under an

arrangement for experience rating, it may pay him to introduce

safety devices and programs for accident prevention. There is,

however, disagreement on this third claim. Some authors believe

that the proportion of the total cost of work accidents assessed

against American industry is too small to encourage adequate

safety measures.^ With regard to experience or merit rating as a

preventive device, an authority has recently stated:

^ CJ. E. L. Bowers, op. cit.^ p. 163; and Medical Relations under Workmen's Compensation^

op. cit., pp. 31-32.
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It is difficult to determine the extent to which schedule or experience

ratings operate to decrease industrial accidents. The proportionate

increase or decrease in premium rate because of merit rating will in

many cases be too small to have much effect. Moreover, merit rating

hardly touches the small employer who presents the most serious problem
of accident prevention.^

4. Experience rating. In all states, the employer's premium or con-

tribution varies with the estimated risk of accidents in that firm or in-

dustry. Each year the previous accident experience in some 700 or

800 occupations, processes, or industries throughout the country is as-

certained. This nationwide experience, when adjusted for the state's

law and benefit schedule, gives what is called the manual rate for the

occupation or trade. In most states, this is the rate that applies to

small employers, and it generally is based on the expense loading

of stock insurance companies, including their high sales costs.

The manual rate, reflecting the national average for that line of

work, would, if used exclusively, tend to favor the mutual insurance

companies and encourage self-insurance by the bettcr-than-average

risks. In order to combat self-insurance and to take advantage of

the safety service of the better stock companies, reductions below

the manual rate are permitted under experience rating. Experience

rating applies only to large firms, however, so that in some states

less than 10 per cent of the total risks are experience-rated.^ Gen-

erally speaking, firms with annual premiums under S600 according

to the manual rates ^ are not experience-rated because it would be

too costly to rate them, their experience is too narrow for the in-

surance law of averages to apply, they are less likely to self-insure,

and stock carriers are not likely to be interested in such business.

In calculating a firm's premium, the manual and experience rates

are combined in varying proportions except for firms so large, for

example, that their annual premium would be SI 00,000, in which

case the manual is ignored. Self-insurance, of course, is 100-per-

cent experience rating.

1 Dodd, op. cit., p. 710. Schedule rating, based upon physical conditions in the plant

and safety devices, was abandoned by most states after 1933 and was never used by
the exclusive-fund states or the Canadian provinces.

2 Idem.

3 The minimum premium required for experience rating in some exclusive-fund

states is much lower. Cf. Mark Kormes, The Experience Rating Plan as Applied to Work-

men's Compensation Risks, Reprint from Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial Society,

1936, pp. 1, 26, 28.
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Experience rating under workmen's compensation differs from

such rating under unemployment compensation. There is nothing

under unemployment compensation that resembles manual rates

and expense loading based on the costs of stock carriers. In prac-

tice, experience rating always reduces and never increases the

employer's premium in workmen's compensation. Under unem-

ployment compensation, experience rating applies to all firms, big

or small. If experience rating were applied in the same way under

workmen's compensation there would not be so many "undesirable

risks," which no private insurance carriers will voluntarily take at

the manual rate. In both kinds of compensation, past experience

over a period of from one to five years is used as a basis for predicting

future experience. The need for a large sample on which to base ex-

perience rating under workmen's compensation is indicated by the

fact that a machine shop employing 1 00 men has an expectancy of one

death in 20 years and of one major permanent disability in 15 years. ^

5. Benefits, The benefits under workmen's compensation are of

two types: cash to compensate in part for wage losses, and payment

for the cost of medical care for the injury. Most states also provide

for small funeral benefits in case of death. As already mentioned,

the benefit provisions are not alike in any two states, and, in the

same state, benefits are likely to be slightly different for the four

general classes of injury: death, total or complete disability for life,

partial disability for life, and total disability for a temporary period.

Furthermore, benefit provisions are frequently amended. Conse-

quently, there are exceptions to many of the following general

statements concerning benefits.

Compensation for loss of wages or earning capacity in all except

three states is based on a percentage of the average earnings, usually

full-time wages, of the injured worker. Weekly benefits vary from

50 to 70 per cent of regular wages, depending on the state, with

about half of the states paying disabled workers two thirds of their

normal wages. Such benefits cannot exceed $18 or $20 a week in

most states, although a few states have maxima as high as $25. In

some states, especially if the accident proves fatal, benefits vary with

the number of dependents.

Further limitations are placed upon compensation benefits. All

states except Oregon provide for a waiting period, generally seven

^Cf. E. H. Downey, Workmen's Compensation^ 1924, p. 96.
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days immediately following the injury, before benefit payments

begin. If the disability lasts for a certain period of weeks, the pay-

ment of compensation is retroactive to the date of injury in a ma-
jority of states. Total benefit payments for one injury are also

restricted in most states to a certain period of weeks or to a maxi-

mum amount. For example, in only eight or ten states are benefits

paid in fatal accidents for the full period of the wife's widowhood or

the minority of the children. Not half of the states promise to pay

benefits during the rest of the life of a worker who is completely

disabled. In most states, such a worker, completely incapacitated

for life, could not receive more than S8,000 in compensation no

matter what his age at the time the accident occurred. All except

three states limit the total number of weeks of payment for partial

disability for life, and less than a quarter of the states promise to

pay compensation for the full period of incapacity in case of disa-

bility for a temporary period. ^

Various restrictions upon benefits place upon the worker at least

half the cost of work accidents in the most liberal states and three

fourths of such cost in the least liberal states. Each year a Table

of Comparative Benefits is prepared by the National Council of

Compensation Insurance, indicating, in a general way, the relative

cost of benefits for each state in terms of New York State's benefit

scale. The weighted total in this table shows that the benefits in

Vermont, New Hampshire, and Tennessee are no more than two

thirds as large as they are in New York, and that only in Pennsyl-

vania and Wisconsin are the benefit payments higher than in New
York. 2 It is said that the low benefit scales in some states have

acted as a brake upon further development and liberalization in

other states through fear of burdening the state's firms in compe-

tition with companies in less liberal states.^

Changes in the price level and the cost of living, of course, affect

the purchasing power of social-insurance benefits. It is, therefore,

very important that there be a stable price level or that benefits be

adjusted for price- and wage-level changes in insurances paying

benefits for periods of a decade or more, as is the case under work-

men's compensation and old-age insurance. The law in Great

1 For detailed comparison of state laws, cf. C. F. Sharkey, op. cit., pp. 574-600.

2 CJ. Marshall Dawson, "Adequacy of Benefits under Workmen's Compensation,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 47 (September 1938), pp. 472-73.

^Cf.ibid., pp. 463, 471.
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Britain provides that the compensation of a worker may be altered

for beneficiaries disabled for life whenever the wage rate in the

worker's pre-accident occupation increases or decreases more than

20 per cent over a period of 1 2 months. ^ In some of the Canadian

provinces with exclusive state funds a case is never closed, but may
be reopened for reconsideration at any time. Such flexibility is

difficult to achieve where private insurance companies are permitted

to sell compensation insurance on a profit-making basis.

Competition between insurance carriers, and operation for a

profit are responsible for many of the troublesome problems in

workmen's compensation. Special provision must be made for the

"undesirable" risk. In over one fourth of the states it has been

necessary to establish a special "second-injury" fund because em-

ployers were refusing to employ workers already partially disabled

on the grounds that a new injury to such workers would be especially

costly to the employer and the insurance company. For example,

a worker with one eye would be totally disabled for life if he lost

his second eye in an industrial accident; the added cost of compen-

sation for such a worker losing the second eye would be much
more than that for a normal worker losing one eye. Some states,

in which insurance carriers compete for the compensation

business, have found it necessary to set up separate funds or to make
supplementary arrangements for benefits to dependents.^ Another

problem in such states is that of relating benefit provisions to the

rehabilitation program. Because it generally costs an extra sum to

retrain and rehabilitate permanently injured workers so that they

may again earn an income, a special fund for rehabilitation is re-

quired. Since 1920 the Federal government has been providing a

subsidy to rehabilitation programs in 47 states. Under this ar-

rangement some 10,000 workers, crippled by accident or disease,

are being rehabilitated each year.

The cost of medical benefits accounts for around one third of the

total costs of workmen's compensation. Many state laws contain

questionable restrictions upon medical benefits. Only one quarter

of the states provide medical and hospital care with no limitation

upon the period of time or total amount of money per case.^ In

^CJ. Barbara N. Armstrong, Insuring the Essentials, 1932, p. 248.

2C/". Marshall Dawson, op. cit., pp. 447-482.
3 Cf. "Workmen's Compensation in the United States, as of July 1, 1938," op. at.,

p. 583.
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all except a few states, the doctor and hospital are selected by the

employer, the insurance company, or the state fund, rather than

by the injured employee. This power of selection has, in some cases,

led to undesirable results, for the profit of stock insurance companies

depends in large measure upon the medical bill and how soon the

injured worker is returned to work. In many states, employer or

insurance-company selection has resulted in the commercialization

of medical practice and exploitation of the worker's health through

various financial arrangements which make it profitable to give

the injured worker the cheapest treatment for the shortest possible

period of time. ^

6. Occupational disease. Diseases such as anthrax, lead, and mer-

cury poisoning, silicosis, caisson disease, and the like that are

caused by the work materials or unhealthy conditions surrounding

the job present a problem similar to that of work accidents. Al-

though none of the workmen's compensation laws as originally

enacted provided for disability resulting from occupational disease,

about three fifths of the states now provide compensation and med-

ical benefits for disabilities due to certain designated diseases or

caused by any occupational disease. Experience in the states with

general coverage for occupational disease, like Wisconsin, New York,

and California, indicates that the cost of including all occupational

diseases is relatively insignificant, amounting to no more than three

per cent of the total cost of compensable accidents. In the exclusive-

fund state of Ohio, the cost of covering twenty-odd diseases arising

out of employment is met by a uniform premium of one cent per

SI 00 of payroll levied on all insurers in the state.

HEALTH LNSURANCE

The earning capacity of the worker may temporarily be reduced

to zero by sickness or a nonindustrial accident. The burden of the

loss in earnings from such causes is distributed unevenly and, as

indicated by the figures at the beginning of this chapter, it rests

most heavily on workers and those with the lowest incomes. Each

year one out of every five workers loses a week or more of employ-

ment because of disability caused by sickness or nonindustrial ac-

cidents. The wage loss from such causes has been estimated at

^ For a discussion of undesirable medical practices under workmen's compensation,

cj. Dodd, op. cit., Chapter 10, pp. 408-505.
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almost $1,000,000,000 a year. Because that loss is so unevenly dis-

tributed amongst workers, a number of countries have adopted

programs of social insurance to protect workers and their families

against unexpected losses from sickness or nonindustrial accidents.

In a sense such insurance is a form of property insurance because

the worker may be his family's only earning asset.

Public health insurance, to assist workers through collective

arrangements for meeting the economic burden of sickness and

nonindustrial accidents, has three purposes: to stimulate the pre-

vention of such losses, to compensate in part for loss of working

time, and to provide adequate medical care for beneficiaries. In-

capacity to work, as certified by a doctor, is the universal require-

ment for eligibility to benefits under such sickness-insurance pro-

grams. In most countries the compulsory aspects of the programs

are limited to employees in specific industries and to low-income

groups. In Germany, the health-insurance program, started in

1883, covers three fourths of the wage-earners, and the British

compulsory system, begun in 1911, covers four fifths of the wage-

earning population.

Although 25 countries with a combined population of over 500,-

000,000 people have compulsory health-insurance systems, no

American state has yet enacted a health-insurance law.^ Bills

providing for compulsory health insurance were introduced into

state legislatures as early as 1915, but they were opposed by private

insurance companies, some medical doctors, and by some employers'

organizations because, among other reasons, local industry might

be handicapped in interstate competition by increased costs in the

form of employer contributions. Some officials in the American

Federation of Labor also opposed compulsory health insurance

around 1920. In its 1935 convention, however, the American Fed-

eration of Labor adopted a resolution favoring such legislation.

Compulsory health insurance has been confused with socialized

medicine by some persons. Socialized medicine in the sense that

we have socialized education, paid for and off^ered by the state as

a free public service, is found only in Russia. Health insurance

does not involve the transformation of all doctors into government

employees. It is simply a method of pooling contributions in order

to finance benefits and to remunerate medical practitioners and

^Tvvo Canadian provinces passed such legislation in 1935 and 1936.
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hospitals. In connection with health insurance, the fees and services

of doctors might tend to be standardized rather than set by the

present discriminatory method of charging what the traffic will

warrant. However, health insurance can operate fully and satis-

factorily with the free choice of doctors and hospitals by patients,

as experience in France and many other countries indicates.^ It

is true that in most countries the government provides a subsidy

to health-insurance systems as a supplement to the contributions

of employers and employees. Such a subsidy may be necessary

because it generally requires from four to seven per cent of the

total wages of covered workers to finance sickness insurance.

In this country there are various voluntary arrangements for

group protection against the risk of ill health and nonoccupational

accidents. Many firms have programs of sickness benefits for their

employees, including mutual benefit associations and group in-

surance. As already indicated, such company programs help to

tie the employee to the employer because the worker generally loses

his benefit rights upon leaving the firm. Probably 2,000,000 em-

ployees are covered by mutual benefit associations, which may
provide benefits for 13 to 26 weeks of disability in any one year.

Over 1,000,000 employees are covered by group accident and health

policies taken out with life insurance companies. In both types of

program, employees frequently contribute.^ A few trade-unions

have sickness-benefit programs under which $4,000,000 or $5,000,-

000 are dispensed each year, and fraternal societies are reported to

have sickness-benefit plans covering over 6,000,000 members.

Group hospitalization plans have grown rapidly in recent years and

include more than 2,000,000 persons. Furthermore, many com-

panies have arranged for group purchase of medical care by their

employees.^ Private life insurance companies also sell accident-

and health-insurance policies covering millions of persons, but such

policies had a very high lapse ratio during the 1930's, indicating

that most people cannot aff'ord to pay for such protection. Experi-

ence abroad demonstrates that the health-insurance system should

^ For a discussion of doctors under health insurance, cj. Barbara N, Armstrong,

The Health Insurance Doctor^ His Role in Great Britain, Denmark, and France, 1939.

2 For a discussion of such plans, cf. Eleanor Davis, Company Sickness Benefit Plans for

Wage Earners, Princeton University, Industrial Relations Section, 1936.

3 Cf. Leahmae Brown, Group Purchase of Medical Care by Industrial Employees, Princeton

University, Industrial Relations Section, 1938.
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be on a compulsory basis. Even government subsidies to voluntary

plans have failed to provide sufficient coverage and adequate

benefits.

The suggestion has been made that workmen's compensation

laws should be extended to provide a comprehensive health-insur-

ance system for industrial workers, but this proposal has been

strongly opposed by most authorities on the grounds that the ad-

ministration of workmen's compensation has been unsatisfactory

and very costly in most states. Foreign experience indicates that

the administrative costs of health insurance need not exceed 10

per cent of contributions, compared to 43 per cent for private

stock companies underwriting workmen's compensation. Experi-

ence abroad, especially in Great Britain and Germany, has also

demonstrated that numerous or competing insurance agencies

stand in the way of a unified system with uniform benefits at low

cost. Indeed, a unified compulsory system of health insurance

furnishing broad protection from an exclusive fund could be fi-

nanced by the percentage—almost six per cent of their income

—

that workers and their families have generally been paying on some

75,000,000 industrial life or "burial" insurance policies, promising

on the average about S200 at the death of the policyholder. ^

The old-age insurance programs in many countries provide

monthly annuity payments to invalid workers completely incapaci-

tated for gainful employment through sickness or injury. Some
consideration has been given to the possibility of expanding the

Federal Old-Age and Survivors program to include insurance

against invalidity.^

1 Cf. Maurice Taylor, The Social Cost of Industrial Insurance, 1933, p. 193.

2 For further discussion of health insurance, cf. I. S. Falk, op. cit.; H. A. Millis,

Sickness and Insurance, 1937; or Louis S. Reed, Health Insurance, 1937.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

ECONOMICS OF LABOR STANDARDS

Standards for wage rates and conditions of work may be es-

tablished by action on the part of employers and labor unions or

of the government. In the chapters that follow, the activities of

employers and employees with regard to labor standards will be

discussed in detail. One of the main objectives of trade-unionism

is to bring about uniform minimum standards throughout a

whole trade or industry. This chapter is concerned with the

economic limitations to government action on such matters as

minimum wages, maximum hours of work, child labor, and the

social insurances. These measures and their economic implica-

tions have been analyzed separately in the preceding chapters.

This chapter discusses the general problem of state and national

labor standards in the light of the economics of space relation-

ships. It, therefore, rests primarily upon the theory of industrial

location and migration along with the theory of interstate and

international trade.

Certain aspects of the issues discussed in this chapter have

been briefly explained in the previous chapters. Here these sepa-

rate explanations are drawn together, integrated, and elaborated.

Because this chapter deals in a general way with labor legislation

previously analyzed in detail, it serves, in some measure, as a

summary and conclusion to Part Two of the book.

BACKGROUND IN FACT AND THEORY

As already explained, it may pay an employer to engage in

welfare activities for the benefit of his employees even though

such programs do not increase the average efficiency of the total

labor supply as much as they increase total labor costs. By afford-

ing an employer a differential advantage in the labor market,

they serve to aid him in obtaining and retaining the pick of the

510
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labor supply. Through feelings of gratitude and good will, or

through fear of loss of pension and insurance rights, the employees

may hesitate to strike or quit.

When the worker obtains such benefits by means of government

rather than employer action, there will not be the same beneficial

effects upon company loyalty nor the same restraining effects

upon the migration of employees. The differential advantage

of the single company therefore disappears, although the cost

frequently continues in the form of taxes upon the employer.

It is significant that well-developed welfare programs have

been characteristic of large firms with high capital and materials

costs relative to labor costs. With labor costs only a small and de-

clining fraction of total costs, it may pay a firm to develop the morale

and tractability of its employees in order to obtain efficient and con-

tinuous operation of costly equipment. In this respect, legislation

raising wages, shortening hours, or providing for social-insurance

benefits is not so effective from the point of view of an individual

company. Just the opposite is, of course, true for the worker who is, so

to speak, partially freed from a particular firm by such state action.

Independent state and national action. Past experience with

legislation on working hours, child labor, minimum wages, and

social insurance has been surveyed in a number of the previous

chapters. In practically every case employers protested that such

legislation would hinder them in competition with employers in

other areas, and many businessmen predicted ruin for local in-

dustry in consequence of establishing higher labor standards by

law. As indicated in the chapters on labor history in Part One, some

employers in England and America complained that the first

child-labor legislation in the nineteenth century would have an

"unhappy influence" both upon factory children and upon local

industry, which would suffer in international or interstate trade.

Experience soon proved those employers to be absolutely wrong.

Output was not reduced by restrictions upon child labor, which

helped to eliminate the social cost of such labor. By preventing

an irreparable loss from defective development and ill health,^

human resources were conserved for a more productive manhood.

1 For facts indicating a close causal connection between child labor and poor health,

cf. Child Labor Facts and Figures, U. S. Department of Labor, Children's Bureau, Bulletin

No. 197, 1930, pp. 31-32.
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The results were similar in the case of hours and minimum-wage
legislation. The first English and American laws reducing the

working hours of women and children in factories were con-

demned as weapons for the defeat of local employers in the market

place. The reader will recall from the discussion in Chapter 13

that experience in Massachusetts after 1879 failed to bear out

the dire predictions of employers and that other near-by states

soon followed Massachusetts' example. The first minimum-wage
legislation in Australia, New Zealand, England, and America

was vigorously opposed by employers on the ground that it would

injure local business in competition with firms in other countries

or states. How rapidly most employer opposition vanished as

experience brought out the beneficial aspects of such legislation

was explained in Chapter 12.

Fears of handicapping the nation's business did not prevent

Germany from enacting social-insurance laws in the 1880's

establishing systems of compulsory sickness, industrial-accident,

and old-age insurance, which required that part or all of the con-

tributions be paid by the employer. Later other European coun-

tries enacted similar social-insurance measures without any con-

cern as to international reciprocity or fear that they would suffer

from competition by the United States, which until 1935 failed to

enact any social-insurance laws, except to cover industrial acci-

dents. There is little evidence to indicate that industry in Germany
or other European nations suffered from such legislation. In this

country the fear of interstate competition, although hindering the

passage of laws establishing industrial-accident insurance in some

states, failed to prevent over five sixths of all states from inde-

pendently passing such laws between 1911 and 1920. Of course,

compulsory accident insurance did not increase the employer's

cost of production by the full amount of his premium payments,

for he was already legally liable for work accidents in his shops

under certain circumstances.

Why have employers' fears of such labor legislation in the past

proved to be largely unfounded? Would experience be the same

in the future if a state or nation proceeded to enact further hours,

wages, or social-insurance measures? Is there any economic

justification for fears that social legislation, which seems to in-

crease labor costs, injures covered firms in competition with
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companies in other localities, other states, and other nations?

In attempting to answer these questions, it may be well to

review briefly some of the reasons why labor legislation seeming

to raise costs did not ruin local industry as predicted by some

employers. In the first place, many of the employers reasoned on

the basis of what would happen to their own business if their

costs were increased, neglecting to appreciate that the cost rise

would be general and fairly uniform, so that it would affect all

employers covered by the legislation in much the same way.

Secondly, they failed to allow for the effect of increased costs and
increased incomes upon demand in general. In looking at their

particular firms they overlooked general effects. Thirdly, they

tended, for the same reason, to neglect the effects of such legisla-

tion upon the health, energy, and productivity of workers as a

whole over a period of time. That was especially true in the case

of child-labor and hours legislation. In many instances these

measures seem to have increased output about as much as they

increased costs, either because of their beneficial effects upon
workers or because of their stimulus to management. In the case

of the early hours legislation, there is no doubt that many em-

ployers had been forcing workers to work longer than the optimum
work day of maximum output and efficiency.

Fourthly, labor legislation for social security has in some cases

simply provided a new way for shouldering an old burden, so that

taxes for workmen's and unemployment compensation, for' instance,

tended to reduce taxes for relief and lawsuits for damages. In so

far as taxes for social security have been shifted to workers through

pay envelopes or the Federal old-age insurance programs have

relieved employers of some pension obligations, it is even possible

that employers' costs have been actually reduced by certain

social-insurance measures. Fifthly, labor legislation in some

cases may simply have served to reduce or eliminate exploitation

of workers by employers who are in a strong market position,

especially in mill villages and company towns. In such instances,

increased labor costs may have operated to reduce high profits

and to squeeze down inflated land and capital values just as in-

creased property taxes sometimes do. The reader will recall the

discussion in Chapter 12 pointing out that there may be no normal

and necessary rate of profit. Lastly, in the international sphere,
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the export industry of nations enacting such legislation was not

destroyed because of the principle of comparative advantage and
the adjustments (gold flows, monetary and price-level changes,

or exchange-rate fluctuations), which, as already explained,

prevent a nation from being continuously undersold abroad in all

lines. These principles of international trade and finance are

discussed more fully in a later section of this chapter.

Labor in location theory. A large number of factors afl'ect

decisions regarding the location of new factories and workshops.

The importance of each of these factors varies with the type of

business and is constantly changing even for the same industry.

Consequently, the best site for a plant or shop may not continue

to be the best location with a change in economic conditions. The
following list of some important factors in business location in-

dicates how complex the problem is: (1) cheap and easily accessible

transportation facilities; (2) accessibility to raw materials; (3)

proximity to factories and trading exchanges linked to the in-

dustry; (4) accessibility or proximity to selling markets; (5) site

cost and availability of existing buildings; (6) taxes and cost of

services, including power, water, and fuel; (7) suitability of labor,

including its cost, quantity, quality, and tractability. A survey

of business opinion in England early in 1939 indicated that cheap

and easily accessible transportation is the factor usually regarded

as most important in determining the location of manufacturing

establishments.^ In the case of mining, access to raw materials

would be the primary factor. In trade and retailing, the most

weight would be given to proximity to selling markets.

Labor "is, perhaps, the most complicated of all the principal

localizing factors," and "its influence is largely unpredictable,"

because labor costs and labor conditions change rapidly.^ During

the last few decades the labor factor has been of declining im-

portance in the location of business. There are a number of reasons

for that. Labor costs have been a declining percentage of the

total costs of individual firms as capital equipment per employee

has increased. Professor Herman Schumacher states in an article

on the location of industry in the Encyclopaedia oj Social Sciences:

^ Cf. Report on the Location oj Industry in Great Britain, Political and Economic Planning,

March 1939, p. 58.

2 Ibid., p. 63.
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Nowadays local differences in the cost of labor must be very large indeed

to induce even a gradual shift in the location of an industry. In fact

with the ever increasing "capitalization" of industry as a whole the

basis for labor orientation becomes more and more narrowly restricted

to preserving continuity of operations and hence to securing tractable

labor. 1

Mechanization has also tended to reduce the relative importance

of special skills of workers, which, along with improved transpor-

tation facilities, including the automobile, has weakened the

strength of local supplies of skilled or special labor as a locational

factor. Furthermore, geographical differences in wage rates have

been somewhat reduced, and the organization of labor has been

extended to areas that formerly were nonunion. With this tendency

toward uniformity as labor unions organize entire industries

regardless of location, labor differences are somewhat reduced.

No longer can employers select business sites on the basis of previous

experience indicating that local labor is subdued and will con-

tinue to be contented. Finally, the significance of the labor factor

in business location has tended to diminish somewhat with the

shift of business away from manufacturing toward services, which

are closely related to incomes and must be performed in the locality.

The question of labor as a location factor has both qualitative

and quantitative aspects. The former covers such matters as

skill, training, and adaptability. The latter concerns the available

amounts of various classes of labor (male, female, and juvenile)

as well as the nature of the competition for labor in the local labor

market. A large city affords an opportunity to recruit a working

force with little change in wage rates, because it provides a rela-

tively elastic supply of all grades of labor to the individual firm

whose demand is a small part of the total local demand. On the

other hand, a large company in a small community can exert

more control over the labor market and the local government.

As a personnel manager in a large rubber company pointed out

regarding the company's plant in a small Southern city, it is

much easier to organize community sentiment in favor of a

company in a small community than in a large one. A small

community fears the loss of a large part of the local demand for

labor and of the community's income, which would occur if the

iVol. 9, 1933, p. 590.
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company should close up its plant or move it to another locality.^

Some communities are so anxious to acquire and hold new in-

dustrial plants that they offer the owners exemptions from property

taxes and other special inducements and services, including

special protection during labor difficulties.^

Factors restricting business migration. Certain forms of in-

vestment may be fairly liquid and transferable, but once capital

has been invested in plant facilities, located on a certain site, it is

fairly fixed. The firm is, so to speak, bound to the community by

the investment already sunk in buildings and equipment. The
process of shifting the location of such a firm or branch of a firm

to another area would be difficult and costly. Of course, invest-

ment in new firms or new plants is not so restricted by past com-

mitments.'^ In Chapters 23 and 30 reference is made to a number
of firms that moved to certain localities because of special com-

munity subsidies.

If a firm only rents its plant and equipment, that firm can

readily move to another location, although the plant itself is not

moved and may be rented to another concern. With business

firms constantly failing or liquidating, some industrial migration

may occur without actual migration of the firm but simply by a

change of the firms in the industry. Such changes frequently do

not, however, involve a migration of the business to other localities.

A grocery or clothing store may liquidate and a new concern may
rent the same shop or one in the same district.

Study of the factors in industrial location indicates that there

are rather rigid limitations to the location of new firms, especially

outside the field of manufacturing. Many businesses, for technical

and economic reasons, cannot be moved to other localities. A
whole group of industries have been called "market bound"

because they must be carried on near the point of consumption or

sale of the produce or service. That is true of all the service in-

dustries, including gas, electricity, telephone service, garages, filling

^ Cf. Hearings on S. Res. 266 before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Education

and Labor, 75th Congress, first session, Part 8, Anti-union Activities, 1937, pp. 2979,

2983, and 3209.
2 Cf. Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Department of Manufacture,

Special Inducements to Industries, 1931, 40 pp. Cf. also, Jack Hardy, The Clothing Workers,

1935, pp. 158, 160; and the discussion of the Brown Shoe Company in Chapter 23 infra.

^ Cf. Carter Goodrich et al., Migration and Economic Opportunity, 1936, p. 390.
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Stations, banking, governmental services, movies, and other amuse-

ments, as well as professional and personal services such as pressing,

cleaning, laundry, and beauty-shop activities. It is also true of

selling agencies, retail shops, local trade, newspapers, and build-

ing construction. It is interesting to note that labor in a number
of these local-market lines, like building, newspaper printing,

and trucking, has been well organized in many localities for a long

time. An explanation of this fact is contained in the discussion

of the market theory of trade-unionism in the next chapter. Here it

is only necessary to point out that such businesses cannot readily

move to avoid labor organization.

Many lines of business are "materials bound" in the sense that

they must be carried on where certain raw materials or natural

resources are located. That is true of extractive industries like

coal and metal mining, oil-well drilling, logging and sawmilling,

farming, canning, and, to some extent, brick and tile manufacture.

Other businesses are largely dependent upon such natural re-

sources as rivers, ports, parks, springs, bathing beaches, and

climate.

Economic activities representing probably four fifths of our

national income are prevented from migrating any great distance

by markets or natural resources. The possibilities of migration

may also be more or less restricted for industries requiring special

skilled labor, like certain kinds of shoe, clothing, and pottery

manufacture. The fact that state and city sales taxes and changes

in local property tax rates seem to have had so little effect upon

the location or movement of business indicates the predominant

influence of the location factors that have been stressed. Indeed,

studies seem to show that "few plants have moved from one type of

community to another during recent years" and that there has

been a "marked stability of locational pattern over the past genera-

tion." 1

It is true that manufacture, agriculture, and the extractive

industries are primary or basic in the sense that transportation,

trade, and consumer markets depend upon such primary eco-

nomic activities. Therefore, it is possible that secondary activities,

such as retail trade and transportation, may suffer in a locality

if manufacturing firms migrate to another area. It is for this

1 Carter Goodrich et al., op. cit., p. 344; cj. also pp. 345-83.
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reason that localities with industry founded on natural advantages

(whether natural resources or natural traffic routes) are much
less likely to suffer from the migration of manufacturing concerns

than are localities whose manufacturing is based on various

subsidies or low labor standards.

Social aspects of industrial migration. Mobility of labor and
capital is desirable so that the nation's productive factors may be

distributed in the most efficient fashion with changes in trans-

portation facilities, in productive processes, and in available

natural resources. To prevent the migration of industry to a

more effective location may mean the same bar to progress that

is involved in restrictions upon the introduction of improved

machinery and technique. Technological change does mean some

waste in the form of obsolescence. However, it is more wasteful

in the long run to lower labor standards (by accepting lower

incomes, lengthening the work day, and permitting child labor)

in order to try to halt economic improvement, whether it be new
machinery or the relocation of industry. In such cases, a socially

desirable and economical change is being held back for a short

time at the expense of the best development of labor resources

and labor's effectiveness in the long run.

As already indicated, most migration of industry is caused by

nonlabor factors like transportation changes, the development of

cheaper power, or the exhaustion of natural resources, leaving

stranded communities such as the cutover areas in Michigan and

Minnesota. Few people claim that it is socially undesirable to

move labor and industry from areas made less advantageous by

physical and technological change. But when industrial migration

is said to result from changes in labor standards, such as minimum-

wage, maximum-hours, or child-labor legislation, it is somehow

assumed that the migration is socially bad. This assumption

largely arises from reasoning on a purely individual basis rather

than from a national viewpoint. Of course, owners of real estate

in a locality may lose from an emigration of industry and people,

while landowners in the locality of corresponding immigration

may gain by an equal amount. But such gains or losses are personal

and paper phenomena. They do not represent social gains or

losses, which can occur only when resources are wasted or are not

used in the most effective manner.

I
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Motivated by local pride and profit considerations, local mer-

chants and businessmen may vigorously oppose any emigration of

industry and labor, just as skilled workers oppose new machines

and methods that reduce the value of their skill. But from a

national or social point of view, it is desirable for labor to be highly

mobile and to seek out the highest real wage rates so that the country

may enjoy the largest or optimum national product per inhabitant.

Labor as a whole gains by the migration of business to locations

that prove most advantageous without any lowering of labor

standards. Where, however, industry is attracted to an area

because labor standards are low and labor is sold relatively cheap,

the income of labor as a whole in the country is likely to suffer,

unless thereby total employment in the country is considerably

increased. A local subsidy to industry in the form of reduced

labor standards is on a par with a local subsidy to industry in

other forms such as reduced taxes, tax exemptions, or free plant

sites and plant buildings contributed by local business and real-

estate interests in order to attract manufacturing payrolls from

other localities. Such difTerentials in labor costs within a country

can only continue because labor is tied to a locality of low labor

costs by certain ties, local preferences, widespread unemploy-

ment, lack of funds to pay for the expenses of migration, or igno-

rance of conditions elsewhere. It is primarily firms manufacturing

those products in which labor costs are a large percentage of total

costs, such as clothing establishments, shoe manufacturers, and

cotton textile concerns, that may be induced to migrate to certain

localities by low wages. If, however, the labor used in the low-

wage localities would not be paid higher wages in other localities,

the migration of concerns to such localities is not open to objections

on general economic grounds.

From the point of view of the material standard of living of the

whole nation, there is much more justification for regional or

national uniformity in the price of a certain grade of labor than

there is for regional or national uniformity in the prices of certain

products. Regional or national price uniformity is widespread in

this country, having been achieved by the methods mentioned in

Chapter 5, including the quotation of nationwide prices by firms

with branded products, the use of the basing-point system,^ and

^ The basing-point system is discussed more fully in Chapter 31 infra.
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the practice of quoting prices according to the "freight-allowed"

method. Uniform delivered prices mean that the producer's

realized net prices from sales to diiferent customers vary with the

distance between the seller and the buyer. Consequently, in

terms of realized income, all producers quoting uniform delivered

prices are discriminating in favor of the most distant buyers.

Such discrimination, whether arising from the freight-allowed

method or the basing-point system, is likely to lead to a great deal

of cross-shipment, with no buyer (industrial firm or consumer)

enjoying the full advantage of a location near the area of pro-

duction. Under those circumstances, there is likely to be an

uneconomic distribution of the nation's productive resources.

Labor differs from products in that it is not being transported

daily from production points in one region to localities of con-

sumption in another region. Uniform wage rates for the same

grade of labor throughout a region or a nation would probably

lead to less cross-migration of labor than occurs now. With a

uniform price for a certain grade of labor throughout a territory,

migration of labor to the most favorable or most economic locali-

ties of production would be forced by unemployment in the least

favorable areas. Through wage differentials between localities,

the areas least favored by natural and economic factors may be

able to restrain the migration of industry into the most favored

areas by offering labor at a cheap rate. Geographic wage differ-

entials actually tend to lead to an uneconomic distribution of the

nation's productive resources, unless it can be demonstrated that

such differentials represent a corresponding difference in the cost

of living between any two areas or reflect the extent to which

workers prefer one area over others as a place in which to live.

Wage standards and regional competition. As indicated in

Chapter 8, the level of real wages in a region largely depends upon

the physical productivity of that region and upon the exchange

value that its products have in other regions. The level of money

wages in a region within a country must be related to such eco-

nomic realities.

A state may, however, be a high-wage area without suffering

in interstate competition, if it enjoys certain natural and economic

advantages. The state of Washington may be used as an example.

In 1940 the minimum wage for unskilled labor in Washington
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was 62.5 cents an hour in airplane manufacture and lumber-and-

sawmill operations and 65 cents an hour in cement manufacture

and paper-and-pulp operations. These wage rates were as high

as the minima for common labor in those lines in any state in the

country. Indeed, in no other state were the minimum wages in

airplane and cement manufacture as high as they were in Wash-

ington in 1938 and 1939. In 1939, average earnings in the pulp-

and-paper industry on the Pacific Coast were 80 cents an hour,

which was over 20 per cent higher than the average hourly earn-

ings in any other region in the country. As mentioned in Chapter 6,

drivers of trucks and delivery vehicles in Seattle have been receiv-

ing some of the highest wages for that line of work in the country,

and average hourly earnings of longshoremen in the ports of

Washington were approximately SI. 15 an hour. The earnings of

sailors on the Alaska boats, sailing out of Seattle, averaged about

S2,250 in 1939, and some of them, by working overtime and doing

longshore work, earned as much as $3,500 and $4,000 a year.

In fruit and vegetable canning, the highest average earnings in

the country in 1939 were 47 cents an hour in western Washington

and California. A study by the Wage and Hour Division of the U. S.

Department of Labor revealed that the average hourly earnings

in fruit and vegetable canning in New York, Illinois, Indiana,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa in 1939 ranged between 30 and 34

cents an hour.^

The various statistics dealing with unemployment, including

unemployment compensation and relief, indicate that, despite

high wage rates, the state of Washington has suffered no more

from unemployment than the country at large. In addition, the

population of the state has been expanding, as people have mi-

grated to Washington from the dust bowl and other areas.

What permits employers in the state of Washington to pay high

wage rates and still compete with producers in other regions? One
large company canning peas in western Washington sold 35 per

cent of its pack in New York City alone in 1939. How is it possible

for some canning firms in western Washington to sell as much as

three fourths of their pack of fruit and vegetables on the Atlantic

* Report of the Fruit and Vegetable Canning Industry under the Fair Labor Standards Act,

Research and Statistics Branch, Wage and Hour Division, U. S. Department of Labor,

May 1940 (mimeographed), Table 4.
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seaboard, where average hourly wages in canning are Httle more
than half those in western Washington? How is it possible for

the Pacific Coast pulp-and-paper manufacturers, despite an

average hourly wage 25 per cent above that in the East, to reach

the Atlantic seaboard markets for pulp and bag paper and to

compete with Eastern producers for those markets? How is it

possible for employers in Washington to pay average hourly wages

of 84 cents in logging operations and 73 cents in sawmill opera-

tions, as they did from 1937 to 1940, and yet sell over half of their

lumber to markets East of the Mississippi or abroad, where wage
rates are much lower? ^ In 1938 and 1939 average hourly wages

in sawmills in Washington were from two to two-and-a-half

times the average hourly wages in sawmills in the Southern pine

region. These three branches of industry (logging and sawmilling,

paper and pulp, and fruit and vegetable canning) represent one

third of all payrolls under workmen's compensation in Washington

and account for more than half of the state's exports to other

states and regions.

In the canning of fruit and vegetables and in the production

of paper and pulp, wages to workers average but 15 to 18 per cent

of total costs. Consequently, other cost items are of more signif-

icance. The woods used in Washington are better for making

certain kinds of paper and pulp, and the logs are bigger. In the

case of fruits and vegetables, the climate helps the Washington

farmers to grow certain products of very high quality. As explained

in Chapter 8, the output per man-hour in lumber in the West is

over twice as great as in the South. The figure for Washington in

1929 (96 board feet of lumber per man-hour) was the highest of

any state and was well over three times the average of 28 board

feet per man-hour for the Southern states. Despite the high wage

rates, the labor costs of logging and milling a thousand feet of

Douglas fir in western Washington and Oregon in the first quarter

of 1934 were one third less than such costs per thousand feet of

Southern pine.^ The high productivity in Washington is due to

^ Cf. R. V. Reynolds and A. H. Pierson, Lumber Distribution and Consumption for 1936,

Forest Research Project Report No. 1, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

1938, p. 12.

2 Cf. Peter A. Stone et al., Economic Problems of the Lumber and Timber Products Industry

y

National Industrial Recovery Administration, Work Materials No. 79, March 1936,

p. 322.
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the degree of mechanization and the horse power available per

worker, the average timber stand per acre, and the size of the log

sawed. Wages are about one third of the total costs of logging,

milling, shipping, and selling Douglas fir lumber in the state of

Washington.^

Other factors besides productivity per worker and quality of

the product help to explain how the state of Washington can

produce articles for shipment outside the state despite the high

wage levels that prevail in Washington. In the case of airplane

manufacture at the Boeing plant in Seattle, not only is the climate

favorable for flying throughout the year, but even in 1938 as much
as three fourths of all airplane sales were to governments, and

government purchases may be distributed on military as well as

economic bases. A new plant of the Aluminum Company of

America was recently established in western Washington, despite

high wage levels, because the cost of electric power is such a large

item in the making of aluminum and electric power rates are

extremely low in Washington.

The Biennial Census of Manufactures in 1937 revealed that, in

important manufacturing lines of the Northwest like pulp, paper,

and flour milling, average wages per man-hour were 20 to 30

per cent higher in the state of Washington than the average for

21 Northeastern states, while the average value added by manu-

facture per man-hour worked in the Washington plants exceeded

the figure for Northeastern plants by 25 to 100 per cent.^ In

other words, the regional differential in the value productivity per

hour worked in manufacturing was greater than the wage differ-

ential. One reason that the value productivity in Washington

plants was higher than in Eastern mills was the greater use of

mechanical power and machinery per worker.

Under such circumstances, attempts to attract industry by

lowering wage rates in Washington might only serve to attract

an uneconomic type of industry to that area. The migration to

Washington of manufacturing industries using a large amount of

hand labor because of reduced labor standards would tend to

lower the standard of living of the inhabitants of that state. With
^ Ibid., p. 15.

2 Cf. Man-Hour Statistics for 705 Selected Industries, Census of Manufactures: 7937, U. S.

Bureau of the Census and U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 1939, pp. 11,

41-43.
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relatively abundant lumber, agricultural, and power resources,

Washington should seek only high-wage industries, in which

labor is a small proportion of total costs.

STATE AND LOCAL LABOR STANDARDS

The foregoing discussion has indicated some of the important

considerations in the economics of local and regional labor stand-

ards within a nation. That discussion is continued in this section.

The economic aspects of national and international labor standards

are explained in the last section of this chapter.

Contrast with international conditions. In discussing state

and local labor standards it is necessary to bear in mind certain

differences between intranational and international trade. In

comparing two areas within a nation, businessmen and workers

do not need to take account of exchange rates, price-level changes,

monetary standards, or other differences in national policies,

including Federal taxation. Within a country there is freedom of

movement of capital, and especially labor, to a degree that does

not exist between countries. Because economic adjustments

between areas within a. country cannot be made through exchange

rates or through changes in the money supply and the price

level, they must occur primarily through the migration of men
and business, motivated by the prospect of higher real wages,

less unemployment, or greater profits. Between nations, on the

other hand, the migration of labor is an adjustment that recently

has been almost nonexistent.

Without such spatial adjustments as occur through exchange

rates, gold flows, etc., it is possible for nationally advertised prod-

ucts to retail for the same price all over the country, whether

they be consumers' goods like chewing gum, magazines, branded

foods and beverages, and trade-marked shoes and clothes, or the

various kinds of mechanical equipment bearing a single national

price. Such national uniformity is possible despite local variations

in the cost of labor, delivery service, and rent, because producers

can balance lower net returns in some areas by higher net returns

in others.

With a fairly uniform price level throughout the country, the

question of money costs is of major importance. Business tends to

locate where total money costs are lowest and money profits are
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largest. High labor costs, high taxes, or high transportation costs

may force some business to migrate elsewhere within the country,

but they would not drive business out of a country in the same way.

Within a country, capital may "emigrate" from a locality without

increasing the "exports" or products sold by that locality to other

localities. Between countries, however, exports of capital mean,

sooner or later, a corresponding increase in the capital-exporting

nation's other exports and, therefore, in its sales and business.

As is explained more fully in the next section, capital investment

abroad involves payment in the country's money which foreigners

will use to buy goods or services from the capital-exporting country.

Possible effects. The previous subsection reviewing past ex-

perience with independent action on labor standards indicates

some of the possible results from raising state or local standards.

The smaller the area covered, the more likely it is that workers

will be attracted from other localities by the differential advantage

of higher labor standards. There is also the possibility that such

higher standards may improve workers' health and morale and

increase productivity, or that the additional cost will be shifted

through wages or result in a reduction of taxes so that no net in-

crease in per-unit costs of output occurs.

If money costs are increased and profits reduced, there may
still be no tendency for industry to emigrate. As indicated in

Chapter 12, firms continue to expand rapidly even when they are

failing to earn average profits. There is a definite possibility that

higher labor costs might reduce land and capital values without

causing an exodus of industry. Indeed, it is very costly and difficult

for firms to permit existing plants to depreciate and be abandoned.

The overhead costs of abandoned plants, including property

taxes, continue. Even should a plant be abandoned by one firm,

another one may purchase and reopen it. Answers to a questioi\-

naire by hundreds of British manufacturing executives indicate

that the availability of cheap, existing buildings is the primary

factor in the location of a large number of firms. ^

Migration of business and labor, as already explained, is a

normal and necessary means of economic adjustment within a

country. It is economically desirable when it occurs because labor

standards are being raised to the level attained by most areas

1 CJ. Report on the Location oj Industry in Great Britain, PEP, March 1939, p. 60.
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within a nation. If a state or locality attempts to advance in such

matters beyond its neighbors, there is a possibility that its rate of

economic expansion may be retarded and the character of its

industry gradually changed to adjust to such new standards. But

what does a state or locality lose if it restrains industrial expansion

by a moderate increase in labor standards?

Taxation as an alternative. It has been argued that taxation

for social purposes, such as relief, social insurance, and schools,

is a better means of improving the condition of labor than the

enforcement of better labor standards, which increase production

and business costs. ^ Certain taxes, it is said, do not enhance costs

nor reduce business profits until after they have been earned. Net

income taxes, which take only a percentage of profits, have been

pointed to as having little effect upon the businessman's incentive

to expand his output and business.

It must be recognized, however, that most state and local taxes

(all except taxes on personal incomes, inheritances, or nonbusiness

property) are likely to affect business costs. Even state corporate

net income taxes, which do not increase costs, may stimulate

manufacturing firms to locate in states not having such taxes.

In so far as state or local taxes do increase costs, their effect upon

labor's output would generally be less direct than higher labor

standards.

NATIONAL LABOR STANDARDS

The economic objection has been made against practically

every proposal for national legislation to protect labor that it

would injure the country's industry in competition with other

countries not having such standards. That notion is even to be

found in the 1919 Treaty of Versailles which states that "the failure

qf any nation to adopt humane conditions of labor is an obstacle

in the way of other nations which desire to improve the conditions

in their own countries." The activities of the International Labour

Office have been based upon the assumption that independent

national improvements in labor standards place a nation's in-

dustry at a disadvantage in international trade.

^
J, M. Keynes subscribed to this view in an article, "The Question of High Wages,"

Political Quarterly, vol. 1 (January 1930), pp. 110-24, in which he maintained that to

squeeze the capitalist "in act of earning his profits is to squeeze him in the wrong place."

The international aspects of Keynes' argument are treated in the next section.
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Orthodox economists, on the other hand, have long maintained

that higher labor standards, taxes, or other costs, if they should

affect the cost of producing all goods in equal proportion, would

have no permanent influence upon a country's international

trade or total exports.^ A general over-all change in money costs,

these economists claim, soon is counterbalanced by offsetting

adjustments in exchange rates (if the country is not on an inter-

national monetary standard) or through gold flows and changes

in the money supply and the price level (if the country is on the

gold standard). In short, they insist that a country may not

suffer in international trade by abolishing child labor or shortening

working hours by law.

Adequate treatment of this issue requires further discussion of

the theory of international trade and finance.

International trade theory. ^ Trade arises from a difference in

money costs of production, and any attempt by tariff's, taxes, or

other measures to reduce cost difl'erences between areas or within

an area reduces the volume of trade. On the other hand, measures

that spread the range of cost differentials for various products tend

to increase trade.

Basically, diff'erences in production costs arise from inequality in

natural and human resources. Such inequalities are reflected in

variations between localities in the prices of raw materials, in rents,

in wage rates, in interest rates, in capital equipment, and in trans-

portation costs. Because of differences in the relative scarcity of

various productive factors and agents, the scale of relative costs of

producing various products in one country is dissimilar from such

a scale in another country. Under those circumstances, a country

will export the products which, compared to the cost scales of

other trading countries, it is best fitted to produce. This means

that a country will tend to specialize in those lines of business which

require large amounts of the factors that are relatively abundant,

and consequently comparatively cheap, in that country. For ex-

ample, articles like wool, beef, and wheat, which require large

quantities of land relative to labor, are produced in Australia,

Argentina, and western United States, where the acreage per

^ C/"., for example, Sidney Webb and Harold Cox, The Eight Hours Day, 1891, pp.
116-17.

^ For a more complete discussion of this subject, cf. P. T. Ellsworth, International

Economics^ 1938, especially Chapters 3 through 6.
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capita is high and land is cheap. On the other hand, lace, embroi-

dery, and carving are produced in countries like China, where

land is relatively scarce and labor comparatively abundant. Heavy
industries like iron and steel are to be found where iron ore and

coal are available and transportation facilities are good and cheap.

Natural resources like oil, coal, lumber, metals, rubber, and good

farming land play a fundamental role in cost differentials between

countries. The size of a country's domestic market and the develop-

ment of its industrial technique are likewise of fundamental im-

portance.

Some of our producers have claimed that they could not compete

with low-wage Italian labor, and Italian manufacturers, on the

other hand, have complained that Italy is unable to compete

with efficient American labor. Who is right? The truth is that

the character of our resources, our relative scarcity of labor

compared to resources, and our well-developed domestic market

have caused American manufacture to specialize in labor-saving

machinery such as automobiles, agricultural equipment, and

business machines, which require a large market for efficient pro-

duction. Small countries like Cuba or Denmark could never pro-

duce such machines at low cost. Italy, on the other hand, is bet-

ter adapted for the production of olive oil and wines, because olives

and grapes grow well where the land is hilly and dry. In some lines

we cannot compete with Italy very well; in other lines she cannot

compete with us.

Even if Italy were not especially well adapted for the production

of any commodities, she would still have exports. Disregarding

transportation costs and assuming no governmental barriers to

trade, countries are bound to have exports and imports regardless

of their resources, because it is inconceivable that a country would

be so diversified in resources and labor conditions that the relative

differences in the domestic costs of producing all the commodities

it uses would be exactly the same as the relative costs between

those commodities in the rest of the trading world. As long as

cost deviations from the world average exist in a country, it has a

basis for both imports and exports. Such deviations cannot con-

tinuously favor either exports or imports. No country can con-

tinue to be undersold in all lines of business in world markets,

because if all costs were relatively high in a country, the mechanism
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of international adjustment would operate to reduce the prices of

that country's products for foreigners until it did export.

The mechanism of adjustment between countries functions differ-

ently for countries having independent currencies than it does for

countries on an international monetary standard like gold. The
mechanism of adjustment under gold-standard conditions is ex-

plained in the following subsection on monetary standards, so only

the adjustment under paper-standard conditions will be used here

for illustrative purposes.

Assume that it did cost more to produce all commodities in a

country than it would cost to buy them from abroad. In that case

the inhabitants of the country would begin to make tremendous

purchases from abroad and foreigners would buy nothing from the

country in question. Barring the use of holdings of foreign currency

or foreign securities, the inhabitants of the country could pay for

imports from abroad only by selling their money for foreign money.

But foreigners would not want to buy the country's money, since

they were not making purchases from that country. With many
inhabitants striving to exchange the country's currency into foreign

money and few foreigners willing to accept the country's currency,

its exchange value (the exchange rate) would begin to fall in terms

of foreign monies until it became profitable for many foreigners to

accept the country's money in order to make purchases there, caus-

ing that country to export. As the exchange value of the country's

currency falls, the prices of foreign products rise for its inhabitants,

so that imports from abroad become more and more costly. Dis-

regarding changes in international investment, the exchange value

of the country's currency would decline until its total exports of

goods and services equaled, or paid for, its total imports. The ex-

change rate for countries on independent monetary standards thus

serves to equalize the cost levels between countries and to maintain

a balance between a country's total outpayments for imports of all

kinds and its total inpayments for exports of all sorts. Our initial

assumption that the costs of all products in a country were above

the world level at the existing exchange rate is really an impossible

situation. It could occur only when both imports and exports were

prevented by barriers like tariffs and embargoes or where exchange

control was combined with export subsidies.

Higher labor standards alone could reduce the proportion of
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foreign trade in a country's total trade only if somehow they re-

duced the differentials between that country's costs of producing

various commodities in international trade and the world's cost

scale. That is not likely to occur. Indeed, higher labor standards

here might increase the cost differentials for this country, because

those now existing are based in part upon our high-priced labor

factor, which causes us to export products requiring proportionately

large capital costs. Of course, some of our industries in which

labor represents a large proportion of total costs might be adversely

affected in foreign trade as our exports of other products from in-

dustries with large capitalization increased. The point is that, al-

though the composition of our exports might change somewhat,

there are no grounds for believing that higher labor standards at

home would cause a reduction in the proportion of exports to total

domestic sales, after adjustments had taken place in the exchange

rate or under the gold-standard mechanism.

Perhaps it should be added that there is no economic advantage

in trade as such, whether foreign or domestic. The economic ad-

vantages of trade occur because of cost differentials, but no addi-

tional gain is likely to result from artificially spreading those differ-

entials between countries, although the economic advantages of

trade are lost by cost-equalizing measures such as tariffs and sub-

sidies.

Labor standards and monetary standards. In the preceding

discussion, the problems of adjustment were minimized because it

was assumed that the country raising its labor standards was on

an independent monetary standard. The problems of adjustment

would have been much more serious and difficult had it been as-

sumed that the country was on the international gold standard.

If the level of costs in a gold-standard country are high com-

pared with the rest of the gold-standard world, the balance between

inpayments and outpayments is restored by the following compli-

cated process: gold is exported to cover the balance; the gold out-

flow decreases bank reserves and the money supply in the country;

interest and discount rates rise; these steps reduce incomes and in-

crease unemployment, which is supposed to cause a reduction in

the level of costs and prices, thus stimulating the country's exports.

In the other countries receiving the exported gold, the opposite

process of increased money supply and cost level is supposed to
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take place, making those countries less desirable ones from which

to buy.

The gold-standard method of restoring a country's balance of

trade and payments through a reduction in its cost level (including

wage rates, interest charges, and rents) is a slow, painful, and waste-

ful process, involving reduction of incomes, unemployment, strikes,

and bankruptcy. On the other hand, restoration of equilibrium

with the rest of the world is a relatively simple matter under inde-

pendent monetary standards. Demand and supply in international

trade are brought into balance or equilibrium by one price—the

rate of foreign exchange. Under an independent currency, the

price of exchange fluctuates freely instead of being fixed or pegged

within the (cost of transporting) gold points under a gold standard.

Labor standards and capital movements. It is said that, if

labor standards are not applied internationally, the possibility of

foreign lending and investment limits the adoption of national

standards which reduce the employer's return compared to profits

abroad. For example, J. M. Keynes claims that "the extent to

which one country can move in these matters, independently of

other countries, is greatly afi'ected by the mobility of lending" or

of capital. ^ Professor Keynes seems to believe that foreign lending

or investment will have an adverse effect upon employment in the

lending country regardless of its monetary standard, although he

recognizes that "under the gold standard the consequences are

much more complicated."^

This argument, however, overlooks the fact that foreign lending

means a corresponding increase in the lending nation's export

balance, no matter what the monetary standard of that country

may be. Inhabitants of the lending or investing country are really

buying foreign securities and property, which they pay for with

their own money in the same manner that they pay for any other

exports, whether goods, services, or securities. The lending country's

money generally can be spent only within its borders. Consequently,

persons in other countries must use the proceeds of the loan or in-

vestment to buy from the lending country either products, services,

securities, or gold, if the country is on the gold standard. If securi-

^J. M. Keynes, "The Question of High Wages," Political Quarterly, vol. 1 (January

1930), p. 116.

2 Idem.
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ties are bought with the loan or it is invested in the lending country,

the result has simply been an exchange of indebtedness between

the countries involved. Usually only a small part of the proceeds

of a foreign loan would be taken in the form of gold exports. If

taken in any other form, whether goods or services, employment
within the country will tend to be increased. Such a relative in-

crease in a country's exports and employment should not serve to

limit the adoption of national labor standards.

The situation within a country is in this respect entirely different

from the situation between countries, since loans and investments

to another section of the same country are made in the same money.

That money can be used to purchase goods, services, or property

anywhere in the country and not simply in the locality from which

the loan or investment originated. Capital movements between

countries generally involve a corresponding movement of goods

and services. That is not true of capital movements within a country.

The International Labour Organization. The 1919 Treaty

of Versailles, in a section on labor, provided for the establishment

of an International Labour Organization. The purpose of this

organization has been to encourage and facilitate the adoption of

world-wide minimum standards for labor. The treaty implied that

labor standards place a burden upon the country that adopts

them, so parallel improvement in working conditions in every

country is necessary if the industry of an advanced country is not

to be placed at a disadvantage in international competition with

that of countries less advanced in labor standards. In short, the

economic basis of the International Labour Organization has been

the century-old objection of employers against factory legislation,

namely, that one nation will injure its industry by improving labor

conditions within its boundaries if any other nation fails to adopt

the same legislation.

The previous discussion of past experience and international

trade theory indicates how false is this employer doctrine when
applied to the whole industry of a nation. As officials of the Inter-

national Labour Office state, "experience appears to show that the

countries with the most advanced labor legislation are by no means

the least successful in the competition for world markets." ^ Al-

* The International Labour Organization, The First Decade, Preface by Albert Thomas,

1931, p. 30.
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though invahd for industry as a whole, previous discussion has in-

dicated that this employer objection may have some validity for

particular industries within a country in so far as some of them
gain and others lose because the effects of the labor legislation are

uneven. Also it may have some validity for gold-standard countries

during the period of transition or adjustment to improvements in

labor standards, because the mechanism of international adjust-

ment is so complicated and may be so destructive to a country's

economy under gold-standard conditions.

Unfortunately, the International Labour Organization has failed

to appreciate and apply such distinctions. The employer doctrine

of economic injury in international trade from improved labor

standards has been fully accepted by the Organization's officials for

industry in general as well as in particular, and for countries on

independent monetary standards as well as those on gold. As will

be indicated presently, wholesale acceptance of such unsound doc-

trines has weakened the effectiveness of the Organization.

The Organization has never achieved the complete universality

that, according to its economic philosophy, is essential for effective

international action. Prior to 1934, Russia and the United States

were not among its members, while after 1934, first Germany and

then Italy and Japan ceased to take any part in its work. Fear of

injury from competition by the large nonmember countries pre-

vented some countries from adopting the labor standards recom-

mended by the Organization.

The procedure followed by the International Labour Organiza-

tion rests on voluntary action by each nation. Prior to 1940, a

conference was held each year to which some 50 countries or states

sent delegates. At such conferences, each member country is allowed

two government representatives, one representative of its employers,

and one representative of its employees. These annual conferences

make recommendations and adopt "draft conventions," upon ap-

proval by two thirds of the delegates. The "draft conventions"

specify minimum standards with regard to hours of work, child

labor, social insurance of all kinds, night work, minimum wage-

fixing machinery, unemployment, and similar subjects. By 1940

over 60 "conventions" had been adopted, most of them applying

to industry or agriculture in general, although a number of them

refer to particular industries, especially to ocean transportation.
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The governments of the member countries must ratify or reject any

"draft convention" within a year after it is adopted at an annual

conference. The permanent staff of the Organization makes valu-

able studies of labor conditions in various countries, serving as a

center of information and education. Undoubtedly, its recom-

mendations and conventions have helped to establish labor stand-

ards which public opinion tends to accept as desirable or normal.

In this way, its work may affect standards in a country even though

that country refuses to ratify certain "draft conventions." The num-
ber of formal ratifications of the 25 draft conventions in effect be-

fore 1939 ranges from 11 to 35 out of some 50 ratifying states. The
Organization, of course, has no powers of enforcement.

The discussions in the conferences and the statements of officials

do not make clear whether all conventions—those eliminating

child labor or protecting workers against loss from work accidents

and sickness as well as those to reduce the hours of work—are sup-

posed to place a country adopting them at a disadvantage in in-

ternational trade. With regard to "the regulation of minimum
wages as an international problem," the chief of the Organiza-

tion's statistical section wrote in 1928: "The payment of exception-

ally low wages is among the typical cases alluded to in the Peace

Treaty in which other countries are prevented from making progress

in the improvement of their working conditions by the fact that one

country fails to give its workers reasonable conditions of work." ^

It is against conventions for general reductions in working hours

that the employer delegates have used the argument of interna-

tional competition most extensively and effectively. The first draft

convention, adopted in 1919, provides for the eight-hour day and

the 48-hour week in all industry, with time-and-a-quarter for

overtime. During the following two decades, 23 countries ratified

that convention, but four of them made their ratification conditional

upon similar ratification by their leading competitors. Conse-

quently, in none of the large industrial countries has this eight-hour

convention been in effect.

Many countries gave as their chief reasons for not ratifying, the fear of

the competition of countries which did not ratify. Sometimes this fear

was expressed as regards the whole economic life of the country as with

1 Karl Pribram, "The Regulation of Minimum Wages as an International Problem,'*

International Labour Review, vol. 17 (March 1928), p. 319.
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Belgium and Switzerland; sometimes it is expressed as the fear of a partic-

ular industry, as in the case of the Italian silk-spinning industry which
competes with the same industry in the Far East, and in the case of the

Japanese silk-spinning industry which competes with that of China.

Sometimes it has been fear of the competition of the United States. . .
.^

With regard to the draft convention of a 40-hour working week

(adopted by the 1935 conference), the employer delegates charged

that it would be "economic suicide" for any country to ratify that con-

vention, because the country would "be cut out of the market at once"

and its national economy would "suffer fatal injury." ^ Only one

country,New Zealand, had accepted the 40-hour convention by 1 940.

Past directors of the International Labour Office have maintained

that "the reforms adopted in the more advanced countries had to

be protected against unfair competition by other countries which

perhaps might not scruple to exploit their workers to the utmost

for the sake of commercial advantage." ^ Such statements lend

some support to the charge that the ILO is a means whereby rich,

prosperous, and advanced countries can impose "on poor and back-

ward states burdens that prevent them from competing in interna-

tional markets." ^ They also lend support to the arguments of

employers against all national labor legislation. The Chamber of

Commerce of the United States, for example, used the same argu-

ment of the ILO officials against the wages-and-hours bill (now

the Fair Labor Standards Act) in stating that it "would affect pro-

duction for foreign markets and would handicap domestic producers

of goods competing generally with imports." ^ With such question-

able arguments used so freely by the officials of the ILO and em-

ployer delegates to its annual conferences, one would expect that

the Organization would at least have made a detailed analysis of

the alleged "burdens" or "handicaps" of national labor standards.

^ Herbert Feis, "The Attempt to Establish the Eight-Hour Day by International

Action," Political Science Quarterly, vol. 39 (December 1924), p. 639.

^ Cf. Record of Proceedings, International Labour Conference, Eighteenth Session, 1934, p. 43;

Nineteenth Session, 1935, p. 183; and Twenty-Fourth Session, 1938, p. 627.

^ Albert Thomas in the Preface to The International Labour Office, The First Decade,

p. 11. Cf. also Harold Butler, "Introduction," Annals of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, vol. 166 (March 1933), p. 3; and Report of the Director, International

Labour Office, 1938, p. 51.

* Ernest Mahaim, "The Principles of International Labor Legislation," Annals of

the American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 166 (March 1933), p. 14.

6 Hours-and-Wages Legislation, Report of Special Committee, Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, August 1937, p. 5.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

THE GROWTH OF TRADE-UNIONISM

A labor organization may be defined as an association^of em-
ployees designed primarily to maintain or improve the condition

of employment of its members . Although labor organizations may
perform social, charitable, or religious functions, they are labor

organizations only if their primary purpose is to further the eco-

nomic interests of members as employees. A labor or trade-union

is the most common form of labor organization in this country.

Such unions generally consist of workers in a certain occupation or

industry, associated together for collective action.

The labor movement is a much broader term than labor union.

Such a movement presupposes some solidarity between workers

in different trades or industries. In that sense, it may be said that

the American labor movement began in 1827 when, as explained

in Chapter 4, some 1 5 local unions of skilled craftsmen in various

trades established the first "city central" in Philadelphia. Since

that date the labor movement in this country has experienced a

series of ups and downs.

The significance of a movement cannot, of course, be measured

simply in terms of the total number of supporters or members.

A strong minority that can exert considerable influence upon non-

members and sympathizers may be more powerful than a less

vigorous majority. The strength of a labor organization depends

partly upon the strength of opposing forces and partly upon the

territory and sections of industry in which it operates. In spite of

such qualifications, however, total membership is perhaps the best

available measure of the significance oflabor organization in any area

or branch of industry. The figures for paid-up membership are gen-

erally used to measure the growth and decline of organized labor.

Some reasons for joining and paying dues. Workers join labor

unions for a variety of reasons. A worker may, however, be no
539
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more conscious of the motive or motives that prompt him to sign

a union membership blank than is a person who joins a church

or the Elks.

The reasons for acquiring union membership vary with the

person, the union, and the circumstances. In some cases the union

controls the job through an agreement with the employer, and
^ worker^^nust join the union in order to obtain employment with

that firm . In a few cases, employers have even urged workers to

join.^ Sometimes_the worker is convinced that union membership

is jLJneans-^furthering his own economic interests. The union

may help to improve wages, hours, and other conditions of work

in the firm and industryj® It may^ offer some protection to the

indiyldnaLworker who js fired, or demoted, or has some other

grievance. If the union takes up his case, the employer may be

more likely to listen and to remedy the matteri^^Ajunion may also

attract some members, especially older workers, through^Jls

benefit features
, providing old-age,_sickness, or strik£_benefits.

Certain younger workers^ may feel that^jhey can get ahead by

becQining__officials in umons^ and making a ^reer for themselves

in the labor movement. ^
Other reasons for joining niay-^be^ social or_emoti£nal. The

worker may have a grudge against his foreman or the firm and

may look upon union membership as a means of strengthening a

group that will curb the employer and his agents. Union meetings

may give the worker an opportunity to express his feelings toward

the company, to influence the attitude of other employees, and

even to convert them to his political and economic philosophy.

The individual alone feels especially weak in a world of mass pro-

duction and mass movements. An organization may give him an

opportunity to join others for the achievement of those objectives

that he considers socially desirable. Often there is a great deal of

social pressure upon workers to become union members. Such

pressure may come from parents, relatives, and friends, or from

the community at large in a unionized locality. In addition to

Atjie_threat of social ostracism, there may jjso^be^ in certain in-

stances, a fear of personal or property iniury if the worker fails

to take out union membership. Generally, workers are induced

to sign up and pay~clues by a combination of such motives

—

personal gain, social approval, and fear.
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DEVELOPMENT OF UNIONISM IN AMERICA

As indicated in Chapter 4, the first labor unions in this country

arose early in the nineteenth century as a defense mechanism of

skilled workers against the competitive pressure of merchant

capitalists. In making purchases, such merchant buyers played

producer-employers against one another, forcing reductions in

cost through wage cuts and a subdivision of the work so that

cheap, unskilled workers might perform work formerly done by

skilled craftsmen. The craftsmen organized to resist such re-

ductions in wages and in the demand for their skill. Indeed, labor

unions have generally been formed to prevent what workers

consider ^^nfair" competition and "undesirable" conditigps in

the labor market. Competitive pressure, similar to that which

gave rise to labor unionism here, led to the formation of the first

craft unions in other countries.

The fact that the world's first "city central" organization of

local unions, its first trade-union journal, and its first labor party

all arose in Philadelphia in 1827 and 1828 was mentioned in

Chapter 4. In many labor-union matters America was first,

although this country was soon outranked by almost all other

industrial nations. Indeed, it was only in the period after the

Civil War, when substantial and continuing unions were estab-

lished, that trade-union membership in this country exceeded

the peak in the 1830's. The total trade-union membership in the

five principal industrial centers along the Atlantic seaboard has

been estimated at about 300,000 in 1836. Estimates place total

union membership in 1872 and 1884 at around 300,000, and in

1897 at 447,000.1

Retarding factors. Many explanations have been offered for

the delayed development of trade-unionism in America after its

early start. A few of the economic, social, and political conditions

r^ta£din£_our la.bor movement may be mentioned^

The workgrs_in_thiscountrv have been a very diverse group,

belonging to a number of races and speakin"g~a variety of tongues.

As new immigrants arrived from abroad, the earlier settlers and

native sons tended to become independent businessmen, employers,

^ Cf. John R. Commons et al.. History of Labour in the United States, 1918, vol. 1, p. 424,

and vol. 2, pp. 47, 314; and Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, 1936,

pp. 16, 192-93.
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or farmers. The population also was mQvinp^ wp^^tw^^*^ tnwarH free

land^ and the frontier. Consequently, the composition of the labor

force in various firms and industries was in a constant state of

flux. Industry itself moved readily from one area to another.

With such mobility of labor and industry there was comparatively

little class stratification. WoiJ^ers hnped.,joon to rise out of the

wage-earning class. Unionism, on the other hand, ca7iTTave~5ome

permanence only when it is founded on a fairly continuous group

of employees.

Free land and frontier conditions gave the country a social

philosophy with a distinctly individualistic flavor, which colored

our Federal constitution and our state constitutions. This philoso-

phy held sway longer here than in other countries because the

population was relatively sparse, the development of the factory

system was slow, and agriculture has played such an important

role in our economy. Many of our factory workers were recruited

from rural areas, where the birth rate is high and rugged individu-

alism is more rife. Workers from rura l backgrounds are less likely

to join in the collective activities of labor unions.

The size of the country, and therefore the market area for

many industries, has also made labor organization more difficult,

partly because the industry must be unionized in states with dif-

ferent laws and partly because the employing units are so large.

The cost of organizing the whole market area is high in a

large country. It is worth noting that, in the past, labor union-

ism has frequently been most prevalent in local-market lines

of business that are less subject to outside competition, such

as the building trades, newspaper printing, and service lines of

all sorts.

Because industrial wage-earners were comparatively weak in

voting strength, they generally joined with farmers and small

businessmen in the political movements of the nineteenth century.

In the decades before 1870, industrial wage-earners and their

families accounted for less than a quarter of the nation's total

population, while persons engaged in agriculture and their families

represented almost half of the citizenry. ^ Politica]^ c^rnbijiations

of groups with such diverse economic interests, however, were

very impermanent. They flourished during depressions, when

1 By 1 920 these proportions had been practically reversed.
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farmers were suffering ft;om_jhai:|i__pri££, rednrtions and labor

unions_tended tcT^issolve because of unemployment wage cuts,

loss of^meiELbership, lack of funds, and absence of a positive pro-

gram. With an upswing in business and prices, the farmers became

contented and workers tended to join unions as a means of securing

wage increases and improvements in working conditions. It has

been argued that such fluctuations from political to economic

activity and back to preoccupation with politics in the next de-

pression retarded the American labor movement during the

nineteenth century.

Period before 1850. The discussion of labor organization in

Chapter 4 indicated that, with the rise of prices from 1830 to

1837, labor's first political experiment was discarded and workers

turned once more to direct economic action. As many as five

national organizations of local craft unions were formed in order

to meet attempts by employers to ship the work of the craftsmen

from organized to unorganized centers, especially in times of

labor strife.

The panic of 1837, however, dealt a severe blow to the unions,

and, in the following depression years, union membership declined

rapidly as wages were cut and unemployment increased. Workers

again turned to political activity. Monopolies and banks were

blamed for the depression, while reformers proposed cooperative

ventures and Utopian socialistic schemes as the solution for the

country's economic ills.

Period of national trade-unions (1850-1872). In the early

1850's, prices again rose sharply as the California gold discoveries

increased the nation's money supply in the approved fashion.

Again prosperity resulted in a shift from the reformist theories of

depression days to trade-unionism, as skilled craftsmen began anew
to form organizations with which to raise their pay and to main-

tain a differential above the wage for unskilled workers. In the

early 1850's national unions of printers, stonecutters, hat finishers,

molders, and machinists and blacksmiths were formed by their

respective locals, and trade agreements between unions and

employers' organizations were not uncommon. The rapid in-

crease in railroad mileage (over 260 per cent in the decade of the

50's) with the opening of trunk lines brought organized labor more

directly in competition with unorganized workers in various
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regions, demonstrating the need for organization of the craft

throughout the whole competitive area. However, an industrial

panic in 1857 and the ensuing depression caused the dissolution

of many unions and a sharp decline in total membership.

The Civil- War at first disorganized labor unions, as many
workers and a number of labor leaders joined the army. But the

sharp rise in prices which began in 1862 caused such a significant

decline in real wages that workers turned to labor unions as a

means of maintaining or regaining previous living standards.

A trade-union directory shows the growth of local organization

in 20 states during the 1860's. It lists 78 local unions at the end of

1863, 270 at the end of 1864, and 300 at the end of 1865.^ From
1863 through 1865 as many as 12 new nationals were formed,

including such important unions as the locomotive engineers;

the bricklayers, masons, and plasterers; and the cigar makers

—

the union of Samuel Gompers, later founder and president of the

American Federation of Labor. At the close of the 1860's there

were at least 32 national trade-unions in existence. These national

unions, which chartered local branches, were sometimes called

"international" unions because they had locals in Canada or

Mexico. It is estimated that the total trade-union membership

during the years from 1869 to 1872 reached a peak of 300,000,

or perhaps even 400,000, members.^ The aggressive trade-unionism

of the Civil War and postwar years called forth a no less aggressive

organization of employers.^

With labor organizing on a national scale and city centrals

or trades assemblies in every large city, the time seemed ripe for

a federation or consolidation of separate unions for united action

on a national scale. In 1 866 a National^Labor Union was or-

ganized after the French pattern, with city trades assemblies and

national trade-unions both represented along with, at times,

farmers' societies and other political groups. Although many of

the existing unions sent delegates to this congress of labor during

the first years of its existence, the Union was soon split by dis-

sention between pure trade-unionists and political actionists.

1 Cy. John R. Commons et al.^ History of Labour in the United States^ 1918, vol. 2,

pp. 18-19.
2 Cf. ibid., p. 47; and Norman J. Ware, "Trade Unions: United States and Canada,"

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 15, p. 40.

2 Cf. Commons et al., op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 26-33.
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The leaders of the National Labor Union attempted to promote

producers' cooperatives and certain general political reforms,

such as land reform, an increase in greenback money, and liberal

treatment for Negroes. The cooperative ventures generally failed,

and trade-unionists lost interest in the political program. By 1870

the national unions had seceded from the National Labor Union
because, as the Cigar Makers' union stated, it had become "an
entirely political institution." Thereafter it declined rapidly,

and by 1872 had practically disappeared.

The Knights of Labor. During the period of prolonged busi-

ness depression from 1873 to 1879, the estimated total of trade-

union membership fell from 300,000 or 400,000 to 50,000, as

wages were reduced and unemployment increased.^ The number
of national trade-unions decreased from about thirty before 1873

to eight or nine in 1877 at the bottom of the depression.^ The
membership of the surviving national unions declined sharply,

the Cigar Makers losing almost five sixths of their membership,

the barrel makers about four fifths, the Machinists around two

thirds, and the printers over one half. With national and local

unions disintegrating, labor leaders again turned to political

action. During this period, workingmen's parties were active in

industrial regions, in some cases joining forces with farmers who
were agitating for greenback issues to increase prices. At this

time also the socialists appear as active participants in the labor

movement in America. Although successful in electing some

labor and farmer candidates, the strength of labor-farmer political

groups began to wane with the return of prosperity in 1879.

Higher prices caused the farmers to lose interest, and more em-

ployment caused the workers to turn again to organization for

wage increases.

During the ^depression from 1873_to_j_879^ employers sought to

eliminate trade-unions by a systematic policy of lockouts, black

lists, labor espionage, and legal prosecution. The widespread use

of black lists and Pinkerton labor spies caused labor to organize

more or less secretly, and undoubtedly helped to bring on the vio-

lence that characterized labor strife during this period. It was

during the years of depression and mass discontent following the

panic of 1873 that the Noble Order of the Knights of Labor ex-

i/6e^., p. 177. Ubid., p. 176.
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perienced its mushroom growth. The Order was started in 1869

as a trade-union of garment cutters in Philadelphia, although men
of all callings were allowed to join, and it maintained its secret char-

acteristics by medieval methods until 1881. "The impenetrable

veil of ritual, sign, grip, and password" were adopted "so that no

spy of the boss can find his way into the lodge room to betray his

fellows."

The national trade-unions had appealed exclusively to skilled

workmen. When most of the national unions were disrupted in

the 1870's, a number of their surviving locals joined the Knights,

which admitted any person who had ever worked for wages ex-

cept liquor dealers, lawyers, bankers, stockbrokers, and profes-

sional gamblers. Although many skilled workers, such as printers,

molders, cigar makers, and painters, became members of the

Knights, the national unions remained outside. There was no place

for national unions as such in the Order, although a few of them

were admitted as local assemblies and, after 1883, as national trade

assemblies. Membership was direct and not through affiliated in-

dependent unions; district assemblies, and even most locals, of the

Knights were not made up of workers in a single craft. After the

reorganization in 1878, control was centered in the national organ-

ization, with much of the remaining power in the district assemblies.

The central body could call or terminate strikes and suspend or

revoke the charters of local unions. The result was that the Knights

of Labor was practically a one-man organization, and that man
proved to be too unaggressive and vacillating.

In biology, structure is related to function. The giraffe has a

long neck in order to reach the tender shoots high up in trees; the

anteater has a tubular nose and long, sticky tongue so that he can

collect a meal inside an anthill. The structure of labor organiza-

tions also reflects the functions that the organization is designed to

perform. It is clear that the Knights of Labor was better adapted

for_such piirpn<;ps as edjacation, political action, boycotts, and

sympathetic strikes than it was for increasing the wages of skilled

workers by means of apprenticeship regulations and other craft

restrictions designed to maintain the demand for craft skill. The

Order was of most assistance to skilled craftsmen, like newspaper

printers and custom shoemakers, who suffered little competition

from outside the locality and who could, in case of a strike, be
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aided considerably by a labor boycott. Of the 196 boycotts in

1885, nearly all supported by the Knights, almost half were against

newspapers or clothing manufacturers and dealers.^

On the other hand, the wages of certain skilled craftsmen were

being subjected to increased pressure as railroad expansion widened

the area of competitive production, and the introduction of ma-
chinery on an unprecedented scale with factory expansion in-

creased the demand for semiskilled, and even unskilled, labor.

Most of the membership of the Knights consisted of these less

skilled workers. Because of its motley membership, there was a

high turnover, or change in membership, and the total figures

fluctuated considerably from one date to another. From a total

membership of perhaps 5,000 in 1875, the strength of the Knights

increased to 9,000 members in 1878, to 28,000 in 1880, to 52,000

in 1883, to 104,000 in 1885, and to 700,000 in 1886, which was

the peak. 2 The successful strike against the railroad lines of Jay
Gould and the epidemic of boycotts, both in 1885, were primarily

responsible for the sevenfold increase in membership from July

1885 to July 1886. The total membership of all labor unions has

been estimated at 200,000 or 225,000 in 1883, at 300,000 in the

beginning of 1885, and at almost 1,000,000 in 1886.^ It is interest-

ing to observe that the depression from 1883 to 1885, which was

accompanied by wage cuts and some unemployment, failed to pre-

vent a rise in the total union membership. During that period the

membership of the Knights of Labor doubled, and the membership

losses of some national unions were offset by the gains of others.

Rise of the American Federation of Labor and decline of the

Knights of Labor. The period of prosperity from 1879 to 1882

witnessed a rapid increase in the number of national unions and

their membership. By 1884 the national tj;ade-unionsJiad-,at least

300,000 members in good standing. Thf-fif^ traHf^-unJonists were

dissatisfied with the Knights of Labor, which tended to_disregard

craft lines and to direct its energies toward assisting the unskilled

rather than the skilled workers .

During the 1880's the national unions were strengthened by

changes of policy and by federation. The leaders in the Cigar

Makers, Adolph Strasser and jSamuel Gompers , brought about

reorganization of that union on British lines, with the collection

^Ibid., pp. 365-66. Ubid., pp. 199, 339, 343-44, and 381. ^ Ibid., pp. 314 and 396.
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of large benefit funds and an arrangement for financial support

between locals controlled by a strong national body. Other

trade-unions took similar steps to give their organizations more
permanence. In 1881 these same leaders of the Cigar Makers
were active in forming a Federation of Organized Trades and

Labor Unions of the United States and Canada, which had a con-

stitution taken almost verbatim from that of the British Trades

Union Congress. This federation was primarily a legislative

organization with less than 50,000 members in the affiliated

unions in 1884.^ It gave way in 1886 to, the American Federation

of Labor, formed by J;he_xonibined trade-unions of the country

after_o^en conflict between the Knights of Labor and the Cigar

Makers, in which each side "scabbed" on the other in strikes.

The new federation, unlike its predecessor, had economic as well

as legislative functions. The national or mternational (North

American) unions were made the basic units of the federation,

which in 1886 represented an estimated membership of about

150,000.^ Samuel Gompers was elected president, a post which

he held, except for one year, until his death in 1924.

At the time that the American Federation of Labor was formed,

the national trade-unions were more interested in defending them-

selves from the Knights of Labor than they were in national

legislation. The membership of the Knights had increased by

600,000, or sixfold, in the previous year, and the national unions

saw the danger in a growing Order which admitted seceding

factions of national unions and even boycotted the label of national

unions. In 1886, Knights who were members of the Cigar Makers

were ordered to withdraw from the national union or forfeit their

membership cards to the Knights. The American Federation of

Labor really arose from the refusal of the Knights to agree not to

interfere with the national unions and not to sign up locals in their

trades. In 1885 and 1886 several locals of highly skilled trades had

abandoned their national unions to join the Knights. With that

refusal, the struggle for the skilled workers broke out into open

warfare. The problem of dual unionism and conflict became as

acute as it has been recently between the AFL and the CIO.

The Knights of Labor represented the first significant attempt

in this country to form one big general union. In the early and

1 Ibid., p. 377. 2 iijid^^ footnote, p. 410.
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middle 1880's, its policies were directed primarily for the benefit

of unskilled workers. After most of the workers in large cities

abandoned the Knights in the late 1880's, the Order became

closely allied with farmers and other middle-class elements for

political purposes. The national unions, on the other hand, were

interested in trade autonomy. They wanted to use the economic

strength of their_skill.„DQt to xaise the wages of4ie- unskilled, but to

improve their own terms of employment through collective bar-

g^ining^and trade agr^ementSa Their objective was to organize

all competing employers in the same line of business or trade in

order to establish uniform wage scales and to "equalize" condi-

tions for labor in the occupation or industry throughout the whole

competitive area. In the end, both the craft and the industrial

unions, like the miners and brewery workers, were opposed to a

general labor organization such as the Knights.

The disintegration of the Knights of Labor was very rapid

after 1886. A number of employers' associations were formed

with the object of eliminating the Order from their branches of

business. The lockout, the black list, labor spies, discharge of

union members, and "iron-clad" oaths not to join a labor organi-

zation, were all used in this antiunion campaign.^ The trade-

unions proved more successful than the Knights in handling

strikes and in the eight-hour movement during 1886 and 1887.

Furthermore, most of the cooperative schemes fostered by the

Knights failed. Finally, the bombing in Haymarket Square in

Chicago in 1886 was used to discredit the Knights, although its

officials disclaimed any connection or sympathy with that act.

The odium attached to the Knights, however, caused some locals

of skilled trades to abandon the Order. ^

The inept and unaggressive leadership of the Knights resulted

in a loss of almost 200,000 members, practically all in large cities,

from 1886 to 1887. Whereas membership in the American Fed-

eration of Labor unions increased from 150,000 in 1886 to 225,000

in 1890, the membership of the Knights declined from 700,000 to

less than 100,000 between those two years,^ so that AFL affiliates

had about 60 per cent of all labor-union membership in 1890

compared with about 15 per cent in 1886. In the years from 1894

to 1935 the Federation generally had from 70 to 80 per cent of all

1 Ibid., p. 415. 2 ibid,^ p. 486. 3 cj. ibid., p. 482.
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union membership in this country. By 1900 the Knights had
entirely disappeared.

Early decades of the American Federation of Labor. During

the 1890's the total membership of the unions affiliated with the

AFL showed little increase. The combined membership was

278,000 in 1898 compared with 225,000 in 1890. It is significant,

however, that there was little decline in numbers during the

depression years from 1893 to 1898. The trade-unions weathered

that economic storm very well and gained rapidly in membership

during the prosperous years following 1898. As Table 34 indi-

cates, the membership of all labor unions increased fourfold

between 1898 and 1904. The total membership of the unions

affiliated with the American Federation of Labor in 1904 was

six times as large as it was in 1898, and the number of affihated

national and international unions almost doubled during that

six-year period, reaching 120. The membership increase was

especially marked in coal mining and the building trades which,

together with the members in transportation, accounted for over

half of the total union membership in 1904.

TOTAL UNION MEMBERSHIP IN SELECTED YEARS ^TABLE 34. TOT

Year TotalJor

all unions

1898 501,000

1904 2,073,000

1910 2,141,000

1914 2,687,000

1917 3,061,000

1920 5,048,000

1924 3,536,000

1929 3,443,000

1933 2,973,000

1935 3,889,000

1937 7,179,526

1939 8,500,000

1940 8,700,000

AFL affiliates

Membership Per cent oj all union total

278,000 55

1,682,000 81

1,587,000 74

2,061,000 77

2,457,000 80
4,093,000

.

81

2,853,000 81

2,770,000 80

2,318,000 78

3,317,000 85

3,357,800 47

4,006,354 47
4,237,000 49

^ Statistics through 1935 have been taken from Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade

Unionism, 1936, and those for 1937 from Wolman, "Union Membership in Great Britain

and the United States," National Bureau of Economic Research, Bulletin 68, December 27,

1937. The figures for 1939 and 1940 are from the official reports of various labor organ-

izations, and the totals are estimates by the author. In some cases. Professor Wolman's
figures represent corrections of the official union-membership statistics. As he points out,

unions may, for various reasons, overstate or understate their actual dues-paying

membership. Also, there is some variation in the way unions handle unemployed
members who are unable to pay dues during their period of unemployment.

I
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During the period of rising prices prior to 1904, many unions

succeeded in making trade agreements with employers and em-

ployers' associations. An outstanding example was the bituminous-

coal agreement of 1898. Strike successes and the sharp increase

in membership, however, soon called forth strong employer opposi-

tion, which took the form of an "open-shop" drive. Between 1901

and 1903 many employers' organizations, including the National

Metal Trades Association and the National Association of Manu-
facturers, made strong statements in favor of the open shop and

absolute employer control of industry. In 1903 some 100 em-

ployer organizations formed a federation for collective action on

a national scale in order to prevent labor organization and collec-

tive bargaining by employees.. Citizens' alliances and vigilante

groups were active in driving unions from localities so that they

would not suffer "untold loss from being unionized," and em-

ployers dealing with unions were called "traitors." ^ The anti-

union feeling was so strong amongst employers before the first

World War that the president of the National Association of

Manufacturers declared: "The American Federation of Labor is

engaged in an open warfare against Jesus Christ and His Cause." ^

Employers' associations argued that all employers should join

and help defray the cost of combatting strikes because "in defend-

ing a fellow manufacturer, no matter where located, you are

defending yourself, and postponing just so much longer the time

when you will be attacked." ^ In declaring that all employers

should help bear the burden of the expenses of an organization

working for their "direct interest," employers' associations were

using the same argument that labor unions have used to acquire

membership, namely, that all workers who benefit from the union

should belong and pay dues.

The employers' open-shop drive was probably the chief reason

that there was little increase in total union membership from

1904 to 1916. In this campaign, employers also used the courts

in order to obtain injunctions restraining certain union activities.

^ Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations, Part 3, The National Association of Manufac-
turers, Senate Committee on Education and Labor, Senate Report No. 6, Part 6,

76th Congress, first session, 1939, p. 10.

2/^t^., p. 19.

3 Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations, Part 7, The National Metal Trades Association,

Senate Committee on Education and Labor, Report No. 6, Part 4, 76th Congress,

first session, 1939, p. 23.
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In two cases in 1908 and 1911, the United States Supreme Court

declared general boycotts illegal.^ In the one case triple damages

of S262,000 were assessed against a union under the Sherman
Anti-trust Act and paid by the American Federation of Labor.

In the other case three top officials of the AFL, including Samuel

Gompers, were sentenced to prison by a lower court for refusing

to obey an injunction, and, although their sentences were set

aside by the Supreme Court, the boycott injunction against the

Federation was upheld. Another factor retarding union member-

ship in this prewar period was the series of depressions in 1908,

1911, and 1914. Despite such setbacks for the AFL, it was not

seriously threatened by the attempt, beginning in 1905, to establish

another rival general union, the Industrial Workers of the World,

or the IWW as it was called . Appealing to unskilled and migrant

workers, the IWW engag^ed in s trikes, sabotage, and Adolence.

Its__ultimate purpose was to eliminate the wage system and to

overthrow capitalism. It exerted a strong influence in the lumber

camps and metal mines of the West, where working and living

conditions were especially bad prior to 1917. Like the Knights of

Labor, the membership of the IWW was shifting and very un-

stable, and probably did not exceed 60,000 or 70,000 paid members

in the prewar years.

First-World-War period (1917-1920). By 1916 the boom
resulting from the first World War had begun to raise total union

membership in this country above the plateau of the previous

decade. Toward the end of 1915 prices began the sharp rise that

ended in the middle of 1920 with the wholesale price level almost

two-and-a-half times higher than its prewar figure. Total union

membership increased especially rapidly from April 1917, when

this country entered the war, until 1920, when the total stood at

5,048,000 members, or almost double the 1915 membership.

The same thing occurred in Great Britain, where the total union

membership increased from 4,359,000 in 1915 to 8,346,000 in

1920.2

The war strengthened the hand of organized labor in a number

of ways. Anxious to avoid labor trouble and work stoppages, the

^ Loeive v. Lawlor (1908), 208 U. S. 274; and Gompers v. Bucks Stove and Range Co.

(1911), 221 U. S. 418.

2 Cf. Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, p. 31.

I

^
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Federal government established special labor adjustment boards

for such industries as shipbuilding, the railroads, and the mari-

time industry. In some cases, the decisions of these special boards

with regard to wages and conditions of work were binding. For

other war industries, a National War Labor Board was established

to mediate labor disputes and to help, through advice, in forming

what might be called a "labor code" for industry. On these

boards, representatives selected by national unions or the AFL
had a voice equal to that of employer representatives. Such

"recognition" for the leaders of organized labor increased their

prestige and influence with workers.

During the war most employers were willing to make concessions

to labor, and the antiunion, open-shop drive was suspended,

along with the antitrust laws. In many industries, large profits

were made as prices rose more rapidly than costs, and govern-

ment contracts were often on a cost-plus-profit basis so that em-

ployers did not need to worry about labor costs. The shortage of

labor had strengthened the position of the workers and dulled

such employer weapons as discriminatory discharge and the

black list. Furthermore, the National War Labor Board, in its

advisory capacity, adopted the following principle with regard

to the right to organize: "The right of workers to organize in

trade unions and to bargain collectively, through chosen repre-

sentatives, is recognized and affirmed. This right shall not be

denied, abridged, or interfered with by the employers in any

manner whatsoever." The Federal government, in taking over

and operating the railroads, set an example by dealing with the

various railroad unions on a national basis.

The war labor boards and their policies remind one of the early

years of the New Deal and the NRA (1933-1935). The favorable

attitude of the government toward labor organization undoubtedly

played a part in the increase of union membership. In addition,

workers had little to fear from discharge because, with labor

scarce, it was relatively easy to find a new job. As prices and

living costs rose faster than wage rates, the pinch of necessity was

added to the pull of opportunity for wage increases with large

profits. Such an economic situation is favorable to the activities

of labor organizations. During the war period, many unskilled

and semiskilled workers joined the ranks of organized labor.
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The increase in union membership was especially marked in

those industries most directly affected by governmental policy,

such as the railroads, ocean shipping and shipbuilding, and the

metal trades, especially the machinists. Building, metals, and

transportation accounted for over half the increase in total union

membership during the war years. ^

FACTORS IN MEMBERSHIP FLUCTUATIONS

The foregoing discussion of the growth and decline in the nu-

merical strength of labor unions until 1920 has indicated how
various factors—economic, political, and personal—affect the

figures for union membership. Because a number of these factors

help to explain the decline in union membership during the 1920's,

it may be well to examine that period in connection with a discussion

of the factors that play an important role in membership fluctuations.

External factors. Membership figures are affected by internal

factors, such as the personnel and policies of the unions, and by

external factors in the form of changes in economic or political

conditions.

1 . The business cycle. Union organization and union membership

fluctuate with the business cycle. In prosperous periods unions

generally wax; in depression periods they tend to wane. For

example, trade-unions declined sharply in strength and member-

ship during the depressions commencing in 1837, 1857, and 1873,

and their membership increased rapidly during such prosperous

periods as that from 1849 to 1854 or from 1898 to 1904.

A large part of the decline of 1,000,000 in total union member-

ship in the United States from 1 920 to 1 922 was undoubtedly due

to the depression and unemployment late in 1920 and in 1921.

The decline tended to be most severe in industries like shipbuild-

ing, metals, ocean transportation, and textiles, which had gained

so rapidly in union membership during the war. But the period

from 1922 to 1929 was considered one of extraordinary prosperity,

yet estimates indicate that total union membership declined

during each year from 1922 through 1933, except for a one-per-

cent increase in 1927.^ One must turn to other factors in order to

explain the membership decline during the prosperous years of

thel920's.

1 Cf. ibid., pp. 28, 30. ^ cf. ibid., p. 16; also Table 34 supra.
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2. Prices and living costs. The survey of labor organization in

the previous section has indicated that rising prices and costs

of Hving, as during the Civil-War and first-World-War periods,

stimulate union membership, whereas workers tend to turn from

union to political action during periods of falling prices. Of
course, declining prices generally accompany a slump in business.

But during the period from 1923 to 1929 the cost of living re-

mained practically unchanged in this country and the wholesale

price level declined somewhat. Consequently, real wages rose and

remained above the prewar level.

3. Technological change. As long as the prevailing structure of

American unionism was built around craft skill, any changes in

technique that increased or decreased the demand for skill of a

craft variety were bound to influence union membership. Tech-

nological changes in the middle of the nineteenth century tended

to develop new crafts—the iron molders, the machinists, the glass

blowers, and the railroad crafts. Technological changes during

the last quarter of a century, on the other hand, have tended to

break down existing crafts. That was especially true in the decade

following the first World War.

4. Attitude of the government. The policies of the Federal govern-

ment may encourage or discourage unionism. As already indi-

cated, the friendly attitude of the government as an employer

during the first World War, the establishment of labor boards,

and the appointment of union officials to high posts in Federal

agencies helped to stimulate union membership. Late in 1919

the attitude of the Federal administration toward organized

labor changed. At that time, the Federal Attorney General got

an injunction against the United Mine Workers, and in 1922 his

Republican successor obtained an injunction against the striking

railway shopmen that was one of the most sweeping decrees ever

issued in a labor dispute. In 1921 the U. S. Shipping Board

helped to bring about the defeat and decline of the International

Seamen's Union by refusing to let the Board's vessels be used by

any operator renewing the agreement with the union. Only with

the advent of the Roosevelt Administration and the NRA in 1933

were union leaders granted advisory and administrative positions

to an extent that recalled the first-World-War days.

The attitude of the courts toward unionism also has an effect
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upon membership. The labor injunctions and the Supreme
Court decisions against organized labor during the first decade

of the present century acted as a retarding influence. Union

leadersjhought that the^-Clayton Act of 19 M^xcluded labor from

jhf\ antitrust actSj^-but-the^soon-ibund that, thoughlhe^S^upreme

Court found business combinations, like the U. S. Steel Corpora-

tion, "reasonable" combinations, k found in four significant

cases (1921-1927) that labor unions may be "unreasonable"

combinations in restraint_aL interstate cpmnaerca, Indeed, the

Supreme Court upheld injunctions forbidding union organizers

to solicit members among employees who had signed "yellow-

dog" xontracts^iot_tojoin__a_u^^ and some lower courFjuHges

issued injunctions against unions and in favor of firms in which

the judges had thousands of dollars invested.

5. Employer organization and policies. As already indicated, the

antiunion campaigns of employers, directed primarily against

the Knights of Labor in the 1880's and the AFL in the decade or

so before the first World War, had an adverse effect upon union

membership. Although employer opposition subsided during the

war, it returned with renewed vigor at the expiration of Federal

wartime measures protecting and stimulating labor organization.

In addition to court cases and injunctions, there was a revival of

the open-shop drive, which in the 1920's was called the American

Plan. In 1921 an official of the National Association of Manu-
facturers stated that more than 500 organizations in 250 cities had

endorsed the plan, and an American Plan-Open Shop Confer-

ence, attended by representatives of some 100 employers' organi-

zations, met semiannually during the 1920's.^

Organized employer opposition took various forms in diff*erent

industries. By united action, shipowners were able to reduce

sharply the membership of the Longshoremen's and Seamen's

unions after strikes in 1919 and 1921. On the Pacific Coast, rival

company unions were established, resulting in closed company-

union shops. In certain cities like Chicago, San Francisco, and

Cleveland, various financial and merchant groups raised million-

dollar funds in the early 1920's in order to weaken the building-

^ Cf. Labor Policies of Employers' Associations, Part 2, The Associated Industries of Cleveland,

Senate Committee on Education and Labor, 76th Congress, first session, Senate Report

No. 6, Part 5, 1939, p. 12.
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trades unions and to introduce the open shop in local construction.

The railroads, following their return to private ownership, refused

to continue to deal with the shop crafts on a national basis, and

many railroads, after the unsuccessful shop-crafts strike in 1922,

set up company unions. In the metal trades, the employers*

organization (the National Metal Trades Association) pursued a

vigorous open-shop or closed, nonunion shop drive from 1920 to

1924, using such antiunion practices as labor espionage, black

listing, mobilization of strike-breakers, and the accumulation of a

common defense fund, all of which were effective in defeating a

general machinists' strike in Cincinnati in 1920 and in reducing

the membership of the Machinists' union from 330,800 in 1920 to

71,700 in 1924. Other unions, besides the Machinists, railroad

shop crafts, and maritime workers, that suffered marked mem-
bership reductions during the 1920's were the shipbuilders, the

Textile Workers, and the coal miners. In what appears to have

been an antiunion campaign, large buyers of soft coal, like the

railroads, put pressure upon union operators to adopt an open-

shop policy or suffer a threatened boycott, and coal-mining firms

owned by steel companies, railroads, and the Rockefeller interests

repudiated their union agreements in order to operate on a non-

union basis. ^

During the 1920's, company-union or employee-representation

plans were widely used by large firms in such industries as the

metal trades, railroads, rubber, oil, and public utilities. Although

a device for representation rather than for collective bargaining,

such plans were sometimes established by the employer as an

alternative to national labor unions. Employee representation

really got its start during the first World War when the Federal

labor boards, especially the National War Labor Board, in over

125 awards affecting plants where no union was in existence,

called for the establishment of some form of employee-representa-

tion or works-council plan.^ Although the awards of the War
Labor Board were not mandatory, strong pressure made it prac-

tically impossible to disregard them. A number of firms also

^ Cf. The Effect of Labor Relations in the Bituminous Coal Industry upon Interstate Commerce^

National Labor Relations Board, Division of Economic Research, Bulletin No. 2,

June 30, 1938, pp. 28, 31-33. Cf. also Chapter 29 infra.

2 Cf. Collective Bargaining through Employee Representation, National Industrial Conference

Board, 1933, p. 8.
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adopted such plans voluntarily, so that by 1919 over 400,000

employees were covered by arrangements for employee represen-

tation, and in 1928 the coverage exceeded 1,500,000 workers.^

Because formal membership and dues were not a part of such

plans, their coverage was not comparable with the membership

figures of unions. Generally, they were used in connection with a

series of employee-welfare measures, such as company benefit

plans, group insurance, and recreation programs.

Internal factors. The numerical strength of labor unions may
also be affected by the policies of union leaders and the structure

of the unions. One can, however, overemphasize the influence of

the personality of union officials upon total union membership.

Except for the period when the Knights of Labor were supreme,

the power and control in organized labor has generally been

scattered among the national or local unions and has not been

centered in the hands of one or two officials in the national federa-

tions of unions.

1. Union structure. The development of a new type of labor

organization may, of course, cause a rapid expansion in total

membership throughout the country. The Knights of Labor, as a

general labor union appealing to the unskilled workers, is a good

illustration. On the other hand, union membership may suffer if

the membership base is confined to a certain class of workers, such

as skilled craftsmen, and changes in technique are whittling away

at that base. For example, the membership of the AFL craft

unions tended to decline in the 1920's as increased division of

labor and mechanical improvements broke down existing craft

skills without opening up new trades or crafts. Also, craft unions

are frequently exclusive in the sense that they try to keep workers

out of the trade in order to limit the number in the market, although,

to control the supply, they want to have all those who are already

in the market join the union.

The mass-production industries were expanding during the

1920's, and the difficulty in organizing the employees of large

firms in heavy industry was well illustrated by the campaign of

24 AFL unions to organize the steel industry in 1919. In the great

steel strike that followed, the separate craft unions failed to co-

operate with one another and, in following their own selfish poli-

^ Ibid., p. 16.
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cies, lost the strike. The AFL campaign to organize the automobile

industry in 1927 quickly collapsed because it was given little

support by the 17 national unions claiming jurisdiction over

certain craftsmen in automobile plants and because it was not

vigorously pursued.

2. Union policies and leadership. The effect of vacillating and

unaggressive leadership upon the membership of the Knights of

Labor has already been explained. The legislative and organizing

programs of the AFL during the 1920's were also unaggressive

and lacking in worker appeal. With a Federal administration

largely unsympathetic toward organized labor, no significant

labor laws, except for the railroads,^ were passed in the 1920's.

During that period the AFL opposed legislation to establish

minimum wages or maximum hours for men or unemployment

compensation, and also the Federation apparently was not in

favor of legislation for health insurance.

During the 1920's the leadership of the AFL tried to appeal to

employers by stressing union cooperation with management as

an alternative to company unionism in increasing production and

reducing costs. ^ Orgainzing programs by the AFL unions, such

as the textile workers' campaign in the South, were attempted

on the basis of union-management cooperation and unionism as

good business, but they generally failed to appeal to employers,

who apparently are more likely to be impressed by economic

strength than by the olive branch of conciliation and union co-

operation. On the other hand, such nonmilitant, cost-reducing

programs lacked the inspirational and dramatic qualities necessary

to attract membership, especially amongst unskilled workers.

Many employees were suspicious of such programs to help their

employers.

THE MARKET THEORY OF UNIONISM

There is a theory about unionism—it might be called the

market theory

—

which explains tbp^t 1;^hnr unions are likely to be

^ Less than half of the union membership in the railroads has been in unions affili-

ated with the AFL. The four "Big Brotherhoods" in the engine and train service,

for example, are independent unions.

2 For a further discussion of the AFL program of union-management cooperation,

cf. Jean Carol Trepp, "Union-Management Cooperation and the Southern Organizing
Campaign," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 41 (October 1933), pp. 602-24. Cf. also

Chapter 24 infra.
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most welcome (1) where there are a large number of firms in the

industry, (2) where labor costs are a large percentage of total

costs, and (3) where the industry is not a new one dominated by

the "psychology" of market expansion and is not undergoing

rapid technological changes. Under such circumstances, compe-

tition is likely to develop extreme price-cutting and cutthroat

practices, and the employers in the industry may recognize the

value of a national union to equalize labor costs between em-

ployers and to stabilize prices in the industry, or in the market

area in the case of local-market products or services. On the

other hand, unions offer little in the way of market stabilization

to the large firms in the mass-production industries, because such

firms are able to control their markets either through branding

their products with trade-marks or by trade practices that result

in price uniformity and price stability, as for example in the steel

and automobile industries.

Examination of various branches of our economy shows that

the following industries have the three characteristics just men-

tioned: bituminous coal, building, clothing, the stove industry,

and many of the lines of business that are, in some localities, domi-

nated by the Teamsters' union, such as laundry, pressing and

cleaning, trucking, garage service, baked goods, etc. Indeed,

these industries, along with the railroads and printing and photo-

engraving, accounted for two thirds of all union membership in

1929 and 1932, before the New Deal administration in Washington

encouraged the sharp expansion in union membership beginning

in 1933. The railroads and newspaper printing both have peculiar

market conditions that make them especially vulnerable to strikes.

They have daily and hourly schedules to meet, they cannot move

to other localities, and they are very dependent upon public

opinion. Unions have generally been stronger in local-market

industries that are not subject to outside competition and migra-

tion to another locality than they have been in manufacturing

industries that can shift their location, as has happened in some

cases in the textile industry and the metal trades. Table 35 indi-

cates those branches of industry that have had the highest degree

of unionization in terms of total employees in the industry.

The figures in Table 35 show that transportation, building,

coal mining, clothing, and printing have been the industries with
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TABLE 35. EXTENT OF UNION ORGANIZATION IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES AND
OCCUPATIONS ^

Industry or occupation 1920 1930 1940

Transportation ^1% 28% 60%
Steam railroads 85 55 85
Street railroads 50 58 75
Water transportation 81 30 80
Motor transportation 12 6 20

Building construction 26 39 45
Coal mining 51 33 95
All manufacturing 23 11 25

Clothing 58 36 70
Printing and publishing 50 25 30
Leather and leather products 29 14 30
Tobacco manufacturers 29 15 20
Forest products 18 10 30
Iron and steel 28 9 30

Selected occupations

Actors and showmen 39 13 24
Barbers 23 19 19

Mail carriers 25 75 80
Molders 43 19 19

Upholsterers 19 20 20
Percentage of all employees organized 17.5 9.3 22

the highest percentage of employees organized. Not one of these

is an export industry. On the other hand, manufacturing indus-

tries, with the exception of clothing and printing, have been fairly

well organized only during periods when Federal protection has

been extended to labor organization, such as during the first World

War and the administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

In Great Britain in 1930 over 35 per cent of all employees in manu-
facturing were organized, compared with about 1 1 per cent for this

country.^

The effects of market conditions upon labor organization in

bituminous coal and clothing are discussed in detail in later

chapters dealing with collective bargaining in selected industries.

Here it is only necessary to state a few facts about the industries

mentioned in order to explain how they fit the market theory of

trade-unionism.

^ Figures for 1920 and 1930 taken from Leo Wolman, The Growth oj American Trade

Unions, 1924, pp. 86-88, and The Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, pp. 116-21, 203,

218-29. The data for 1940 are estimates by the author. They are at best only rough

estimates. Wolman's figures under transportation have been adjusted for the various

railroad crafts that he included under other categories.

2 CJ. Leo Wolman, "Union Membership in Great Britain and the United States,"

op. cit., pp. 11, 16.
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Soft coal has been a highly competitive industry. It is produced

by thousands of independent operators, no one of which has four

per cent of the total output, and at least three fourths of the coal

is sold outside the state in which it is mined. During the 1920's

the industry suffered from a declining demand and a large excess

capacity. Labor costs represent about two thirds of the total

costs of mining coal, compared with a figure of around one fifth

for other types of mining. As already mentioned, there seems to

have been a campaign to eliminate the union from the industry

during the late 1920's, with a result that between 1922 and 1929

union membership declined over 50 per cent and average wage

rates fell more than 25 per cent. With the union driven from

most of the soft-coal fields from 1927 to 1933, repeated wage cuts

and severe price-cutting occurred until many of the operators who
had opposed the union in 1927 were anxious to have it back again

to stabilize the industry. As one operator, who had previously

refused to accept the union agreement, explained in 1931:

For the past four years these operators who have dispensed with union

agreements have had plenty of time to view the experience of running

without any fixed wage scale or without having any labor organization

to deal with. It must be admitted that the situation is even worse than

when we dealt with the union. Many operators try to keep their prop-

erties operating by cutting prices to ridiculous figures, then go back and

cut the wages of the miners, and this continues until the level of the

miners has been brought down so low in some places as to be a disgrace

to the country. Personally, I would much prefer to deal with the United

Mine Workers than with these ruthless, price-cutting, wage-cutting oper-

ators who are a detriment to the industry.^

/ As indicated in the discussion or collusion between employers'

and employees' organizations in Chapter 6, building contractors

generally prefer the uniform conditions enforced upon all competi-

tors by the unions to a condition of unregulated competition w^hich

tends to lead to w^age-cutting, labor strife, poor workmanship,

and the bankruptcy of fair and scrupulous contractors. Most of

the demand for the open shop in building has come, not from the

building contractors themselves, but from manufacturers, bankers,

^ National Industrial Recovery Administration, Bituminous Coal Code Hearings, Au-
gust 10, 1933, vol. 2, p. 276, quoted in F. E. Berquist et al., Economic Survey of the Bitumi-

nous Coal Industry under Free Competition and Code Regulation, N. R. A. Division of Review,

Work Materials No. 69, March 1936, pp. 184-85.
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and merchants who were opposed to unionism. There are gen-

erally many employers in building, and it is relatively easy to

enter the industry because little capital equipment is required.

Without great resources and working within time limits specified

in the contract, the average contractor has no desire to wage war

with the unions. One strike might ruin him. In bidding on jobs,

assurance of stable wages and prices gives the building contractor

the same protection against losses that fixed prices for auto-

mobiles give to automobile dealers.

In a number of respects, the men's and women's clothing in-

dustries resemble the building industry. A large part of the work

is done under contract arrangements in a few large metropolitan

centers like New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago. The average

producing establishment has 40 or 50 workers, so that there are

hundreds of small producers in the same producing area. In

times past, the industry has been characterized by severe com-

petitive bidding by contractors, miserable wages for piece work,

and sweatshop conditions. The union acts as a stabilizing influence

by placing a floor under wages. The Ladies' Garment Workers

Union in the New York market area, where four fifths of all

women's coats, suits, and silk dresses produced in this country are

made, has an arrangement with the employers by which compe-

tition is severely regulated and limited, union conditions are assured

in all shops, and entrance into the industry for both employers

and employees is controlled.^

The discussion in Chapter 6 of the "voluntary NRA" enforced

by the Teamsters' union on the Pacific Coast explained that

employers were not displeased with such an arrangement for

petty trades, like dry cleaning, baking, trucking, and laundry

and garage service, that are highly susceptible to price wars and

discriminatory price practices because of the nature of the market

for the product, the ease of entrance into the industry, and the

large number of small establishments.

The market theory of unionism is perhaps best illustrated by

the divergent experience in the two branches of the foundry in-

dustry: the stove-plate and the machinery-jobbing foundries.

* CJ. "Union-Management Relations in the Women's Clothing Industry, New York
Industrial Area, 1936," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 43 Quly 1936), pp. 24-33. Cf,

also Chapter 30 infra.
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The Stove Founders' National Defense Association was formed

in 1886 to eliminate the Molders' union from the stove industry,

but, beginning in 1891, has negotiated national agreements with

the union on a friendly basis. Influenced by the successful joint

relations in the stove industry, the National Founders' Association

was formed in 1898 to accomplish the same results for foundries

manufacturing products other than stove plate, but by 1904 it

had become a virulent "open-shop" employers' association.

Professor Russell S. Bauder explains the successful union-

employer relations in the stove industry by the fact that the union,

by enforcing uniform piece rates, equalized competitive costs and

checked a tendency toward cutthroat competition that menaced

the industry. Failure of the market for stoves to expand much
after 1900 left the industry overdeveloped.^ In 1904 there were

415 establishments in the stove and furnace industry with an

average of about 70 wage-earners per establishment. In 1925

there were 323 establishments averaging 90 workers per plant.

Molding of the plate for stoves represents from 40 to 50 per cent

of the total cost of manufacturing stoves, and the union has con-

trolled practically all the molders in the industry. On the other

hand. Professor Bauder believes that the demand for the products

of the jobbing and machinery foundries was expanding so rapidly

with the mechanization of industry that any possible market

stabilization and cost equalization by the union would have had

little positive value to the employers in the industry. The menace

of cutthroat competition was less threatening in an industry en-

joying such an expanding market. Furthermore, technological

change was more rapid in the machinery branch of the foundry

industry.

RAPID EXPANSION SINCE 1933

According to the membership claims of the various labor or-

ganizations, total union membership increased almost threefold

in the first six years of the Roosevelt Administration, from 1933 to

1939. The stated total for 1940 of 8,700,000 members exceeds

the previous membership peak in 1920 by almost 3,700,000 mem-
bers. In no other period of our history has there been such a

^ Cf. "National Collective Bargaining in the Foundry Industry," American Economic

Review, vol. 24 (September 1934), pp. 462-76.
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significant increase in union membership. The advance was

especially rapid from 1933 to 1934 and from 1936 to 1938. In

this remarkable growth of unionism, the important factors were:

(1) the labor policy of the Federal government, (2) general eco-

nomic recovery, and (3) the rise of a new federation of national

unions, founded primarily on an industrial rather than a craft

base.

The National Industrial Recovery Act, passed in June 1933,

was largely responsible for the sharp increase in membership from

1933 to 1934. The preamble of that Act declared it to be the

policy of Congress "
tP induce and maintain united acjion_^f^

labor and management" and "
to improve standards of labor."

Section 7a stated the right of employees to organize and bargain

collectively through their representatives without interference,

restraint, or coercion, by, employers. JFurthermore, union officials

were recognized by the Federal administration as the spokesmen

for labor generally and, as in the World-War days, were granted

an important part in the administration of the Act. The codes of

"fair competition" provided for in the law were drawn up by

industries, and it is worth noting that the rapid expansion in union

membership during the two years of NRA occurred, not in the

old craft unions, but in industrial unions like the coal miners, the

garment workers, the Textile Workers, the metal miners, the Brewery

Workers, the oil-field workers, and in local unions in industries

without a national union. Other unions that expanded rapidly

during NRA days, like the Teamsters and the Government Em-
ployees, were more industrial than craft in character.

From 1933 to 1939, employers did not, however, cooperate with

labor organizations in the spirit of the first-World-War days.

Employer resistance is indicated by the increase in company
unions to evade the real intent of Section 7a and the increase in

the expenditures of employer organizations. It has been estimated

that early in 1935, before the demise of NRA, there were some

2,500,000 workers covered by company unions, or double the

coverage in 1932.^ Although the annual receipts and expendi-

tures of the National Association of Manufacturers never exceeded

S366,000 during the 20 years prior to 1933, in 1935 the Associa-

* A. L. Bernheim and D. Van Doren, Labor and the Government, Twentieth Century
Fund, Inc., 1935, pp. 77-79.
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tion's receipts exceeded $600,000 and in 1937 were almost S 1,350,-

000.1 During the four years from 1933 to 1937 over $9,000,000 is

known to have been spent by 283 firms for labor espionage, strike-

breaking, private guards, and industrial munitions.^

The National Labor Relations Act, passed in 1935 after the

NIRA was declared unconstitutional, had little immediate effect

upon union membership, because employers considered the law

unconstitutional and continued their antiunion campaigns, with

labor espionage and discrimination against union employees.

However, theJL.aboiL Relations Act, which forbids employers to

interfere with unions, to foster company unions, to discriminate

against junipn members^ orto^refuse^to^argain with representa-

tives of a majority of theicAYorkers, became an effective factor in

the increase of union membership even before the Supreme Court

upheld its constitutionality in April 1937.^ Another factor was

the success of labor-supported candidates in the November 1936

elections, especially the overwhelming reelection of President

Roosevelt.

Between the Fall of 1936 and the Fall of 1937, the total member-

ship claimed by union officials increased by more than 2,500,000.

Most of the increase occurred in the mass-production industries

where new unions had been formed since 1933. Unions in the

iron and steel, automobile, rubber, oil, and electrical and radio

industries accounted for over 1,000,000 new members between

1936 and 1937, and over 500,000 more members were reported

in the Fall of 1937 in the new CIO unions formed in that year

among such groups as the cannery, wood, shoe, transport, mari-

time, retail, office, and government workers. Even in the AFL
unions, rapid expansion after 1935 occurred, not in the old craft

unions, but in such industrial or semiindustrial unions as the Hotel

and Restaurant Employees, Retail Clerks, Teamsters, Paper

Makers, Pulp Workers, Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen,

Tobacco Workers, the Machinists, Electrical Workers, Govern-

1 Labor Policies of Employers' Associations, Part 3, The National Association of Manufac-

turers, op. cit., pp. 42, 50.

2 Industrial Espionage, Senate Committee on Education and Labor, 75th Congress,

second session, Senate Report No. 46, Part 3, 1937, pp. 79-89.

3 The constitutionality of the Act was upheld in the following three cases: National

Labor Relations Board v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. (1937), 301 U. S. 1; N.R.L.B.

V. Fruehauf Trailer Co. (1937), 301 U. S. 49; and N.R.L.B. v. Friedman-Harry Marks

Clothing Co. (1937), 301 U. S. 58.
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ment Employees, and Teachers. In 1939, membership in craft

unions like the building trades, the printing crafts, and the railroad

crafts did not exceed the 1929 figure, partly because building

had failed to recover and employment on the railroads had been

declining. Whereas in 1929 they accounted for almost half of all

organized labor, in 1939 union members in building, railroading,

and printing represented only about one fifth of all union members.

In other words, it was the unskilled and semiskilled workers who
accounted for the rapid expansion in membership after 1933.

In 1939 the 10 largest national or international unions had approxi-

mately 3,500,000 members,^ and the United Mine Workers, with

a membership over 600,000, was the largest union in the world.

The membership expansion since 1933 indicates that market

considerations are less important in periods when the Federal

administration and legislation favor or protect labor organization.

The industries that have been organized since 1933 have not

needed nor utilized the unions as a means of stabilizing prices and

market conditions, except perhaps in a very round-about fashion

in a few instances. The Steel Workers' union has, for example,

objected to threatened reductions in steel prices. During the NRA
period, from 1933 to 1935, the government itself attempted to

stabilize and regulate markets under industrial code authorities,

which were more eff'ective than unions could have been. With

few exceptions, firms in large-scale industry were organized in

the 1930's despite employer resistance to labor unions. After 1933

membership increased because of favorable governmental and

economic conditions and the development of new industrial

unions, not because American industry conformed more closely

to the three conditions that the market theory of unionism states

are likely to lead to severe competition and to lessen employer

antagonism toward labor organizations.

That general economic conditions were favorable to labor

organization between 1930 and 1939 seems to be indicated by

Table 36 showing union membership in percentage of the total

number of wage and salary employees. In all of the 12 countries

listed, except Australia and Germany, there was a relative increase

^ These unions were: the Mine Workers, the Steel Workers, the Textile Workers,
the Automobile Workers, the Teamsters, the Carpenters, the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers, the Ladies' Garment Workers, the Electrical Workers, and the Machinists.
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TABLE 36. UNION MEMBERSHIP IN PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EMPLOYEES IN

VARIOUS COUNTRIES, 1930 AND 1939^

7930 1939

Australia 53 50
Canada 13 20
Belgium 36 40
Denmark 37 50

France 10 30
Germany 36 *

Great Britain 26 28

Japan 2 2

New Zealand 22 40
Norway 17 37

Sweden 24 40
United States 9 22

*Thc German trade-unions lost their independence and separate identity when the Hitler regime came
into power in 1933.

in labor organization between 1930 and 1939. Increased class

Stratification and larger employing units are undoubtedly among
the underlying factors in this general expansion in unionism

throughout most of the world. In this country, which suffered so

severely from the depression of the early 1930's, the economic

recovery commencing in 1933 gave labor unions an opportunity

to demand and achieve wage increases, and such advances in pay

act as a powerful stimulus to union membership. The gain in

labor organization from 1930 to 1939 was greater in this country

than in any other important industrial nation, with the possible

exception of France. The French unions, however, began to suffer

a sharp reduction in membership during 1938. Whether the

American unions in the future will be able to maintain or increase

their membership among unskilled and semiskilled workers re-

mains to be seen. In large measure, the general prospects for

union membership are tied up with general economic conditions.

It is possible for union membership to increase considerably in

this country, for labor here is still not strongly organized compared

with the degree of labor organization in Europe and Australasia

in 1939.

* Sources of data for percentage calculations: 1930 union membership in Wolman,
Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, p. 239; 1939 union membership in The I. L. O. Year-

book, 1938-39, International Labour Office, 1939, Appendix 6, and sources mentioned

in Wolman; total employees in 1930 and 1939 from census figures of total salaried

employees and wage-earners in 1938 Tear-Book of Labour Statistics, International Labour
Office, 1938, Tables 2 and 3, or estimates based on such census data.



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

UNIONS:
ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

The structural pattern of labor organization may appear to be a

dull and relatively unimportant subject for discussion. On the

contrary, some of the most dramatic conflicts in American labor

history have been struggles concerning the structure of union-

ism, such as the battle between the Knights of Labor and the

AFL in the 1880's and between the AFL and the CIO during^

recent years; and the character and philosophy of a country's

labor movement are closely bound up with union forms and

structure.

The significance of structure. The bearing of union forms

upon total membership was indicated in the previous chapter.

The ty^f^ nf nr^p\ri\7P^iinr\ of unions alsQ_plays an important role

in^giir.h m^jtters gsJjrjTTunmn Tela^^ pn]inV<;^ rnntrol _of -

unions, and the possibihjies_fori_imion_ reform. Certain types of

structure may lead to numerous disputes between unions with

conflicting claims to jurisdiction over certain work or groups of

workers. Some organizational arrangements may combine workers

with such diverse economic interests that the union or aggregation

of unions is divided into factions that make concerted action

difficult, if not impossible. Comment has already been made upon

the close relationship between function and structure in unionism

as well as in biology. Generally speaking, smaller and more -ex=-

elusive unions are likely to be conservative in policy and to_pursue

restrictive practices . Labor organizations with a large membership

base, on the otherJiand, arejnore^ likely to use politicaLjj-essure

to attjin_their_ob[ectives. Presumably the basis of an organization

should measure the common interests of its membership. The
one-big-union or labor-solidarity concept, upon which the Knights

of Labor and the IW^W were founded, presumes that wage-earners

have more to gain by combined economic and pnliticaLaction a^r

569
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a class than by concerted action as workers in a single craft or

industry, or in related crafts and industries.

Not only is knowledge of union structure important for an under-

standing of union policies and philosophy, but it is also a necessary

background for any discussion of reform or improvement. For

example, only by a study of the AFL and its affiliated unions can

one appreciate the possibilities and problems in any attempt to

clean up labor racketeering, or to prevent interunion disputes

over jurisdiction, or to mold the form of the affiliated unions so

that they are adapted to changed industrial conditions.

Adaptation to the structure of industry. The unit of organiza-

tion and the distribution of control must be related to the in-

dustrial environment if the labor union is to thrive, or even survive.

Such^industrial factors as the extent of thf^-ax̂ rlfrt fm* thn-prpdnrt^

thê y.e nf employer iinit^ , the occupational characteristics of the

wqrk^ and the rapidity of terhnnlngir^ l chp\ngei,Jh^M£L ^ cWfect

bearing upon union strucIm£. As a consequence of differences in

such matters, the industrial problems that are important for one

union may be of no significance for another.

The contrast between coal mining and building construction

will serve to illustrate how the nature of the industry may affect

labor organization. In the soft-coal industry, the product is fairly

uniform and its market or competitive area is extensive. Con-

sequently, the union should be large enough to cover the whole

competitive area, and control must be centralized in order to

keep each local mine in line with the general union standards.

In building construction, on the other hand, the market is local

and there is less need to worry about nonunion competition from

other areas. As a result, authority and financial resources can

be decentralized.

If buildings were manufactured in plants and shipped out

ready-made to all parts of the country, the whole structural

pattern of the building trades would be changed. Strike and

financial control would need to be centralized; the building

tradesmen in one area would commence to worry about non-

union production in other localities; the change in the technique

of production would break down craft divisions by making most

of the jobs semiskilled and unskilled work in mass-production

factories; and the employers would become a few large firms with
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heavy capital investment rather than numerous contractors

operating on various-sized shoestrings. Under such circumstances,

the 20-odd national unions in the building trades would un-

doubtedly be forced to give up their separate existences and

become one industrial union. In mass-production industries, as

is also the case in coal mining, the work is not separated into

distinct crafts which require a definite training and between which

little movement of workmen occurs, but rather there is promotion

from lower to higher grades of work.

With the mass production of buildings and one large indus-

trial union it is questionable, however, whether the organization

of the workers would have any more economic strength than the

separate crafts have today. The separate crafts are strong now,

because the employers are so numerous and one small employer

can be played against another, because there is no substitute for

their craft skill and employers cannot move the work to another

locality, and because the craft is a stable and cohesive unit, with

all members having invested in the same type of training and all,

therefore, vitally interested in furthering the craft. In metropolitan

centers, the building crafts are, in reality, divided along industrial

or employer lines, since the subcontracting "craft" groups form

separate employing units. Mass production would increase the

size of the employing units and presumably the size of the workers'

organization, but the economic strength of unions is not necessarily

in proportion to their size, as the coal miners in the United States

and Great Britain learned during the late 1920's. Industrial

circumstances, like the size of the product market and the exist-

ence of substitutes, may weaken unions with large memberships

through failure of the union to control all parts of the competitive

area or the work on substitute products. In this connection, it

should be noted that many of the building crafts have extended

their jurisdictions in order to include helpers and others who
might become substitute workers or in order to control potential

competition in the form of substitute products. A large organiza-

tion also raises administrative problems. It may become too vast

for effective control, so that autocratic procedures and schisms

amongst the membership are the result.

The type of organization suitable for one industry or one stage

of industrial development may not be suitable for other industries
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or industrial circumstances. Consequently, the structure and
organization of unionism in a country is continually changing,

and the direction of change is not always toward fewer and larger

organizations. In the printing trades there used to be one industry-

wide organization. Toward the end of the last century, the workers

decided that industrial developments made it desirable to break

down this all-inclusive organization, and it was gradually split

up into five separate craft unions—the compositors, the book-

binders, the photoengravers, the pressmen, and the stereotypers

and electrotypers. In the first decade of this century an inter-

national union of paper workers divided into an AFL union of

paper makers and an AFL union of pulp-and-paper mill workers.

Generally, however, the tendency is toward an increase in the

size, and a decrease in the number, of national organizations as

unions extend their jurisdictions or amalgamate, as, for example,

the merger of the carpenters and the woodworkers, or the plasterers

and the cement workers. Where such absorption occurs amongst

crafts that are peculiar to an industry, rather than amongst crafts

that are common to a number of industries, the resulting organiza-

tion may approach industrial unionism. In all industrial nations

during the past few decades, there has been a tendency for sepa-

rate unions to be combined and for the industrial form of unionism

to expand relative to the craft form. Increased mechanization

and division of labor have, of course, favored the industrial mem-
bership base.

Certain nonindustrial factors also play a role in the organiza-

tion and structure of unions in a country. For example, there

may be separate local unions for women, Negroes, orientals, or

persons belonging to different language groups. Often traditional,

personal, or accidental factors have some influence upon the way
labor is organized. Presumably it is such influences that explain

why the coal-miners' union in America covers all employees who
work in the mines and practically all of those who work on prop-

erty owned by the mine operators, including barbers and beauty-

parlor operators, whereas in Great Britain the Mineworkers

Federation does not include mechanics, firemen, and engineers

who work in the mines but have separate organizations; or that

explain why the railroad workers in this country are divided into

some 20 craft unions, whereas in Great Britain the National Union
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of Railwaymen has jurisdiction over all grades of railway workers,

although probably a majority of the British locomotive engineers,

firemen, and clerks are members of separate unions.

If the labor organization is designed primarily to engage in

political activity or to change the economic system through revo-

lution or cooperative ventures, the structure of capitalistic in-

dustry may have less influence upon the structural form of the

organization.

UNION FORMS AND CONTROL

In the labor movement, as in industry and politics, the develop-

ment during the past century has been toward the centralization

of power and control. Basically such centralization has been_due

to the increase in the size^of markets^ which Jias fostered large-

scale business.,. The local unions, which historically came first and

which in the early days were jealous of their autonomy, have

gradually been forced to give up more and more of their powers

to the national unions. Nevertheless, the local union is still, in

many respects, the basic unit in labor organization.

Local unions. A local union may be formed by a group of

WQrkersJn_a certain locality-zia town, a city or section of a city,

a plant or section of a plant. Today there are over 50,000 local

unions in America; the organizations affiliated with the AFL
alone have over 35,000. Since the formation of national unions

by groups of locals, most of the new local unions have been or-

ganized and chartered by the national union in the trade or industry.

Historically, the craft was the first membership base for local

unions. A craft is a skilled trade or occupation, generally requiring

a definite period of training or apprenticeship. It is, therefore,

inaccurate to refer to occupations like milk-wagon or taxicab

driving, as crafts. Because workers in a craft have a common or

identical training, each can perform all phases of the craft work.

Some craftsmen, for example, carpenters, molders, and mechanics,

may work in many industries; yet their economic interests may be

mainly along craft lines—in protecting the investment in their

skill—rather than along industrial lines. As indicated in Chapter 4,

it was for the purpose of protecting craft skill that the first local

unions were formed in this country amongst such skilled workers

as shoemakers, printers, tailors, and carpenters in each locality.
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Local unions may also be formed around the common interests

of workers who are jvorking for the sp^me employer or are pro-

ducing the same products. If the boundaries of the industry,

not the worker's occupation or trade, are made the basis of or-

ganization, the unit is an industrial union. There is some un-

certainty, however, concerning the definition of an industrial

union. Should it include workers having the same employer or

group of employers? Or should it consist of persons working on

the same product or group of products? Or should the material

upon which the employees work be the criterion? The differences

that may arise if more than one of these tests are used can be

readily appreciated when one bears in mind that the Ford Motor
Company operates a railroad, steamships, a steel plant, a foundry,

a paper mill, a glass factory, a cement plant, a rubber plantation,

and a number of coal mines; and that the General Motors Cor-

poration produces railroad locomotives, electric refrigerators,

vacuum cleaners, electric fans, water pumps, electric stoves, air-

conditioning units, and power generating plants, as well as auto-

mobiles. The National Recovery Administration (1933-1935)

even considered as separate industries the production of mop
sticks, powder puffs, and banana bags. Classification on the basis

of a common material would make the United Brotherhood of

Carpenters and Joiners an industrial union, for its membership

stretches from the growing tree to the finished wood product,

including lumbermen, sawmill hands, woodworkers and wood
finishers, and box and furniture workers.^

Most local and national unions are intermediate types, in-

cluding workers in a number of cognate trades or occupations,

who, in following their economic interests, have combined in

various ways. Where a group of crafts are united, the organiza-

tion may be called an associated-craft union, and where workers

in certain occupations in an industry are joined together, the

resulting unit is a semi-industrial union. In some instances there

may be separate local unions for each occupation included within

the jurisdiction of one national union. For example, a well-

organized center of the Teamsters' union may have separate

locals for ice-wagon, milk-wagon, taxi, laundry, retail-delivery,

^ In the lumber and logging camps, the Carpenters' union is a full-fledged industrial

union, for it claims jurisdiction over all employees regardless of skill.
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and produce drivers, to say nothing of garage employees and

so-called "general teamsters," who are really general truck

drivers. These separate locals may be gathered together into a

joint council of locals in the area.

The combination of workers of various occupations into the

same local, or into locals of the same national union, generally

has occurred through extension of a national union's jurisdiction

to new groups of workers or through an amalgamation of two or

more national unions. Such mergers and expansion explain some

of the long titles of unions, like the United Slate, Tile, and Compo-
sition Roofers, Damp and Waterproof Workers of America, or

the International Association of Marble, Slate and Stone Polishers,

Rubbers, Sawyers, Tile Setters and Terrazzo Helpers. A study of

133 national unions in 1915 revealed that only about one fifth of

them could be considered purely craft organizations in the sense

that all members were possessed of identical skill and training.^

Even half of these purely craft unions found it desirable through

loose alliances to cooperate with other related trades in the same

industry. A number of union amalgamations have occurred

since then for such purposes as increasing the strength of the

workers' organization, eliminating jurisdictional disputes, and

avoiding the undue hardship to workers in an industry resulting

from uncoordinated strikes by various craft unions at different

times. A study of 85 AFL unions in 1939 showed that only 12 of

them, with less than one per cent of the total membership, were

pure craft unions.^

Many of the local "assemblies" of the Knights of Labor were

all-inclusive or general-labor organizations, embracing all wage

workers regardless of occupation or industry.

Each local union elects a staff of executive officials, which may
include a business agent, who is the paid representative of the

union. A business agent may act as representative for more than

one local union. In the building trades, where jobs are of such

short duration and are scattered all over, business agents have

the power to call strikes; but in most unions a strike vote among
the members involved is taken before a strike is authorized.

^ Theodore W. Glocker, "Amalgamation of Related Trades in American Unions,'*

American Economic Review, vol. 5 (September 1915), p. 554.

2 David J. Saposs and Sol Davison, "Structure of AFL Unions," Labor Relations

Reporter, vol. 4 (May 15, 1939), p. 385.
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The authority and power of a local union depend in part upon
its financial resources. If the local cannot strike without appealing

to the national union for help in paying benefits to striking workers,

it will generally await approval of the strike by officials of the

national union. If the collection of dues has been sufficient for

the local to finance strikes with its own funds, it may be less re-

stricted by higher authorities. Strike, pension, and sickness benefits

can be used by the national union to force locals and individual

members to comply with the wishes of the national's officials,

just as a company may use financial benefits under its welfare

programs to influence employees not to strike for fear of losing

benefit rights. In addition, the national union may, of course,

revoke the charter of the local, which would mean expulsion from

the national union.

National unions. In industries producing for an interstate

market, the^jiational or international union is generally the most

irnportaji^nit^nabor organization. In this country, the national

union has customarjI^~en]oyed autonomy and sovereignty. Prob-

ably the size of the country and the importance of craft unionism

here are largely responsible for the American theory of the sover-

eignty of the national union, which finds no parallel abroad.

Certainly the policies of the American Federation of Labor have

helped to maintain the principle of national-union sovereignty,

instead of general labor solidarity.

No two national unions are exactly alike. Their differences

may be due in part to historical accidents and powerful person-

alities, but the economic structure of the industry or industries

in which they operate has generally been the primary determining

factor. For example, the distribution of power between the

national unions and their locals is largely dependent upon the

nature of the industry and the size of the competitive area. In

coal mining, molding, and railroading, which have wide market

and competitive areas, the national body exercises most of the

authority. On the other hand, in an industry like building, with

localized market areas, the national unions exert relatively little

control over the locals. In the building trades the local unions

generally reserve the right to strike without referring the matter

to the national union. Such local freedom is necessary not only

because of the nature of building work, but also because the
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local building trades, generally cooperate as a group in strikes and

in maintaining a joint closed shop. In many cities, most of the real

power is concentrated in the building-trades councils, which in

some instances have not hesitated to destroy established locals of

national unions or to organize rival local unions.

The determining influence of economic conditions can be seen

in the tendency for national unions in most industries to absorb

more and more power until in some cases they control such matters

as strikes, working rules, negotiations with employers, and signed

agreements, leaving the locals little more than administrative

and dues-collecting units. The increase in the size of market areas

and firms is not alone responsible for this concentration of union

power. The fact that centralization helps to strengthen funds for

all sorts of benefits by distributing the risk more widely has like-

wise been a factor. The placing of strike funds in the hands of

national officials, for example, gives them great powers. Such

powers, however, are often necessary to enforce a common policy,

especially when the union is struggling against large corporations

whose executives enjoy almost absolute authority because the stock-

holders have lost practically all real control over the corporation.

Much of the transfer of power from the local to the national has

taken the form of an increase in the "taxes" which the locals pay

to the nationals rather than any change in the union's written

constitution or governmental structure. The national union may
assess the local 30 or 40 cents per month for each member in addi-

tion to any contributions that members may make to sickness and

pension benefit funds. The national may also receive part of each

member's initiation fee. The local is generally free to charge

members whatever it wishes in addition to the "taxes" levied on

it by the national. Some national unions really resemble a big

business, with bureaus of accounting, statistics, research, and

insurance benefits as well as various credit institutions.

The officers of national unions may also acquire considerable

power by political means. The authority to suspend or expel

locals, to issue charters to new locals, to hire a staff' of organizers

and other officials, and to pay out the union's funds, including strike

benefits, places a considerable amount of political power in the

hands of a few persons at the top. There are, however, various

checks upon the authority and power of national officials. All
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national unions hold periodic conventions to which locals send

elected delegates. In such conventions the larger locals are gen-

erally given less representation in proportion to their total mem-
bership than the smaller locals enjoy. The convention is the

supreme legislative and judicial body and also elects officers. In

addition, some unions make use of the referendum and initiative

in order to obtain a vote by the rank-and-file membership. Be-

tween conventions an elected executive council may serve as

some check upon the president of the national union. Despite

such devices for distributing power, the president of a union may
become a little dictator. Between 1929 and 1937 the Carpenters'

union failed to hold a convention, and in the 1920's the president

of the United Mine Workers did not hesitate to revoke or suspend

the charters of local and district organizations or even to overrule

a referendum.

Craft versus industrial unionism. A bone of contention in the

American labor movement for a number of decades has been the

issue of whether national unions should be organized along craft

or industrial lines. Organization both ways is likely to lead to

conflict unless the craft is peculiar to the industry, such as the

printers and pressmen, or the lasters in the shoe industry. The
same conflict between the craft and industrial principles has

occurred in other countries, but it has not broken out into inter-

union warfare on a wide scale, as has been the case here since 1935.

There has, nevertheless, been a definite tendency in practically all

countries for industrial unionism to crowd out craft unionism,

the earlier form.

Because recent economic and technical developments have

favored industrial unionism, popular opinion is prone to consider

craft unionism passe and to overlook the real economic advan-

tages of the craft form for certain classes of workers. Craft unions

were flourishing in this country over half a century before in-

dustrial unions began to be formed as assemblies of the Knights of

Labor. Why, one might ask, was the first industrial union of

Carriage and Wagon Workers formed in 1891 and not in the

1820's? Why did groups working on wagons, such as carpenters,

painters, blacksmiths, and wheelwrights, form separate craft

unions instead of an industrial union of wagon workers? To
answer such questions is to state the case for craft unionism.
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1. Economic basis of craft unionism. One reason for the craft form

in the wagon-making industry was that the carpenters and other

craftsmen might work in other industries during the year. The
same is true of many crafts today. A machinist, for example, may
work at his trade in as many as five different industries during

one year, especially if the work is seasonal and business conditions

are fluctuating. Universal application of the industrial form of

unionism would require carpenters or machinists to change unions

every time that they moved from shipbuilding to a railroad repair

shop, a garage, an automobile plant, or a textile mill.^ Further-

more, a craft would usually represent a small minority of all the

workers in the industry. A majority of the workers, not acquainted

with and not particularly interested in the problems of the car-

penter or the machinist, would exercise control in a union based

on the industrial principle.

Graft problems arise because skilled workers, like carpenters

and machinists, face competition from other workers in the craft

rather than from other workers in the industry. Craftsmen's

wages usually depend more upon the value of their skill than

upon the general wage level in an industry. Consequently, com-

mon interests in the craft may be stronger for skilled workers than

their common interests with other workers in an industry. The
craft type of organization on a national scale enables the craftsmen

as a group to preserve and enhance the value of their craft skill.

This they do in the same manner as lawyers and doctors, by

restricting the supply of qualified sellers of the services and by

maintaining the demand for their services by preventing outsiders

from performing any of the work that they claim as their juris-

diction. For example, a craft union may restrict entrance to the

trade by apprenticeship regulations and may prevent reduction

in the craftsman's job by working rules which forbid a subdivision

of the work or the use of labor-saving devices and machinery.

Such craft protective regulations may enable skilled workers to

obtain high wages even without collective bargaining, and they

are the economic basis upon which craft unionism rests. So strong

is this factor of craft protection that, where separate crafts have
^ It should be pointed out that both these unions have industrial locals in certain

industries. The Machinists' union has made agreements with aircraft companies
covering all the employees of those companies and the Carpenters' union has done the

same in lumber and logging camps.
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been amalgamated into a single union, each craft generally insists

upon retaining the exclusive right to jurisdiction over employment
in its trade, and the movement of workers between the combined

trades is jealously guarded.

The economic strength of craft unionism has been underesti-

mated by those who measure power in terms of numbers. Although

a craft may be numerically small, its membership is likely to be

cohesive, whereas an industrial union with a polygot membership

may be split into dissenting factions. Where there is no cheap and

suitable substitute for craft skill, it may represent considerable

economic strength in the form of monopoly power. Furthermore,

the distribution of craftsmen among a number of industries may
serve to spread the risk of wholesale strikes and save the union

from almost complete annihilation in one contest of strength with

employers in the industry. During a craft strike in one industry,

employed craftsmen in other industries can supply the union

treasury with funds. If combined action amongst unions in the

same industry is desirable, craft unions can join together in allied

trades' councils or industrial federations, such as the Building

Trades, Metal Trades, and Railway Employees Departments of

the AFL. In this way the Machinists and Blacksmiths, for example,

have acted jointly with the other metal trades and with other

shop crafts in the railroad industry, while the Electrical Workers

and Sheet Metal Workers have cooperated in collective bargaining

with other craft unions in the railroads and in building construc-

tion.

2. Economic basis of industrial unionism. The arguments for the

industrial form rest primarily upon the characteristics of modern

large-scale industry. Jobs in large firms, it is claimed, have become

so specialized and so peculiar to the firm or industry that com-

paratively few workers can be considered skilled craftsmen, be-

longing to a definite and distinct trade cutting across industrial

lines. Consequently, organization on a strictly craft basis would

exclude from any labor organization most of the workers in the

mass-production industries. If the unskilled and semiskilled

machine operators in the basic industries are to be organized, it

must be along industrial lines. Furthermore, workers in the mass-

production industries think along employer or industrial, rather

than craft, lines.
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The advocates of industrial unionism point out that craft unions

have been unable to gain a foothold in any of our basic indus-

tries, and that they have flourished only in small-scale manufac-

turing, in local-market industries like building, or in industries

sheltered by public policy such as navy yards, shipbuilding, and

the railroads. They point out that the AFL organizing campaigns

in steel (1919) and automobiles (1925-1927) failed miserably.

That it is easier to organize most workers along industrial lines

seems to be indicated by the fact that the AFL has first organized

workers into federal labor unions, which are really industrial

unions or general-labor unions. Later, in distributing many of

the members of such industrial locals in automobiles, rubber, or

steel amongst perhaps 20 craft unions, the unity of the organiza-

tion is shattered.

Organization and action by labor on industrial lines is necessary,

it is claimed, because employers and employers' associations are

organized mostly upon that basis. Organization of a number of

unions in each firm or industry permits employers to play one

union off' against another, and to take them on one at a time. By
signing agreements with some of the separate unions and not with

others, employers can cause one group of craft unionists to serve

as strike-breakers in the strike of another craft union. That has

happened, for example, on the railroads. The shipowners on the

Pacific Coast, after signing a two-year agreement with the seamen

in 1919, practically eliminated the Longshoremen's union, and

then, when the seamen's agreement expired, the owners were able

to defeat their strike without any fear of a strike at the same time

amongst the longshoremen.

It is argued that industrial unionism off'ers greater opportunity

to bring industrial democracy to industry, and is a better method

for combatting company unionism. Furthermore its advocates

state that, by including a larger number of workers in its base of

organization, industrial unionism can serve to bring greater politi-

cal pressure to bear upon legislatures.

Finally, it is claimed that jurisdictional disputes between unions

would practically disappear if this broader basis of organization

were generally adopted. Such a contention is, however, open to

question, for the lines between industries are not clear-cut. As has

been indicated, automobile firms operate ships, railroads, steel
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plants, mines, and other factories, and produce all sorts of products.

With such intermixing of industries, industrial unions would be

contending with one another for control of a certain plant, material,

or product. For example, jurisdiction over the agricultural im-

plement industry is claimed by all of the following industrial

unions: the United Automobile Workers (both CIO and AFL
branches), the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (CIO), the

United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers Organizing

Committee (CIO), and the Farm Equipment Workers Organiz-

ing Committee (CIO).

One of the few important industrial unions prior to 1920, the

International Union of the United Brewery, Flour, Cereal, and

Soft Drink Workers of America, is really an industrial octopus,

like certain corporations and holding companies. As its title

indicates, it claims jurisdiction over all the employees in a number
of industries, which might give rise to considerable interunion

conflict if most of American industry were organized on the in-

dustrial principle.^

Jurisdictional disputes. Disputes between unions over juris-

diction, or the exclusive right to organize workers in a certain

section of industry, are bound up with the problem of union

structure. Such disputes are more likely to arise where unions are

formed on different structural principles and where the same

national union may be a craft union in one industry, a semi-

industrial union in another industry, and an industrial union in a

third industry, as is true, for example, of the Machinists' and

Carpenters' unions, which have engaged in a 25-year dispute

over the right to install certain types of equipment in breweries.^

Jurisdictional disputes arise from a struggle between unions for

exclusive control over a certain type of work or a certain group

of workers. Unions, like business firms, strive to expand and also

to achieve a monopoly. Craft unions attempt to maintain the

demand for their skill by marking off certain work for their mem-
bers. Especially is that true in crafts, like the building trades,

where members may be unemployed for periods during a year

because of seasonal or business-cycle fluctuations. Consequently,

^ This union claims jurisdiction over "every brewery, malt, grain elevator, yeast,

syrup, vinegar, alcohol, wine, cider, cereal-beverage, soft-drink, and mineral-water

worker of good, recommendable character."
2 C/". New York Times, November 4, 1939, p. 13.
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one finds the Painters and the Electrical Workers fighting over

the right to paint electric poles and fire alarm boxes, the Carpen-

ters and Plasterers both demanding the right to install plaster-

board, and the Carpenters and the Sheet Metal Workers each

claiming exclusive right to put metal trim, metal windows, and

metal doors in new houses. The Carpenters argue that hanging

doors, laying trim, and installing window casings has always been

their work, while the Sheet Metal Workers just as stoutly assert

that they have jurisdiction over all sheet metal in building con-

struction.

Jurisdictional disputes may also arise out of conflicting claims

to the right to organize workers in a certain branch of industry or

in a certain territory. For example, the Brotherhood of Railroad

Clerks and the Teamsters' union both claim jurisdiction over the

drivers of Railway Express vehicles; the Brewery Workers and the

Teamsters both claim exclusive right to organize brewery-wagon

and truck drivers; the Steel Workers' and the Automobile Workers'

unions both want to enroll employees in plants making parts for

various kinds of machinery; and the men's and ladies' garment

unions have come into conflict in the bathrobe and other garment

lines.

If the materials and jobs in industry did not change and if

there were clear-cut boundaries between industries, with each

employer operating in only one industry, probably fewer juris-

dictional disputes would arise. However, there would still be

disputes between craft, semi-industrial, and industrial unions

claiming overlapping jurisdictions, and certain troublesome

questions would remain, such as whether some or all the truck

drivers belonged in a separate industry. Perhaps another reason

for jurisdictional disputes is the fact that jurisdictional statements

in the constitutions of most unions are in such general terms that

they are subject to various interpretations in particular cases. -^

In addition, jurisdictional disputes may arise because two unions

are trying to organize in exactly the same jurisdiction. Such "dual

unionism" occurs with a split in the ranks of an existing national

union, as the secession of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
^ The constitutions of most unions use less than 50 words to describe their jurisdic-

tions. The jurisdiction of the Barbers and Woodworkers is stated in less than 10 words;

but the Bricklayers use over 1,300, and the Machinists over 1,600, words for that

purpose.
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from the United Garment Workers in 1914, or it may exist where

two labor centers with somewhat different labor philosophies are

competing for control of organized labor, as in the struggles of

the AFL with the Knights of Labor, the IWW, and the CIO.
The American theory of the sovereignty of the national unions

serves both to increase the severity of jurisdictional disputes and

to make.them difficult to solve. With the national unions supreme

and not subject to any authority except the courts, they are free

to disregard any decision by officials of the AFL or an outside

arbitrator. Consequently, the disputes may drag on for decades,

and never be really settled. As already mentioned, the Carpenters'

and Sheet Metal Workers' unions, have, for many decades, en-

gaged in a bitter struggle for jurisdiction over metal trim and

doors. In 1909 both unions submitted the dispute to arbitration

by a New York judge, who awarded the work to the Carpenters.

The Sheet Metal Workers refused to accept the judge's decision.

Later in the same year, the new Building Trades Department of

the AFL decided in favor of the Sheet Metal Workers. The Car-

penters' union refused to abide by the Department's stand, and

was suspended from the Department. In 1915 the Department

reversed itself in order to hold the Carpenters' union. In 1920

a new National Board for Jurisdictional Awards in the Building

Trades Department of the AFL decided the dispute in favor of

the Sheet Metal Workers and the obdurate Carpenters were again

suspended from the Department. In 1927 the Carpenters were

readmitted to the Department, and the Board of Jurisdictional

Awards collapsed. The dispute is still unsettled. Jurisdictional

disputes have been particularly prevalent and irritating in the

building trades, where the 20-odd national unions tread on each

other's toes in some locality every day.

Another controversy that has been going on for 30 years is that

between the Brewery Workers and the Teamsters for jurisdiction

over the drivers of brewery wagons or trucks. The 1913 convention

of the AFL reaffirmed the Brewery Workers' jurisdiction "over

all workers employed in the brewery industry" by refusing to

transfer teamsters handling brewery products to the Teamsters'

union. In the 1933 convention of the AFL, however, the brewery

drivers were handed over to the Teamsters' union. Since then

hundreds of thousands of dollars have been spent for litigation
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and jurisdictional strikes, and the brewery owners in Oregon and

Washington have brought suit against the Teamsters for $3,000,000

in damages arising out of the dispute.^ In 1939 a Federal district

court granted the Brewery Workers' union an injunction re-

straining the AFL from transferring the beer drivers to the Team-
sters' union on the grounds that such a transfer would violate

the rights granted to the Brewery Workers' union in its "con-

tract" upon affiliation with the AFL in 1887 and would deprive

members of the Brewery Workers' union of property and benefit

rights.

Jurisdictional disputes have often been costly for innocent

employers caught in the cross fire of such conflicts. They have

also proved costly to unions engaged in such internecine warfare.

A student of jurisdictional questions in the building trades has

stated that "the amount of money spent by the building-trades

unions upon jurisdictional controversies, directly and indirectly,

represents one of the largest items in their budgets." ^ Further-

more, such disputes have tended to discredit unions and supply

ammunition for antiunion drives. The bitter jurisdictional warfare

between the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners

(AFL) and the International Woodworkers (CIO) for control

of the lumber workers in the Pacific Northwest during 1937 and

1938 led to the passage, by popular referendum, of a stringent

antilabor amendment to the Oregon constitution restricting

strikes and picketing. The people had become disgusted with the

violence, property destruction, and millions of dollars of sales

lost because AFL teamsters and carpenters refused to handle or

nail lumber cut by CIO woodworkers, and CIO longshoremen

threatened to boycott any lumber cut by AFL unionists.

The general importance of jurisdictional disputes has, however,

been greatly exaggerated. The classified statistics of the U. S.

Department of Labor show that in no year from 1 927 to 1 940 did

jurisdictional strikes account for as much as two per cent of all

man-days of labor lost from strikes of all kinds. Strikes caused by

disputes between rival unions or factions of a union accounted for

less than two per cent of all man-days lost by strikes in 8 of those

^ Cf. Report of the Proceedings oj the Fifty-Seventh Annual Convention of the American Fed-

eration of Labor, 1937, p. 540.

2 N. R. Whitney, Jurisdiction in American Building-Trades Unions, 1914, p. 126.
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1 3 years, and the figure did not reach nine per cent in any of the

1 3 years. The years with the highest percentage of man-days lost

from interunion disputes were 1933, two years before the CIO was

formed, and 1936.

Various systems for settling jurisdictional disputes have been

tried, but none has proved entirely satisfactory in practice, partly

because there is no one principle that can be consistently applied

and enforced. The AFL has favored amalgamation of national

unions and settlement "within the family of labor" by negotiation,

by the decision of representatives in one of its Departments, or by

vote at its annual conventions. However, past experience seems to

demonstrate that such methods do not result in final and enforceable

settlements of the most important jurisdictional disputes. Arbitra-

tion by outside parties and decision by a joint board representing

employers and employees have been tried, but the sovereign unions

have not hesitated to disregard such decisions. The government

may hold elections to let a majority of the workers decide which

union shall represent them. Such a procedure has worked well in

many dual-unionism cases, although it failed in the Pacific North-

west lumber dispute already mentioned and raises the issue of

whether the vote shall be along craft or industrial lines. The Fed-

eral government has also brought suit against a union engaged in

such a dispute, arguing that it has violated the antitrust acts by

conspiring to restrain interstate trade and commerce.^ Employers

and unions are both free, of course, to take such disputes to the

courts for a decision and damages.

The settlement of jurisdictional disputes has been rendered espe-

cially difficult in this country by the theory of the sovereignty of

the national union, which is comparable in rigidity to the theory of

the sovereignty of nations, and by the practice of the AFL in

granting absolute and permanent jurisdiction to affiliated unions.

The constitution of the Federation forbids the granting of a charter

of affiliation to any union "if the jurisdiction claimed is a trespass

on the jurisdiction of existing affiliated unions, without the written

consent of such unions." In Great Britain, on the other hand, the

central labor federation (the Trades Union Congress) has consist-

ently taken the stand that no affiliated union has an exclusive right

to organize any class of workers. Also, any affiliated union cannot

1 C/., for example, New York Times, November 4, 1939, p. 13.
"

i
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accept for membership a member of another union, if that union is

engaged in a strike or if the member has unpaid obligations to the

other union, and in any case, the other union must be consulted

before he is accepted. Furthermore, various unions have arrived

at working arrangements regarding their separate jurisdictions,

and have established their own agencies for settlement in addition

to the disputes committee of the Congress. Consequently, although

the Trades Union Congress has over 200 affiliated craft, industrial,

and general labor unions, some catering to the same or similar types

of workers. Great Britain had far fewer jurisdictional disputes than

this country during the years from 1925 to 1939.

In other countries like Norway and Sweden, jurisdictional dis-

putes have been reduced by the adoption of schemes for reorganiz-

ing the union structure into fewer national unions conforming

more closely to the industrial form.

FEDERATIONS OF UNIONS

Common interests cause unions of various types, whether craft or

industrial, to federate along political and geographic lines. Locals

of various national unions may form a city central or an allied

trades council for combined action on both the economic and politi-

cal fronts. In each state, union locals and city centrals may join a

state federation. The national unions, along with the city centrals

and state federations, may be affiliated with a national federation

or national union center, such as the AFL or the CIO. There may
also be combined action by various unions on a district or regional

basis and on an industrial basis, as in the case of the railroad and

building-trades unions. The unions affiliated with city, state, and

national federations supply the funds and delegates at conventions,

in return for which they receive various services and perhaps finan-

cial assistance during strikes. The state and national federations

are designed primarily for political, educational, and organiza-

tional purposes.

City federations. City or county federations of local unions

operate under various names in different localities, such as central

labor council, central labor union, industrial union council, joint

council, and city trades assembly. As mentioned in Chapter 4,

the first labor federation formed in this country was a city central

established in Philadelphia in 1827. By 1866 there were so many
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city centrals that an attempt was made to federate them into a

National Labor Union, with national unions also represented on an

equal basis. As indicated in the previous chapter, this national

federation based on city centrals lasted only a few years. By mix-

ing in national politics and pursuing unsuccessful cooperative

ventures, it lost its hold on the national unions and also on the city

centrals, which were more interested in local politics than in na-

tional issues such as greenbackism.

The AFL, as a national federation based upon the notion of the

sovereignty and self-government of affiliated national unions, seeks

to prevent local central bodies from taking power away from the

affiliated national unions, as has happened notably in the build-

ing-trades councils of certain large cities, which have gone so far as

to destroy locals of affiliated nationals and to organize rival locals.

The constitution of the AFL forbids affiliated local central bodies to

strike, take a strike vote, support a boycott, or take part in negotia-

tions regarding wages and working rules without notifying the

national union concerned and receiving its approval. Actions of

the 800-odd city centrals affiliated with the AFL are subject to

review by the Executive Council, elected at the Federation's

annual conventions. The Executive Council can suspend or expel

an offending city central. In order to maintain full control over

its city centrals and to prevent any "dual unionism" within the

structure of the parent organization, the AFL constitution forbids

any affiliated city central from admitting or retaining delegates

of any local union that "owes its allegiance" to a national union

not affiliated with the Federation. Consequently, it has been

necessary for the CIO to establish over 100 state, county, and city

industrial union councils or federations, under the direct control

of the CIO Executive Board.

The American Federation of Labor. Like the League of

Nations, the AFL is a loose federation of over 100 sovereign na-

tional unions. Each national union enjoys absolute control over

its internal affairs, is free to develop whatever policies and philoso-

phy it wishes, and can leave the Federation at any time for any

reason. Samuel Gompers, its president for almost 50 years, once

said: "No national or international union is subordinate to the

American Federation of Labor. They are sovereign entities in

themselves."
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The doctrine that the Federation shall in no way interfere with

the sovereignty of a national union has sharply limited the central

organization's power to improve conditions within national unions

that may be embarrassing to the Federation. For example, racket-

eering has occurred in local-market lines like the building trades

where the union business agent has considerable power; ^ yet only

the national unions can clean up such abuses, for each union

member and local official is a citizen of his national union and not

of the Federation. Persons who are members of national unions

are represented in the Federation through their national union.

Because the Federation officials have considered themselves im-

potent to intervene constructively in the affairs of national unions,

some forward-looking elements have finally revolted against the

corrupt or inept leadership of a national union. Even when the

insurgents have been supported by more than a majority of the

union's membership, the Federation generally continues to recog-

nize and support only the "regular" officers who hold the union's

charter and the jurisdiction granted by the AFL. The Federation

fought the insurgent Amalgamated Clothing Workers as a dual

union to the minority group remaining in the United Garment
Workers, only admitting the Amalgamated to the Federation in

1933 after the United agreed to such action in return for the privi-

lege of selling its labels to the Amalgamated at a profit of over

S25,000 a year.2

Why should a union be willing to pay thousands of dollars to

acquire a jurisdiction granted by the AFL? What has kept unions

in the AFL, which Gompers called a "rope of sand"? Undoubtedly,

the Federation's policy of assuring exclusive jurisdiction to an

affiliated union and of combatting any threats to that jurisdiction

in the form of dual unionism has served as a powerful lever to

force national unions to be members of the Federation. An outside

union may at any time find itself confronted by a rival union

supported by the Federation and all its subordinate units, including

state labor federations and city central bodies. In effect, therefore,

^ Such racketeering consists of extorting money from employers or employees by
means of economic power or position. Racketeering and graft are, of course, to be

found in business and government. One can no more say that racketeering is char-

acteristic of labor organization than one can say that embezzlement is characteristic

of banking, because some clerks steal from their banks.

2C/. New York Times, November 23, 1936, p. 2.
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the AFL has served to protect national unions against insurrection

or rivalry by forcing local unions to be a part of the national union

recognized by the Federation as the one legitimate union in that

jurisdiction, or to remain completely outside the Federation's

"family of labor," including its state and local union centers.

Affiliation not only gives a national union the benefit of a juris-

dictional franchise or monopoly, in so far as the AFL can enforce

that monopoly, but the national union may also enjoy support

in strikes, in selling goods bearing its label, in boycotts, and in

organizing new members. Unlike a public utility, the national

union does not need to exercise exclusive franchise granted by the

Federation in order to retain it. Theoretically, a national union's

jurisdiction will be protected by the Federation indefinitely despite

the fact that a large part of that jurisdiction is not exercised and,

therefore, exists only on paper. No wonder dual unionism is

anathema to the Federation ! The competition of dual unionism

weakens a "rope of sand" based on a monopoly of jurisdiction.

There is one exception to the statement that workers are not

members of the AFL but of its constituent national unions. In

organizing certain areas, trades, or industries, the Federation may
first have the workers join "federal trade unions" or "federal labor

unions," which are directly affiliated with the AFL. These locals

represent a transitional form of organization, considered necessary

because no national union exists withjurisdiction over those workers,

or because they are not numerous enough to form separate locals

of the national unions having jurisdiction over them, or because

such a general or industrial basis seemed the most suitable one to

adopt in the campaign to organize those particular workers. Later,

presumably, most workers in such federal unions will become mem-
bers of a national union affiliated with the Federation. Local

federal unions also enable Negro workers, who are barred from

membership in some national unions, to be organized.

The foregoing discussion has indicated some of the activities of

the AFL^^Jts rhief fimrtions mPiy b*" gummqnVM Tir>r)pr th e fnllnw-

ing five headings: (1) jurisdictional^^defining and preserving the

jurisdictional rights of affiliated unions, including the settlement of

jurisdictional disputes; (2) oj;gariizatLonal—

-

organizing and assisting

federal unions and locals of national unions; (3 ) Jegisi a tive-r-trying

to obtain the enactment of legislation favored by the Federation;
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(4) educational—attempting to influence public opinion in favor

of organized labor through publicity and publications; (5) eco-

nomic—influencing workers' purchases through the union label or

white lists, and supporting strikes of federal > unions or national

unions. The Federation is ofl&cially opposed to sympathetic strikes,

which would mean breaking union agreements with employers.

In fact, the Federation has no authority to call members of national

unions to strike.

Since 1936 the total expenditures of the Federation have ranged

between SI, 000,000 and 52,000,000 a year, approximately half of

which has been spent for organizing purposes. During the last few

years, about one third of the revenue of the AFL has been raised

by a regular monthly "tax" of one cent per member on national

unions and 35 cents per member on local federal unions; a special

assessment levy on national unions and receipts from the Federa-

tion's monthly magazine have each accounted for between a fourth

and a fifth of its total income.

Even before the 10 CIO unions were suspended from the AFL in

1936, less than one quarter of the unions aflfiliated with the Federa-

tion were pure craft unions. About one half of them were associ-

ated-craft unions, and more than a quarter were semi-industrial or

industrial in character. Despite such a heterogeneous composition

and structure, the Federation has been dominated by the craft philos-

ophy because national unions having a majorityof the voting strength

in the AFL have jurisdictional claims in more than one industry.

Because voting in the AFL convention each year is according to

the total membership upon which the affiliated union has paid the

membership tax, a few unions can dominate the Federation. In

1935, the 12 largest unions in the AFL accounted for a majority of

the total votes, and in 1939 such control was in the hands of the

13 largest unions. In the latter year, the building-trades unions,

the printing-trades unions, the Teamsters, the Machinists, and the

Musicians together had over 50 per cent of the voting strength.

Each year the convention elects an Executive Council of 17 (the

president, 15 vice presidents, and the secretary-treasurer), which

has been the agency actually controlling the policies of the Federa-

tion. It is limited only by the constitution and the annual conven-

tion, which the Council may dominate through the control that

the 1 5 vice presidents have over the votes of their own unions.
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The controversy of^craft versus industrial unionism haxlrQubled
the Federation for decades. In the 1901 convention a minority of

a special committee favored industrial unionism "where practical,"

and in the 1903 convention a resolution was introduced proposing

that a committee study and report on "a plan by which the trades

unions can be grouped together on industrial lines." ^ A resolution

was introduced in the 1912 convention of the Federation by six

delegates of the United Mine Workers, including William Green,

who has been the Federation's president since 1924, calling upon
the convention to adopt and endorse "the plan of organization by

industries instead of by crafts which often divides the forces of labor."

This resolution was defeated, although it received 35 per cent of

the votes cast, which compares well with the 38-per-cent vote in

favor of the minority report for industrial unionism in the 1935

convention.^

In the meantime, the experience of certain industrial unions in

the AFL had not been particularly happy. The International

Union of Carriage and Wagon Workers ("Automobile" was added

to its title in 1913) was given an AFL charter in 1893 and claimed

jurisdiction over all employees in the construction and repairing

of carriages and wagons. Between 1902 and 1913 this industrial

union of vehicle workers had jurisdictional disputes with national

unions in the following crafts: Blacksmiths, Painters, Upholsterers,

Machinists, Carpenters, Sheet Metal Workers, Electrical Workers,

Pattern Makers, and Metal Polishers. At the 1913 convention the

Carriage and Wagon Workers' union of about 3,000 members was

ordered to relinquish jurisdiction over all members coming under

the jurisdiction of these craft unions. For refusing to obey that

edict, the Wagon Workers' union was finally expelled from the

AFL in 1918.

The International Union of United Brewery Workers experienced

similar partitioning. This affiliated union was granted jurisdiction

over "any person or persons" in the brewery industry by the 1887

convention of the AFL. In a series of Federation actions from 1898

to 1907, the Brewery Workers' union was ordered to relinquish to

the craft unions those of its members who were barrel makers,

painters, firemen, or engineers, despite the fact that these craft

* AFL, Report of Proceedings of 23rd Annual Convention, 1903, p. 108.

2 AFL, Report of Proceedings of 32nd Annual Convention, 1912, pp. 243, 311-12.
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unions had become affiliated with the AFL a number of years after

the Brewery Workers' union. Refusing to reHnquish such members,

the industrial union of Brewery Workers was expelled from the

Federation in 1907, only to be readmitted in 1908 with a recognized

jurisdiction "over all workers employed in the brewery industry."

Despite the claims of the Teamsters' union, chartered in 1899, the

1913 convention and the 1915 report of the Executive Council

definitely stated that jurisdiction over the drivers of brewery wagons

belonged to the Brewery Workers' union. From 1917 to 1933 the

brewery business was sharply curtailed by prohibition. In 1933

the Executive Council and the annual convention of the Federation

gave jurisdiction over teamsters, engineers, and firemen in the

brewery industry to the respective craft unions.

The final split in the American Federation of Labor over the in-

dustrial-union issue came in the 1935 convention when a minority

report of the resolutions committee called for industrial unions

covering all workers "in those industries where the work performed

by a majority of the workers is of such nature that it might fall

within the jurisdictional claim of more than one craft union, or no

established craft union." ^ Existing jurisdictional claims of national

unions were to be disregarded on the ground that changes in in-

dustrial methods had so altered the jobs in those industries that

they could not have been included in the jurisdictional outlines of

charters issued to national unions prior to such industrial changes.

This minority report was defeated, as mentioned, by a majority of

62 per cent of the votes cast, and shortly after this convention the

Committee for Industrial Organization (CIO) was formed by the

officers of seven of the national unions in the AFL that had been

active in support of the minority report favoring industrial union-

ism in the mass-production industries. The Committee for Indus-

trial Organization became the Congress of Industrial Organizations

(CIO) at its constitutional convention in November 1938.

Congress of Industrial Organizations. Like the Federation,

the Congress of Industrial Organizations is a confederation of 40-

odd national or international unions and organizing committees

that presumably enjoy autonomy within their own jurisdictions.

In fact, the structural patterns and basic provisions of the constitu-

tion of the Congress are so similar to those of the Federation that

1 AFL, Report of Proceedings oj 55th Annual Convention, 1935, pp. 523-24, 574-75,
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there is little need to describe them in detail. The Executive Board

of the CIO, like the Federation's Executive Council, directs the

affairs of the organization between conventions and controls the

affairs of industrial union councils (city or state federations) and of

local industrial unions (similar to local federal unions), subject, of

course, to appeal of its decisions to the annual convention. The
Executive Board also makes recommendations regarding jurisdic-

tional disputes between affiliates, and the convention has supreme

authority to decide them.

There are, however, a few significant differences between the

constitution of the CIO and that of the AFL. Each national union

or organizing committee nominates a member to be elected by

each annual convention to the Executive Board, so that the Board

consists of 40-odd members instead of 17. In addition, each Board

member casts the number of votes represented by the membership

of his union. Consequently, as few as four national unions, which

account for a majority of all votes, can control not only the conven-

tions but also the Executive Board. The monthly "taxes" per

member are five cents for each national union and organizing

committee and 50 cents per member for each directly affiliated local

industrial union.

The CIO is a rival union center or federation, which was origi-

nally formed for the purpose of organizing into industrial unions all

workers in the mag-productiojwndustries . As such, it represented

an attempt to break up unused franchises or monopolies in the form

of "paper" jurisdictions to certain skilled workers in those industries,

claimed by unions affiliated with the AFL. It now includes, how-

ever, unions in such crafts as barbering, die casting, and radio

telegraphy. In addition to the 10 national unions expelled from

the AFL for forming the CIO, the Newspaper Guild, the Quarry

Workers', and the Fur Workers' unions withdrew from the Federa-

tion to affiliate with the CIO, and the United Electrical, Radio,

and Machine Workers seceded from the International Brotherhood

of Electrical Workers, an AFL union.

The area ofjurisdictional conflict between CIO and AFL unions

has been increasing since 1936. The Federation has recently

chartered rival unions in coal mining and textile spinning and read-

mitted one section of the Automobile Workers' union. The CIO has

established organizing committees in meat packing, building con-
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struction, barbering, liquor distilling, and electrical utilities, which

directly challenge the jurisdictional claims of corresponding unions

in the AFL. Also there are national unions in the CIO and the

AFL that are struggling to organize lumber and furniture workers,

government employees, workers in the metal trades, taxicab drivers,

and waterfront workers. The situation in the maritime industry is

especially confused, with a CIO longshoremen's union and an

AFL seamen's union on the West Coast and just the opposite sit-

uation on the East Coast. Furthermore, the CIO has local indus-

trial unions of truck drivers, printers, cigar makers, paper makers,

laundry workers, and hotel and restaurant employees, although

the AFL has national unions in those occupations.

The competition of the CIO has had a stimulating effect upon

the AFL and its affiliated unions. Many of the national unions in

the Federation have adopted the industrial-union principle by en-

larging their jurisdictions to include practically all workers in a

plant. The AFL has been spending large sums to organize the un-

organized, including unskilled and white-collar workers. In 1939

there were 250,000 workers in the Federation's "federal unions,"

which, as pointed out, are mostly industrial unions on a local scale.

In the rush to organize workers, certain AFL unions are disregard-

ing rigid jurisdictional lines, as telegraph operators in some locali-

ties are organized by the Electrical Workers instead of the Commer-
cial Telegraphers' union, and drivers of bakery wagons are to be

found in both the Teamsters' union and the Bakery and Confec-

tionery Workers' union. A number of the original CIO unions

have also enlarged their jurisdictions, until some of them include

workers who can hardly be considered to belong to only one in-

dustry. The CIO has still to face the problem of serious jurisdic-

tional disputes because, starting with a clean jurisdictional slate, it

could parcel out jurisdictions without stepping on the toes of any

one of 100 affiliated unions.

Such increased activity and new policies may be contrasted with

the lack of progress and actual decline in membership during the

1920's, when the labor movement was unified instead of being split

into rival camps. Contrast such stagnancy, for example, with the

organization of over 500,000 white-collar workers since 1935. But

the split in the ranks of labor has also been very harmful to the

labor movement. Some workers have become disgusted with rival
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unionists boycotting each other's labels and acting as strike-breakers

in interunion conflicts. Those who have lost income or profits as a

result of such internecine warfare have also become aroused. Em-
ployers have been able to stir up antiunion sentiments by playing

unions off against one another. As a result of the ill will engendered

by the bitter interlabor struggle, legislation has been passed in some

states sharply restricting the activities and rights of organized labor.

Although the rank and file of organized labor may desire peace

between the AFL and the CIO, the prospects for such peace or for

actual unification of the two groups into one federation have not

increased with the passage of time. Not only has the area of pos-

sible conflict between rival unions been expanding, but also the

number of national unions in the CIO that have rivals inside the

AFL has been increasing rapidly. With rival national unions in-

creasing in number and most national unions expanding their

jurisdictions, the difBculties of squeezing all of them into a single

unified structure become greater and greater.

In addition to serious jurisdictional problems, unification by

merging existing organizations would eliminate some union officials

from their jobs. The longer the interunion struggle is prolonged,

the more such vested interests there will be to oppose consolidation.

Above all there is the question of which side would have a majority

on the executive council and in the convention of any united labor

federation. Should the CIO unionists hold the balance of power,

the old-line AFL unions would fear that their jurisdictional monop-

olies might be curtailed in the same way that past AFL conventions

reduced the jurisdictions of industrial unions of Wagon Workers

and Brewery Workers.

The structural issue abroad. Because there is no one type of

union structure that is superior for all occupations and industries,

the issue of craft versus industrial unionism has arisen in other

countries. Presumably, the best form of unionism in each case is

that which permits the group to function most effectively in the

pursuit of its objectives. Craft protective regulations under craft

unionism may enable a group of skilled craftsmen to obtain higher

wages than they could under the industrial form. Yet the unmis-

takeable trend in all industrial countries is toward industrial

unionism rather than the older craft form.

Under pressure by employers' organizations to form industrial
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unions so that they would need to deal with but one labor organi-

zation in each industry, the Swedish Confederation of Trade Unions

adopted a scheme of reorganization in 1912, aiming at a gradual

amalgamation of the 41 existing unions into 22 industrial unions.

A majority of the craft unions opposed this scheme. In 1926 the

scheme was modified to permit only one union in each workplace,

or a total of 33 unions. Craft unions, which ^e mostly in building

and printing, have been declining in importance and account for

less than 15 per cent of all union membership, with most of the

remaining 85 per cent in industrial unions.

In 1920 the Norwegian Federation of Trade Unions adopted the

principle of federating national unions into "industrial depart-

ments." This scheme of reorganization was changed in 1923 to

one calling for 10 industrial unions in place of the 32 existing unions.

The 1923 plan was opposed by certain craft unions. Nevertheless,

through amalgamation, craft unionism has been disappearing in

Norway until in 1939 only about 10 per cent of all union member-
ship was in pure craft unions, compared with over 60 per cent in

industrial unions. In Denmark, however, the craft union has con-

tinued to predominate. In 1939 as many as 45 out of the 67 unions

affiliated with the National Trade Union Center in Denmark were

of the craft type.

In France, the General Confederation of Labor has admitted

only industrial syndicats (unions) since 1906, so that craft unions

have been of slight importance there. At the formation of the

Australian Council of Trade Unions in 1927, approval was given

to a method for slowly transforming the Australian trade-union

movement of some 350 distinct labor organizations from the craft

to the industrial basis. ^

The question of union reorganization was raised in Great Britain

in 1924 by a resolution passed by the Trades Union Congress (the

national federation) declaring that "the aim should be, as far as

possible, organization by industry," and instructing the General

Council of the federation to draw up "(1) a scheme for organiza-

tion by industry, and (2) a scheme which may secure unity of action

without the definite merging of existing unions, by a scientific link-

* For data and discussion concerning union structure in the Scandinavian countries,

France, and Australia, cf. H. A. Marquand et al., Organized Labour in Four Continents

^

1939; and the official yearbooks for these countries.
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ing up of same to present a united front." After three years ol

consultation and investigation, the Council concluded in its 1927

report:

... as it is impossible to define any fixed boundaries of industry, it

is impracticable to formulate a scheme of "organization by industry,"

that can be made applicable to all industries. Dealing with the second

part of the resolution, which calls for a scientific linking without definite

merging, the Council has been compelled to recognize the practical

difficulties, and though it has tried to solve the problem and has attempted

to draft a scheme on the basis of present-day trade union organization

in industry, it has been found impossible to make any definite plan, as

the General Council has not been empowered to alter the scope of its

affiliated unions, which have divergent policies in regard to organization.

Therefore, the General Council has in this case also come to the con-

clusion that no general scheme is practicable, though it may be possible

for groups of unions which have related industrial interests, and desire

closer working, to prepare their own scheme in the light of their own struc-

tural, administrative, and industrial circumstances.

Resolutions may be passed, and theoretical contentions advanced, but

the fact remains that trade union organization has assumed complex

forms which are the growth of generations. Under these circumstances

trade union organization will have to be gradually remolded and its

present form adapted^ rather than transformed, to meet new conditions.^

In short, the General Council decided that any preconceived

plan of organization would conflict with too many vested interests

to be practical and, with rapid changes in industry, it would soon

be out of date. The British Trades Union Congress consists of over

200 aflfiliated unions, most of which are craft and federated- or l

associated-craft unions, although two unions of the industrial type

(the Mineworkers Federation and the National Union of Railway-

men) and two general unions that take in unskilled workers from

all industries and skilled workers from unorganized areas (the

Transport and General Workers Union and the National Union

of General and Municipal Workers), together contained approxi-

mately 43 per cent of the 4,500,000 members in unions afifiliated

with the Congress in 1938. Union structure in Great Britain is

especially haphazard because the Trades Union Congress admits

unions based on very diflferent organizational principles and does

not recognize one union as having exclusive jurisdiction over any

class of workers.

^ Report of Proceedings at the 59th Annual Trades Union Congress, 1927, pp. 102-103.
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INDEPENDENT UNIONS

A number of national and local unions are not affiliated with

either the AFL or the CIO. The unaffiliated national unions in

this country probably have close to 800,000 members made up
primarily of railroad craftsmen, post-office workers, and Federal

employees. It is impossible to estimate the membership of inde-

pendent local unions.

The "Big Four" railroad brotherhoods in the engine and train

service (engineers, firemen, conductors, and trainmen) have re-

mained outside the AFL since their founding shortly after the Civil

War. Although their affiliation with the Federation has at times

been urged, the "Big Four" have always refused to join, principally

on the ground that their jurisdictional disputes with each other

and with railway unions already affiliated with the AFL would be

transferred to the Federation's conventions, made up of delegates

mostly unfamiliar with the railroad industry. Some of the miscel-

laneous railroad unions are also independent. In the 1930's the

railroad unions cooperated with one another through membership

in the Railway Labor Executives' Association comprising some 20

railway unions.

An unknown number of independent unions have sprung up as

a result of the outlawing of company-supported unions under the

National Labor Relations Act of 1935. As indicated in the previous

chapter, there were probably 2,500,000 employees covered by

company unions early in 1935. In the various elections held by

the National Labor Relations Board prior to July 1 940, the inde-

pendent unions participating polled about 160,000 votes, compared

with around 610,000 received by CIO unions and 240,000 by AFL
unions. These figures are not representative, however, because

CIO unions have taken part in many more of the elections than

have AFL or independent unions. Independent unions have won
almost half of the elections in which they took part and appeared

on the ballot. In general, the independent unions that have been

formed since the enactment of the National Labor Relations Act

are based on the industrial-union principle. Many of them are

revamped company unions or employee-representation plans.



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

UNIONS:
ECONOMIC PROGRAM AND POLICIES

Need for collective action in the labor market. As the dis-

cussion in Chapter 5 indicated, the need for labor organization

arises primarily out of the nature of the labor market. Most labor

markets are so imperfect that, without collective action by workers,

employers would tend to dominate the market. With highly im-

perfect markets and employers naming the wage rates, there often

is a wide variety or range of wage rates for the same work in the

same locality. Such a market condition of plural prices is possible

because a relative reduction in the wage offered by an employer

does not leave him without suppliers, as would happen in a perfect

market. All labor does not desert a wage-cutting employer because

at least part of his labor supply, for various reasons, may be im-

mobile. Its immobility may be due to ignorance, to attachments

to the locality, to the existence of noncompeting groups, or to ties

to the firm in the form of special training, seniority rights, employer

good will, or benefit rights. If job changes could be made without

a financial loss to workers, they would have no need to worry

about the fortunes of their employer or the industry in which they

work. A seller in a perfect market does not worry about the fate

of any particular buyer.

Without sufficient labor mobility, the supply curve of labor for

any particular employer may be very inelastic. As explained in

Chapter 5, the negatively sloping supply curve for all labor in an

area or a country exerts no upward pressure upon wage rates as a

normal positively sloping supply schedule would, but instead tends

to support whatever wage rate is established. Collective action by

labor unions may, of course, modify the supply schedule of labor

for a particular employer and also for employers as a whole. By

attempting to induce workers not to offer their services below a

certain wage rate, the union is trying to have labor supply curves

600
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become horizontal lines at the union wage rates. The union, of

course, exerts upward pressure to raise those horizontal supply-

curves through collective bargaining and collective action.

Wherever one or two_^rpis f]rrn'''''i^^ ^nr ?i Iprnce. part of the_em-

ployment in a community, the^possihility of empkweT^_r^TntTo1 of

the labor inarket is eviden t. Where there are many employing
firms, they may, through combined action, keep wage rates down
and_prevent any upward pull on wages by separate employers.

The same result may be accomplished if all of them simpTy follow

common practices or conventions, such as the payment of the "pre-

vailing" wage rate or refusal to compete with other employers for

individual workers. Collective action on the supply side is often

necessary in order to offset such combined action and other monop-
olistic elements on the demand side of the labor market.

The discussion in Chapter 2 indicated that the market apparatus

is not well fitted to settle many nonwage issues that are of vital

importance to labor. The length of the working day, for example,

is ordinarily determined by personal decision and not by the forces

of demand and supply operating in a more or less perfect market.

The same applies to other labor issues that affect the health of the

worker, such as the speed of operations and conditions in the plant,

or the security of his job, which may be jeopardized by arbitrary

decisions on the part of the "boss." The market does not prevent

the wasteful use of human resources or the discharge of workers for

noneconomic reasons. Also it may fail to afford workers some voice

in the conduct and government of industry. Collective action on

an economic or political plane has frequently been necessary in

order that workers might exercise a real influence in the determi-

nation of such labor matters.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The economic program of labor organizations has generally

been directed toward raising labor standards (wages, hours, and

working conditions, including social insurance) and toward achiev-

ing some control over jobs within the union's "jurisdiction." Job
control and protection may take the form of working rules that

affect output or of rules with regard to hiring, firing, lay-off, and

promotion, so that workers are less exposed to arbitrary actions by

management. Included in such rules may be provisions for the
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closed or union shop, for lay-off and promotion by seniority of

service, and for the establishment of machinery to settle employees'

grievances in a more impartial manner. Generally, employers have

only relinquished some of their authority and control over labor

matters after labor unions have threatened to use economic pressure

to achieve the union's objectives.

Nature of collective bargaining. There are_twQL^ements in
collectiye bargainingj_colkctiv£.actiQii_and representativejiegotia-

tion. Collective action or thejEreaLiQ_ use such action isjhe_power
by^ which the workers' representatives may gainjome of their ob-

jecliyes, such asjiigheiilaj3iic-.standards,.a^ including

protection from injustices on the job.

The advantages to labor from representative negotiation or bar-

gaining are fairly obvious. Not only does it permitjthe workers to

hire a spedalist in bargaining^hose experience gives hiina_wi(le

knowledge of the labor market/ the mdustry, and conditions in

other Hrms, but such an expert representative isthe^^employee of

the workers' organization^nd~not of the employing firm. Conse-

queritly7 he Tslndependent in the sense that the employing firm

with which he is bargaining has no control over his job, his

salary, or his advancement. Employers consider a union repixsenta-

tive an "outsjder^ because he is not in their hire and on their pay-

rglL Employers, of course, likewise use agents or specialists as

their representatives in business dealings. Representative dealing

and representative government are necessary where the number of

persons concerned is so large that it would be impractical to meet

en masse. We do not all go to Washington to enact laws or abroad

to negotiate treaties with foreign countries. Some of us may not

like the laws or treaties that our representatives make, but we have

to accept the will of the majority. Employers covered by the Na-

tional Labor Relations Act are required by law to "recognize" and

negotiate with the representatives chosen by the majority of their

employees.

Collective action is important because the bargaining power of

a labor representative is only as strong as the political or economic

power of the group that he is representing. The group's economic

power depends largely upon the economic injury that the combina-

tion of workers can inflict upon the employer by refusing to work

for him, by inducing other workers not to work for him, by refusing
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to buy his products, and by causing other persons not to buy from

him. In threatening to injure an employer in the labor market by

a strike and in the product market by a boycott, a labor group is,

of course, operating through demand and supply. The effective-

ness of its collective action would depend primarily upon how in-

dispensable to the employer were the withdrawn labor supply and

product demand. It is for this reason that collective action by a

relatively large group, or a large proportion of a skilled group, is

generally necessary for the achievement of the objectives of the

labor organization. Where the area of collective action by workers

is wider than the area of collective bargaining with employers^ the

workers may enjoy a strategic advantage. The printing and the

building-trades unions, for example, bargain with employers on a

local scale, but they do not permit their national working rules to

be one of the subjects of such local bargaining. The national union

rules are forced upon individual employers by nationwide collective

action on the part of the workers.

Collective labor agreements. Successful collective bargaining

results in a collective agreement between the workers' combination

and the employer or employers. Unsuccessful bargaining may
mean a strike or simply a continuation of the status quo. Agree-

ments arrived^at through^ collective bargaining are also called

"trade" or "joint" agreements, and they are generally reduced to

writing^ Signed agreements may cover such varied matters as

wages, hours, overtime rates, working conditionsJn_the sho^ work-

ijigjrules, seniority provisions, the closed jhopj_ machiiLeryijor^the

spttlement nf gripv;^r>rps Pinc\ review of discharges, provisions for

tiiejLrHtj,aliQIl-QLdispir!£S^^

and systems for_dismissal wages or janemploYment benefits.^ There

are thousands of trade agreements in existence. The International

Association of Machinists alone has about 4,500 agreements with

individual employers or with employers' associations. Outstanding

among the industries almost entirely under written agreements are

coal mining, the railroads, breweries, men's and women's clothing,

flat glass, and newspaper printing.^

Collective labor agreements are not "contracts" in the strict legal

sense that they are always enforceable at law. They impose no

* For a classification of industries by the prevalence of written union agreements,

cf. Monthly Labor Review, vol. 48 (March 1939), p. 508.
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obligation upon the employer to furnish jobs to the workers nor

upon the workers to furnish labor for the employer. They^are

statements, signed by the representatives of the union and by the

employer or representatives of the employers, setting forth the

terms and con^idons of employment in case workers are hired by

tlTe~employer_orjemployers whom the agreement covers. One pur-

pose of such agreements is to prevent strikes and wage discrimina-

tjons or wage undercutting during the life of the_agreement.

Until recently the courts generally took the view that collective

labor agreements were not enforceable contracts because they

lacked sufficient "consideration" mutually given in order to make
them binding, or because, in the absence of specific remedies in

the agreement, legal enforcement against workers would involve

compulsory labor service. Of late, however, in certain states like

New York, courts have granted injunctions to employers or to

unions when a collective agreement has been broken, and in a few

cases damages have been awarded by the courts to employees or

employers suff'ering from the breach of a trade agreement. In some

recent instances, parties to an agreement have attempted to improve

its legal status by paying nominal sums to one another as "con-

sideration" for making the agreement. Although trade agreements

are more and more being enforced by the courts, the cases are so

few in number, so lacking in uniformity, and sometimes so con-

tradictory, that no generalizations can be drawn from them. The
attitude of the court toward such agreements may depend upon

its friendliness toward collective bargaining. ^

Trade agreements have generally been enforced by the national

unions and employers' associations. National unions like the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the United Mine Workers,

and the International Longshoremen's Association have expelled

members, fined and suspended local unions, and even voluntarily

paid employers for losses sustained from "outlaw strikes" in viola-

tion of an agreement. In some unions, proposed agreements are

first submitted to a referendum vote of the membership. Employers'

associations may also use fines, suspension, or expulsion in attempt-

ing to force member employers to abide by a trade agreement.

^ For a discussion of the enforceability of labor agreements in court, cf. T. Richard

Witmer, "Collective Labor Agreements in the Courts," Tale Law Journal^ vol. 48

(December 1938), pp. 195-239.
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Because unions have generally been most anxious to make and

enforce agreements, the record of many well-established unions has

been better than that of employers in living up to agreements.

That has been true, for example, in the clothing and coal-mining

industries. Local "outlaw strikes" are most likely to occur after

agreements have first been signed with firms that have vigorously

opposed unions.

The area of collective bargaining. Unions strive to make the

coverage of their trade agreements extend throughout the whole

are^ of competitive production. They wam to equalize labor -costs

by applying the unionscaIe alTd~working conditions to all employers

selling the sameclass ofjproducts in the same markets. For local-

market industries, like building and newspaper publishing, the

competitive area is practically confined to the city and its environs.

But for industries like coal, clothing, and steel, the market may be

regional or national. During recent years there has been industry-

or trade-wide bargaining on a national scale in anthracite- and

bituminous-coal mining, in railroading, and in the pottery and

glassware industries, although separate agreements may be signed

with each employer after the general terms of employment have

been settled by negotiation between the national union and the

employers' organization in a national conference. Regional col-

lective bargaining between unions and employers' groups has

existed since 1933 in a number of industries, such as the full-

fashioned hosiery industry and the silk mills in the Northeast, in

trucking and retail meat markets in the Middle West, and in the

longshore and paper-and-pulp industries on the Pacific Coast.

Most collective bargaining between unions and employers'

associations is, however, on a local basis. In 1939 there were

probably 5,000 local or city employers' associations throughout

the country dealing with various unions, and it is estimated that

there were then about 3,500,000 workers covered by agreements

negotiated with national, regional, or city-wide employers' associa-

tions. ^

Organized labor in this country has generally attempted to

achieve standard or uniform conditions of labor through collective

bargaining. Where bargaining with employers' associations is not

^CJ. Helen S. Hoeber, "Collective Bargaining with Employers' Associations,"

Monthly Labor Review, vol. 49 (August 1939), pp. 303-309.
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possible, the unions strive to have all employers in the industry or

the competitive area sign identical agreements. For example, the

agreements of the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (CIO)
with individual companies have embodied practically identical

terms of employment. In trying to extend uniform labor standards

throughout a wide territory, unions, of course, run up against

regional differentials in wages and working conditions, the preser-

vation of which certain employers may believe is important to

their economic interest. National unions, however, strive to whittle

down such differences so that no employer enjoys a competitive

advantage by reason of low labor standards. Local unions in

substandard areas may be encouraged by the national union to

demand better wages and working conditions. If local employers

reject such demands, the local union can strike with assurance of

financial support from the national's treasury.

The standard rate. The downward pressure from a sharp

decline in general business is likely to have the greatest effect upon

prices in highly competitive markets and in markets where the

demand side enjoys a dominant position. Consequently, the chief

task of labor unions is to prevent the undercutting of wage scales.

Like the banks, the barbers, the steel companies, the gasoline

companies, and the automobile firms in the low-priced field

(Ford, Chevrolet, and Plymouth), labor unions strive to confine

competition to quality and service and to prevent any competition

on the basis of price differences. Like local banking associations,

labor unions try to enforce uniform, standard rates as the minimum
for the services of their members.

The difficulty in achieving such price uniformity for labor lies

in the fact that workers have individual differences and that jobs

vary from plant to plant. For such reasons, labor costs cannot be

measured by wage rates or standardized by wage uniformity.

Consequently, if the union is to equalize competitive costs so that

all employers will pay the same price for equal service throughout

the competitive area, it must seek to standardize working condi-

tions, hours of work, and individual outputs, which is what labor

is really selling to the employer. That is one of the reasons for the

numerous working rules that some national unions adopt. Such

rules may involve some restriction upon the economic freedom of

employers and employees, presumably for the good of the whole
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group of workers in the occupation or industry. Employers often

complain that union working rules limit the worker's freedom of

action, but it is usually their restricting effects upon his own
operations that displease the employer.

Business itself has working rules and "business ethics," which

restrain the individual employer for the sake of uniformity and

stability in the industry. The price-cutter is as obnoxious to his

fellow businessmen as the wage-cutter or the "scab" is to labor.

If a competitor in an industry like gasoline or steel does not stay

in line with the common policies, he may be threatened with

economic pressure and coercive sanctions by the other firms in

the industry or the area.

One should bear in mind that the "standard" or "union" wage

rate for a certain kind of work is a minimum, not a maximum,
price. Unions do not object if individual workers receive more

than the wage rate set forth in the agreement, provided the worker

does not violate union standards or speed up output, so that all

workers are not receiving equal pay for equal work. In other

words, an employee paid by the hour can receive additional com-

pensation for the high quality of his services but not for a greater

quantity of output per hour, because such extra output might

really mean that he was selling his services at a rate below the

union scale for the standard output and would cause competing

employers also to speed up their operations in order to maintain

competitive equality. The fact that in practice the union's mini-

mum rate usually is the actual rate for practically all workers in

the trade indicates how weak in bargaining power the better

qualified workers are as individuals. Generally, the labor market

is too imperfect to reflect such quality differences between members
of the same trade and the same union.

The standard or union rate of hourly wages furnishes a focal

point for collective bargaining. The earnings of all union members
performing that class of work depend upon that rate, so it serves

to concentrate the interests of the union's membership. One
difficulty with the payment of labor by the hour, however, is that,

although output is really part of the bargain, it is not specified in

the wage contract. Consequently, the employer strives to obtain

as much in output as possible for his money and the union attempts

to see to it that output per worker is not increased without a pro-
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portionate increase in wages. Even under nonunion conditions,

workers resist the speed-up and try to standardize their outputs.

Standard piece rates. Does adoption of a system of wage
payment by the number of pieces or units of output rather than by

the hours worked solve the problem of output restriction by stating

both the price and the output in the wage contract? What is the

attitude of unions toward a piece-rate as opposed to a time-rate

system of wage payment? How does piece-rate payment affect

collective bargaining by unions?

The piece-rate system of^ payment can only be used where

certain standard condition s^ apply .
^ It is found in such occupations

as the neejle trades, ci^ar making, coal mining, and pottery

making. The unions in these trades generally have not opposed

piece-rate payment. Some unions have even favored piece rates.

Opposition to the piece-rate system arises from the fear tha tjt will

stiniulatejndiyidual outputs, causing the employer to cut the rates

as earnings increase. Frequent changes in the job or the product

require changes in the rates, giving the employer repeated oppor-

tunities to conceal what are really rate reductions. Furthermore,

if the jobs are so specialized that only a small percentage of the

union's members work at any one piece rate, the union has to

bargain on a large number of separate rates, which tends to scatter

its forces and weaken its solidarity.

Piece rates generally ^re ;ircept;^h1p tn ^lninn>^ when the industry

_is__so_organi7.ed thnt p\ standard scale of rates can be set J-hat Avill

apply to all shops in the industry:. In such a case, single employers

may not set their own rates or cut them by separate action. In

bituminous-coal mining a general rate is set, to which each mine is

adjusted by a system of differential allowances. The interest of all

union members is concentrated on the general rate, though dis-

agreements over the differentials may cause dissension and result

in favoritism. From the union viewpoint it is desirable not only

that the industry be fairly uniform, with few different jobs, but

also that those jobs and the products not change much from time

to time, so that the rates are not frequently altered. Ofjidmary

importance, of course, is the prevention of rate-cutting. That may
1 A study of 631 manufacturing establishments with over 700,000 employees by the

National Industrial Conference Board in 1935 showed that 22 per cent of the em-
ployees were on individual or group piece rates. Cf. Financial Incentives, Conference

Board Studies No. 217, 1935, p. 17.
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be done by collective bargaining, where the rates are few, where

conditions are rather uniform, and where changes are infrequent.

When there are many rates which are constantly changing, as in

the men's and ladies' garment industries, the union may insist

upon some impartial machinery to review the rates and fix them,

so that the employer is not free to make concealed rate cuts with

each change in the style of the garment. In the garment industries,

appeal can be made to an impartial person or persons in case

piece rates cannot be determined by joint employer-union nego-

tiation. Often piece-rate workers are assured of a minimum time-

rate wage. Where_there is no arrangement to prevent employers

from cutting the piec^ rates, there will be collective attempts to

restrict output whether the workers are or are not union members.

The strike and the boycott. Where persuasion fails, it may be

necessary for the union to threaten to use its economic power in

order to overcome the opposition of an employer to its demands.

The union may exert economic influence that will afl'ect the em-

ployer adversely, in the labor market through a strike, or in his

product market by means of picketing and the boycott. The bar-

gaining strength of a union depends in large part upon the eco-

nomic power that it can exert against an obdurate employer.

A labor stiike_js theconcerted withdrawal of labor from the

markerm order to reduce the supply of labor available to the

employer. In most cases the workers hope to return to their

former jobs after winning certain concessions from the employer.

There are, of course, other kinds of strikes besides labor strikes.

Farmers may refuse to sell milk to distributors or to a certain area,

and capitalists may refuse to invest their idle funds. In both cases,

the temporary refusal to supply the market is for the purpose of

increasing the price or the supplier's return. The boycott, or

buyers' strike, is also used by nonlabor groups. JEmployers-may—

.

try to influence the policies of^other employers or to play favorites,^

thrQugh __the distribution^of jtheir purchases, and the citizens of a

c^untry_may_seekjQ_boycott the goods of countries whose policies

they dislike. A sellers' strike or a buyers' strike may, of course,

prove costly and economically injurious to those who take part in it.

There are various classes of labor strikes. Employees may
strike, not in order to improve their own terms and conditions of

employment, but to assist other workers to improve their condi-
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tions. Such strikes may take the form of a strike against nonunion

materials, a sympathetic strike, or a general strike. For example,

the carpenters may refuse to work on lumber purchased from an

antiunion firm. Or the truck drivers may, as in San Francisco in

1934, walk out in sympathy with the longshoremen's strike, so that

the shipowners could not have the cargo hauled away even if

they could get nonunion longshoremen to unload the ships. The
supporting strikers, who are not demanding anything for them-

selves, hope, of course, that someday their favor may be returned.

In general strikes, all or most of the workers in an area may join

in the strike. Such strikes may be designed to influence govern-

mental policies, but the general strike of 1934 in San Francisco

was simply for the purpose of demonstrating the unity of labor to

organized employers, who were supporting the resistance of

shipowners to the demands of the longshoremen. In the sit-down

or stay-in strike, the workers literally sit down on their jobs, which

makes it difficult for the employer to fill those jobs with non-

striking workers. In such a strike, the employer or the police have

to take the aggressive action that may lead to violence and blood-

shed.

Boycotts by laboring groups, designed to curtail temporarily the

product market of the employer, may be either primary or second-

ary in character. Secondary boycotts involve the boycotting of

employers or others who deal with the offending employer. Boy-

cotts are likely to be most effective against finished products sold

to the consuming public and largely used by workers, although

they have also been very effective in the building trades against

nonunion materials. Collective action by groups of retail pur-

chasers may be less effective, where the product is sold to manu-
facturing firms for further processing or where the employer is

selling in a nationwide market.

Thejinrpn se of a strike is-^axonvince jhe_employer that it is to

his self-interest to accede to the demands of the union, to_ cause

him to realize that it_is_more costly toopposejhan to accept the

union's program. Essentially a strike is intended to curtail the

employer's operations by reducing his labor supply and by erecting

barriers to the recruiting of new employees. Especially in pros-

perous periods, such curtailment of his operations may mean the

loss of steady customers for the employer's product or service.

I

»
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Customers may also be lost through the adverse publicity that may
result from the strike and picketing during the strike. Although

the loss of customers may be permanent, the loss from idle equip-

ment during curtailed operations may be only a temporary one.

A strike may also involve the loss of any investment the employer

has made in employee good will and training. To replace the

strikers, new employees must be hired and perhaps trained. The
employer may have additional costs in the form of wages for com-

pany guards, strike-breakers, and police, or expenditures for

publicity, munitions, and espionage. As mentioned in Chapter 1,

the Republic Steel Corporation incurred almost $2,000,000 of

such direct strike expenses in the Little Steel strike of 1937. A
stockholder's suit in 1940 alleged that Republic's total losses from

the strike exceeded $12,000,000.

On purely financial grounds, weighing the added cost of a strike

to the employer against the additional costs of conceding to the

union's demands, it might pay the employer to avoid a strike. But

the issue is sometimes wider than the question of costs. Although

from 1926 to 1940 about three fourths of all days lost as a result of

strikes were lost in strikes involving the wages or the hours issue,

during certain years in the 1930's as much as one fifth of all man-
days have been lost because of strikes involving the issue of union

recognition.^ In some cases, union recognition would presumably

have cost the company nothing in the immediate future and

might never cause a rise in the labor costs of that firm relative to

the labor costs of its competitors. However, recognition of the

union might involve giving up some of the authority of the manage-

ment over job matters and employment. The desire for power

and the prestige of authority may be a factor in the refusal of the

management to relinquish part of its control over company policies

and activities, even though that refusal may cost the stockholders

some profits.

The strike strategy of a union may vary with the industrial

situation and the financial reserves of the union. Unions try to

^"^iL^^^^̂ ^ '^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ when the pmplnyF^rn nra^ irj a wpf^k prnnnmir

position. In an integrated industry like automobiles, the strikers

1 For the years 1927-1936, cf. Florence Peterson, Strikes in the United States, 7880-7936,

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 651, 1938, p. 65; and for subsequent

years, cf. the May issues of the Monthly Labor Review.
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may concentrate their energies upon vital operations or "bottle-

necks." If possible, the union may use the competition of em-

ployers producing the same product or products to weaken the

resistance of the "struck" employer. It is not necessary that all

the workers be in the union in order to carry out a successful strike.

Through picketing and other measures, a union may keep non-

unionists away from plants or shops. In large strikes especially,

the attitude of the public and governmental officials may be im-

portant. The financial resources at the command of the union are

also very important in such strikes because unions must spend

large sums of money for strike benefits to sustain strikers and for

publicity. Even if the strike is eventually lost, funds spent in

furthering it may serve as a good investment by showing an em-

ployer how costly it is to resist the union's program. The next

time the employer may decide that resistance is not worth the

additional expense.

Dollar figures are sometimes given for wages "lost" because of

the idle hours resulting from strikes. Do such figures measure the

net loss to society from labor strikes? If orders are simply held up

because of the strike, the firm involved may ofi'er more employ-

ment after the strike than it otherwise would have. The customers

may shift their orders to other firms, so that the wage losses of the

striking employees are offset by the increased earnings of other

workers. How much a permanent shift of business away from the

"struck" employer would injure the economic interests of the

striking employees depends partly on how costly it may be for

some of them to find work elsewhere. If the strike is won and the

workers receive higher wages as a result, can one say that society

gains nothing from such a wage increase?

Picketing. Xhe—p^f^Qse nf nicketing is to give publicity to

both the existence of a labor dispute and the workers' grievances
,

jndLajscrji2_J2ersuade other workers and buyers to refrain from

working for, or buying from, the offending employer. __Such per-

suasion maylnvolve social pressure in the community, which con-

demns nonstriking employees as "scabs" or "traitors" to the

"cause" of labor.

Picketing is an economic device used in connection with a strike

or a boycott, and generally occurs on public property near the

employer's premises. The methods used vary all the way from a
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single picket, who walks up and down carrying a sign or distribut-

ing handbills, to mass picketing, which involves the use of such a

large number of pickets that they may obstruct free access to, or

movement from, the plant. The use of mass picketing or of violence

in connection with picketing often represents a resort to physical,

rather than economic, pressure in order to prevent the company
from buying labor and shipping or selling its product. The threat

of force by pickets and their sympathizers may intimidate would-be

employees and prospective buyers so that they hesitate to do busi-

ness with the picketed firm. The legality of various methods of

picketing is discussed in Chapter 25. Methods that involve simply

an appeal to reason or sentiment in order to persuade other

workers and buyers not to deal with the picketed firm are generally

considered legal by the courts.

Economic possibilities of collective bargaining. The possible

advantages to labor from collective bargaining are connected for

the most part with the nature of the labor niarket.^By collective_

^ctipii and a standardization policy, thejanion may_ prevent em-
ployer exploitation of workers and wage discrimination in the

labor rparket . In that way, the union may elim in;^tp y/pl^f-^r^}\tvn^

and be able to o^er strong resistance to competitive pressures upon

the labor market.

C? Collective action by labor increases its economic or bargaining

power, enabling a union to acb if"v<" w;^gp r;^tps even p^h^ve thn^f-

that might prevail in a perfect marketiJ^Through collective action

the union can tKreaten the employej with large losses from a strike

if he resists its demands. In that way it may even be possible for

workers to "exploit" an employer. As indicated in Chapter 5,

labor costs can be raised until the firm is earning nothing on its

total capital investment and is meeting only its variable costs, yet

operations would continue.

Employer "exploitation" by a labor combination would,

however, be very difficult to determine. It cannot, like labor

exploitation, be defined alone in terms of market conditions—the

difTerence between prices in a perfect and an imperfect labor

market. It involves such complex and complicated issues as the

correct present value of previous capital investment and the "fair"

rate of return on such capital value. Capital values are themselves

based on the estimated future return or earnings, discounted by an
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assumed rate of return. To base capital values on past costs, as

has been suggested, is to assume that all past investment was fully

justified. The same principle applied to labor would mean to

guarantee workers that their earnings would always reflect a

certain return on all sums invested in them, including their educa-

tion and past training. The earning power of particular individuals

or of capital investment may be decreased by industrial and other

changes. To define "exploitation" in terms of changes in the

earning power of a person or piece of capital equipment is to rob

the term of all meaning. To define it in terms of a rate of return

on new investment is to make some artificial assumption con-

cerning a normal or necessary return on such investment.

By extending its standardization policies throughout the whole

competitive area, the union enables workers to obtain higher

money wages than would be possible by collective action con-

fined to one firm competing with other firms in the same in-

dustry. Indeed, some union officials have proudly pointed out

that their policies have helped to "stabilize" industries and to

prevent price-cutting and price wars among producers. In so far

as union policies tend to maintain the employers' selling prices

above what they otherwise would be, the union is also increasing

the possibility of higher wage rates for workers in the industry.

Some writers maintain that unions increase the wages of their

members at the expense of lower real earnings for other workers.

That notion is in direct contradiction to the union idea that the

unorganized workers serve as a drag upon the possible gains of

union workers, and that labor unions should be interested in

organizing the unorganized workers because they are a competitive

menace to union standards. It may be true that low wages paid to

some unskilled workers put downward pressure upon the wage

rates paid to other unskilled workers in a competitive industry.

However, the wages paid to unskilled workers, who are unorganized,

may not be a competitive threat to the standards of skilled crafts-

men who represent distinct noncompeting groups, working in

industries that make products for which there are no good sub-

stitutes.

The extent to which unskilled workers, who raise their wage

rates by organized action, gain at the expense of the unorganized

workers depends upon a number of factors. If, for instance, the
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general supply curve of labor is negatively sloped, higher wages

for some workers may not increase the amount of involuntary

unemployment, and, therefore, may not put pressure upon the

wage rates paid in the unorganized branches of industry. If higher

wages stimulate larger outputs, the buying power of the wages of

the unorganized workers may not be reduced. Furthermore,

higher wages for the organized may be largely at the expense of

profits or fixed-income returns so that selling prices are not in-

creased much. Such a redistribution of income might tend, at

least temporarily, to increase the rate of spending, the aggregate

demand, and total employment.

Would those who contend that the gains of organized labor are

at the expense of unorganized workers also maintain that complete

organization of all workers would leave labor as a whole no better

off than if all labor were unorganized? To advance such a doctrine

is to overlook completely the nature of the labor market, the con-

nection between wages and output, and the effects of higher wages

upon total spending, and to insist that profits and interest must

always increase in the same proportion that the level of wage rates

is increased. Would the proponents of this doctrine also apply it

to profits or to interest, maintaining that higher profits for some

employers mean lower profits for others and that higher interest

returns for some lenders cause lower interest returns for others?

Certain economists state that labor unions like the building-

trades unions and the railroad brotherhoods follow wage policies

that may increase the short-run earnings of their members but are

definitely injurious to the long-run interests of the union's whole

membership because they lead to less employment in the industry. ^

Admitting that such unions can achieve large gains by collective

bargaining, these economists claim that present gains will be at the

expense of future losses. The future of employment in such in-

dustries depends, however, on many factors in addition to wage

rates, such as the development of competing forms of transporta-

tion or new methods of constructing buildings, the invention and

introduction of new labor-saving machinery, population changes,

and the size of the total national income and total production.

1 Cf., for example, Sumner H. Slichter, "The Changing Character of American
Industrial Relations," American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement,

pp. 131, 133, 136-37.
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Furthermore, interest charges play an important role in the total

costs of such industries as the railroads and building. Do capitalists

also lose in the long run when they hold out for high returns or

maintain rigid, monopolistic prices?

It might be foolish for one factor, like labor, alone to accept

smaller present returns on the ground that by such singlehanded

action it would further its own self-interest. It would be still more
foolish for one union in industries like building construction or

railroad transportation, where there are about 20 standard craft

unions, to act on any such notion concerning the long-run interests

of its members. Although one craft union out of many in an in-

dustry is less likely to consider the future of that industry than is an

industrial union, industrial unions like the coal miners also strive

to increase wage rates despite the fact that coal is a declining

industry in competition with other sources of heat and power

including oil, gas, and electricity. All groups tend to discount the

future very heavily, not only because people are optimistic or

short-sighted, but because the future of any particular industry

is so unpredictable. Furthermore, as indicated by the discussion

in Chapter 11, the relationship between wage rates and un-

employment, even for a single industry, is very loose and uncertain.

Finally, workers may have little to lose by the relative decline of

an industry, unless they have a considerable investment in the

industry in the form of seniority rights and training that cannot be

transferred to another industry, or unless there are other factors

that make interindustry movement costly for them.

JOB CONTROL

Property rights in jobs. The notion that people have "vested

rights" in their jobs is not a new one. The idea of job tenure is to

be found in government, in the schools, and in industry, especially

for high-salaried positions. There is a general feeling that the man
in the job should not be replaced except for good cause, and that

facts, not favoritism, should govern discharges and promotions.

Our civil-service laws embody such ideas for government service,

and professors employed by colleges and universities demand

similar rights. The American Association of University Professors,

for example, may black-list a college or university for dismissing

and replacing a professor on any other grounds than morals or
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incompetency, which is to be determined by the testimony of

other teachers and scholars. The Association, a sort of union for

professors, demands that a university teacher be given "permanent

or continuous tenure" after a probationary period not exceeding

six years, and that a teacher on tenure receive at least a year's

salary after notice of dismissal for any cause except moral turpi-

tude.^ As employees of the university, professors also exercise

considerable control in such matters as promotions and the hiring

of new teachers.

Provisions in collective agreements which grant the closed shop,

lay-off by seniority, impartial review of discharges, and job tenure

tend to protect the jobs of certain workers and to establish property

rights for workers in their jobs. Over a period of years, workers

employed by the same firm make certain investments related to

their jobs. These investments take the form of special training,

specialized skills, homes near the work, and obligations acquired

on the basis of the job. The worker may also improve the methods

of performing his work or conditions surrounding his work. In

such fashion, a complex of relationships is built up around the job,

gradually leading to the notion that the worker who devotes part

of his life to a particular job is entitled to that job unless he is

discharged for a just cause. The sit-down strike is, in part, based

on the notion of investment and property rights in a certain job.

Strikers are not quitting the job but presumably are only ceasing

operations pending a settlement of working terms. An employer

can hardly fire his striking employees en masse^ although it is a

nice question, as the National Labor Relations Board has dis-

covered, at what date after an unsuccessful strike the defeated

strikers whose former jobs have been filled cease to be employees

of the firm against which they struck.

Certain employers have tended to recognize the existence of

workers' investment or property rights in jobs by granting them
dismissal compensation, based on length of service, in case the

employees have to be laid off permanently. This practice is be-

coming rather widespread. In 1936 the railroads, for example,

signed a five-year agreement with the 21 standard unions granting

railroad employees, who lose their jobs as a result of the consoli-

* For the Association's statements of principle regarding job tenure, cj. Bulletin oj

the American Association of University Professors, vol. 25 (February 1939), pp. 27-28.
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dation of railroad facilities, certain sums called "separation allow-

ances," which vary with the employee's length of service on the

job and amount to a year's pay for workers with an employ-

ment record of five years or more on a particular railroad. Prac-

tices that involve employer payments to workers deprived of their

jobs without fault on their part tend to build up vested rights in

jobs.

Unions attempt to achieve some job protection and control in

the interest of their membership. Various union controls or rules

are incorporated in trade agreements, which serve to increase the

job opportunities and job security of union members. In connec-

tion with the hiring of employees, a collective labor agreement may
provide for an all-union or closed shop. Discharges and other

grievances may be subject to review by some joint or impartial

body. An agreement may also provide for lay-off and promotion

by seniority. Other measures intended to provide job security

and employment opportunities for union members include the

union label on union-made products, limitations upon the number
of apprentices, restrictions upon the use of machinery and labor-

saving devices, and control of output to "nurse the job along."

These various measures will be discussed seriatim.

The union or "closed" shop. Employers may agree to hire

only union members or they may seek to exclude unionists from

their shops. A "closed shop" may, therefore, be closed either to

nonunionists or to union members. What is commonly called the

"closed shop" is really a strictly union shop, and so-called "open

shops" may actually be open only to nonunion workers.

A workshop is not be to regarded as closed simply because all

the workers in the shop at any particular time happen to be union

members. Technically, a shop is not closed unless the employer

closes it by agreeing to hire only union labor, or unless the union

workers are able to exclude all nonunionists by refusal to work in a

shop with nonunion employees. Many closed-shop agreements

provide that new employees must become union members within a

probationary period on the job. One modification of the closed-

shop agreement does not compel an employee to join a union but

requires that all employees who do join remain members in good

standing.

Contrary to general opinion, the closed shop did not originate
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in America, nor is it a recent phenomenon. Some of the English

guilds in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries forbade journey-

men to work with a nonmember, and unions of printers, tailors,

and barrel makers had adopted and enforced closed-shop rules in

this country by 1820 or 1830.^ Today closed-shop agreements are

much more prevalent in the United States than in England or

Sweden. In New Zealand, however, a law passed in 1936 requires

that all adult workers in industries covered by the wage awards of

the national Arbitration Court, or by trade agreements filed with

the Court, be members of a union. In other words, the closed

shop is enforced by law.

It is estimated that about 3,000,000 organized employees in

the United States were working under closed-shop conditions in

1939. Most of the workers in coal mining, in printing, and in the

men's and women's clothing industry were covered by closed-shop

agreements, while a majority of the collective labor agreements in

building construction, motion-picture production, the fur trade,

the brewery industry, and trucking provided for the union shop.^

In addition it is estimated that in 1939 almost 500,000 workers

were employed in "preferential shops," where preference was

given to union members in the hiring of new workers, in lay-offs,

or in reemployment. The preferential shop has been prevalent in

newspaper offices, maritime transportation, and flat-glass manu-
facture.^

Some closed-shop agreements contain a provision for the check-

off, which means that the employer serves as a tax-collection

agency for the union, deducting union dues from the pay envelopes

of union members. Although some locals of about half of the

national unions in this country have agreements containing check-

off provisions, a number of well-organized unions have never

suggested that such provisions be written into their trade agree-

ments, and coal mining and hosiery manufacture are the only

major fields of employment in which the check-off is the prevail-

ing practice.^ The check-off is an American practice that pre-

sumably grew out of the custom of deducting from the coal miner's

^Cf. Frank T. Stockton, The Closed Shop in American Trade Unions, 1911, pp. 17, 23,

25, 27, 33.

2 CJ. "Closed Shop and Check-Off in Union Agreements," Monthly Labor Review^

vol. 49 (October 1939), pp. 830-31.
3 Ibid., pp. 833-34. 4 //,^vf., p. 835.
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pay such items as equipment, company store bills, and company
rent. It was granted by the employers in bituminous-coal mining

in 1898 (the first Central Competitive Field agreement) so that

the union might have sufficient financial strength to organize the

nonunion mines in outlying areas. It has likewise occurred in

connection with company unions.^

The railway brotherhoods have not demanded either the closed

shop or the check-off, and both practices are illegal in the railroad

industry under the Railway Labor Act of 1926, as amended in 1934.

Nevertheless, some of the railway crafts are practically 100 per cent

organized. The unions have been able to attract and hold mem-
bers through their benefit programs—railroading was considered

so hazardous that railroad workers were charged especially high

premium rates by private insurance companies—and by giving

individual employees further protection in case of discharge or

grievances and in the enforcement of an employee's seniority

rights.

Why do employers grant the closed shop? Do they stand to gain

from it?

In the first place, an employer may win the good will of his

union employees, for in signing a closed-shop agreement he indi-

cates that he will not attempt to reduce or eliminate the union.

Without a closed shop the union may view with suspicion every

decision that favors a nonmember instead of a member, and may
demand job rules, such as seniority for lay-offs and promotions,

in order to curb possible antiunion discrimination by foremen.

Where all employees are union members, the union may have

less interest in the employer's decisions regarding personnel,

because union opposition to a certain promotion or interpretation

of seniority rights would mean favoring one member against

another. On such grounds. Professor Sumner Slichter argues that

"the employer is likely to have more freedom in a closed shop or its

equivalent than in one where the union is uncertain of its status,"

and he found from an examination of some 300 agreements that

only 54 per cent of the closed-shop agreements contained restric-

* For example, on November 1, 1939 the National Labor Relations Board ordered

the Western Union Telegraph Company to refund to its employees all dues deducted

from their pay envelopes after July 5, 1935 for the support of a company union, the

Association of Western Union Employees. It was estimated that the total rebate ot

dues collected under the check-off would amount to about S500,000.
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tions upon the employer's freedom to make lay-offs, while 86 per

cent of the open-shop agreements contained such restrictions upon

the employer. ^

The closed shop may actually serve as a factor to keep down
an employer's costs. Without the closed shop, union officials may,

in order to hold and attract membership, be forced to make more

extreme demands upon the employer and be more stubborn in

grievances involving union members. Strife and discontent are

more likely to be found in a shop part union and part nonunion.

In a closed shop, on the other hand, there may be fewer grievances

and strikes because the union can discipline its members and serve

as a check upon the abuse of power by foremen.

Employers may grant the closed shop for a number of other

reasons. They may desire to use the union's label to aid in the sale

of their products. Or they may wish to make the union strong so

that it will be able to organize and to "stabilize" the whole in-

dustry. If the closed shop pervades the industry, of course, no

single employer has a relatively greater burden on that account

than his direct competitors. Sometimes an employers' association

makes a mutual closed-shop agreement with a union, which

practically provides that each organization will deal only with

members of the other organization—a sort of two-sided monopoly.

Finally, an employer may sign a closed-shop agreement although

he may not favor the closed shop. He may decide that the closed

shop will be less costly for him than a strike for the closed shop

would be.

How costly to an employer the closed shop may prove depends

in part upon the extent to which it actually does limit his freedom

to hire and, therefore, restricts the supply of labor available to

him in the labor market. In many closed-shop agreements the

control over hiring is not in the hands of the union, and the em-
ployer is free to hire any qualified worker who is willing to join the

union. In such cases the closed shop places practically no re-

striction upon the employer's labor supply. The union itself is

made the source of supply where the employer agrees to hire

through the union. Generally, the employer can reject workers

supplied by the union if they are not competent. A closed-shop

^ CJ. Slichter, "The Changing Character of American Industrial Relations," op. cit..

p. 124.
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agreement leads to the greatest restriction upon the employer's

access to the labor market when entrance to the union is restricted

by a closing of the union to new members, by extreme apprentice-

ship requirements, or by very high initiation fees. To prevent any

closing of the union, some closed-shop agreements provide that

the union may not change its membership requirements or refuse

to admit qualified applicants during the life of the agreement.

Unionists argue that the closed shop is necessary and desirable

for a number of reasons in addition to those already mentioned.

They defend the closed shop on the ground that, if a majority of

the employees select a certain agency to represent them, the rest

should accept that majority decision and assist in paying for the

benefits they receive as a group through collective bargaining and

the activities of the union. This argument rests on the notion that

no employee should be permitted to be a "tax dodger." Union

officials also insist that 100-per-cent unionization is necessary if

the union is to enforce its working rules, particularly national

union rules that may not be embodied in local trade agreements.

This argument applies especially in lines like building construc-

tion, where jobs change so frequently, where the workers are

scattered all over town, and where there are so many rules regard-

ing methods of work, jurisdiction, materials, apprenticeship, etc.

In addition, union leaders state that they cannot be responsible

for the discipline of all workers in a plant unless all of them are in

the union and hence are subject to the union's discipline measures.

Labor officials have also insisted that the closed shop is necessary

to prevent discrimination in favor of nonunion men, to prevent

competition on the terms of employment, and to win strikes. Such

contentions, however, are open to question. Strikes can be won
with less than 90 per cent of all the employees organized. Unwilling

members may be a positive disadvantage to a union during a

strike. Generally, trade agreements are binding upon nonunion

employees as well as union members, so a closed shop is not neces-

sary in order to prevent the undercutting of labor standards

achieved by, collective bargaining. And if the union is strong

enough to obtain a closed shop it is generally strong enough to

prevent discrimination against its members. Furthermore, such

discrimination is illegal in industries subject to the National Labor

Relations Act. Sometimes the demand for a closed shop is simply
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a device for organizing the rest of the shop and consoHdating the

union's position; sometimes it is merely a means of assuring the

prompt payment of union dues, fines, and assessments; in certain

cases it is a method of excluding a rival union from the shop or

industry.

The closed shop may not be an unmixed blessing to a union and

its members. Like the guarantee of an exclusive jurisdictional

monopoly, the guarantee of 100-per-cent membership through a

closed-shop agreement may cause a union to lose its aggressiveness

and may tend to turn it into a sort of bureaucracy that does not

adequately represent the interests of the membership. Where a

union has had satisfactory dealings with an employer over a period

of time and the employer does not oppose the union, where there is

joint machinery for the review of discharges and grievances, and

where most of the employees will belong to the union simply to

protect their job rights and to be eligible for its benefits, the union

may gain little, if anything, from the closed shop.

Job seniority. Many collective labor agreements provide that

the length of continuous service shall be at least one of the factors

in determining the order in which employees shall be laid off and

returned to work. Somewhat less common are provisions applying

the seniority principle to promotions, granting the person with the

most seniority the first opportunity to qualify for a better position.

He does not, of course, obtain the job if he cannot qualify.

The purpose of a seniority rule is to provide job security for

older workers and to eliminate favoritism and discrimination by

the supervisory forces. Under trade agreements, alleged violations

of the rule are generally subject to joint review and often such

agreements provide for final appeal to an impartial umpire. Even

where there is no definite rule regarding seniority, there is a tend-

ency to follow that principle, as is evident in the army, in the uni-

versity faculty, and in financial institutions. Frequently it is very

difficult to determine relative competency. Selection by "merit"

is likely to be subject to personal bias and the shortcomings of a

foreman's judgment.

Seniority may be determined on the basis of length of continuous

service with the company (1) in that occupation, (2) in that depart-

ment, (3) in that plant, or (4) in any of the company's plants.

Obviously, complications may arise where records are not com-
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plete, where companies merge, or where some plants are closed.

In certain industries like the railroads and printing, the seniority

principle is applied rather rigidly to provide job tenure to workers

with long service records. In other cases, seniority provisions in

agreements may be qualified by a number of factors such as

efficiency or ability, family situation, and physical fitness. Those

factors being equal, length of continuous service may govern.

Often there is equal sharing of the work down to a certain mini-

mum number of hours, perhaps half the normal day, and there-

after lay-offs occur according to seniority. Sometimes certain

employees are exempt from the seniority provisions either because

they have an exceptional status or because they especially need

the work. Applied in such a flexible fashion, there may be

little difTerence between the practice under an agreement with

seniority provisions and the best practice under nonunion con-

ditions.

Seniority provisions in agreements are to be found principally

in the railroad, printing, automobile, textile, rubber, oil, electrical,

steel, metal-smelting, paper, and aluminum industries. Most of

these are mass-production industries, which until recently were

not unionized, and in practically all of them except printing the

closed shop has not been very prevalent. Furthermore, promotion

from one grade of employment to another is common. Pure craft

unions are not likely to adopt the seniority principle because there

is little room for promotion within the craft, and skilled craftsmen

have less need to fear that the competition of younger workers will

reduce their employment opportunities as they grow older. Sen-

iority is also uncommon in seasonal industries, like building, the

garment trades, and coal mining, because it would tend to divide

the union too sharply, with one group always bearing the impact of

seasonal fluctuations. Such industries are more liable to favor the

equal-division-of-the-work principle. A study of some 300 trade

agreements negotiated between 1922 and 1929 showed that only

about one out of three contained lay-ofT restrictions, whereas

examination of a similar number of agreements signed between

1933 and 1939 revealed that two out of every three embodied such

restrictions.^

1 Cf. Sumner Slichter, "Layoff Policy," in Addresses on Industrial Relations, 1939^

Bureau of Industrial Relations, University of Michigan, 1939, p. 74.
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Seniority provisions in agreements, if fairly flexible, may not

have unfavorable effects upon the employer's costs of production.

In fact, as already mentioned, the general principle of job prefer-

ence on the basis of seniority has for some time been favored by

most employers. Seniority provisions in agreements help manage-

ment to eliminate favoritism by foremen, and, to the extent that

lay-offs become less haphazard and unfair, the morale and efficiency

of employees may be improved. A system of seniority may also

force the management to adopt objective ability-rating plans, to be

more careful in selecting employees, and to weed out less com-

petent workers before they acquire important seniority rights.

Seniority offers no direct protection to inefficient workmen,

although it may have adverse efTects upon the incentive and ini-

tiative of younger workers who are subjected to repeated

lay-offs.

Unions demand seniority in order to prevent favoritism, to

protect union members against employment discrimination, and

to give greater security to long-service employees. Consequently,

seniority serves as a check upon early superannuation in the mass-

production industries, where there may be a tendency to "burn

out" employees by the speed-up and then to discriminate against

them in employment. It should be clear, however, that such

protection to the middle-aged workers is at the expense of security

and job opportunities for younger workers.

Seniority also has its drawbacks from the union's point of view.

It may force the union to support the claim of one union member
against another and to pass on the competency of various members.

The system, if rigidly enforced, may become very complicated

and lead to numerous grievance cases. Furthermore, it reduces the

mobility of labor and ties the worker to a single firm. If his con-

tinuous service may be broken by a strike, he may hesitate to lose

such a valuable equity in a job by striking against the employer.

Union officials, realizing such problems, have said:

If we weren't afraid of discrimination, I think we'd be better off not to

commit ourselves to rigid rules of seniority, not knowing what unforeseen

conditions we may face in the future. I'd be willing to throw out this

whole seniority system if management would give us a union shop.^

1 Frederick H. Harbison, The Seniority Principle in Union-Management Relations, Indus-

trial Relations Section, Princeton University, 1939, p. 34.
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We are opposed to rigid or straight seniority. Given the proper treatment

by management, a strong union should be able to protect the workers
better in the long run by building up effective grievance procedures to

check favoritism, bias, or discrimination where they may exist. With
assured status and proper leadership, the union is better off to be guided

by the general seniority principle, but to decide each case on its own
merits. 1

In some companies, seniority provisions have led to the estab-

lishment of a joint body, with representatives of management and

the union, to classify and rate employees for the purpose of deter-

mining the order of lay-off and to assist in determining promotion.

Such steps represent another development in the direction of joint

control of employment policies either through regular grievance

committees or specially created seniority committees.

Job grievances and discharges. Grievances are disputes or

disagreements that arise over the interpretation of a trade agree-

ment, over the application of an agreement, or over any treat-

ment that seems unfair to the employee. Therefore, grievances

may involve such questions as seniority rights, wage inequalities,

the proper piece rate for a particular job, the application of over-

time rates, favoritism in assigning work, abuse from the foreman,

or dismissals. They are what might be called secondary disputes

in contrast to disagreements concerning broad issues such as wage

rates, hours, and working conditions for the whole plant or firm.

Because they are mainly personal issues that directly affect only a

few persons, the union is usually anxious to settle such differences

without a strike. The employer also gains by their just settlement

without a suspension of operations.

An arrangement for joint and impartial settlement of grievances

furnishes a curb upon any tyranny of the foremen, forcing them to

support their actions by facts before a joint union-company body.

Frequently, where the various joint committees cannot agree upon

a grievance, the agreement calls for appeal to an "outside" or

impartial umpire for final decision. Such grievance machinery

gives the union an equal voice in the settlement of alleged in-

justices and helps to prevent discrimination against union members.

It is a step in the direction of industrial democracy, giving the

workers some measure of authority in job matters. The company,

1 Ibid., p. 37.
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of course, still retains the right to discharge workers for inefficiency

or some other good cause.

Under employee-representation plans or company unions,

machinery was usually established for settling such grievances.

Many employers recognize that arbitrary and unjust actions by

foremen are likely to have bad effects upon the morale and efficiency

of the working force, that impartial settlement of grievances tends

to reduce strife and discontent and serves to stabilize industrial

relations.

The union label. Through union labels on products, by shop

cards or service buttons, and by white lists, unions attempt to

increase the sales of union-made products and of union establish-

ments, thereby increasing the employment and job security of

union members. The union label is put on such products as cloth-

ing, cigars, and printed matter. The shop card or button may be

used for service establishments such as barber shops, hotels, and

restaurants. The white list can be used for products to which labels

cannot be conveniently attached. It consists of a circular stating

the names of firms, say hosiery producers, that operate union shops.

All of these devices indirectly function as a sort of boycott against

the products of nonunion employers and serve, by affecting

purchases, to increase the jobs and employment subject to union

conditions.

Other job-protective policies. Unions also attempt to prevent

a reduction in the number of union jobs by other measures, such

as exclusion or control of new machinery and labor-saving devices,

limitations on output and the speed-up, and restrictions upon the

number of learners or apprentices. Such protective measures,

affecting either the demand for (or the supply of) the labor of a

union's membership, are intended to increase the job security of

union workers and to maintain the value of investment in the job

or in a skill. They are especially characteristic of craft unions.

1. Machinery and new processes. Unions may attempt to control

or prevent the introduction of machinery, the use of minor labor-

saving devices, or the subdivision of the job so that part of it can be

performed by lower priced and less skilled labor. Prevention of

the use of minor labor-saving devices includes the items that were

mentioned in Chapter 6 under policies of employees' organizations

affecting supply, such as limitations upon the width of paint
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brushes, restrictions upon the use of a stone pick in stonecutting,

prohibition of the use by one firm of printing type or matrixes

aheady used by another firm, or the refusal of plumbers to install

fixtures already put together. Certain skilled craftsmen, in order

to prevent any subdivision or "whittling away" of their jobs,

refuse to complete work partly done in a factory. As mentioned in

Chapter 6, a local union of painters in one large city threatened

to picket the opening of a new ice arena in which factory-made

and factory-painted seats were installed, claiming that local

painters were thereby deprived of jobs and demanding that the

business (and the money) be kept within the community. In order

to appease the painters, a number of them were hired at union

wage rates to go over the painted seats with dry brushes for a

period equivalent to the time that it would take to paint them.

In the case of new machinery, union members may refuse to

work on it in an attempt to exclude it from the industry, or the

union may attempt to control its introduction into the industry in

order to assure union members that they will suffer no loss of em-

ployment or reduction in wage rates. Under the "control" policy,

the union seeks to have the jobs on the machine given to union

members, and, by insisting upon the old wage scale for workers

operating the new machine, the union may make the operation of

the machine rather costly so that its introduction will be slowed

down.

The success of union policies for controlling or excluding new
machinery and minor labor-saving devices and for preventing

subdivision of the job depend in large part upon the extent to

which the employer would be dependent upon the union's mem-
bers for labor in case he decided to oppose the union's restrictive

policies. If the employer would still be dependent upon the skill

of union members, the added cost of going nonunion, including

the cost of a strike, might not be sufficient to offset the savings that

would accompany introduction of the labor-saving method under

nonunion conditions. In the case of such restrictions as those upon

the width of a painter's brush, the employer may be forced to

accept them because he still needs the painter. The same thing

was true in the case of the linotype machine producing print-

ing type by lines. When it was first introduced, employers

tried to use stenographers to run the linotype machine, but they
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soon discovered that the training of the printer (his knowledge of

spelHng, spacing, composition, etc.) was so necessary for efficient

operation that even nonunion shops found it profitable to employ

printers. Eventually, linotypers were receiving higher wage rates

than printers setting type by hand.

In the face of technological changes, a union generally attempts

to conserve the available jobs for its own members and to prevent

any loss in the value of their skill and training through the obsoles-

cence that may result with the adoption ofnew production methods.

The union's policy may not be unlike that of employers who seek

to prevent or control the introduction of new inventions by buying

up patents or adopting common restrictive policies. Where the

new machine is such, however, that its operation requires none of

the skill of the workers under the old method, the union has little

opportunity to control the new machine. Glass-bottle blowing by

hand—really by lungs—was at one time one of the most skilled

and highly paid crafts in the country. However, an Owens bottle-

blowing machine was developed which was so automatic that the

only labor necessary for its operation was that of a couple of un-

skilled machine tenders. In such a case the union is powerless

to prevent the elimination of the former jobs of its members.

If the union's "control" policies do raise the cost of pro-

ducing the article or of furnishing the service, the result may
be an increase in price that will cause some decline in sales and

hence in the employment of union members. Such policies of

control or exclusion are most likely to be successful in local-market

industries that are not subject to the competition of nonunion

producers in other localities or of substitute products or services

—

in other words, where the local employers enjoy a very inelastic

demand for their output.

2. Restrictions upon output and the speed-up. As mentioned in

Chapter 6, restriction of output occurs among unorganized as well

as organized workers. ^ Opposition to the speeding up of operations

in mass-production or other industries may be on the grounds that

it has bad effects upon the health of the worker, and will shorten

the length of his working life by establishing a pace that he cannot

maintain after reaching 45 years of age. Such opposition may also

be founded on the fear that the speed-up will reduce the hours of

* Cf. S. B. Mathewson, Restriction of Output among Unorganized Workers, 1931.
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employment offered to certain workers in that firm. Unionists

claim that any reduction in production costs from the speed-up

will eventually be offset by larger relief costs and other disguised

expenses to the public, resulting from the adverse effects of the

speed-up on the worker's health and employability.

Restrictions upon the units of output per worker in order to

"make the job last" are especially characteristic of seasonal in-

dustries like the building trades, in which workers may seek to

extend the period of their employment during each year. That
helps to explain such restrictions as those upon the number of bricks

that a bricklayer can lay, the number of bundles of lath that a

lather can tack, and the number of barrels of lime that a plasterer

can handle, in any one day. In nonseasonal lines, however, workers

may also try to "nurse the job along," so that they "do not work

themselves out of employment."

Economists have been almost unanimous in their condemnation

of restrictions upon output, which they claim are based upon a

false "lump-of-labor" theory. According to this theory there is

just so much work to be done, so that a particular grade of labor

may increase its total hours of employment by reducing the output

per worker.

In this matter, the trade-unionists are arguing from the particular

to the general and the economists are reasoning from the general

to the particular. Consequently, neither group appreciates the

position of the other side. A trade-unionist, a plumber for example,

correctly assumes that the total costs of plumbing are such a small

item in the total costs of constructing and maintaining a building

that the wage-output ratio of local plumbers will have practically

no effect upon total building construction in the locality. He,

therefore, is inclined to take the common-sense view that there is a

fixed amount of local plumbing work to be done in any one year

and that a rapid pace would result in fewer hours of work for local

plumbers. In drawing general conclusions on the basis of partial

analysis and his own limited experience, he is only following the

example of the reasoning of certain economists on wages, as was

indicated in the section on wage rates and unemployment in

Chapter 11.

The economists are correct in insisting that there is no fixed

demand for all products or services and that the demand for a
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particular product or service, though it may be fixed in the short

run (for example, after the building contracts have been let), is

not fixed over longer periods. But the economists may make a

mistake in attempting to apply such general conclusions uniformly

to all particular cases, and insisting upon a close relationship

between the output of, say, one out of 20-odd building or railroad

crafts and the demand for building or railroad service. Small

sections of the total labor supply may increase their total real

earnings by restrictive practices, even though the real income of

the whole community or of other laboring groups is reduced as a

consequence.

Business leaders likewise favor restrictive practices that help to

maintain prices and prevent any "spoiling of the market." In rea-

soning that price-cutting is collective suicide because there is only

a certain demand for a product or a certain amount of business to

be had, they are committing what might be called the "lump-of-

business" fallacy. The price policies of employers in many industries

seem to be based on the assumption that demand is fixed and that

price reductions would not lead to increased sales.

3. Limitations upon entrance to the trade. Some craft unions, especially

building-trades locals in certain cities, maintain apprenticeship

rules, which require that a worker serve a regular apprenticeship

of some three or four years before he can qualify for membership

in the union and be admitted to the trade as a journeyman.

The union may insist upon a certain ratio between the number of

journeymen and the maximum number of apprentices or learners

in any one shop. And union members may be forbidden to teach

their trade to any persons except certified apprentices employed

in union shops. Such union restrictions upon the supply of qualified

workers may serve to protect union members from too much compe-

tition by new recruits. Entrance restrictions that are wholly or

partially enforced by the workers concerned or their associations

are also found in the professions, like medicine, law, and university

teaching. University faculties may insist that all new members
have a Ph.D. degree; bar and medical associations may confine

the practice of law and medicine to their members and restrict

their membership by rigid entrance requirements.

Craft apprenticeship has been of declining importance during

the past few decades, because technological improvements have
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reduced the need for such apprenticeship and because there are

many ways in which a trade can be learned besides a formal

apprenticeship, such as in nonunion shops, in schools and prisons,

or as a helper to a journeyman in a union shop.

Some general remarks. Measures to conserve jobs and markets

for members of an organization are not new. The medieval guilds

attempted to protect the local market for guild members by ap-

prenticeship rules and by regulations preventing any subdivision

of the work and forbidding the use of any new techniques not

approved by the guild. Combined action by some workers to

further their own interests in the labor market may be called partial

monopoly or monopolistic competition, but it is not essentially

different from a combination of individuals to form, a corporation

or the combined action of a group of employers. Craft unions

seeking to maximize the lifetime earnings of craftsmen are operat-

ing on the same principle as producers of trade-marked articles or

owners of patents who seek to maximize their total profits.

It has been argued by some economists that any deviation from

perfect markets and pure competition is likely to lead to an "un-

economic distribution" of a nation's productive resources. Labor

unions are often opposed because, it is claimed, any group inter-

ference with open markets and unrestricted competition will

result in a maldistribution of labor resources and a similar mis-

application of capital resources. One wonders whether employer

discrimination against union members, early superannuation of

workers with the speed-up, and exploitation of workers by em-

ployer domination of the market do not also result in a warped

allocation of economic resources. The trouble with such argu-

ments concerning the use of available resources is that they assume

that perfect markets and pure competition always result in the

correct distribution of a nation's productive resources, that all

labor markets would be perfect markets if labor unions did not

interfere, and that all labor is fully employed. Presumably, un-

employment itself represents a very wasteful distribution of labor

resources.

Whether unions, by restrictive policies that enhance labor

costs, increase unemployment is another question to which there

is no simple answer. For example, did the hiring of painters to

dry-brush the factory-painted seats of that new ice arena increase
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or decrease total employment in the city and the nation? It did

represent a wasteful use of labor resources, assuming that those

painters would otherwise have been employed—a most unreal

assumption in the middle 1930's. Chapter 11 contained a detailed

discussion of the relationship between wage rates or labor costs

and unemployment. That discussion indicated that an increase

in money wage rates (labor costs) may lead to less unemployment

by redistributing money income, increasing the rate of spending,

and affecting the labor supply. Certainly, where there has been

employer exploitation of labor, the union policy of the standard

rate will tend to increase employment by making part of the supply

curve of labor a straight horizontal line as in a perfect market.

The effect upon employment would be similar to that of a mini-

mum wage. How a minimum wage may increase employment was

explained at the end of Chapter 5 and in Chapter 12.

Even the effect of union restrictions and controls upon efficiency

is a debatable question. The term "efficiency" itself is vague, and

means little unless it is based on total costs per unit of output.

Union restrictive practices are probably most prevalent and

effective in the building trades; yet Professor Sumner Slichter,

who has repeatedly complained that make-work rules and re-

strictions upon technological change or upon rewards for efficiency

keep down a country's standard of living,^ recently stated:

The building trades get pretty high efficiency from labor on the whole,

though they pay by the hour [according to standard rates]. Labor effi-

ciency in our building trades is the wonder of foreigners familiar with

construction abroad. ^

Why does an employer sign a trade agreement containing union

controls and restrictions if they may increase his labor costs per

unit of output? As already stated, he may obtain certain advan-

tages from such an agreement, including freedom from strikes and

use of the union's label. Why then should he complain if certain

disadvantages also accompany the agreement, such as the inability

to hire nonunion workers or to substitute college students for

regular workers during school vacations? Are seniority provisions

^ Cf. "The Changing Character of American Industrial Relations," op. cit.,

pp. 122-23.

^Sumner Slichter, "Layoff Policy," Addresses on Industrial Relations^ 7939^ Bureau of

Industrial Relations, University of Michigan, 1939, p. 79.
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and the closed shop, for example, to be condemned because they

prevent college students, who may work harder, from displacing

year-around employees during short, vacation periods? Or because

such provisions tend to prevent young workers from replacing

older workers? College instructors may believe that the older

professors are relatively overpaid and are continued at their

salaries, not on purely economic grounds, but because they enjoy

tenure and the personal support of their colleagues. Should a

university president be free to displace older professors with

younger instructors if he feels that thereby the university will get

more for its money?

Society definitely gains when the joint settlement of grievances

increases total output by improving morale and reducing the

number of work stoppages. The use of grievance machinery may
also serve as an education in industrial democracy for both the

workers and the foremen. There is certainly some social gain in a

democracy if workers are not forced to kowtow to the boss in order

to hold a job. Unions may even assume some responsibility for

supervision of the work, the elimination of waste, and increases in

operating efficiency, under schemes for union-management co-

operation. Such joint programs for improving production and

working conditions are discussed in Chapter 24.



CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

EMPLOYERS:
ORGANIZATION AND LABOR POLICIES

In forming corporate policies, the management of a firm is in-

fluenced by a number of purposes and many pressures. The ob-

jective of making large profits may involve the adoption of certain

personnel and labor-relations policies, the development of good

public relations, and "stabilization" of the industry to prevent

price-cutting and similar competitive practices. In addition to the

question of profits, there is the^[uestiQ]r-QL.CQntrQl of production

or operating policies, which the management is prone to consider

its special prerogative. Any attempt by workers to gain some con-

trol over jobs, employment, and the speed of operations is likely

to be condemned and resisted by the managers as "interference"

with "their business," even though the corporation's officers or

directors may own little, if any, of its capital stock. The policies of

the corporation_may, therefore^ be directed toward maintaining

th££om£ajiy^s_dojnination over its labor market while preventing

labor from strengthening its position in that market through organ-

ization. In resisting labor organization by adopting policies that

tend to make the worker "loyal" to the company, the management

may also increase the efficiency of the working force so that the com-

pany is receiving the most in services for each dollar spent for labor.

Some idea of the opposingJoty-j^s and incentives that may,jnoti-

vate corporate management can be gained from the statement of

Owen D. Young that, as chairman of the board of directors of the

General Electric Company, he owed an obligation to three groups

of people: some 50,000 stockholders who had put their funds into

the company, approximately 100,000 people who were putting

their labor and their lives into the business of the company, and

the millions of customers who purchase the company's products.^

1 Statement quoted in Edward S. Mason, "Price and Production Policies of Large-

Scale Enterprise," American Economic Review, vol, 29 (March 1939) supplement, p. 68,

from John H. Sears, The New Place of the Stockholder, 1929.

635
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In addition, the management is interested in perpetuating or

improving its own position. How to balance the demands and

interests of these four groups, which are hkely to conflict at many
points, is clearly a difficult economic and governmental problem.

An attempt by the management, for example, to improve the

company's labor relations by establishing an employee-representa-

tion plan raises the whole question of how American industry

should be governed and what interests the management and the

employee representatives really should, or do, represent.

The attitude of management toward the organization of the

company's employees may depend in part upon the nature of the

business and the extent to which competing firms in the industry

have been organized by the national union. The officers of a firm

are most likely to be friendly toward a labor union where the

union's economic program appears to coincide with the firm's

economic interests. The profits of a company may ii£__less un-

certain if the union's program stabilizes the price structure in the

industry ^ and equalizes labor costs so that small, fly-by-night

concerns cannotundercut" older,^ well-established iirms whose

poTicIes are more restricte3~5y tradition, public opinion, and past

investment in employee good will. Experience in the bituminous-

coal industry and the ladFes' garment industry in the New York

area indicates the advantage to established employers of having

a union to enforce standards upon firms that attempt to expand, or

to enter the industry, by operating under substandard conditions.

The economic program of labor unions may be of advantage to

employers in certain industries, such as building, in which it is

desirable to have predictable costs. A union may also aid certain

firms, such as clothing and printing concerns, whose sales may be

aflfected by the union label.

In many respects, the attitude of the employer or managemen t

toward the~union deternimes~the cTiaracter of the union'sjr^der-

1 The president of the United Rubber Workers of America has pointed to the "stabili-

zation of the price structure" as one of the specific advantages to employers that have

resulted from the organization of the rubber workers. He states: "Before the rise of

the U.R.W.A. conditions in the rubber industry were chaotic. Price wars were the

rule rather than the exception. Millions of dollars were lost by stockholders as a

result of bitter struggles between major rubber companies. Since the union became
strong there has not been one major price war." Cf. Jacob Baker, "What an Employer

Gets from a Union Contract," an address given at Town Hall, New York City, Decem-
ber 6, 1938.
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ship and the abihty of the union to maintain discipline amongst

its membersHIp". irtHj£_ginplQyer vigorously: opposes the union, the

workers are Hkely to select a militant leadership. The negotiation

of collective agreements and the settlement of grievances under

them, on the other hand, tends to lead to the selection and develop-

ment of businesslike leaders, such as those in the railroad, printing,

clothing, and mining unions. Collective agreements represent aji

attempt to introduce due process of law into industrv\__so that the

workers are proterted„ from arbitrary managerial actions by pro-

cedures_designedJo ensure decisions on the merits of the case. If

the management hires labor spies to oppose and eliminate the

union, as a number of automobile companies did in 1936 and 1937

after signing collective agreements with the union, one can under-

stand why labor relations in the industry continued to be disturbed

and why alleged violations of the agreement by both sides were

frequent. Under such circumstances, each side may be suspicious

of actions by the other side, and it may prove difficult for the union

to discipline its new members, so that operations will not be inter-

rupted by disagreements and work stoppages.

ORGANIZED RESISTANCE TO UNIONS

The resistance of employers to labor organization may take a

variety of forms. Employers may organize so that, through col-

lective action, they can prevent collective action by their employees,

or they may resist labor unions singlehanded. Employers' associa-

tions and individual employers often use the same methods for

opposing organized labor, and antiunion tactics change some-

what with changes in labor laws and public opinion. It is, of

course, impossible to discuss all of the various tactics that have

been used against labor unions. The discussion here is confined to

antiunion practices that have been fairly common and effective.

The legal aspects of employers' actions against labor organization

are treated in Chapter 25.

The previous chapter has indicated that many American em-

ployers have not "fought" labor unions, and that a large number

of local employers' associations have signed collective labor agree-

ments. Some employers have never used any of the militant tactics

that are described in this chapter, although perhaps most American

employers have used one or more of them at some time. That the
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practices described in the following pages have been characteristic

of many large firms in this country can, however, be readily appre-

ciated from the statement that in 1939 over 900 manufacturing

plants were members of the National Metal Trades Association,

including plants of General Motors Corporation, Hudson Motor
Company, Curtis Aeroplane and Motor Company, Republic

Steel Corporation, Fisher Body Corporation, and Briggs Manu-
facturing Company; while 69 companies used the Association's

labor espionage service from 1933 to 1936, including such well-

known concerns as Otis Elevator Company, Wright Aeronautical

Company, a division of the United Aircraft Corporation, Stewart-

Warner Corporation, Hookless Fastener Company, and Yale and

Towne Manufacturing Company.^ For some 33 years prior to

1937 the Employers' Association of Akron had paid sums, varying

with the organizational activity of labor unions, to an outside

agency specializing in labor espionage. The large rubber firms in

Akron supplied most of the income of the Association, three fifths

of which went for the services of the espionage agency in 1936.^

Many of the country's best known firms have purchased the

services of espionage agencies directly rather than through an

employers' association. An incomplete list, compiled by a sub-

committee of the United States Senate from its investigations into

industrial espionage in 1937, contained the names of some 1,420

firms and 50 employers' associations that had used detective

agencies for such services as espionage and strike-breaking during

the period from 1933 to 1936. Among the firms paying thousands

of dollars for labor espionage during those years were the Aluminum
Company of America, Bethlehem Steel Company, Campbell Soup

Company, Curtis Publishing Company, Endicott Johnson Cor-

poration, General Electric Company, Royal Typewriter Company,

and Sinclair Refining Company.^ During that period General

Motors Corporation alone paid approximately SI ,000,000 for spy

services and had at times as many as 200 labor spies in its plants.'^

^ Cf. Labor Policies of Employers'' Associations, Part 7, The National Metal Trades Associ'

ation, Senate Report No. 6, Part 4, 76th Congress, first session, 1939, pp. 132-61.

2 CJ. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor Pursuant to

S. Res. 266, Part 8, U. S. Senate, 75th Congress, first session, 1937, pp. 2954-58.

2 Cf. Industrial Espionage, Report of the Committee on Education and Labor Pursuant

to S. Res. 266, Senate Report No. 46, Part 3, 75th Congress, second session, 1937,

pp. 80-89.
4 Ibid., p. 23.
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Employers' associations. The discussion of employers' associa-

tions in Chapter 6 gave some indication of their structure and

their activities. They may be local, state-wide, or industry-wide

on a national scale. As has been mentioned, it is estimated that in

1939 there were "probably 5,000 local or city employers' associa-

tions throughout the country" dealing with various unions.-^

Whether any particular one of the 2,300 state and local chambers

of commerce can be considered an employers' association depends

upon whether it is primarily engaged in promoting the interests

of a group of employers in labor matters. Generally, the titles of

employers' associations include such words as Associated Industries,

Associated Employers, Industrial Association, or Manufacturers'

Association, although employers' associations have also adopted such

ingenious titles as Laundry Institute, Industrial Research Bureau,

Citizens' Advisory Committee, and Citizens Alliance.

The nation's large employers seek to achieve "a united front"

and common opinion on labor relations through the National

Association of Manufacturers and its adjunct, the National Indus-

trial Council. The NAM in 1938 had a membership of about

3,000 manufacturing concerns, including most of America's best

known firms. Indeed, its membership roll reads like the list of

advertisers in popular magazines. As a coordinator of the em-

ployer attitude on labor policy, it engages principally in lobbying,

propaganda, legal advice, and counsel to members. The Council

is a federation of over 200 employers' associations, of which almost

half are national associations in various industries and the re-

mainder are state and local employers' associations affiliated with

the Council.^

In practice, the NAM and the Council that it has "sponsored"

are almost the same organization. The chairman of the Council is

the president of the NAM. Affiliates of the Council have nine of

the 60 or 70 places on the Board of Directors of the NAM. The
staff of the NAM makes up the staff of the Council. The NAM
furnishes the headquarters for the Council; performs the necessary

managerial, secretarial, and clerical services for it; and acts as

^ Helen S. Hoeber, "Collective Bargaining with Employers' Associations," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 49 (August 1939), p. 309.

2 Cf. Labor Policies oj Employers' Associations, Part 3, The National Association of Manu-
facturers, Senate Report No. 6, Part 6, 76th Congress, first session, 1939, especially

pp. 68-74.
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its "national legislative contact." In turn, the affiliates of the

Council cooperate by acting as agents and outlets for the bulletins,

the propaganda, and the educational and publicity suggestions

supplied by the NAM. In this way, "the interest of national

industrial unity" is served and "the cause of industrial unity, to

which the NAM is dedicated, is furthered." ^ Generally speaking,

the NAM formulates the policies and the Council affiliates carry

them to their respective localities and put them into practice.

Such an arrangement helps the NAM to unify the opinion of

industrialists on matters of labor policy and to extend its sphere

of influence to employers who do not belong to the NAM directly

but are members of one of the various employers' associations

affiliated with the Council. Through such connections with other

employers' organizations, the NAM is said to represent between

30,000 and 35,000 manufacturers employing from 4,500,000 to

5,000,000 persons.2

1. Uniform policies. How the employers' "united front" on labor

matters may operate in an industry is illustrated by the policies

of the National Metal Trades Association. During the period from

1933 to 1937 as many as 59 firms that were members and con-

tributors of the NAM were also members and contributors of the

National Metal Trades Association, and the influence of the

National Metal Trades Association upon the National Industrial

Council is indicated by the fact that, besides four direct affiliations

with the Council, the secretaries or managers of 16 local employers'

associations affiliated with the Council were secretaries of their

local branch of the National Metal Trades Association.^

Each member of the Metal Trades Association had to conduct

his business on an open-shop basis under threat of expulsion, which

would involve loss of all his contributions to the Association and

reimbursement of all monies from the Association's "Defense Fund"
spent in his behalf during a labor dispute. In some employers'

associations, employer members have even pledged to forfeit as

much as SI 00 to every member of the association in the trade or

industry if they sign an agreement with a labor union. "^ The con-

stitution of the National Metal Trades Association also requires

1 Ibid., pp. 256-59. 2 ifjid^^ p, 3^ 3 ihid^^ pp 66-67 and 269-70.
^ Cf. Robert W. Dunn, The Americanization of Labor; the Employers^ Offensive Against

the Trade Unions, 1927, p. 86.
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that "notice of the expulsion of a member shall be mailed promptly

to each member of the Association." This provision is especially

significant in view of the economic interdependence of manufac-

turers of machine tools, automobiles, and automobile parts. In

1936 a Cleveland concern, as a member of the National Metal

Trades Association, was ordered, on threat of expulsion from the

Association, to modify an agreement with its employees providing

that a shop committee of employees would be consulted before

lay-offs and reductions in pay were made. The officials of the

Association insisted that such provisions were against the Associa-

tion's principles. In connection with this issue, the president of the

Cleveland firm complained

. . . that two Cleveland men had spread stories among the trade

that were malicious and false; that his lawyers have told him that he

has cause for legal action; that he had no desire to pursue this course

but that he would be compelled to do so unless the stories were stopped,

as his company had lost much desirable business as a result of the stories. ^

As a further measure to ensure uniformity of labor policies

amongst members, the constitution of the National Metal Trades

Association, until revised in 1937 after the Senate investigation, re-

quired that a member faced with a strike surrender to the Associa-

tion full control over the conduct of the strike and over the methods

to be used. In short, an outside organization was to run the em-

ployer's business as it saw fit during such a period. Furthermore,

no member could "make any settlement or adjustment with its

employees or their representatives or committee, or with any labor

union or representative of such union, without the full knowledge

and written assent of the Administrative Council of the Association

acting through its Commissioner." For one year after the termina-

tion of the labor dispute the member had to conduct its business

on the open-shop plan or reimburse the Association for all expenses

it had incurred in connection with the dispute. In addition,

reports of the labor spies employed by the Association were fre-

quently sent to all the members of one of its local branches so that

they would have the same information upon which to base concerted

action and a uniform program.^

^ Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations, Part 7, op. cit., p, 68.

^ This paragraph is based on Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations, Part 7, op. cit.,

pp. 41-43, 70-72, 122-23, 126-27.
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2. The Boycott. Cases of employers boycotting firms that deal

with unions have not been infrequent. A number of them were

mentioned in the section on employers' organizations in Chapter 6.

The Industrial Association of San Francisco, for example, boasted

in 1923 that, by means of a buyers' permit system, the boycotting

of union employers, the denial of bank credit to employers of union

members, and similar methods, it was able in three years to change

the conditions of manual work in the city from a situation where

over 90 per cent of the employees were in closed, union shops to

one where over 85 per cent of them were in open shops. ^ Officials

in the International Molders' Union stated that in San Francisco

Foundrymen operating under friendly agreements with Local No. 164

were told that unless they established non-union shops it would be impos-

sible for them to retain their customers. The Industrial Association

established a boycott against union shops. Its hired representatives visited

buyers of castings and endeavored to have them place their patterns in

the non-union association shops. Bankers refused loans to foundrymen
employing our members. ^

During the 1920's it was a common practice for local employers'

associations, including the Associated Employers of Indianapolis,

the Milwaukee Employers' Council, the American Plan Association

of Cleveland, the St. Paul Citizens' Alliance, and the Employers'

Association of Detroit, to urge employers to patronize only open-

shop producers or retailers with "open shop" show cards in their

windows, to refuse to advertise in union-shop newspapers, and to

withhold bank credit from union employers.^ In 1926 the Employ-

ers' Association of Detroit, for example, ran the following full-page

advertisement in a local newspaper:

The Open Shop has made Detroit a great industrial center.

Detroit needs the Open Shop if she is to continue to advance.

What can Mr. Average Citizen do to promote the welfare of Detroit

and incidentally of his fellows, his family, and himself?

The answer is a simple one:

Property owners specify the Open Shop and employ only local con-

tractors who are fighting for progress.

Purchasers of goods buy only from Open Shop producers.

1 Cf. Dunn, op. cit., pp. 49, 52-53.

2 From an editorial by John P. Frey, International Molders^ Journal, vol. 62 (October

1926), p. 606.

3 Cf. Dunn, op. cit., pp. 58, 62, 87-88.
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If you need printing see an Open Shop printer.

Manufacturers buy patterns and castings from open pattern shops and
foundries.

Think Open Shop

!

Talk Open Shop

!

Yes, and vote for those who support the Open Shop.^

In a number of instances in the 1930's, the National Metal

Trades Association attempted, through the purchases and sales of

its members, to bring economic pressure against individual em-

ployers who had signed union agreements. On some occasions, the

officers of the Association sought to undermine business officials

sympathetic with collective bargaining by communicating with

their stockholders and customers. ^ Some iron and steel companies

secretly signed closed- or preferential-shop agreements with the

Steel Workers Organizing Committee (CIO) in 1939 but denied

such action when questioned by other firms in the industry for fear

that it would be used against them with their customers.

The effectiveness of business boycotts is further evidence of im-

perfection in product markets and the economic pressure that

certain buyers or sellers can exert in and through the market.

Boycotts, black lists, and white lists would presumably be absolutely

ineffective in perfect markets with unbranded goods and impersonal

operation. And in such markets the threat of a seller or a buyer

to move his business elsewhere would have no noticeable effect

upon local product or labor markets.

In certain cases, bankers have exerted a great deal of influence

upon the labor policies of employers who were dependent upon
bank loans to run their businesses. Although the bankers were

outsiders, in the sense that they were not hiring the employees

concerned, or negotiating with the union, or manufacturing the

product, they have frequently been able to induce employers to

follow a certain labor program by suggesting that any deviation

from the program might result in a reduction or cessation of bank

credit to the firm or industry. From experience in local chambers

of commerce and in labor conciliation work, one is surprised to

find how much power monied persons may exert over labor policies

1 In Detroit Saturday Night, July 31, 1926 (Twelfth Annual Open Shop Number)
and quoted in Dunn, op. cit., p. 88.

2 Q"., for example. Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 3, 75th Congress, first session,

1937, pp. 911-14; and Labor Policies of Employers'' Associations, Part 1, op. cit., p. 113.
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in a community, although such persons may themselves hire very

few, if any, workers.

3. Labor espionage. Since its inception in the 1870's, labor espio-

nage has been a widespread practice throughout American industry.

The vice president and general manager of the De Soto Corpora-

tion stated in 1937 that labor espionage was "a practice we have

grown up with." ^ At the same time the president of a large espio-

nage agency testified that the nature of his business had "changed

slightly, but not very much" during the four decades ending in

1937.^ One spy told a Senate Committee that from 20 years of ex-

perience as a labor "stool pigeon" he had "found out there is [sic]

stools in every union organization." ^ Estimates place the number
of labor spies in 1936 at between 40,000 and 135,000 persons, with

the minimum expenditures for labor espionage exceeding S80,000,-

000 in that year. ^

Labor spies are hired (1) by employers' associations that offer

spy service to their members, (2) by private detective agencies

that sell such services to employers, and (3) by corporations that

set up their own spy systems, as General Motors did in 1937.^ Em-
ployers' associations may use their spy service as a talking point in

soliciting new members. From 1933 to 1936 some 45 employers'

associations are known to have been clients of detective agencies

offering espionage service, while other employers' associations had

their own hired spies. One fifth to two thirds of the income of some

employers' associations has been spent for labor espionage. The
spies themselves are either professionals who consider that kind of

work their occupation or "hooked" men and women who have been

recruited by misrepresentation. They may have been told that

their spy reports were for the information of the government, the

minority stockholders, the bondholders, the insurance company

with which the employer is insured, or some similar outside party.

When the "hooked" person discovers that he has been serving as a

labor spy and that his reports have been going to the employer, he

may be forced to continue his spy work under threat of being ex-

posed. An ex-officer of one spy agency admitted that over two out

1 Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 4, 1937, p. 1219. 2 /^/^^ p, n05.
3 Ibid., Part 8, p. 2843. * cf. Leo Huberman, The Labor Spy Racket, 1937, pp. 5-6.

^ Cf. Industrial Espionage, Senate Report No. 46, Part 3, 75th Congress, second session,

1937, pp. 20-21. This summarizing report contains a great deal of material on the

practice.
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of three of the 300 operatives in his records were "hooked" men.^

The professional spies change their names repeatedly in order to

avoid detection.

Labor spies join unions and become union officials in order that

they may disrupt and destroy labor organizations. Between Jan-

uary 1934 and June 1937, one detective agency had at least 330 of

its operatives in 90 different national unions, with as many as 52

in the Auto Workers' union to report on the union drive in General

Motors. Of these 330 spies, one was national vice president of

the union, 14 were presidents of locals, 38 were secretaries in locals,

and 6 were business agents or organizers. ^ Holding such offices,

they were in a position to report the names of union members and

to reveal the union's plans to the employer, both of which have a

demoralizing effect upon the union. Furthermore, they generally

create discord or disgust among the membership, by charging

some officials with embezzlement or bad faith, by making long

speeches, by bickering over parliamentary procedure, or by opposing

the program of the officers. They may cause the union to call an

untimely strike; they may preach violence; or they may incite the

members to riot in order to discredit the union. Often they are able

to acquire a following in the union because of their pleasant or vigor-

ous personalities and their free spending on the agency's account.

How a labor spy may disorganize a union is illustrated by the

case of a spy supplied by the National Metal Trades Association

to one of its employer members in 1934 on the day following a

National Labor Relations Board election in which the AFL union

received over 95 per cent of the ballots cast. This spy joined the

union; became recording secretary; and reported the names of

union members to the employer so that they might be discharged.

In order to discredit the organizers of the local union before the

membership, he brought charges against them alleging embezzle-

ment of union funds. These charges were later disproved as abso-

lutely false. In a little more than a year after he had joined the

local, its membership had dwindled to eight members, so that its

charter was revoked and the organization disbanded.^ The Flint

local of the Federal Union of Automobile Workers of General

Motors plants declined from about 26,000 members in 1935 to 122

^ Huberman, op. cit., p. 53. ^ Cf. Industrial Espionage, op. cit., pp. 26-28, 75-79.

2 CJ. Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations^ Part 7, op. cit., pp. 77-78.
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in 1936 through the action of at least 5 spies on its executive

board of 13. One spy attempted to undermine leaders of the union

by insinuating that they were spies. Another spy who was union

secretary was instrumental in having a great number of active

union members discharged at the Chevrolet plant, and the union

grievance committee, on which there were two spies, refused to

take up the cases of the discharged members with the Chevrolet

management.^ In less than a year after a spy became secretary of

a federal union in Hartford, Connecticut, in 1935, its membership

had dropped from 2,500 to IS}

That labor espionage may prove to be a risky and costly policy

for corporate management to adopt is indicated by the experience

of General Motors. Both General Motors and Chrysler had their

spy service extended to the plants of other companies without noti-

fying them. These other companies included either their own
competitors or companies selling materials and parts to their com-

petitors. General Motors spies were even asked to spy on the spies

of Chrysler because there was reason to believe that confidential

trade secrets were being passed on to Chrysler. Not unnaturally,

suspicion fell upon the spies previously hired, so General Motors

hired additional spies from another detective agency to spy on the

spies already in its plants !

^

The espionage business, of course, expands with labor trouble

and strife. Private detective agencies stand to profit most by a

maximum of labor disturbance, and the employment of individual

spies also rests upon the same foundation. Consequently, they may
follow a make-work policy. Spies have frequently been encouraged

to doctor up their reports to inflame the imagination of the employer

so that he will hire more spies or at least continue to employ those

he already has. Spies may even stimulate and incite labor unrest

in order to prevent their own unemployment. Suspicion, work

stoppages, and even strikes are likely to accompany labor espionage.

The bad effects upon employee morale from espionage and the ac-

companying discharge of union leaders may be a disturbing factor

in the company's labor relations for a long period of time.^

^Cf. Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 7, 1937, pp. 2318-19; and Industrial Espio-

nage, op. cit., p. 70.

2 Cf. Huberman, op. cit., pp. 21-23.

3 Cf. ibid., pp. 81-84; and Industrial Espionage, op. cit., pp. 44-48.

* Idem.
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As a result of the Senate Committee's investigation into labor

espionage in 1937, the National Metal Trades Association reported

that it had abandoned its spy services, and one of the important

private spy agencies decided to liquidate its business. As a conse-

quence, more employers apparently have established their own
spy services.^ Testifying before this same Senate Committee in

1938, William Few Long, secretary and manager of the Associated

Industries of Cleveland for 1 7 years and an important figure in the

affairs of the National Industrial Council, stated: "It must be re-

membered that spying always will be an essential part of warfare,

and that is true whether it is industrial warfare or warfare between

nations and so long as we have industrial warfare, just so long we
will have industrial spying in my opinion, regardless ofany measures

that may be taken to prevent it."
^

4. Employment bureaus and black lists. A large number of local em-

ployers' associations, in such cities as Chicago, Cleveland, Denver,

Passaic, Indianapolis, and Moline, have established employment

bureaus through which members of the association hire their em-

ployees.^ In this way union members may be black-listed and em-

ployers may be assured of "loyal" nonunion workers. The constitu-

tion of the National Metal Trades Association, for example, requires

each of its branches (27 in 1937) "to maintain an Employment
Bureau." The names and records of union members or "agitators"

are supplied to these Bureaus by spies or by employer members of

the Association who send in names to be filed for future "reference."

By 1914 the Association had over 400,000 permanent records of

workmen. "* Consequently, the Association, in supplying employers

with new workers, could state that they "all are known to be non-

union men." ^ In addition, the Association has issued a great many
Certificates of Recommendation to workers who "have proven

their loyalty to their employers by having been faithful to them

during labor trouble." ^ Such certificate holders were "to be shown

favor" and "to be given every consistent preference and advantage

by the members" of the Association.^

By gaining control of the market place for labor, employers'

* Cf. Industrial Espionage, op. cit., p. 74.

2 Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 22, 1938, p. 9457.
3 Cf. Dunn, op. at., pp. 43, 57, 69, 89-93, 108.

* Labor Policies of Employers' Associations, Part 1, op. cit., p. 26. Cf. also pp. 82, 104.

^Ibid., pp. 102-103. 6 Ibid., p. 26. ^ Idem.
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associations have been able to enforce a boycott against union

members and to discriminate in favor of docile nonunion workers.

Such discrimination in the labor market has nothing to do with

the efficiency or ability of the worker. It is not on the basis of

economic merit, but according to the worker's beliefs regarding

the desirability of labor organization. Some notion of the effect of

such discrimination upon the distribution of labor resources can be

gained from the stories of efficient workmen who have been delib-

erately deprived of opportunity to earn a livelihood in their trade

through black-listing.^ Sometimes workers are black-listed through

a system of employment or clearance cards on which the worker's

previous employment record is given in full so that the employer

can learn from the worker's previous employers whether he is a

"reliable" employee.

The importance of control over the central market place for labor

is illustrated by the contest that has existed between employers and

the unions over the control of the hiring halls for longshoremen and

seamen on the Pacific Coast. During the 1920's the Waterfront

Employers' Association and the Shipowners' Association of the

Pacific Coast established central hiring halls for longshoremen, sea-

men, marine engineers, and masters, mates, and pilots, in San

Francisco and Los Angeles. The owners employed men only through

the hiring halls controlled by the employers' associations, and the

workers were required to present "grade" books containing their

entire work records in order to register and receive employment

through the employer-dominated hiring halls. By such control over

the labor-supply center, the employers were able to discriminate

as a group against former strikers and union leaders. Black-listing

was rife. In November 1926, the U. S. Supreme Court declared

the practice of requiring that all seamen be hired exclusively through

the employers' association bureau was in violation of the Federal

antitrust laws.^ Since 1934 the hiring halls for longshoremen and

seamen on the West Coast have been controlled by the unions.

5. Propaganda and ^'educationaV^ activities. Employers' associations

have served as agencies for coordinating employer pressure upon

the local press, local public officials, and legislatures. They have

1 C/., for example, ibid., pp. 101-102.
2 Anderson v. Shipowners'' Association of Pacific Coast et al. (1926), 47 Supreme Court 125.

CJ. also William S. Hopkins, "Employment Exchanges for Seamen," American Economic

Review, vol. 25 (June 1935), pp. 250-58.
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also functioned as local outlets for the publicity or propaganda

campaigns of such national organizations as the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers. In 1934, for example, the NAM began a

"campaign for the dissemination of sound American doctrines to

the public." ^ By 1937 the employer subscriptions for this program

amounted to about $800,000 a year, or over half of the Association's

total income for 1937.^ Through the National Industrial Council,

local employers' associations were urged to initiate a "united pro-

gram for community education" under the guidance of the NAM,
which supplied leaflets for employees, material for publication or

speeches, speakers, sound films for schools, and reprints of articles

written by university economists for the "Six Star Service" of the

NAM.
The importance of public opinion in labor matters was stressed

by the public-relations department of the NAM as follows in 1937:

Now, more than ever before, strikes are being won or lost in the news-

papers and over the radio. The swing of public opinion has always been

a major factor in labor disputes, but with the settlement of strikes being

thrown more and more into the laps of public officials, the question of

public opinion becomes of greater importance. For it is public opinion

—

what the voters think—that moves those elected to action along one course

or another.^

With the assistance of local employers' associations, the National

Association of Manufacturers was able to carry its propaganda to

every industrial community in the country. All means of communi-

cation were used, including "payroll stuffers" for employees, letters

to stockholders, material for foremen, movies for employees, edi-

torials and news stories for the press, a daily newspaper column by

economists (the "Six Star Service"), comic features ("Uncle Abner

Says"), "harmony" advertisements under local sponsorship, radio

speeches, radio drama (American Family Robinson), radio pro-

grams in six languages, movie shorts, newsreels, public speeches at

"civic meetings," plant bulletin boards, outdoor billboards, and

booklets mailed to professional persons, schools, and libraries. In

practically every case, the real source of the material, the National

Association of Manufacturers, was kept secret. ^

The NAM estimated in 1938 that its series of 25 leaflets had been

^ Labor Policies of Employers^ Associations, Part 3, op. cit., p. 155.
2 Ibid., p. 168. 3 jiji^^^ p. 158. 4 cf. ibid., pp. 160-62.
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distributed to over 11,000,000 ernployees through 79 employers'

associations and 1,545 companies. Its movie shorts were seen by
"nearly 6,000,000 people" in 1937. The daily newspaper column
by economists (the "Six Star Service") appeared in 260 papers

with a circulation of more than 4,500,000 in 1936, and reprints

were received by more than 300 trade and business papers. The
Association's "harmony" advertisements of full-page size appeared

in over 500 newspapers. The American Family Robinson was

broadcast weekly or semiweekly over 268 radio stations. More
than 1,000,000 copies of a series of seven booklets were mailed to

persons and schools. The Association's press service was received

by 6,252 weekly and small daily papers including 153 foreign

language newspapers with a circulation of almost 2,500,000 per-

sons. The president of the NAM estimated that during 1936 alone

its propaganda campaign received over §3,000,000 worth of out-

door advertising, newspaper space, and radio time, free of charge.^

Some notion of the material distributed in this "educational"

campaign to "sell" industry to the public can be gained from articles

on labor subjects in the "Six Star Service," written by 11 "out-

standing economists" in various universities and paid for by the

NAM. About one third of the 500-odd ardcles in 1936 and 1937

dealt with labor subjects, although not one of these professors

taught a subject in the labor field. ^ The professor who wrote the

most articles on labor subjects taught only one economics course

entitled "classical economic theory." The impression of the labor

market conveyed by the articles that appeared in the "Six Star

Service" series is revealed by the following quotations:

In order to secure a square deal for all, rich and poor, intelligent and

ignorant, the Constitution provides that the value of all services and all

commodities sold on the open market must be fixed by one unchanging

and unchangeable standard controlled not by men but by natural forces,

expressing themselves in natural laws. Bargaining power has no signifi-

cance on the open, competitive, American market because the value of

services, like the value of cotton and eggs and apples, is not fixed by

bargains, but by the operation of natural forces.

Bargaining power has significance only when certain groups seek to get

more than the market value for their services. This means that they are

seeking to exploit other groups by forcing employers to pay them more

^CJ. ibid., pp. 162-66, 170; and Huberman, op. cit., pp. 134-36.

2 CJ. Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 35, 1939, pp. 14394-95.
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than the market price for their services, and assess the difference on other
groups by making them pay ii in higher prices. Those who stand for

this unethical and indefensible principle pose as the friends of the working
man. As a matter of fact, they are preeminently the exploiters of labor. ^

Wages are fixed by natural forces beyond the control of employers. . . .

Competition is so intense in business today that employers cannot afford

to permit their competitors to pay less than the market price for their

labor. 2

One cannot help but wonder whether such "classical" economists

also believe that natural forces likewise determine the price of each
of the 250,000 separate parts that the International Harvester

Company manufactures for servicing agricultural implements or the

50,000 prices that the United States Steel Corporation quotes for

various forms of its basic products. The quotations from the "Six

Star Service" might well be compared with the following statement

about markets and equilibrium made by an "outstanding" corpo-

ration president, member of the boards of directors of many firms,

prominent in the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, and author of books

on business management:

I doubt very much the possibility of equilibrium conditions as to wages,

i.e., free, unrestricted competition not only between workers but between
workers and other factors of production, unless the entire economic sys-

tem, i.e., all prices, are similarly determined. The possibility of any
material reduction in the relative degree of monopoly, oligopoly, and
monopolistic competition is remote even without reference to patent

monopolies and tariff protection. Any such conception seems to me to

involve the abandonment of mass production. Moreover, after a great

deal of reflection on the matter, I believe competition, if not limited and
regulated to substantial degrees, necessarily destroys internal efficiency

of processes and annihilates incentives by the excessive degree of uncer-

tainty which it imposes. That is, both theoretically and practically, it

seems to me, there has never been, and there cannot now be, anything

approaching an equilibrium mechanism in our prices.^

6. Citizens^ Committees. The citizens' committee is a device for

organizing business groups to carry out a campaign against labor

organization and the economic program of unions. It is usually a

temporary organization, born out of the fear that labor organiza-

1 Ibid., Part 18, 1938, p. 8087. 2 7^^^,^ p^ 8093.
^ From private correspondence dated November 1 939.
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tions may have adverse effects upon local business, payrolls, and

employment. Through such fear it is able to enlist the support of

real-estate owners, professional persons, small retailers, farmers,

and other nonemploying groups. Often economic pressure in the

form of a threat by an employer or employers to move the business

to another locality causes local business groups to organize and

exert pressure upon local officials and public opinion in order to

break a strike or to eliminate labor unions.

During the 1 920's, citizens' committees were formed in a number
of cities including Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and San Francisco.

Generally they were formed by employers' associations in order to

raise funds, and to secure the cooperation of the nonemploying

public, for an antiunion campaign. In Detroit, for example, a

Citizens' Committee was formed in 1926 by some 40-odd employ-

ers' organizations and trade associations in order to preserve the

open, nonunion shop and to prevent the AFL from "injuring" bus-

iness in Detroit by organizing automobile workers. In Chicago,

Cleveland, and San Francisco, citizens' committees, organized by

employers' associations, raised millions of dollars to wage a cam-

paign to eliminate the building unions. In such a campaign, build-

ing contractors, real-estate interests, and bankers were an important

element in enforcing a buyers' and credit boycott against union em-

ployers in the industry.

During the 1930's, the citizens' committee was often used as a

strike-breaking device. That was true, for example, of the Akron

Law and Order League in the 1936 strike of the Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company, the Flint Alliance in the 1937 strike of the

General Motors Company, and theJohnstown Citizens' Committee,

the Mahoning Valley Citizens' Committee, the Canton Citizens'

Law and Order League, the Massillon Law and Order League,

and the Warren John Q. Public League, all formed in the Little

Steel strike of 1937. Often these citizens' leagues are largely or-

ganized and financed by companies facing the strike. For example,

the Akron Law and Order League, to which the Goodyear Com-
pany contributed "in the neighborhood of SI 5,000," was formed

after a preliminary discussion by Goodyear's president with the

presidents of other Akron rubber companies.^ During the early

period of its existence, over 95 per cent of the funds for the Johns-

1 Hearings Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Part 8, 1937, pp. 2951-52.
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town Citizens' Committee came from the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany. That company paid more than $36,000 to the Citizens'

Committee in 1937, most of which was passed on to the mayor of

Johnstown to pay salaries and buy ammunition for approximately

500 persons who were sworn in as special police during the strike.^

A whispering campaign that a long strike would cause the com-
pany to move its plants away from Johnstown had frightened

merchants and professional men in the area.

As the personnel manager of the Goodyear plant in Gadsden,

Alabama, has explained, it is much easier to organize community
sentiment in favor of a company in a small community than in a

large one.^ That is true because a small community is so dependent

on the company's payroll. In Gadsden, according to the Goodyear"

personnel director, the community was "100 percent with the

company" and against the union largely for the reason that "Gads-

den lost an important industry 15 years ago because of labor

trouble and the professional men, [and] city and county officials

are definitely against permitting agitators to tie up the Goodyear

plant." ^ The effectiveness of the threat to move lies not only in

putting economic pressure upon small, independent businessmen

to oppose the union but in forcing the government officials to side

with the company. As the experience of the Remington-Rand
Corporation in Syracuse and Ilion, New York, during its 1936

strike indicates, it is easier for a company to sway public officials

in small cities than in large ones.

In order to appreciate the contrast in this Remington-Rand
case, it is necessary to understand that just before the 1936 strike

the union membership included about 80 per cent of the production

and maintenance employees in the plants of the company in six

localities, and that the company had signed a collective agreement

covering those six plants.'^ The union called the strike because the

company had acquired a new plant in Elmira, New York, under

an assumed name, to which materials and equipment were being

transferred from its Ilion plant and to which it was unwilling to

Ubid., Part 19, 1938, pp. 8206-9, 8373-74, 8461.
2 Ibid., Part 8, 1937, p. 2979. 3 /^^-^.^ p. 2982.
* The discussion of this case is based primarily upon a decision by the National Labor

Relations Board on March 13, 1937, In the Matter of Remington Rand, etc. Cf. Decisions

and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board, vol. 2, July 1, 1936-July 1, 1937,

pp. 626-746.
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extend the terms of the union agreement. According to reports,

the Elmira plant had been purchased by a group of citizens in

Elmira interested in improving business conditions in that town

and turned over to the company on the condition that Elmira

residents be given preference in employment. Ilion is dependent

upon two industrial concerns for its support, with the employees

of Remington-Rand amounting to about one fifth of its popula-

tion. As soon as the strike began, a "For Sale" sign was hung on

the Ilion plant, machinery was dismantled and shipped, and a

Citizens' Committee was formed of businessmen who were goaded

by the fear that loss of the plant would "ruin" their stores, their

banks, their loan associations, and their medical and legal practices.

The company had let the local authorities know that it would

be influenced in the distribution of its business between localities

by the amount of police protection received in the respective

communities. Under demand from the Citizens' Committee

group to cooperate or resign, the mayor and the chief of police of

Ilion were forced to appoint and fully equip about 300 special

deputies, after which "law and order'' broke loose in Ilion. The
mayor explained that, as one of the largest property owners in

Ilion, he was afraid of the Citizens' Committee, which included

the bankers, because "he could easily be a ruined man and have

nothing left but his hat, coat, and pants if these people were to

clamp down on him as they were able to do and in a manner which

he felt fearful they would do." ^ Some merchants also informed the

union members that they feared retaliation by the Citizens'

Committee unless they went along with that group.

In Syracuse the story was very different. Despite pressure by a

group in the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce, the mayor abso-

lutely refused to provide the large police force demanded by the

company for "protection" and display in order to discourage

the strikers. The experience of Remington-Rand in Syracuse,

with over 200,000 inhabitants, well illustrates that it is much
easier to bring economic pressure to bear upon public sentiment,

the business elements, and municipal officials in smaller localities

where the company supplies most of the demand for labor. The
mayor and Citizens' Committee of Middletown, Connecticut,

also failed to "cooperate" fully, because they resented the tactics

1 Ibid., p. 654.
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used by the company in attempting to frighten the city. The plants

of the company in Syracuse and Middletown were not moved or

sold as threatened, but were later reopened and operated. A
minority group of stockholders has brought suit against the officers

and directors of the company for alleged waste of corporate funds

in combatting unionization of employees, fostering a company
union, and organizing "back-to-work" campaigns.^

Tactics similar to those of the Remington-Rand Company were

used during 1935 by the Brown Shoe Company, third largest shoe

manufacturing firm in the country.^ The Brown Shoe Company
then operated 14 shoe factories, one in St. Louis and the rest in

small towns in the Middle West where the plants had been built

with funds subscribed by representative citizens. The typical

agreement provided for a certain sum of money to be furnished by

the citizens of the town for the erection of the factory, which the

company uses free of charge and will later own when it has spent

a fixed minimum sum for labor in the plant during a specified

period, usually 10 years. Often there is provision for a rebate of

all taxes, business fees, and water rates during those 10 years.

Approximately one third of the company's machinery is leased

from shoe-machinery manufacturers and the rest can be easily

moved to another town. Groups of citizens in small towns around

St. Louis are constantly seeking to obtain one of the company's

plants for their community.

Under such circumstances, the payroll of the company is the

town's chief source of income, and the merchants and public

officials of the town, many of them subscribers to the fund for the

erection of the plant, are deeply interested in keeping it open and in

operation. The economic threat to close the plant and move the

work to another small town is sufficient to frighten the whole

community. It was the closing of the plant, the threat to move,

or the actual movement of machinery, that led in 1935 to the forma-

tion of citizens' committees in four small Illinois towns where the

company had plants. In these towns, pressure was put upon union

^New York Times, November 30, 1939, p. 23.

^ Data primarily from In the Matter of Brown Shoe Company, etc.. Decisions and Orders

of the National Labor Relations Board, vol. 1, December 7, 1935-July 1, 1936, pp. 803-36.

Cf. also two articles by Ray L. Kringer, "In the Deep Middle West" and "How to Break
a Labor Union," The Nation, vol. 141 (November 13, 1935), pp. 569-70, and vol. 142

Oanuary 29, 1936), pp. 131-32.
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members by such methods as withdrawal of merchants' credit,

soHcitation by the citizens' committee of workers' signatures to an

agreement to return to work under "any conditions stipulated by

the Brown Shoe Company officials," vigilante attacks upon union

officials, and the discharge of union sympathizers by local business-

men. Labor spies and corps of special police were also used. As a

consequence of such tactics, the union was eliminated from these

plants of the company.

The ability of the employer to exert economic pressure upon a

community through such methods as the threat to move depends

in part upon the nature of his business. As indicated in Chapter 1 9,

most concerns, especially nonmanufacturing firms, are not in a

position to migrate because they are "market bound," "materials

bound," or "investment bound." Where the community subsi-

dizes the firm through tax concessions or rebates and similar

measures, the employer is in an especially strong position to bring

pressure upon local businessmen and through them to force the

local government to take sides against the union. In order to

apply the same tactics, the union would have to threaten to move
all of its members out of the community. Such a threat would, of

course, prove to be ineffective, which indicates that the employer

can often exert more economic pressure than the employees,

especially in small communities.

7. Other features of employers^ organizations. The discussion in

Chapter 6 indicated that employers' associations may assist a

member, whose employees are on strike, in a number of ways. It

may supply strike-breakers.^ It may have the company's orders

filled by other members of the association so that a company with

labor difficulties will not lose its customers. Most employers'

associations collect "dues" from the members, with which a

"defense fund" is built up. Like a union's strike fund, such a

defense fund can be used to pay a member company for losses

incurred in a strike. With all competitors in the same employers'

organization, as all rubber companies in Akron have been in the

Akron Employers' Association, it is possible to prevent labor

organizations from playing one employer against another. An
employers' association, in dealing with a union, can act as a single

^ For a discussion of strike-breakers and strike-breaking agencies, cj. Strikebreaking

Services, Senate Report No. 6, 76th Congress, first session, 1939.
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unit. If the union asks for "too much," the employers are in a

better position to resist because, when one company is shut down,

competing firms in the association are also closed. An employers'

association can declare an industry-wide lockout (employers'

strike) and no employer need fear that he will lose business to his

competitors during the lockout.

Employers' associations engage in various kinds of pressure upon
legislatures. For example, the executives of nine state employers'

associations and seven industry or city employers' associations

urged employers to "recruit stockholders, the firms with which

you do business, your own staff," in opposition to passage of the

National Labor Relations Act. ^ The Associated Industries of

Missouri hired a special train to bring 48 Missouri business leaders to

Washington "to contact Congressmen personally," and a letter sent

to all employers' associations affiliated with the National Industrial

Council urged a similar Washington pilgrimage "on a concerted

basis" so that as many businessmen as possible might appear per-

sonally in Washington to "participate in conferences with Senators

and Representatives" from their states in order to prevent passage of

such legislation as the National Labor Relations Act and the Social

Security Act. Such tactics, however, proved to be in vain in this in-

stance. Generally speaking, employers' lobbying activities are more

efTective in state legislatures than in the Federal Congress.

EMPLOYER POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Trade is generally considered to be two-sided. Both the buyer

and the seller are presumably benefited by a sale. However, there

exists a peculiar notion that in the labor market the benefit is

mostly one-sided, that the employer is performing a special favor

for his employees by hiring them. From this notion of the indebted-

ness of the employee to his employer arises the demand by some

employers that their employees give them unquestioning loyalty

without any reciprocal obligation of loyalty on their part. The
idea that loyalty should be mostly in one direction, from the em-

ployee to the employer, reflects the dependent status of the worker

in a wage system, and indicates the weak position of the sellers in

most labor markets.

* Material in this paragraph taken from Labor Policies of Employers'' Associations^ Part 3,

pp. 116-22.
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There is no doubt that the employer and his employees have

many interests in common. To the extent that the employees

have an investment in the firm in the form of money, training,

seniority, or good will, they are interested in advancing that firm.

An employee's investment in a company may be roughly measured

by the loss in earnings that he would experience w^ith a change of

employers. It may be that such a loss would generally be small in

the case of skilled craftsmen. Certainly craft unions that cut across

industrial lines are likely to be less interested in the future of any

particular firm or industry than an industrial or a company union

would be. Employers arc prone to emphasize the mutual interests

of management and employees in the fate of the firm, and thus to

stress "patriotism" toward the company. Through the company's

labor policy, the management may seek to extend that area of

mutuality, especially by increasing the dependence of the worker

upon the firm, or his attachments to the firm, through such methods

as welfare benefits, pension plans, and employee stock ownership.

The motives behind an employer's labor policy may be mixed,

and often depend upon the economic circumstances surrounding

the firm. It may not be possible to tell to what extent a company's

labor policy is motivated by a desire (1) to increase labor cfhciency

so that the company is obtaining the best results for its money;

(2) to prevent the organization of its employees so that the manage-

ment may have a free hand in determining company policies;

(3) to improve the public relations of the company so that it

enjoys the good will of customers, legislatures, and public officials;

(4) to be fair and decent to its employees on humanitarian grounds.

A certain policy may accomplish more than one purpose. For

example, welfare programs providing employee benefits may tend

to keep a firm's employees from joining a union while at the same

time it may reduce labor costs by improving workers' morale,

reducing labor turnover, and giving the company the pick of the

labor market. Companies with a large investment in capital

equipment are generally anxious to obtain high-class workmen so

that the output per unit of equipment will be large. Companies

subject to government regulation may be much more interested in

public good will than are firms located in company towns or

selling their products to other employers as raw materials. Some

of the companies that have cultivated a reputation for liberality in
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labor relations have at the same time, however, used such tactics

as labor espionage to prevent labor organization, whereby their

employees might gain a larger voice in the policies of the company.

Of course, companies having signed agreements with unions of

their employees are likely to follow very different labor policies

from those of firms striving to prevent the organization of their

employees or carrying on a campaign to eliminate the influence

of a union.

If the labor-relations policy of a company serves as an advertising

or publicity device to distinguish the company from others as

something special, the effect upon the labor market is similar to

that of trade-marked or branded articles in product markets.

Such distinctions tend to attract and attach labor or customers to

the firm, thereby increasing the monopolistic elements in the

market.

Welfare programs. Company programs for employee welfare

may serve a number of purposes. They may develop public good

will toward the firm. If a company pensions its retired employees,

grants sickness benefits to ill employees, arranges for group life

insurance to protect their families in case of death, and grants

dismissal compensation to employees eliminated from their jobs

by technological or industrial change, the company is likely to

enjoy "good public relations." Such activities may help to prevent

what the management would consider restrictive or unfavorable

legislation, and may serve to excuse and explain the high price of

the company's products before public bodies. Private welfare

programs have also been used to demonstrate that state social-

security or relief legislation for the protection of workers was

unnecessary. If the company's employees go on strike, the "gen-

erosity" of the company may be contrasted with the "ingratitude"

of the workers.

The company, of course, is no Santa Claus. Firms have claimed

that their welfare programs pay for themselves in the sense that the

resulting reduction in production costs offsets the company's

contributions to employee welfare plans. It is claimed that welfare

activities lower labor costs by reducing labor turnover, by attract-

ing a desirable grade of labor, by improving employee morale and

contentment, by forestalling strikes and labor troubles, and by

reducing the attractiveness of unions in the eyes of the company's
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employees. A pension plan permits the firm to retire elderly

workers without adverse publicity when they have become a

liability to the company. Such retirement also tends to stimulate

the younger men by opportunities for advancement. A plan for

dismissal compensation may reduce the incentive to restrict output or

to prevent the introduction of new machinery, for fear of losing one's

job. Company health activities and sports programs may reduce em-

ployee sickness or fatigue and also serve to advertise the company.

There is no doubt that such welfare programs also tend to

create a greater area of identity of interest between employer and

employee, to disrupt the discipline of labor organizations, and to

rob labor unions of some of their appeal, especially that of union

benefit programs. An employee who has purchased some of the

company's stock under an employee stock-ownership plan may
hesitate to "strike against his own stock." Collective action by

employees may be difficult when the company's pension plan con-

tains such provisions as the following: "Employees who leave

the service of their own volition, or under stress of influences

inimical to the company, or who are discharged by the company,

thereby lose all benefits of the benefit and pension system;" or

"Employees who leave the service under strike orders forfeit all

claims to pension benefit." ^ The benefits of company welfare

programs may thus be limited to employees who "have not en-

gaged in demonstrations detrimental to the company's best

interests." ^ Under some plans, the pensioners could be called

back as strike-breakers or be forced to forfeit their pensions. Where
an employee's pension benefits and the income from his security

investments, as well as his job, depend upon the management and

fate of one firm, he is likely to be fairly "loyal" to that firm, because

he is especially dependent upon it. When in addition the firm

offers other benefits that may be withheld or granted at the dis-

cretion of the management, there is a possibility for favoritism and

the development of a "loyalty" based on subserviency.

The benefit programs of some firms have been designated as

"benevolent paternalism," because they have been presented as a

generous gesture that the firm will continue as long as the em-
^ Mary Conyngton, "Industrial Pensions for Old Age and Disability," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 22 (January 1926), p. 53. Cf. also Industrial Pensions in the United

States, National Industrial Conference Board, 1925, p. 64.

2 Idem.
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ployees are "loyal" and remain "one big happy family." Such

paternalism may tend to undermine the independence, and even-

tually perhaps the self-reliance, of the worker. Where welfare

is considered as a gift, rather than a profitable policy or something

that the employees really earn, the management may hope that

the employees will develop a feeling of gratitude toward the firm

and view unions as agents opposed to the company rather than as

organizations operating in the interest of employee members.

If the concern is in a competitive industry, it may not be able to

afford a large benefit program unless such a program in reality

does practically pay for itself. The self-supporting limitations upon
welfare activities may be less rigid for firms in a monopolistic or

semimonopolistic position. Under such circumstances, corporation

managements may, in order to forestall union restrictions upon
their control, pay for some unremunerative welfare activities out

of funds that would otherwise accrue to the stockholders. It is

interesting in this connection to note that the largest corpora-

tions with trade-marked products, heavy investment in equipment,

and small labor costs per unit of output, like the Standard Oil Com-
pany of New Jersey, the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, United States Steel Corporation, the General Elec-

tric Company, International Harvester Company, Eastman Kodak
Company, and Proctor and Gamble Company, were the leaders in

introducing welfare programs. In most of these companies, labor

unions had not been a significant factor prior to 1935, and the

managements had consistently opposed them.

During the first World War and the postwar period of the 1920's,

these large companies carried on what has been called a "welfare

off'ensive." Prior to 1930 it is estimated that three fourths of all

employee stock-ownership plans were introduced between 1916

and 1929, and that over three fourths of all industrial pension

plans began between 1911 and 1929.^ The amount of group

insurance in force increased from about SI 3,000,000 at the end of

1912 to almost S10,000,000,000 in 1931. ^ That corporate manage-

1 CJ. Robert F. Foerster, "Employee Stock Ownership," Encyclopaedia of the Social

Sciences, vol. 5, 1931, p. 506; and Murray W. Latimer, Industrial Pension Systems, 1932,

vol. 1, p. 42.

2 Cf. "Group Insurance Experience of Various Establishments," Monthly Labor Review,

vol. 24 (June 1927), p. 1228 ; and Recent Developments in Industrial Group Insurance, National

Industrial Conference Board, 1934, p. 24.
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ment did not propose to share its control with the workers through

employee stock ownership is indicated by a study showing that the

average employee holdings in the 13 largest firms having such

plans were but 4 per cent of the total stock of the corporation,

and that in 20 representative corporations the employees owned
only 4.5 per cent of the aggregate stock outstanding.^ In practice,

the influence of employee stockholders upon the management or

control of the corporation has been negligible, or better, non-

existent, except in a few smaller companies. Even where com-

panies have had plans for sharing profits with their employees,

there has been little sharing of the management with wage-earners,

although presumably those who receive profits should share in the

management and control of the company.

From the employee's point of view, the best types of company
welfare arc those plans that increase his security by using the

insurance principle of spreading the risk, and that give the em-

ployee some part in developing, managing, and financing the

program so that it has little of the odor of philanthropy or charity.

The plans that seem to fit these qualifications best are credit

unions, mutual benefit associations, and group insurance. Credit

unions are cooperative saving-lending organizations, in which

employees buy shares and from which some employees borrow.

Employees generally like to be officers and committee members in

such associations, and there is little overhead or loss because the

employee borrower is well known to his associates.^ Mutual

benefit associations, with employees contributing and serving on

committees to pass on benefit claims, are insurance programs

covering such contingencies as sickness, accident, and death.

Group insurance is an arrangement whereby a company's em-

ployees can buy life insurance, and perhaps accident and health

insurance, en masse from a commercial insurance company without

a medical examination and at a low cost, because the company

collects the employees' premiums and also generally contributes

something toward the cost.

The least satisfactory forms of company welfare from the point

of view of employee security are stock-ownership, profit-sharing,

1 R. F. Focrster, op. cit., p. 508.

2 For a further discussion of credit unions, cf. Helen Baker, Employee Savings Programs,

An Analysis 0/ Recent Trends, Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University, 1937,

pp. 33-37.
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and company pension plans where the company fails to set aside

funds to make the pension plan financially sound. A thorough

study in 1932 showed that only eight per cent of the 2,700,000

workers then covered by company pension plans were under plans

"in which the guarantees were both actuarially and financially

sound." ^ In addition, employees generally had to be with the

firm at least 20 years before they were eligible for a pension, and

less than 1 per cent of all factory workers remain with one com-

pany that long. Profit-sharing plans have had a high mortality

rate in this country, and have generally failed as an incentive to

workers or as an answer to the demand for a wage increase.^ In

large firms a wage-earner generally finds it difficult to relate his

own efforts directly to the profits of the company. Because profits

usually fluctuate, a profit-sharing scheme tends to cause the in-

comes of employees to fluctuate in the same way, which is likely

to increase the economic insecurity of wage-earners.

The record of employee stock-ownership plans has been as bad

as that of profit sharing, which it so closely resembles. Of 50 repre-

sentative plans established prior to 1929 in companies with over

2,000,000 employees, 41 had been discontinued, and only 4 were

definitely known to be in existence, by 1940.^ Out of these 50

companies, comparable price records were available for the period

between 1929 and 1933 for 18 preferred and 17 common stocks

sold to employees under stock-purchase plans. The median price

of those 35 stocks dropped from 115 in July 1929 to 15 in July
1932."* As these figures indicate, stocks may be very poor invest-

ments for wage-earners. Especially is it undesirable for an em-

ployee to invest his funds in the firm with which he is employed,

for such a policy concentrates his risks and decreases his security.

With all his eggs in one company basket, his attitude toward the

company is likely to turn to one of resentment if and when that

basket breaks. The losses sustained by employees under stock-

purchase plans were large during the 1930's despite the fact that

1 M. W. Latimer, op. cit., p. 876.

^ For a further discussion of profit sharing, cf. C. Canby Balderston, Profit Sharing

for Wage Earners, 1937.
^ For a discussion of these 50 plans, cf. Eleanor Davis, Employee Stock Ownership and

the Depression, Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University, 1933. Recent data

on these 50 firms have been supplied to the author by the Section. No data were
available on five of the plans for the last seven or eight years.

4 Ibid., p. 7.
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the stock was frequently sold to the employees at a favorable price

or with a company contribution toward the cost of the stock.*

Some idea of the significance of various company welfare and

personnel programs may be gained from Table 37, which sum-

marizes the data gathered from 2,452 establishments with over

4,500,000 employees in 1935. From the employer's point of view,

plans that increase the dependence of the employee upon the

company may be definitely desirable as a way of reducing labor

turnover and tying the employee more firmly to the company.

Programs for sickness or accidents, which demonstrate their value

to the employee by paying him benefits a number of times, may be

especially good for developing employee "loyalty" to the firm.

Death benefits or dismissal compensation, on the other hand, can

only "pay" their way if they favorably afTect the morale of the re-

maining employees rather than those directly receiving the benefits. ^

TABLE 37. PREVALENCE OF WELFARE AND PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES, 1935^

Activity Percentage of reporting

firms

Medical program 65
Group insurance 59
Loans to employees 44
AtWetic teams 41

Pensions 37
Mutual benefit association 28
Savings plan 16

Dismissal compensation 13

Credit union 11

Relief fund 11

Stock-purchase plan 7

Profit sharing 5

Time and motion study 27
Suggestion system 23

Job analysis 18

Rating systems for wage-earners 12

On the whole, the enactment of the Social Security Act in 1935

and the Federal relief programs in the 1930's tended to reduce

the importance of company welfare programs and the amount of

1 For a rev'iew of recent experience with employee stock ownership, cj. Helen Baker,

op. cit., pp. 24-29.
2 For further discussion of dismissal compensation, cf. Everett D. Hawkins, Dismissal

Compensation: Voluntary and Compulsory Plans Used in the United States and Abroad, 1940.

3 Data from What Employers Are Doing Jor Employees, National Industrial Conference

Board, 1936, Appendix.
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company welfare work in certain lines. Because public welfare

programs do not "pay" the company in the form of publicity and

employee "loyalty," large corporations have favored company
welfare and "paternalism" rather than state welfare and "pater-

nalism." Organized labor has, of course, preferred public programs

because they increase labor mobility between firms, decrease the

control of the employer over his employees, and make the em-

ployees more independent. Benefits under public programs are

not related to length of service with one firm or to the depth of the

employee's loyalty to a company. Labor also prefers public "hand-

outs" to private "handouts" because they are more certain, if

not more adequate. The program of Federal Old-Age and Sur-

vivors Insurance Benefits has restored some company pension

plans to solvency and caused many firms to insure their plans

with insurance companies in a way that will give their retiring

employees supplementary benefits in addition to those they re-

ceive under the Federal program.

Employment regularization. A company with trade-marked

products or in a monopolistic position may seek to influence the

purchases of dealers and consumers of its output so that it is able

to off'er steadier employment to its employees. It is especially

easy for firms producing stable, storable articles for direct con-

sumption, like soap or electric light bulbs, to regularize employ-

ment. Fairly stable employment for individual employees may
have a favorable eff^ect upon employee morale or "loyalty" and

help to keep the firm's working force intact. Since all firms are

competing for the consumer's dollar, however, more security for

some employees may mean less security for others unless somehow
all buyers of both consumption and capital goods are induced to

distribute their expenditures more evenly over a period of time.

Among the devices that an individual firm may use to stabilize

its employment are: (1) changes in purchasers' buying habits by

such means as advertising, new styles, or the establishment of

direct retail outlets by a manufacturing firm in order to eliminate

the speculative purchases of middlemen; (2) production for in-

ventory, or the construction of capital improvements, during slack

periods; and (3) the development of side lines or "fillers" in order

to reduce the seasonal variation in sales. Obviously, many firms

cannot stabilize employment by such devices. A company in a
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competitive line of business, like bituminous-coal mining or con-

tracting for building construction, cannot change customers'

buying habits or foretell what percentage of the total business in

that line the company will have from time to time. Firms in

service lines and companies producing on order or manufacturing

products that depreciate rapidly because of style changes or deteri-

oration cannot produce for inventory. A company may reduce

the seasonal variation in its sales by offering other articles with

opposite seasonals, such as a coal company selling ice or a manu-
facturer of farm and garden implements producing sleds; but,

though the introduction of the '"filler" article may help to stabilize

the operations of one firm, it is likely to unstabilize or upset the

business of firms that are already offering the article as their chief

product. Indeed, there are numerous cases in which rcgulariza-

tion by some firms or industries would accentuate the irregularity

of others.

It is a question whether employment regularization by private

firms is socially desirable, especially during periods of widespread

unemployment. Obviously, from the point of view of the individual

firm and the employees enjoying more stable employment, regu-

larization may be a distinct benefit. A particular company has

little interest in the conservation of labor resources except those

that it employs. An actual case may serve to illustrate possible

differences between individual and social viewpoints in employ-

ment regularization.

A plan of employment regularization or "longshore decasuali-

zation" through central registration and dispatching: was put into

operation in the port of Seattle in the middle of 1921. It involved

strict limitation upon entrance to the occupation, so that the

a\'ailable work could be conserved for the registered men. The
number of longshoremen registered under the scheme was gradu-

ally reduced from 722 in 1922 to 664 in 1929, despite the fact that

"work picked up" and that there was "increased cargo" to handle

during that period. ^ Because the labor supply had been decreased,

the earnings of practically all Seattle longshoremen before 1930

ranged from SI, 300 to S2,500 a year. From 1929 to 1934, when

^ The data and quotations dealing with this Seattle plan have been taken from

F. P. Foisie, Decasualizing Longshore Labor and the Seattle Experience^ Waterfront Employers
of Seatde, February 1, 1934.
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the joint plan terminated, no replacements were permitted as

men quit or died, with the result that the number of registered

workers declined to 525 in 1933 and their employment continued

to be fairly steady. The plan was criticized in Seattle on the

ground that it did "nothing to relieve the general problem of

unemployment" but instead aggravated that problem. The
operators of this closed-trade arrangement and the registered

workers benefiting from it, however, adopted the attitude that

what happened to "outsiders" whose employment opportunities

were reduced by the closed employment doors at the waterfront

was not their responsibility. In short, they were not concerned

with the social effects of a plan that was to their personal benefit.

Employee representation. The top management of large

corporations has used employee representation as a device to

improve workers' morale and interest in the business, to facilitate

the exchange of information between management and the working

force, and to increase operating efficiency and the "loyalty" of

the employees. In some cases, representation plans have also been

a concession by corporate management in order to avoid genuine

collective bargaining with the employees. These objectives were

to be achieved by having the employees elect representatives who
would meet periodically with representatives of the management
to settle employees' grievances, to discuss the company's business,

and to make suggestions for improving working conditions and

production methods.

Election of employee representatives and joint conferences with

management representatives may help to interest employees in the

problems of the management and give them a feeling of participa-

tion in the affairs of the firm in which they may spend their work-

ing lives. Through representative negotiation, employees may
enjoy some voice in the determination of company policies, even if

the employee representatives serve only in an advisory or con-

sultatory capacity. Settlement of complaints and claims of in-

equality or discrimination in joint conferences gives the employees

an opportunity to obtain a hearing for their grievances from

persons higher in authority than their foreman. The elimination

of friction and misunderstanding, of course, has a favorable effect

upon employee "morale." The recommendations from employee

representatives or those received through a suggestion system may
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help to abolish waste, to lower production costs, and to improve

safety and health conditions within the plant. In addition, the

employee-representation system may serve as an '*educational"

device whereby the management can keep the employees better

informed about the conditions and facts of the business.

From this discussion of the objectives and advantages of em-

ployee representation, it is evident that such plans served to restrict

the complete authority of the foremen by requiring them to defend

their actions before joint committees. Employee representatives

and employee suggestions might "show up" a foreman, and,

therefore, tended to stimulate the supervisory force to do a better

job. It is easy to understand why foremen frequently lacked en-

thusiasm for employee-representation plans and why they have

sometimes been lukewarm toward union-management coopera-

tion, which is discussed in the next chapter and which in many
respects resembles employee representation. Lack of foreman

cooperation has often proved the stumbling block for employee-

management cooperative ventures.

The companies adopting employee representation have generally

been large integrated corporations with relatively low labor costs

per unit of output. In such firms, there is little personal relation-

ship between the top officials and the common employees, and the

continued efficient operation of the plant and equipment is an

important factor because of heavy overhead costs. A survey in

November 1932 showed that three fourths of the workers in em-

ployee-representation plans were under plans covering 10,000 or

more employees.^ Indeed, there has been a definite tendency for

companies to change from individual dealing to employee represen-

tation with an increase in the size of the firm. A survey in May 1934

of labor-relations procedures in about 3,000 firms in manufactur-

ing and mining with over 2,500,000 employees showed that in

establishments with less than 200 wage-earners approximately

79 per cent of the workers were dealing with their employers

individually, 13 per cent through employee representatives, and

8 per cent through labor unions. For establishments with between

200 and 10,000 wage-earners the figures were: 55 per cent of all

wage-earners dealing individually with their employers, 30 per

^ Cf. Collective Bargaining through Employee Representation, National Industrial Con-

ference Board, 1933, Table 2, p. 17.
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cent through employee representatives, and 15 per cent through

labor unions. In establishments with over 10,000 wage-earners,

only 14 per cent of all employees were dealing individually and

4 per cent through trade-unions, compared with 82 per cent

operating under employee-representation plans. ^

Generally speaking, the employee-representation plans estab-

lished prior to 1933 were not found in isolation but were part of a

group of industrial-relations policies, including various welfare

programs. It was sometimes said that the gains to the company
from employee representation were shared with the employees

through the company's contribution to the various welfare plans.

It is worth noting that there were few attempts to share those

"gains" in the form of increased wage rates, for such action might

cause other companies either to object or to raise their rates by

the same amount, thus establishing higher "prevailing" wage rates.

There were but few scattered instances of employee-representa-

tion plans in this country before the first World War. The National

War Labor Board promoted the establishment of employee com-

mittees in various firms and industries, but many of the shop

committees established under the awards of the Board disappeared

after its power ceased, following the Armistice in 1918. A series of

surveys made by the National Industrial Conference Board show

that the number of workers covered by employee-representation

plans increased from about 400,000 in 1919 to 1,241,000 in 1924

and 1,548,000 in 1928.^ With the enactment of the National

Industrial Recovery Act in June 1933, promising workers freedom

to organize and bargain collectively through their chosen repre-

sentatives without employer interference, the number of employee-

representation plans increased until by April 1935 it was estimated

that 2,500,000 workers were covered by such plans. ^ A November
1933 study of some 650 companies, with representation plans cover-

ing more than 1,000,000 employees, showed that over three fifths of

the plans had been established within the five months following

the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act.^

1 Calculated from data in Individual and Collective Bargaining in May, 7934, National

Industrial Conference Board, 1934, Table 2, p. 13.

2 Collective Bargaining through Employee Representation, p. 16.

'A. L. Bernheim et al.. Labor and Government, Twentieth Century Fund, 1935, p. 79.
•* Individual and Collective Bargaining under the N.I.R.A., National Industrial Conference

Board, November 1933, Table 6, p. 24.
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The advocates of employee representation have been wont to

refer to it as "collective dealing," "collective negotiation," or the

"collective expression of employee opinion" rather than as col-

lective bargaining. As a bargaining device, such plans have many
shortcomings. The employee representatives usually are not

specialists in bargaining; they know little about conditions else-

where; and, as employees of the firm, they cannot be too aggressive

for fear of discrimination by the management. An employee-

representation plan or company union ^ cannot send organizers to

low-wage areas and force backward employers to adopt the labor

standards of more reputable firms. Because such plans cannot

prevent competition in labor standards, they are unable to equalize

labor costs throughout the whole area of competitive production

unless the company itself enjoys a monopoly. The limited mem-
bership base of company unions thus sharply restricts the possibility

of using them to raise wages or to shorten hours. If a company
union went on strike, as some of them did, it would generally be

without strike funds, the expert advice of experienced strike

leaders, and the moral or financial support of workers in other

firms or industries. Indeed, the company union cannot effectively

use such weapons of organized labor as the boycott, the label,

craft protective regulations, or limitations upon learning the

trade, although it is true that some company unions have enjoyed

the closed shop or a check-off arrangement with the employer.

Consequently, the company union lacks efTcctive control over the

labor market. Furthermore, such organizations have no political

or social program and do not have legislative agents to press for

laws favorable to labor. Obviously, the company union is defective

as a means of equalizing bargaining power between wage-earners

and employers.

Prior to 1935 the managements of companies generally drafted,

introduced, and lent financial or other support to, employee-

representation plans, and also retained final authority over all

matters covered by the plan. How^ever, by the 1934 amendments

to the Railway Labor Act and by the National Labor Relations

Act, employers in interstate commerce are forbidden to interfere

with, support, or dominate a labor organization used for collective

1 These two terms are used interchangeably and refer to the same general pattern

of employer-employee relationships.
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bargaining on rates of pay, hours, or other conditions of employ-

ment. Consequently, former employee-representation plans have

either been abandoned or converted into "independent" unions

or employee associations, which have a constitution and bylaws,

are generally financed by the collection of dues from members,

and may have a collective labor agreement with the plant, com-

pany, or companies included in their coverage. As indicated at

the end of Chapter 21, a number of these revamped company
unions have been designated as collective-bargaining agents after

winning employee elections held by the National Labor Relations

Board.

In this country, organized labor has opposed employee repre-

sentation as company unionism designed to restrict the growth of

"genuine" labor unions. Organized labor has not, however,

objected to shop committees when they were not used to under-

mine the unions. In England and other European countries, works

councils or joint councils have been established by the managements

of individual firms, not in opposition to labor unions, but as a sort

of supplementary device for large companies in dealing with

problems outside the scope of collective labor agreements. Such

machinery for joint consultation at regular intervals has performed

some of the advisory functions of employee representation in this

country. In England, for example, it has been used to settle

grievances, to make suggestions for improving work methods, to

consider questions of safety and employee welfare, and to provide

a channel for explaining to the employees the problems of the

management and the condition of the business.^ A plan that was

strictly confined to such functions would not run counter to the

National Labor Relations Act in this country.

Scientific management. Attempts have been made to solve

some labor problems by "scientific" methods, such as job analysis,

time-and-motion study, and rating systems for wage-earners.

Through research and the "analytical approach" of scientific

management, certain groups, especially industrial engineers and

"efficiency experts," have hoped to establish "objective" standards

ofjob performance, which would determine the way that the work

should be done and the exact amount that each worker should

1 Cf., for example, J. Henry Richardson, Industrial Relations in Great Britain, Inter-

national Labour Office, 1938 (second edition), pp. 155-70.
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accomplish in a certain period. Employers have introduced such

"scientific" methods into their plants in order to obtain more for

their payroll dollars through increased efficiency.

Unfortunately for the advocates of scientific management,

there is no "scientific" formula for determining the exact wage
rate that should be paid for each job done according to the "stand-

ard of performance." Scientific management still leaves the wage
issue wide open to dispute. Furthermore, scientific management
cannot, through research, determine how much voice in the opera-

tion of industry wage-earners should enjoy. It does not solve the

problem of industrial democracy. Employees may be even more
efficient under a discipline they help to impose upon themselves

than under one handed down from on high. Finally, scientific

management is unable to fix a standard of performance that will

have no effect upon the length of working life. The speed-up

reduces the lifetime earnings of workers not only because it may
have bad effects upon the worker's health but also because it may
reduce the job opportunities of older workers who cannot maintain

the pace. It may cause a reduction in the firm's demand for labor.

In short, scientific management cannot settle many "human"
problems in industry which involve personal judgment and social

values. Arc increased efficiency and output socially desirable if

they can be achieved only at the expense of making workers into

mere industrial automatons?

Other practices. Individual employers may resort to other

antiunion practices such as "yellow-dog" contracts, in which

employees agree not to join a union as a condition of employment;

or discrimination against union members, including the use of

black lists; or court injunctions to enforce yellow-dog contracts or

to prevent threatened actions by unions; or control of local public

officials and the police, especially in company towns; or closure of

the plant in a lockout of employees for the purpose of discouraging

labor organization; or movement of the business to a nonunion

locality; or wage increases to stimulate employee "loyalty" to the

company. In case of a strike, the management may hire strike-

breakers and guards,^ pay high wages to employees leading back-

^ The type of persons who become professional strike-breakers or guards and who,

in some cases, have been deputized by the local police in order to preserve "law and

order," is indicated by an episode that occurred during the 1936 elevator strike in New
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to-work movements, offer sums to employees if they merely enter

the plant, and carry on a publicity campaign against the strikers.

The legal restrictions on such antiunion practices are discussed in

Chapter 25.

The reader himself can further explore and analyze the social

implications of the various policies and practices pursued by

employers and employers' associations. Undoubtedly some mal-

distribution of economic resources may be involved (1) in expendi-

tures for labor espionage, "educational" or publicity campaigns,

and welfare offensives; (2) in such practices as the black-listing of

workers, discrimination against union members, or employers'

boycotts against firms failing to follow antiunion labor policies;

and (3) in the migration of industry for the purpose of avoiding

certain labor standards or some measure of democracy in industry.

York City. As several hundred guards were being hired in a New York "fink" agency,

word got around amongst the waiting horde of applicants that each man was to be

fingerprinted. In the stampede for the exit, two men were severely injured.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

UNION-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

This chapter deals with a number of experiments in cooperation

between unions and management for the benefit of both labor and

capital. Stockholders were to benefit through the elimination of

waste, the conservation of materials and mechanical energy, and a

reduction in labor costs from more economical methods of manufac-

ture. Labor was to gain by improved working conditions, larger

earnings, and more stable employment for the firm's working

force. The significant cases of union-management cooperation in

this country have arisen from a desire to convince the employer

that the union is to his advantage. In a sense, such plans for co-

operation have represented the answer of organized labor to em-

ployer schemes for employee representation, employee suggestions,

and scientific management. Union-management cooperation has

been designed to accomplish through union channels some of the

objectives of such management schemes.

Admittedly the programs hav^e often been somewhat vague, but

they deal primarily with production problems.^ They generally

do not give the union representatives any voice in price or selling

policies, nor do they deal with hours and wage levels. Under
union-management programs the workers do, however, obtain some

additional voice and influence with regard to operating methods and

conditions within the workshop. The workers make suggestions for

improving production, and scientific methods of management may
be introduced under the joint auspices of the union and the manage-

ment, so that the union has some influence or control over the way
that changes are made in production techniques. In practically all

instances, however, the company officials retain the power to veto

any suggested changes for reasons of expense or managerial policy.

1 C/., for example, M. L. Cooke and Philip Murray, Organized Labor and Production^

Next Steps in Industrial Democracy, 1940.
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The discussion in the previous chapter indicated that unions are

likely to resist scientific management and time-and-motion study

if it is imposed upon the workers in an autocratic manner, not in

order to encourage the worker to think about his work and to

suggest ways of improving it, but so that the employer may obtain

more labor service for his payroll dollar by speeding up operations

in his plant. As the president of a national union has said, em-

ployees ask of industrial programs, that claim to promote progress

or efficiency in a "scientific" manner, such questions as the follow-

ing:^ Who will benefit? What effect will it have on our health,

jobs, and earnings? Does it increase the chance for creative self-

expression and the exercise of intelligence on the job or does it rob

the work of its interest and meaning? Their work has an important

effect upon employees who spend most of their active hours in

industry. The social aspects of industry, especially the effect of

work on workers, were stressed by Gerard Swope, former president

of the General Electric Company, when he said at a recent meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers: "Although

management must stand for efficiency, this is not the factor to be

considered. Since industry is part of democracy and a democracy

is made up of human beings, the development and education of

these human beings, to provide for their growth, happiness, and

well being, must be sought." ^ In short, human costs and human
considerations are more important than money costs and mechani-

cal efficiency.

Unions must, and do, recognize that, though many of the

interests of labor and management are not identical, most of them

are interdependent. With such dependency and overlapping of

interests, an injury or a benefit to one productive factor in any

particular firm is likely to affect the other factor in the same direc-

tion, if not to the same degree. For instance, larger sales mean
more employment as well as a larger return on capital investment;

lower costs and improved quality may result in both higher wages

* Cf. Spencer Miller, Jr., "Labor's Attitude toward Time and Motion Study," an

address delivered before the Society for the Advancement of Management and the

Management Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, December 6,

1937, printed by the American Federationist, oflEicial journal of the American Federation

of Labor.
2 Quoted in Ordw^ay Tead, "Joint Management Research as an Aid to Collective

Bargaining," The Society for the Advancement of Management Journal, vol. 4 (May 1939),

p. 71.
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and larger profits. On the other hand, inefficient operations and
poor output, especially if the firm is in a competitive industry or is

manufacturing branded products having an elastic demand, are

likely to mean low wages and bad working conditions. Because

employees may be so dependent for their livelihood upon efficient

operation of the firm, it is only natural that they should be in-

terested, and want some voice, in the affairs of the enterprise.

Pointing out that industry is generally operated on autocratic

rather than democratic principles, a report of the British Liberal

Party on industry says of the worker:

While, as a citizen, he has an equal share in determining the most

momentous issues, about which he may know very little, in regard to his

own work, on which he has knowledge, his opinion is seldom asked or

considered, and he has practically no voice in determining the conditions

of his daily life, except insofar as trade-union action has secured it. In-

deed, where management is inefficient and autocratic he is frequently

compelled to watch waste and mistakes of which he is perfectly well aware,

without any right of intervention whatever. And this despite the fact

that when these errors issue in diminished business for the firm concerned,

he and not the management will be the first to suffer, by short-time working

or complete loss of employment.^

Unions are also interested in output and production problems

because the rate of operations is really a basic consideration in any

attempt to bargain collectively for the sale of labor services. Output

is part of the bargain. As one author has expressed it,

. . . the labor contract has this curious characteristic, that labor is

hired without any precise definition of just what is being bought. A man
is hired by the day. But exactly what he shall do in that day, how quickly

he shall work, how much he shall produce—these are questions left to a

tussle between himself and his foreman. So clumsy an arrangement

naturally provokes the worker to conceal what he could do if driven,

and management to try and find out.^

In an industrial situation open to labor exploitation, workers will

strive to guard against selling their labor cheaply by giving more

services for the same pay.

The interdependence of labor and management also appears

in the question of operating efficiency. Efficiency depends in part

* Britain's Industrial Future, being the Report of the Liberal Industrial Inquiry, 1928, p. 148.

'^

J. Raymond Walsh, C.I.O., Industrial Unionism in Action, 1937, pp. 231-32.
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upon the attitude of workers toward their work, especially where

the job involves some handwork and where workers are not paced

by machinery. Advocates of union-management cooperation

state that it elicits a morale that makes for efficiency, and that

workers can contribute to improvements in operating methods

through the knowledge and experience they gain from handling

the machinery and materials. Pointing to the relationship between

efficiency and consent, they maintain that there are two types of

di^crpHQf : discipline by authority or dictatorship, under which

orders from the top are to be accepted and followed without

question; and the discipline that arises out of consent and coopera-

tion. The latter type necessitates some sort of representative

system, whereby workers can help to establish standards of work

and suggest methods of operation. The proponents of union-

management cooperation insist that a worker will want to live

up to work standards that he himself helps to set and agrees with.

They also explain that the union itself can serve as an agency for

disciplining the workers where the employer accepts the union and

deals with it in a friendly fashion.

It is claimed that union-employer cooperation reduces employee

resistance to changes in industrial methods. Employees are natu-

rally suspicious of sudden changes which they do not understand

and concerning which they have not been consulted. With no

opportunity to participate in a discussion of proposed changes or

to cooperate in introducing new methods, workers may fear that

their interests will suffer from the change. In some cases of union-

management cooperation, on the other hand, the unions have

relaxed their rules and protective regulations designed to safe-

guard the security of individual workers. The problem of employee

security is, however, fundamental in any plan for cooperation

between management and the union for the purpose of improving

efficiency and eliminating waste. Workers will not be interested in

labor-saving methods that are likely to result in elimination of

their jobs. Economic insecurity, especially mass unemployment,

causes workers to react against labor-reducing methods and

devices. Why should workers worry about minutes wasted in the

plant when, outside, millions of man-years are going to waste

because of unemployment? The problem of securing trade-union

cooperation to improve efficiency in production depends not only
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upon trade-union policy and employers' attitudes toward unionism

but also upon provisions for economic security for individual workers.

Practically all of the experiments here discussed were started

during the prosperous years of the 1920's, when certain AFL
unions tried so hard to interest employers in cooperation. During

the depression years of the 1930's there was a lull in the enthusiasm

for such cooperative programs. Economists pointed out the need for

nationwide programs, explaining that individual-firm or one-

industry attacks upon such labor problems as unemployment
rested upon too narrow a base. With specialization and the inter-

dependency of firms and industries, improvements in efficiency

confined to a single occupation, firm, or industry may work to the

disadvantage of the participating workers by reducing their hours

of employment. Where a group of workers faces an inelastic

demand for its collective services, only a cooperative program on

a wide scale can prevent a reduction in employees' earnings as a

result of increased efficiency under union-management coopera-

tion. So far all experiments with such cooperation have been on a

one-firm basis; none of them have been on a national or even an

industry-wide basis. In the outstanding cases of union-manage-

ment cooperation, the employees concerned have faced fairly

elastic demand schedules for their services because of the nature

of the competition from nonunion employers.

In considering union-management cooperation it is necessary to

bear in mind a number of facts. In the first place, labor is not

responsible for many kinds of inefficiency and waste, such as bad

scheduling, faulty design, misjudgmcnt of markets, excessive

overhead, or similar forms of mismanagement. Indeed, a com-

mittee of 15 engineers named by Herbert Hoover in 1921 found,

from a statistical study of some 200 plants in six industries, that

"over 50 per cent of the responsibility" for waste in those plants

lay at the door of management and "less than 25 per cent at the

door of labor," while the amount chargeable against the public,

trade relationships, and other outside factors was smaller still

except in textile manufacturing.^ Those six industries included

1 Committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry, Waste in Industry, Federated

American Engineering Societies, 1921, p. 9. One may wonder how these engineers

were able from their field studies to allocate the responsibility, part of which must

have been psychological, between productive agents, but the general proportions they

give are probably fairly correct.
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building and printing, both of which were highly unionized. In

the second place, cooperation between management and labor is

occurring in various branches of industry all the time without any

formal plan. Economic circumstances and employer attitudes are

generally more important than written agreements in fostering

such cooperation. In the third place, successful cooperation

between the union and management is impossible as long as the

union leaders distrust the management and fear that it may try

to undermine the union. Cooperation requires good faith on both

sides.

Finally, it is necessary to recognize that the interests of labor

and capital may conflict on certain matters, so cooperation in

production problems does not eliminate the need for collective

bargaining to settle such issues as the level of wages, hours of work,

and the speed of operations, which cannot be decided by "scientific"

tests or formulas. The union must strike a balance between co-

operation and bargaining. If the union officials become too

management-minded, they may fail to represent and protect the

interests of their constituents, and consequently be repudiated and

replaced by more radical leaders. A case in which that very thing

happened is discussed in the following sections dealing with the

experience with union-management cooperation in certain in-

dustries.

On the railroads. Between 1923 and 1926, plans for union-

management cooperation were introduced on four American

railroads (the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, the Canadian National

Railways, the Chicago and North Western Railway, and the

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad) having about

one sixth of the total combined railroad mileage in the United

States and Canada. In each instance, the program was started in

the shops of the maintenance of equipment department where

cars and locomotives are repaired or rebuilt. Later the "B. and O."

plan was extended to the maintenance-of-way and transportation

(train) departments of the Baltimore and Ohio, and in 1929 the

Canadian National's plan was expanded to include the employees

of the maintenance-of-way department—the fellows who one

wag claims spend their time getting on and off^ the tracks and

watching the trains go by.

There are special reasons why cooperation started in the railroad
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repair shops at that particular time. The defeat of the railroad

shop crafts in the 1922 strike had left many railroads with com-

pany unions and had put the seven shop-craft unions in a frame of

mind especially favorable to the adoption of union-management

cooperation, which could serve as a countermove to employee-

representation plans. Work efficiency had become so low in some

shops that many railroads during and after the strike "contracted

out" much of the repair work on their rolling stock rather than

having it done in their own shops. Such practices, of course,

increased the insecurity or irregularity of employment of the

members of the shop-craft unions. In short, they were facing the

competition of the company union, and their members were

facing the competition of repair work in factories which were

likely to be nonunion. It is interesting to note that the "Big Four"

Brotherhoods in the engine and train service, which did not face

those two forms of competition and had not been party to the 1922

strike, took only a passing interest in the cooperation plans ad-

vocated by the shop-craft unions.

Not only were the workers in the railway shops anxious to obtain

steady employment with the companies, but the railroads, with

considerable investment in repair-shop facilities, were, of course,

interested in restoring efficiency in shops disorganized by the

strike. Expenses for maintaining equipment were accounting for

about one fourth of the railroads' total operating expenses. The
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad was especially

anxious to remedy the laxity of discipline and friction between

men and management, which were obstructing output in some of

its shops, because the system had just gone into receivership.^

In the case of the government-owTied Canadian National Railways

there was a special need to obtain the political support of organized

labor for this experiment in railroad nationalization.

Programs of union-management cooperation on the railroads

have been influenced in their development by a trained engineer.

Otto S. Beyer, who, as technical adviser first to the Machinists'

union and then to the Railway Employees' Department of the

AFL, helped to establish union-management cooperation on all

of the railroads mentioned except the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul and Pacific. He introduced the technique of joint em-

* Louis A. Wood, Union-Management Cooperation on the Railroads, 1931, pp. 100-101.
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ployee-management committees for discussing constructive sug-

gestions submitted by workers and management. He was insistent

that these joint committees deal only with practical plant operating

methods, concerning which both sides might have common in-

terests, and not with employee grievances or with terms of em-

ployment. The situation in the first shop in which union-manage-

ment cooperation was tried early in 1923 has been explained as

follows by Beyer:

. . . basically two things were wrong: (1) the shop, for better or worse,

had got the reputation of not being efficient. Consequently, whenever

economy was in order, that was the first place shut down, despite the fact

that the railroad company had a good many million dollars invested in

it. The shut-downs harmed management-employee relationships. (2) the

other troublesome thing, more fundamental in nature than the first, was
that the local management looked upon the union and the union [griev-

ance] committee as a nuisance which it had to put up with. Under those

circumstances the management decided to give the union no more than

it had to.^

In proposing union-management cooperation, the union leaders

hoped to convince the management that the union was to its

advantage.

Experience with union-management cooperation on the rail-

roads since the middle 1920's has indicated that both the com-

panies and the workers may benefit from it. The plan in most

cases improved the quality of the work and also managerial

efficiency by stimulating officials to make improvements in order

to forestall worker suggestions that would reflect upon them. It

also generally resulted in a great reduction in the number of

grievances, by affording workers a chance to call attention to

unsatisfactory conditions before they became grievances. There

is no doubt that the suggestions of the workers resulted in con-

siderable savings to the companies, although often the gains

could not be measured and some of them might have been achieved

without the plan. Many of the suggestions were fairly technical.

For example, it was suggested that air-operated jacks be substi-

tuted for hydraulic ones, which saved enough labor to reduce

1 Otto S. Beyer, "Collective Cooperation by Management and Labor," in Collective

Bargaining and Cooperation, Bureau of Industrial Relations, University of Michigan,

Bulletin No. 8, 1938, p. 56.
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lifting costs by $12 to S30 per car undergoing repairs.^ A sugges-

tion that the bands supporting the air drums of locomotives be

hinged also saved several hours of labor in certain repair opera-

tions.

That union-management cooperation has brought forth a large

number of suggestions from employees, especially the committee

members, is indicated by the statistical record for the various

railroads. During the first 12 years that the plan was in operation

in the B. and O. shops, 9,089 meetings were held on company
time and a total of 28,248 suggestions were made, of which 86 per

cent were adopted and the rest were dropped as impractical or

were postponed because the expense involved was not deemed
justified at the time.- During the first five years of the plan on the

Canadian National Railways, over 13,000 suggestions were made,

of which four fifths were brought up by employees and about

82 per cent were adopted.' Figures for the shops of the Chicago

and North Western Railway tell a similar story. A report of the

maintenance-of-way section of the Canadian National shows

that, during the first nine years of the ''cooperative movement"
(1930-1938), a total of 15,714 suggestions were offered, of which

77 per cent were proposed by the employee representatives and

two thirds were adopted.^ The record shows a steady decline in

the number of suggestions from 4,017 in 1930 to 1,432 in 1936,

after which the yearly total tended to level off.

The railroad employees gained from the cooperative plan in a

number of ways. Many of their suggestions resulted in more

wholesome working conditions within the shops and reduced the

hardships connected with their work. By encouraging the manage-

ment to bring more work into the shops, the yearly earnings of the

men were increased and their employment became more regular

or steady. The Chicago and North Western Railway for the first

time began to build an order of new cars in their own shops and,

as the general foreman stated, the employees were determined to

1 L. A. Wood, op. cit., p. 203.
2 "B. and O.'s Famous Cooperative Plan Is Twelve Years Old This Year—And

Still Going Strong," Baltimore and Ohio Magazine, vol. 22 (October 1936), p. 9.

3 Studies on Industrial Relations III, International Labour Office, Studies and Reports,

Series A, No. 38, 1935, p 15.

* Seventh Annual Report and yinth Annual Report, Canadian National Railways, Union-

Management Co-operative Movement, Maintenance-of-Way Section, May 17, 1937

and August 16, 1939 (mimeographed).
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build those 600-odd cars as cheaply as they could have been con-

structed in a factory. The Canadian National Railways decided to

give the cooperating shopmen a supplementary wage of two cents

an hour. When the Canadian Pacific Railway Company vigor-

ously objected to such a separate wage increase, the Canadian

National, in order to avoid having to withdraw from the Railway

Association of Canada, dropped the supplementary-wage plan

and granted its shopmen in Canada one week's vacation with

pay—the first vacations with pay ever given on a North American

railroad.^ Recognition of the workers' importance on the job and

the consideration given to their ideas about operating the shop

had, in some cases, significant eff'ects upon their morale and

self-respect. The union shop committee in several B. and O. shops

took such an interest in operations that discipline in those shops

was left largely to the union, and the managements of all the rail-

roads adopting the plan were less concerned with administering

discipline. The shop-craft unions gained from their preferred

positions, so that they encountered fewer difficulties in organizing

the men and union membership received a great stimulus.

The cooperative programs on the railroads also met with apathy

and hostility. Local bosses, accustomed to absolute authority in

the shops, often regarded suggestions from the employees both as a

threat to their prestige or power and as a reflection upon their

foremanship. Such foreman opposition was sometimes accom-

panied by a lack of interest on the part of the employees and non-

attendance of committee members at joint meetings. In time the

list of suggestions tended gradually to diminish in size,^ perhaps

because the workers feared that reduced employment might follow

labor-saving improvements during a depression or because, as one

union leader on the B. and O. said, some of the "fellows feel that

cooperation is purely and simply a movement to benefit the

management."

The problem of how to share the gains from cooperation in a

fair manner continued unsolved. The workers were convinced,

and railroad management was generally ready to admit, that

the companies received more of the economic benefits flowing

from the suggestion-technique of cooperation than did the men.^

Especially on the B. and O. were the employees disappointed and

1 Wood, op. at., pp. 240-41, 248-49. 2 q. ibid., p. 313. ^ /^^-^^ pp. 235-37.
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resentful because the high hopes of financial benefits, raised by

prophecies of the large gains to be shared, failed to materialize.

The Canadian National was the only railroad system that un-

equivocally acknowledged that a surplus had accrued through

cooperation, a share of which should go to the employees. ^ Wages
on the railroads practicing cooperation were no higher than on

other roads, partly because of combined and uniform action by

railroads on wages and partly because even the shop-craft unions

desired to keep the system of cooperation outside the area covered

by collective bargaining, including wage rates and other craft

issues.

2

In clothing and textiles. Certain industries, like men's clothing

or textile and hosiery manufacture, consist of a large number of

small producing units that are widely scattered geographically

and are all in competition with one another. In such highly de-

centralized and competitive industries, the unions are often forced

to become interested in problems of production and management
in order to meet competition in the form of products made in

nonunion shops.

1 . The Amalgamated Clothing Workers. This union has a dozen or

more technical experts who advise with the management on prob-

lems of organization, operations, and quality of product. The

president of the Amalgamated said in 1938: "We maintain a

large research bureau and a technical staff that is constantly at

the service of employers. W^e have helped many manufacturers to

introduce efficiency methods because, in doing so, we knew we
were helping our members by enabling their employers to stay in

business on a competitive basis." ^ A few cases will illustrate how
the union has increased its organization of the industry by assisting

union employers and inducing other employers to accept the

union in order to enjoy the benefits of its knowledge of the industry.

In 1925 the A. Nash Company of Cincinnati invited the union

to organize its employees because it wanted the Amalgamated to

reorganize production methods and improve the quality of the

product, which had fallen off with the rapid growth of the com-

pany's business and the inefficiency that had developed. In an

1 Ibid., p. 242. 2 ii,,d.^ p. 239.

3 Charles B. Coates, "The Union of Tomorrow," Factory Management and Main-

tenance, vol. 96 (September 1938), p. 45.
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article published in the Fall of 1 927, the president of the company
stated that "the Amalgamated brought experts from various

markets and have rendered a service which can never be figured

in dollars and cents in raising to a high quality and standardizing

the production of this company." ^

The chairman of the board of directors of one of the country's

largest and most respected clothing houses stated in 1939 that he

would never want to return to the open shop that had existed in

his firm until 1934. Pointing out that the relations between the

management and the union had been most harmonious, he added

that on one occasion the union sent its technical adviser for con-

sultation with the company on a problem of production and the

service rendered by this technician had been most valuable to the

company.^

In a number of other cases in various cities, the union has been

active in discovering sources of waste and in reducing costs, always

insisting that "unnecessary overhead, exorbitantly high salaries,

undue selling expenses, excessive cost of supervision, unnecessary

clerical expense, must be found and reduced." ^ In one instance,

when a firm was refused further credit by its bank because of its

financial condition, one of the union's banks came to the com-

pany's rescue with a substantial loan that was later repaid.

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in 1924 entered

a cooperative agreement, known as the X-Construction Plan, with

the clothing factories of the Hart, Schaffner and Marx Company of

Chicago. Under this plan, which remained in force for several

years, the union assumed responsibility for the major part of the

production process, namely, the tailoring of the garments from the

cut cloth. Collective bargaining involved only the price of the

finished product, so that the union itself determined the various

piece rates and shared in the control of industrial and business

policies, which relieved the company of considerable responsibility

for certain normal managerial functions. Under joint labor-

management auspices, production costs were reduced by a more

minute subdivision of labor, the substitution of machine for hand

operations, improvements in routing material through the plants,

^ Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1929 Edition, U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin

No. 491, 1929, p. 488.

* From the files of the Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University.

^ Handbook oj Labor Statistics, 7929 Edition, op. cit., p. 487.
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and a reduction in the number of styles, all of which enabled the

company to meet customers' style requirements at smaller costs for

labor. Substitution of team methods and machine work for costly

handwork required that the employees relinquish certain customs

and rules restricting output. In return, they expected to be

compensated by a gain in the volume of available work and in

employment security, as a result of increased sales from lower

costs and selling prices for the product. Regarding experience

under the plan, the editor of the union's weekly paper has written:

The larger objective of the experiment was to stabilize employment by
supporting a large-scale industrial enterprise against the reckless competi-

tion of non-cooperating employers. Yet the union could not logically

withhold its cooperation from other manufacturing concerns, however
keen their competitive practices, if they agreed to deal with labor on a

union basis. Hence only one objective, stabilization of employment
conditions, was met, and that only in part; the major objective, that of

defeating reckless competition, was not achieved.^

2. The Naumkeag Steam Cotton Company. This Massachusetts

firm produces a fine quality of bed sheets and pillow cases, and it

employed about 2,500 workers in 1927. After a strike in 1919, the

company accepted the closed shop and joint settlement of griev-

ances, and later agreed to provisions for departmental seniority.

An industrial union, a local of the United Textile Workers of

America (then AFL), covered all workers except those in a small

well-knit craft union of loom fixers, which consistently refused to

participate in the joint cooperative program. Working conditions

at the company's mills had been exceptionally good, and wages had

long been well above the average lev^l for the industry. The
company's plant and equipment were highly efficient, but its

operating methods and the working rules of the union had tended

to result in fairly high labor costs.-

By 1927 increasing competition had impressed the manage-

ment with the need for operating economies. In that year the

union agreed to carry on a campaign to sell the company's union-

made products and to "cooperate in effecting economies in manu-

facturing." Periodic conferences were held between the union

^
J. B. S. Hardman, "Labor-Capital Cooperation," The Encyclopaedia oj Social Sciences^

1932, vol. 8, p. 628.

2 Most of the material in this subsection has been taken from R. C. Nyman and

E. D. Smith, Union-Management Cooperation in the "Stretch Out,'' 1934.
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officials and the management to discuss policies. Nevertheless,

from 1927 to 1928 the company's sales fell off sharply and its

profits declined from 14.5 to 3.6 per cent on the stockholders'

equity in the firm. ^ In the face of such figures, the management
proposed to follow the policy of other textile firms and reduce

costs by "stretching out" the number of looms per weaver from

an average of 13 to 24, which would have meant the dismissal of

about 250 persons.

This proposal brought on a crisis, in which a strike was averted

only by an agreement in February 1929 providing for research by

an outside engineer, who presumably was to help both sides to

discover the proper number of looms per weaver on the basis of

scientific management. This engineer and his staff were to work

under the direction of a joint committee of the management and the

union. Final acceptance of the results of the engineer's research

was left to collective bargaining. In this way, the union hoped to

control the change, and it was assured that discharges would be

confined as far as possible to "temporary" workers and that all

demotions would be according to seniority. At a mass meeting,

the workers voted to accept the "stretch-out" on the basis of such

an arrangement for "factual analysis" and "joint research." The
management accepted the proposal only out of friendly feelings

toward the union and a desire to avoid labor trouble. The operat-

ing executives were frankly opposed to the arrangement, fearing

that the engineering studies might "show them up," and disliking

the idea of "outsiders" coming in to upset the methods to which

they were accustomed.

At the end of a year of joint research, although the research staff

felt that definite action would still be premature, the union and

the management decided that sufficient data had been accumu-

lated to indicate that a 20-loom standard would not "overburden"

the weavers if they followed the standard operating methods laid

down by the engineers. By May 1930 most of the weavers were

on a 20-loom average, and by May 1931 the average number of

"sides" for most spinners had been increased from 9 to 17. When
the stretch-out was fully effective in weaving and spinning depart-

ments in the Fall of 1931, it reduced the total number of workers

there from 757 to 558. Despite slightly higher average earnings

* Financial data on the company in ibid., Appendix, pp. 196-97.
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for the remaining workers, joint research was saving the company a

sum estimated at S200,000 to S300,000 a year.^ Both sides seemed

well satisfied with the way the change had been accomplished,

and the "Naumkeag experiment" was hailed in the press as a

major advance in the art of management.

During 1931 discontent with the results of the stretch-out spread

among the workers and also the management. The union had

been unable to get the company to adopt a plan, suggested by

Otto S. Beyer, for a number of subordinate joint committees to

educate the foremen and the workers generally by active partici-

pation in the plan, as was the case on the railroads. The cooperative

activities were mostly confined to a few top persons in the union

and the company, so the employee body as a whole did not under-

stand the basis for the changes. As a result, although the workers

were at first well pleased under the stretch-out, the foremen failed

to insist upon maintenance of the precise standard of operating

practices, which had been left largely to their care. Because the

standard methods were not fully understood and consistently

followed, the work began to seem excessively burdensome. Though
worker dissatisfaction grew, it was not aired in union meetings or

reported through the existing grievance machinery, because the

national-union and the local-union officials had become so strong

in their support of the plan—it was being used as part of a textile

organizing campaign in the South and had received wide acclaim.

Consequently, action was not taken to correct the conditions that

were arousing the workers' resentment.

With the industry suffering from price and wage cuts and the

general depression, the management found the results of "joint

research" too slow and meager to avoid deficits, which occurred

in each year from 1930 through 1933. The loss in 1930 was the

largest, amounting to 5.6 per cent of the stockholders' investment.

Dollar sales in 1931 were little more than half the 1927 figure. In

the search for economies, the management, knowing that com-

peting mills were operating on schedules calling for a far larger

number of machines per man, felt that the compromise on 20

looms per weaver had been too small. Also, competing mills

throughout the cotton textile industry had made two drastic wage

reductions, while the Naumkeag Company had maintained its

»C/". ibid., p. 75.
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high rates. As the depression deepened, however, operations were

curtailed to four days a week, and in January 1932 the company
cut wage rates by 10 per cent, which still left Naumkeag's rates

perhaps the highest in the industry.

The union had accepted the wage cut only on the condition that

"joint research" be discontinued in the mill. Apparently the

union leaders sensed the workers' fear that further "stretch-out"

research would lead to more unemployment, demotions, and

excessive job burdens. The abandonment of joint research caused

the workers to suspect that the union leaders had been deceived

in accepting it in the first place. If it were not a tool of the manage-

ment, why were the union officials so anxious to get rid of it?

Furthermore, in May 1932 the management asked that the workers

accept another 10-per-cent wage cut and the resurrection of joint

research. Increasingly adverse economic conditions and price-

cutting in the industry were continuing to undermine the com-

petitive position of the company with its high-quality product. A
vote of the union members favored a strike rather than acceptance

of joint research in addition to a wage cut, which alone went into

effect in June 1932. Unfortunately, the company made the mistake

of refusing to have the executives share in the wage cut. ^

Conditions in the industry, however, continued to grow worse.

The union officials saw the need for further cost reduction in view

of the fact that the company could not help itself without some

industry-wide agreement to prevent wage- and price-cutting, which

the union had proposed but which was not possible until the

passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act in June 1933.

Unfortunately, the workers had not been educated to appreciate

the real situation, so the union officials actually were closer to the

management than to the workers whom they were supposed to

represent. The workers felt, especially after the union permitted

the introduction of joint research in the company's bleachery in

January 1933, that the union was not protecting their interests,

and some of them began to accuse the union leaders of "selling

out" to the management.

In March 1933 the company proposed the restoration of joint

research in the weaving and spinning departments and the adop-

^ Cf. Francis Goodell, "Joint Research under a Collective Bargaining Agreement,"
in Collective Bargaining Jor Today and Tomorrow (ed. by H. G. Metcalf), 1937, p. 70.
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tion of 28 looms per weaver. Officials of the national union were

called in, and they agreed to a 24-loom standard and the resump-

tion of joint research, with the assurance that no more than 100

workers would be laid off as a result. The union had reversed itself

again on the issue ofjoint research, and the workers struck in defiance

of the union and the company. The national union refused to sup-

port the strike as a violation of the union's agreement with the com-

pany, and radical elements took over the leadership of the strike.

Fortunately for the striking workers, a Code of Fair Competition

for the Cotton Textile Industry was adopted in July 1933 under the

NIRA, prohibiting further stretch-outs without approval of the

code authority and raising wages in the industry so that the com-

petitive pressure for cost reductions at the Naumkcag mills was

relieved. In addition, orders for the company's products increased

sharply. After the adoption of the code, the two-months' strike

was settled on the existing basis of 20 looms per weaver and an

agreement to postpone additional stretch-out research for a period

of two years. Following the strike, most of the workers resigned

from the local of the United Textile Workers and formed a new,

independent union. Although recognizing the new union, the

management refused to resume relations with it on the cooperative

basis formerly accorded to the old union. Union-management

cooperation had ended.

This Naumkcag experience indicates the difficulties facing any

cooperative program between a union and a company for the

purpose of saving labor without some means for protecting the job

security of the workers. W' ith the industry suffering from depression

and harassed by wage- and price-cutting, it is questionable whether

any company-wide cooperative venture to increase output per

worker would have worked out satisfactorily for both sides unless

somehow the company's sales could have been maintained. Un-

fortunately, in the Naumkcag case, the plan of cooperation did

not involve discussions between workers and minor executives in

order to bring them into close touch with the company's problems

and to ensure maintenance of the standard operating procedures.

As it was, the union officials seemed to the workers to have become

so management-minded that the workers sought other leadership.

Some errors of judgment by both the union leaders and the man-

agement helped to increase the workers' suspicion that the union
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had become a tool of the company and was no longer an effective

agency for collective bargaining.

With the Naumkeag experiment as an example, the United

Textile Workers in January 1930 began a campaign to organize the

nonunion textile mills in the South. ^ The keynote of the campaign

was the AFL policy of union-management cooperation. Federa-

tion President William Green made numerous speeches in the

South, while a consulting engineer held over 200 conferences in

1930 and 1931 with Southern cotton-mill executives to explain to

them the principles of union-management cooperation as they had

been worked out in the Naumkeag mills and to offer his assistance

in establishing similar plans in their plants after recognition of the

union. The net result was that three small firms in Georgia with a

total of about 80 employees signed a cooperative union agreement

copied directly after the one in effect at the Naumkeag Company.
These three firms, none of them in the cotton-textile industry,

signed such agreements in order to have the advantage of union

support for the sale of their products to workers.

The campaign was successful in obtaining a friendly public

opinion for the union, but the Southern millowners failed to see

how they could benefit from union-management cooperation,

which at Naumkeag required three years to increase the number
of looms from 12 to 20 per weaver, whereas they had increased

the number from 24 to 48 and 72 per weaver overnight. Union

cooperation to them represented a check upon their ability to

reduce costs as they pleased. On the other hand, few employees

were attracted by the campaign. A program stressing economies

and cost reduction was not dramatic and militant enough to appeal

to the workers. They feared that under such a plan the union

might merely become another agency of exploitation, working

hand in glove with the employer.

In coal. Like clothing and textiles, bituminous coal has been

a highly competitive industry. Union-management cooperation

was tried in this industry in the late 1920's and early 1930's as a

means of combatting nonunion competition and providing the

coal miners with more job security.

^ Material for this and the following paragraph has been taken from Jean Carol

Trepp, "Union-Management Cooperation and the Southern Organizing Campaiign,"

Journal of Political Economy, vol. 41 (October 1933), pp. 602-24.
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1 . The Rocky Mountain Fuel Company. Following a strike in which

five strikers were killed, Josephine Roche obtained a majority of

the stock in this second largest coal company in Colorado, which

had been a leader in the opposition to the union. With majority

control, Miss Roche reorganized the board of directors and execu-

tive departments of the company in March 1928, making John R.

Lawson, an officer of the United Mine Workers and president of

the Colorado State Federation of Labor, a director and vice

president of the company and making Edward P. Costigan, an

attorney for the union and later U. S. Senator, general counsel of

the company. After urging its employees to join the union, the

company signed an agreement stating that the company and the

union would undertake "to stabilize employment, production,

and markets through cooperative endeavor and the aid of science,"

to which in 1930 the following clause was added: "recognizing the

principle that increased productivity should be mutually shared

through the application of equitable considerations to the rights

of workers and to economic conditions affecting the operations

and business of the company." ^ An attempt was made to induce

other coal operators in the state to join in the cooperative move-

ment, but all of them refused to give up their antiunion policy, so

the Rocky Mountain Fuel Company was the only union coal

operator in Colorado between 1928 and 1933.

The company produces a form of subbituminous coal, which is a

clean and easily ignitible fuel well suited for use in homes. A con-

siderable part of its market, therefore, is domestic and highly

seasonal. Over 300 coal mines were operating in Colorado in 1931,

and during the following depression years competition was sharp-

ened by the opening of many new small mines Because the

company's product is, for the most part, consumed locally, it was

possible for organized labor in Colorado to carry on a sales cam-

paign, which helped to maintain sales during the depression.

Union groups attempted to persuade small businessmen, coal

retailers, and public officials to purchase the company's coal, in

some cases arguing that the taxpayers had an interest in the com-

pany's cooperative labor policy, since they were still paying

^ Cf. Mary Van Kleeck, Miners and Management, 1934, pp. 248-49. This discussion

of cooperation in the Rocky Mountain Fuel Company rests in large measure upon
this book.

'
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interest on state bonds issued to defray the cost of putting down a

strike. The sales of the company also began to increase on the

Pacific slope after three California unions took up the campaign of

the Colorado workers. Partly as a result of such sales efforts, the

company's share of the total coal tonnage produced in the state

increased from 6.5 per cent in 1928 to 11.5 per cent in 1932.^

No definite machinery of joint committees was estabished for

cooperation at the company's five mines, except for two temporary

experiments in 1930 and 1932. The workers did, however, make
some suggestions for improving output, and company officials

helped to keep them informed about the business. The union

oflficials discussed with the men such matters as the quality of the

output. In 1928 the company increased its basic daily wage from

$6.77 to S7.00 and agreed to maintain a 23-cent differential above

the basic daily wage paid by other operators in the state. These

provisions were repeated in the 1930 agreement, although the S7.00

basic rate for day work was higher than that then being paid by

any coal mines in the country outside of Montana. In order that

the company could continue to pay such wages, the union and the

company mutually agreed "to justify the payment of the differential

in the wage scale by cooperative effort and increased efficiency." ^

The union promised not to "obstruct or hinder in any way" in-

creased mechanization of the mines or changes in mining methods.^

Indeed, the union was willing to permit unprecedented flexibility

in the application of rules, and it allowed Sunday work to meet

nonunion competition.

Some of the results of the cooperative experiment are indicated

by the company's production figures. From 1928 to 1930 its

output per worker increased from 5.27 tons a day to 6.49 tons,

compared with 4.7 tons per worker for all Colorado coal mines in

1930. The company's 1932 output was also much higher per

worker than that for the other mines. Administrative and selling

expenses were reduced by more than a third between 1 928 and 1 932.

The labor policy of the company helped to stimulate sales by

allowing it to guarantee the delivery of coal against interruption

by strikes, a promise which nonunion mines did not dare to make.

As an indication of how the company stabilized employment, its

records show that the percentage of all miners working during

1 Ibid., p. 351. 2 /^j^^^ p, 263. 3 ibid,^ pp. 261-62.
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each month of the year increased from 12 per cent in 1928 to

64 per cent in 1931.^ Whereas the average number of days worked

by the company's employees in 1928 had been 178 (compared with

188 for all Colorado mines), by 1932 the company's average

figures had increased to 192 days (compared with 128 for the whole

state). From 1928 through 1932, the average number of men em-

ployed by the company remained about the same, and the average

earnings of its employees were around SI, 660 in both of those years.

This record is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that

in the middle of 1931 the nonunion mines began a price war in

what was considered an attempt to render the company unable to

meet October interest installments on its S3,000,000 debt. The
union-recognizing, high-wage policy of the company had aroused

the animosity of nonunion interests in the state, resulting in some

attempts to have the company boycotted by retail coal dealers.

When the company pubHcly expressed opposition to price-cutting,

secret discounts, and wage reductions in the Summer of 1931, as

futile acts leading only to a vicious spiral of deflation, the hostility

of employer groups in the state was again aroused. The union

employees, convinced that an intensive eff'ort was being made by

nonunion interests to break the company's agreement with the

union, voluntarily off'ered half of their wages during three months

in 1931 as a loan to the company so that it might make the interest

payments on its bonded debt issued in 1913. The company accepted

this loan of nearly SI 00,000 from its employees, and later repaid

them. During this period other operating companies in the state

were forced into receivership, including the largest coal operator

in Colorado. In 1931 the workers also accepted a reduction in the

basic rate of wages from S7.00 to S5.00 a day, which represented

a differential of 25 cents above the wages paid by the company's

competitors. Average daily earnings in the company's mines in

1932 were S6.79, compared with S7.97 in 1929 and with S3.00 and

$4.00 in many nonunion mines in Colorado.-

The passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933

and the rapid spread of union organization in coal mining there-

after completely changed the competitive situation for the Rocky

1 Ibid., p. 359.

2 CJ. John R. Lawson, "History of Industrial Struggles in Colorado Coal Mines,"

Colorado Labor Advocate, December 31, 1931, p. 1 ; and the Annual Reports of the company.
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Mountain Fuel Company. By the Fall of 1933, practically all of

the coal mines in Colorado were unionized, and all of the operators

competing with the company had signed agreements with the

union, raising their wages to the company's levels.

It was nonunion competition and the friendly attitude of the

company toward organized labor that provided the stimulus for

union-management cooperation. With the disappearance of its

wage differential and its unique position as the only union operator

in the state, the company also lost the competitive advantage of

labor's active assistance in consumer sales. Organized labor could

no longer carry on a campaign to cause buyers to discriminate in

favor of the company's product, nor could the union refuse to

cooperate with other operators. In this case, as in so many others,

the particular firm lost certain advantages when its policies became
generalized through adoption by competing companies. That

loss was, of course, accompanied by certain competitive gains,

such as relatively higher wages for other operators.

Recent examples. In 1938, following the Little Steel strike of the

previous year, the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (CIO)

proposed that the union employers enter into a program of union-

management cooperation as a means of meeting nonunion com-

petition and enabling the union to concentrate upon efforts to

organize nonunion employers—also perhaps as a way of getting

back at those steel companies whose working forces were dis-

organized by the strike arising out of refusal to sign written agree-

ments with the union. By 1939 almost a third of the 541 employers

having signed agreements with the union were reported to have

"concluded or begun negotiations to put into effect in their plants

the program" of union-management cooperation outlined by the

union in a pamphlet on Production Problems.'^ Agreements for

union-management cooperation in the steel industry were to

contain the following provisions:

1. The union agrees to cooperate with the management in order to

reduce costs, enlarge sales, improve quality and in general to advance

the interests of the industry.

2. The management agrees to share equitably with the union any

benefits so obtained, in the form of increased employment, better work-

* CJ. Harold J. Ruttenbcrg, "The Strategy of Industrial Peace," Harvard Business

Review, vol. 17 (Winter 1939), pp. 175-76.
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ing conditions, increased wages or decreased hours. Reduction in seasonal

unemployment through employment-regularization methods is suggested.

3. Nobody is to lose his job as a result of any improvement that is

installed. If ways are discovered to do more work with less labor, they

are to be put in gradually, and then only with the consent of the union.

They must be installed in such a way that no discharges are necessary

—

as, for instance, at a time when sales and output are increasing or when
the rate of "quits" or retirements permits staff reductions.

4. The research must be truly joint in every respect.^

The union statement goes on to explain that separate research

committees should be set up to receive suggestions but not to

handle grievances. Factual analysis and standards of work set by

joint understanding and democratic procedure should replace

arbitrary decisions. Emphasis is placed upon the need to have

the workers on the job participate in the discussion of suggestions,

so that the improvements will be understood and accepted by the

workers concerned. It is also interesting to note that the steel

companies themselves recognized the need for educating their

foremen in democratic methods and joint procedures. Practically

all of the major steel companies with union agreements had pro-

vided special training classes for their foremen in 1938 or 1939.^

In 1940 this cooperative program was in effect in about a dozen

small steel concerns which, with two exceptions, accepted the

program under the pressure of economic adversity that left no

alternative except bankruptcy.^ The managements of these firms

were induced to cooperate by the company's financial plight. In

one case, the recommendations of the union research committee

are reported to have resulted in a net saving of SI 66,200 for the

firm during the first year of union-management cooperation. "*

In December 1938, all branches of the American Stores and

Acme Markets in Philadelphia established a joint research board

in collaboration with two AFL unions—the Retail Clerks and the

Meat Cutters. The plan provides for constructive suggestions from

employees, for joint study of various ways to eliminate waste and
1 Production Problems, Steel Workers Organizing Committee, Publication No. 2, 1938,

p. 5.

2 Ruttenberg, op. cit., p. 169.

3 CJ. Harold J. Ruttenberg, "The Fruits of Industrial Peace," Harvard Business

Review, vol. 18 (Spring 1940), pp. 291-92; and R. R. R. Brooks, As Steel Goes, 1940,

pp. 213-14.
* Philip Murray, "Labor and Responsibility," Virginia Quarterly Review, vol. 16

(Spring 1940), p. 273.
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improve efficiency, and for "friendly, two-way cooperation." In

the same year, the Photo-Engravers' union opened a research

department for technical information and study, which offered its

services to union employers as well as union members. In some

respects, it resembles the engineering service offered by the union

of Printing Pressmen to some 500 newspapers published in union

shops. At the union's headquarters these newspapers are scanned

for defects, and the union may send technicians to correct the

trouble without cost to the publisher of the paper. A number of

individual firms in various industries have also tried union-manage-

ment cooperation during the past two decades.

General remarks. Union-management cooperation has never

been tried on an industry-wide basis or by a firm with an inelastic

demand for the labor of the cooperating employees. Why should

a union that has the whole industry organized be anxious to

cooperate in joint research to reduce costs, including labor costs?

Practically without exception, such labor-capital cooperation has

been adopted by individual firms with a fairly elastic demand for

labor either because of competition within the industry or because

of the practice of contracting out for work. In cases where the

firm's labor demand is of such a flexible character, union-manage-

ment cooperation may furnish employees with larger earnings and

more job security. It may also serve as a means of combatting

nonunion competition. In such cases, the security of the cooperat-

ing workers may be gained largely at the expense of more job

insecurity for other workers. Indeed, the stimulus for union-

management cooperation has been the competitive individualism

of capitalism, and unions have proposed such cooperation when
it serves to further their own self-interest.

Strangely enough, successful cooperation is difficult to accom-

plish. Not only do workers fear that their job security may be

reduced by labor-saving methods and that the union may no

longer serve their interests in collective bargaining, but foremen

generally oppose such plans. Management as well as labor may
prevent successful cooperation. Craft unions, of course, would

oppose any cooperation that would lead to labor economies by

splitting up the craftsman's job. For this reason, the industrial

form of unionism lends itself more readily to changes in techniques

and methods of production under joint programs.
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This discussion of experience with union-management coopera-

tion should have indicated that more is necessary for the success

of such programs than the mere desire to cooperate. A program

of labor-capital cooperation in production economies is likely to

succeed only under certain industrial circumstances and under

favorable economic conditions.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

THE GOVERNMENT IN LABOR RELATIONS

The community as a whole has an interest in industrial relations

and labor disputes. Strikes and lockouts may inconvenience many
persons by stopping the flow of essential services, such as trans-

portation and electricity, or of essential commodities, like foods

and fuel. Work stoppages may also cause the whole community

to suffer a large economic loss, while an accompanying boycott

may result in economic injury to persons or firms not directly

involved in the dispute. Presumably, the government should

afford some protection to third parties and prevent the dispute

from degenerating into industrial anarchy.

Both sides appeal to the community for its support through

business patronage, economic influence, and political pressure

upon public officials. Strikes are fought by political as well as

economic means, as each group tries to sway public opinion and

to obtain favorable action from the governor, the mayor, the police,

and the courts. The voting public should presumably be interested

in making certain that government officials act with fairness and

in the general interest of the community.

Exactly what role the government and the courts should play in

economic disputes is still, however, an open question. Although

there are laws fixing minimum wages and maximum hours, the

final settlement of labor conflicts is left largely to the opposing

parties themselves. The courts generally do not attempt to settle

the economic issues involved, to decide what wages and hours are

fair. The law simply sets limits within which the parties may use

their powers of persuasion and economic pressure to gain their

objectives. The police and the courts presumably act as a referee

in the economic conflict, making certain that both sides obey the

law and deal no foul blows, such as acts of violence, breach of the

peace, trespass, misrepresentation, fraud, or intimidation.

699
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In attempting to limit the area and methods of economic con-

flict it is not clear, however, whether the law should seek to equalize

the economic strength of both parties in the industrial conflict so

that neither side enjoys a decided advantage over the other, or

should simply designate certain economic weapons or actions as

illegal in industrial disputes. Some courts seem to be arguing for

the equal-balance-of-power theory, for example, in condemning

the closed shop because it concentrates excessive and monopolistic

power in the hands of those who control the union; yet courts, in

deciding labor cases, do not condemn large corporations because

they involve a concentration of economic and monopolistic power.

Generally, the law and the courts declare certain means and

certain ends or purposes to be illegal, regardless of the effect of

such legal limitations upon equality of economic and bargaining

power. Therefore, "equal protection of the law" for both sides in

labor conflicts may be of the sort that Anatole France called

attention to when he said that the law forbade both the rich and

the poor to sleep under bridges. In industrial disputes, legal

restraint upon one side may give positive aid to the other side in

the economic contest.

The interest of the community in the continued operation of

industry has led the government to establish conciliation services

to aid in preventing or shortening strikes. Some laws have aimed

at eliminating certain causes of strikes, and other laws have

placed restrictions upon the right to strike or to picket. The dra-

matic character of strikes has, however, given most people an

exaggerated notion of their relative importance in our economic

life. Statistics show that the apparent loss from strikes and lockouts

during the period from 1930 to 1938 was less than one per cent of

the economic loss from unemployment during those years. ^ The

annual loss from work accidents or sickness of wage-earners is 10

times as large as the apparent loss from strikes in years of greatest

industrial strife and unrest. The economic loss, both direct and

indirect, from strikes and lockouts is, of course, impossible to

determine. The sales of firms not subject to the strike may increase

as a result of it, or buyers may simply postpone their purchases so

^ Cf. "Extent of Waste from Depression Unemployment," Monthly Labor Review^

vol. 49 (November 1939), p. lO^TG; and Florence Peterson, "Review of Strikes in the

United States," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 46 (May 1938), p. 1066.
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that monthly sales after the strike are larger than they would

otherwise have been. On the other hand, industries and firms are

so interdependent that a strike in a key industry may slow down
operations in other plants and industries or even paralyze economic

activity in various communities. Large work stoppages can,

therefore, start a cumulative contraction of business.

In some countries, the prevention of work stoppages has been

considered so important that economic conflict in the form of

strikes and lockouts has been outlawed, and the conflicting eco-

nomic issues between labor and capital are settled by political,

rather than economic, means. That has been true in dictatorships

like Germany, Italy, and Russia, and also in those democracies

providing for compulsory arbitration or court decision on economic

issues in industrial relations, as is the case in AustraHa and New
Zealand. In the other democracies, the employers and unions

have desired to settle the economic issues in labor disputes without

political decisions or control.

LEGAL LIMITATIONS ON UNION PRACTICES

In a discussion of organized labor and the law, a distinction

should be drawn between the substantive law (both common and

statutory law), which defines the rights of persons or property,

and remedial law, which provides for legal protection through

injunction or damage suit in case there has been a violation, or is

a threatened violation, of those rights. Labor's complaint against

the law has three aspects: its objections to the substantive law, its

opposition to the injunction, and its claim that judges in general

have a bias in favor of employers.

The economic background of most judges is upper class. Gen-

erally speaking, their social contacts are mostly with employing

and professional groups. Their incomes as lawyers and later as

judges are usually suflficient to make them satisfied with existing

economic arrangements. Most of the judges in higher courts are

appointed for life, rather than elected, so that they do not need to

please the electorate in order to hold their positions and receive

their steady incomes. As investors, they are interested in preserving

profits—indeed, in some cases judges have granted injunctions

against unions in favor of firms in which they themselves had

thousands of dollars invested.
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Legal training and language also tend to prejudice judges

against unions, whose legal status has improved with time. Judges,

who have been taught to revere precedents, are not likely to have

an evolutionary view of society and to modify their decisions

according to changes in the development and organization of

industry. The attitude of courts in general toward labor unions is

also affected by the body of concepts and principles that comprise

what might be termed the "verbal law" and that stem from an

early period. A legal writer says of this "vocabulary of vague

vituperation":

One cannot read many decisions on this subject without receiving the

impression that the average court begins the consideration of a case

with something akin to a prejudice in favor of the employer. . . . The
continued use of such terms as "intimidation" and "threats" to describe

ordinary economic pressure, "conspiracy" in referring to a combination

of workmen, and "primary intent to injure" in speaking of the objects

of labor action, indicates a tendency to look with disfavor upon labor's

cause before it is pleaded. The most concrete manifestation of this atti-

tude is the persistence of the "prima facie" theory of tort applied in these

cases [the theory that presumes an employer is entitled to relief on show-

ing that he has suffered or will suffer economic injury from economic

pressure by a union, with the burden of proof upon the union to justify

its action in the eyes of the court]. ^

Substantive law on economic pressure by labor. There is a

surprising lack of uniformity in the court decisions regarding the

legality of various devices for economic pressure, such as the strike

and the boycott, which are used by labor to induce employers to

accede to the workers' demands. Because court decisions on labor

law arc so confused and inconsistent, it is difficult to make general

statements regarding "the law" on any particular point, and it is

also difficult for workers to know whether their economic activities

are in violation of the law.

Various factors help to explain the state of confusion with

regard to labor law. The common law, evolved from court de-

cisions, has experienced striking changes as the social and economic

philosophy of the courts has been modified with the passage of

time. The first court cases, as indicated in Chapter 4, declared all

strikes illegal and condemned group action by workers to improve

1 Bernard Eskin, "The Legality of 'Peaceful Coercion' in Labor Disputes," Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Law Review, vol. 85 (March 1937), pp. 481-82.
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wages as a punishable crime. In referring to the fact that the

courts had gradually reversed themselves concerning the legality

of certain actions by labor, Justice Brandeis said in 1921: "The
change in law by which strikes once illegal and even criminal are

now recognized as lawful was effected in America largely without

the intervention of legislation. This reversal of common-law rule

was not due to the rejection by the courts of one principle and the

adoption in its stead of another, but to a better realization of the

facts of industrial life." ^ On the legality of such matters as the

yellow-dog contract, minimum-wage laws, and discharge for

union activity, the U. S. Supreme Court has either reversed itself

or completely changed its position over a period of years.

Not only has the attitude of the same court changed from time

to time, but different courts vary in their attitudes, so that court

decisions in a single state often seem irreconcilable. In addition,

the statutory law varies from state to state; Federal statutes differ

from state statutes; and municipal ordinances regarding certain

types of strikes, picketing, or other union activities permit further

jurisdictional and territorial difTerentiation. In few cases are the

facts exactly alike. Even the industry in which the union activity

occurs may have a bearing upon its legality. Courts are less likely

to approve strike actions by employees in essential public utilities;

there are special labor laws covering employees on interstate rail-

roads and at sea; and the employees of the government presumably

have no right to strike at all. Consequently, few generalizations

can be made from the court decisions on the economic activities of

unions, and those few generalizations are as subject to exceptions

as the rules in a German grammar.

1. Strikes. The legality of a strike depends upon (1) the primary

purpose of the strike or the nature of the concession desired by

the workers, and (2) the methods used in conducting the strike. A
strike may, therefore, be illegal because of its objective or because

of the way in which pressure is brought to bear upon the employer.

If the purpose of the strike is obnoxious to the court, it is illegal

regardless of the methods used in conducting it.

To be legal in most jurisdictions, a strike must concern the

strikers' wages, hours, or working conditions; its primary purpose

must involve a direct and immediate benefit to them. In the case

1 Duplex Printing Co. v. Deenng (1921), 254 U. S. 443.
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of strikes for the sole purpose of strengthening labor organization

through demands for the closed shop or the check-off, the courts

are likely to consider the economic benefit too indirect and remote

to justify the strike. From the legal viewpoint, a labor dispute

involves a conflict between the right to strike or cease work and
the right to carry on a business. The courts recognize that economic

struggles result in some economic loss and injury to both sides. It

is therefore necessary for the courts to balance one right against

another and to determine whether a particular purpose justifies

injury to an employer or to third parties with no direct interest in

the struggle. If the primary aim is to advance the economic posi-

tion of the strikers, the courts may consider the effects on others as

unavoidable and incidental.

In the case of strikes for the closed shop, strikes against an em-

ployer for use of nonunion materials, sympathetic strikes to assist

other strikers, and general strikes, the courts are wont to consider

the effects on third parties too important to overlook. A strike for

the closed shop would generally involve the demand that any non-

members be discharged. In order to preserve economic individu-

alism, the courts attempt to protect the right to pursue one's

calling wnthout restraint from third parties. The benefit to the

strikers from a closed shop is considered too "remote" to justify

direct injury to nonmembers by economic pressure to force their

discharge.

Strikes against the use of nonunion materials and sympathetic

strikes are not considered to be for the direct gain of the striking

employees but are what might be called "billiard shots." A second

employer's workers put economic pressure upon him by striking in

order to affect his dealings with another employer. They strike for

the purpose of inducing their employer to exert pressure upon the

producer of the nonunion materials or the firm in which the strike

began. Even though the sympathetic strikers or workers striking

against nonunion materials are in the same national union as the

employees of the firm in which the dispute originated, the courts

have construed their action as primarily intended to injure a third

party (the employer not involved in the original dispute). The

courts have not been impressed with the economic argument that

working conditions throughout the whole competitive area are of

primary economic interest to each local union and that injury to
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one local is of direct economic significance to other locals of the

same national union. Personal bias can, of course, have a marked

influence upon a judge's decision concerning the purposes, motives,

or intentions of workers who strike or threaten to strike—the

threat may be just as unlawful as the act.

General strikes are an extended form of sympathetic strikes and

may have the added objective of putting pressure upon the govern-

ment. They are of questionable legality, for their primary purpose

is well outside the bounds of the area of employees dealing with

their own employer on their own terms of employment.

The question of the legality of the methods used in conducting a

strike is also not clear-cut. Attempts to enlist the sympathies of

third parties by peaceful persuasion, including argument or appeal

to their sense of fair play, are lawful. But the use of economic

pressure or a threat to use economic pressure in order to influence

the actions of third parties is often called "coercion" or "intimida-

tion," which are considered illegal. The exact limits to the use of

economic pressure by withdrawal of labor or patronage are, how-

ever, vague and indefinite. Tactics such as violence, criminal acts,

and physical damage to property are, of course, unlawful regardless

of the purpose or the occasion. The sit-down strike, in which the

workers literally sit on their jobs, is also considered illegal by the

courts because they do not recognize the right of a worker to any

particular job.

The employer's weapon that corresponds to the strike is the

lockout. Prior to the passage of the National Labor Relations

Act there was practically no legal limitation upon the lockout,

presumably on the grounds that it does not directly involve eco-

nomic pressure upon, or injury to, third parties. Such an assump-

tion is, however, open to question. As indicated by the Remington-

Rand, the Brown Shoe, and other cases discussed in Chapter 23,

employers often attempt to gain their objectives in labor disputes

by putting economic pressure upon other businessmen and workers

through lockouts and a threat to move the business. Pressure is

also brought to bear upon the local government in the same manner.

Late in 1934 the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (the

A. & P.) temporarily closed its 293 Cleveland stores, locked out

2,200 employees, and began to move warehouse stocks to its other

14,800-odd stores, in retaliation for a Teamster strike against the
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company and the "wholly inadequate police protection" afforded

the company by the mayor of Cleveland. Some dozen years earlier

the company abandoned its warehousing operations in Jersey City

when the employees threatened to organize. What was the primary

intent of the A. & P. officials in locking out all the Cleveland em-

ployees, mast of whom were not parties to the strike? Was the

lockout aimed at "coercing" the non-striking employees, the

public, and the local government by economic pressure and the

threat to withdraw the company's patronage from Cleveland?

Company threats to move may have more influence on local

governments than general strikes.

During the 1930's the three large tire manufacturers in Akron,

Ohio, repeatedly threatened to move their businesses away from

that city unless "labor conditions" there were altered in line with

the desires of the officers of the rubber companies. The threat to

inflict economic injury upon Akron unless the companies were

given more control over labor represented an attempt to coerce

not only the Akron rubber workers but the entire city, especially

the municipal government.

2. Boycotts. It is generally legal for employees to boycott their

own employer and, "by peaceful means," to persuade the em-

ployer's customers to refrain from dealing with him. But economic

pressure on third parties by a threat to withdraw patronage in

order to induce such third parties not to deal with the off^ending

employer is considered to be a "secondary boycott" and illegal.^

The courts look upon it as another form of the "billiard shot."

Yet in modern industry, it may be very difficult for workers and

their sympathizers to discriminate against an off'ending employer

in their purchases without aff^ecting the business of third parties,

for few manufacturers produce finished articles and sell them

through their own retail outlets.

The economic reasoning in the court cases on "secondary

boycotts" is often of questionable validity, and frequently one

case is not consistent with another. The judges fail to explain why
it is lawful to persuade dealer-customers of the employer to with-

draw their patronage by arguments and appeals to sympathy,

and yet not lawful to use the workers' combined purchases as a

means of achieving the same objective. Generally people are free

^Cf. Duplex Printing Press Company v. Deering (1921), 254 U. S. 443.
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to distribute their purchases or dollar votes as they wish, and com-

bined action by consumers' organizations is not similarly restricted

by the courts. The highest courts in some states have held the

"secondary boycott" by labor to be legal on the grounds that what

individuals have a right to do when acting singly, they may legally

do when acting as a group. ^

The discussion in Chapters 6 and 23 contained numerous ex-

amples of attempts by employers' associations to carry on boycotts

against employers because they were dealing with unions or were

operating closed shops. The courts have not declared such con-

certed action by employers to be "coercive" and illegal. There

are court cases in which employers operating company stores have

forced employees by threat of discharge to refrain from patronizing

competing stores, yet such economic pressure was not declared

to be illegal "intimidation." It is not at all clear to the layman

why courts allow employers' organizations to bring economic

pressure on other employers to affect their relationships with unions

or permit employers to put economic pressure upon patrons of their

competitors, while condemning similar economic pressure by workers

as illegal. That such apparent inconsistency has also puzzled lawyers

is indicated by the following quotation from a legal periodical:

While the great weight of authority condemns the use of pressure

against third parties by laborers, the judicial attitude is by no means the

same in the cases involving the same type of economic coercion exerted

by entrepreneurs against competitors. When business men, singly or in

combination, seek to cause a cessation of business dealings between a

competitor and his patrons and suppliers by the exertion of economic

pressure upon the latter, the weight of authority allows the activity,

provided it is carried on by business men to advance their trade interests.

It is difficult to reconcile this result with the numerous decisions con-

demning the use of similar pressure by combinations of workmen. . . .

Is the desire of an entrepreneur to strengthen and advance his business

a matter in which society has a greater stake than in the desire of work-

men to improve their economic condition, so that the first type of interest

might justify conduct which is not justified by the latter? If the advance-

ment of both is equally favored by society, can it be said that the entre-

preneurs need such a device as the "pressure boycott," in order to achieve

their aims, more than workmen need it? ^

^ CJ., for example, Francis B. Sayre, A Selection of Cases and Other Authorities on Labor

Law, 1923, pp. 427, 458.

2 Bernard Eskin, op. cit., p. 464.
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There is a definite need for further study and judicial recogni-

tion of the use of economic power by employers to "coerce" other

employers, employees, and the government. A thorough compari-

son of the methods of economic pressure used by both sides would,

without doubt, lead to more equity in the law.

The black list is another type of employer boycott, and when
operated by an employers' association is clearly a "secondary

boycott." Over 30 states have statutes forbidding or restricting

the use of black lists; yet, despite common and statutory law

against the practice, there have been few cases in which black-

listed workers have secured any redress in the courts.^ The laws

have, for the most part, been ineffective.

This practice well illustrates the practical disadvantages that

workers experience even when the law, in principle, is really im-

partial. The employers can operate secredy and are, therefore,

less open to legal attack. Workers' actions involve so many persons

that secrecy is almost impossible in many cases. One of labor's

weapons, picketing, is based on publicity. The injury to single

employees is often too small to warrant a legal suit. That, however,

is not likely to be true of injury to large employers. Furthermore,

the courts consider the employer's right to do business a property

right, which means that a firm may collect damages for illegal

economic pressure by workers that reduces sales or the "going-

concern" value of the firm, based on its business relationships.

3. Picketing. The use of picketing in strikes and boycotts has

already been explained in Chapter 22. Only the legal issues in

picketing will be discussed here. So long as the strike or boycott

itself is legal and mild methods of persuasion are used by the

pickets, the practice is not likely to violate the law or municipal

ordinances. However, it is illegal for pickets to intimidate others

by threats of personal injury and physical damage to property,

or to engage in mass picketing in such large numbers as to obstruct

the free passage of persons or vehicles. Also, they are not permitted

to misrepresent the facts of the case or to abuse the privileges of

free speech.

Whether workers can legally picket retailers who sell the prod-

ucts of an "unfair" firm or who advertise in an "unfair" newspaper

is still unsettled, and seems to depend upon the legal jurisdiction,

^CJ. Edwin E. Witte, The Government in Labor Disputes, 1932, pp. 214-15.
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the personal attitude of the judge, the methods of picketing used,

and the type of appeal made to the public by the pickets. ^

4. The antitrust laws. In Canada, labor unions are exempt from

the law of criminal conspiracy and from the antitrust laws. In

England, labor organizations were exempt from the law of criminal

conspiracy in 1875 and from civil conspiracy in restraint of trade

in 1906, after the Taff Vale decision of 1901, which held a union

responsible for damages to an employer and which led to the

formation of the British Labour Party. Though Canadian and

English unions are not subject to suit under antitrust laws, the

most important cases against unions in this country have been

prosecutions under the Federal antitrust laws (the Sherman Act

of 1890 and the Clayton Act of 1914). These laws provide that

the injured party shall be paid triple the actual damages sustained

from restraints of interstate trade or commerce.

It is questionable whether Congress in passing the Sherman law

ever intended to have it apply to labor organizations.^ Neverthe-

less, the courts soon began to apply this legislation to acts of labor

unions that affected interstate trade; and in 1902 a hat-manufac-

turing firm in Danbury, Connecticut, brought suit against the

United Hatters for damages sustained from a successful boycott

of retail dealers throughout the country, following a strike in the

Danbury shop. The U. S. Supreme Court in 1908 declared this

"secondary boycott" a conspiracy to restrain the company's inter-

state trade, allowed the company triple damages, and concluded

that the 250 members of the union were all liable and could each

be sued for the damages.^ The company finally collected S234,000,

most of which was paid by the AFL. In 1911 the Supreme Court

upheld an injunction against the Molders' union and the AFL in

connection with a nationwide boycott of stoves produced by the

Bucks Stove and Range Company.^ The Federation had placed

» CJ. Goldfinger v. Feintuch (1937), 276 N. Y. 281 ; and Albion G. Taylor, Labor Prob-

lems and Labor Law, 1938, p. 502.

2 A thorough study of the subject concludes that the Act was not intended to apply

to labor organizations. Cf. Edward Berman, Labor and the Sherman Act, 1930. For an
opposite view, cf. A. T. Mason, Organized Labor and the Law, 1925.

^Loewe v. Lawlor (1908), 208 U. S. 274 and (1915), 235 U. S. 522.

4 Gompers v. Bucks Stove and Range Co. (1911), 221 U. S. 418. The publicity in this

case was so unfavorable to the company that its sales continued to decline after the

injunction. Within three years the company, under new management, made it3

peace with the union.
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the company on its "We Don't Patronize List," and, when some

of its officers continued to give pubHcity to the boycott in defiance

of the injunction, they were given jail sentences for contempt of

court. However, the sentences were never served.

The consternation that these cases caused in labor circles led to

a campaign by organized labor to obtain relief from the Sherman
Act. The Clayton Act, passed in 1914, provided "that the labor of

a human being is not a commodity or article of commerce" and

that labor organizations shall not "be held or construed to be

illegal combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade under the

anti-trust laws." Although this Act was hailed as the "Magna
Charta" of labor and some labor leaders contended that it excluded

unions from the antitrust laws, succeeding court decisions showed

that the judges were unable to perceive that this Act made neces-

sary any change in the application of the antitrust laws to labor.

In 1921 the U. S. Supreme Court upheld an injunction against

the Machinists' union in a "secondary boycott." ^ The union had

signed agreements with three out of the four manufacturers of

newspaper printing presses but had been notified that it would

have to organize the Duplex Company in Michigan and enforce

union standards there, inckiding the 8- instead of the 10-hour day,

or the other three firms could not continue their union agreements.

Members of the Machinists' union and other unions began an

elaborate boycott of the company's product in and around New
York City, following a strike caused by the refusal of the Duplex

Company to accept a union agreement. It was this boycott that

the Supreme Court enjoined as a conspiracy to restrain the com-

pany's interstate trade. In another case decided in 1925, the

Supreme Court held that coal miners in Arkansas, members of the

United Mine Workers, had intentionally interfered with inter-

state commerce, and thus violated the Sherman Act, in destroying

mining properties and coal destined for interstate trade during a

clash with detective-agency guards and strike-breakers, following

company termination or breach of the union agreement.^ The
coal company finally collected S27,000 from the union in a com-

promise setdement out of court.

Finally, in 1927 the Supreme Court upheld an injunction

1 Duplex Printing Company v. Deering (1921), 254 U. S. 443.

^Coronado Coal Company v. United Mine Workers (1925), 268 U. S. 295.
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against the Stone Cutters' union for a boycott of the products of

some quarries in the Bedford-Bloomington District of Indiana

that had gone on a company-union basis after refusing to renew

agreements with the Stone Cutters' union. ^ Members of the union

in other states, in line with the union's constitutional requirement

not to work on stone cut by nonmembers, refused to handle the

Bedford stone in construction work. In upholding the injunction,

the Supreme Court declared the union guilty of violating the

Sherman Act. In a minority decision, Justices Holmes and Brandeis

pointed out that "it has long been settled that only unreasonable re-

straints are prohibited by the Sherman Law" and that the restraint

of trade in this case could hardly be regarded as unreasonable. Union

members could not work on stone cut "by men working in opposi-

tion" to the union without aiding and abetting "the enemy."

In the decisions of various antitrust cases, the economic sym-

pathies of the judges seem to have played an important part, for

the "rule of reason" has generally been applied to employer re-

straints of interstate trade, whereas in the cases of labor restraints

the judges have based their decisions largely on the presumed

"intent" of the accused labor organization. In corporation cases

the courts have permitted "reasonable" restraint of trade if such

restraint was considered to be in the public interest. The monopo-
listic practices of large corporations, like the U. S. Steel Corporation

and the United Shoe Machinery Company, were upheld by the

U. S. Supreme Court as "reasonable" restraints of interstate

trade that were not socially harmful despite their direct effects or

the "intent" of the company officials. It was stressed that as

"good trusts" they had tended to increase stability in the industry.^

In 1925 the Court upheld the trade-association activities to main-

tain the prices of hard wood flooring and cement with the argu-

ment that price uniformity serves the public interest by tending

"to stabilize trade and industry, to produce fairer price levels, and

to avoid the waste which inevitably attends the unintelligent

conduct of economic enterprise" ^—the very objectives that labor

^Bedford Cut Stone Company et al. v. Journeyman Stone Cutters'' Association (1927), 274

U. S. 37.

2 United States v. United States Steel Corporation (1920), 251 U. S. 417; and United

States V. United Shoe Machinery Co. (1918), 247 U. S. 32.

^ Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association et al. v. United States (1925), 268 U. S. 563;

and Cement Manufacturers Protective Association et al. v. United States (1925), 268 U. S. 588.
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unions claim as their purposes and that, in the Duplex case, were

clearly the aims of the union. The reader may recall the antitrust

case discussed in Chapter 6, which involved a permit system aimed
at eliminating the building unions in San Francisco and which
was also decided by the U. S. Supreme Court in 1925. Various

employers' associations were accused of interfering with the free

flow of building materials between states by conspiring not to sell

materials to union employers and by boycotting and black-listing

contractors who were not in the combination. The Court refused

to condemn this employers' combination on the grounds that the

"motive for conspiracy" was monopolistic control of the local

market, the restraint of interstate commerce being "purely inci-

dental." ^ It is difficult for the layman to understand why the

restraint of trade in the Bedford case, decided two years later, was

not also "purely incidental" to the self-preservation of the union

or to the control of labor conditions in the local Bedford district.

It would seem as though the social consequences of labor's

restraint of interstate trade are as observable as the social effects of

similar restraint by employers, so that the "rule of reason" could be

applied to labor combinations as well as to business combinations.

Certainly the stabilizing effects of unions upon prices and working

conditions have as much economic and social merit as stabilization

achieved through trade-association action or the formation of

giant corporations by mergers.

Injunctions. As already mentioned, injunctions and damage
suits are remedial actions based on the substantiv^e law as laid

down in statutes and court decisions. Injunctions are orders issued

by courts of equity requiring a person or persons to do, or to refrain

from doing, certain acts. The theory behind such court injunctions

is that they are necessary in certain instances in order to prevent

irreparable damage—injury to property that could or would not

be fully repaired by the payment of compensation following a

damage suit. Since market relationships and opportunities are

considered by courts as property, labor injunctions are generally

designed to protect the business relationships and expected profits

of employers by enjoining strikes, boycotts, and picketing, which

might cause "irreparable" damage to the employer's position in

the labor or commodity markets. It is an equity principle that

"^Industrial Association of San Francisco et al. v. United States (1925), 268 U. S. 64.
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injunctions should not be issued when the injunction would result

in a loss for the defendants (the workers, in strike cases) greater

than the injury that the complainant (the employer) would sustain

without the injunction. The loss that workers might suffer from an

injunction against a strike would, however, be difficult to estimate.

From the point of view of employers, injunctions have generally

been preferable to damage suits. Injunctions can be obtained

quickly, and the effectiveness of a strike often depends upon timely

action. They tend to give the public the impression that the

strikers are running afoul of the law and help to undermine the

morale of the workers on strike. In addition, they serve to forestall

injuries that might lead to suit against the firm's employees.

Damage suits are likely to have a bad effect upon the firm's public

relations and labor relations. Even injunctions may cause harmful

publicity, as is indicated, for example, by the experience in the

Bucks Stove and Range case. Many damage suits apparently are

started to bluff the workers or to tie up union funds during strikes,

for a large proportion of them are dropped after the strikes end.^

Injunctions in labor disputes were apparently first issued in this

country in the early 1880's, and their use increased steadily until

in the 1920's over 900 injunctions were granted to employers in

labor disputes.^ In England, on the other hand, the practice of

issuing injunctions in labor disputes is practically unknown, and

the few injunctions granted in the past to English employers were

annulled, reversed, or severely critized by the courts. In this

country, labor unions have also applied for injunctions to restrain

the operation of black lists or to prevent violations of workers'

statutory rights.

Labor's objections to the use of court injunctions in industrial

disputes have been directed primarily against (1) the procedure in

issuing temporary injunctions without a fair hearing of both sides

or an opportunity for prompt appeal, (2) the sweeping character of

such "judge-made" orders or law, and (3) the denial of a fair trial

for those accused of violating the injunction.

1 Professor Witte lists 66 cases in which damages were recovered from labor unions

or their members following successful damage suits. Cf. E. E. Witte, The Government

in Labor Disputes, 1932, pp. 139, 345-48.
2 Definite references to 1,845 injunctions issued on application of employers between

1880 and 1930 have been collected by Professor Witte. Cf. ibid., p. 84. In the strike

of the railway shop crafts in 1922, nearly 300 injunctions were granted although only

12 were officially reported.
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In almost half of the labor injunction cases prior to 1932, tem-

porary restraining orders were issued ex parte, simply on the basis of

the employer's complaint without an opportunity for the workers

to present their side of the case. ^ Such temporary injunctions often

forbade action that was perfectly lawful, including discussions and
meetings. In most instances the temporary orders were the only

injunctions issued in the case, and in the remaining cases, full

hearings usually occurred months after the temporary restraining

orders were issued.^ Some injunctions, as those in the 1919 coal

strike, prohibited union officials from calling a strike or pay-

ing strike benefits, or directed them to call off the strike. Of
course, workers could not be ordered to work, as that would be a

form of slavery. The difference between labor and commodities in

that regard is evident.

Labor injunctions seem to have become more sweeping prior to

the enactment of the Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act in

1932. Many of them were dragnet decrees with "blanket" clauses

extending broad and vague prohibitions to "all persons whom-
soever." Failure to obey an injunction is contempt of court, and

the accused person was usually tried before the judge who issued

the injunction and without the benefit of a jury. Consequently,

many labor injunctions were, in effect, judicial legislation enacted,

interpreted, and enforced by a single judge. They placed "the

power of the state upon one side of a complicated social struggle

in advance of, and frequently altogether without, that careful

ascertainment of fact which is the traditional protection of the

innocent." ^

The Clayton Act of 1914 and various state laws patterned after it

were designed to remedy abuses in the issue of injunctions in labor

cases. However, subsequent court interpretation or condemnation

of these acts robbed them of all effectiveness, so that labor was not

granted relief from the "evils" of injunctions until further legisla-

tion was passed in the early 1930's.

1. Anti-injunction laws. Preceded by Wisconsin, the Federal

government in 1932 passed the Norris-LaGuardia Act limiting the

issuance of labor injunctions by the Federal courts. About half of

1 Ibid., p. 90. 2 ibid,^ p. 93.

3 Felix Frankfurter and Nathan Green, "The Labor Injunction," in Encyclopaedia

of Social Sciences, 1932, vol. 8, p. 655.
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the states have also enacted anti-injunction laws curbing the power

of state courts to issue injunctions in labor disputes. These acts,

it should be noted, do not change the substantive law.

The Norris-LaGuardia Act prohibits the Federal courts from

issuing injunctions against paying strike benefits or giving publicity

to the facts of a labor dispute. Except in unusual circumstances,

when temporary restraining orders may be issued for five days

upon sufficient testimony under oath, the Federal courts are for-

bidden to issue temporary or permanent injunctions in labor dis-

putes without a hearing and an opportunity for cross-examination

in open court. Prompt appeal to higher courts is provided for in

labor injunction cases, as well as a public trial by jury before

another judge in cases of contempt of court occurring outside the

courtroom.

Employers can, of course, still obtain injunctions against labor.

Furthermore, in the Federal courts and in the courts of about one

half of the states, unions can be sued as entities or through repre-

sentative members. Employers have claimed that one reason that

labor injunctions are so necessary is that unions are irresponsible

and each member must be sued separately for damages. It is a

mistake, however, to believe that incorporation of labor unions

would increase their financial responsibility or prevent racketeer-

ing in labor organizations. Incorporation is designed to limit

liability, and racketeering is to be found in both financial and

industrial corporations and the governments of incorporated cities

or villages. Labor leaders object to the compulsory incorporation

of unions because unions would then enjoy less freedom in their

internal affairs. At present they are treated as fraternal organi-

zations under the law, which permits them to control membership

and to expel members (including suspected spies) with few legal

difficulties. Employers' associations also are not incorporated,

and usually less is known of their activities and financial affairs

than is generally known concerning most labor unions.

LEGALITY OF EMPLOYER TACTICS

The legal aspects of certain employer tactics—the lockout, the

black list, and the boycott of employers by employers' associations

or organizations—have already been discussed in the preceding

section. The following discussion deals with statutory legislation
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regarding other employer methods of opposing labor unions or

strikes.

Antiunion agreements. Contracts not to join a labor union

during employment with a firm, or to refrain from striking, are

commonly called "yellow-dog" contracts. State and Federal legis-

lation prohibiting such nonunion contracts has been declared

unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court, ^ and in 1917

the Court upheld an injunction restraining attempts by the United

Mine Workers to organize workers who had signed such agree-

ments.^

The Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932 declares such promises or

contracts "to be contrary to the public policy of the United States"

and not enforceable in any Federal court either by injunction or

by damage suit. Similar legislation has been enacted by almost

half of the states. The National Labor Relations Act of 1935

clearly forbids the use of such antiunion contracts by firms in

interstate commerce.

Importation of strike-breakers. The Brynes Act of 1936, as

amended in 1938, makes it unlawful to transport over state lines

any person employed for the purpose of interfering, by force or

threats, with peaceful picketing in a labor dispute involving

conditions of employment, or with the exercise of labor's rights of

self-organization and collective bargaining. Some states have

laws prohibiting the importation of armed guards from another

state or prescribing residence requirements in the county for

special police officers.

Labor espionage. A few states and some cities have attempted

to regulate industrial espionage by a statutory requirement that

private detective agencies register or obtain a license. In actual

practice, however, such laws have been violated ^ or have been

ineffective.

In a number of cases the National Labor Relations Board has

held that the employment of labor spies to inform the employer of

union activities is a violation of the rights guaranteed to em-

iq/. Adair v. United States (1908), 208 U. S. 161; and Coppage v. Kansas, (1915) 236

U. S. 1.

^Hitchman Coal and Coke Co. v. Mitchell (1917), 245 U. S. 229.

' C/., for example, ''Industrial Espionage," Report of the Committee on Education and

Labor Pursuant to S. Res. 266, Senate Report No. 46, Part 3, 75th Congress, second ses-

sion, 1937, p. 13.
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ployees in the National Labor Relations Act. The Act itself,

however, does not outlaw labor espionage.

Many other antiunion activities, such as the establishment of

company unions or discriminatory discharge of union members,

are violations of the broad provisions of the Railway Labor Act or

the National Labor Relations Act and will be mentioned in the

general discussion of those laws.

Railway Labor Act. Limits to the labor policies of railroad and

airplane carriers in interstate commerce are defined in the Railway

Labor Act of 1926, as amended in 1934 and 1936. The amended
Act provides that neither the carriers nor the employees shall

interfere with, influence, or coerce the other party in matters of

self-organization or in the choice of representatives. Presumably,

that provision forbids such employer practices as labor espionage

or discriminatory discharge for union membership. The majority

of any craft or class of employees determines the representatives

of the craft or class for the purpose of collective bargaining, so

the employer cannot play one group of employees against another

group in the same line of work. A carrier isjorbiddeji to denyjor to

question^in any way the right of its employees to join a labor or-

ganization, aij^ it i^s_iinlawfuliJQr a carriejrjto.interfere m any way
with the organization_of^ts^employees^ncluding the contribution

oX^Junds or other support to the workers' agency for collective

^oargaining. Such provisions serve to eliminate the yellow-dog

conffaCT and the company union from railroad and airplane

transportation, where the carriers operate between states. The
Act also makes illegal the closed shop and the check-off* in employ-

ments covered by its provisions.

National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933. Drawing upon

the wording of the declaration of public policy in the Norris-

LaGuardia Act, Section la of the National Industrial Recovery

Act stated that every code of fair competition for an industry

should provide:

That employees shall have the right to organize and bargain collectively

through representatives of their own choosing, and shall be free from the

interference, restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, or their agents,

in the designation of such representatives or in self-organization or in

other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or

other mutual aid or protection; that no employee and no one seeking
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employment shall be required as a condition of employment to join any
company union or to refrain from joining, organizing, or assisting a labor

organization of his own choosing. . . .

Although this section of the Act was subject to various interpreta-

tions, it implied that yellow-dog contracts were prohibited, that

the use of labor spies and discrimination in employment to dis-

courage unionism were illegal, and that employer attempts to

promote company unions were unlawful if they interfered with

the workers' rights to self-organization. Nevertheless, the number
of employees covered by company unions increased rapidly

—

almost doubling during the year following the passage of the Act,

to judge by sample studies.^ In order to have some kind of collec-

tive-bargaining agency, firms that had hitherto opposed collective

bargaining established company unions as a substitute for trade-

unionism.

To interpret Section la and to settle disputes arising under it,

a National Labor Board was established by Presidential order in

August 1933. In addition to Senator Robert Wagner of New York

as chairman, the Board had an equal number of employer and

employee representatives. Without statutory authority, the Board

had to rely upon its prestige, or upon the Recovery Administra-

tion and the Department of Justice, for enforcement of its orders.

There was some conflict between the Board's function as a mediator

to settle labor disputes by finding some middle ground of agree-

ment between disputants and its function as a judicial agency to

hand down decisions upon appeal from its 20 regional boards.

Decisions tended to impair the diplomatic or mediatory function

of the Board. In order to determine who the employees' represent-

atives were, it was also necessary for the Board to hold elections.

By November 1933, the National Association of Manufacturers

had attacked the Board, and in December of that year certain

large firms challenged the Board's authority by refusing to permit

it to hold elections among their employees. In line with the applica-

tion of the Railway Labor Act, the Board had gradually come to

adopt the majority rule (that representatives elected by a majority

vote should be the exclusive representatives of the workers covered

^ Cf. National Industrial Conference Board, Individual and Collective Bargaining under

the JV.l.R.A., November 1933, and Individual and Collective Bargaining in May 7934,

1934, as well as A. L. Bernheim et al.. Labor and the Government, 1935, pp. 78-80.
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by the election), and had interpreted Section la to mean that the

employer had to negotiate or bargain in good faith with the repre-

sentatives of the majority of his employees. In March 1934 Presi-

dent Roosevelt helped to undermine the prestige of the Board by

establishing a separate labor board for the automobile industry on

the principle of proportional representation rather than majority

rule.

In July 1934 the National Labor Board was replaced by a new
National Labor Relations Board of three public representatives,

established under a recently enacted Public Resolution No. 44.

This new Board, with definite powers to conduct elections, was

authorized to investigate issues arising under Section la. Although

it was better fitted for judicial decisions than its predecessor, the

new Board enjoyed no additional powers to enforce its decisions.

Consequently, some employers brought successful injunction suits

against enforcement of this Board's orders and its attempts to hold

employee elections. The President also helped to undermine the

prestige of this second Board by holding that it had no power

to act in some seven industries having special labor boards. Further-

more, after the Board had heard and decided a case, the whole

case was retried de novo when it reached a court. This second

Board ceased to function when in May 1935 the United States

Supreme Court declared the whole National Industrial Recovery

Act unconstitutional. In July 1935 the National Labor Relations

Act (commonly called the Wagner Act) was enacted by Congress

on the basis of the experience of the previous two Boards in inter-

preting and enforcing Section la.

National Labor Relations Act of 1935. This statute is osten-

sibly designed to eliminate certain causes of industrial strife and

unrest that obstruct interstate commerce, and it applies to all

firms whose activities aflfect or burden interstate commerce ex-

cept the railroads. The preamble of the Act states that "the ine-

quality of bargaining power" between employees who do not

possess full freedom of association and employers who are organized

in corporate or other forms of association "tends to aggravate

recurrent business depressions, by depressing wage rates and the

purchasing power of wage-earners in industry and by preventing

the stabilization of competitive wage rates and working con-

ditions."
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A National Labor Relations Board of three members is estab-

lished (1) to certify the representatives of a majority of the em-
ployees as exclusive bargaining agents after deciding the appro-

priate bargaining unit and conducting an election in that unit if

necessary, and (2) to prevent employers from engaging in certain

"unfair labor practices" specified in the Act. It is necessary to

discuss these unfair labor practices in some detail, for they include

various antiunion tactics by employers, which the Act is designed

to eliminate.

1. Unfair labor practices. According to the statute, it is an unfair

labor practice for an employer

(1) to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of

their rights of self-organization and collective bargaining.

(2) to encourage or discourage union membership by discrimination

in regard to hire or tenure of employment or condition of work, except

such discrimination as may be involved in a closed-shop agreement with

a bona fide union.

(3) to dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of

any labor organization or contribute financial or other support to it.

(4) to refuse to bargain collectively with the representatives of his

employees.

(5) to discharge or otherwise discriminate against an employee for

filing charges or testifying under the Act.

These provisions are designed both to prevent an employer from

discriminating against union members or from interfering with

the self-organization of employees and to force the employer to

bargain exclusively with the union representing a majority of the

employees.

In its decisions, the Board has interpreted the unfair-labor-

practice provisions of the Act as forbidding an employer to engage

in such antiunion (not antistrike) activities as the following:

spying on union activities, discriminatory discharge, favoritism

between rival unions, campaigns to secure pledges of employee

"loyalty" and promises not to strike, employer-conducted elections

to discredit a union, or antiunion statements designed to discourage

organization.^ In a number of cases the Board has held that anti-

union statements are a violation of the Act, especially when

1 CJ. Third Annual Report of the National Labor Relations Board, 1939, Chapter 7, "Prin-

ciples Established," pp. 51-126; and Fourth Annual Report oj the National Labor Relations

Board, 1940, pp. 57-73.
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coupled with a threat to close or move the plant if the employees

join a certain union or select certain representatives.^ It is evident

that a wide variety of employer practices may be considered in

violation of the broad provisions of the Act concerning interference

with employees' self-organization, discouragement of union mem-
bership, or refusal to bargain with the representatives of the

majority, which the Board has interpreted to mean that the em-

ployer must negotiate and try in good faith to reach an agreement

with such representatives. The provision that makes it an unfair

labor practice for employers to dominate or support the bargain-

ing agency of the workers practically outlaws company unions

from employments covered by the Act.

2. Enforcement procedure. The procedure of the Board in hearing

and deciding on unfair labor practices has received the approval

of the United States Supreme Court. It is the procedure used by

the Federal Trade Commission, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and the Securities Exchange Commission. When a com-

plaint is received it is investigated by the office of the regional

director for the area. If such preliminary investigation seems to

indicate that an unfair labor practice has been committed, a formal

hearing is scheduled before a trial examiner. After the hearing,

the evidence, together with the trial examiner's recommendations,

is forwarded to the Board, which may review the case. If the

Board decides the case, an order may be issued which can be

enforced only by a Federal court. There is no punishment for

contempt of the Board's orders before they are validated by a

Federal court, so such orders cannot be enforced without court

approval and support. At any stage in the procedure, the employer

may agree to comply with the Act and avoid further proceedings.

If the employer agrees to cease the unfair labor practices com-

plained of before a court makes part or all of the Board's order the

court's decree, there are no penalties for violating the Act except

such compensation as reinstatement in their former jobs with lost-

time pay for workers discharged for union activity. In addition to

reinstatement with back pay, the Board may order employers to

disestablish company unions or to negotiate in good faith with a

bona fide union representing a majority of the employees.

Having complaints investigated by special expert boards, which

^ CJ. Third Annual Report of the National Labor Relations Board, pp. 59-61.
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are not restricted by the rules of evidence for jury cases, seems a

better way to obtain the facts than court proceedings, and also

prevents the courts from being cluttered up with numerous cases,

most of which can be settled outside of court. Less than five per

cent of the complaints filed with the National Labor Relations

Board during the first five years ever reached the courts. The rest

were eliminated on the way by withdrawal, dismissal, settlement,

or compliance.

During 1937 and 1938 the Board was highly successful in the

decisions handed down by the Supreme Court. Prior to the 1938

elections, the Board's orders were fully sustained in all 12 Supreme
Court decisions and in three out of every four decisions of the

circuit courts. During the next two years, approximately equal

numbers of the Board's orders were fully sustained, modified, and

set aside by various Federal courts. Up to February 1941, the

Supreme Court had given the Board 23 victories, 5 partial victories,

and only 2 defeats. It is to be expected that the court record of the

Board will be more unfavorable in the future, for various principles

have already been established by past Supreme Court decisions,

so only cases involving new matters and new issues will come
before the Supreme Court for decision.

3. Elections. The Act states that representatives chosen "by the

majority of the employees in a unit appropriate" for collective

bargaining "shall be the exclusive representatives of all employees

in such unit for purposes of collective bargaining" on terms or

conditions of employment. Often the Board must hold employee

elections to determine who are the exclusive representatives of the

workers. In connection with such elections, the Board has held

that the agency receiving a majority of the votes cast in the appro-

priate unit shall be the exclusive bargaining agency. The Board

itself is authorized to decide whether "the unit appropriate for the

purposes of collective bargaining shall be the employer unit,

craft unit, plant unit, or subdivision thereof." The Board has

held that for longshoremen the whole Pacific Coast is the appro-

priate bargaining unit, and for Pennsylvania anthracite coal the

Board adopted an industry-wide unit.

The administration of this provision of the Act has been severely

criticized by AFL officials since the AFL-CIO split, which oc-

curred some months after the passage of the Act. It is claimed that
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the Board has favored industrial rather than craft bargaining

units, ahhough the statistics of the Board's decisions in cases

involving a disagreement between CIO and AFL unions over the

appropriate unit do not seem to support such a claim. Indeed,

because AFL unions have been expanding their jurisdictions

recently, as explained in Chapter 21, unions affiliated with the

Federation have frequently requested industrial units or some unit

wider than that desired by the opposing CIO union. It is un-

fortunate, perhaps, that the National Labor Relations Board's

decisions in election cases are not directly subject to court review

as is true of similar cases decided by the National Mediation Board

under the Railway Labor Act. Court review of the National

Labor Relations Board's decisions regarding bargaining units and

elections is possible only in cases that also involve other provisions

of the Act.

4. Difficulties in administering the Act, The language of the Na-

tional Labor Relations Act is fairly simple and its purposes are

clear. Nevertheless, its administration raises a number of questions

and problems because decisions under it involve the motives for

employer actions and the conflict of various rights.

If an employer makes a certain statement, is his purpose to

discredit a labor union? If he follows a certain business policy,

is he trying to influence the organization of his employees? To
be more specific, suppose that a firm with many plants decides

upon a relative reduction in the rate of operations in the most

unionized plant or decides to move the machinery in that plant to

another locality. Is the employer's motive to discriminate against

the union, to make more profits (possibly to reduce losses), or

both? How are the Board and the courts to determine what was

the main motive behind such business decisions? In one case in

which a company allegedly moved its plant to avoid the union,

the Board ordered the company to pay moving costs for those

unionists who wished to move to the new location of the

plant. ^

The Supreme Court has ruled that the evidence to support

charges of employer violation of the Act should be sufficient to

afford "a substantial basis of fact from which the fact in issue"

might be "reasonably inferred." In other words, the evidence in

^ CJ. Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board, vol. 2, p. 949.
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a case must be of such a character that a "reasonable mind" would

accept it "as adequate to support a conclusion." ^ In the Board's

evidence, a group or series of actions on the part of the employer

is presented to indicate his attitudes and intentions toward the

union. Consequently, it is not always possible to say whether a

certain action, if taken alone without accompanying antiunion

activities, would be considered by the courts in violation of the

Act. Furthermore, it may be possible for the employer to conceal

his purposes in such a way that it is impossible to prove by evidence

that certain actions were primarily intended to weaken the

union.

What limitations upon the employer's freedom of speech are

permitted under the Act to prevent him from interfering with the

self-organization of his employees or from arousing employee fear

of discrimination for joining a union? When does the employees'

right to organize collectively without employer interference super-

sede the employer's right of freedom of speech? The Federal

courts have held in a series of cases that an employer violates the

Act when, among other actions, he asserts to his employees that

union organizers are not to be trusted; that unions are made up

of reds, radicals, and communists; that the union will injure the

employer's business and diminish employment; that unions are

valueless and unnecessary in securing improvements in wages and

working conditions; or that it is unwise to join unions.^ Some or

all of these statements may be true of a particular local union. So

far as the Act is concerned, how^ever, the issue is whether the

employer made these statements to influence the organization of

his employees. Freedom of speech has, of course, also been curtailed

by labor injunctions and limitations upon picketing.

In attempting to prevent employers from interfering with the

self-organization of employees, other rights of employers may also

be limited. For example, employers may not be free to spend their

money for the commodities and services of other employers in a way
that will conflict with the rights guaranteed in the Act. The Board

has held that employers have discriminated against unions by

refusing to renew a contract with an independent contractor

» Consolidated Edison Co. et al. v. National Labor Relations Board (1938), 305 U. S. 197;

and National Labor Relations Board v. Columbian Enameling and Stamping Co. (1939),

306 U. S. 292.

^ CJ. Fourth Annual Report of the National Labor Relations Board, 1940, pp. 135-36.
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because the contractor had assisted a union or by bringing pressure

on stores to have them stop extending credit to union members or

strikers. ^ If the courts uphold the Board in such cases, it will mean
that employers cannot use the boycott as an antiunion weapon.

One must always bear in mind that it is the Federal courts, and not

the Board, that enforce the Act and ultimately determine what is

legal or illegal under the Act.

How far can an employer go in assisting a labor union and in

working with a union so that it will be strong enough to discipline

the workers and prevent rival factions or rival unions? When does

an agreement become a "collusive" agreement through which an

employer favors one of two rival unions? Under the Act, an em-

ployer can sign a closed-shop agreement with a union if that union

represents a majority of his employees in the appropriate bargain-

ing unit, although such a closed-shop agreement may involve

discrimination against nonmember employees and may interfere

with the self-organization of some employees. In a number of

cases the Board has, however, set aside closed-shop agreements

where there was evidence that the employer's motive was to force

some employees to join a certain union. Usually employers have

favored AFL unions, although in one case the Board invalidated

an agreement with a CIO union on the ground that the employer

had apparently preferred it to an AFL union, which probably had

a majority of his employees.^ The employers who have preferred

AFL unions have often been producers of building materials, such

as lumber and electrical equipment, and their preference has been

based on a boycott or threatened boycott of their products by

members of the AFL building-trades or Teamsters' unions. Is

limitation upon the use of boycotts by unions one of the remedies

for employer favoritism? In a case in 1939 a company contended

that it was unable to comply with a reinstatement order of the

Board, adopted by a Federal court, on the grounds that a union of

AFL teamsters would not permit the company to reemploy two

CIO teamsters. The court issued a warning that anyone inter-

fering with the execution of the court's order would be put in jail

for contempt of court.

^

^ Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board, vol. 10, pp. 108-12.

^Ibid., vol. 8, pp. 1155, 1162.

' Eavenson and Levering Case, CCA.-3, reported in Labor Relations Reporter, vol. 4,

pp. 543-44.
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Another issue that complicates the administration of the Act

concerns the status of strikers. Must an employer who has not

committed an unfair labor practice rehire strikers following an

unsuccessful strike which caused the firm to lose money? The
Supreme Court has held that an employer cannot refuse to re-

employ strikers under circumstances that indicate discrimination

against them for union membership or activities.^ For purposes of

the Act, strikers remain employees as long as the strike is "current"

and operations have not returned to normal. If the strike has been

caused by an unfair labor practice, the Board has ruled that the

strikers continue to be employees not only during the strike but

after the strike has ended. Unless they obtain "equivalent em-

ployment" elsewhere, such strikers are eligible for reinstatement at

normal wages extending back to the date that the strike began.

The Supreme Court has ruled that employees who engage in a

sit-down strike and resist efforts of police officers to dislodge them

thereby lose their status as employees under the Act and are no

longer protected by its provisions.^ The Federal courts have,

however, held that strikers do not lose their employee status under

the Act by engaging in disorderly conduct, by disturbing the

peace, by disobeying an injunction against violence on the picket

line, or even by committing assault and battery.^ The Board has

refused to reinstate strikers in their former jobs because they

committed serious crimes during the strike; but the Board has

usually ordered reinstatement of strikers where their misconduct

was not grave (was a misdemeanor rather than a felony) and the

employer's conduct was such as to indicate that the strikers in

question were not reemployed because of their union activities

rather than their misconduct.

One further problem in interpreting and applying the Act will

be mentioned. The Act makes it an unfair labor practice for the

employer to refuse to bargain with the exclusive representatives

of his employees. When is an employer negotiating or bargain-

ing in good faith? Must he continue to bargain during a strike,

regardless of what the union representatives say of him or regardless

of the way the strike is conducted?

1 National Labor Relations Board v. Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co. (1938), 304 U. S. 333.

"^National Labor Relations Board v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp. (1939), 306 U. S. 240.

3 CJ. Fourth Annual Report oj the National Labor Relations Board, 1940, pp. 135-36.
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It is clear that under the Act the employer must meet with the

representatives chosen by a majority of his employees and must

make a bona fide effort to reach an agreement with them. He need

not accept any particular demand of the union; but he must offer

counter proposals. Also, he is not required to continue to bargain

if all possibilities of achieving an understanding through the bar-

gaining process have been exhausted, so that further negotiations

would plainly be futile. However, if both sides reach an understand-

ing on terms and conditions of employment, the Supreme Court

has held that the employer fails to accept collective bargaining in

good faith if he refuses to sign a written agreement with the union,

embodying the accepted terms. ^ Only after numerous court

decisions will it be possible to say what sorts of conduct constitute

bargaining in good faith and what positive actions the Board can

require an employer to take in order to fulfill the requirement in

the Act that he bargain with the representatives of a majority of

the employees. The Supreme Court has held that the employer is

not required to bargain with employees who have engaged in a

sit-down strike or who have violated a collective agreement with

the employer.^

This discussion of the problems involved in the administration

of the Act indicates why its administrators are likely to be accused,

and have been accused, of unduly protecting the interests of unions

and of fostering collective bargaining. The Act itself was designed

to protect unions and encourage collective bargaining. Unions

are also favored because the public hearings give unfavorable

publicity to the employer; the government, as a third party, takes

action only against employers under the Act; and the unions are

generally free to select the time for a Board election that best suits

their purpose.

5. Proposed amendments. Employers have complained that the

National Labor Relations Act is one-sided and that it fails to em-

phasize the settlement of labor disputes. It is true that, in light of

the experience of the previous labor boards under Section la, all

the unfair labor practices in the Act represent restrictions upon

the tactics of employers, and that this particular Federal statute

^ H. J. Heinz Co. v. National Labor Relations Board (Jan. 6, 1941), U. S. 73.
"^ National Labor Relations Board v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp. (1939), 306 U. S. 240;

and National Labor Relations Board v. Sands Manufacturing Co. (1939), 306 U. S. 332.
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places no limits upon the practices of employees. The Act is based

on the notion that such employer restrictions are necessary in

order to equalize bargaining power—in order to balance both

the existing legal restrictions upon economic pressure by employees

and the advantages the government has given to employers by

permitting incorporation and other forms of association.

In suggesting amendments to "equalize" the Act, however,

employer groups have not proposed that the employer restrictions

simply be matched by exactly the same employee restrictions (for

example, that employee representatives be required to bargain

collectively in good faith) nor that their suggested "employee"

unfair practices be enforced by the same procedure of Board orders

to cease the practice, following a series of steps and hearings. The
National Association of Manufacturers and other employer organi-

zations have proposed that the Act contain totally new and one-

sided restrictions upon unions, not matched by comparable

restrictions upon employers or employers' associations; and instead

of the existing enforcement procedure, they wish to allow the

employer to be free to violate any of the Act's unfair labor prac-

tices whenever representatives of the employees commit one of the

suggested unfair labor practices for employees.

Amendments have been proposed that would favor the craft

unit for collective bargaining by requiring that the craft, single

plant, or single firm must be the bargaining unit if the majority in

the craft, plant, or concern so desire. Other proposed amendments

would make a complete segregation of the judicial from the ad-

ministrative activities carried on under the Act. Such a proposal is

designed to prevent the same board from prosecuting cases and

handing down decisions in those cases. Another suggested amend-

ment would permit court review of Board decisions concerning the

appropriate bargaining unit and the representatives of the majority

in that unit.

In June 1940 the House of Representatives passed a bill embody-

ing the three amendments mentioned in the previous paragraph.

This bill also contained provisions that would permit an employer

to express opinions on any subject if they were not accompanied

by acts or threats of coercion or discrimination, that would deny

reinstatement to employees suffering from a violation of the Act

if those employees had engaged in willful violence or destruction of
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property, that would limit the Board's back-pay orders in favor of

employees discharged for union activity to a period of not more

than a year prior to the order, and that would require the filing of

charges of unfair labor practices within six months after the date

when such practices are alleged to have been committed. This

House bill also stipulated that the rules of evidence applicable to

the Federal district courts be followed in proceedings before the

Board "so far as practicable."

The suggested amendments do not follow the pattern of the

Railway Labor Act. Undoubtedly, the Railway Act represents a

more advanced stage in labor legislation than the National Labor

Relations Act. Based on the assumption that employers in the

industry are recognizing and dealing with unions, the Railway

Act emphasizes the duty of both sides to negotiate and maintain

agreements, provides for the settlement of disputes by mediation

or by arbitration of differences arising under agreements, and

limits the right to strike or change terms of employment during a

period of investigation by an emergency board. The National

Labor Relations Act, on the other hand, may be looked upon as

legislation designed to bring about the conditions upon which the

Railway Labor Act rests, and, therefore, it does not limit the right

to strike nor provide for arbitration or mediation of disputes—

a

function left to the United States Conciliation Service, discussed

later in this chapter. The National Labor Relations Act may,

however, reduce strikes by fostering written agreements and by

enabling unions to settle disputes by filing charges with the Board

as a substitute for striking. The Act also tends to eliminate strikes

arising from the issue of union recognition. On the other hand,

the Act may at first have tended to increase strike activity by

strengthening unions in industrial areas, such as steel and newspaper

offices, where they were weak prior to 1935. Increased union

strength in such cases was undoubtedly a factor in subsequent

strikes.

State labor-relations acts. In order to cover intrastate employ-

ments, six states have passed labor-relations laws more or less

modeled after the National Labor Relations Act. The New York,

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Utah acts, as passed in 1937, only

prohibited unfair practices by employers. The Massachusetts Act,

adopted the same year, declares in addition that the sit-down
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Strike is an unfair labor practice which can be proceeded against

in the same manner as unfair labor practices by employers. The
Pennsylvania Act as amended in 1939 contains three unfair labor

practices by employees, including the sit-down strike. The Minne-
sota Act and the revised Wisconsin Act, which date from 1939,

declare a whole series of employee actions to be "unfair labor

practices," including the seizure of property (the sit-down strike),

attempts to compel employees to join a labor union, mass picketing,

or striking in violation of the terms of a collective agreement. The
Minnesota law requires that a majority of the pickets be employees

of the firm, and the Wisconsin statute makes it an unfair labor

practice for employees to engage in a "secondary boycott" or to

help in a strike, in a boycott, or in picketing, unless a majority of

the employees in the collective bargaining unit vote by secret

ballot to call a strike.

Like the Railway Labor Act, the Minnesota statute contains a

positive "duty" on both sides to "endeavor in good faith to reach an

agreement"; limits the right to strike by requiring 10 days' notice

of an intention to strike or lock out; provides that, if an emergency

commission of three is appointed to investigate and report on a

labor dispute in an industry "affected with a public interest,"

neither party shall change the situation until 30 days have elapsed

or the commission has reported; requires that whenever a craft

exists it shall be the recognized unit for collective bargaining; and

is enforced directly by the courts rather than through a special

expert board. In line with an amendment proposed by employers

for the national act, the Minnesota Labor Relations Act provides

that "any employer, employee, or labor organization who has

violated any of the provisions with respect to any labor dispute

shall not be entitled to any of the benefits of this act respecting

such labor disputes."

In 1938 the voters in the State of Oregon adopted, as an initia-

tive measure, a statute forbidding picketing or boycotting except

in disputes directly involving wages, hours, and working conditions

(which excludes picketing in sympathetic strikes, jurisdictional

disputes, or secondary boycotts) and also approved by a majority

vote of the employees. There is considerable doubt about the con-

stitutionality of such statutory limitations upon the right to picket or

to strike in industries not "affected with the public interest" like the
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railroads and public utilities. In October 1 940 the Oregon Supreme
Court declared the 1938 antipicketing statute unconstitutional.

The following section discusses a state law that was declared un-

constitutional by the U. S. Supreme Court because it limited the

right to strike in nonessential industries.

MACHINERY FOR SETTLING LABOR DISPUTES

This section deals with positive efforts by the Federal and state

governments to aid in settling labor disputes. It is concerned with

the government as a peacemaker rather than as an umpire or a

policeman.

Methods and terms. Government intervention in industrial

disputes may take various forms, the most common of which are

mediation, arbitration, and investigation. The government may
induce or force the disputants to accept one of these methods for

the settlement of the disagreement, or it may establish agencies to

perform such services upon request.

Mediation is a term commonly used interchangeably with con-

ciliation. It refers to a type of industrial diplomacy whereby a

neutral party, without using any force, seeks to find some middle

ground for an agreement that will be accepted by both sides. A
mediator must, therefore, be tactful and never take sides or argue

the merits of the dispute. Each side must have confidence in him
so that he may know the utmost concessions that the respective

parties are willing to make.

Arbitration is the judicial method. Whereas a mediator should

never render a decision, an arbitrator's function is to make awards.

Arbitration may be voluntary in the sense that the disputants are

free to consent or refuse to submit their differences to the decision

of a third party, board, or court. Under compulsory arbitration,

the disputants are compelled to submit a dispute to an outside

person or board for arbitration. During the process of arbitration,

the parties generally must refrain from engaging in a strike or

lockout. Often both parties are bound to abide by the decision

unless it has been agreed in advance that compliance with the

arbitration award is voluntary.

The difficulty with arbitration is that there are no accepted

principles for deciding what are "fair" wages or profits. Conse-

quently, the decisions are likely to be influenced by prejudice.
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public opinion, and expediency, with resulting compromises that

are unsatisfactory to both sides.

Under compulsory investigation an outside agency or board inves-

tigates a labor dispute without consent in advance from the parties

directly concerned. Such investigations are for the purpose of

discovering the facts. They generally result in a written report and

sometimes in a decision on the dispute. The published reports or

decisions are effective only through their influence upon public

opinion. While the investigation is taking place there is usually

an enforced waiting period during which employers cannot make
changes in conditions of employment and employees cannot strike.

A distinction should be made between primary and secondary

disputes in industry. Primary disputes concern major issues, such

as wages, hours, and working conditions. They may arise in the

absence or at the expiration of a labor agreement. Secondary

disputes involve diflferences concerning the interpretation or

application of the terms of an agreement in a particular case. It is

evident that secondary disputes lend themselves more readily to

adjudication. Many labor agreements provide for the arbitration

of secondary disputes.

Experience seems to indicate that it is unwise to have the same

persons engaged in mediation, which is diplomatic, and in arbi-

tration, which is judicial. It may be well for persons engaged in

mediation or in the arbitration of secondary disputes to be on

permanent appointment so that they may become well acquainted

with their work and with labor relations in certain areas or indus-

tries. There are advantages, however, in a changing personnel

on boards that render decisions on primary disputes under volun-

tary arbitration or compulsory investigation. With a constantly

changing board there is little opportunity to criticize its personnel

and to accuse it of partiality by pointing to past decisions.

Mediation and arbitration services. A number of states

provide for some agency that is authorized to assist in the peaceful

settlement of labor disputes by making available services for me-

diation or voluntary arbitration. The Conciliation Service in the

United States Department of Labor employs some 50 "com-

missioners" who offer to assist in mediating disputes all over the

country. Because they have no compulsory powers, these com-

missioners can intei'vene only when the parties to the disputes are
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willing. Nevertheless, they have been successful in settling a large

number of disputes. High public officials, like governors or presi-

dents, may also intervene in an attempt to mediate an important

labor dispute.

Under the Railway Labor Act, as amended in 1934, a National

Mediation Board of three members was established in order to

help, by mediation, to settle primary labor disputes on interstate

railroads. In case its mediatory efforts fail, the Board is instructed

to try to induce the parties to submit the controversy to arbitration.

This country has been far behind England in providing ma-
chinery and personnel for the voluntary arbitration of industrial

disputes. Many American employers are somewhat doubtful of

the impartiality of persons employed by the U. S. Department of

Labor. The British Industrial Courts Act of 1919 provides flexible

machinery for voluntary arbitration by establishing a panel of

independent persons, employer representatives, and worker repre-

sentatives, from which boards may be selected for the arbitration

of a dispute upon request by both disputants.

Beginning in 1888, the Federal government passed various

legislation providing machinery for the voluntary arbitration of

labor disputes on interstate railroads. Under the present Railway

Labor Act, as amended in 1934, the National Mediation Board

endeavors to have both sides agree to submit their controversy to

arbitration and, in case the arbitrators named by the disputants

are unable to agree upon the selection of one or two additional

arbitrators, the National Mediation Board has the duty to name
such remaining arbitrator or arbitrators.

Compulsory investigation in the United States. Unless com-

pulsory investigation is confined to service industries like the rail-

roads and public utilities in which there is little opportunity to

produce for stock, prohibition of a strike during a waiting period

while the investigation is proceeding may give the employer an

advantage by allowing him more time to prepare to meet the strike.

Often the effectiveness of strikes depends upon their timeliness,

and a compulsory waiting period may interfere with the correct

timing of a strike.

1. On the railroads. Under the Transportation Act of 1920, a

Railroad Labor Board of nine members, representing equally

workers, employers, and the public, was empowered to investigate
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disputes on the railroads and to hand down decisions which,

however, could be enforced only by public opinion. The Board

commenced to function during a trying period because the rail-

roads had just been handed back by the government to the private

owners and many troublesome problems had accumulated. Un-
fortunately, the chairman of the Board was openly critical of

labor; only one of the three labor members appointed was nomi-

nated by the unions; and the Act itself had been passed over labor's

opposition. With no enforcement powers, the Board was unable to

stop the shop-crafts strike in 1922 or the establishment of company
unions in violation of its orders. The partisan character of the

Board's personnel led some members to attack others on personal

grounds in dissenting opinions. In time the Board lost not only the

confidence of labor but also that of employers and the public. By
1925 the carriers and the unions agreed to try to draft a new
measure, which developed into the Railway Labor Act of 1926.

If a labor dispute on the railroads is not adjusted through media-

tion or resort to arbitration, the President may appoint an emer-

gency board made up of persons not interested in any employee

organization or any carrier. Such a board of public representatives,

appointed only for one emergency, is to investigate and report its

findings. Emergency boards must report to the President within

30 days after their appointment. During that period and for 30

days after such a board has submitted its report, neither side is to

make any change in the conditions out of which the dispute arose,

except by mutual consent. This compulsory waiting period allows

suflficient time for the report to influence public opinion.

2. /// Colorado and other states. The Colorado Industrial Com-
mission Act of 1915 provides for a 30-day waiting period after

notice of intention to strike, to lock out workers, or to change the

terms of employment. During that waiting period a fixed com-

mission of three members investigates the dispute and may make
a public report or decision. The Act covers all employers in indus-

tries affected with a public interest, namely, public utilities,

intrastate railways, and mines. During the 30-day waiting period,

the employer can make all sorts of strike preparations, including

production for stock and the replacement of aggressive em-

ployees.

There has been a wide diflference of opinion regarding the success
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of this Colorado law. ^ There have been a number of illegal strikes

and many legal ones, for the Commission's awards are not binding.

The Commission has been forced to make a number of difficult

decisions on short notice and without adequate data on which to

make a judgment. Profit considerations seem to have been the

important factor in many of its awards. When the disputes have

been interstate or nationwide in character, such as bituminous-

coal strikes, it has been difficult to handle them under a state law.

For strikes in violation of the waiting-period provisions of the law,

union leaders and strikers have been sentenced to jail.

As indicated in the previous section, the Minnesota Labor Re-

lations Act provides for a "cooling" or waiting period of 10 days

after notice of an intended or desired change in conditions of

employment and another 10-day waiting period after notice of

intention to strike or to lock out employees. The latter waiting

period may be for 30 days if the Governor appoints a commission

to investigate and report on a dispute in an industry "affected with

a public interest." A 10-day notice of intention to strike is also

required under the Wisconsin Labor Relations Act for employees

harvesting or processing farm and dairy products, which a strike

might cause to deteriorate.

Compulsory arbitration in the United States. In this coun-

try, compulsory arbitration has not been widely used, in part

because it is of questionable constitutionality in industries not

directly affected with the public interest, such as public utilities.

1. In secondary disputes on the railroads. The Railway Labor Act,

as amended in 1934, practically provides for the compulsory ar-

bitration of disputes arising out of grievances or the interpretation

or application of agreements. Upon petition by either party, such

a secondary dispute may be appealed to the appropriate one of

four divisions of the National Board of Adjustment, composed of

equal numbers of employer and labor representatives. In case of a

deadlock, a neutral third party is selected either by the division or

by the National Mediation Board. The awards of a majority in a

division of the National Board of Adjustment can be enforced

through suit in the Federal courts.

^ Cf., for example, C. E. Warne and M. E. Gaddis, "Eleven Years of Compulsory
Investigation of Industrial Disputes in Colorado," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 35

(October 1927), pp. 657-83; and E. E. Witte, op. cit., pp. 253-55.
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2. The Kansas Industrial Relations Court (7920-7925). After a

nationwide coal strike, the state of Kansas passed an Industrial

Relations Court Act in 1920, which forbade strikes, lockouts,

boycotts, and picketing in industries declared to be "affected with

a public interest," including public utilities, railroads, mining,

and food and clothing. In these industries a special Court of

Industrial Relations, composed of three judges, could intervene

in case of disputes and hand down binding decisions fixing wage

rates, hours, and working conditions or rules. In making its com-

pulsory awards the Court was to see to it that labor received

"fair," "just," and "reasonable" wages and working conditions;

that capital received "at all times a fair rate of return"; and that

consumers were charged "fair" prices. One was reminded of the

days of the medieval guilds with their "just" wage and "just" price

doctrines. Willful violation of the orders of this special Kansas

Court were punishable by fine or imprisonment.

Organized labor vigorously opposed the Act because it forbade

workers to use their various means for exerting economic pressure

(strike, boycott, and picketing) while depriving employers of only

the right to lock out their employees, and because it prevented

Kansas unionists from participating in nationwide railroad, meat-

packing, and coal strikes during the early 1920's. Some union

leaders in Kansas served jail sentences for violating the Act in

such strikes.

Many employers in Kansas also objected to the Act, partly

because they disliked the Court's decisions or awards. A packing

company, backed by the Associated Industries of Kansas, carried

one of the Court's awards to the U. S. Supreme Court, and the

Supreme Court held in two decisions in 1923 and 1925 that the

manufacture of food products was not sufficiently affected with a

public interest to justify the state in authorizing a court to fix

wages and hours of work. ^ In another case in 1923 the U. S.

Supreme Court also held the Act's provisions unconstitutional for

coal mining.- In 1925 the Kansas Court of Industrial Relations

was abolished by the legislature. Although the Industrial Rela-

tions Act is still in existence and presumably could be applied to

1 Jl'olf Packing Company v. Court of Industrial Relations (1923), 262 U. S. 522, and

(1925), 267 U. S. 552.

2 DorcKy v. Kansas (1923), 264 U. S. 286.
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disputes on the railroads or in public utilities, it has remained

inoperative since 1924.

Employers and employees in this country have generally objected

to having the government decide what wages should be paid and

what hours should be worked in various industries. They have

preferred to rely upon voluntary methods and economic strength

rather than upon compulsory methods and political strength. On
the other hand, Australia and New Zealand have had compulsory

arbitration for a number of decades, as was indicated in Chapter 12.

Their experience with that method of settling labor disputes is

discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

LABOR RELATIONS ABROAD

This chapter represents a sort of Cook's tour of labor relations

and labor legislation in 10 democratically governed countries just

before the outbreak of the second World War in September 1939.

It was originally written early in 1940, and the tense of the verbs

has not been altered to take into account the kaleidoscopic changes

in Europe beginning in April of that year.

The 10 important industrial countries discussed in this chapter

are Canada, Great Britain, France, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,

Holland, Belgium, Australia, and New Zealand. Many of these

"democratic" countries became part of the battleground of the

war during 1940. What permanent changes in labor relations

and labor conditions will occur in various areas in Europe following

the war cannot be predicted, but presumably past experience will

afford the basis for future peacetime measures concerning labor

in those countries that retain democratic forms of government.

Certain phases of labor conditions in some of these countries have

been mentioned in previous chapters. Important labor legislation

is national in scope in all of them except Canada and Australia,

which have federal systems of government and in which state or

provincial legislation is of importance.

Obviously, it will not be possible from such a Cook's tour to

obtain more than an outline view of conditions in each of these

countries at the outbreak of the war in September 1939. But such

an over-all view of labor conditions in the important democratic

nations should give the reader some notion of broad outlines and

general trends in labor matters in the democratic sections of the

world during peacetime. It helps one to see the forest from the

individual trees and to distinguish between temporary adjust-

ments and long-time trends, which may be especially desirable

during a time when labor laws and conditions in various countries

738
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are undergoing certain changes, largely necessitated by war needs.

Presumably, the accumulated experience of democratic countries

with various methods for settling labor disputes is reflected in their

labor laws and in the provisions that they have made for the peaceful

solution of differences between employers and employees.

In most of these countries, organized labor has had a stronger

political position than it has enjoyed in the United States. The
Labour Party has been a significant factor in Australian politics

since the late 1890's, and in the 1930's labor parties were in power

for various periods in Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,

Australia, and New Zealand. It is true that the labor governments

in the Scandinavian countries needed the support of the agricul-

tural parties in order to obtain a parliamentary majority, because

agriculture is such an important element in the economy of the

Scandinavian countries,^ but the significant fact is that labor parties

and the labor press have been so important in many democratic

countries. The General Council of the federation of trade unions

in Great Britain has control over a daily newspaper with a circula-

tion of 2,000,000 copies; the labor party in Denmark publishes a

newspaper that has a larger circulation than any other Danish

newspaper; and in Sweden, Norway, and Australia, labor news-

papers represent a large section of the daily press. In Sweden the

names of strike-breakers are printed in the labor press.

The important role played by labor parties and the labor press

in these foreign countries finds no counterpart in this country.

As was explained in Chapters 4 and 20, although the labor move-

ment got an early start in America in the 1820's, it failed to develop

much during the ensuing 70 years. Some of the factors retarding

its progress were discussed in Chapter 20. In a recent survey of

Organized Labour in Four Continents, H. A. Marquand, a British

professor of industrial relations, states that in the United States

"organized labor in the past has encountered more hostility from

the law and the State than in any other country maintaining a

democratic form of government." ^

A glance at Table 36 in Chapter 20, showing the percentage of

workers organized in various countries, indicates that, with regard

^ In Sweden, for example, 39 per cent of the gainfully employed population is in

agriculture, compared with 54 per cent in industry and trade, part of whom are

employers or independent businessmen.
2 H. A. Marquand et al., Organized Labour in Four Continents, 1939, p. xi.
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to labor organization, the United States, Canada, and France

were well behind the other democratic nations in both 1930 and

1939. The situation of organized labor in Canada has been very

similar to that in the United States, many of the large "inter-

national" unions having locals in Canada as well as in this country.

Indeed, unionism in Canada is so closely tied up with organized

labor in the United States that the national union center, the

Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, suspended the CIO
unions in Canada from the Congress in January 1939.

Among the factors retarding the French labor movement have

been the predominantly rural character of France and a wide split

in the labor movement that persisted from 1922 to 1936 and

severely weakened the French trade-union movement. With a

relatively large rural population in France, the formation of a

labor party, dominated by trade-unions, has seemed out of the

question. Rank-and-file demand for unity finally resulted in an

amalgamation of the two factions of the labor movement into the

General C'onfederation of Labor in 1936, and the electoral triumph

of the Popular Front political parties in the same year led to the

formation of a government under socialist direction. Such suc-

cesses were followed by an unprecedented increase in trade-

union membership in France from about 1,000,000 in 1935

to well over 5,000,000 in 1938,^ although thereafter union mem-
bership began to decline with the fall of the Popular Front

government.

Unions and employers' organizations. Table 36 indicates

that in 1939 about 40 or 50 per cent of all employees in Australia,

Sweden, Denmark, New Zealand, and Belgium were union mem-
bers, compared with a figure of around 20 per cent for the United

States and Canada. In Denmark, farm laborers and domestic

servants arc well organized, while in Sweden not only are farm

laborers and government employees organized, but some 40

municipalities have formed an employers' association to negotiate

collective agreements with their organized workers.^ In France,

the Civil Servants' Federation forms a large section of the national

federation of organized workers.

^Cf. Andre Philip, "France," in Marquand et al., op. cit., p. 33; and The I. L. O.

Tear-Book, 7938-7939, International Labour Office, 1939, p. 409.

2 The Royal Social Board, Social Work and Legislation in Sweden, 1 938, p. 48.
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The structure of labor unions abroad was briefly discussed in

Chapter 21, where it was pointed out that there has been a definite

trend toward industrial unionism. In Belgium, for example, in-

dustrial unions have recently tended to displace craft unions. In

Sweden the organized employers put pressure upon the unions to

amalgamate into industrial units so that the employers might

replace a number of separate and different agreements with a

single agreement in each industry. The central federations of

unions in Belgium, France, and the Netherlands have generally

been formed along religious or political lines.

In the Scandinavian countries, trade-unions are not required to

incorporate or to register under any law or to account for their

funds; but there has been no question of their legal responsibility,

and racketeering in trade-unions is unheard of in those countries.

English law forbids labor unions to incorporate, but they can

register if they wish to obtain certain benefits and assume certain

obligations. The salaries of the heads of British labor unions have

averaged around £400 or £500 (about S2,000) a year, and none

of the officials of Swedish national unions or the Swedish labor

federation receives a salary of more than 82,000 a year. ^ In the

Netherlands, unions find it advantageous to register in order to be

invested with a legal personality. In Belgium, registration is also

optional; while in France, unions must register their bylaws. Some
Canadian provinces have recently made union registration com-

pulsory, although it is voluntary under the national law.

Under a law passed in 1936, the New Zealand unions may be

registered with the national Arbitration Court, and no new union

can be registered for the jurisdiction of an existing union unless a

majority of the workers in that jurisdiction approve. All employees

subject to any of the Court's awards or to an agreement filed with

the Court must be members of the appropriate registered union,

and it is unlawful for a covered employer to hire a nonunionist if

a union member is available. In return for this closed shop by

law, the unions must accept all workers who apply for membership

and must limit their dues to one shilling a week unless a majority

^ Cf. Marquis W. Childs, This Is Democracy: Collective Bargaining in Scandinavia, 1938,

p. 15. By way of contrast, the general range of salaries for presidents of national unions

in this country is from S5,000 to $8,000, and a few receive salaries as high as S20,000
and 525,000. Of course, differences in living costs and standards tend to modify this

contrast.
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of the membership votes to accept a higher rate of dues. ^ Some of

the awards of arbitration courts in Austraha grant union labor

preference in employment, in which case the employment of non-

unionists is illegal.

In the European countries under discussion, with the exception

of France, employers' associations have generally negotiated with

unions instead of seeking to destroy them. Far more than in the

United States, the European employers' associations have tried to

enroll the small employers, so that the unions and employers'

associations may negotiate single national agreements covering all

employers in an industry or a certain competitive area. In Great

Britain and the Scandinavian countries, practically all the em-

ployers are included in employers' associations that are federated

into a central employers' organization. Even before the first

World War, the General Federation of Danish Employers, which

includes virtually all Danish employers, made a declaration to the

effect that "the main basis for the regulation of conditions of work

is no more the individual labor contract . . . but the collective

agreement negotiated and accepted by employers' and labor

organizations." - Where, as in the United States and France,

employers' associations have been belligerent and antiunion so

that they are not engaged in negotiating agreements with labor

organizations, there is less need to enroll all eligible employers, and

the employers' associations arc not closely knit into a central federa-

tion, which may exercise a considerable degree of control over

individual members.

The President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Great

Britain, in its report of August 25, 1938, stated that in England

Labor and employer organizations have been further strengthened by

the frequent support and encouragement which they render to each other.

Repeatedly employers and representatives of employers' organizations

stated to us that they preferred strong unions to weak ones, because the

strong union is better able to secure the fulfillment of agreements and is

better able to bring competitors up to the wage and hour standards of

the industry, as set by the agreements. Repeatedly labor representatives

stated to us that they preferred strong employer organizations to weak

1 Cj. E. J. Riches, "The Restoration of Compulsory Arbitration in New Zealand,"

International Labour Review, vol. 34 (December 1936), pp. 754-55.

2Halvard M. Lange, "Scandinavian Labour 1920-1937," in H. A. Marquand
et al., op. cit., p. 239.
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ones, because the stronger the organization the fewer the units which
remain outside to undermine industry standards.^

In Sweden, also, labor unions have tried to force unorganized

employers to join the employers' association so that collective

bargaining might be more orderly and all-inclusive and that

national agreements covering the whole competitive area might

be negotiated between unions and employers' associations. It is

reported that some Swedish unions have helped to force un-

organized employers into employers' associations by demanding

that nonmembers pay wage rates above those stipulated in the

union's agreement with the association.^

In some European countries, employers' associations exercise

considerable power and control over employer members. In

Sweden, for example, the centralization of financial power and

authority in the hands of the Swedish Employers' Federation

has gone to far greater lengths than it has on the labor side, where

separate national unions are still fairly autonomous. Each em-

ployer member of the Federation is required to post a bond, from

which fines or damages may be collected for violations of the

Federation's bylaws. An affiliated employer or employers' asso-

ciation is forbidden to make any collective labor agreement or to

declare a lockout without definite approval from the executive

board of the Federation. The Federation has the authority to

order a lockout, in which case every member in the industry

affected is bound to obey the order "on pain of damages" and of

forfeiting his rights in the Federation.^ In Sweden, as in Denmark,

the Employers' Federation has a "war chest" from which employers

engaged in an approved strike or lockout may receive daily com-

pensation, just as union members on strike receive strike benefits

from union funds.

In Great Britain, employers' associations usually forbid member
firms to negotiate directly with a union, and require that all differ-

ences or disputes with a union be referred to the association.

Member firms are generally forbidden to employ workers of other

member firms during a strike or lockout in those other firms.

^ Mimeographed copy of report, dated August 31, 1938, paragraph 82, p. 18.

2 M. W. Childs, op. cit., p. 26.

3 Report of the President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Sweden, mimeographed
release dated September 22, 1938, paragraph 9, p. 4.
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Authoritative information concerning the activities of the National

Confederation of Employers' Organizations in Great Britain,

which included 266 industry-wide employers' organizations in

1936, is meager. Although "exercising great authority and wide

influence," the National Confederation "seldom comes into the

open," "usually avoids publicity," and "publishes no general

reports on its activities." ^ Its member organizations are reported

to include firms normally employing fully 7,000,000 workers. In

Australia, employers' associations not infrequently make private

investigations of firms suspected of undercutting the awards of the

courts under compulsory arbitration; and where such undercutting

is discovered, steps are taken to stop it.^

Collective bargaining in many European countries has been

between national unions and industry-wide employers' associations

so that a large percentage of all workers are covered by national

collective agreements. In Sweden, for example, there were about

760,000 members of unions in 1935, and collective labor agree-

ments covered almost 720,000 workers, of whom over a third were

included under national agreements. A similar situation has

prevailed in Great Britain and Denmark, where a sizeable pro-

portion of all workers have been subject to collective agreements

on a national or regional basis.

The President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Sweden

and in Great Britain reported in 1938 that it found no collective

agreements in Sweden providing for either the closed shop or the

check-off, and that in Great Britain closed-shop agreements were

exceptional and the check-off was very exceptional. Where em-

ployers do not strive to weaken or eliminate labor unions, the

closed shop is less likely to be a significant issue.

Legislation on labor agreements and standards. Various

countries adopted legislation in the 1930's to extend the area over

which terms of employment were determined by collective bar-

gaining. In Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, Belgium,

New Zealand, and in various states of Australia and provinces of

Canada, the terms of collective agreements entered into by repre-

sentative or majority groups in an industry may be made legally

^ Cf. J. Henry Richardson, Industrial Relations in Great Britain, International Labour

Office, Studies and Reports Series A, No. 36, 1938, pp. 84-85, 91-92.

2 CJ. W. Rupert Maclaurin, "Compulsory Arbitration in Australia," American Eco-

nomic Review, vol. 28 (March 1938), p. 74. '
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binding upon all persons in the industry or in a particular region.

Such extension of agreements tends to encourage employers and

employees to join the organizations negotiating agreements, since

they are likely to be blanketed under the resulting agreements.

The breakdown of wage standards in the British cotton-textile

industry, that began in the unorganized sections of the industry

and spread to some organized employers, led to the passage of the

Cotton Manufacturing Act of 1934, under which the wage rates

agreed upon by collective bargaining between the unions and the

organized employers were made legally binding upon all manu-
facturers in the weaving section of the industry. There has been

some question of following the same procedure in the retail grocery

and clothing trades in Great Britain.^

In 1936 France passed legislation making it possible for the

Minister of Labor to transform collective agreements into a legal-

ized code for a whole industry or trade in a defined area. The
legalization and extension of collective agreements must be re-

quested by both parties to the agreement, who must be the most

representative bodies of employers and employees in the industry

and in the area. This procedure was rapidly applied in France in

the late 1930's, because business in large cities, which were well

unionized and had good labor standards, was suffering from the

competition of small towns and rural areas where labor standards

were lower. ^

A law enacted in the Netherlands in 1937 authorized the govern-

ment to declare the terms of a collective agreement binding upon
an entire industry or branch of industry, if the agreement had been

entered into by a majority of the workers in the trade or industry.

During the first six months of 1938, for example, an agreement

covering 66 Dutch footwear factories with some 65 per cent of all

workers in the industry was made the common rule for the entire

footwear industry in Holland, because wage- and price-cutting

were jeopardizing labor standards. A 1936 law in Belgium em-

powered the government to make the hours provisions of a collec-

tive agreement binding upon an entire industry.

In New Zealand, under the system of wage-fixing by a national

court of arbitration, collective agreements aff^ecting a majority of

workers in an industry may be made binding upon all employers

1 Cf. H. A. Marquand et al., op. cit., p. 182. 2 /^^^.^ p. 41.
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in the industry, and the court may extend one of its awards so as

to make the award binding upon any labor union or employer in

the industry. In this way, it is possible to achieve national uni-

formity in labor standards. In three Australian states (Queensland,

South Australia, and Western Australia), voluntary collective

agreements and awards by the court of arbitration may be ex-

tended by the court and thus be made binding upon all employers

or employees in that industry within the state.

Four Canadian provinces (Alberta, Ontario, Saskatchewan,

and Quebec) adopted legislation in the 1930's, by which the labor

standards in collective agreements may be made legally en-

forceable for every employer or employee in an industry or a

district within the province.

Most democratic countries have laws for the establishment of

minimum wages or maximum hours of work, especially for indus-

tries not well organized. The legal provisions for minimum wages

in Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand were discussed in

Chapter 12. The British minimum-wage boards and the courts of

arbitration in Australia and New Zealand fix normal working

hours as well as wage rates. An act passed in 1936 provided that

the New Zealand court establish the 40-hour week in all covered

lines of industry except where employers could prove that it would

not be practical to operate the industry on the 40-hour week. The
40-hour week was also established by law in France in June 1936,

but the law was modified (not repealed) by various special decrees

in November 1938, March 1939, and April 1939, which permitted

longer normal working weeks, especially for work connected with

the national defense. The French Forty Hour Law also provided for

a legal vacation of 15 days for one year's work. A Swedish law

passed in 1938 assured workers (including domestic servants) who
had \vorkcd 180 days in a 12-month period of a vacation of at least

12 days with full pay.

By the end of 1937 all the Canadian provinces except Nova
Scotia had enacted general minimum-wage laws applying to men
as well as women, and most of these laws empowered the minimum-
wage boards to fix maximum hours also.

Law on strikes, lockouts, and other practices. In a number of

democratic countries, strikes are prohibited in certain industries,

or before a certain waiting period has elapsed, or before a certain
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procedure has been followed. In the Netherlands, strikes are

forbidden on the railroads and in public service. In Norway, also,

public employees do not have a right to strike; while in Belgium

the right of certain classes of government employees to strike has

been recognized. According to the British Trades Disputes and

Trade Unions Act of 1 927, a strike or lockout is illegal if it has an

object other than the furtherance of a labor dispute within the

industry in which the strikers are employed and is designed or

calculated to coerce the government, either directly or by inflicting

hardship upon the community. However, in Great Britain and

Canada, as already mentioned, labor unions are freed from any

liability under the common law of conspiracy in restraint of trade.

Trade-union contracts in restraint of trade are legal in Great

Britain, and British unions cannot be sued for any tortious acts by

members.

Both Australia and New Zealand outlaw all strikes or lockouts

in industries covered by court awards or by collective agreements

filed with the arbitration courts. In the state of Queensland, a

strike must also be authorized by a vote of the members of the

union. Nevertheless, there have been a number of illegal strikes

in Australia during the last two or three decades, especially in

coal mining.

The laws of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark forbid strikes and

lockouts in industries covered by collective agreements during the

lifetime of the agreement. In Sweden the law requires that a notice

of strike be given seven days before a strike is actually called. In

Denmark the law requires a two-week notice before a strike is

called, and during that period the union inquires of the Industrial

Court whether the strike would be legal. In Canada, employers

and employees in public utilities and mining are required to give

at least 30 days' notice of changes that they plan to make in the

conditions of employment, during which period strikes and lockouts

are prohibited. Some 650 strikes in violation of this Canadian law,

most of them in coal mining and shipping, occurred during the

28 years ending in March 1935.^

Some foreign countries place strict limitations upon secondary

^ Cf. B. M. Selekman, Law and Labor Relations: A Study of the Industrial Disputes In-

vestigation Act oj Canada, Business Research Studies No. 14, Harvard University Grad-
uate School of Business Administration, March 1936, pp. 8-9.
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boycotts, sympathetic strikes, and picketing activities. In 1936,

for example, Norway passed a law outlawing seven specific types

of boycott, mainly the secondary boycott or "billiard shots" by

buyers. In Denmark and Sweden there is only one exception to

the ban on strikes and lockouts during the term of a collective

agreement. In those countries, sympathetic strikes or lockouts are

permitted in support of another legal strike or lockout. Both

employers and employees wish to retain the power to take such

sympathetic action under a collective agreement. There are no

special laws with regard to picketing in Sweden because strikes

there have not been violent, both sides realizing the value of

friendly relations after the dispute is ended.

Under an Act of 1927, sympathetic strikes are illegal in England

when they are extended beyond a given industry and also have as

an object to coerce the government, either directly or by inflicting

hardship upon the community. This Act undoubtedly outlaws

general strikes, but has apparently had little effect upon the

number of sympathetic strikes involving more than one industry,

because most of them are not designed to coerce the government.

The same Act states that picketing must not be carried on in a

manner calculated to intimidate any person, or to obstruct move-

ment to and from a place, or to lead to a breach of the peace. The
President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Great Britain

reported in 1938 that "in the case of strikes involving at the outset

enough workers to make continued operation of a plant impractical,

employers almost invariably shut down their plants and do not

attempt to operate until the controversy has been settled by nego-

tiation" and that, even in lines where labor organization is not

extensive, "there is a general feeling among workers and em-

ployers that 'the job belongs to the man' and that it is not

right for men to take, or to be asked to take, the jobs of their

fellows." 1

Foreign countries also have legislation containing provisions

similar to those in the Wagner or National Labor Relations Act,

dealing with such matters as discrimination against unionists,

bargaining in good faith, and the majority rule. Such restrictions

are, however, less necessary in most foreign countries because,

generally speaking, they are at a more advanced stage in the

* Mimeographed Report, op. cit., p. 10.
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development of union-employer relations. In Great Britain, for

example, discrimination against strikers and their leaders is

reported to be of little significance, because both sides desire "to

effect a resumption of work under circumstances as free from

bitterness as possible, so that future strife may be avoided." ^

The labor spy, hired by employers, is practically unknown
abroad.

In Sweden, the right of association is guaranteed to workers,

and both sides are definitely obligated to enter into negotiations,

to attend joint meetings, and, where necessary, to make "proposals

supported by reasons for the settlement of the question concerning

which negotiations were instituted." ^ If either of the disputing

parties fails to fulfill this obligation to negotiate, the Labor Court

can, at the request of the other party, order the offending party to

negotiate in good faith under penalty of a fine.

Between April 1937 and April 1938, seven out of the nine Cana-

dian provinces passed legislation dealing with labor organizations

and labor relations. All of these provincial acts grant employees the

right to organize for lawful purposes without employer interference

and two require employers to bargain with the representatives of

a majority of the employees. Employers who refuse to bargain

may be fined S500 in Alberta and British Columbia and $100 in

Nova Scotia. In some provinces, fines may also be levied against

an employer who tries to prevent his workers from joining unions

by such means as intimidation, discharge, or threat of loss of em-

ployment or position. In addition, the Dominion government

passed legislation in 1939 penalizing, by a fine up to $1,000, em-

ployers who discriminate against unionists. In connection with

elections to determine who are the representatives of the "majority,"

there is no provision for separate representation by crafts. Two
provinces require that trade-unions and employers' associations file

their constitutions, a list of officers, and financial reports for the

government's confidential use.^

^ Report of the President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Great Britain, dated August
25, 1939 (mimeographed), p. 11.

2 Report of the President's Commission on Industrial Relations in Sweden, dated Septem-
ber 19, 1939 (mimeographed), p. 8.

' For a more detailed discussion of this Canadian legislation, cf. H. Fabian Underbill,

"Recent Canadian Labor Relations Legislation," Journal of Political Economy^ vol. 48

(June 1940), pp. 357-73.
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Methods of settling labor disputes.^ Provisions for govern-

ment intervention in labor disputes range all the way from com-
pulsory arbitration in Australia and New Zealand to conciliation in

England, where there has been a complete absence of any govern-

ment compulsion, where there is no enforcement of collective agree-

ments, and where usually both parties are even free to disregard

decisions resulting from an appeal to voluntary arbitration.

Compulsory arbitration in Australia and New Zealand, with

strikes and lockouts outlawed in the covered industries, has had its

drawbacks. As already indicated, it has not prevented a number
of strikes from occurring in those countries in violation of the law.

A major weakness of the method has been its tendency to encourage

lengthy litigation, including long briefs containing tenuous argu-

ments, which has congested the courts. Because the judge is rarely

well acquainted with conditions in the industry subject to the dis-

pute, arbitration tends to become a battle of wits between opposing

lawyers.- In some of the Australian states, machinery for concilia-

tion has been tried as a method of forestalling some litigation and

relieving the courts. In New Zealand, councils of conciliation may
try to bring about an agreement between both sides or may make a

recommendation, cither of which the national court of arbitration

can make binding. Failing settlement in that fashion, the court can

make its own decisions, which arc binding upon both parties.

Compulsory arbitration has been tried at times in Great Britain,

Sweden, and Norway. A Parliamentary committee in England re-

ported in 1918 that "the experience of compulsory arbitration dur-

ing the war period has shown that it is not a successful method of

avoiding disputes and in normal times it would undoubtedly prove

even less successful." ^ England abandoned compulsory arbitration

after the first World War, and in 1938 the President's Commission

on Industrial Relations in Great Britain found that both organized

labor and employers were definitely opposed to compulsory arbi-

tration of industrial disputes."^ Norway also tried compulsory arbi-

tration during the first World War and again from 1927 to 1929

^ A good factual discussion of this topic is to be found in Margaret H. Schoenfeld,

"Industrial-Relations Macliinery in Democratic Foreign Countries," Monthly Labor

Review, vol. 49 (November 1939), pp. 1050-74, from which some of the material in

this chapter has been drawn.

2C/. VV. Rupert Maclaurin, op. cit., pp. 67-69.

3 Report oj the President''s Commission on Industrial Relations in Great Britain, p. 7.

* Idem.
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during the gold-parity depression in that country. In both cases

the employers and labor opposed compulsory arbitration, and dur-

ing the second period the law was simply disregarded and remained

unenforced. ^ Sweden experimented with compulsory arbitration on

private railroads and in the municipal enterprises of the three

largest cities during the period from 1909 until 1923, when that

method of settling primary disputes was completely abandoned.

"In Sweden both workers and employers want to avoid compulsory

arbitration; they want to limit the state to its present role of volun-

tary umpire." ^

The existence of compulsory arbitration in New Zealand and

Australia has tended to cause the adoption of temporary measures

for compulsory arbitration in Denmark. Danish bacon, butter, and

other agricultural products compete in the English market with

similar products from Australasia, where compulsory arbitration

helps to prevent labor stoppages. The Danes have been afraid that

a labor stoppage, temporarily preventing shipments of such prod-

ucts as bacon to England, might cause a permanent lowering of the

Danish quota on imports into Great Britain. Furthermore, Den-

mark, with few natural resources such as the other Scandina-

vian countries enjoy, simply has to import certain products, so it is

essential to prevent an interruption of her exports such as might

result from a widespread strike.

In 1933 Denmark enacted a law forbidding strikes and lockouts

for one year, and in 1936 a law was passed enforcing compulsory

arbitration for one year. A law passed in 1934 for the purpose of

reducing strikes requires that all employers and unions in an indus-

try abide by proposals of the public conciliator (called arbitrator), if

they are accepted by a majority vote of workers in all the unions

involved and a majority of the capital of all employers concerned.

Upon failure to settle disputes in three separate industries, occurring

in 1937, 1938, and 1939, the proposed settlement of the public con-

ciliator was enacted into law. In 1938 compulsory arbitration was

also established by law to settle disputes in three Norwegian in-

dustries, which it had not been possible to settle by voluntary meth-

ods. Special boards were given powers of compulsory arbitration in

^ M. W. Childs, op. cit., p. 47; and Finn Moe, Does Norwegian Labor Seek the Middle

Way? League for Industrial Democracy Pamphlet Series, June 1937, p. 20.

2 Childs, op. at., p. 30.
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those industries, although such arbitration was not estabHshed for

Norwegian industry in general.

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden have adopted compulsory arbi-

tration for secondary disputes—disagreements concerning the in-

terpretation of collective agreements adopted voluntarily. In case

of a breach of such a collective agreement, including strikes or

lockouts in violation of the agreement, the Industrial Court in each

of these countries has the power to assess damages against the offend-

ing party. In these courts, action is quick because it is not hampered

by legal rules or procedures, and, generally speaking, the decisions

are not subject to appeal.

The procedure for settling labor disputes in France changed con-

siderably in the 1930's. The arrangements from 1936 to the out-

break of war in 1939 were somewhat unusual and might be called

compulsory resort to conciliation and arbitration with freedom to

strike or to lock out employees. Unlike most countries, France draws

no distinction between primary and secondary disputes, and both

are subject to the same procedure. In case both parties fail to agree

upon a new collective agreement, the arbitrator may make an

award that is binding upon both parties until they do sign an agree-

ment. In determining the wage rates to be imposed in such tem-

porary awards, the arbitrators "have taken account of minimum
standards of living, variations in the cost of living, comparable rates

of wages in other industries in the region, possibilities of making

profits, and general economic conditions." ^ Although recourse to

arbitration and acceptance of the arbitrator's decision are com-

pulsory, the law at the same time preserves the right to lock out or

to strike. Prior to November 1938, sanctions for disobeying the

awards of arbitrators were limited to the moral pressure of public

opinion or to damage suits in the ordinary courts against parties

violating the awards, on the grounds that their actions involved

abusive exercise of property rights or the right to strike. In Novem-

ber 1938, however, a decree established penalties for failure to

comply with the terms of arbitration awards.

Compulsory investigation has sometimes been used for important

disputes in Great Britain and the Netherlands, and has been in

force on a wide scale since 1907 in Canada. In disputes of major

public interest, the Minister of Labour in England may appoint a

^ H. A. Marquand et al., op. cit., p. 48.

I
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Court of Inquiry to make an investigation. Under the law, the ap-

pointment of a Court (of which there were 20 in the 1 8 years prior

to 1938) does not operate to stop or to postpone a dispute; the pur-

pose is to expose the facts and to bring public opinion to bear upon
the merits of the conflict. In Holland, also, the Minister of Labor

may, in a dispute seriously affecting the public interest and likely to

involve at least 300 workers, appoint a special committee of in-

quiry to investigate and report on the dispute. The decisions of

such committees may be published in order to influence public

opinion, but there is no compulsion on either side to accept their

findings.

The Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, passed in

1907 and amended at various times, requires that employers and

employees in the covered industries give at least 30 days' notice of

changes which they contemplate making in conditions of employ-

ment. If protest is made, such changes cannot occur, nor is a

strike or lockout permitted, until after both parties have received

the report of a special three-man board appointed under the Act

to investigate the dispute. Statistics indicate that, on the average,

it takes from two to three months for an appointed board to investi-

gate and make its report.^ The findings of a board are not enforce-

able, but strikes, lockouts, or changes in terms of employment

before and during a board's proceedings may be penalized by fines.

The Act includes in its coverage employment in coal or other

mines, railways, shipping, telephone and telegraph lines, and power

works employing 10 or more persons. The Act may be extended to

include other industries if employers and employees request it, and

all the provinces except Prince Edward Island have delegated to

the Dominion government the power of compulsory investigation

of disputes in covered industries entirely within their boundries.

In addition, five provinces adopted legislation in the 1930's, giving

local authorities much the same powers in disputes as the Dominion

has under the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act.

From March 1907 until March 1935, a total of 638 disputes were

referred to boards under the Canadian Act, and in all but 49 of

them a strike was averted. In 1 5 of those 49 cases, illegal strikes

occurred either before or during board proceedings. On the other

hand, a total of 657 illegal strikes or lockouts in violation of the

^ B. M. Selekman, op. cit., pp. 39-40.
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Act occurred during the same period from 1907 to 1935, of which
469 were in mining and shipping.^ Because those administering the

Act have emphasized its concihatory rather than its compulsory

features, the Dominion government has in no instance brought per-

sons violating the Act before the courts in order to punish them.

Indeed, in only 19 out of the 657 cases of violations have private

parties brought action in the courts.^ Furthermore, because of the

policy of furthering conciliation instead of using compulsion, pub-

licity of board findings has rarely been utiHzed to bring public

opinion to bear upon recalcitrant parties to a dispute.

Most of the decisions or recommendations of these special boards

of conciHation and investigation have concerned wages, although in

recent years some boards have also recommended union recognition,

the holding of employee elections, the payment of back wages by

a company breaking a collective agreement, and even reinstatement

with back pay for a worker unjustly discharged.

Although Canadian labor opposed the Industrial Disputes In-

vestigation Act from 1907 until 1918, since then labor has favored

an extension of the Act to cover all industries. This legislation has

proved an aid to the unions both in securing recognition from em-

ployers and in affording union representatives an opportunity to

meet and bargain with employers in connection with the proce-

dures followed under the Act. The Act has operated to protect

workers from sudden wage reductions, and employers have little

opportunity to prepare for a strike by producing for stock during

the waiting period, except in mining, where most of the strikes in

violation of the Act hav^e occurred. In addition, a kindly adminis-

tration has not attempted to enforce penalties against workers for

violating the Act.

Canadian employers were also generally hostile to the Act from

1907 until 1912, and, although they later came to favor it, they

have consistently opposed all attempts to extend its provisions to

other industries not affected with a public interest. Employers

have been somewhat less favorable to the law since 1925, when

penalties were written into it for changes in working conditions

during the 30-day waiting period and before a board reports.

Legislation recently enacted in four of the Canadian provinces

(Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and New Brunswick) follows

^Ibid., p. 9. ^ Ibid., p. 10.
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the Dominion Industrial Disputes Investigation Act by providing

for conciliation and special boards of investigation consisting of

three members to deal with intraprovincial labor disputes. Like

the Federal Act, these provincial laws prohibit strikes or lockouts

during waiting periods varying from a minimum of 20 days to well

over 60 days in some of the provinces. Generally speaking, Cana-

dian labor organizations do not seem to object to such postpone-

ment of strikes, although it may be to their disadvantage when it

is applied to seasonal industries or in industries where production

for storage is possible.^

In all of the countries here discussed, the government provides a

staff or panel of persons who may act as conciliators or as arbitrators

in industrial disputes. Perhaps the facilities for conciliation and

voluntary arbitration are most highly developed in Great Britain,

where the Ministry of Labour maintains a staff of full-time trained

conciliators and a panel of qualified and experienced citizens who
are willing to serve as arbitrators. In addition, there is a permanent

Industrial Court to decide controversies submitted to it by the

Minister of Labour, upon consent of both parties, after all existing

joint machinery has been tried without success. Unless otherwise

agreed to by both parties, the Court's awards are not binding; but

they are generally accepted. English employers and workers prefer

to be free of legal compulsions, both groups believing that collective

agreements should rest upon mutual understanding and good faith

rather than upon legal sanctions.

Government conciliation and arbitration procedure in the

Netherlands closely resembles that of Great Britain. The govern-

ment provides public facilities for conciliation and arbitration, and

there is no compulsion to accept the findings of official agencies

unless arrangements have been made in advance to do so. Provi-

sions for the settlement of disputes in Belgium, also, are similar to

those in England, except for a unique feature involving penalties for

causing a stoppage of work before an attempt is made to settle the

existing difference under the prescribed procedure.

The type of machinery for settling labor disputes in each country

must be related to the traditions, institutions, and conditions in

that country. The situation in the United States has been very

different from that in countries where employers' associations desire

^ For further discussion of this Canadian legislation, cf. H. F. Underhill, op. cit.
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well-organized unions, where there are no company unions or

hired labor spies, or where there is little, if any, violence in strikes.

Despite such differences, the experience of foreign nations has some

lessons for us, especially as we seem to be following in the footsteps

of some of those countries, although we are still some distance be-

hind them in the development of labor and employer organizations

and of industrial relations.

Foreign strike statistics. The significance of strikes and lock-

outs is probably best measured by the number of working days

lost as a result of such work stoppages. Table 38 contains figures

for the working days lost in terms of each 100 employees in the

TABLE 38. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS LOST EACH YEAR FROM STRIKES AND
LOCKOUTS PER 100 EMPLOYEES IN THE WORKING POPULATION IN VARIOUS

COUNTRIES DURING THE DECADE 1929 TO 1939 ^

Country Days lost

Norway 140

Sweden 66
Australia 61

Belgium 38
United States 36
Denmark 35
Great Britain 23
Netherlands 23
France 21

Canada 12

New Zealand 8

country's working population. It is impossible to avoid giving un-

due emphasis to one bad year in such strike statistics, although a

10-year average does present a more correct picture than would

the figures for a single year. Elimination of the year 1931 from the

Norwegian statistics would, however, reduce the average to 45

days, and the Danish yearly average would drop below nine days

with the year 1936 omitted. As indicated in the footnote to the

table, the figures for France and Belgium are too low because

statistics are not available for 1936 in those two countries. Further-

more, the 1930's were years of unusual labor changes in the United

1 Table calculated from data in the 1939 Tear-Book of Labour Statistics, International

Labour Office, 1939, pp. 4-16, 208-10. Statistics for days lost from strikes and lock-

outs in France were missing for the years 1936 through 1938, in Norway and Sweden
for the year 1938, and in Belgium for the year 1936. In France in 1936 there were over

four times as many workers involved in strikes or lockouts as in any of the previous

seven years, and in Belgium during the missing year 1936 over three times as many
workers were involved in strikes or lockouts as in any of the seven previous years.
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States, because of the rapid increase in union membership and the

spHt in the ranks of labor. Such variations in conditions within

this country certainly affected its strike statistics for the period.

The International Labour Office, which compiles these statistics

for strikes and lockouts, explains that the completeness of the data

varies from country to country because small disputes may be ex-

cluded in some countries, because workers indirectly affected are

included in some cases with those directly involved, and because

the methods of calculating the number of working days lost differ

from country to country. Nevertheless, it is believed that the data

"make it possible to compare in a general way fluctuations in the

extent and importance of disputes within the various countries." ^

It is interesting to note from Table 38 the high figure for days

lost in Australia, where there is compulsory arbitration of labor

disputes, and in Norway and Sweden, which have had compulsory

arbitration for secondary disputes. On the other hand, New Zea-

land with compulsory arbitration and Canada with compulsory

investigation have the lowest figures for days lost in the whole

group. Great Britain and 'the Netherlands, which have not relied

upon compulsion at all, also stand well in the list.

Of course, successful labor relations cannot be measured by

strikes and lockouts alone. Psychological aspects of the matter

cannot be overlooked. Neither are such statistics the sole test for

determining the success of various methods or government systems

of settling labor disputes. A particular method may be valuable

because it helps to educate the workers and the employers in labor

matters. If any conclusion can legitimately be drawn from these

statistics of days lost, perhaps it is that no particular system for

settling labor disputes is best. A system that seems to work well in

one nation may not operate so successfully elsewhere.

1 Ibid., p. 207.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

THE INDUSTRY IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Experience with labor relations and collective bargaining has

differed from industry to industry. For example, labor relations in

the railroad industry have evidenced a marked contrast to labor

relations in steel or in maritime transportation; the labor situation

in clothing has not been similar to that in the newspaper industry;

and labor experience in the lumber industry (logging and sawmill-

ing) has presented a sharp contrast to experience in the paper-and-

pulp industry, which obtains its raw materials from the lumber

industry.

Industrial differences and labor. Various factors account for

these differences or contrasts in industrial relations. On the rail-

n^Sfi^ '^^^ ^^ pap^r -anH pnlp
j

fnr <^x^jm2l^2__^^p^'^y^^^^ is fairly

^ady and employees do not changejemployers frequently. In

marine transportation and lumber, on the other hand, labor turn-

over is very high and employment fluctuates widely—partly be-

cause of seasonal variation. In the past, a large percentage of the

loggers have lived in camps operated by the employer and were, to

a considerable extent, migratory workers. Seamen may change

employers with each sailing, and the jobs of longshoremen often

last less than six hours, so that a waterfront worker may w^ork for a

number of employers in a single day. The type of worker who cuts

trees or loads vessels for a living generally would not be well adapted

for work on a newspaper or in a clothing factory. Conditions in

the industry partly determine the kind of employees in that industry

as well as the attitudes of employers and workers toward one

another.

Lahorj;e1atiorjS^re_^rifrertpH hy the n ature of rQ3Ti^^e444ii3n jnj-he

industry and the market for the industry's product. Competitive

pressures mayTead^o antiunionl?r^^-aftd^-tebarlrbubles, unless the

employers, the union, or both together are able to reduce such
761
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pressures by "stabilizing" the industry to prevent wage- and price-

cutting. Price competition, for example, tends to be much more
severe among building contractors or the thousands of clothing

manufacturers than it is in the railroad industry, where competition

in prices has been outlawed and a single railroad often has all the

business between two cities. In addition, clothing firms can easily

migrate to another locality to take advantage of cost and other

competitive differentials, whereas railroads and coal mines are con-

fined to their present locations. The customer market has much
more influence on labor relations in newspapers, which are sold

largely to workers, than it does in steel, which is sold mostly to

other employers.

The influence of competitive and seasonal factors is especially

marked^ agriculture. _Pne of the reasons for labor troubles when
agficilltural laborers attempt to organize is that jiie farmer is often

selling~a~staple^roduct lii^ a perfect market, in whi^h he may be

cmripct ing with farmers in -various regions and nations. Persons

can start up in the farming business almost anywhere. Under
such competitive pressures, farmers in a certain locality are likely

to oppose the organization of farm laborers, because it will raise

their costs but not the selling price of their products, for the labor

organization will not cover all producers of that crop. Agricultural

labor problems are also, of course, tied up with the seasonal nature

of agricultural employment, which requires workers to migrate and

to lead unsettled livTS, often in poor living quarters. Migratory

workers, moving from camp to camp or town to touTi, are not able

to establish a legal residence so that they can exercise political

power through the ballot.

A mature industry is more likely to have stable labor relations

under union agreements than is an industry that is experiencing

rapid expansion and technological change. In this connection, a

comparison might be drawn between the automobile and railroad

industries. The railroad workers \vere organized into some 20

"standard" craft unions during the first two decades of this cen-

tury. In the same period, the automobile industry, which experi-

enced the sharp rise and change characteristic of a new industry,

remained unorganized. ^ It is difficult for a union, especially a craft

^ For a discussion of labor in the automobile industry, cj. William H. McPherson,
Labor Relatiotu in the Automobile Industry, 1940.

I
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union, to adjust its economic program and structure to an industrial

situation that is changing rapidly.

The nature of thye industry aJ^o^lnihiences-the charac ter-ol-the

labor organization or organizations in that industry. A labor

union must adjust to the special industrial environment in which it

operates. The problems that face a union tend to determine its

program, policies, and leadership. In certain industries, the em-

ployers have been so large in number and so diversified in interests

that competition, unless restrained and regulated, would lead to

wage- and price-cutting. Under such circumstances, the employers

themselves have often been unable to "stabilize" the industry.

Bituminous coal, clothing, building, laundry, trucking, and clean-

ing and pressing might be cited as examples. In those industries,

the unions have found it necessary to regulate competition and to

discipline erring employers, so that high wages might be paid and

stability and order might characterize labor relations in the indus-

_try. Often the unions m such industries have aided in the formation

or development of strong employers' associations. It is interesting

to note that most of the industries in which collective bargaining

is generally carried on with employers' associations are in-

dustries or trades having a large number of competing firms such

as building, clothing, soft coal, hosiery, shoes, hats, the maritime

industry, canning, fishing, cleaning and pressing, textiles, laundries,

trucking, barbering, retail trade, printing, and hotels and restau-

rants.^ In general, the mass-production industries, characterized^^

by a limited number of large hrms, do not deal with laborunions

through employers' associations that cover most of the industry or

the whole competitive area^

The industry as an economic unit . The^junion program of_

equalizing labor costs for competing^employers involves the_fixing

CJflabor^standards thafcan be enforced upon all employers in the

wha2rEproducing"lbr the same market If a product or

?fvlce enjoys a nationwide sale, unions strive to have collective

bargaining on an industry-wide basis so that any resulting agree-

ment will cover the whole competitive area. £ollective^bargaining

on anJndustry-wide or national scale has characterized thejmU

—

road,- coal, stoye^_aiid_poitery_indust^^ to sorne_extent, the

^ Cf. Written Trade Agreements in Collective Bargaining, National Labor Relations Board,

Division of Economic Research, Bulletin No. 4, November 1939, p. 267.
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men's clothing industry, the fiat-glass industry, and the glass-

bottle industry. Other industries, like building, newspapers, clean-

ing and pressing, and other service trades, are, local-market lines,

in which the locality constitutes the whole competitive area. The
NRA, with its industry codes, encouraged collective dealing and
bargaining on an industry-wide basis.

Both the practice of nationwide or even regional bargaining on
an industrial basis and the organization of labor on an industrial

basis tend to make labor industry-minded rather than class-minded.

The Longshoremen's union strongly supports ship-subsidy bills; the

coal miners oppose government projects to develop cheap electric

power, which competes with coal; the Steel Workers' union opposes

price reductions in steel; and various unions support the tariff on

the products their members make. As indicated in Chapter 21,

numerous craft unions have expanded their jurisdictions, especially

since the founding of the CIO, until now most unions have an

industrial orientation. Also, various craft unions, like the railroad

and the building crafts, have joined together in federations for

purposes of collective bargaining and unified action on an industrial

basis.

Because industries differ so widely in labor matters, an under-

standing of labor relations can best be obtained through industry

studies. Such an approach enables one to appreciate the economic

and practical problems in labor relations. A knowledge of an in-

dustry's economics and past experience with labor relations are

necessary in order to understand its present labor policies and at-

titudes. Furthermore, such a background of economic and historical

facts furnishes the only sound basis forjudging the prospects of in-

dustrial peace in that branch of the economy.

In the chapter that follows, the sharp contrast between labor

relations in railroad and maritime transportation during the 1920's

and 1930's is explained in the light of the characteristics and past

experience and attitudes in both industries. The marked differ-

ence between labor relations in the West Coast lumber and pulp-

and-paper industries can also be cited as an example of the influence

of industrial factors upon labor relations.

Contrast between lumber and pulp-and-paper industries.

The pulp-and-paper industry on the West Coast has never ex-

perienced the violent strikes, the radical unionism (especially the

I
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IWW), and the bitter jurisdictional battles that have characterized

the lumber industry in the Northwest. Although employing less

than 10 per cent of the gainfully occupied population, the lumber

industry accounted for over half of the days of idleness from strikes

in Washington and Oregon between 1927 and 1940, and it ac-

counted for over two thirds of the employee complaint charges

filed in those states with the National Labor Relations Board from

1935 to 1940. In the pulp-and-paper industry, with about one

fourth as many employees as lumber, there were no work stoppages

from labor disputes between 1934 and the middle of 1940, and not

one employee complaint was filed with the National Labor Rela-

tions Board during those years. One corporation and its officers,

through control of two other concerns, dominates the West Coast

pulp-and-paper industry, accounting for more than half of the pro-

duction capacity and employees in both pulp and paper. Partly

because of enlightened management, partly because of the influence

of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, and partly per-

haps because of repeated Federal charges of monopolistic practices

in the West Coast branch of the industry, this corporation did not

oppose the organization of its employees after 1933. Under its

leadership, the officials of the employers' association covering all

West Coast pulp-and-paper manufacturers met in a conference

with the representatives of the two old-line AFL unions in 1934,

and since then the association has negotiated uniform agreements

applying to the whole industry. After 1935, hourly earnings in this

industry on the Pacific Coast averaged from 25 to 30 per cent above

the hourly earnings of employees in the same industry in the rest

of the country.

Whereas employment in the pulp-and-paper industry on the

West Coast expanded throughout the 1930's, employment declined

65 per cent in lumber in the Northwest from 1929 to 1932, when
the average wages of lumber and sawmill workers fell below 40

cents an hour, and a number of them received less than 30 cents an

hour. The West Coast lumber industry has been well organized

jn^employers' ass^Iatigng w^TfrhTooperate closely with one another,

SQjhat the employers ha^^£-been able to—-istp^ hiliyp" xhe industry,

probably^better than_thejapinns rm^ld. For fully two thirds of the

lumber production on the West Coast, detailed cost data are sub-

mitted to the trade association for the area as a basis for determin-
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ing costs and adequate prices. Through^n employerV^£ganiza-

tioTi j a fair degree of uniformity in retail prices is maintained for

that third or fourth of the Northwest lumber^output that is retailed

>AiiiiLa-ihej:egion. The large producers and large brokers, who own
ships and other equipment, confine their sales primarily to the

Eastern markets, and one of these large firms alone controls a

fifth of the total output of logging and sawmill operations in Wash-
ington and Oregon. Those two states supply about 95 per cent of

the nation's output of Douglas fir, and large Northwest operators

tend to specialize in Douglas fir, which enjoys a distinct advantage

over other soft woods because it is especially desirable for struc-

tural purposes.

Past excesses in labor matters help to explain recent labor troubles

in lumber in the Northwest. As stated by a committee appointed

by the President to mediate the 1917 strike, the bitter and uncom-

promising attitudes of the employers helped to foster the IWW in the

Northwest lumber camps, where its ideology still persists. Through

a strong employers' organization, the operators defeated the 1917

strike, which centered around the workers' demand that the 10-

hour day give way to an 8-hour day, as had happened in practically

all large industries on the Coast. The 1935 strike, in which the

National Guard was called out in Washington and Oregon, fol-

lowed the refusal of employers to recognize and negotiate with the

union. Complaint against the conservative leadership of the AFL
union in the 1935 strike led to a split of the workers into two or-

ganizations, one CIO and the other AFL. The jurisdictional or

organizational battles between these two labor factions were very

bitter during the late 1930's, although the CIO union had a ma-

jority of the workers in logging during that period. Even in 1940,

many employers in the Northwest lumber industry were still hop-

ing to eliminate the unions and return to the "good old days."

Their opposition has undoubtedly been one cause of the strikes,

the labor unrest, and the radical unionism that have characterized

the Northwest lumber industry.

Subsequent chapters. In addition to the following chapter

contrasting labor relations in rail and water transportation, the

labor experience of certain other industries is discussed in the

chapters in this part of the book. The particular industries chosen

for discussion represent different market situations and a variety of
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experience with collective bargaining. These other industries are

bituminous coal, clothing, steel, and newspapers.

Bituminous coal is a highly competitivejiidustry-having a long

experience with collective bargaining on a regional and national

scale. Nonunion competition in the 1920's almost destroyed the

union, and since 1933 the Federal government has helped to regu-

late the industry and to enforce fixed prices for coal.

In terms of competition and the number of firms in the industry,

clothing resembles bituminous coal. Experience with collective

bargaining in clothing prior to 1933 was somewhat similar to that

in coal, but the unions, in collaboration with employers' associa-

tions, have recently "stabilized" the clothing industry by means of

an elaborate system of private regulation, which restrains compe-

tition.

The iron and steel industry^wa^ the first industry in the United

—

_Statesjtg_haye^collective agreements jvvith unions,, and such agree-

meiits.:vverejairly common in the iroji Jndustry from 1865 to 1900.

However, mergers changed the competitive situation in steel, and,

during the period from 1900 until the CIO organizing campaign

began in 1936, steel was an antiunion stronghold. Since 1936,

collective bargaining and agreements have been the practice in a

large part of the steel industry.

Newspaper publishing is a local-market industryj^ having a long

experien^ of collective bargaining with the printing trades. More
recently, the white-collar newspaper workers have organized and

have bargained collectively with newspaper publishers.



CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

RAIL AND WATER TRANSPORTATION

The contrast between labor relations on the railroads and in the

maritime industry during the 1920's and 1930's was almost as

sharp as that between the lumber and pulp-and-paper industries

on the West Coast. While the maritime industry suffered from a

number of severe strikes between 1934 and 1937, and from hundreds

of work stoppages during the late 1930's, labor relations were very

stable in the railroad industry, with no violation or abrogation of

agreements and practically no strikes. A number of issues, including

wage rates and dismissal compensation, were settled by national -

collectiv^e bargaining between the railroad unions and the employ-

ers during the decade of the 1930's.

THE RAILROADS

Railway workers were among the first wage-earners to form

lasting trade-unions. The locomotive engineers organized in 1863,

the conductors in 1868, the locomotive firemen in 1873, and the

trainmen in 1883. These ''Big Four Brotherhoods" in the engine-

and-train service have always been in a strong position for collective

bargaining because their services are required to operate the trains

safely and on schedule. Because of their strategic advantages, they

have often bargained singly and have refused to join the AFL.
These railroad labor unions were at first primarily insurance or-

ganizations, formed because the hazards of railroad work were so

great that private insurance companies were not interested in in-

suring the lives of railway employees.

The unions. The four brotherhoods, the seven "shop-craft"

unions, and the ten "miscellaneous" craft unions make up the 21

"standard" railroad unions. The shop-craft unions are in the Rail-

way Employees' Department of the AFL and have always acted as

a unit in collective bargaining, as if they were one union. Their
768
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members work in railroad construction and repair shops, and most

of them, such as the Machinists, Electrical Workers, and Sheet

Metal Workers, have the bulk of their membership in other indus-

tries. The miscellaneous crafts include the unions of such workers

as the telegraphers, signalmen, clerks, marine craftsmen who work

on railroad wharves or boats, and maintenance-of-way employees

who work on the rails and roadbed. In addition to the 21 standard

unions, there are a number of others, including the unions of the

train porters (red-caps), sleeping-car porters, cooks, waiters, etc.

In contrast to the situation in this country, railroad workers

abroad have generally shown a preference for industrial unions.

Attempts to establish industrial unionism on American railroads

in 1893 and 1911 failed. In 1926 the presidents of the 21 standard

railway unions formed the Railway Labor Executives' Association

for cooperative action on legislation and in negotiating agreements.

In certain cases, this association has been effective in handling ne-

gotiations on a national scale.

Employers' associations. The carriers do not have a national

organization dealing exclusively with labor problems. In the past,

the Association of American Railroads, representing 96 per cent of

the railroad mileage in North America, has at times carried on

negotiations with regard to labor legislation and labor conditions,

but the collective agreements are signed by the individual carriers.

Before the first World War, some of the bargaining was on a re-

gional basis between the "Big Four Brotherhoods" and the three

territorial organizations (northeastern, western, and southeastern),

established by the railroads originally for the classification-of freight

and similar problems.

Nature of the industry. The railroads do not need labor

organizations to "stabilize" the industry. The Federal government

has done that. The Interstate Commerce Commission, especially

since 1910, has fixed railrqad rates, so the same price is charged

for freight or passenger service on all railroads between any two

cities. Price competition is nonexistent, except for such competition

by other forms of transportation (air, bus, or truck), whose rates

and operations between states are also regulated by the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

The fact that the railroads have been so subject to Federal legis-

lation and control has made them especially susceptible to public
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and congressional opinion. Consequently, the railroad unions have

been able to use the threat of appeal to Congress to assist them in

gaining their demands in negotiations with the employers. The
fact that employment on railroads fell from 2,000,000 workers in

1920 to about 1,000,000 following 1931 has helped to make the

public and the Congress sympathetic toward the problems of rail-

way labor. This decline in employment has played a part in the

enactment of full-crew laws and the stress on seniority in railroad

agreements. Seniority is also to be explained by the differences in

the desirabihty of jobs open to the same class of employees, such as

the different runs for locomotive engineers.

Trains operate all hours of the day and night on a strict schedule.

Consequently, the industry would be severely affected by a strike,

especially of the skilled workers who operate the trains. It was in

the great railroad strikes of 1877, largely in the freight service, that

the Federal troops were called out for the first time to prevent

further violence and property damage in a labor dispute.

During the 1880's a number of railroad strikes occurred. Many
of them were shopmen's strikes, led by members of the Knights of

Labor. In 1885, the threat of a general strike against Jay Gould's

railroads for the discharge of union members was effective. In the

Pullman strike of 1894, Federal troops were again called out. In

contrast to these early decades in railroad history, strike statistics

show that there were only 15 small strikes on the steam railroads

of this country from 1927 to 1939. During those 12 years, less than

70,000 man-days of idleness was caused by strikes among the

1,000,000 or 1,500,000 railroad workers employed during that

period.

Federal legislation. The early strikes led to the passage of a

Federal act in 1888 providing for voluntary arbitration on the

railroads and the appointment of an investigating commission by

the President. Such a commission proved ineffective in the Pull-

man strike of 1894. In 1898 the Erdman Act was passed by Con-

gress, covering only employees actually engaged in operating the

trains. This law provided for voluntary arbitration and mediation

upon request of either party. From 1906 to 1913 some 60 contro-

versies were settled under the Erdman Act, but dissatisfaction with

the Act increased, partly because the workers were not pleased

with the results of arbitration that took into account the ability of
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the railroads to pay increased labor costs. In 1913 Congress passed

the Newlands Act, which also covered the operating employees

and provided for a permanent board of mediation that could offer

to mediate on its own initiative. However, labor became increas-

ingly dissatisfied with arbitration, and in 1916 the machinery of the

Newlands Act proved inadequate to settle the controversy over the

eight-hour day demanded by the "Big Four." The unions had re-

jected arbitration of the issue and had called a general strike, which

was averted only by the passage of special legislation (the Adamson
Act) granting the eight-hour day to railroad workers by law.

Prewar bargaining. The demand for the eight-hour day was

the first concerted action by the "Big Four" on a national scale.

During the previous decade, collective bargaining in the "running"

trades had been on the regional basis of the three "territories."

Often the conductors and trainmen, and sometimes the engineers

and firemen, had acted together in this early regional bargaining.

The terms reached in such regional negotiations were incorporated

in agreements with the roads in the region. The "Big Four Brother-

hoods" had agreements with individual roads dating back to the

1890's, the 1880's, and even the 1870's in some cases. By 1917 the

"Big Four" had enrolled roughly 80 per cent of the railroad em-

ployees in the engine-and-train service, whereas it is estimated that

less than 30 per cent of the employees in other service branches

were members of unions. Efforts of the shop crafts toward regional

bargaining were successful in one territory in 1917.

Federal operation. The railroads were taken over by the

Federal government in 1917, when this country entered the first

World War. The Federal Railroad Administration, as a single

employer, dealt with all the railroad unions on a national basis,

whether the unions were weak or strong. This meant that wage

increases, working rules, and other conditions of employment were

standardized on a national basis through "national agreements."

The Railroad Administration also established bipartisan adjust-

ment boards, on which the unions were represented. These boards

were national boards for the settlement of secondary disputes.

Furthermore, the Federal Railroad Administration removed all the

former obstacles to membership in labor unions so that from 1910

to 1920 the membership of all railroad unions nearly tripled. It

has been estimated that in 1 920 over 90 per cent of the employees
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operating the trains were organized, while perhaps 80 per cent of

the employees in the other railroad occupations were union mem-
bers. ^

Experience under the 1920 Act. In returning the railroads

to their private owners in 1920, the question of the machinery for

the settlement of labor disputes arose. At this time the unions

favored government operation and ownership. The prewar ma-
chinery for settling disputes had proved inadequate to solve the

issue of the eight-hour day. The shippers were requesting com-

pulsory arbitration. As a compromise, which the unions did not

favor, the Transportation Act of 1920 provided for a tripartite

Railway Labor Board to mediate and to engage in compulsory

investigation, but the Board had no power to enforce its findings

or recommendations.

Any permanent board would have had troubles under the cir-

cumstances, because the railroads were determined to return to

prewar labor conditions with regard both to working rules and to

the unit and methods of collective bargaining. The unions, of

course, preferred national dealings and bargaining because that

gave them a strategic advantage in both economic and political

power. It tended to reduce the influence of any particular road

and caused railroad workers throughout the country to be in-

terested in any change in wages or rules.

In the second decision handed down by the Board, it granted

wage increases ranging from 12.5 to 26.2 per cent. When prices

began to fall in 1920 and 1921, the railroads appealed to the Board

for wage decreases instead of attempting to negotiate with the

unions on a national basis. After obtaining a general wage reduc-

tion averaging 12 per cent in 1921, the railroads soon appealed in

the depression of 1921-1922 for another reduction that would wipe

out the previous 1920 increases. The "Big Four Brotherhoods"

threatened a strike. The Board, explaining that it was swamped

with cases, postponed the wage case involving the "Big Four" but

awarded another decrease effective July 1, 1921, for the other rail-

road workers. This second wage decrease brought on the shop-

crafts strike in 1922 and resulted in a split of the united front of

railway labor. Thereafter the "Big Four" disregarded the Board

and negotiated directly with the railroads, sometimes on a regional

1 CJ. H. D. Wolf, The Railroad Labor Board, 1927, p. 59.
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basis as they had before the war. The miscellaneous crafts accepted

the second wage cut without a strike. The railroad workers came
to feel that the Board was prejudiced in favor of the carriers and

that its decisions were based too much on the railroads' "ability to

pay."

In the 1922 strike of 400,000 railroad-shop craftsmen, the Federal

government obtained a sweeping injunction which forbade prac-

tically all the traditional strike activities of unions. In the course

of this dispute, a large number of company unions were established

by the carriers, partly at the recommendation of the Board that

steps should be taken to form some sort of organizations to repre-

sent shop-craft employees before the Board. ^ In addition, the Su-

preme Court decided that the Board was powerless to enforce an

award directing the Pennsylvania Railroad to deal with the national

railroad unions rather than its own company union. After the

shop crafts lost their strike, all the unions began to deal directly

with the roads and to disregard the Board.

Labor relations under the 1926 Act. Some new machinery

for the settlement of railroad labor disputes was needed if the

carriers and the unions were to avoid compulsory arbitration by

law. In 1925, official conferences were held by the executives of

certain railroad unions and a committee of the Association of

Railroad Executives (merged into the American Association of

Railroads in 1934). As a result of these conferences, a bill was

drafted, approved by both parties, and passed by Congress in

substantially the same form as drafted originally. This Railway

Labor Act of 1926, as amended in 1934, was discussed in Chapter

25. A Supreme Court decision in 1930 indicated that the Act

outlawed all company unions sponsored, dominated, or financed

by the employer.- It specifically places a "duty" on both sides

"to exert every reasonable effort to make and maintain agree-

ments" and to settle all disputes. For the purpose of making and

maintaining agreements, three steps are to be followed: (1) direct

negotiation, (2) mediation by the National Mediation Board, and

(3) voluntary arbitration. This is the prewar pattern. If those

steps should fail to settle the controversy, a special fact-finding or

^ CJ. Hearings on Railway Labor Act Amendments, Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce, House of Representatives, 73rd Congress, second session, pp. 154-55.
2 Texas and New Orleans Railway v. Brotherhood oj Railway and Steamship Clerks (1930),

281 U. S. 548.
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emergency board appointed for that dispute by the President shall

make recommendations, which can be enforced only by the

pressure of public opinion.

Since the passage of the Railway Labor Act, there have been

no major strikes on the railroads. Officials of the carriers had

come to realize that they would have to deal with the national

unions, that the unions could not be eliminated. During the late

1920's, railroad revenues were sufficient to provide wage increases.

By 1931, however, revenues had declined so much that the Class I

railroads proposed a joint national conference on wages with the

21 standard railroad labor unions represented in the Railway

Labor Executives' Association. The roads wanted to obtain a wage

change more rapidly than would be possible under the steps

provided in the Act. The unions accepted this procedure,

and the precedent for negotiating nationally on wage rates and

labor conditions has since been followed on numerous occasions.

Under a national agreement, effective February 1, 1932, the

unions accepted a 10-per-cent "deduction" from their wages

for a year. By national bargaining between the unions and

the roads, this horizontal deduction was continued each year

until 1935.

In 1936 the 21 standard labor unions, through the Railway

Labor Executives' Association, negotiated directly with a com-

mittee of the American Association of Railroads for the continua-

tion of protections to railroad employment and pay contained in

the expiring Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933. A
bill for that purpose had also been introduced in Congress. The
railroads were willing to bargain out of these legal protections to

workers adversely affected by railroad coordinations or consolida-

tions. An agreement, virtually national in coverage, was signed

in May 1936. It provides for dismissal compensation and "coordina-

tion allowances" for railroad employees who suffer reduced pay

or unemployment as a result of the unification of the facilities or

operations of two or more railroads. The agreement runs for five

years. During that time, no worker's pay shall be reduced because

of demotion resulting from consolidation or coordination, and a

worker who is forced to move as a result of coordination must be

reimbursed by the carrier for moving expenses and any loss suffered

in selling his home. Monthly "coordination allowances" of 60
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per cent of previous average monthly earnings are granted to

workers who become unemployed through coordination. The
length of such monthly allowances increases with the worker's

length of service, being five years for unemployed workers with 15

or more years of service prior to their displacement by coordina-

tion. If the worker so deprived of employment prefers, he can

resign from the railroad and receive a lump-sum "separation

allowance," amounting to a year's pay if his length of service has

been five years or more.

In 1937 the national railroad unions again conducted wage
negotiations on a national basis. This time the five "operating"

unions (including the switchmen) negotiated separately from the

"nonoperating" unions. Both received a five-per-cent wage in-

crease, though the eff^ective date of the "operating" group's agree-

ment was two months later than that of the "nonoperating" group.

The relationship between railroad rates and wages is indicated by

the fact that early in 1938 the Interstate Commerce Commission

permitted an increase in freight rates partly on the grounds of

"increased labor costs." Later, in 1938, the roads requested a

15-per-cent wage reduction because revenues had declined. In the

negotiations on this issue the 20 unions in the Railway Labor

Executives' Association again acted together, dealing with the

railroads on a national basis. In this instance, as explained in

Chapter 1, no agreement resulted; an emergency board was

appointed by the President as provided in the Railway Labor Act;

and the board recommended that the carriers drop their proposal

for a wage reduction, which they did.

On June 30, 1939, there were a total of 4,061 agreements on

the railroads in this country, 87 per cent of which were with

national unions. Under these agreements, the "Big Four Brother-

hoods," the Clerks' union, and the Telegraphers' union repre-

sented the eligible employees on railroads having from 96 to 99

per cent of the total railroad mileage in the country; the Brother-

hood of Maintenance of Way Employees had agreements in force

on 92 per cent of the total mileage; and the seven shop-craft unions

had agreements covering from 71 to 81 per cent of the total railroad

trackage. ^

^ Cj. Fifth Annual Report of the National Mediation Board jor the Fiscal Tear Ended

June 30, 7939, pp. 18, 25.
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THE MARITIME INDUSTRY

Labor relations in water transportation have been in sharp

contrast to such relations on the railroads during the past two

decades. From 1927 to 1939 there were over 500 strikes in water

transportation, resulting in a total of approximately 5,500,000

man-days of idleness for workers. In other words, the total of days

idle because of strikes in the railroad industry was only about one

per cent of the total for the maritime industry during those years,

although there were three or four times as many workers employed

on the railroads as there were working on the waterfront or on ships.

In 1 937 and 1 938 a number of writers suggested that the Railway

Labor Act be extended to cover water transportation as it had

been extended to air transportation in 1936. During the same

period a number of bills were introduced in Congress, designed to

apply many of the provisions of the Railway Labor Act to the

maritime industry. The United States Maritime Commission and

most employers favored such a measure, but the spokesmen of the

maritime unions were opposed to any attempt to apply the Railway

Labor Act to the maritime industry and to exclude the industry

from the jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations Board.

They pointed out that the maritime unions were still struggling

to make collective bargaining effective and to achieve recogni-

tion, whereas in the railroad industry the practice of collective

bargaining was deep-rooted and the unions had long enjoyed

recognition of their basic rights. From 1921 to 1934 collective

bargaining was practically nonexistent in the maritime industry,

for employers in certain ports had suppressed unionism by means

of company unions, employer-controlled hiring halls, and the

black-listing of union members. The major issue underlying the

important maritime strikes from 1934 to 1939 was union recogni-

tion. In \icw of the immaturity of maritime labor relations, the

union leaders contended that emphasis should be placed upon

guaranteeing and developing collective bargaining instead of

placing restraints upon union activities and the right to strike by

establishing elaborate settlement procedures (a mediation board,

waiting periods, compulsory arbitration of secondary disputes, etc.),

which might be appropriate at a more advanced stage in the

development of labor relations. ^

iQ'. Report oj the Maritime Labor Board, March 1, 1940, pp. 46-52. Much of the
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Nature of the industry. Maritime transportation is subject

to government regulation of competition and enjoys a variety of

government subsidies. Intercoastal trade (between American

ports) is reserved for American ship lines and the rates are uniform

for such interstate trade, being controlled by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Consequently, price competition is non-

existent in intercoastal shipping and there is no need for unions to

stabilize the industry. Indeed, strong employers' organizations

have been able to control the industry in the past. It is true, of

course, that the seas are open to all ships, whereas a railroad

roadbed is used exclusively by one railroad.

In the deep-sea trade between countries, American ships are

in competition with foreign lines. An attempt is made through

various "shipping conferences" to prevent price-cutting and other

kinds of competition in foreign shipping, but such conference con-

trol may be upset through nonconference competition or internal

dissatisfaction. Because of the relatively high cost of constructing

and operating American ships, the Federal government subsidizes

American vessels through mail contracts, construction subsidies,

and other means, so that we may have a merchant marine. In

this way, the Federal government practically furnishes the profits

made in foreign trade by American ship lines that otherwise could

not compete with, say, the ships of Norway, where mass-production

industries are not bidding up the price of labor. The Federal

government, through the threat to alter the subsidy, can and has

put pressure upon ship operators to follow a certain labor policy.

The Federal government itself owns a number of the commercial

vessels.

Maritime transportation is subject to seasonal fluctuations and

to changes in the business cycle. It is, of course, aff'ected also by

tariff's, trade treaties, wars, and the nation's policy regarding the

merchant marine. Consequently, employment is unsteady and

uncertain. Employment is made still more unstable by the practice

of hiring seamen for a single round trip only, and of hiring long-

shoremen only for the period required to load or unload a par-

ticular ship. The separation rate of seamen in deep-sea shipping,

for example, is five times the average rate in manufacturing. The

discussion in this section on maritime labor is based upon this report of the Maritime

Labor Board.
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U. S. Maritime Commission has advocated an arrangement for

the continuous employment of seamen instead of having them
hire on and off after each voyage.

Characteristics of employment. Special laws govern seamen

while at sea, where the '"master" is supreme and strict discipline

and loyalty are required. That is one of the reasons for the hard-

bitten individualism that seems so characteristic of ocean trans-

portation. The seaman lives an abnormal life, subject to various

risks on board ship. He is unable to participate in the social life of

a particular locality, and frequent absences from home make him
politically impotent. While on ship he cannot change employers,

and the ship operator provides the sailor's food and living quarters,

much as does the employer who runs a camp for migratory workers.

The seafaring employees are divided into unlicensed seamen and

the licensed personnel, like masters, mates, pilots, and engineers,

who hold government licenses for their occupations.

The longshoremen, who load and unload the ships, are mostly

unskilled workers, although some skill is required to operate

winches and to place cargo properly in the ship's hold. The work

is hard and the accident rate is high. In 1932 the rate of accidents

per million man-hours worked was 25.5 in the maritime industry

(95 for longshoremen in San Francisco) compared with 13.2 acci-

dents per million man-hours for all industry. In 1936 the accident

frequency rate was 17.6 among longshoremen compared with 13.6

for all industries. Some accidents are caused by employer pressure

to speed up operations, because dock fees and charges mount

rapidly and the time required to load and unload a ship is con-

sidered waste time. It has been estimated that, in shipping, loading

and unloading costs average about a third of total operating or

variable costs. ^

Longshoremen are hired to load or unload a particular ship and

are dismissed when that job is finished. Consequently, some long-

shoremen may change jobs or employers every day, which has

afforded employers a good opportunity to discriminate amongst

employees and to black-list union leaders. Furthermore, the

frequent change of jobs tends to cause workers who are squeezed

^ CJ. Paul Eliel, "Labor Problems in Our Steamship Business," Yale Reiiew, vol. 26

(March 1937), p. 513; and Federal Coordinator of Transportation, Hours, Wages, and

Working Conditions in Domestic Wat^r Transportation, vol. 1, September 1936, pp. 17-18.
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out of other industries to crowd into longshore work. A large

surplus of longshore labor in a port also increases the power of the

employer to exert pressure upon workers by giving most of his

work to "favored" gangs. Longshore workers also lose much
working time because the going and coming of ships is uncertain

and irregular. Boats carrying freight dock at all hours of the day or

night, so that the work is unpredictable and may be concentrated

around certain days of the month. All of these factors (repeated

change ofjobs, large surplus of available labor during most periods,

and irregular demand and earnings) tend to place the employer in

a strong position in the labor market. Employer domination in

the longshore labor market has been responsible for the prevalence

of the "kick-back," whereby employees under pressure have

secretly returned part of their wages to the employer for the

privilege of working.

Longshore hiring methods on the West Coast differ from the

practice in most East Coast ports, where the "shape-up" method

generally prevails. Under this method, all longshoremen in search

of jobs line up in a semicircular "shape" at each pier at the time

the hiring occurs. In New York City, for example, there is one

"shape" for the morning's work, another for the afternoon's work,

and still a third if work is to be performed overtime. If a long-

shoreman gets a job in the morning shape, and wishes to work

throughout the day, he must take part in the afternoon shape.

In this way, each pier constitutes a labor market with only one

bidding buyer but many competing sellers. It has been estimated

that there are usually from three to five times as many men as

there are jobs at the waterfront in New York City.^ With the

employer so dominating the market, there are great possibilities

for abuse of power and for exploitation of workers.

The central-hiring-hall method on the Pacific Coast tends to

eliminate much of the labor competition in the shape system and

to reduce the power of the employer or his hiring agent. Under
the hiring-hall method, all employers must employ longshoremen

through a central hall. A union dispatcher, not the employer,

chooses the men to fill the employer's order from a list of long-

shoremen "registered" at the hall. Restrictions upon registration

tend to prevent any undue surplus of longshore labor. In 1939 the

* Cf. Report oj the Maritime Labor Boards p. 141.
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average yearly earnings of longshoremen in Seattle and Portland

were SI, 750, or almost twice as large as the S900 average in New
York City in 1938.^ The dispatcher is required to distribute the jobs

amongst the registered workers in a way that will tend to equalize

their earnings. Under such a method, there is little possibility of

the "kick-back" or of employer discrimination and favoritism.

Labor organizations. There are a dozen different labor organ-

izations, claiming a total of more than 200,000 members among
the seafaring personnel or longshore workers on both coasts.

Five of these unions have CIO charters, five hold AFL charters,

and two are independent. The situation on the East Coast is

entirely different from that on the West Coast. To an outsider,

therefore, labor organization in the maritime industry seems con-

fused and confusing.

On the East Coast, the International Longshoremen's Associa-

tion (AFL) has jurisdiction over longshoremen, claiming a mem-
bership of 66,000 in 1939. On the West Coast, the longshoremen

are organized almost 100 per cent in the International Longshore-

men's and Warehousemen's Union (CIO), claiming a membership

of 33,000. The ILWU resulted from a vote to abandon the con-

servatively led ILA in 1937, although the longshoremen in some

Puget Sound ports in Washington have continued as members of

the AFL union.

On the East Coast, most of the unlicensed seamen are members
of the National Maritime Union (CIO), formed in 1937 as the

result of a revolt against conserv^ative leadership in the Inter-

national Seamen's Union (AFL). Its seagoing membership was

reported at about 51,000 in 1939. A new AFL union has been

chartered, which also claims jurisdiction over all unlicensed sea-

faring personnel, but it had considerably less than 5,000 members

on the East Coast in 1939. On the West Coast, the unlicensed

personnel are distributed amongst three unions: the unlicensed

deck personnel are represented by the Sailors Union of the Pacific

(AFL), with a claimed membership of 8,000; the marine cooks

and stewards are represented by a CIO union; and the unlicensed

engine-room workers are represented by an independent union.

^ Cj. Longshoremen: Pacific ami Atlantic, International Longshoremen's and Warehouse-

men's Union, Seattle, 1940. pp. 9-13; and Elizabeth Ogg, Longshoremen and Their

Homes, New York City, 193), p. 31.
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With regard to the Kcensed personnel, an AFL union claims

jurisdiction over the masters, mates, and pilots; a CIO union

claims jurisdiction over the marine engineers; and an independent

union claims jurisdiction over both classes of ship personnel. An
AFL union and a CIO union are both organizing radio operators

on ships. According to an estimate in 1939, about 25 per cent of

the licensed personnel and 85 per cent of the unlicensed seamen

were members of unions.^

Employer organizations. There are over 40 employers' associa-

tions in the maritime industry. Only a few of these associations,

however, bargain on a coast-wide or regional basis. The American

Merchant Marine Institute, which contains the major lines in the

Atlantic and Gulf areas engaged in international, intercoastal, or

coastwise shipping, bargains on a coast-wide basis with the union

of the unlicensed seamen, the National Maritime Union. Bar-

gaining on the East Coast for licensed personnel and longshoremen

is on a port-by-port basis or by individual companies.

On the Pacific Coast the employers have more readily joined

together for united action in the past. The following three em-

ployers' associations are coast-wide and negotiate coast-wide

agreements for their members: the Pacific American Shipowners'

Association, the Waterfront Employers Association of the Pacific

Coast, and the Shipowners' Association of the Pacific Coast.

These three associations have many duplicate members, especially

the first two, which have the same president. The Waterfront

Employers Association and the Shipowners' Association also co-

operate very closely on labor policy, both signing the same coast-

wide agreement with the Longshoremen's union. The Pacific

American Shipowners' Association negotiates agreements with

licensed and unHcensed seafaring personnel for its 20 members
operating in foreign, intercoastal, and intracoastal trade. The
Waterfront Employers Association with 33 members negotiates a

single agreement with the Longshoremen's union, covering all its

members in all West Coast ports. The Shipowners' Association,

consisting of the operators of steam schooners carrying lumber

and general cargo, negotiates both with the unions of seagoing

personnel and with the Longshoremen's union. The agreement

^ CJ. U. S. Social Security Board, The Maritime Industry and Unemployment Compen-

sation, 1939, p. 102.
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with the longshore union contains a special paragraph permitting

sailors to perform longshore work on steam schooners where that

has been the practice. The Waterfront Employers Association of

the Pacific is composed of four regional waterfront employers'

associations, for which it is authorized to negotiate longshore

agreements. All large companies, and practically all small com-

panies, that use longshore labor are members of one or more of

these regional associations.

Experience with collective bargaining. The earliest written

agreement with an employers' association in the maritime industry

was secured by the seamen on the West Coast in 1902. The
Pacific Coast has always tended to lead the East Coast in both

union organization and collective bargaining. Unions of seamen

were formed in the 1870's and early 1880's. Employers' associa-

tions, to combat the new seamen's unions, were formed in 1885

by employers on the Great Lakes and on a coastwise basis for the

Pacific Coast. Following the Pacific Coast strike in 1886, the

Shipowners' Association of the Pacific Coast opened a hiring hall

to be operated on a nonunion basis and issued to seamen a con-

tinuous discharge or grade book containing the seaman's work

record. ^ These books were useful in barring union members from

employment. Shipmasters refused to hire anyone unless he came

through the hiring hall and had his grade book. These same

devices, by which shipowTiers could control maritime employment,

were widely practiced on the Pacific Coast again in the 1920's.

After having resisted the unions since 1885, the Shipowners'

Association of the Pacific Coast signed an agreement with the

Sailors' union in 1902. This agreement was soon followed by other

agreements with the three seagoing unions, so that the principal

West Coast lines were covered by written or verbal agreements

following 1902. These agreements, which were renewed without

interruption until 1921, provided for hiring through a union repre-

sentative in all ports and contained detailed wage schedules. In

1913 the longshoremen secured written agreements with two em-

ployers' associations in the Puget Sound region. The next year

the employers in San Francisco formed the Waterfront Employers'

Union to discourage the growth of the Longshoremen's union,

1 Material on W'cst Coast maritime labor before the first World War has largely

been taken from Paul Taylor, The Sailors Union of the Pacific, 1923.
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which the employers refused to recognize officially. In 1916, the

Longshoremen's union was defeated in a two-months' strike in

San Francisco.

In the East, the employers' association on the Great Lakes

began in 1900 to require each seaman to carry a welfare member-

ship book similar to the grade books introduced on the West Coast

in 1887. By 1903 the seamen on the Great Lakes had secured an

agreement with an employers' association composed of contract

and private carriers closely allied with the steel industry through

the great ore traffic. However, the agreement was not renewed

after 1907, when the association announced a return to an open-

shop policy. A U. S. Steel subsidiary, controlling about one third

of the freight vessels on the Great Lakes, dominated the labor

policy of the employers' association and discharged union men,

whose membership frequently was discovered through a spy sys-

tem. ^ On the Atlantic Coast, collective bargaining had not devel-

oped to any extent before this country entered the first World War
in 1917.

1. The war period. During the war, the Federal government's

labor policy largely determined the character of labor relations in

the maritime industry. Controlling about 300 vessels, the govern-

ment overshadowed the private operators. To assure an unbroken

flow of commerce, the government adopted for the first time a

policy of collective bargaining and collective agreements in the

maritime industry. On the Atlantic Coast, the U. S. Shipping

Board, with jurisdiction over vessel personnel, arranged for the

collective bargaining conferences that led to the "Atlantic Agree-

ment" of 1917, the first written agreement ever made between the

Seamen's union and the Atlantic operators as a body. On the

Great Lakes, the Shipping Board was able to eliminate the use of

continuous discharge books and exclusive use of employer-con-

trolled hiring halls, but was unable to arrange a signed agreement

between the Seamen's union and the employers' association. On
the Pacific Coast, the Board simply accepted the terms of the

existing agreements, which were renewed in 1918 and 1919 with

wage increases commensurate with those of the East Coast.

A National Adjustment Commission, composed of representatives

* CJ. H. E. Hoagland, Wage Bargaining on the Vessels oj the Great Lakes, 1917, especially

pp. 60, 87, and 95.
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of the Longshoremen's union, the employers, and the government,

was created in 1917 to act as an arbitration tribunal of last appeal

in disputes between the longshoremen and their employers.

Subordinate local boards were established in most of the major

ports, further indicating recognition of the union and the use of

collective bargaining. However, the San Francisco employers,

organized in the Waterfront Employers' Union, refused to deal

with the Longshoremen's union, and the arbitration system did

not function in San Francisco. After the war, the local tribunals

ceased to operate and the National Adjustment Commission lost

its power to make binding decisions.

With this encouragement by the Federal government, the mari-

time unions expanded rapidly. The membership of the Seamen's

union increased from 16,000 in 1915 to 103,000 in 1921. Of the

unlicensed ship personnel, 90 per cent on the Pacific Coast, 70

per cent on the Adantic Coast, and about 50 per cent on the Great

Lakes were organized in 1921. The Longshoremen's union ex-

panded from 25,000 members in 1916 to a peak of 74,000 in 1920.

Following the maritime strikes from 1919 to 1922, however, the

membership of the Longshoremen's union declined to 34,000 and

the Seamen's union to 18,000. By 1933 the Seamen's union had

only 8,000 members. ^

2. The doldrums of the 1920' s. After the war, the shipowners

began a movement to return to "normalcy" or prewar conditions

for longshore work. In a 16-week strike on the Pacific Coast in 1919,

all the war gains of the longshoremen were wiped out. As a means

of eliminating the union, the waterfront employers in California

ports set up company unions with discharge books and hired

longshoremen only from an employer-controlled hall. Under this

closed-shop arrangement, employment was restricted to members

of the "blue-book" union. During the 1920's, discrimination was

prevalent and grievances smoldered in the minds of men who had

little opportunity to present grievances or complain against "gyp"

practices. In some W^ashington and Oregon ports the Longshore-

men's union continued to exist without employer recognition or

agreements. As indicated in Chapter 6, the shipowners with

headquarters in San Francisco were able to enforce changes

^ Membersliip figures from Leo VVolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, 1936,

pp. 184-89.
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throughout the West Coast by playing one port against another

and threatening not to send ships to ports that failed to conform to

the orders from San Francisco.

On the Atlantic Coast the longshoremen were able to continue

their agreements after 1921 in a few ports, especially New York

City, so that organization there was stronger than on the West

Coast prior to 1934. On the Great Lakes there was complaint of

discrimination in the 1920's through a practice equivalent to the

discharge book.

The longshoremen have generally been aggressive and have

occupied a key position in the industry. Before the West Coast

strike of the longshoremen in 1919, the employers renewed their

agreement with the Seamen's union at an increase in wages. In

this way, the employers could play the nonstriking seamen against

the longshoremen in the 1919 strike, and the seamen's strike in

1921 could receive no support from the Longshoremen's union

defeated in 1919.

One reason for treating the seamen well in 1919 was that they

were needed to help bring the troops back home as rapidly as

possible. By 1921, however, when the seamen's agreement ex-

pired, the shipping industry was suffering from the postwar slump

and the government was trying to withdraw from direct partici-

pation in the industry. Over two months before the seamen's

agreement was to expire, the American Steamship Owners' Asso-

ciation unanimously decided to discontinue agreements with the

union. In an effort to find a solution, the Shipping Board an-

nounced a sharp wage cut and a new set of working rules, which

all operators using the Board's vessels were required to follow.

This action precipitated the 1921 seamen's strike. The Shipping

Board obtained injunctions against the strikers, and both the

Board and the Steamship Owners' Association refused to arbitrate

the strike. In 1922 the Association instituted another wage cut,

which reduced seamen's wages to 30 or 35 per cent below the

wage scales in 1920.

Except for a few isolated instances, no agreements were signed

with the Seamen's union from 1921 to 1934. Collective bargaining

had ended. In California the employers' associations were able to

suppress unionism by the exclusive use of employer-controlled

hiring halls for the employment of seamen. In addition, "grade"
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books were required for seamen, and company unions were

established for the hcensed personneh As in the case of the long-

shoremen, the seamen became resentful and bitter under the

reduced labor standards and the employment control exercised by

the employers. "The unredressed grievances and the unexpressed

hatreds of these years go far towards explaining the chaotic out-

bursts and the hotly contested strikes of the period after 1934." ^

Under employer control, the average monthly wages of seamen in

intercoastal trade did not increase during the boom period from

1924 to 1929, for shipping did not prosper, and by 1933, average

wages for able seamen reached the low figure of S47 a month.

^

3. The New Deal period. The passage of the NRA in 1933 served

to revive the maritime unions after a decade of quiescence, during

which collective bargaining was almost nonexistent for the seamen

and most of the longshoremen. However, none of the 27 proposed

shipping codes, except the one applying to the New York Canal

system, was adopted, so that maritime labor did not enjoy the full

benefits of Section la of the NIRA. ^ The workers accused the

shipowners of "stalling" and, especially on the Pacific Coast, began

to take matters in their own hands.

When the Waterfront Employers' Union of San Francisco

rejected the demands of the Longshoremen's union for union

control of the hiring halls, a six-hour day, wage increases, and a

coast-wide agreement, a strike on the whole West Coast ensued in

May 1934. Up and down the Coast the strike was joined by the

seamen, the licensed personnel, the teamsters, and other unions

in a united front. The four Wxst Coast regional employers' associa-

tions also formed a Coast Committee for united employer action.

For three days there was a general strike in San Francisco following

an attempt by business groups in the city to open the port by the

use of strike-breakers. Finally, both sides agreed to present the

strike issues for arbitration by a board appointed by the President.

This board handed down a coast-wide decision granting the 30-

^ Paul Elmo Hohman, "Maritime Labor in the United States: II," International

Labour Review, vol. 38 (September 1938), p. 381.

- Cf. William S. Hopkins, ''Employment Exchanges for Seamen," American Economic

Review, vol. 25 (June 1935), p. 252; and Merchant Marine Statistics, Fiscal Year 1937,

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation, 1938,

p. 69.

3 Federal Coordinator of Transportation, Hours, Wages, and Working Conditions in

Domestic Water Transportation, vol. 1, September 1936, p. 203.
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hour week, an hourly wage of 95 cents with $1.40 for overtime,

joint support of the hiring halls with actual administration by a

union-selected dispatcher, and the establishment of a bipartite

labor-relations committee in each port for the settlement of griev-

ances. These provisions are still the basic conditions in the long-

shore agreement covering the West Coast.

The Seamen's union was designated as the official bargaining

agency for the entire coast, following a vote conducted by the

President-appointed board that arbitrated the 1934 strike. Issues

that could not be settled by negotiation were arbitrated by a

special tribunal. The seamen obtained control of hiring by refusing

to take jobs except through the union hall.

On the Pacific Coast the period between 1934 and 1936 was

characterized by unrest and distrust. The employers complained

about the "left-wing" leadership of the Longshoremen's union,

the low output, and the repeated work stoppages in violation of

the agreement. The union blamed the antiunion actions of em-
ployers for such "quickie" strikes, and pointed to the fact that

certain employers waited many months after final appeal was

denied before paying the workers several hundred thousand dollars

of retroactive overtime granted them under an arbitration award.

In 1936 another strike occurred when a new agreement could not

be negotiated. The employers wanted penalties for violation of

agreements and actual joint control of hiring halls. The Maritime

Federation of the Pacific, formed in 1935 and then consisting of

13 affiliated unions, wanted material advances for its seagoing

organizations and refused to arbitrate the provisions of the 1934

longshoremen's award. For three months there was virtually no

water-borne commerce along the entire Pacific Coast. This time

no serious attempt was made to use strike-breakers, so little violence

occurred.

As a result of the 1936 strike, the Sailors' union obtained wage

increases, the eight-hour day with punitive overtime rates, union

preference in hiring, employment through union halls, and joint

committees for settling grievances. The new longshoremen's

agreement retained the 1934 gains and provided for preferential

hiring of union members. For a year after the Longshoremen's

union on the Pacific Coast voted in 1937 to affiliate with the CIO,

the Waterfront Employers' Association refused to recognize the
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union under its new name, so it was necessary to obtain a decision

from the National Labor Relations Board designating the union

as bargaining agency for the whole Pacific Coast.

On the Atlantic Coast, labor relations have been more satis-

factory during the last decade. Over four fifths of the man-days of

idleness caused by maritime strikes from January 1936 through

June 1939 occurred on the Pacific Coast. During the 1920's the

Atlantic Coast employers did not engage in all the antiunion

practices so systematically carried out on the Pacific Coast. Prior

to 1934 the Longshoremen's union on the Atlantic Coast main-

tained agreements in certain cities and was relatively stronger

there than on the West Coast. The leadership of the Longshore-

men's union on the East Coast has remained conservative and in a

strong position.

In December 1934 the Seamen's union on the Atlantic Coast

signed an agreement with 28 steamship companies, which gave

the seamen increased wages, employment preference for union

members, and machinery for settling grievances. This agreement

was stimulated by an intimation that the continuance of the

government's mail subsidies might depend upon observance of the

National Industrial Recovery Act by the East Coast shipping

companies. ^ Nevertheless, the conditions of the Atlantic agreement,

including wages and hours, were less favorable to the seamen than

those in the Pacific Coast agreement—a fact that caused consider-

able discontent, especially when the union leaders renewed the

Atlantic agreement in 1936 with some increase in wages but with-

out elimination of all the differences. Rank-and-file groups on the

East Coast began to challenge the leadership of the Seamen's union

and eventually, following an outlaw strike and elections by the

National Labor Relations Board, the new National Maritime

Union (CIO) practically displaced the old Seamen's union, which

has since been reorganized and renamed the Seafarers' Inter-

national Union. In 1937 the National Maritime Union signed an

agreement with the American Merchant Marine Institute covering

43 per cent of the shipping on the Atlantic Coast.

In June 1939 as much as 74 per cent of the total tonnage of the

U. S. merchant marine in coastal or foreign trade was under

collective agreement at least for some classes of ship personnel.

1 Hohman, op. ciL, p. 388.
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All of the unlicensed personnel was covered by collecUve agree-

ments with regional or national labor unions on 65 per cent of the

total salt-water tonnage. The corresponding figure for all licensed

officers was 38 per cent. About one third of the tanker tonnage,

mostly tankers operated by the large oil companies, was under

agreements with employee-representation plans. ^ On the Great

Lakes, collective bargaining is less well developed and the unions

are weaker.

The process of collective bargaining is further advanced among
longshoremen than among seamen. Virtually the whole labor

force of longshore workers on the Atlantic Coast is covered by

agreements in effect at 26 East Coast ports and 16 Gulf ports.

The agreements between the Longshoremen's union and the

New York Shipping Association practically determine the long-

shore labor standards in the North Atlantic ports as far south as

Hampton Roads, because each port follows the practice of basing

local agreements on the terms accepted by the organized water-

front employers in New York. South of Hampton Roads
the terms of agreements are not uniform from port to port

and they are inferior to the "North Atlantic standards. On the

Pacific Coast, practically 100 per cent of all water-borne ton-

nage is loaded and unloaded under the terms of a single agree-

ment covering the whole coast. Regional agreements are negoti-

ated for auxiliary longshore workers such as weighers, checkers,

and talliers.

In 1936 the U. S. Maritime Commission replaced the Shipping

Board. The Commission has insisted that the crews working on

vessels forming part of the fleet operated directly for the Com-
mission's account have the status of government employees.

Therefore, the Commission has refused to sign agreements with

the maritime unions and has hired its unlicensed personnel from

the registers of U. S. commissioners in various ports rather than

through union hiring halls. In 1938, Congress passed a law es-

tablishing a Maritime Labor Board to mediate disputes in the

industry, to encourage the practice and procedure of collective

bargaining, and to propose a permanent Federal policy for im-

proving maritime labor relations.

^ Data in this and the following two paragraphs have been taken from the Report

of the Maritime Labor Board, op. cit., pp. 42-43, 101-103, 112-16.
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Summary of contrasts. Although labor unions began to appear

almost as early in the maritime industry as in the railroad industry,

labor relations in these two industries have been in marked con-

trast, especially since the first World War. The railroads were

easier to organize because the employees live settled lives and the

labor turnover is comparatively low. Furthermore, the railroads

are much more vulnerable to the economic and political pressures

of unionism. Trains must run on schedule, and the operating

crafts, such as the engineers, are skilled workers who cannot be

readily displaced by strike-breakers. On the other hand, workers

can easily be recruited for the jobs of unlicensed seamen and

longshoremen. These maritime occupations have generally been

overcrowded.

The railroads have been more affected by public opinion than

the ship operators. The customer market for railroad service has

been different from the market for water transportation, which

has been used largely by employers who ship freight. More people

use the railroads, more people work on the railroads, and the

Federal government has regulated railroad transportation and

labor relations for a longer period of time and more strictly. In

the 1920's and 1930's the attitude of the various Federal agencies

toward the respective unions was more favorable in the case of

the railroads than in shipping, where both the Shipping Board and

the Maritime Commission had sharp and repeated conflicts with

the maritime unions.

Water transportation has been more competitive than rail

transportation because the seas are open to all ships. Shipowners

have, however, formed strong employers' associations, especially

on the Pacific Coast, that were able to play one port against

another and one union against another, because the employers'

organization had a wider base and was more inclusive than the

organization of either the longshoremen or the seamen. The
shipowners' associations practically eliminated the unions in

marine transportation from 1921 to 1933—a feat that the rail-

roads could not possibly have accomplished. Consequently,

during that period the practices of the employers and the attitudes

of the employees differed widely in the two industries. The rail-

road managements realized that they had to live with and deal

with the unions.
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In the maritime industry, much bitterness was engendered

during the 1920's and the early 1930's by the practices of the

employers, especially on the California Coast. The violent oppo-

sition of the shipowners bred a militant and radical leadership in

the workers' organizations. It has been said that, generally speak-

ing, employers get the kind of union that their policies tend to

foster. Even in the late 1930's, the shipowners, especially on the

West Coast, had not reached the stage where they were ready to

deal with the unions as permanent organizations in the industry.

Some employers were awaiting an opportunity to eliminate the

unions as had been done in the 1920's.

One result of suspicion and hostility between employer and

employee organizations on the West Coast has been the tendency

for workers to resort to direct action instead of relying upon the

arbitration machinery provided in the agreements for settling

secondary disputes. On the Pacific Coast between February 1937

and June 1939, there were 209 work stoppages by longshoremen

and 144 by workers in one of the six seafaring unions, all 353 stop-

pages in violation of existing agreements, which forbid strikes, lock-

outs, or stoppages of work for any reason during the life of the agree-

ment.^ The arbitration of secondary disputes naturally works

better on the railroads, where employees do not change employers

frequently; but the attitudes of both parties, and not the nature of

the industry, are largely responsible for this poor record in water

transportation.

^CJ. Report oj the Maritime Labor Board, op. cit., pp. 156, 165, 168, 172-73, 179-81,

184-85, 194.



CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

BITUMINOUS COAL

The soft-coal industry in this country has had a long and varied

experience with collective bargaining. During part of that experi-

ence, bargaining between the union and groups of employers'

associations has been on a regional or national scale, while at other

times it has been confined to local negotiations and agreements,

with most of the industry operating under nonunion conditions.

Since 1934, collective bargaining in bituminous (soft) coal has

been practically on a national basis, with over 70 per cent of the

nation's output represented at the negotiations leading to collective

agreements, and with 95 per cent of the workers in the union. The
United Mine Workers of America, with a membership of over

600,000 employees in both hard and soft coal, is the largest single

union in the world. Experience in the anthracite (hard) coal

industry in this country has, during most of the last three decades,

offered some interesting contrasts with the situation in soft coal.

All over the world, coal has been a "sick" industry since the

first World W'ar, suffering from a dcchning market and excess

capacity.^ In some countries, such as England and the United

States, the industry has experienced long periods of bitter price

competition, with prices below the full costs of production, because

the thousands of firms in the industry were unable to cooperate.

During the last two decades various countries have resorted to gov-

ernment regulation of coal production and prices in order to "stabi-

lize" the industry. In 1937 England finally turned to government

ownership (with private operation) of the country's coal resources.

Collective bargaining alone has not solved all the industry's

difficulties either here or abroad. Has such bargaining, however,

helped in some measure to cure the "sicknesses" from which the

^ CJ. The World Coal-Mining Industry, vol. I, International Labour Office, Studies and

Reports, Series B, No. 31, 1938.
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soft-coal industry in America has suffered? Has it improved earn-

ings and employment for the American workers who depend upon
this industry for a livelihood?

Economic conditions in the industry. The discussion of the

market theory of unionism in Chapter 20 indicated that the bitu-

minous-coal industry well exemplifies the conditions under which

employers are most likely to welcome a labor union as a stabilizing

influence: a large number of firms in the industry, labor costs

representing a large portion of the total costs of production, and

the industry no longer expanding rapidly in terms of sales. Con-

sequently, it is not surprising to find an expert newspaper reporter

stating that in 1933 shopkeepers in the former nonunion coal

areas in West Virginia "hailed the union organizers with an almost

evangelical fervor, supplied them with gasoline for their shabby

cars, and gave them a lift in the work of organization" and that

the employing coal operators this time "offered no resistance"

to the organization of their employees. ^

1. The mines. Bituminous coal is mined commercially in over

6,000 mines in 30-odd states. The thickness, the depth, the slant,

and the character of the coal veins varies considerably between

mines and even within the same mine, so that it is not feasible to

try to undercut some soft-coal veins by machinery. In addition,

mines vary in the distance between the mine and the consumers.

Such nonuniformity between mines has given rise to thin-vein,

machine, and freight differentials in wages, as a means of offsetting

the natural handicaps of certain mines. More will be said about

these wage differentials at a later point.

By way of contrast, practically all of the nation's hard-coal

deposits are concentrated in ten counties of Eastern Pennsylvania,

so that anthracite; coal is, in a sense, a "natural" monopoly.

2. Operators. There are about 4,000 operating companies in the

soft-coal industry. The largest producer accounts for only about three

per cent of the total output, and the largest 200 firms control no more
than about one third of the total production. Some of the largest pro-

ducers of bituminous coal are the so-called "captive mines," which

are owned by coal consumers such as steel and railroad companies

and which account for about one fifth of all soft-coal production.

^ Louis Stark, "The American Federation of Labor," Atlantic Monthly, vol. 155

(April 1935), p. 489.
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For purposes of bargaining collectively with the union, the

operators are organized into a number of state, regional, and local

employers' associations. However, the competitive interests of the

operators in different areas have been too diverse to permit them to

organize into a national association as the workers have done. With
such a lack of cooperation, it has not been possible for the soft-

coal operators to combine in restraint of interstate trade, which

would be necessary if they were to apply monopolistic restrictions,

since about three fourths of all soft coal is sold to consumers outside

the state in which it is mined.

In the Pennsylvania anthracite industry, on the other hand,

eight or ten companies own or control over nine tenths of the

available coal deposits, and some of these companies have been

closely interrelated through banking interests such as J. P. Morgan
and Company. In the 1920's, the miners complained that the

monopoly in hard coal afforded large returns to investors but low

wage payments to workers.

3. The miners. Between 400,000 and 500,000 workers were

employed in and around the soft-coal mines during the 1930's,

and some 100,000 more w^rc working for anthracite-coal opera-

tors. Two thirds of these workers were on piece rates, for those who
actually do the mining are paid by the tons of coal they mine,

while the others who work in and around the mine are paid by

the day. Coal miners are used to working at their own pace with

little supervision.

In this country, coal miners have represented a great variety

of nationalities, and as late as 1910 about half of them were foreign

born. Many coal miners live in isolated mining communities, in

which the houses, stores, and the land are owned by the coal

company. About half of the coal miners employed in 1930 were

working in essentially one-industry counties.^ Consequently, the

supply of labor in soft-coal mining is generally fairly inelastic.

Through control of real estate, retail trade, and local government,

the company may be able to charge excessive rents and prices

and to suppress freedom of speech.

The life of a coal miner is not an easy one. Coal mining is a

hazardous occupation, with an average of about 2,000 workers

^ VV. C. Trapnell and R. Ilsley, The Bituminous Coal Industry, with a Survey oj Competing

Fuels, Federal Emergency Relief Administration, 1935, pp. 5-8.
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killed on the job each year. (The death toll per 1,000 full-time

workers is much lower in German and English mines.) Further-

more, the average number of days worked per year in the

1930's ranged from 146 to 199 in bituminous coal. Statistics

show that between 1899 and 1934, freight-car shortages, mine

breakdowns, and other causes of lost time accounted for 12

times as many days of idleness for soft-coal miners as did strikes

and lockouts.^ Chronic underemployment was characteristic of

bituminous-coal mining even in the 1920's, when the industry

averaged but 188 days of work a year. With one pay en-

velope and one year's earnings varying considerably from the

next, coal miners know what economic insecurity actually

means.

4. Prices and costs. The price structure in bituminous coal has

been extraordinarily flexible. Not only have prices fluctuated

widely, but on a certain day the price at the mine for a given grade

of coal frequently has varied between customers and markets.

For example, the minimum price for a certain grade of lump coal

in a group of mines in the Clearfield district of Central Pennsylvania

on January 1, 1935 was S2.50 for buyers in two market areas,

S2.90 for those in two other market areas, and S2.85 for the remain-

ing market areas. ^ Such variations result from allowance for

diff'erences in the freight rates to various markets, from partial

absorption of freight rates by mine operators, from diff'erences

in the competitive situation in various market areas, etc. In the

past, before minimum prices were fixed by government agencies

under the NRA of 1933, the Bituminous Coal Conservation Act

of 1935, and the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937, it is claimed that

the bargaining power of various consumers had a marked eff'ect

upon the price structure, that the prices of soft coal for industrial

and railroad users were forced well below the cost of production,

while prices for coal commonly used for domestic fuel by house-

holders was relatively too high.

Most buyers of coal pay more to the railroad companies than

to the mine operators, for the railroads each year receive a larger

* F. E. Berquist et al., Economic Survey of the Bituminous Coal Industry under Free Competi-

tion and Code Regulation, Office of the National Recovery Administration, Division of

Review, Work Materials No. 69, March 1936, p. 48.

2 Report of the Committee on Prices in the Bituminous Coal Industry, National Bureau of

Economic Research, 1938, pp. 10-11.
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total revenue from bituminous coal than the mine owners. In

1938, for instance, the mine owners received an average of about

$1.90 a net ton for soft coal at the mine, while the average freight

charge per net ton hauled was S2.27, and the average retail price

in 38 cities was S8.61 a ton.^ Freight rates have represented a

rigid item in the delivered cost of coal to the buyer. Although the

average price of bituminous coal per net ton f.o.b. at the mines

fell from $2.68 in 1923 to SI. 27 in 1932 (a drop of over 50 per cent),

the average freight cost per net ton of bituminous coal hauled was

$2.30 in 1923 and S2.26 in 1932.2

In soft- and hard-coal mining, wages or labor average about

two thirds of all costs, while in other types of mining, wages gen-

erally constitute around one fifth of total costs. With wages such

a large proportion of total expenses, a considerable reduction in

costs in coal mining is bound to involve a cut in wages. Certain

other costs can, of course, be reduced, as, for instance, interest

and other fixed costs, royalties, and charges for depletion, which

together may account for as much as one sixth of all coal-mining

costs. ^ Indeed, it has been a common occurrence during the past

two decades for soft-coal companies to go through bankruptcy,

with the mines continuing to operate under new management and

under greatly reduced capital charges.

5. Demand. The demand for bituminous coal is largely a

demand for power rather than for fuel, and the chief consumers

are the nation's great industries. In the early 1930's about 75

per cent of the primary energy used by manufacturing industries

and by public utilities, and over 80 per cent of the locomotive

power used by the railroads, came from bituminous coal. Manu-
facturing plants account for over a third, railroads for over a

fifth, and electric utilities for over a tenth, of the total consumption

of bituminous coal. Consequently, the demand is in large measure

determined by the volume of industrial production and varies with

the business cycle.

The demand for bituminous coal, especially over a short period

1 CJ. Minerals Yearbook, 1939, U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines, 1939,

pp. 770, 786-87.
2 F. E. Berquist et al., op. cit., p. 32. Of all the coal sold in 1935, as much as 86 per

cent was loaded at the mine for shipment by rail.

^ For cost statistics, cf. Waldo E. Fisher, Economic Consequences of the Seven-Hour Day

and Wage Changes in the Bituminous Coal Industry, 1939, especially p. 39.
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of time, is not likely to be modified much by price changes at the

mines. ^ In most industries consuming soft coal, its price is but a

very small part—usually well under 10 per cent—of the total

cost of manufacturing the product, so that changes in the cost of

coal would have little effect upon the prices of the final products

of industries using coal for power or fuel. Indeed, almost half of

the bituminous coal mined is consumed by railroads, public

utilities, and steel companies, which have rigid price structures.

Furthermore, mii^^e prices are less than half the delivered price to

industrial consumers and less than one fourth of the retail price.

Consequently, mine prices must be changed substantially in order

to have much effect upon the delivered prices of coal to its con-

sumers. From 1923 to 1929 the average selling price at the mine

dropped from $2.68 to SI. 78, or about 34 per cent, yet the con-

sumption of coal in the United States was no greater in 1929 than

in 1923. Average mine prices again dropped 29 per cent during

the depression years from 1929 through 1932, yet consumption

declined 40 per cent to a figure of 307,000,000 tons in 1932—the

lowest figure since 1905.

Power is essential to production, and shifts to substitute fuels

require time. It is generally too costly to discard existing equip-

ment used to burn coal or to try to adopt it for the use of substitute

sources of energy like oil or gas. Yet there has been a definite

tendency since the first World War for other sources of power

(oil, natural gas, and hydroelectric) to displace coal, although the

amount of direct displacement may be difficult to determine.

Since 1918 the energy supplied by each of these three substitute

sources of power has increased about 200 per cent, while that

supplied by bituminous coal has actually declined.^ As a result,

bituminous coal now supplies less than half of the total energy

used in this country, compared with two thirds of the total in 1 920.

In addition, increased efficiency in its use has permitted the rail-

roads, steel companies, and public utilities to obtain the same

results with from 20 to 50 per cent less coal than was necessary in

1 920. These are some of the factors in the declining demand for

soft coal.

' For a further discussion of the demand for soft coal, cj. John P. Miller, "The Pricing

of Bituminous Coal: Some International Comparisons," in Public Policy, edited by
C. F. Friedrich and E. S. Mason, 1940, especially pp. 148-49.

^ Statistics from annual volumes of the Minerals Tearbook.
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6. Supply and excess capacity. Because it disintegrates rapidly,

bituminous coal cannot be stored for any length of time after it is

mined. For this and other reasons, soft coal is generally sold before

it is mined, which means that potential, not actual, output is

peddled in the market. The practice of selling unmined coal has

tended to depress prices because the industry, especially since the

first World War, has suffered from excess capacity. Even during

the year 1929 it operated at 29 per cent under capacity, and in

the peak year of 1937, operations averaged 37 per cent below

capacity—26 per cent below if calculated on the basis of a

five-day week.

Various factors have been responsible for such excessive capacity

in the industry. Capital investment in mining property and equip-

ment (excavation of the shaft, hoisting machinery, ventilating

systems, undercutting machinery, etc.) represents a permanent

investment of a highly specialized character. Neither the equip-

ment nor the property can be used for other kinds of business. And
mines once opened may deteriorate rapidly if unused for long

periods of time. Meanwhile, taxes, insurance, and interest on the

investment continue.

Through lower ton-mile rates for long hauls, by the extension of

railroad facilities to new coal lands, and in other ways, the railroad

companies have stimulated overcapacity and the opening of new
mines. The system of distribution of coal cars under the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has also contributed to overdevelop-

ment in coal. Where a shortage of freight cars occurs in the peak

season, the cars are arbitrarily prorated to each mine on the basis

of the physical capacity of the mines to load coal, without regard

to the cost of production, distance from the market, or other

economic criteria.

The union policy of "competitive equality" through wage

differentials has likewise helped to keep submarginal mines in

operation. Under this policy, relatively low wage rates are per-

mitted in mines handicapped by geological disadvantages or poor

location. Natural disadvantages that raise costs are partly absorbed

by the miners in the form of low rates per ton of coal mined.

Probably no collective agreement covering a large part of the

whole competitive area could have been reached on the basis of a

uniform wage scale for all operators, because that would have
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resulted in putting the mines in certain districts out of business.

The principle of "competitive equality" represents a compromise

that has not, however, been consistently applied. Operators

favored by nature or location have been permitted to retain some

of their advantages. Miners in thin veins are paid more per ton

than those in thick veins, but the rate is not high enough to com-

pensate them fully for the disadvantage of mining in a thin vein.

The union has also maintained that producers using machines for

mining should share with the miners the gains from machine opera-

tion, because of the necessity of preserving a competitive relation-

ship between machine producers and operators forced to mine

their coal by pick.

In practice the principle of "competitive equality" has repre-

sented a mixture of uniform standards and differentials. The
union has demanded a uniform work day and uniform rates of

pay for "day men," who are not on a piece-rate basis. It is only to

miners on tonnage rates (roughly two thirds of all workers in the

industry) that the system of differentials from the "basing-point"

rate for the area is applied, the differentials allowing for variations

(1) in the width of the coal seams, (2) in mining methods, or (3)

in freight costs from the mine to the market. Some wage differen-

tials are, however, simply historical hangovers, which are per-

petuated because investments, capital values, and jobs are based

upon them. Part of the blame for irregular employment and

earnings in bituminous coal rests upon this system of "competitive

equality," which, along with the other factors fostering excess

capacity, has helped in times past to produce ruinous nonunion

competition and price wars.

Largely because of increased mechanization of the mines, the

average output per man per day increased from four net tons in

1920 to over five net tons in 1932, the low year in total production.

In the late 1930's output per man averaged about 4.7 net tons a

day. With the downward trend in demand during the last two

decades, the number of men employed in the industry has declined

from a peak of over 700,000 in 1923 to around 470,000 in the late

1930's.

Regional bargaining. The first local union of coal miners

came into existence in 1849, and in 1870 the first wage agreement

with an association of coal operators was signed in the anthracite
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field. ^ In those early years, however, the fortunes of unions, in-

cluding those of the miners, changed rapidly. Although a Miners'

National Association had 35,000 members in some 12 states in 1875,

it disappeared the next year and only in 1885 was a new national

organization, the National Federation of Miners and Mine Workers,

formed. The next year (1886) this national federation of miners

met in a joint conference with certain operators from Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and West Virginia, and signed an inter-

state agreement with them, which fixed a scale of wages at basing

points in those five states and established a bipartisan board to

handle interstate disputes arising under the agreement. This was

the first experiment with interstate collective bargaining in bitumi-

nous coal. Its purpose was to adjust prices and to standardize

wages in order to avoid labor disputes, wage- and price-cutting,

and low returns for operators.

By 1889 this first attempt at interstate collective bargaining and

agreements had broken down. It was understood that the miners

would enforce the wage scale upon the other operators in these

states. That, however, proved difficult to do. In 1887 only 60,000

miners were union members out of a total of 280,000 mine em-

ployees in the country. Many operators who had not participated

in the joint conference, along with some who had signed the agree-

ment, refused to pay the adopted wage scale. First the Illinois

operators in 1888, and then the Indiana operators in 1889, with-

drew from the joint conference, claiming that they were suff'ering

from competition in unorganized areas. In addition, there was

bitter internecine warfare between the National Federation of

Miners and an assembly of the Knights of Labor formed in 1886 to

organize the coal miners. Although these two unions tried to

cooperate in the joint conferences, conflicts arose because the

Knights of Labor tried to undercut the union scale in certain areas

in order to gain recognition. This first experiment with regional

collective bargaining in the central states broke down because of

nonunion competition and the conflict between rival unions.

The failure of the joint conference and the disastrous results of

local strikes in 1889 caused the two rival unions in 1890 to combine

^ For more detailed historical material, cf. Arthur E. Suffern, The Coal Miners'

Struggle for Industrial Status, 1926; and David J. McDonald and Edward A. Lynch,

Coal and Unionism: A History oj the American Coal Miners' Unions , 1939.
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into the United Mine Workers of America, within which the two

unions (the former National Federation of Miners, then affiliated

with the AFL, and the miners' assembly of the Knights of Labor)

maintained some autonomy until the Knights' assembly was

dissolved in 1898. The United Mine Workers had 21,000 paid-up

members when it was formed, but by 1897 the membership had

fallen below 4,000. During the years prior to 1897, competition

had resulted in extreme price- and wage-cutting in bituminous

coal. In Illinois, for example, the average wages of coal miners

declined almost 50 per cent between 1895 and 1896, and in 1897

the average wage rate in coal mining was about 1 3 cents an hour. ^

As a result of this deterioration in labor standards, the United

Mine Workers convention decided to call a strike in 1897, which

was joined by 150,000 miners and lasted for 12 weeks. The miners

refused to settle the strike except by joint conference with the

operators in the entire Central Competitive Field, consisting of

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Western Pennsylvania. At such a joint

conference in 1898 an agreement was reached, establishing a

pick-mining rate of 66 cents a ton at Pittsburgh, compared with

40 cents a ton in a union agreement for the previous year, and

laying the foundations for a system of collective bargaining that

continued for almost thirty years.

1. Collective bargaining in the Central Competitive Field (7898-7927).

The Central Competitive Field Agreement of 1898 covered mines

producing about one third of the total output of soft coal at that

time. In addition to wage increases, it granted recognition to the

union and the eight-hour day. The union, in turn, agreed to give

the employers, who signed the agreement, all possible protection

"against unfair competition resulting from a failure to maintain

scale rates" of wages as designated in the agreement. To place the

union in a financial position to call strikes against operators refusing

to pay the wage scale, it was understood that the operators would

"check off^' or deduct union dues from wages when authorized to

do so by individual miners.

Except for three minor interruptions, the Central Competitive

Field agreements were renewed throughout the period from 1898 to

^ Cf. History of Wages in the United States from Colonial Times to 7928, U. S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 604, 1934, p. 332; and Paul Douglas, Real Wages in the

United States, 1930, pp. 152, 350.
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1927. Tonnage rates of wages were fixed at basing points on the

principle of "competitive equality," and day rates were established

on the principle of uniformity for all mines. The interstate joint

conferences were followed by state and district conferences, which

attempted to apply the terms of the general agreement to com-

ponent areas by raising or lowering wage rates to the same degree

that they were changed for the basing point in the district. These

district joint conferences, following the general conference, were

necessary because the widely varying natural and competitive

conditions in the industry made it impossible to fix wage rates for

each mine in a general, interstate conference. During the two-year

periods (1906-1908, 1910-1912, and 1914-1916), when the

joint conference for the whole Central Competitive Field failed to

reach an agreement, settlements were made by state and district

joint conferences. Probably the chief cause of friction in the inter-

state and district conferences was the question of wage differentials

or inequalities. At the Hearings on the Bituminous Coal Code in

August 1933, John L. Lewis, president of the union, said: "the

established differentials in many instances have been the source of

continued discord among miners and operators alike." The wage
differentials between various districts and mines have been in-

fluenced by local bargaining power and the competition of other

fuels as well as the miners' demands for more uniform earnings.

With the steady increase in tonnage and day wages under the

collective agreements for the years 1898 to 1903, the paid-up

membership of the United Mine Workers increased from under

4,000 in 1897 to 115,000 in 1900 and 247,000 in 1903. In 1902 the

president of the United Mine Workers would not allow the bitu-

minous miners to aid the striking anthracite miners by joining the

strike, on the grounds that collective agreements must be observed

so that the union would be respected as "a responsible body with

which to deal." Finally, after the strike had continued for almost

half a year, the President of the United States intervened in the

great anthracite strike of 1902 and, following a conference with

Mr. J. P. Morgan, the operators agreed to accept voluntary arbi-

tration of the strike. Under the arbitration award the miners

received a 1 0-per-cent increase in wages and the operators were to

deal with representatives of their employees. Although the union

only obtained full recognition from the anthracite operators in 1 920
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and although the anthracite wage negotiations first began to take

on the semblance of a joint conference in 1912, the union's member-
ship in the anthracite field began to increase following the 1902

strike. Except for a voluntary wage cut accepted by a union vote

of the bituminous miners in 1 904, the wages in soft coal continued

to increase under the collective agreements. By 1913 the union

had a total paid-up membership of 378,000, or about two thirds of

all coal miners in the country.

With the rapid increase in prices following 1915, the union ob-

tained wage increases in 1916 and 1917 on the grounds that the

cost of living and profits were rising faster than wages. After the

United States entered the war in 1917, an act was passed creating a

Federal Fuel Administration to fix coal prices. Early in 1918,

following a joint meeting under the auspices of the Fuel Adminis-

tration, the union accepted an agreement to run for the duration of

the war but not beyond March 1920. This "Washington Agree-

ment" gave the miners a wage increase and contained an "auto-

matic penalty clause" providing that 81.00 a day be deducted

from the miners' wages for violations of the agreement. This

penalty clause is still contained in collective agreements in the coal

industry. In return for signing this agreement, the Fuel Adminis-

tration granted the operators an increase of 45 cents a ton in the

price of coal, thus permitting low-cost operators to put from 20 to

22 cents of extra profit in their pockets. ^ One result of this price

and market situation was that between 1916 and 1919 the number
of commercial mines in operation increased over 50 per cent and

the production of bituminous coal in 1918 amounted to 579, 000,000

net tons, the highest yearly figure on record in this country.

In the 1917 convention of the union, the delegates from states

outside the Central Competitive Field threatened to break up the

Interstate Joint Conference. They objected to the system of

regional bargaining by which operators and miners in the Central

Competitive Field states established the basic rates that were then

applied nationally to other regions in the North, South, and West.

A compromise was worked out whereby union representatives of

outlying districts were permitted to sit in with the miners at the

Interstate Joint Conference and to speak on questions afi'ecting

their districts. However, the operators in the Central Competitive

1 Arthur E. Suffern, op. cit., p. 97.
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Field steadfastly refused throughout the whole period of the Inter-

state Joint Conferences to permit operators outside the Central

Competitive Field to take part in the collective bargaining which

fixed the basic rates. The Central Competitive Field operators

wished to make the changes in basic rates, which would then be

forced upon their competitors in other regions by the union. It was

this peculiar arrangement for setting national wage rates by

regional bargaining that broke down in the late 1920's because

of competition from nonunion operators in states outside the

Central Competitive Field.

In the Fall of 1919, a year after the Armistice was signed and

after the Federal Fuel Administration had ceased to function, the

bituminous-coal miners demanded a wage increase. Their wages

had remained fixed for a year and a half, while retail prices had

been increasing. In anthracite coal, the operators had granted

the miners a 40-pcr-ccnt increase effective November 1, 1919. But

the bituminous operators and the Federal administration refused

to consider a request for increased wages in soft coal, arguing that

the agreement really ran until April 1920, and that any strike to

force wage increases before then would be a violation of the existing

collective agreement.

The United Mine Workers called a bituminous-coal strike on

November 1, 1919; but the Federal Attorney General obtained a

court injunction forbidding the officers of the union to promote

the strike by the payment of strike benefits and directing them to

withdraw the strike order. The injunction was based upon the

allegation that the Federal legislation creating the Fuel Adminis-

tration was still in force, for technically we were still at war with

Germany because the United States had not as yet signed a treaty

of peace. Although the acting president of the union complied

with the court injunction, many workers continued to strike, and

a large number of union representatives were cited for contempt

of court in disobeying the injunction. Finally, in December 1919,

the miners accepted a temporary wage increase and the appoint-

ment of a Presidential Commission to arbitrate the matter. This

Commission granted the miners a 27-per-cent increase in tonnage

rates and an increase of a dollar a day for men on day rates. The

result was that, at the basing points in Western Pennsylvania and

Ohio, pick-mining rates were SI. 12 a ton, machine rates were 94
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cents a ton, and the rate for inside day labor was S7.50 a day. A
collective agreement was signed, based on the Bituminous Coal

Commission's award, and these 1920 rates were maintained in

union agreements negotiated for the following seven years.

During the war, prices and wages had been fixed by the Federal

Fuel Administration for both union and nonunion fields. The pro-

duction and consumption of bituminous coal had also increased; the

paid-up membership of the United Mine Workers had expanded

beyond 440,000 by 1921; and the Central Competitive Field

states (Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana) continued to

produce about 70 per cent of the nation's total output of soft coal

until 1921. The postwar demand for bituminous coal, however,

began to fall off with the depression of 1921, leaving the industry

with a large volume of excess capacity. The result was resort to

price- and wage-cutting, especially in the nonunion coal fields

of Kentucky, West Virginia, and Virginia. ^ More and more of the

nation's total output of soft coal came from these three nonunion

states until in the late 1920's they were supplying more tons of

bituminous coal than the four states of the Central Competitive

Field.

Because the employers refused to meet to negotiate a new agree-

ment as provided in the 1920 agreement, a bituminous-coal strike

was declared on April 1, 1922. The anthracite agreement expired

on the same date, so some 158,000 anthracite miners went on

strike at the same time. The operators in both branches hoped to

achieve a wage reduction. In anthracite not a pound of coal was

mined during the five months of the strike, but in bituminous only

about 450,000 out of 640,000 miners remained on strike during

the four and a half months before an agreement was signed, con-

tinuing the 1920 wage level for soft coal in the Central Competitive

Field. The invasion of the markets of the struck mines by the non-

union coal, which continued to be produced during the strike,

finally forced the bituminous operators to capitulate. The collec-

tive agreements signed in 1922 covered about 70 per cent of the

country's output of soft coal.

In 1923, following an investigation by a United States Coal

^ During the war the Southern mines were about 50 per cent organized, but the

union was unable to complete the organization after the war because of yellow-dog

contracts, injunctions, the antagonism of employers' associations, etc.
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Commission, the 1920 level of wage rates was reaffirmed and

certain inequitable differentials in various districts were read-

justed. At the Jacksonville conference in 1924 the union was able

to induce all the districts in the Central Competitive Field to sign

an agreement, renewing the 1920 scale for a three-year period.

However, this last Central Competitive Field agreement was

broken by many of the operators long before it expired on April

1, 1927.

2. Collapse of regional bargaining from nonunion competition. Shortly

after the Jacksonville Agreement was signed, most of the nonunion

operators, especially in the South, began to reduce their wage

rates. The nonunion coal fields were then paying about $5.00 a

day for day workers, compared with a standard of S7.50 for union

fields. Table 39 indicates the course of average wage rates per

hour for all workers (day and tonnage rates combined) in the four

Central Competitive Field states (Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio,

and Indiana) and in three important Southern states (West Virginia,

Kentucky, and Virginia). Wage reductions in 1923 and 1924 were

accompanied by price-cutting, so that the average price of coal

at the mine in the nonunion field of Western Kentucky was about

30 per cent below the average price in the neighboring state of

Indiana, its union competitor.

TABLE 39. AVERAGE HOURLY EARNLNGS LN BITUMINOUS COAL, 1921-1937 ^

Central Competitive Three Southern All states

Field states slates

Period of survey Dollars Index Dollars Index Tears Dollars Index

Oct. 1, 1921-

Feb. 15, 1922 0.894 100.0 0.819 100.0 1933 0.495 100.0

Last quarter, 1924 0.885 99.0 0.699 85.3 1934 0.679 137.2

Nov. 26, 1926-

Mar. 22, 1927 0.860 96.2 0.670 81.8 1935 0.712 143.8

First quarter, 1929 0.707 79.1 0.616 75.2 1936 0.745 150.5

First quarter, 1931 0.662 74.0 0.552 67.4 1937 0.862 174.1

Feb. 1933 0.458 51.2 0.374 45.7

Wage- and price-cutting in the nonunion fields led to a shift

in the production of bituminous coal. In 1919 the Central Com-

petitive Field states produced 58 per cent of the country's total

^ Data from the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and taken from F. E. Berquist

et al., op. cit., p. 75; and from VV. E. Fisher, Economic Consequences of the Seven-Hour Day

and Wage Changes in the Bituminous Coal Industry, 1939, p. 92. The figure for October

1921 -February 1922 includes only two Southern states as data for Virginia are not

available.
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output, compared with a figure of 25 per cent for the three Southern

states already mentioned. By 1927, however, these three Southern

states, with 44 per cent of the United States total, had surpassed

the four Central Competitive Field states. Between 1919 and 1927

the tonnage produced by West Virginia and Kentucky doubled.

It is not surprising, therefore, that union operators began to

break their union agreements and to operate on a nonunion basis

within a year after they had signed the Jacksonville Agreement.

In the Fall of 1924 and early in 1925 a number of large coal com-

panies, controlled by Rockefeller, Bethlehem Steel, and railroad

interests, repudiated the collective agreement and abandoned the

Jacksonville wage scale. The union charged that such repudiation

was part of an attempt by large buyers of coal, especially the rail-

roads, to eliminate the union from the industry. Several railroad

companies shut down their own "captive" mines to purchase coal

from Southern producers, expecting thereby to force their miners

to accept nonunion working conditions. During the ensuing

strikes between 1925 and 1927, when the last Central Competitive

Field Agreement expired, many buyers refused to purchase union

coal and even threatened to boycott operators who signed agree-

ments with the union. ^ Some Northern operators substantiated

the union's claim that certain railroads tried to force an open-shop

policy upon operators in the North by threatening to buy perma-

nently in the South.

Operators in the Central Competitive Field insisted that non-

union competition broke down the whole system of regional

collective bargaining in the 1920's, that wage- and price-cutting

in nonunion fields robbed them of their markets, making it im-

possible to maintain union standards. They claimed that severe

competition forced all but one per cent of the coal companies in

central Pennsylvania to break the Jacksonville Agreement before

it expired.^ However, the union maintained that it was unable to

organize nonunion fields in the South partly because a number of

companies that operated under union agreements in the North

employed mine guards to drive the union out of existence in the

South. ^ Even the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers operated

* The Effect of Labor Relations in the Bituminous Coal Industry upon Interstate Commerce,

National Labor Relations Board, June 30, 1938, pp. 31, 38.

2 Ibid., p. 39. 3 CJ. D. J. McDonald and E. A. Lynch, op. cit., p. 170.
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its New Rivers Collieries in West Virginia on a nonunion basis,

insisting in 1924 that it would be unable to meet nonunion compe-

tition if the union wage scale were paid.

3. Period of local collective bargaining (1927-7933). The termination

of the interstate agreement in 1927 was followed by a strike of

almost 200,000 union miners in soft coal. However, the flood of

nonunion coal from the South and from Northern mines that had

previously broken the Jacksonville Agreement rendered the strike

ineff'ective. In addition, the strikers were restricted by a number
of extreme injunctions forbidding meetings or discussions.^ After

a stubborn struggle for 16 months, the union admitted defeat,

permitting each district to negotiate agreements as best it could.

From the middle of 1928 to the middle of 1933, the only impor-

tant areas under union agreements east of the Mississippi River

were Illinois and part of Indiana. Some local agreements were

negotiated in Pennsylvania and Ohio, at wage rates slightly above

those paid in nonunion mines. It is estimated that in 1933 no more

than 15 per cent of the total output was produced under union

agreements.- In 1930 and 1931 the union's dues-paying member-
ship in soft coal was only about 100,000. From 1928 to 1933 there

was an open rev^olt against the leadership ofJohn L. Lewis, which

led to revocation of the charter of the Illinois district and to the

formation of the Progressive Miners of America in addition to the

National Miners' Union organized by the communists.

Generally speaking, wage rates and the mine prices of bitu-

minous coal declined about 20 per cent from 1924 to 1929 and

over 45 per cent from 1924 to 1932. Wage- and price-cutting

during this period resulted in low earnings and bankruptcy in the

industry. In the early 1930's some coal operators were reported to

have joined miners on the relief rolls and in the bread lines. ^ The

miners began to join rival and radical unions to such an extent

that in 1931 and 1932 some companies are alleged to have signed

agreements with the United Mine Workers in order to counteract
*

'left-wing" tendencies among the miners. By then, mine owTiers

who had gone nonunion in the 1920's were admitting that the

situation was much worse than when the union was strong enough
^ For example, at Rossiter, Pennsylvania, a judge issued an injunction banning all

meetings and songs on a lot that was more than a quarter of a mile from the struck

mine of a coal company in which the judge admitted he had S6,000 invested.

2 Berquist et al., op. cit., p. 6. ^ Louis Stark, op. cit., p. 489.
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to enforce some wage stability in the industry. Operators who had

sworn in the 1920's that they would never deal with the union

were ready by 1933 to welcome the union organizers and to sign a

new interstate agreement. ^ In a number of respects, conditions in

the industry during the years prior to 1933 resembled the situation

prior to 1898.

4. Collective bargaining in the Appalachian region following govern-

ment intervention (7933 to date). No union took more advantage of

Section 7a of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 than did

the United Mine Workers. Within a few months after the passage

of that law, the miners' union had tripled its membership and had

organized more than 90 per cent of the workers in the industry.

Many of the former nonunion mines in the Southern states were

organized under the legal protection of Section 7a.

In drawing up the NRA code for the industry, it was recog-

nized that the Central Competitive Field was no longer the com-

petitive area and that stabilization of the industry required joint

solution of the North-South competitive relationships. With the

signing of the bituminous-coal code in September 1933, the Appa-

lachian Mountain area, extending from Pennsylvania to Alabama,

became the bargaining unit in the industry. Including Pennsyl-

vania, Michigan, Ohio, Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, and

parts of Kentucky and Tennessee, the Appalachian region accounts

for more than 70 per cent of the nation's output of bituminous coal.

Under this code, wage rates and prices were fixed and govern-

ment support was given to the wage scales established by collective

bargaining so that nonunion operators enjoyed no wage advantages.

When the NIRA was declared unconstitutional in 1935, the

Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935 was passed, empower-

ing boards to fix prices and giving legal authority for the extension

of the hours and wages provisions in collective agreements to all

operators in the various districts. In 1936 the Supreme Court

declared the Bituminous Coal Conservation Act unconstitutional,

and in 1937 a Bituminous Coal Act was passed, which provides for

the fixing of coal prices. In short, beginning in 1933 the govern-

ment has helped to enforce price stabilization in the industry, and

from 1933 to 1936 the government, by fixing minimum wages in

^ Cf. idem; and The Effect of Labor Relations in the Bituminous Coal Industry upon Interstate

Commerce, National Labor Relations Board, June 30, 1938, pp. 44-46.
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coal, enabled the Appalachian operators to conclude union agree-

ments granting higher wage rates to their employees. The Federal

government has granted the industry some of the advantages of

monopoly, such as price-fixing, presumably because the union and

collective bargaining alone were not sufficient to "stabilize" the

industry by preventing wage- and price-cutting.^

The Appalachian Joint Conference establishes the wage rates

for pick and machine mining in thin or thick veins for certain

districts and localities in the Appalachian states. These regional

agreements form the basis for subsequent agreements in the out-

lying districts. Under the first Appalachian Agreement in 1933,

the basic day wage for inside skilled labor was S4.60. Under the

fifth Appalachian Agreement signed in 1939 and in effect until

April 1941, the same worker is paid S6.00 a day. The Southern

territory has enjoyed a 40-cent-lower day rate since 1933, which

means that, relatively speaking, the Southern differential has been

reduced as wages have increased. Since 1933 the proportion of the

total production of the Central Competitive Field states has in-

creased slightly at the expense of the Southern states, but there has

not been the violent shifting of production between states that

characterized the decade before 1933. Wage differentials between

the North and the South and between producing fields within

both territories are, however, still a troublesome problem.

The first four Appalachian Agreements each granted some

increase in wages, and the fifth one provides for the union shop.

The United Mine Workers argued that the existence of a rival

AFL union made a closed shop necessary in order to enforce em-

ployee discipline, if the penalty clause for oudaw strikes was to be

continued as part of the collective agreement. Since the second

Appalachian Agreement, the miners have enjoyed a seven-hour

day and a 3 5-hour week with time-and-a-half for overtime begin-

ning in 1937.

A study has been made of the economic effects of the second

Appalachian Agreement, which provided for wage increases and a

reduction in hours to seven a day and 35 a week.- Comparison of

the months before and after the agreement took effect on April 1,

^ For a critical discussion of the coal program of the Federal government and some

international comparisons, cf. John P. Miller, op. cit., especially pp. 169-75.

2 Waldo E. Fisher, Economic Consequences of the Seven-Hour Day and Wage Changes in

the Bituminous Coal Industry, 1939.
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1934, indicates that it raised the average hourly earnings of all

workers in bituminous coal about 22 per cent (from 58.4 to 71.4

cents). ^ Data from mines accounting for approximately two

thirds of the nation's total output indicate that total mining costs

per ton increased about 14.5 per cent (labor costs rose 18.5 per

cent) following the wage and hour changes.^ However, the in-

crease in prices, fixed by the Code Authority with the support of

the Federal government, was more than sufficient to offset the

rise in costs, so that operators' margins or returns on investment

more than doubled after the second Appalachian Agreement.

Whether the increases in coal prices that accompanied the wage

increases caused a relative reduction in the volume of coal sold

thereafter is difficult to determine. For reasons already explained,

the demand for bituminous coal may not be affected immediately

by price changes. Shifts to substitute sources of power and fuel

take time. Furthermore, during the years following 1933 there

was an upswing in the business cycle so that the consumption of

bituminous coal increased over 30 per cent between 1933 and 1937.

General remarks. With the assistance of price regulation by

the Federal government, the union has been successful in securing

wage increases and shorter working hours. It has not, however,

been successful in increasing the average number of days worked

in a year above 200. Consequently, the earnings of many miners

are still low because of unemployment.

Collective bargaining and government regulation have elimi-

nated the extreme price- and wage-cutting that led to demoraliza-

tion of the industry. They have not, however, been able to bring

about a significant reduction in the excess capacity of the industry

either by eliminating a large number of mines or by increasing the

demand for the product. Abolition of the various wage differentials

would, of course, help to close many uneconomic mines, but would

also result in the permanent lay-off of many employees in some areas.

Higher wage rates seem to have stimulated the mechanization of

mining and the increased use of machines for loading coal. Such

mechanization appears to have more than offset the increase in the

number of workers employed as a result of the reduction in the

work week to 35 hours. Consequently, the problem of surplus

labor and underemployment continues to plague the industry.

^Ibid.y p. 10. ^ Ibid., p. 38.
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Recent experience in bituminous coal presents an excellent

example of the limitations of collective bargaining even when the

Federal government assists in maintaining a stable price structure.

Modification of competition within the industry cannot stop the

competition of substitute products, and higher prices have not

helped to prevent the relative decline in the demand for the

product. Although collective bargaining may prevent demoraliza-

tion within the industry and preserve good labor standards, it

cannot cause an increase in the volume of sales of bituminous

coal. It cannot help to increase employment in the long run,

although it may prevent the exploitation of the workers in a

declining industry, especially where many of the workers live in

company towns. In short, collective bargaining is not a cure that

will bring about the recovery of a sick industry.



CHAPTER THIRTY

CLOTHING

The public has always had a special interest in the garment

workers, because a large number of women work in the industry,

because the industry has tended to breed unsanitary sweatshops,

and because it is concentrated in large cities. More than one

third of the manufacturing employees in New York City are

clothing workers, most of whom are women. It was estimated

that in the middle 1930's over half of all organized women workers

in the country were in one of the clothing unions.

The two outstanding unions in the needle trades, one of men's

and the other of women's garment makers, each has a total mem-
bership in excess of 250,000 workers, and each has had 25 or 30

years of experience with collective bargaining. During the 1920's

the clothing unions engaged in various experiments involving

union-management cooperation, joint schemes for unemployment
insurance and dismissal compensation, low-cost housing projects,

and labor banks. Likewise they are well known for their educa-

tional, cultural, and recreational activities, which have included

Broadway "hits" and summer schools. The presidents of the

clothing unions, who have had socialistic leanings, have been

especially interested in national issues and programs for national

planning and industrial stability.

The clothing unions have applied programs of industrial stabi-

lization to their own industry. To some extent they have re-

organized the structure of the industry in order to limit competi-

tion and prevent wage-cutting. Today both the men's and women's

branches of the clothing industry are subject to an elaborate

machinery of private control and regulation, enforced jointly by

the unions and the employers' associations. In addition, the

clothing unions are famous for the private machinery they have

established for the settlement of labor disputes, especially the

813
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institution of an impartial chairman who has the power to hand
down binding decisions. Labor relations in men's and women's
clothing production were fairly peaceful during the 1930's, when
many other industries were experiencing widespread strikes and

labor "growing pains."

In 1939 the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in

men's clothing and the International Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union in the women's branch of the industry included in their

membership about 90 per cent of the workers producing men's and

boys' suits, coats, and pants and women's suits, coats, shirts,

dresses, and blouses. In 1937 the Amalgamated concluded its

first national agreement covering 85 per cent of all the men's

coat-and-suit production in this country. Since 1935 the ILGWU
has had a joint collective arrangement with employers, which

covers 95 per cent of the women's coat-and-suit industry and is

designed to maintain working standards and fair trade practices.

The industry. The clothing industry is divided into various

branches. Largely on the basis of capital requirements and scale

of operations, these may be classified into two main groups. One
group, which is favorable to operations by small-scale contractors

because considerable handwork is required, includes men's and

boys' outer garments, women's dresses and outer garments, fur

goods, and hats and other headgear. The other group, which is

less favorable to subcontracting and small establishments because

machinery is more widely used, consists of men's shirts, collars,

and cuffs; underwear and nightwear; men's garters, suspenders,

and neckwear; corsets; men's overalls and work clothes; etc.

Another possible grouping of the various branches of the industry

is that indicated by the jurisdictions of the unions in the needle

trades: (1) men's clothing except workclothes, (2) women's

clothing, (3) hats and other headgear, (4) furs, (5) gloves. In

addition to factory or ready-made clothing, there is custom tailor-

ing and dressmaking.

1. Style. In clothing, especially women's clothing, style plays

a very important role. Every year there are some 300,000 different

styles and types of women's clothes. Style tends to determine the

size of producing units, keeping them small and "exclusive." By

fixing limits to the use of machine processes, it restricts capital

investment. It is an important factor in causing the industry to be
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concentrated in large Eastern cities, especially in New York which

is considered "the market."

Style also influences merchandizing practices. Wholesalers or

jobbers, not working on orders, must stimulate sales. Especially in

women's clothing, nothing stimulates sales as much as changes in

style, so the jobber strives to have "something new" almost every

week.

The seasonal nature of the industry is tied up with changes in

fashions. Style, therefore, helps to ordain when certain clothing

workers shall be unemployed and for how long. In part it is also

responsible for the high rate of mortality of firms in the industry.

With ever-changing style patterns, especially in certain kinds of

women's clothing, competition is keen, and firms may lose large

sums in the form of rapidly depreciating inventories.

Fashion helps to cause small contracting firms to flourish in

certain branches of the industry, especially in New York City. In

a market dominated by style and seasonality, merchandizing

considerations may be more important than improvements in the

technique of production. Contracting for the production of his

stock of garments enables the wholesaler or jobber to conduct his

operations with a minimum of risk, because he knows his produc-

tion costs in advance and can avoid the overhead cost of idle

equipment during off-season periods. In a market dominated by

style and seasonality, there is some advantage in a contracting

system that permits flexibility and expansion or contraction of

operations with little responsibility or risk.

2. Fluctuations in employment and sales. The clothing industry

is greatly affected by seasonal factors and swings in the business

cycle. Of 24 industries studied for the period from 1923 through

1931, women's clothing evidenced the greatest seasonal variation

in payrolls and men's clothing ranked sixth. ^ In percentage terms,

the seasonal fluctuations were over twice as great in women's

clothing as in the men's branch of the industry. In a normal year

during the 1920's, the full weeks of employment in women's

clothing in the New York market ranged from 25 to 40 weeks a

year. The Brookings Institution study of America's Capacity to

Produce contains an estimate that the average clothing worker

probably had from 30 to 36 full weeks of employment out of 52 in

* Simon Kuznets, Seasonal Variation in Industry and Trade, 1933, pp. 414-15.
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1929.^ In clothing there are two distinct seasons, with employment
reaching one peak in February, March, or April and another peak

in August, September, or October. The peaks are a month or two

earlier in men's clothing than in the women's branch.

In the past, seasonal variation in the industry enabled employers

to reorganize their shops in slack periods, to discharge employees

with whom they were displeased, and to beat down wages through

competition for the declining employment. Because even in the best

years the average clothing worker rarely works more than 45 weeks

a year, the problem of periodic spells of unemployment has occu-

pied a place of importance in the programs of the unions in the

needle trades. In order to prevent discrimination against union

members in slack periods, the unions have insisted upon the rule

of equal division of the work wherever feasible.

An interesting development occurred in the sales of various kinds

of clothing during the 1920's. It could be called "the decline of

man." Whereas in 1919 American consumers spent almost as

much for men's as for women's clothing (the difference was only

five per cent), by 1930 American families were spending twice as

many dollars for women's wearing apparel as they were for men's

clothing.^ This two-to-one ratio persisted throughout the 1930's.

The 20-per-cent decline in retail expenditures for men's clothing

from 1923 to 1929 was accompanied by a drop of over five per cent

in employment in the men's branch of the industry.^

That the clothing industry is severely affected by business

depressions is indicated by the experience from 1929 to 1933.

During that period payrolls and the value of the product of both

the men's and women's clothing industries declined more than

50 per cent.

3. Location and organization of production. The clothing industry

is concentrated in large cities, close to the market. Within each

city, clothing producers tend to locate in certain areas. About

three fourths of the ladies' garment industry and around one third

of the men's clothing industry is located in New York City. In both

branches of the industry, Chicago is next to New York in impor-

tance and Philadelphia follows.

^ Edwin G. Nourse et al., Americans Capacity to Produce, 1934, p. 218.

2 "Our Clothes Budget: Part 7 of the American Consumer Market," Business Weeky

June 8, 1932, p. 17; and Biennial Census of Manujactures.

3 Biennial Census of Manufactures, 1931, p. 309.
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The women's garment industry is highly concentrated in New
York City because style is so important and a large supply of

women workers is required. For cheaper goods, where fashion is

less important, a larger percentage of the production is located

outside New York City. For example, about four fifths of all

women's coats, suits, and silk dresses are produced in or around

New York City, but less than one half of all women's underwear

and only one fifth of all house dresses are produced in the New
York area.

More than one half of all men's clothing, except work clothes,

is produced in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Rochester,

and around 70 per cent of all employees in that branch of the

industry are in 10 cities having the largest output. Men's clothing

production is more scattered than women's clothing production

partly because fashion changes are less frequent and significant.

In both ladies' and men's clothing, the establishments in New
York City are small compared with those outside the New York

area. That is because small contracting shops are characteristic

of New York and because, in men's clothing, the New York shops

produce cheaper clothes whereas the Rochester, Cleveland, and

Chicago shops specialize in quality, trade-marked goods and have

from three to ten times as many employees per establishment.

The clothing industry is characterized by a large number of

small firms, most of which are proprietorships, partnerships, or

closed corporations. In men's clothing there are between 2,000 and

3,000 firms, and the women's branch of the industry contains

between 4,000 and 5,000 separate establishments. The average

number of wage-earners in 1937 was 38 in shops manufacturing

women's outer clothing and 62 in establishments making men's

suits and coats, compared with an average of 128 wage-earners

in shirt factories and 168 wage-earners in factories producing men's

underwear. In the ladies' garment industry, the six largest firms

together do not employ four per cent of all the workers in that

branch of the clothing industry, and in men's clothing no one

producer has more than three per cent of the total volume

of sales. ^

^ CJ. J. W. Hathcock et al., The Men's Clothing Industry, Office of the National Indus-

trial Recovery Administration, Division of Review, Work Materials No. 58, March
1936, p. 34.
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A number of factors explain why clothing is produced on a small

scale. Changes in fashion and seasons, along with the desire for

"exclusiveness," tend to operate against mass production. In the

making of a man's suit, for example, there are hundreds of opera-

tions to be performed, which vary with the style and the quality of

the materials used. Much of the work must be done by hand or

on a sewing machine. The technique of production of outer gar-

ments has not changed much since the beginning of this century.

Census figures show that all manufacturing plants use more than

10 times as much horsepower of mechanical energy per worker

as do men's clothing establishments, and over 20 times as much
power per worker as do women's clothing establishments. All that

is needed to start a clothing shop is a few sewing machines, which

can be rented and placed in a rented room. The jobber furnishes

the materials, so that contractors can begin as clothing manu-
facturers with as little as SI 00 of capital. As a result, the number of

firms in the industry varies considerably from time to time, with

fly-by-night manufacturers often in the business only at the peak

of each season.

Contract shops are generally smaller than the manufacturing

shops—called ''regular,'' ''legitimate," or 'inside" shops—that are

operated by the firm selling the garments, whether a manufacturer,

a wholesaler, or a jobber. About one half of the workers in shops

making women's dresses, coats, suits, and shirts work in contract

shops, while approximately one third of the employees in men's

clothing are employed in contract establishments. The contractor's

expenses are largely for wages, since the cut material is generally

consigned to the contractor by the jobber or wholesale house,

which frequently operates one or more "inside" shops. Before

union agreements regulated the jobber-contractor relationship,

the jobbers had the numerous contractors bid competitively for

the work. Such competitiv^e pressure upon contractors, whose

expenses were largely for wages, often led to wage-cutting, espe-

cially in the slack seasons. Structurally, financially, and stra-

tegically, the contractors were the weak link in the chain of pro-

duction and distribution; while the manufacturers and jobbers,

who were able to play one contractor against another and were

more permanent, had no responsibility for conditions in contract

shops. The contract shops, the irresponsible element in the indus-
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try, were frequently unsanitary "sweatshops" in tenement houses,

operating for long hours and at low wages. The greatest irregularity

in employment and the largest number of labor troubles occurred

in the contract shops.

In addition to the contract shops, there are submanufacturers,

who differ from contractors in that they normally perform the

cutting operation and go through the form of buying the material

from, and selling the finished product to, the wholesale house or

jobber. They are not, however, independent of the jobber, since

they are working on his orders.

Some large and influential buyers, like department stores and

retailing combines, have at times acted as their own jobbers by

contracting for the production of their clothing stock. ^ These

retail distributors, by virtue of their size and sales, may be in a

strategic economic position. For example, department and chain

stores account for over two fifths of all dress sales, while specialty

shops account for about one third of the total.

4. Costs. The biggest items of expense in the manufacture of

clothing are first materials and then wages. Taking all manu-
facturers of men's and women's outer garments as a group (in-

cluding contractors, submanufacturers, and regular manufactur-

ers), materials and wage? represent from 80 to 90 per cent of the

total value of the product. Wages alone are around one third of

the total costs of production. Most workers in these branches of

the clothing industry are on piece rates, although minimum hourly

rates are often established.

Studies indicate that even under union conditions, wage rates

are highest in the large cities (New York and Chicago) and lowest

in small cities and rural areas. For instance, during the last half

of 1934 average hourly wages in men's clothing in the 10 most

important cities were 71 cents, compared with 53 cents per hour

in cities with less than 50,000 inhabitants.^ Nevertheless, in New
York City under the contract system, costs of production are often

lower than they are outside of New York.

The workers. Women constitute about half of the workers in

men's clothing factories and almost three quarters of the em-

* Cf. Jack Hardy, The Clothing Workers, A Study of the Conditions and Struggles in the

Needle Trades, 1935, p. 165.

2 Hathcock et at., op. cit., p. 84,
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ployees in shops producing women's clothing. In New York City,

four fifths of the dress workers are women, and female employees

constitute over nine tenths of the workers in shirt factories. Many
of these female workers are between 16 and 24 years of age; most

of them do not remain in the industry for long periods of time. A
study by the Women's Bureau in 1932 revealed that one fifth of

the female employees in the sewing trades in Connecticut were

under 18 years of age.^ According to the U. S. Census, workers

between the ages of 10 and 17 constituted about 10 per cent of the

workers in the industry in 1930, and almost half of the female

employees then in clothing were married, widowed, or divorced.

As an indication of the shifting character of the labor supply in the

clothing industry, one author states that it was once estimated

that the membership in the New York local of dress workers com-

pletely changed every four years.-

Inexperienced female workers have been widely used because

most of the work in the industry, especially in ladies' garments,

can be learned in a very short time. The chief crafts requiring

special skill and years of training are the designers, who create

fashions, and the pattern makers, graders, markers, and cutters,

who represent the various stages in converting new designs into

the cut cloth. Thereafter, relatively littib skill is necessary except

when the garment requires a large amount of hand tailoring. The
skilled work is mostly done by men, whose strength is also generally

required to operate the pressing machines.

A large percentage of the clothing workers—about 40 per cent

in 1930—are foreign-born immigrants who speak a wide variety of

tongues and have very diverse backgrounds. This fact helps to

explain the emphasis that the clothing unions have placed on

educational programs. Jewish and Italian workers tend to pre-

dominate, and the common religion of the Jewish workers and

employers has helped to draw them closer together than in other

industries. Many of the leaders in the clothing unions are Jews.

Recently a number of Negro workers have entered the industry.

Labor and employer organizations. There are five principal

unions in the clothing industry. The International Ladies' Gar-

^ Women's Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor, The Employment of Women in the

Seivin^ Trades of Connecticut, 1932.

2 Elsie Gliick, Introduction to American Trade Unionism, 1935, p. 160.
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ment Workers' Union has jurisdiction over all branches of ready-

made women's and children's garments. In 1938 this union had
organized from 85 to 95 per cent of the dress, coat-and-suit, shirt,

blouse, and neckwear branches of the industry but had organized

only about one third of the workers in the larger and more scattered

factories manufacturing infants' and children's wear, underwear

and nightwear, and corsets and brassiers. The Amalgamated
Clothing Workers, with jurisdiction over the manufacture of

men's and boys' clothing, also has affiliates in gloves, neckwear,

shirts and cotton garments, cleaning and dying, and laundry

establishments. In 1936 the Journeymen Tailors Union became
affiliated with the Amalgamated. The United Garment Workers

of America likewise claims jurisdiction over men's clothing, but

its membership is confined mosdy to factories producing overalls,

work clothing, and raincoats. The union label is its chief source of

strength, and the principal employers' association with which it

deals is entitled the Union Made Garment Manufacturers' Associa-

tion. The jurisdictions of the remaining two unions, the United

Hatters', Cap, and Millinery Workers' International Union and

the International Fur Workers' Union, are indicated by their

tides.

All of these clothing unions are industrial in form except the

United Garment Workers, which is affiliated with the AFL and

might be called a union of associated craftsmen. Among the

factors explaining why the industrial rather than the craft form

has been adopted by the clothing unions are the following: the

large number of unskilled workers in the industry, the large number
of crafts peculiar to the industry, the isolation of immigrant cloth-

ing workers in large cities, the common religion of the Jews, and

the socialistic-intellectual outlook of the leadership. Nevertheless,

within the general industrial structure of these unions, the locals,

especially in New York City, are organized separately on the basis

of craft, language, or sex. The crafts are much the same in both

men's and women's clothing, and they include cutters, pressers,

sample makers, machine operators, finishers, tailors, and basters.

In each city the separate locals are combined into a joint board,

to which the locals send delegates. The joint board is the main

center of authority in each city, so the employers in each market

have only one agency to deal with. In women's clothing in New
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York City there are two joint boards, one for locals in the dress

branch and the other for the coat, suit, and shirt branch. The
executive board of the national union attempts to achieve some

uniformity in agreements and to equalize labor costs between the

several markets.

The clothing industry has been too divided in interests and too

scattered in location to permit organization of the employers in

one all-embracing employers' association. The economic interests

of the contractors are often opposed to those of the manufacturers

or jobbers. Under the NRA, for example, the contractors fre-

quently sided with the unions against the jobbers or manufacturers.

Also the employers in certain cities are in sharp competition with

employers in other cities or rural areas. Consequently, there

generally are two or more employers' associations in each city or

market area.

In men's clothing, each city usually has an employers' association

of manufacturers and another separate association for contractors.

That, for example, is true in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Rochester, ar^ Baltimore. Within each city the employers' associ-

ation may include all or a majority of the men's clothing man-

ufacturers or contractors, so that the union and the employers'

association can negotiate a city-wide agreement for that market.

In women's clothing, the employers' associations are also

divided functionally, with the membership of each association

composed chiefly of either regular manufacturers, or jobbers, or

contractors. Consequently, in the New York area there are three

employers' associations in the coat, suit, and shirt branch of the

industry—one for "inside" manufacturers, one for jobbers, and

one for contractors. In the dress branch, there are four associa-

tions. The dress jobbers have two, one of which includes jobbers

handling only low-priced dresses.^

Both the Amalgamated Clothing Workers' union and the In-

ternational Ladies' Garment Workers' Union have taken steps to

encourage the formation of employers' associations. The president

of the ILGWU has said: ".
. . even the organizing of employers

into trade associations has become an integral part of our program

^ CJ. Helen S. Hoeber, "Union-Management Relations in the Women's Clothing

Industry, New York Industrial Area, 1936," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 43 (July 1936),

p. 25.
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as a union." ^ His predecessor stated in 1929 that the employers'

associations had accepted the union's "proposition" that each

association join with the union to stabilize the industry, to main-

tain exclusive control in each field, and to exclude nonmembers.^

Employers' associations have also helped the unions to organize

workers. Employers' associations have signed agreements with

the ILGWU stating that "the parties hereto recognize the necessity

of unionizing the entire industry" in the New York area and that

the employers' association "will cooperate with the union" for

such purposes.

Of the 2,535 firms having agreements with the Amalgamated
in 1926, only 413 were covered by agreements made with em-

ployers' associations.^ In 1939, the agreements of the ILGWU
covered 8,640 firms in the United States and Canada, of which

7,320 were included under the union's agreements with 62 em-

ployers' associations. ^

Experience with collective bargaining. In order to avoid

confusion, it seems desirable to discuss the rise and growth of labor

unionism in women's clothing and in men's clothing separately.

Because the ILGWU was formed before the Amalgamated, union

experience in the ladies' garment branch of the industry will be

treated first.

1. Women's clothing. The decades of the 1880's and 1890's were

the period of "seasonal unionism" in the ladies' garment industry.

Unions rose and disappeared in rapid succession, with fluctuations

in business conditions, unsuccessful strikes, internal rivalries, and

struggles between dual unions. During this period, wages were

low; hours of work ranged from 60 to 70 a week, although they

were often indefinite during busy seasons; and working conditions,

in many cases, were indescribably bad.

In 1900, delegates from cloak-and-suit unions in four cities

met to form the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,

chartered the same year by the AFL. The new union's membership

remained around 2,000 until the successful strike of some 20,000

shirtwaist makers in New York City in 1909 and the "great revolt"

^ Cited in Herbert Harris, American Labor, 1939, p. 216.

2 Benjamin Schlesinger, "Rehabilitation of the Cloak-Makers' Union of New York,"

American Federationist, vol. 36 (December 1929), p. 1434.
^ Cf. C. E. Zaretz, The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, 1934, p. 176.

^Cf. Harris, op. cit., p. 217.
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of 55,000 coat-and-suit workers in the same city in 1910. The
latter strike, lasting seven weeks, finally resulted in the signing of

the famous "Protocol of Peace," which was the first collective

agreement between a union and an employers' association cover-

ing an entire large industry in New York City. This protocol,

largely conceived and formulated by interested citizens including

Louis D. Brandeis, contained principles that hav^e since guided

labor relations in the clothing industry. In addition to the prefer-

ential union shop, the 50-hour week, wage increases, and price

committees for fixing piece rates, it provided for a Joint Board of

Sanitary Control to assure safe and sanitary conditions in work-

shops and a joint Board of Grievances to settle disputes and pro-

posed changes in working conditions, with final appeal to a Board

of Arbitration serving as a supreme court for the coat-and-suit

industry. Relying upon this machinery for settling difTerences, the

protocol expressly prohibited strikes and lockouts, and "perpetual

peace" was expected to ensue.

The protocol did not mention contractors who, not being parties

to the agreement, were creating a competitive situation that was

undermining labor standards in the New York market. Conse-

quently, in 1911 and 1912 the Boards established under the protocol

ruled that it was in violation of the spirit of the protocol to send

work out of the city and that all contractors working for members

of the employers' association should register with the union so that

the latter could enforce union standards in all contract shops.

These rules represented the first recorded measures designed to

regulate contractor-jobber relationships.

In New York City the preferential shop led to the organization

of 90 per cent of the workers in the cloak-and-suit trade— 1,796

shops with 49,000 workers were covered by agreements.^ In 1913

a successful strike in the dress branch of the industry in New York

forced manufacturers into the employers' association and resulted

in an extension of the protocol provisions to the dress branch of the

industry. In the same year, protocol agreements were signed by the

Boston dress manufacturers and Boston cloak-and-suit manufac-

turers. In 1913 the union had about 90,000 members, four fifths

^ Statistical and historical material in this section is largely based on Louis Levine,

The Women's Garment Workers, A History oj the International Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union, 1924.
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of whom were under protocol agreements. In 1915, an agreement

covering practically all the cloak-and-suit production in Chicago

was signed after an arbitration award. Like other protocol agree-

ments, it prohibited strikes and lockouts and provided for a board

of arbitration and a wage committee with an impartial umpire or

price adjuster.^

The protocol machinery did not, however, operate smoothly

during the years prior to 1916. Most employers were not ready to

accept joint regulation and "industrial democracy." In New York,

submanufacturing was tried in order to avoid the protocol pro-

visions as interpreted by the Boards. Employers tended to dis-

regard the provisions for a preferential union shop, and the workers

engaged in illegal stoppages of work. When the New York em-

ployers' association in cloak-and-suit production disliked a Board

decision regarding the preferential shop, its members locked out

their employees, and the union countered by calling a strike that

lasted for 14 weeks during 1916. Public sentiment favored the

strikers. The agreement that terminated the strike abolished the

joint machinery established under the protocol. Soon thereafter

the protocol machinery was eliminated in other cities, giving way
to collective agreements of the traditional type.

Dissatisfaction with the protocol arrangements for settling piece

rates caused the union in 1919 to demand and obtain payment by

the week in all important cities. Postwar prosperity enabled the

union in its 1919 strike campaign to achieve wage increases, the

44-hour week, and various limitations upon contractors, such as

registration of contractors, the union shop, a minimum of 1 sewing

machines per contractor, equal division of the work between

contractors, and no additional contractors unless those already

engaged were busy. However, competitive pressures in the indus-

try after 1920 led to widespread violation of certain provisions of

the collective agreements with the union.

a. The 1920' s. In the 1920's the coat-and-suit trade, always the

bulwark of the union, suffered a steady decline in production and

employment as consumers' tastes shifted to fur coats and the lighter

products of the dress factory. From a paid-up membership of

over 100,000 in 1920, the union declined to 75,000 members in

* For material on the union in Chicago, cj. Wilfred Carsel, A History of the Chicago

Ladies'' Garment Workers'' Union, 1940.
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1923 and to 32,000 in 1929. With sales reduced, the employers'

associations in various cities launched a concerted, though un-

successful, campaign in 1921 to reintroduce piecework and to cut

wages. The union has generally used the organizing device of

striking against all employers in the market and then signing

agreements on new terms. This method puts pressure upon non-

union employers to sign an agreement in order to avoid further

strike difficulties and calls public attention to the dispute. In 1922

the union brought the New York cloak manufacturers into line

by obtaining an injunction restraining them from violating their

agreement with the union. Generally, however, injunctions have

been used against the union. In the 1924 dress strike in Chicago,

for example, a series of sweeping injunctions helped the manu-
facturers to defeat the union, 53 strikers having to serve jail sen-

tences for contempt of court.

During the 1920's the "fugitive" shops that moved out into small

towns for the purpose of evading the union presented a real prob-

lem. Local business or community organizations, in order to

attract new firms, would offer to pay the costs of moving the

machinery and training the workers, and sometimes would offer

to meet part of the costs of renting premises or furnishing power

and materials. ^ If the union succeeded in organizing the clothing

firm in its new location, the employer might move again, leaving

the union to face the angry charges of unemployed workers and

local "boosters." In view of the migration of firms and widespread

unemployment in the industry, it is not surprising that many
workers tried to "help" their own employers to meet competition

by secretly accepting wages below the union scale or by working

overtime at straight pay.

From 1923 to 1929 the union was weakened and almost wrecked

by an internal split. A communist faction gradually increased its

power within the union until it had gained control of the New
York Joint Board in 1925 and the Chicago Joint Board in 1926.

When the agreement in the New York cloak-and-suit trade expired

in 1924, the employers' association refused to accept the union's

demands and a deadlock occurred. The Governor of New York

intervened to prevent a threatened strike and appointed a fact-

finding commission to make recommendations that would serve as

1 Cj. Wilfred Carsel, op. cit., pp. 134, 238-40.

_,
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a basis for negotiating a new agreement. In its preliminary reports

in 1924 and 1925 and its final report in 1926, the Governor's

commission proposed wage increases, an arrangement for an un-

employment-insurance fund, and the limitation of contractors to

those with 14 or more machines, but it ignored the other union

demands such as a 40-hour week and a guarantee of 32 weeks of

employment a year. The international officials of the union

favored the commission's report as a basis for negotiating a new
agreement, but the communists in control of the New York Joint

Board opposed it and rejected the Governor's offer to arbitrate. A
26-week strike followed, which cost the union $3,500,000 and

ended in an agreement less favorable to the union than the terms

recommended by the commission. With the union heavily in

debt and the morale of the rank and file low, the influence of the

communists began to wane until they had lost control of the

New York Joint Board by 1928. Under the left-wing administra-

tion in Chicago the joint unemployment-insurance fund established

by agreement in 1926 was altered and practically eliminated.

Although the radicals were ousted from the Chicago Joint Board

in 1926, the problem of dual unionism continued for a number of

years.

In the late 1920's probably 75 per cent of all ladies' garments

were produced under nonunion conditions. Although some agree-

ments were signed with the several employers' associations, both

the associations and the union were too weak to enforce them. In

the small contract shops, piecework prevailed generally as a

bootleg method and other provisions of the collective agreements

were also disregarded. With little limitation or control of con-

tractors and submanufacturers, the industry became so demoralized

by severe competition that even the jobbers had become interested

in labor standards by 1929 and were anxious to combat the grow-

ing menace of "sweatshops." However, little was accomplished

in "stabilizing" the industry or jobber-contractor relations be-

tween 1926 and 1933 because of the disorganization of the union,

whose membership averaged only about 45,000 during that six-

year period.

b. After 7932. In 1933 the National Recovery Administration

provided the regulation and limitation of contractors that the

union had been unable to achieve. Under both the coat-and-suit
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code and the dress code approved in August and October 1933,

jobber-contractor relations were controlled in order to limit

competition and to eliminate competitive bidding. Under these

codes, a contractor could accept work only from the jobber desig-

nating him; jobbers could not change contractors without per-

mission; jobbers were required to distribute the work equally

among designated contractors; and the prices paid by jobbers to

contractors were determined, in the presence of an expert and a

union representative, on a "unit system" of labor cost plus an

additional sum for the contractor's o\'erhead.^ After obtaining

such competitive restrictions and minimum wages in the codes,

the union was willing to accept piece rates, which it had opposed

for 15 years. Agreements signed in the Fall of 1933 were based

on the code provisions, including the 35-hour week. By 1934 the

membership of the union had increased to 200,000, or five times

the 1932 figure.

Collective agreements in the coat-and-suit branch were renewed

in 1935 and 1937. The New York dress agreement was renewed in

1936 and 1939. The 1937 cloak-and-suit agreement in New York

limited the number of contractors and forbade a change in the

number of machines in a shop without agreement by all parties

concerned. When the National Industrial Recovery Act was

declared unconstitutional in 1935, the union and the employers'

association established a National Coat and Suit Industry Re-

covery Board, designed to stabilize the industry and to maintain

standards through the use of a Consumers' Protection Label

affixed to garments produced by member firms, which constitute

about 95 per cent of the entire industry. In 1938 the average

hourly earnings in union shops in the coat, suit, and skirt branch

were about $1.25 and in the dress branch about 80 cents.^ In 1939

full-time hours in the industry were further reduced to 32^ a week.

2. Men's clothing. Before the Amalgamated Clothing Workers

was established, the men's clothing industry was troubled by

periodic stoppages, and spontaneous strikes were so frequent that

they were regarded as a necessary evil in the industry. Concessions

^ Cf. Sherman Trowbridge, Some Aspects of the Women's Apparel Industry, National

Recovery Administration, Division of Review, Work Materials No. 44, March 1936,

pp. 19-23.

2 Max D. Danish, "The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union," Labor

Information Bulletin, vol. 6 (August 1939), p. 3.
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won by workers during busy seasons quickly disappeared during

slack seasons. By way of contrast, relations between the union and

the Hart, Schaffner and Marx clothing concern have not been

broken by a strike or lockout since the signing of the first agree-

ment in 1911. In 1910, 1911, and 1912, before any of the men's

clothing markets were organized, earnings throughout the indus-

try averaged 23 cents an hour, with 24 cents the average in New
York City and Chicago. Full-time hours averaged 55 a week,

although actual hours were often as high as 60 and 70 a week

because overtime at regular rates was very common. Throughout

the industry the average wage in 1938 was 77 cents an hour for a

full-time week of 36 hours, with hourly earnings in New York City

and Chicago averaging about 85 cents an hour.^

The United Garment Workers, a federation of clothing locals,

had been founded in 1891 with an AFL charter. Gradually,

however, the more radical rank-and-file workers in the large

cities became dissatisfied with the conservative and conciliatory

leadership of the United Garment Workers, especially its un-

aggressive policy in the Chicago strike of 1910 and the New York

City strike of 1913. An attempt to exclude from the 1914 conven-

tion of the union a large number of delegates from clothing centers

like New York City and Chicago led to the formation in that year

of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, which left the United

Garment Workers with about 20,000 members, mainly in the

work-clothes branch of the industry. In this split and the ensuing

rival union conflict, the AFL officials backed the United Garment
Workers, declaring the Amalgamated Clothing Workers a dual

union. The Amalgamated, with 40,000 members at the time of

its founding, did, however, have the sympathy and support of the

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, whose member-
ship, point of view, and tactics were very similar to those of the

Amalgamated. It was not until 1933 that the Amalgamated was

granted an AFL charter.

The 18-week strike in Chicago in 1910 had led to an agreement

* For wage and hour data prior to 1933, cf. Wages and Hours oj Labor in the Merles

Clothing Industry: 7932, U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 594, Later data,

based on surveys and statistics gathered by the union, have been taken from George

Soule, Sidney Hillman, Labor Statesman, 1939, pp. 229-31; and Gladys Dickson, "The
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America," Labor Information Bulletin, vol. 6 (June

1939), p. 1.
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with Hart, Schaffner and Marx, which, as an employer of 6,000

workers, was the largest clothing establishment in the world.

Sidney Hillman, president of the Amalgamated since its founding

in 1914, was a leader in this Chicago strike, which ended with but

one signed agreement. This first Hart, Schaffner and Marx agree-

ment was influenced by the Protocol of Peace, for it prohibited

strikes or lockouts and established a permanent Board of Arbitra-

tion to settle all differences. In 1912 a subordinate Trade Board,

corresponding to the Board of Grievances in the New York Pro-

tocol, was established with the added feature of an impartial

chairman. The impartial chairman is a professional adjuster,

paid by both sides, who understands the problems of the industry

and can render decisions promptly. In addition to being a court

of final appeal, the Board of Arbitration was given the power to

adjust wages and to fix piece rates. In 1916, special piece-rate

committees were established, with a third impartial member acting

when necessary. The provisions of the early Hart, Schaffner and

Marx agreements became the pattern for subsequent agreements

in the industry.

Following a strike in 1915, an agreement providing for a closed

shop and a permanent arbitration board was signed with two New
York City employers' associations. In 1919 the Hart, Schaffner

and Marx procedure and union conditions, including the 44-hour

week, were extended to practically all men's clothing manufac-

turers in New York City. Complete organization of the whole

Chicago market and establishment of the union's machinery for

settling disputes occurred in 1919 after violent employer opposition

and strikes in 1915 and 1916. The Rochester Clothiers Exchange,

formerly an antiunion employers' association, also signed an agree-

ment with the Amalgamated in 1919 following arbitration of a

strike. The Amalgamated was aided in its organizing campaign by

the War Department, which enforced certain standards of work

in the manufacture of army uniforms. In Philadelphia, for example,

the threat to withdraw lucrative government contracts was used in

order to force employers to grant their workers the right to organ-

ize and in order to maintain the labor standards prevalent in other

markets.^ By 1920 the membership of the Amalgamated had

^ CJ. Charles E. Zaretz, The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America^ A Study in

Progressive Trades-Unionism, 1934, p. 124.
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reached 177,000, which was three times the 1917 membership

figure.

a. The 1920^ s. During the 1920's the union's membership

declined, as did employment and sales in the men's branch of the

industry. As part of a general open-shop campaign, employers

and employers' associations in New York City, Boston, and Balti-

more instituted a lockout in 1 920 in opposition to the union and the

arbitration system. The New York market had been upset during

the inflation of 1919 and early 1920, because the employers had

ignored the machinery for fixing wages in the agreement, as

thousands of firms bid up wage rates. The New York City lockout

occurred after the union refused to allow abolition of the joint

machinery, including the impartial chairman for the market,

established in 1919. The 1920 lockouts involved 60,000 workers

and cost the union over 52,000,000 in New York alone. In the end

the union obtained a new agreement, but the New York City

employers' association was so weakened that it had to be replaced

by a new one in 1924, following a trade-wide strike in that city.

Experience in New York from 1920 to 1924 indicated how neces-

sary to the union's program are strong employers' associations.

In contrast to the lockouts in the three Eastern cities, the union

accepted wage cuts determined by the processes of negotiation and

arbitration in Chicago, Rochester, and other cities. The Rochester

market returned to the piece-rate method as a necessary measure

to reduce labor costs. It was during the 1920's that the union

experimented with union-management cooperation and production

standards to reduce costs.

Internal difficulties within the union prevented full enforcement

of the 1924 agreement in New York, which provided for an un-

employment-insurance fund first established in 1928. The 1926

agreement in New York provided for regulation of contractors.

Each jobber was required to register, with the impartial chairman,

the contractors he expected to use. Any change in contractors by

a jobber had to receive the approval of the union and the em-

ployers' association. At that time it was estimated that 75 per cent

of all men's clothing was produced under closed-shop agreements

with the union. ^

Relations between the union and the employers' association

* Zaretz, op. cit.y p. 211.
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continued unbroken in Chicago during the 1920's. In 1924 the

first unemployment-insurance benefits were paid in Chicago from

a joint fund established by an agreement. Philadelphia, the only

remaining major nonunion center, was organized in 1929 by a

very clever union campaign conducted without publicity. The
arbitration machinery that had been introduced in the other

large markets by 1920 was estabhshed in Philadelphia in 1930.

From the union's point of view, it was fortunate that the Phila-

delphia shops were organized before the depression of the early

1930's, which tended to destroy union standards and to depress

wages. The problem of runaway employers had plagued the

union in the 1920's. The migratory problem was particularly

troublesome in New York City because the contractors were not

organized into a strong employers' association. During the de-

pression, union agreements were ignored by firms in New York

and other clothing centers. In the midst of widespread unemploy-

ment, work standards were disrupted, wage cuts occurred in all

markets, and the evils of the sweatshop reappeared. Shops were

moved to nonunion areas and work was farmed out to nonunion

contractors, many of whom migrated out of the cities, especially

to rural areas in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Average hourly

earnings in Eastern Pennsylvania and in some nonunion shops in Bal-

timore fell to 21 cents in 1932, which was even less than the average

in the Chicago market 20 years earlier before the Amalgamated
was formed. Hourly earnings were highest in Chicago, where they

averaged 90 cents in 1930 and 65 cents in 1932. The wide differ-

ential between an average of 58 cents an hour in New York City

and 21 cents in Eastern Pennsylvania in 1932 indicates how non-

union competition was tending to undermine the whole structure

built by the union. ^ Throughout the industry, average weekly

earnings per year dropped from S22.84 a week in 1929 to SI 3.70 in

1932.- The membership of the union declined from 100,000 in

1930 to 70,000 at the beginning of 1932.

b. After 1932. Under the NRA, with its minimum wages, maxi-

mum hours, and Section la, the Amalgamated made a rapid

recovery. In 1934 its membership stood at 135,000, and by 1935

^ Earnings statistics taken from Wages and Hours of Labor in the Men's Clothing Industry:

1932, op. cit., p. 7.

2 Cf. J. W. Hathcock et al., The Men's Clothing Industry, National Recovery Adminis-

tration, Division of Review, Work Materials No. 58, March 1936, p. 81.
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the union had organized practically all of the men's clothing in-

dustry. Under the code of fair competition, the government regu-

lated the industry so that wage-cutting and sweatshop conditions

were practically eliminated. Jobber-contractor relationships were

also controlled, as they were in the ladies' garment industry under

the dress and coat-and-suit codes.

In 1937 a national agreement granting a 12-per-cent increase in

wages to workers in the men's coat-and-suit industry was announced

in the form of a joint press release. This negotiated increase repre-

sented the first bargaining on a national scale in the industry. A
study of the Amalgamated agreements in 1937 revealed that

practically all of them provided for the closed shop and that a

majority of them contained check-off provisions. Either piece-rate

or time-rate methods of payment were permitted, but where the

piece-rate system is followed, weekly minima are generally stipu-

lated and the piece rates are established by joint committees. When
style changes require that new piece rates be fixed, time studies

are conducted so that fair rates will be established. Several agree-

ments prohibit employers from moving outside the city during the

life of the agreement, and a number of them require that con-

tractors be registered and that any change of contractors by a jobber

must receive the union's sanction.^

In June 1939, following the signing of a two-year agreement with

the New York Clothing Manufacturers Exchange whose members
have 40,000 employees, the president of the Amalgamated promised

the New York City employers that no manufacturer with an

Amalgamated agreement outside of New York would pay less for

labor than employers were required to pay in New York. At that

time, the Amalgamated had agreements with nine tenths of all

employers in the industry. The president stated that the "general

organization" of the union was supervising the whole rate

structure throughout the industry so that the union could

guarantee employers in the various cities that labor costs for

a similar operation on a comparable garment would be the same

in all markets.^

The union adopted this stabilization plan because the inter-

1 Helen S. Hoeber, "Collective Bargaining by Amalgamated Clothing Workers,"
Monthly Labor Review, vol. 45 (July 1937), pp. 24-28.

2 "Contract and Wage Stabilization," Labor Relations Reporter, vol. 4 (August 21,

1930), p. 918.
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national office of the union was gradually losing control over wage
agreements as joint boards in the various cities competed with one

another to aid local employment under the pressure of declining

demand. The plan, involving the classification of garments into

certain grades so that labor costs can be made uniform for each

grade in all localities, comes into conflict with prevailing wage
differentials and is complicated by variations in garments. More-

over, the further limitations upon employers that the plan requires

may raise questions as to its legal status.

Industrial regulation under collective agreements. The lead-

ers of the clothing unions, practically from their founding, have

recognized that high wages and reduced hours could not be

attained without strict regulation of competition in the industry.

Unless contractors were limited and competitive bidding abolished,

average earnings of SI. 25 an hour, a full-time work week of 32^

hours, and joint unemployment-insurance funds would not be

possible.

Limitations upon competition and employers' freedom of action

under agreements in the clothing industry are numerous. In both

the men's and the women's branch of the industry, jobbers must

designate their contractors, and a jobber cannot change, release, or

increase his contractors without consent from the union and the

employers' association, or permission from the impartial chair-

man for the market, W^ith certain exceptions, jobbers must dis-

tribute their work equally among their contractors. Competitive

bidding by contractors is eliminated. Jobbers must pay con-

tractors a sum sufficient to meet union wage scales plus an addi-

tional amount to cover overhead and reasonable profits. Jobbers

must guarantee that union standards will be observed in the shops

of their contractors, and they are made financially responsible for

any failure of their contractors to maintain such union conditions.

The impartial chairman, designated by the union and the em-

ployers' association, can examine an employer's books and can

make final decisions on any complaint, grievance, or dispute. His

decisions are binding, and work stoppages are forbidden. In

New York City the decisions of the impartial chairman, by the

terms of the collective agreements, are deemed awards in accord-

ance with the Arbitration Law of the state. Upon the filing of

such a decision in a court of law, it becomes a judgment upon
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which execution may be issued.^ According to agreements in

both men's and women's clothing, an employer cannot move
beyond the five-cent fare hmit on the subways in New York City,

or the 10-cent fare Hmit in Chicago, during the fife of the agreement

without permission from the union or the impartial chairman.

Joint control and private regulation of the industry have been

even more extreme in the women's clothing industry in the New
York area.^ Agreements in the dress and the cloak-and-suit

branches of the industry in New York provide for joint regulation

of the introduction and use of new machinery. Both the employers'

associations and the impartial chairman can impose fines on em-

ployers violating the agreement, and discharged workers may be

reinstated with back pay. In the cloak branch, the impartial

chairman prescribes a uniform method of bookkeeping for the

industry. The union and the employers' association can examine

the books of members to make certain that they are complying

with the agreement. In the dress branch of the industry, each

department of a shop must be on either a weekly wage or a piece-

rate basis; while, in the cloak branch, certain occupations must be

paid by the week. Uniform piece rates are fixed at a meeting of

the representatives of the union, the jobber, and his contractors.

If the jobber and the union cannot agree, the impartial chairman

sets the rate. All overtime is prohibited and only one shift is

allowed.

In a U. S. Supreme Court decision in 1937, ChiefJustice Hughes
quoted the following statement in praise of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers:

Today the Amalgamated has collective agreements with clothing man-
ufacturers and contractors employing the greater number of clothing

workers in the United States. These collective agreements have brought

peace to that portion of the industry that has entered such agreements. . . .

The President of the New York Clothing Manufacturers Exchange, Inc.,

has stated that the "organization of collective bargaining machinery, the

establishment of an impartial tribunal, and the founding of unemployment
insurance are the outstanding achievements" in the industry and that the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers "has been perhaps the largest single

1 Cf. Sol A. Rosenblatt, "The Impartial Machinery of the Coat and Suit Industry,"

The Arbitration Journal, vol. 3 (July 1939), p. 226.

2 Material for this paragraph has been taken from Helen S. Hoeber, "Union-Man-
agement Relations in the Women's Clothing Industry, New York Industrial Area,

1936," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 43 (July 1936), pp. 24-33.
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contributing factor to the lasting peace and harmony that have char-

acterized those clothing markets where the Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers of America was the other contracting party to the collective agree-

ment.

The Chief Justice did not give his opinion of the methods used

by the union and the employers' associations to regulate the in-

dustry and to eliminate certain forms of competition. There may
be some question whether such restraints upon competition are

legal under the Federal antitrust laws.

1 National Labor Relations Board v. Friedman-Harry Marks Clothing Co. (1937), 301 U. S.

58, 73.



CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

IRON AND STEEL

The iron and steel industry presents a sharp contrast to indus-

tries Hke bituminous coal and clothing, with thousands of em-

ployers, no one of which controls even four per cent of the total

output of the industry. Productive capacity in iron and steel is

concentrated in a few large concerns, upon which most of the other

firms in the industry depend for materials. These few giant cor-

porations serve as leaders in establishing price and wage policies

for the industry. Unlike the clothing and soft-coal employers, the

employers in iron and steel are able to cooperate or to enforce

uniformity. The large steel companies do not need assistance from

labor organizations or the government to help them to stabilize

prices and to control trade practices. The economics of the iron

and steel industry in large part explains why steel was the "citadel

of antiunionism" prior to 1937.

The industry. There are various stages in the conversion of

iron ore into automobile bodies, steel rails, tin plate for containers,

or some other finished steel product. The successive processes tend

to divide into (1) the production of pig iron in blast furnaces,

(2) the production of steel ingots out of pig iron by means of the

open-hearth or Bessemer processes, and (3) the production of

finished steel products out of steel ingots in rolling mills. The
large integrated companies perform all of these successive stages,

whereas the smaller firms generally specialize in one stage, or

manufacture certain special finished steel products such as tools.

1. Location. The manufacture of iron and steel products is

concentrated in a few areas. Between 85 and 90 per cent of all the

industry's capacity is to be found in six states, and within those

states it is concentrated in certain districts: in the Pittsburgh-

Youngstown region, in the Chicago-Gary area, around Buff'alo,

New York, and around Birmingham, Alabama. About half of the

837
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industry's capacity- is to be found in the Pittsburgh, Chicago, and

Youngstown areas.

The availabihty of a cheap supply of iron ore and coal, both

of which are bulky, is the important location factor. Consequently,

transportation, especially by water, is of considerable significance.

Over one fifth of the employees in the industry work in communi-

ties with less than 10,000 inhabitants, and almost one half of them

work in communities with a population under 25,000. The com-

pany-controlled town, the company store, and company-owned

houses for employees are found where steel plants are located

outside the large cities. It has been estimated that 60 per cent of

the iron and steel companies rent or sell houses to some of their

employees and that about 15 per cent of the wage-earners in the

industry live in company houses. Perhaps 20 per cent of the com-

panies, especially in the South, operate stores either directly or

through agents.^ Even in the Pittsburgh area, one large firm was

reported in the early 1930's to have had a large proportion of its

employees in debt to the company's stores."

2. Concentration of control. A few large firms dominate the in-

dustry. Although there are some 200 companies manufacturing

iron and steel products, the U. S. Steel Corporation alone accounts

for almost two fifths of the industry's productive capacity. The
five largest companies own over two thirds of the nation's total iron

and steel capacity, while the 10 largest companies control all but

one fifth of the nation's capacity. The large companies are inte-

grated concerns, whereas the small firms are generally dependent

upon the few giants for supplies of materials such as pig iron,

steel ingots, etc.

Limitations upon competition are, however, much greater than

these figures indicate. In the case of a number of finished steel

products, there are less than five producers, perhaps because cosdy

special equipment is necessary to manufacture the article. For

example, only three or four firms produce armor plate and heavy

steel rails. In the case of these products, as well as tin plate, orders

have been allocated amongst the few producing firms with no

pretense at competition. .

^ CJ. C. R. Daugherty, M. G. de Chazeau, and S. S. Stratton, Th Economics oj the

Iron and Steel Industry, 1937, pp. 185-86.

2 Horace B. Davis, Labor and Steel, 1933, p. 144.
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3. Costs, The iron and steel industry is characterized by high

overhead costs. A single steel plant may represent an investment

of at least ^60,000,000/ and it is estimated that capital investment

in plants and machinery in the industry amounts to approximately

S10,000 per worker.

In the production of pig iron, overhead costs are double wages

costs, which are around five per cent of total costs. Materials and

fuel are big items. In the production of crude steel and finished

steel products, wages for all firms are about one third of total costs,

and are roughly equal to overhead costs and the cost of materials

and fuel. However, for nonintegrated producers the cost of ma-
terials is a much larger proportion of total costs than labor costs.

For the combined concerns in the integrated U. S. Steel Corpora-

tion, wages and salaries are more than double overhead costs,

and account for about 45 per cent of total costs.

4. Demand. Steel products are bought primarily by firms in

other industries, which use steel for equipment or as material for

their products. Normally, the automobile industry, the railroad

industry, and the industrial users of metal containers account for

approximately half of all purchases of finished steel products. A
single industrial group alone will buy from 50 to 95 per cent of

the output of many finished steel products.

For the most part, finished steel products, especially rolled

articles, are sold direct to industrial customers on order and not

through middlemen. Product specifications often prevent pro-

duction in advance for a general market. Direct sales to large

customers normally account for over two thirds of all sales. It

has been estimated that in 1934 at least 42 per cent of the total

tonnage of steel sold was shipped to less than 100 companies.^

In 1936 two companies alone are reported to have purchased

two thirds of all production of tin plate. In such cases the condi-

tions of sale, including the price, are matters of agreement (some-

times also bargaining) between the executives of the selling and

buying corporations.

Much of the demand for steel is inelastic because good substi-

tute products are not available and because steel represents a

relatively small percentage of the value of the products manufac-

^ Even a small nonintegrated mill may represent an investment of at least $5,000,000.
2 Daugherty, de Chazeau, and Stratton, op. cit., p. 51.
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turcd by industries consuming steel. As mentioned in Chapter 11,

only about S80 worth of steel goes into the average automobile.

Steel rails, nails, and metal containers represent but a small per-

centage of the total costs of the railroad industry, the building

industry, or the food and packaged material encased in metal

containers. The fact that the demand for steel is derived from the

demand for products like automobiles and building, or from the

demand for services offered by railroads and public utilities, all of

which are characterized by price rigidity, is of fundamental im-

portance to an understanding of price policies in the industry. A
study of the demand for the products of the consumers of steel

helps to explain why steel executives insist that the demand for

steel is affected primarily by general business conditions and very

little by changes in the prices of steel products. Inelasticity in the

demand for steel products also explains why officials of the union

have at times supported price maintenance in steel.

5. Pricing policies. Since about 1 900, the basing-point system of

pricing finished steel products has been used as a means of obtain-

ing price uniformity and preventing price-cutting. Under the

basing-point system, all producers, regardless of the location of

their mills, quote prices to customers as if the product were sold to

the buyer at one of the selected basing points, as if each basing

point were an organized market for steel products. The prospective

buyer is quoted a delivered price calculated by adding to the basing-

point price the hypothetical cost of shipping the product from the

basing point to the buyer's premises. On the other hand, pig iron,

semifinished steel (ingots and billets), and steel rails are generally

sold at the mill on a f.o.b. basis, not on a delivered-price basis

involving basing points and hypothetical shipping charges.

With the demand for most steel products relatively inelastic,

producers as a group would not gain by cutting prices. Further-

more, each producer is fairly certain that he will not be able to

increase his share of the total business by price-cutting, because

competitors will follow suit. "Secret" price concessions seldom

remain secret. Consequently, it is to the self-interest of competitors

to maintain high prices, and the basing-point system, by fostering

price uniformity on a national basis, has helped to "stabilize" the

industry. Various trade-association activities and the leadership

of the U. S. Steel Corporation in past periods also help to explain
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why quoted prices may not change for months or years, why price

changes are generally identical and on the same date at two or

more basing points, and why the price differentials between basing

points have evidenced little direct relationship to the freight rates

between those points.

6. Employment. Steel has been an expanding industry. In the

five years from 1935 to 1940, over $1,000,000,000 was spent for

new equipment and capital construction in the industry. Despite

labor-saving devices, the total number of workers in the industry

has continued to increase, reaching a peak of close to 500,000

wage-earners in 1937.

Although the long-time trend of employment in the iron and steel

industry has not been downward, the employees have suffered

from widespread unemployment or underemployment during

depressions, for iron and steel are primarily producers' goods,

subject to considerable price inflexibility. From 1929 to March 1933

and from the peak in 1937 to the low point in 1938, employment
in the industry declined 50 and 32 per cent respectively. Payrolls

in the latter period decreased 50 per cent.

In addition to cyclical swings, employment in the steel industry

is subject to seasonal fluctuations and unpredictable shutdowns

and lay-ofTs. The annual earnings for all workers in the industry

for the period from July 1932 to June 1933 were S560; for workers

given some work during each of the 12 months during that period

average annual earnings were S690, compared with SI,700 in 1929.

It was estimated that in 1939 the firms most efficiently managed
would commence to make profits when operations began to exceed

50 per cent of capacity.

7. Wages. Although there is a North-South differential of almost

30 per cent in iron and steel wages, there has been a high degree of

uniformity in the rates paid for common labor within the several

districts of the industry, and general wage changes customarily oc-

cur at the same time, with most firms following the leadership of a

few large companies. Wage scales in steel are, however, highly com-

plex, and it has been estimated that well over half of the wage-earners

in the rolling and finishing mills are paid on a piece-rate basis.

8. The employees. According to statistics for June 1933,^ plant

^ Figures in this paragraph taken from Daugherty, de Chazeau, and Stratton, op. cit.,

vol. 1.
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workers comprised about 83 per cent of all employees in iron and

steel, and 46 per cent of the industry's employees were in jobs

classified as unskilled. Presumably because much of the work in

the plants requires endurance and ability to stand high tempera-

tures, the industry had a larger percentage of its workers in the

age groups from 20 to 44 than was true for industry in general. In

1933 the industry also had a high proportion of foreign-born

workers—34 per cent of all employees. The large number of em-

ployees per plant is indicated by the fact that 82 per cent of all

workers were employed in establishments with over 500 employees

and 42 per cent in establishments having more than 2,500 em-

ployees.

Collective bargaining in the premerger period (1865-1892).

As early as 1865, a system of regular annual conferences and joint

agreements regarding wage rates and conditions of work was

introduced in the iron mills of Western Pennsylvania. This first

system of written agreements, negotiated between a committee of

the iron manufacturers and the United Sons of Vulcan (a union of

iron puddlers formed in 1858) lasted in the Pittsburgh area until

1874, when, following a strike over the issue of a wage reduc-

tion, all agreements were negotiated with the manufacturers in-

dividually. From the beginning, the agreements in the iron

industry provided for a sliding-scale system, whereby the wages

paid iron workers would vary directly and automatically with

changes in the price that manufacturers received for standard

iron billets.

In 1876 the Sons of Vulcan, then one of the strongest unions in

the country, joined with a national union of iron and steel heaters

and rollers and with a national union of iron and steel roll hands to

form a skilled iron workers' union called the Amalgamated Asso-

ciation of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers of the United States.

This union negotiated many agreements, especially in the iron

branch of the industry. In 1882 and 1889 the Amalgamated had a

membership of 16,000, and in 1891 its membership reached a peak

of 24,068, or about one fourth of the eligible workers employed in

the iron and steel industry. In 1891, just before the famous Home-
stead Strike, it is estimated that the union had slightly under 50

per cent of the steel workers in the Pittsburgh district, and in the

Illinois area the steel workers were somewhat better organized
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than around Pittsburgh. The main strength of the union, however,

lay in the craftsmen in the iron branch of the industry.

It was the failure of the union to establish itself in the rapidly

expanding steel branch of the industry that proved its undoing.

Beginning in 1892 with the unsuccessful strike at Homestead, one

of the best organized of the steel mills, the union began to decline

in power and prestige. The decline of the Amalgamated followed

the rise of large steel combinations associated with such names as

Andrew Carnegie, Henry Clay Frick, and Elbert H. Gary.

The open-shop drive (1892-1910). Until the 1890's there

had been a considerable degree of competition in the iron and steel

industry, despite some attempts at pools and gentlemen's agree-

ments. Under such circumstances, the system of agreements

with sliding-scale wages that was generally used in iron and partly

used in steel during the IBBO's helped to stabilize wages and prices.

Because Pittsburgh at that time enjoyed certain natural advan-

tages, enforcement of the union wage scale helped Carnegie to

drive competitors out of business or to absorb them, as he did in

1882 and 1890. After 1890, Carnegie Steel was in such a strong

position in the industry as a result of mergers that it was able to

challenge and defeat the union. In short, unionism in the iron and

steel industry was accepted and even encouraged until the com-

petitive situation changed in the 1890's and one firm became

dominant in the industry.

The steel operators had complained about the restrictions placed

by the union upon mechanical improvements, and the union's

resistance to the three-shift day. The union was not particularly

interested in reducing hours below 12 a day because most of the

skilled workers were on a tonnage basis. With the steel industry

experiencing an expanding market and a rapid rate of technological

change, the operators became anxious to eliminate the union that

they had tended to favor in the 1880's. The Carnegie Company
used the defeat of the union at Homestead in 1892 to eliminate

unionism entirely from its plants. In 1897 the Jones and Laughlin

Steel Corporation, the largest independent steel producer in the

Pittsburgh district, expelled the union. Indeed, between 1894

and 1900 the union was dislodged from practically all the steel mills

and most of the iron mills in the Pittsburgh district. It retained its

hold only in the iron mills west of Pittsburgh, in the steel mills in
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Illinois, and in most of the tin and hoop mills. In the late 1890's the

membership of the union fell to 10,000.

In 1901 the United States Steel Corporation was formed by the

merger of the Carnegie Company and a number of other firms in

the industry. At the time of its formation, the Corporation con-

trolled 43 per cent of the pig-iron production and 66 per cent of the

steel-ingot and castings production in the country. In certain steel

products the new Corporation enjoyed a complete monopoly. The
ultimate authority on labor questions was concentrated in the

executive committee of the Corporation.

The union realized that, through the U. S. Steel Corporation,

the antiunion policy of the Carnegie Company might be spread

throughout the industry. The Corporation's executive committee

had gone on record as "unalterably opposed" to any extension of

unionism in the mills of its subsidiaries. Following an attempt by

the union to extend its agreements to cover all the mills of three of

the Corporation's subsidiaries, a strike was called, which soon

became a general strike against all of the mills of the U. S. Steel

Corporation. As a result of defeat in this strike, the union was

forced to concede that 14 mills formerly under agreement would

henceforth be considered nonunion. From 1902 to 1909 the union

was dislodged from one mill after another in the U. S. Steel combine,

and, following defeat in a strike against placing the only remain-

ing union-recognizing subsidiary on a nonunion basis in 1909,

the Amalgamated was entirely eliminated from the mills of the

Corporation.

Shortly after its formation, the U. S. Steel Corporation estab-

lished its employee stock-owTiership plan and instituted an exten-

sive system of espionage to aid in discharging and black-listing

union members. Labor espionage had been used as early as 1892

by the Carnegie Steel Company. The Corporation extended its

antiunion policy to its coal and ore mines and to its railroad and

shipping lines. Other steel companies follow^ed the leader's policy

of refusing to recognize labor unions or to confer with union officials

in their official capacity. Refusal of Bethlehem Steel Corporation's

officials to recognize or deal with a machinists' union led to an

unsuccessful strike against the company in 1910.

The period of nonrecognition (1910-1936). Although the

union had been eliminated from the large iron and steel plants and
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survived only in a few small bar, sheet, and tin mills, strikes con-

tinued to occur. Strikes took place in Youngstown, Ohio, and

Braddock, Pennsylvania, in 1916, in which five strikers were killed

and six squares of the business district of Youngstown were burned

to the ground. Between 1916 and 1932 a total of almost 400 strikes

occurred in the iron and steel industry. In many cases they were

spontaneous strikes and guerilla warfare, in which the Amalga-

mated took no part. They arose from grievances against arbitrary

treatment and from complaints against the 12-hour day, which

was the normal working day for over two fifths of the workers in

steel in 1910, 1914, and 1919. Indeed, through espionage and

control of steel towns, the companies were able to combat the Amal-

gamated so that its membership only increased from about 7,000

in 1913 to around 16,000 in 1918. This was the war period dur-

ing which most unions expanded rapidly.

In 1918 and 1919, union organization was in the air. Perhaps

to forestall organization of their workers, the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation, the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company, and

the International Harvester Company introduced employee-

representation plans into their steel mills during those years. At

its 1918 convention, the AFL had adopted a program for organiz-

ing the steel industry, and a joint committee of 24 craft unions

having jurisdiction in iron and steel was established.

The organizing campaign began in Chicago and Pittsburgh late

in 1918. Despite the fact that union meetings were forbidden in

certain steel towns—one mayor said that "Jesus Christ himself

could not speak for the AFL" in his town—the joint committee

reported a membership of 100,000 in June 1919. The officials of

the U. S. Steel Corporation refused to meet with the union ofhcials

to discuss an agreement. Followmg mass discharges of union mem-
bers, a strike was called, and soon 350,000 steel workers had quit

the mills. During the strike, thousands of Negroes were imported

from the South as strike-breakers; two outside labor-spy agencies

were hired to supplement the espionage service of the U. S. Steel

Corporation; twenty strikers were killed; and full-page advertise-

ments appeared in newspapers implying that Huns, anarchists,

and the Bolsheviks were behind the strike. In the end the strike was

lost, partly because the 24 craft unions contributed little money and

fought with one another concerning jurisdictions.
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Defeat of the union in the 1919 strike caused its membership

and influence to dechne in the 1920's. The number of companies

having agreements with the Amalgamated declined from 41 in

1920 to 25 in 1929 and 13 in 1932.^ One of these agreements was

with a plant of the Republic Steel Corporation at Warren, Ohio,

where the Amalgamated cooperated with the company in 1932

to defeat a strike called by a communist-controlled union, the

Steel and Metal Workers Industrial Union. In the first quarter of

1933 the Amalgamated's membership in good standing was

reported at the low figure of 4,800. From 1920 to 1933 its member-
ship never represented as much as 10 per cent of the nation's steel

workers, and the members were concentrated among the crafts-

men in small tin-plate, sheet-steel, and wrought-iron companies,

rapidly becoming obsolete with the new technological advances in

the industry.

Following pressure from public opinion, including a request by

President Harding, the American Iron and Steel Institute in 1923

reluctantly agreed to strive to abolish the 12-hour shift in the

industry. In addition, the steel companies extended their "welfare"

programs in the 1920's. These programs included accident pre-

vention, employee stock ownership, pensions systems, mutual benefit

associations, group life insurance, recreation facilities, and so forth.

No new employee-representation plans (company unions) were

established in the large steel companies, however, from 1921 to 1933.

The New-Deal period (1933-1940). In order to understand

the developments in steel labor following 1933, it is necessary to

appreciate the eff'ects of the depression upon steel workers. In 1929

as many as 435,000 employees in the iron and steel industry were

receiving an average hourly wage of 63.5 cents and average annual

earnings of SI, 620. During the 12 months of July 1932 to June

1933, when the National Industrial Recovery Act was passed,

average wages were 48.5 cents an hour and average annual earn-

ings had dropped to S560—less than $11 a week. Although the

work had been spread until there were two and a half employees

for every full-time job, the number of employees had declined to

213,000 in March 1933, or half the number in March 1929. Dur-

ing late 1932 and early 1933, the steel mills of the country were

operating at only 15 or 20 per cent of capacity.

* Daugherty, de Chazeau, and Stratton, op. cit.y p. 944.
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In addition to lack of income and employment, the workers

frequently found themselves completely dominated by the company
both on the job and in the community. Systems for labor espionage

and for exchange of information between companies concerning

"agitators" and "undesirables" had put the fear of economic

punishment into the hearts of workers. The total trade-union

membership in iron and steel in the year prior to the NRA did not

exceed two per cent of the workers in the industry. About 20 per

cent of the workers employed in the industry were in seven com-

pany unions, of which the Bethlehem Steel Corporation's employee-

representation plan was the most important. The remaining

employees, averaging about 700 to a plant or mill, were supposed

to make their complaints individually at the front office or perhaps

to the president of the corporation. That this arrangement was

working none too well is indicated by the fact that strikes and

lockouts caused over 375,000 man-days of idleness in iron and steel

in 1932, the largest figure for any year in the 1920's and 1930's

except 1937.

1. Under the NRA {1933-1935). Company-initiated and company-

sponsored unions were established in most of the steel industry

immediately following the passage of the National Industrial

Recovery Act in June 1933. By the end of 1934 there were 93

employee-representation plans covering from 90 to 95 per cent

of the workers in the iron and steel industry. Although these plans

were under company domination, they represented a distinct

advance over the one-sided system of individual labor dealings.

That advance was indicated by the opposition of foremen and

superintendents, and by the growing independence of the officers

of some of the company unions. Although open revolt in the com-

pany unions occurred after the Supreme Court terminated the

NRA in May 1935, the plans did afford many workers some experi-

ence in collective dealing on an industrial basis during the NRA
period.

The Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers

attempted to take advantage of Section la of the NIRA through

an organizing campaign. Although the union's paid-up member-
ship did increase from 4,800 in the middle of 1933 to 19,000 in the

middle of 1934, it had dropped below 10,000 toward the end of the

NRA period. The craft outlook, uninspired leadership, internal
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factionalism, and past defeats of the union prevented it from taking

full advantage of the organizing opportunities. In addition, most

of the steel companies and the American Iron and Steel Institute

formed a united antiunion front while favoring employee represen-

tation. In 1934, for example, the Republic Steel Corporation

refused to renew written agreements for three of its plants that had

been under agreement with the Amalgamated for a period extend-

ing back to the years before they were merged with Republic. In

the Fall of 1933, the coal miners' union met stern resistance from

the steel companies in attempting to organize the ''captive" mines,

and even in 1934 the steel companies, although signing agreements

covering their coal mines, refused to recognize the union as such.

In a case involving Section la, a Federal judge handed down a

decision in February 1935, stating that the company-union plan

of the Weirton Steel Company complied in all respects with the

Recovery Act and refusing to grant the government an injunction

to restrain the company from interferring with the self-organiza-

tion of the employees. Despite Section la, the large steel companies

dismissed many workers for union activity. Under such circum-

stances, the Amalgamated was unable to establish or reestablish

collective bargaining and written agreements in the steel industry.

During the NRA period, two wage increases i;estored wage rates

to about the 1929 level, and full-time hours were further reduced.

In addition, thousands of grievances were brought to the attention

of the top management through the new employee-representation

plans. From 1934 to 1936 a total of 36,709 questions were settled

under the employee-representation schemes, of which 70 per cent

were decided in favor of the employees.^ Nevertheless, it was

difficult for companies with newly formed plans to develop the

management spirit and technique worked out by Bethlehem Steel

and the American Rolling Mills Company over a period of many
years. Many foremen tended to oppose the new method of settling

grievances because they felt that it "short-circuited" them and

undermined their authority.

2. The Steel Workers Organizing Committee. The National Labor

Relations Act was passed in July 1935. Within a few months the

steel workers in various plants of U. S. Steel subsidiaries, especially

^ Cf. Frederick H. Harbison, Labor Relations in the Iron and Steel Industry^ 7936 to 1939

(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Princeton University Library), 1940, p. 17.
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in the Chicago and Pittsburgh areas, were demanding wage
increases and were attempting to estabhsh central employee

councils for company-wide dealings. In a few instances, attempts

to establish independent unions were made. In January 1936,

eighty representatives from seven of the nine plants in the Carnegie-

Illinois Steel Corporation in the Pittsburgh-Youngstown district

formed a "central committee" to press for company-wide recogni-

tion and compulsory arbitration of unsettled grievances. By May
1936, there was organized unrest in practically all of the plants of

the Carnegie-Illinois Corporation, which, following a merger in

1936, employed about half of the workers in the entire U. S. Steel

Corporation, and nearly one fourth of all steel workers in the

country.

The convention of the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel,

and Tin Workers in the Spring of 1936 forced its officers to accept

the CIO proposal to contribute S500,000 toward a program to

organize the iron and steel industry. When the Steel Workers

Organizing Committee (SWOC) was formed in June 1936, it was

apparent that the organizing drive should be concentrated in

Carnegie-Illinois, where unrest and dissatisfaction with employee

representation was so widespread. The SWOC program involved

an attempt to discredit employee representation while capturing

its personnel.

Shortly after the SWOC campaign began, the president of the

U. S. Steel Corporation stated that the management was convinced

that the vast majority of the employees "resent the idea of paying

tribute for the right to work" and that, therefore, the management
stood "squarely on the principle of the open shop." ^ The corpor-

ation continued to support the plan of employee representation as

"the fairest method of collective bargaining." However, it hesitated

to grant the various demands of employee representatives, including

increased wages and the 40-hour week. Only after the 1936 elec-

tion, which was interpreted as an overwhelming victory for the New
Deal, was a wage increase granted. Furthermore, the corporation

established a precedent by signing agreements with employee

representatives, embodying the new wage scale. In November
1936, the SWOC filed a complaint with the National Labor Rela-

tions Board changing that the Carnegie-Illinois Corporation had

» U. S. Steel News, July 1936, p. 1.
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dominated and supported the company union and had coerced

employee representatives into signing the wage agreement.

Collective bargaining (1937-1940). A number of circum-

stances led the top officials of the U. S. Steel Corporation to sign an

agreement with the SWOC in March 1937 and to withdraw

recognition from its employee-representation plans. Early in 1937

there was a boom in steel, with plants operating at almost 90 per

cent of capacity. The employee-representation plans were tending

to disintegrate as many representatives joined the SWOC and

others made \'arious demands upon the management. At the time

the agreement with U. S. Steel was announced, the SWOC had

about 150,000 signed membership cards, but the collection of

dues had been suspended from November 1936 to April 1937. In

addition, the political situation, both in Pennsylvania and in

Washington, D. C, favored the union.

Although the Carnegie-Illinois agreement with the SWOC
only recognized the union as the representative for its own mem-
bers, it did tyrant the demands of the SWOC and employee repre-

sentatives for wage increases, the 40-hour week, and fmal appeal

of grievances to arbitration by an outside umpire. Only a few

small companies had signed agreements with the SWOC before

the Carnegie-Illinois agreement in March 1937. Two months

later, the SWOC claimed 110 signed agreements with companies

employing about 300,000 workers.

The Carnegie-Illinois agreement became a sort of standard

agreement for the industry. The experience of the top officials of

the SWOC had been in the United Mine Workers' union, so they

had originally aimed at establishing collective bargaining in steel

on an industry-wide basis between the union and an association

of the principal steel producers. They had in mind a sort of "Appa-

lachian Agreement'' for iron and steel. The Carnegie-Illinois

agreement meant the abandonment, at least temporarily, of

industry-wide collective bargaining and the substitution of sepa-

rate agreements with individual concerns.

The industry-wide program of the union received a setback

when, in a contest for the presidency of the American Iron and

Steel Institute in May 1937, the candidate of U. S. Steel was

defeated by Tom Girdler of Republic Steel, the candidate of the

antiunion group later called "Litde Steel." This "Little Steel"
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group included the following six companies with a total of about

186,000 employees: Bethlehem Steel, Republic Steel, Youngstown

Sheet and Tube, National Steel, Inland Steel, and American

Rolling Mills. The Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation had

signed an agreement with the union following a 36-hour strike

and an employee election in May.

The SWOC had made little progress in Bethlehem Steel, Ameri-

can Rolling Mills, and National Steel, for employee-represen-

tation plans were strongly entrenched in these firms. However,

the union had made considerable headway in Republic Steel,

in Youngstown Sheet and Tube, and in Inland Steel. It was

against these three companies that the union called a strike on

May 26, 1937, following their refusal to recognize or negotiate

with the union. In addition; Republic Steel had helped to bring

on the strike by discharging union members and closing down
certain plants that were strongly organized. During the strike.

Inland Steel and YoungstowTi Sheet and Tube closed their plants,

but Republic Steel attempted to operate several mills. In addition,

a plant of the Bethlehem Steel was later drawn into the strike

when two railroad operating unions struck for a signed agreement.

Throughout the strike, officers of these four firms refused to recog-

nize the union and insisted that they would under no circumstances

make an agreement with it.

In the "Little Steel" strike of 1937, the union was defeated.

The National Guard limited "picketing" activities and gave the

protection necessary for a successful back-to-work movement.

Following this defeat, the union pressed charges against all six of

the "Little Steel" companies on the grounds that they had violated

the National Labor Relations Act by fostering company unions

or by committing some other "unfair labor practice." The com-

panies against which the "Little Steel" strike was waged are among
the most profitable ones in the industry. They exert consider-

able influence and control in the communities where their mills

are located, and they have enhanced the prestige of the leaders

of "independent" unions or former company unions by granting

them favorable treatment in grievances and other matters. The
SWOC even has grievance committees in several of the plants of

these firms. In addition, some of the "Little Steel" group offer

their emloyees better wage rates, vacation periods, or welfare
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programs than the principal companies under agreement with the

SWOC.
Although industry-wide collective bargaining has not been

achieved, it must be recognized that the terms of the SWOC agree-

ments establish the level of labor standards in the whole industry.

It is the SWOC that is largely responsible for the fact that the

average earnings of workers in steel plants in 1939 were approxi-

mately 83 cents an hour, which is from 25 to 30 per cent above

either the 1929 figure for steel or the 1939 average for all manu-
facturing industries.^ The SW^OC was also largely responsible

for preventing wage cuts in 1937 and 1938.

In the last four months of 1937, steel production dropped from

83 to 25 per cent of capacity and employment was almost cut in

half. With this "recession" continuing into the Spring of 1938

and price cuts impending, the U. S. Steel officials informally

requested the union to accept a wage cut in the new agreement

to be signed. Not only did the SWOC spokesmen refuse to accept

a wage cut, but they advised against price cuts and put pressure

on Washington in June 1938 to delay a monopoly investigation of

the steel industry at a time when increased competition might

have caused price and wage cuts. Pointing to "the terror-stricken

condition of the steel industry brought about by a system of cut-

throat competition," the chairman of the SWOC said in October

1938: "If the steel corporations cannot put their own house in

order, it is the avowed purpose of the organized steel workers in

this nation to promote a constructive legislative program that will

adequately protect the interests of the industry and its workers." ^

In the absence of stabilization by industry-wide collective bargain-

ing, the SW^OC leaders have used political pressure to prevent

price reductions, which might result in wage reductions.

In the Spring of 1940 the SW^OC had some 650 agreements, of

which over 70 were in the basic iron and steel industry and covered

about two thirds of the industry's total working force. The other

agreements were in 25 different industries closely related to steel,

including companies producing such articles as cash registers,

refrigerators, lawTi mowers, bedsprings, agricultural machines,

hardware, stoves, steam shovels, sash weights, steel railroad cars,

^ Harbison, op. cit., p. 9.

2 Statement of Philip Murray in Cleveland, October 13, 1938, SJVOC press release.

I
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Steel rolling-mill equipment, and heavy machine tools. Union

officials estimate that at least 2,000,000 workers are employed in

the various industries where the SWOG has one or more signed

agreements. ^ The membership of the SWOG at the beginning of

1940 has been estimated by various authors as "probably close to

225,000 paid-up members" and as an average dues-paying mem-
bership in steel of about 100,000 with the total membership in the

basic steel industry amounting to 300,000 or 350,000.^

It is claimed that the union by 1940 had some 75 closed-shop

agreements with small firms employing a total of 13,000 or 14,000

workers.^ Other companies have, "as a matter of policy," per-

suaded workers to belong to the union and pay their dues. The
SWOG leaders have insisted that such complete "recognition" of

the union helps to ensure the responsibility and discipline of a

labor organization. Strong discipline may be difficult for a new
union to achieve, although the chairman of the board of directors

of the U. S. Steel Gorporation stated in April 1938:

The union has scrupulously followed the terms of its agreement and,

insofar as I know, made no unfair effort to bring other employees into

its ranks, while the corporation's subsidiaries, during a very difficult

period, have been entirely free of labor disturbances of any kind.'*

Gentralizcd authority within the SWOG is maintained through

administrative and financial control. Almost three fourths of the

funds collected from members are placed in the national treasury

of the union. All agreements must be approved in advance by the

national office, and no strike is to be called without approval from

the national office. A local union engaging in an unauthorized

strike will receive no support from the national treasury. The entire

administrative staff of the SWOG has been appointed rather than

elected, and all the national officers and regional directors received

their union training outside the steel industry, especially in the

United Mine Workers. Such "outside" control is considered a

transitional stage, partly to be explained by the fact that the

SWOG may have received as much as S2, 500,000 from the GIO

1 R. R. R. Brooks, As Steel Goes, 1940, p. 172.

2 Ibid., p. 162; and Harbison, op. cit., p. 104.

^ Brooks, op. cit., p. 169.

* United States Steel Corporation, Report of Annual Meeting of Stockholders, 1938,

p. 43.
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unions, especially the coal miners. ^ After a period of experience,

presumably the present provisional administration will be replaced

by steel workers and more rank-and-file control.

The experimental or provisional period for the union in steel

promises, however, to be a long one. In 1940, union recognition

was still the important issue. Collective bargaining with the

union had not been accepted as a permanent feature of the industry

by many employers. The cleavage between union and nonunion

firms was so great that the American Iron and SteeL Institute and
the union were scarcely on speaking terms. The "Little Steel"

companies had not budged from the position that they took in

1934 against signed agreements, although any antiunion activi-

ties on their part were, of course, curbed by the National

Labor Relations Act. Employer opposition accounts for the

fact that, up to 1940, the SWOC had filed 692 complaints

and 286 petitions for elections under the National Labor Relations

Act.2

By means of an organizing campaign in Bethlehem Steel, the

SWOC has been attempting to break through the "Litde Steel"

group. In "Big Steel" the union has made few gains since 1937

because of an attempt to limit collective bargaining mostly to

wages and the settlement of grievances. The large firms apparently

want a weak union so that their own personnel and welfare pro-

grams will play a significant role in labor relations. In 1940 the

local branches of the SWOC in the U. S. Steel plants were, gener-

ally speaking, weak and far behind locals in other firms under union

agreements.

Except for the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, the

union's relations were best in the small companies, which were not

in a strong position to resist the union's demands and which looked

upon the union as a possible stabilizing influence in the industry.

Although the small companies generally seemed w^illing to grant

the closed shop, while all large companies were opposed to it,

many of the small firms were hesitant to take such action openly

for fear of reprisals from antiunion customers and competitors.

Of the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, the chair-

man of the SWOC said in 1940 that, following the short strike

in 1937,

» Cj. R. R. R. Brooks, op. at., p. 160. ^ Harbison, op. cit., p. 67.
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The company abandoned its anti-union policy and embarked upon a

sincere experiment in labor relations. As a result the Jones and Laughlin

Steel Corporation is enjoying a period of harmonious labor relations.

There are no "excesses" at the plants of this company. Indeed, labor

relations here have become a model for the entire industry.^

* M. L. Cooke and Pliilip Murray, Organized Labor and Production^ 1940, p. 260.



CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

NEWSPAPERS

The rise and growth of the American Newspaper Guild since

1933 provides tlie lirst example in American experience of wide-

spread union organization among workers usually classified as

professional or ''white-collar" employees. The Guild has become

the collective-bargaining agency for the editorial and commercial

workers of newspapers in a large number of cities throughout the

country. In the mechanical or printing end of the newspaper

business, collective bargaining and collective agreements have been

the common practice since 1900.

Nature of the business. Today new^spaper publishing, like the

steel, automobile, and banking industries, is a big business, operated

on a commercial basis. In the peak year of 1929, the receipts of

newspapers from advertising and sales exceeded 51,000,000,000,

and in the late 1930's newspaper revenues again approached

SI,000,000,000 a year. In the early part of the last century, news-

papers were personal journals containing few, if any, advertisements.

Nowadays newspapers derive at least two thirds of their revenue

from advertising. In that earlier period, newspapers were operated

without business offices. Today they are run primarily for a profit

and are likely to be owned by a wealthy businessman, or a holding

company, or a large organization operating a whole chain of

newspapers. Newspaper chains account for almost half of the

nation's newspaper circulation, which exceeds 40,000,000 papers

each day. The six largest chains alone distribute more than one

out of every four daily newspapers and one out of every three

Sunday newspapers sold in this country.^

News is gathered by reporters who work for a single newspaper,

a group of newspapers, or a wure-service association. Most news-

papers obtain nonlocal news from wire services like the Associated

^ CJ. Alfred McClung Lee, The Daily Newspaper in America, 1937, p. 216.
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Press, the United Press, or the International News Service, although

newspapers with a large circulation will have their own corre-

spondents in key cities within the country and abroad.

While the news contained in the daily paper comes from all over

the world, the paper (the product) is always identified with some

city or locality, and its circulation is largely confined to the local

area. In a very real sense, the market for newspapers is a local

market. Newspapers in one city do not compete, to any extent,

with the newspapers published in distant cities. That is not true

of books or magazines.

The market for newspaper service has other peculiarities. It is

very steady in terms of total newspaper circulation, but total sales

of advertising fluctuate widely with business conditions. Between

1929 and 1933, for example, the advertising receipts of all news-

papers declined almost 50 per cent, compared with a decrease of

only around 10 per cent in the circulation of all daily papers.^

In the publishing and selling of news, time and regularity are

important. Because various editions of the paper must be ready at

certain hours of the day, a modem newspaper office, like a rail-

road, operates on a time schedule. Any delay or interruption in

the service is likely to irritate readers and to cause a sharp decrease

in the newspaper's circulation. Therefore, a newspaper publisher's

losses from a strike or a labor dispute are likely to be large. Further-

more, newspapers are sold directly to persons of all classes, and the

sales of any paper may be affected considerably by changes in

public opinion, especially if there is a competing paper in the same

locality. A newspaper's sales of advertising space may also be

affected by the attitude of the public toward the paper.

Employers and employers' organizations. There arc approx-

imately 2,000 daily newspapers and between 5,000 and 6,000

weekly newspapers in this country. Two or three daily newspapers

have a circulation that approaches or exceeds 1,000,000, and some

of the newspaper chains have a total daily circulation of 2,000,000

or 3,000,000, so that the 10 largest newspapers or newspaper chains

probably account for fully one third of the daily newspaper circu-

lation and close to one third of the employees in the industry. The
number of employees on large metropolitan papers ranges from

^ Statistics on circulation and receipts from advertising or sales arc available in the

Biennial Census of Manufactures.
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1,500 to 4,000, and the largest chains have over 10,000 employees.

Of the wire services, the Associated Press alone has about 7,500

full- and part-time correspondents.^ In the newspaper chains and
the wire services, the management and labor policies are generally

determined at the central office.

Trade activities and labor policies in the newspaper industry

are coordinated by publishers' associations, of which the most

important is the American Newspaper Publishers' Association.

The newspapers with membership in that Association represent

about four fifths of the total circulation of daily newspapers and

employ about four fifths of the employees of daily newspapers

throughout the country.^ In addition to this national association,

there are state and regional publishers' associations.

The American Newspaper Pubhshers' Association has influenced

the labor pohcies of pubhshers througii its Special Standing Com-
mittee, its Open-Shop Department, and its special bulletin on

labor. The Special Standing Committee, created in 1900, assists

employers in negotiating union agreements and has been a party

to national agreements with the printing unions, providing for the

arbitration of labor disputes. With the general movement for the

open shop in the 1920's, some fifty members of the American

Newspaper Publishers' Association were largely instrumental

in having an Open-Shop Department formed within the Associa-

tion in 1922. It included Association members who were interested

in maintaining and extending the nonunion shop. Newspaper

publishers enrolled in the Open-Shop Department pledged them-

selves to supply employees to a member experiencing labor difficul-

ties or a strike. For example, in 1933 labor crews ranging from

10 to 300 men were sent into 10 cities to aid publishers in strikes.
"^

The pressure to reduce wage scales in the early 1930's caused a

number of newspaper publishers to drop their collecdve agree-

ments at that time in order to change to the open shop.

Employees and labor organizations. There are probably about

200,000 employees in the newspaper industry, of whom almost

half are in the printing or mechanical trades and about 30,000 are

^ Collective Bargaining in the Newspaper Industry, National Labor Relations Board,

Division of Economic Research, Bulletin No. 3, October 1938, p. 3.

' Ibid., p. 53.

3 Report of the Open-Shop Department, Editor and Publisher, vol. 66 (April 29, 1933)

p. 66.
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in the editorial and reporting branch of the business. Employees

in the printing trades are, of course, skilled craftsmen who have

inherited a union tradition. Local printers' unions were among
the first unions formed in this country, and the present national

union of printers was founded in 1850. Technological change

created several distinct crafts within the printers' union, so that

in 1889 and subsequent years four crafts—the pressmen, the

stereotypers and electrotypers, the bookbinders, and the photo-

engravers—left the parent typographical or compositors' union to

form separate national or international unions.

The relative numerical importance of the various mechanical

trades in newspaper, book, and job printing combined is indicated

by the following statistics for 1930: 183,632 compositors, linotypers,

and typesetters in the United States, of whom 40 per cent belonged

to the Typographical union; 42,143 pressmen and plate printers,

of whom 87 per cent were union members; 19,437 engravers, of

whom 44 per cent were organized; and 7,824 stereotypers and

electrotypers, of whom 97 per cent were in the union. ^ The press-

men and the stereotypers have been very highly organized since

the beginning of the century.

In the editorial and reporting branches of the business, the

individualistic "white-collar" spirit of the employees prevented

any organization prior to 1891, when the printers' union began to

charter local newswriters' unions. Although the printers' union

chartered 38 locals between 1891 and 1905 and another 15 locals

in 1919, practically all of them passed out of existence within a few

years after they were established. Newswriters were prone to

consider their occupation a profession, or a prelude to a high-

salaried position or a publishing career, rather than a trade that

needed the economic protection afforded by collective action.

The newspaperman's independence defeated early organizing

efforts, and it was only when the depression of the early 1930's

demonstrated the price that the newspapermen paid for their

individualism in the form of relatively long hours, job insecurity,

and low wages, that they were successfully organized into a sepa-

rate national union. In 1937 the newswriters' union (the American

Newspaper Guild) changed from a craft to an industrial base

when it abandoned the AFL to affiliate with the CIO. Its juris-

* Leo Wolman, Ebb and Flow in Trade Unionism, 1936, pp. 215, 222.
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diction was expanded to include the employees in the business

branch of the industry, such as advertising solicitors, cashiers'

clerks, and office boys, as well as reporters and subeditors. In some

newspaper offices, the employees in the business branch outnumber

the editorial employees. Also, the Guild has been extending its

jurisdiction into the field of magazine publication.

Collective bargaining in the mechanical trades. Prior to

1880, the bargaining between the printers' unions and the pub-

lishers was on a local basis, although the local unions tried to

achieve uniform wages for newspaper compositors in each city.

The unions not only met with opposition from some individual

publishers, but in New York State, Chicago, and elsewhere, the

publishers combined into associations in order to resist the activi-

ties and demands of the local unions.^ Many publishers of daily

newspapers, however, favored written labor agreements as a

means of assuring uninterrupted service and the profitable opera-

tion of their business. It has been customary for a number of

newspapers in a city or locality to deal as a unit with each specific

union.

During the 1880's and the 1890's, the national union of printers

(the International Typographical Union) began to exercise more

power and control over the activities of its locals. The locals were

required to consult with the international before signing agree-

ments; all strikes had to receive the sanction of the international,

which controlled a newly created central strike fund; and the

international was given the power to discipline locals, including

the power to replace printers striking in violation of their agree-

ments. Through centralized authority and standardization of

agreements and union practices, the bargaining strength of the

union was increased.

Following the introduction of the power press, the printing

pressmen established a separate organization in 1889. Jurisdic-

tional disputes between the Typographical union and the Press-

men's union were ended by an agreement in 1894, and similar

agreements were made by the Typographical union with the

seceding unions of bookbinders, stereotypers and electrotypers, and

photoengravers between 1894 and 1903. Allied printing trades

^Cf. John R. Commons et al., History of Labour in the United States, 1926, vol. 2,

pp. 60-61.
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councils were established both locally and nationally as a means of

coordinating the efforts of the separate national unions in the

mechanical trades of the industry.

The advantages of employer unity in dealing with unions led to

the creation of the Special Standing Committee on Labor in the

American Newspaper Publishers' Association. As early as 1899,

the Association had discussed plans for industrial arbitration as a

means of eliminating strikes and lockouts. In 1900 the Interna-

tional Typographical Union and the American Newspaper Pub-

lishers' Association concluded a national arbitration agreement

providing for compulsory arbitration of all disputes that might

arise in newspaper departments covered by local agreements

containing provisions for arbitration. In other words, the arbitra-

tion agreement and procedure covered not only secondary disputes

involving the interpretation and application of existing local

agreements, but also primary disputes concerning the terms and

conditions of employment to be embodied in new local agree-

ments. The presence of nonunion publishers in the Newspaper

Publishers' Association made it impossible to have a national system

of collective bargaining and collective agreements. Under the

arbitration agreement, local arbitration boards were established

with appeal to a national board, whose decision was final. Work
operations, at the terms of employment in effect before the dispute,

were to continue pending the arbitration award. If either of the

parties to a local agreement containing arbitration provisions

should engage in a strike or lockout in violation of the agreement,

or should refuse to accept an arbitration award, the appropriate

national organization was to withdraw all aid and support from

the defaulting member.

In 1901, the American Newspaper Publishers' Association also

made arbitration agreements with the International Printing

Pressmen and Assistants' Union and the International Stcreotypers'

and Electrotypers' Union, both modeled after the arbitration

agreement with the International Typographical Union. In 1905

a similar national arbitration agreement was made with the Inter-

national Photo-Engravers' Union. Because the international unions

assumed responsibility for the enforcement of local agreements,

they required that all local agreements receive approval in advance

from officials of the international union. Several times the Press-
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men's union proposed to the Publishers' Association that arbitra-

tion be made binding upon all members of each organization,

but the Publishers' Association, with many nonunion members,

refused to adopt such a measure.

Following the national arbitration agreements, the membership

of the unions and the number of newspapers subject to collective

agreements increased rapidly. In 1900 a total of 200 newspaper

publishers, employing about 20,000 persons, were reported to have

had agreements with the unions in the mechanical trades.^ By
1912 the Typographical union had 264 local arbitration agree-

ments with newspapers in the Publishers' Association, the Press-

men's union had about 160 such agreements, the Stereotypers'

union had 108, and the Photo-Engravers' union had 44.- The
membership of the combined printing unions rose from about

40,000 in 1900 to around 80,000 in 1912. During this period the

Pressmen's union on two occasions paid publishers thousands of dol-

lars in cases where locals struck in violation of local arbitration agree-

ments, in one case replacing the strikers with other union workers.

In 1912 a dispute arose between the Pressmen's union and

certain newspaper publishers in Chicago that resulted in the termi-

nation of the pressmen's national agreement with the Publishers'

Association. In 1911, the two Hearst newspapers in Chicago,

under the national arbitration agreement to which they were a

party, obtained a wage decrease and an increase in hours under

an arbitration award. The next year these Hearst papers refused

to arbitrate an issue involving a reduction in the number of press-

men, and the International Pressmen's Union supported a strike

against Hearst papers throughout the country on the grounds that

they had violated the national arbitration agreement in Chicago.

The union then refused to renew the national arbitration agreement

with the American Newspaper Publishers' Association because the

Chicago local of the ANPA had supported the Hearst management.

In 1919 the Pressmen's union again accepted a national arbi-

tration agreement with the American Newspaper Publishers'

Association, which has been renewed periodically and continues to

operate. In 1940 the Special Standing Committee of the Publishers'

* David Weiss, "History of Arbitration in American Newspaper Publishing Indus-

try," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 17 (July 1923), p. 18.

^ Ibid., p. 24; and Collective Bargaining in the Newspaper Industry, op. cit., p. 92.
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Association reported that, of its 400-odd members, 159 had written,

and 26 had verbal, agreements with the Pressmen's union. Of the

written agreements, 1 54 contained arbitration provisions. ^ During

the 1920's, the Pressmen's union continued to suspend locals

engaging in outlaw strikes, paying thousands of dollars to reimburse

injured publishers. As indicated in Chapter 24, the Pressmen's

union, under a program of union-management cooperation,

offers some 500 newspapers a service that includes technical

research, assistance from consulting engineers, and examination of

copies of those papers for defects.

In 1920, after 20 years of experience under national arbitration

agreements, the International Typographical Union had some

344 local arbitration agreements with publishers who were mem-
bers of the Publishers' Association. Nevertheless, in 1922 this

national arbitration agreement was terminated, and there has not

been a national arbitration agreement between these two organiza-

tions since 1922. Refusal of the national union to submit its rules

to arbitration was the reason given by the publishers for terminat-

ing the national arbitration agreement in 1922. As early as 1902

the Publishers' Association had requested that the national union's

rules be made subject to arbitration. The Association especially

objected to the union rule preventing the exchanging or borrowing

of printed matter between newspaper establishments, so that all

advertisements and features would have to be set up separately in

each newspaper office, and the union rule requiring foremen to be

union members, so that the union could more readily prevent

antiunion discrimination in the shop.

Despite the absence of a national arbitration agreement, it was

found that, of the 435 publishers in the American Newspaper

Publishers' Association in 1935, there were 321 members operating

their composing rooms under an agreement with a local of the

Typographical union and 51 others operating on a union basis

although without any agreement. These 372 union establishments

were publishing 455 daily and 192 Sunday newspapers and were

employing 23,868 members of the Typographical union.- The
Special Standing Committee of the Publishers' Association reported

^Editor and Publisher, vol. 73 (April 27, 1940), p. 20.

2 "Collective Agreements in Newspaper Composing Rooms," Monthly Labor Review,

vol. 42 (January 1936), p. 170.
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in 1940 that members of the Association had 330 written agree-

ments with the Typographical union, of which 310 provided for

the arbitration of primary or secondary disputes.^

A study of the wages and hours of 35,000 union printing trades-

men employed by newspapers in 72 cities showed that in June 1939

their average wage was about SI. 35 an hour and their average

hours were 38 a week, so that their average weekly earnings ex-

ceeded S50.00. Photoengravers received the highest average

hourly wage (SI. 70), and stereotypers the lowest ($1.24).^ During

the depression of the early 1930\s the wage rates paid union mem-
bers in the printing trades continued to increase from 1929 to 1931,

and the dcchnc from 1931 to the low year of 1933 was less than

seven per cent. In 1939 the wage rates paid to union printing

tradesmen were the highest then on record, averaging 1 1 per cent

above the 1929 level. ^ In the printing trades, the closed shop is

generally found in newspaper establishments in large cities.

Collective bargaining by the Newspaper Guild. As indicated

in a pre\ious section, liicre was Hi tic ccjllcctix'e bargaining in the

editorial, reporting, or business branch of the newspaper industry

prior to 1934. Of the 60 newspaper writers' locals chartered by the

Typographical union between 1891 and 1919, only two were in

existence in the 1930's. In 1923 the Typographical union volun-

tarily surrendered jurisdiction over the newswriters to the AFL.

However, the Federation chartered only nine local unions of

newswriters during the following decade. Agreements were signed

between newswriters' locals and the publishers' associations in

certain cities, but the publishers, who had shown little hostility

before the first World War, began to place obstacles in the way of

organization by the newswriters after 1918. In addition to fear

of publisher reprisals, the newswriters were still too individualistic

for organization on a national scale. They were prone to consider

themselves, not as a group of employees, but as members of a

profession, who might sometime become employers.

Certain economic changes, howev^er, caused newswriters to

realize that they were only employees whose economic interests

1 Editor and Publisher, vol. 73 (April 2^, 1940), p. 20.

2 "Union Scales of Wages and Hours in the Printing Trades, June 1, 1939," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 49 (December 1939), pp. 1485, 1496, and 1507. Union "mailers"

are excluded.
^ Ibid., p. 1487.

]
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needed the protection afforded by organization. The purchase of

newspapers by chains and the consohdation of papers, as indicated

by their double-barreled titles, caused many editorial employees

to lose their jobs or to feel that they were but a small element in a

large commercial business, run by the publisher in his own interest.

When advertising revenues began to decline in the early IQSO's,

the editorial employees were the first to feel the pinch of economy
in the form of wage cuts, long hours, and staff reductions. For

example, the average weekly earnings of editorial employees on
31 newspapers declined more than 15 per cent from April 1930 to

April 1933, during which time the number of editorial employees

was reduced more than 10 per cent.^

The wages and hours for the unionized mechanical trades and the

individualistic newswriters presented an interesting contrast in

the early 1930's. Surveys in the Spring of 1930 showed that the

average working week for the mechanical tradesmen on newspapers

was 45 hours, with none of them working more than 48 hours a

week, whereas over 16 per cent of the editorial employees surveyed

had a full-time work week in excess of 50 hours. ^ The average wage
for the printing trades in 1930 was SI. 24 an hour or about S56.00 a

week on newspapers, compared with a weekly average of $59.30

for deskmen, S43.60 for reporters, and S40.00 for photographers.^

Between the Spring of 1930 and the Spring of 1933 the average

wages of printing tradesmen on newspapers were reduced less

than 7 per cent, while the average wages of editorial employees

were reduced more than 15 per cent, some reporters suffering

wage cuts as high as 40 per cent. In the first part of 1934 the

American Newspaper Guild made a nationwide survey which

disclosed that the average salary for a reporter after 20 years of

service was S38.00 a week, and that almost half of all reporters

received less than S32.00 a week. In New York City, one third of

the editorial employees included in this Guild survey were receiving

S35.00 a week or less, whereas union printers and pressmen in

New York were averaging from S46.00 to S55.00 a week, with all

of them receiving more than S35.00 a week.

^ "Salaries and Working Conditions of Newspaper Editorial Employees," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 40 (May 1935), pp. 1138, 1141.
"^ Ibid.^ p. 1144; and "Union Wage Rates in Time-Work Trades in 1930," Monthly

Labor Review, vol. 31 (November 1930), p. 1221.
3 Idem.
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Under such conditions, the newswriters were anxious to cstabhsh

a newspaper code under the NIRA in order to improve and

stabilize wages, hours, and working conditions in the editorial

departments of newspapers. But without any organization, they

had little authority or influence in the establishment of a news-

paper code. Especially when the publishers opposed a code for

themselves while advocating codes for other industries, the news-

writers began to see the need for organization under Section la of

the NIRA. In Great Britain, the British Institute of Journalists

and the Union of Journalists, founded in 1890 and 1907 respec-

tively, have made the newspaper editorial rooms there virtually

closed shops. ^

The flrst proposed code submitted by the American Newspaper

Publishers' Association in August 1933 practically disregarded

editorial employees, for it designated newswriters earning S35.00

a week or more as "practitioners of a profession" to whom the

wages and hours provisions of the code were not applicable. This

proposed code was rejected by the Recovery Administration, but

the newspaper code finally approved by the President on February

17, 1934 did not differ materially from the one submitted by the

Publishers' Association. The President did, however, request that

editorial workers be put on a five-day, 40-hour week. In the

meantime, dues-collecting guilds of newspapermen had been

formed in some 42 cities during the last four months of 1933, and

at a national convention in December 1933 they combined to form

the American Newspaper Guild. The name "Guild" was adopted

to indicate a status mid-way between a trade-union and a pro-

fessional organization. Refusal to admit that they were working-

men and to identify themselves with wage-earning groups pre-

vented the Guild journalists from affiliating with organized labor

as the stage and screen actors had done many years before. The

success of the Actors' Equity Association ofifered an example of

what labor unionism could accomplish for a widely diversified

group of professional, white-collar workers.

According to the constitution of the new Guild, its purpose was

"to preserve the vocational interests of its members and to improve

the conditions under which they work by collective bargaining."

^ CJ. Estelle Muraskin, Newswriters'' Unions in English-Speaking Countries, U. S. Works

Progress Administration, New York, 1937 (mimeographed).
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Local unions in metropolitan or municipal areas were divided

into shop units. In addition to the national organization, there

were also state and regional units. In April 1934 a Guild local

signed its first collective agreement with a publisher, and in June
1934 the Guild reported a total membership of 8,000. Observing

that the Guild was moving toward collective bargaining, William

Randolph Hearst remarked that he had "always regarded our

business a profession and not a trade union," while Roy W. Howard
of the Scripps-Howard chain asserted that journalism was a "pro-

fession" that could "no more flourish and develop in the strait-

jacket of trade unionism than an orchid on an iceberg." ^ During

the latter part of 1934 the Guild became involved in some important

strikes. In the Newark Ledger strike, the American Newspaper

Publishers' Association supported the publisher while local

and national labor organizations assisted the Guild. The Guild

used mass picketing, a boycott of the paper, and a secondary

boycott of advertisers in order to win the strike. Even before the

Guild's affiliation with the AFL in 1936, the printing-trades unions,

the Teamsters, and other labor organizations assisted Guild locals

in carrying on strikes.

The newspaper code provided for a bipartisan Newspaper

Industrial Board to settle disputes. The four labor representatives

on this eight-man Board were national officers of the printing-

trades unions. In the middle of 1934 the publishers voted over-

whelmingly against a plan of the Recovery Administration to

enlarge the Board so that the Guild might have a representative.

The Guild was able to obtain a place on the Board only through

an arrangement whereby the representative of the Pressmen's

union resigned. As the Newspaper Board was unable to select a

panel of impartial chairmen until a few days before the Supreme

Court declared the Recovery Act unconstitutional, the Board

deadlocked on practically all important cases.

In December 1934 and January 1935, the National Labor

Relations Board, established under Public Resolution No. 44,

handed down two decisions ordering the Hearst San Francisco Call-

Bulletin to reinstate Dean S. Jennings, found to have been forced to

resign from the paper because of Guild activities. The publishers of

the nation, in protest against this decision, arranged a meeting to

^Editor and Publisher, vol. 67 (June 2, 1934), p. 8; and Guild Reporter, June 1934.
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consider withdrawal en masse from the newspaper code. As in their

initial protest against a newspaper code, the pubhshers insisted

that the decision in the Jennings case threatened the "freedom of

the press," since all such matters should be decided by the News-

paper Industrial Board. The President finally gave in to the

publishers, who then called off their scheduled meeting. As the

Guild expressed it, the "publishers cracked down and the President

cracked up." The Newspaper Industrial Board, because of a

deadlock, never settled the Jennings case. Such experience taught

the Guild to cease relying entirely upon government action. Its

officers had discovered what organized labor learned long ago,

that economic strength is more {Xjwerful than political action or

legislation. Because the Guild considered columnist General Hugh
Johnson hostile to labor as NRA administrator, the Washington

local barred him from (iuild membership under the constitutional

provision that "no person whose interests are deemed to lie with

the employer as against the employees shall be eligible."

Publisher resistance and opposition gradually converted the

Guild into a trade-union with increased centralization of power.

At the 1937 convention, the Guild's executive board was given the

power to suspend locals signing agreements that failed to include

the minimum bargaining terms stipulated in the Guild program.

The national organization has signed agreements on a nationwide

basis with the Associated Press and the United Press, covering

all their editorial employees in this country, and with the News-

paper Enterprise Association, a newspaper syndicate. In dealing

with major newspaper chains, the Guild has adopted a chain

council plan of organization, by which the entire weight of the

national organization can be used in chain negotiations. In five

cities the Guild has also engaged in collective negotiations on a

city-wide basis with local publishers' associations, following the

procedure used in the mechanical departments, so that the resulting

agreements will cover the whole competitive area. Locally, the

newspaper business may be highly competitive, so some publishers

may refuse to make concessions to the Guild unless rival publishers

grant the same terms of employment. In some cities, Guild locals

have signed city-wide agreements.

In 1940 the Guild had a membership of around 20,000, repre-

senting over half of those eligible for membership from the editorial
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departments and about one fourth of the remaining newspaper

employees within its jurisdiction.^ It had branches in over 500

newspaper shops, and over 120 signed agreements covering some

140 newspapers, wire services, radio stations, and news magazines.

About a fourth of the agreements provided for the closed or Guild

shop, and most of them provided for special compensation to dis-

missed workers. The minimum terms of the Guild's bargaining

program also call for the 40-hour week, vacations with pay, sick

leave, advance dismissal notices varying with length of service,

and a minimum-wage scale increasing with length of service and

type of work. The 1939 agreement with the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,

for example, covers all skilled and unskilled workers in the editorial

and business branches of the firm, contains 6 wage classifications

for editorial-department employees and 20 for business-office

employees, and provides a dismissal indemnity ranging from 2

weeks' pay in cash for regular employees with between one half

and one year's continuous service to 28 weeks' cash severance wage

for employees with 12i years or more of service. Dismissal pay is

guaranteed to employees in practically every Guild agreement.^

Unlike the unions in the mechanical trades, the Guild has

strongly opposed arbitration as a means of fixing the terms of new
agreements. Such arbitration the Guild considers to be premature

before it has the industry well organized and the belligerence of

the publishers' associations subsides. (In the middle of 1937 the

publishers' associations met in Chicago to organize their resistance

to the Guild.) The Guild has, however, been willing to establish

arbitration machinery for the settlement of secondary disputes.

Nevertheless, only a small percentage of all agreements signed with

the Guild provide for arbitration of unsettled disputes arising under

the agreement, and Guild agreements also do not contain clauses

prohibiting strikes or lockouts during the life of the agreement.

By 1939 the American Federation of Labor, which the Guild

abandoned in 1937, had 10 federal local unions of newswriters

and some 20 federal local unions of business-office employees and

newspaper carriers, the latter split up on craft lines. Through a

Labor Newspaper Organization Council comprising all craft

^ "Collective Bargaining by the American Newspaper Guild," Monthly Labor Review,

vol. 50 (April 1940), p. 826.

^ For a summary of the provisions of 78 agreements signed with the Guild, cj. ibid.,

pp. 827-42. CJ. also Editor and Publisher, vol. 73 (April 27, 1940), p. 94.
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unions in the various newspaper departments, the AFL is attempt-

ing to coordinate the collective-bargaining activities of its craft

locals and to negotiate a single agreement with a publisher, covering

all his white-collar employees. With the Guild and the Federation

both attempting to organize workers in the editorial and business

branches of newspapers, a number of jurisdictional controversies

have occurred. There has also been considerable disagreement

and strife between the left-wing and the more conservative groups

within the Guild itself.

The Guild has been very effective in improving wages, hours,

and working conditions for newswriters and even employees in the

business branches of the industry, who have accounted for less than

one fifth of the Guild's total membership. It has established stand-

ards for wages, hours, dismissal notification, and severance pay

that many newspaper publishers have decided to adopt even though

they refuse to deal with the Guild or have only been willing to

post informal, bulletin-board agreements. Through this organiza-

tion, a well-educated, middle-class group has been able to improve

its economic status by following typical trade-union methods.

The Guild has demonstrated its ability to bring strong economic

pressure to bear upon publishers through strikes, boycotts, and

pressure upon advertisers to cancel their space. Most of its strikes

have been won, for few newspaper publishers can long resist a

union in the face of sharply diminished circulation and advertising

revenue or of complete interruption in the publication of the paper.

Advertising aims to gain good will, not ill will, for the advertiser.

Consequently, a merchant is likely to cease advertising in an

offending newspaper if such advertisement involves picket lines

around his establishment and the listing of his firm in the Guild

Reporter, weekly organ of the American Newspaper Guild, as one

of the advertisers who continue to use anti-Guild newspapers. The
legality of Guild picketing of firms advertising in offending news-

papers seems to vary somewhat with the economic philosophy of

the judge and the methods of picketing employed, but few adver-

tisers want to prosecute labor organizations in the courts in

order to establish their right to advertise in a certain newspaper

without being picketed as a result. Advertisers generally are too

dependent on retail sales to go out of their way to offend labor

organizations.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

CLOSING REMARKS

Many of labor's economic problems arise out of conflicting

interests and desires in a capitalistic system based on individual

purchases and sales in markets. In a business civilization motivated

by individual self-interest, private aims are often in conflict with

social goals; personal profit may be at the expense of human welfare

and social values; freedom to spend or not to spend money may
result in unemployment and economic insecurity for workers.

Labor's economic problems involve such issues as the proper

balance between incentive and economic security, between co-

operation and bargaining in industry, and between industrial

democracy and discipline.

Individualism may not operate to the advantage of society when
sellers are confronted with inelastic demand curves so that it pays

them to restrict the supply they off^er for sale, or when markets are

dominated by large economic units, whether business corporations

or labor organizations. Fundamentally, individualism is based on

the objectivity and fairness of markets, which means that they

must approximate the old-fashioned economist's ideal of a perfect

market. The whole theory of the economic distribution of resources

under individualism assumes the existence of perfect markets and

the nonexistence of unemployment. It assumes furthermore that

local interests will not attempt to attract manufacturing plants by

such subsidies as tax exemptions, free plants and plant sites, or low

labor standards and earnings that may cause a deterioration of the

human resources in the locality, an increase in local welfare costs,

and perhaps some curtailment of local sales. The unreality of such

assumptions in our modern economy is evident. The business and

real-estate interests in many communities try to attract and hold

new concerns by various lures and subventions. Buyers and sellers

generally strive to dominate the market and to control market
873
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prices by the exercise of economic pressure, c\cn though their

efforts are not always successful.

The importance of economic pressure in determining prices and

market conditions could be eliminated only by somehow convert-

ing all markets into perfect ones. That would mean the atomiza-

tion of business units so that no buyer or seller would account for

more than a very small percentage of the total purchases or sales in

any local market. In order to establish perfect markets, all products

would have to be standardized so that there would be a large

number of firms making and selling each and every article. The
tendency for a number of decades has, however, been in the oppo-

site direction—toward larger business units which sell trade-

marked and nationally advertised products.

Business produces not only goods but widespread unemploy-

ment and surprising economic inequalities as well as industrial

injuries, disease, dissatisfaction, and old-age dependence. Many
of these human costs business is able to avoid, so they rest upon

individual workers or the community at large in the form of higher

relief costs, larger medical costs, or more crime.

Costs as income. In an individualistic economy, analyses of

labor problems tend to be on an individualistic plane. People

reason from a particular instance to the general situation, and

individualistic economics supplants political economy. One
woman writer recently said: "Most women, I am convinced,

think from the particular to the general, and not from the general

to the particular. ... It is significant, I think, that there has been

no John Maynard Keynes, no Stuart Chase, no Marx, no Adam
Smith among women." ^

Indixidualistic reasoning leads to an undue emphasis on the cost

rather than the income and demand aspects of payrolls. Wages

are both a cost and an income, just as debt and credit are the same

thing looked at from different angles. Yet during the early 1930's,

the very people who complained that the prevailing depression

was caused by too much debt were arguing that what was needed

to overcome the business slump was an expansion in credit ! Much
the same thing applies to arguments about wages. The same

people may argue both that costs, especially payrolls, must be

^ Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, "The Future of Eleanor Roosevelt," Harper's Magazine,

vol. 180 (January 1940), p.' 137.
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reduced and that workers' incomes must be increased so that de-

mand may expand.

When certain income changes affect wide areas in the economy,

even individual manufacturers begin to appreciate the importance

of the income aspects of costs. For example, an employer may
come to support systems of unemployment compensation or relief,

which help to maintain the market for his products, even though

he may dislike the taxes levied to finance them. The cost aspects

are less troublesome to an employer when a condition is generalized,

when his competitors must meet the same cost changes or labor

standards because they occur uniformly over the whole competitive

area.

It has been said that factories and workers become unemployed

because employers ask too much for their products and because

workers ask too much for their labor. According to the traditional

theory, the existence of idle equipment and excess capacity is a

clear indication that prices are too high, that the employers are

refusing to produce in order to enforce a certain price policy. In

the same way, some writers have argued that, if workers remain

unemployed, it is largely because they are unwilling to accept

lower and lower wages. ^

Although such economic dogma may be correct for a barter

economy, it is likely to be incorrect for a money economy with

large business units. Declining prices (price reductions), by

causing people to withhold expenditures and hoard money, may
increase the amount of idle economic resources. A large number
of factors, some of which are noneconomic, affect the rate at

which people spend money. When expenditures are declining in a

country or community, many workers cannot find employment

even though they may be willing to work for very low wages.

Factories do not operate at 50 per cent of capacity because wages

or other costs are too high; costs per unit of output generally decline

as manufacturers increase their operations up to full capacity of

the plant. It is lack of demand, not high costs, that explains why
General Motors, Ford, and other large firms lay off thousands of

^ "When leading economists in the field of labor problems say that 'wages are out

of line' at the present time and that 'this is holding up the return of prosperity,' they

are speaking through the closed iron visor of a particular set of economic folkways and
a particular, historically-dated theory of 'marginal productivity.' " Robert S. Lynd,
Knowledge Jor What? 1939, p. 145.
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workmen and will not hire a larger number of workers at any wage
during a slump.

Difficulties in labor economics. The traditional economics

attempted to find answers to labor's economic problems by adopt-

ing static assumptions and applying partial analysis based on the

individual firm. But individual-firm analysis is especially ill-

adapted for finding answers to general problems involving em-

ployment, unemployment, wage levels, cost levels, labor standards,

and the business cycle. For an explanation of such phenomena, a

general or monetary analysis, based on changes or developments

over a period of time, is much more appropriate, although it may
yield less simple and certain answers. Variations in the rate of

spending with economic change may depend in part upon social

psychology, which may be somewhat unpredictable and concern-

ing which economists may not qualify as experts.

Unfortunately for those who seek easy answers in labor eco-

nomics, the whole may not be the sum of its parts. The simple

maxims of mathematics may not apply. For example, the labor

supply curves or schedules for most employers are positively

sloped, yet the general supply curve of labor appears to be nega-

tively sloped. Individual supply curves cannot be summarized

because they apply to separate markets and because they are

based upon the assumption that conditions in all other markets do

not change, which assumption is violated as soon as any summation

is attempted. The same thing holds true of the demand for labor.

In the building trades, for example, the demand for most types of

skilled labor (plasterers, plumbers, bricklayers, etc.) is undoubtedly

very inelastic, which means that a reduction of wage rates for one

of the 20-odd building crafts alone would result in lower weekly

or annual earnings for the members of that craft. Therefore, a

summation of the demand schedules for all the separate crafts

would presumably give a very inelastic and incorrect curve, for a

wage-rate reduction affecting all building workers at the same time

would have a much greater effect on new^ building than the same

percentage reduction confined to a single craft.

Certain economists have argued that the demand for building-

workers' services and for other labor is elastic, so labor's annual

earnings would increase if it would be willing to accept wage cuts.

Such general assertions may be absolutely incorrect for certain
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kinds of labor considered separately or for most labor during, say,

the downward phase of the business cycle. Some of these econo-

mists have qualified their conclusions by saying that the elasticity

of demand would increase or develop with the lapse of a short

period of time. When the element of time is introduced, however,

the assumptions of the analysis are no longer valid and a process

or sequence analysis must be followed rather than the straitjacket

method of demand and supply schedules, which rest on the assump-

tion of instantaneous change while other things remain the same.

Professor Sumner Slichter, in an address before a meeting of the

American Economic Association in December 1939, stated that

the demand for short-term loans was inelastic, that the demand for

investment funds (long-term loans) seems to be fairly inelastic

during most phases of the business cycle, and that labor unions

underestimate the elasticity of demand for labor, especially over

a period of several years. ^ How the elasticity of the general demand
for capital and labor was discovered, to what phase of the business

cycle his remarks applied, and why the elasticity of demand for

capital is assumed to be less than that for labor. Professor Slichter

failed to explain. Unfortunately, economists seem to have widely

varying notions concerning the demand for labor.

Labor in modern capitalism. In an economy of large buying,

selling, and producing units, economic competition differs widely

from that in the economic theorist's make-believe world of perfect

markets, pure competition, and full employment. Corporations,

by means of their collective strength, are able to dominate markets

and to control the prices of their products. Under such circum-

stances, labor must combine if it is to protect its economic interests

through collective action and collective bargaining. Business cor-

porations are really combinations of capitalists who bargain col-

lectively through the corporation. Individual workers are espe-

cially dependent in our modern economy because of extreme

specialization, employer practices, and the nature of labor markets.

With labor markets so imperfect and so subject to control by

^ Cf. Slichter, "The Impact of Social Security Legislation upon Mobility and Enter-

prise," American Economic Review, vol. 30 (March 1940) supplement, pp. 54-55, 58.

CJ. also, Slichter, "The Changing Character of American Industrial Relations,'*

American Economic Review, vol. 29 (March 1939) supplement, pp. 127, 129, and 134.

Money represents generalized purchasing power, so one would expect the demand for

money to be more elastic than the demand for many particular goods or services.
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monopolistic elements, both the buyers and the sellers of labor

strive to drive good bargains by using their economic strength to

further their own interests. Industry-wide trade agreements

and labor standards set by law restrict competition by helping to

prevent single employers from driving better bargains with labor

than their competitors do.

Collective action by labor and collective labor agreements do

tend to reduce the wide range in individual outputs and individual

wage rates that occurs without the organization of labor. Some
uniformity in wage rates and some standardizadon of individual

outputs may be necessary in order to prevent concealed under-

cutting of the wage. Wherever sellers attempt to achieve standards

and uniformity in prices, such collective restrictions tend to occur.

They are found among unorganized as well as organized workers.

Labor unions do not object to the payment of wages above the

union rate to workers because of the high quality of their services,

their long length of service with an employer, or their all-around

ability. But labor organizations do take steps to prevent price-

cutting by means of a speed-up in output without a corresponding

rise in wage rates. The kind of competition one finds in unionized

industries is similar to that between local banks that have identical

charges, between steel, lead, and cement companies that quote

identical prices, or between the manufacturers of the three popular

low-priced cars (Ford, Chevrolet, and Plymouth), who quote sub-

stantially the same prices. It is a competition on the basis of

quality and personal friendships rather than on the basis of price,

and the social implications of "administered" prices and restric-

tions upon price competition in the labor field are the same as

they are in the field of business.^

In a competitive society, labor organizations seek to advance the

economic interests of their members and sometimes come into

conflict with one another regarding such matters as jurisdiction or

failure to cooperate in strikes. In a free-for-all capitalism, it is not

surprising to find that self-interest causes the Steel Workers Or-

ganizing Committee to support high steel prices, the United Mine

Workers to oppose the projects of the Tennessee Valley Authority

1 For a discussion of the social implications of administered prices, cj.^ for example,

H. S. Dennison and J. K. Galbraith, Modern Competition and Business Policy, 1938;

C. F. Ware and G. C. Means, The Modern Economy in Action, 1936; or Price Behavior

and Business Policy, Monograph No. 1, Temporary National Economic Committee, 1940.
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because they produce competing fuel, or the National Brotherhood

of Operative Potters to support a higher tariff on pottery products.

Indeed, the pottery manufacturers (the U. S. Potters Association)

first began to negotiate with the union after union representatives

pleaded for a higher tariff before a Congressional committee and

after an understanding was reached that the tariff increase should

lead to a wage rise if the union would help to maintain uniform

selling prices for pottery products. ^

Labor unions, both craft and industrial, may join hands with

employers in order to gain at the expense of the rest of society, or

they may oppose social improvements if such improvements might

lead to a reduction in the union's membership or in employment
within the union's jurisdiction. Programs of "decasualizing" and

regularizing longshore employment in various ports have involved

limitations upon entrance into the occupation through refusal to

permit an increase in the number of workers registered at the

central hiring hall, controlled by the union or by the union and

the employers. Such programs, on the Pacific Coast for example,

have increased the annual incomes of longshoremen until they

average from $1,700 to SI,800 a year, or almost double the average

for New York City, where "decasualization" has not occurred.^

The relatively high incomes of Pacific Coast longshoremen may
only be possible because other workers are excluded from employ-

ment at the waterfront.

Answers to labor problems. Unfortunately, there are no easy

solutions to labor problems. The market does not solve them

satisfactorily in many cases, partly because a perfect labor market

and pure competition in labor are not possible. There is little

likelihood that the buyers of labor (employers) will be broken up

into atomistic units selling only standard (not trade-marked)

products. Yet, if the answer is not supplied by the market, it will

be obtained by personal or political decisions or by a test of eco-

nomic strength.

In the past, labor has feared political decisions on its economic

problems because of the possibility that repeated political decisions

might lead to government dictatorship over labor and to the

^CJ. David A. McCabe, National Collective Bargaining in the Pottery Industry, 1932,

pp. 90-91.

2 CJ. Longshoremen: Pacific and Atlantic, International Longshoremen's and Warehouse-
men's Union, Seattle, 1940, pp. 9-13.
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suppression of the activities of labor unions, as has occurred under

dictatorships abroad. Like most employers, labor objects to com-

pulsory arbitration because it means solving labor's economic

problems by the personal decision of some "outsider" instead of

through the market and economic forces. There is no scientific

formula that an arbitrator can apply in order to find correct

solutions to labor disputes; he must rely upon his own judgment

and conscience to guide him.

Reliance upon economic factors and pressure for answers to

labor issues means that at times conflicts of economic force will

break out into economic warfare—strikes and lockouts. Perhaps

such industrial disputes are part of the price that must be paid for

the benefits of industrial freedom and individualism, just as the

economic waste connected with business failures and unwise

investment is part of the cost of operating a system of free private

enterprise. Individualism has been defended as the system under

which dumb fools can do the least damage, because no one person

has control over a large section of the economy. As corporations

and other organizations increase in size and economic significance,

however, such a defense of capitalism begins to lose its validity.

If perfect markets and pure competition are impossible, there is

the question of how to prevent large business units or labor organi-

zations from obtaining complete domination of markets and using

them for selfish, rather than social, purposes. For an attack upon

certain labor problems, such as unemployment, it may be necessary

to prevent individualism from injuring the general interests of

society, the common welfare.

Unselfish phrases and pious hopes are of little help in finding

solutions to labor problems. As was pointed out in the chapter on

union-management cooperation, such programs are likely to fail

except under certain rather special economic circumstances.

Correct answers to labor problems require some understanding of

the economic factors and underlying forces, some understanding

of the nature of markets in general and the labor market in par-

ticular. Unfortunately, we know surprisingly little about labor

markets, where the economic forces affecting labor converge.

Yet such a knowledge is necessary for a correct formulation of

governmental policies regarding labor, for intelligent legislation

on labor issues, and for wise judicial decisions in labor cases. An
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understanding of the character of labor markets is necessary in

order to decide what labor problems should be left (1) to decision

by the market and economic forces, (2) to legislative action by

government and to governmental programs, and (3) to court

decisions. As it is, no such functional division has been made, and
the law on labor activities and methods is not only changing but

uncertain.

Issues in industrial relations. The first labor unions in this

and other countries were formed by skilled craftsmen to protect

members from the effects of competitive forces. Historically, it was

the competition of the merchant capitalist, who as a middleman
played employers against one another, that led to the rise of trade-

unionism as a protective device. Ever since the formation of those

early craft organizations, unions have generally sought to eliminate

competition on labor standards by making labor costs uniform

for all competing employers. Unions, especially industrial unions,

have also attempted to "stabilize" the industry or industries over

which they claim jurisdiction, so that the prices received by em-

ployers may be sufficient to permit them to pay union wage scales.

In the past, employers have generally opposed unions in indus-

tries where the employers themselves could "stabilize" the industry

without the assistance of a labor union. That has been true, for

example, in the mass-production industries, like steel, automobiles,

oil, rubber, etc., or in banking and the professions where competi-

tion on the basis of price is considered "unethical." However, in

highly competitive lines, like bituminous coal, clothing, building,

laundry, and cleaning and pressing, employers are so numerous

and have such diverse interests that they have not been able to

form a single trade or employers' association covering the whole

industry. Consequently, they have been unable to "stabilize" the

industry without the assistance of a labor organization. Under such

circumstances, a majority of the employers in the industry may be

willing to have the unions help to regulate that industry and

enforce standards, so that certain forms of competition can be

outlawed. In such highly competitive industries, the unions must

"stabilize" the industry and eliminate nonunion competition in

order to achieve substantial gains for their members. Private

regulation of industry by unions, usually in collaboration with

employers' associations, is similar, in certain respects, to the regula-
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tion of industry under the medieval guilds. It lacks, however, the

moral force of the religious scruples that the guildsmen had.

The regulation of industry by union methods is illustrated by the

clothing unions and the Teamsters' union on the West Cloast. The
joint regulation of the clothing industry in the late 1930's was

more extreme than it was under the NRA from 1933 to 1935. The
clothing unions have not only eliminated the sweatshop and given

their members the benefits of cultural and educational activities

along with unemployment-insurance and low-cost-housing pro-

grams, but they have also conferred certain benefits upon employers

in the industry by eliminating competitive bidding and fixing

uniform prices for the production of garments in contract shops.

In bituminous coal, the Federal government has, by law, granted

employers the benefits of price-fixing, because unregulated compe-

tition in soft coal led to certain evils, including the breakdown of

labor standards, prior to 1933. On' the other hand, the bankers,

the steel producers, and the manufacturers of sulphur, gasoline,

photographic film, tin cans, bottles, typewriters, light bulbs,

razors, tooth paste, sugar, crackers, cereals, cigarettes, and 1,001

other articles, have been able to eliminate practically all price

competition through such means as the basing-point system, price

zones, branding and patenting, and price quotations on a "freight-

allowed" basis. Despite the partial monopoly enjoyed by pro-

ducers of trade-marked articles, the Federal and state governments

have passed resale-price-maintenance laws, which legalize vertical

price-fixing from manufacturer to consumer and which prevent

price-cutting by forcing all sellers to sell at the price stipulated

by the producer. Indeed, such ''fair-trade" laws are designed to

make price-fixing mandatory.

Presumably private regulation of business by unions and employ-

ers' associations is primarily in the interest of the employers and

workers in the industry. Unions are generally guided by the eco-

nomic interests of their members. As experience under the NRA
indicated, union-employer cooperation to regulate competition

in an industry may operate to the disadvantage of the consumer.

Although we are all consumers, it is always to the economic advan-

tage of any group to increase its money income, even if that involves

an increase in the price of its product or service.

Unfortunately, there is no way to determine scientifically,
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whether wages or selling prices are too high or too low. The
economists formerly tried to use as a test the price that would

prevail if the market were a perfect one. But, since wages and

prices can only be too high or too low compared with other prices,

all markets would have to be perfect markets before such a test

would be a valid one. As already stated, perfect markets are so

rare as to make that test impractical and impossible. People

generally criticize prices or wages on the basis of previous price

and wage relationships or such relationships in other areas. But

such a method naively assumes that these earlier or more distant

relationships are correct. Wages in the men's clothing industry

tripled from 1911 to 1924. Were wages too high in 1924 or too

low in 1911? Are average wages of SI. 25 an hour in the coat-and-

suit branch of the ladies' garment industry too high in view of the

seasonal unemployment in the industry, the skill involved in the

work, and a work week of 32i hours? There is no scientific answer

to such questions.

Some economists have argued that a vigorous enforcement of

the Federal antitrust laws against unions and employers' organiza-

tions would at least prevent prices and wages from being "too"

high. Unfortunately, strict enforcement of the antitrust laws would

not make imperfect markets into perfect ones and would tend to

prevent uniform standards or "stabilization" in those industries

that are in the weakest economic position because of the large

number of employers in the industry who are competing with one

another. Enforcement of the antitrust laws to prevent union-

employer arrangements for stabilizing the industry would tend to

make competition more severe in lines where it has been the most

severe in the past and would have little effect in industries where

price competition has been negligible, such as automobiles, agri-

cultural implements, electric motors, oil, utilities, banking, rail-

roads, etc. Undoubtedly, some government control over monopo-

listic elements in labor and product markets is desirable, but how
much and by what methods the government should regulate

industry and labor is a question concerning which much has been

said and written since the Supreme Court invalidated the NIRA.
To date, economists, business executives, labor leaders, and govern-

ment officials hold widely varying views on the whole problem of

the relationship of government to business. The learned economic
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journals have recently been full of articles expressing conflicting

opinions on the subject.

Past experience in the field of industrial relations has demon-
strated that the signing of written agreements tends to restrict the

area of friction and to reduce the number of strikes or work stop-

pages. Collective agreements help to preserve industrial peace

through mutual understanding and machinery for the settlement

of grievances and disputes. The bitterest and most costly battles

in American labor history have been fought when employers hav^e

refused to recognize or deal with labor unions and have, conse-

quently, declined to sign any agreements with them. Employer

opposition to unions, of course, tends to foster militant, radical,

and irresponsible leadership in labor organizations. When their

organization is struggling for its very existence, workers tend to

select fighting leaders. On the other hand, the business of bar-

gaining, of negotiating agreements, and of enforcing agreements

tends to develop responsible and businesslike leadership in labor

organizations. Such official responsibility tempers radicalism and

causes union officials to consider the economics of the industry in

which their members are employed. Labor leaders like Samuel

Gompers and Sidney Hillman were socialists who firmly believed

in the class struggle before they became "labor statesmen" engaged

in the business of administering a union or a federation of unions.

In labor relations and labor legislation, developments in this

country seem to be following in the general path of experience

abroad, but with a lag of a number of decades. In Europe, un-

employment and old-age insurance laws were enacted from 20 to

50 years before the Social Security Act was passed in this country

in 1935. The democratic countries in Europe and Australasia

passed through the stage of active employer opposition to the

existence of labor unions a number of decades ago. In England,

for example, there were no campaigns to eliminate labor unions

during the 50 years prior to 1940. Since 1900, open-shop cam-

paigns have been known as "the American Plan"; labor espionage

and company unionism have also been largely American phe-

nomena.

Within this country, various industries have reached diff'erent

stages in the development of labor relations. In certain industries,

labor relations have been more advanced than in others. The
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antiunion phase of labor relations had practically ended by 1926

in the railroad industry. Since then written agreements with

unions have been the standard practice, and strikes have been

practically unknown on the railroads. The maritime industry, on

the other hand, was beset by a number of major and minor strikes

in the 1930's, and the maritime unions, faced with employer oppo-

sition and hostility, continued to struggle for their existence. In

short, labor relations have been in a much more formative and

immature stage in ocean transportation than in rail transportation.

On the Pacific Coast, labor relations in the pulp-and-paper in-

dustry had, by 1940, reached a much more advanced stage than

they had in the lumber industry, which furnishes the raw materials

for paper and pulp.

Widespread strikes and unrest have occurred during periods

when labor unions were expanding rapidly in membership and

employers were attempting to present such expansion. That was

true from 1900 to 1904, from 1916 to 1920, and from 1933 to 1937.

Open-shop campaigns, such as those following 1900 and 1920,

have also given rise to strikes, lockouts, and labor troubles. A
number of industries that were organized during the first World

War became nonunion during the "American-Plan" or company-

union period of the 1920's. The maritime industry, the railroad

shops, the building industry in cities like Chicago and San Fran-

cisco, and, to some extent, the textile, coal, and clothing industries,

might be cited as examples. However, the losses of union member-
ship in the 1920's were more than recouped during the 1930's.

There have been cycles in labor relations just as there have been

cycles in business activity. A chart of the number of workers in-

volved in strikes or of total union membership resembles the fever

chart of business, with peaks and recessions. Fluctuations in labor

relations from union dealings and agreements to open-shop or

company-union conditions and back to union agreements again

have been costly to consumers and upsetting to American business.

The cyclical swings from union shop to open shop every decade or

so have not only been wasteful but have tended to prevent the

development of stable relationships, mutual understanding,

responsible organizations, and machinery for the settlement of labor

difficulties by peaceful methods. Stable labor relations are an

essential part of a stable economy.
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The question of industrial democracy. A democratic society

must be interested in the government of its industry because po-

litical developments are so directly affected by economic condi-

tions. A nation's politics tends to be shaped by its industrial

background. Students of government have maintained that in-

dustrial dictatorship has a close bearing upon political dictatorship.

The problem of industrial democracy grows more important as

it becomes more difficult for individuals to set up in business for

themselves and to gain a measure of economic independence by

selling to a market made up of many buyers. Labor's dependence

is great not only because of the minute division of labor and the

specialization of economic functions, but because generally the

worker sells his services to but one buyer and must deliver his

services by working most of the day or night on the buyer's premises

under the discipline of the buyer or his agents. Such a condition

of dependency and dominance may be accepted with little grum-

bling when industry is functioning smoothly; but, when there is

widespread unrest, let us say because of prolonged and extensive

unemployment, labor is likely to lose faith in the rulers of business

and to demand a greater voice in the affairs of industry. Such a

period of questioning took place during the 1 930's, which helps toex-

plain why workers so readilyjoined labor unions during that decade.

The struggle for influence and authority is a never-ending one.

The attempt of workers through organization to gain a larger voice in

industrial affairs has been resented and opposed by many employers.

Labor agreements, grievance machinery, and labor-relations laws

may deprive employers of some of their vested rights. Men who rise

to high posts, both in business and labor unions, are generally de-

termined and domineering persons, accustomed to fighting for what

they want or want to keep. They are not likely to relinquish, without

a struggle, the power that has accompanied ownership or position.

Labor economics and economic interests. Labor problems

are human problems that involve selfish interests, vested rights,

personal concepts of justice, and social standards of value. The

extent to which labor unions, employers' associations, and em-

ployers' labor policies should be restricted by law is a political

question to which the economist can give no objective and conclu-

sive answer. The economist can explain the probable economic

effects of various labor measures and laws. He can indicate how a
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certain program may affect total employment, total production,

and profits. He can point to the lessons of past experience. But

the people must decide the results that they desire—whether they

are willing to restrict freedom of spending in order to obtain more
employment, whether business should be taxed to provide unem-

ployment and old-age benefits for workers, whether the work day

should be shortened, whether the bargaining power of labor should

be increased and there should be more democracy in industry, or

whether employer control of the labor market is preferable to

collective bargaining and collective agreements.

A study of the economics of labor helps one to understand the

economic consequences of certain labor legislation or policies. It

should enable the student to see through superficial arguments and

to detect errors in popular reasoning on labor problems. It pro-

vides a basis for correct analysis and a background for sound

judgments. In short, it should make the student intelligent. But a

study of the economics of labor issues may fail to make a person

less selfish and more social-minded. Education and intelligence

cannot change a person's economic interests, whether he is a wage-

earner, a corporation president, or a large stockholder. Despite

extensive study, a person is likely to continue to pursue his own
interests, although perhaps in a more intelligent fashion.

In an exchange economy ruled by the money motive, different

economic groups strive to improve their economic position and to

increase their economic power by obtaining some degree of monop-
oly or market control. Consequently, selfish interests come into

conflict, and some persons improve their economic status partly

at the expense of others. As has been repeatedly pointed out in

this book, the pursuit of personal gain may lead to antisocial

actions, so one cannot reason from self-interest to the social good.

With labor constantly pressing for more economic advantages and

capital-owning groups striving at least to maintain their economic

power and to prevent a relative reduction in their living standards,

it is clear that labor problems grow out of a basic diversity of

economic interests. That diversity is likely to continue as long as

most of the people must live by selling their services to employers,

who own or control the productive facilities, the patents and trade-

marks, and the various market rights and relationships that en-

hance one's economic power in a capitalistic economy.


